September 25, 2015
Secretary Pedro Rivera
Pennsylvania Department of Education
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17126
Dear Secretary Rivera,
It is with great pride and enthusiasm that I submit to the Pennsylvania Department of Education, on behalf
of our school’s Board of Directors, the application and accompanying materials for the renewal of
Commonwealth Connections Academy’s (CCA) charter. This is the first time I have submitted a charter
renewal to the Department of Education for CCA as CEO of the school, and I am excited to provide you
with a summary of the direction in which the school is headed over the course of this renewal period.
In their infancy, and in uncharted territory as a model of delivery, many cyber charter schools began with
the support of an education management organization (EMO). Some cyber charter schools were fully
managed by a third party company, while others may have contracted with a third party company for the
majority of their services and support. In CCA’s case, the school began with a contracted relationship
with its EMO, Connections Education (CE), which handled a plethora of services, including human
resources, special education, billing and more. In fact, when CCA started, the CEO was an employee of
Connections Education.
This changed when I became CEO, as I became a direct employee of the school’s Board of Directors, just
like CCA staff and administrators have always been. In addition, CCA’s Board of Directors wisely
recognized that as CCA’s enrollment (and consequently staff) grew, restructuring the relationship with
Connections Education to bring more services in-house was necessary. This enabled the school to better
serve families, and with considerable cost-savings that were reinvested in the classroom. Additionally, as
these measures are implemented, the Board of Directors and leadership of the school are excited to be
able to assess and implement programs necessary to improve student performance more quickly and
based more on Pennsylvania specific needs. Since CCA’s last charter renewal, the school’s Board of
Directors has worked diligently to bring those services in-house. You will see how the great work of the
Board has come to fruition, with the school now handling all of its operations and administrative
functions in-house and working with Connections Education solely as a provider of curriculum and a
Learning Management System.
The business relationship and role of CE is so reduced that during the course of the upcoming charter
term, the CCA Board of Directors will lead the school in creating a new brand that clearly communicates
that separation. For the past five years, CCA’s board has relied on my background of nearly 30 years in
traditional public education to assist them in assembling a team of well-credentialed, highly-respected
educators to better serve the school’s families. As CEO, I bring the background of an educator who rose
through the ranks as a former Assistant Superintendent. Our Chief Operating Officer (COO) has nearly 20
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years of service as a Business Director for traditional public schools, and in many capacities with the
PASBO, in addition to holding a Superintendent’s letter of eligibility. Our Senior Director of Learning is
a former Superintendent with a doctoral degree in Education Administration; and our Senior Director of
Student Development holds a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership and has a longstanding, wellrespected career in traditional public education, most recently serving as the Executive Director of the
Montgomery County Intermediate Unit (IU #23). As you can see, CCA’s Board is committed to ensuring
that CCA sets the benchmark for what a good, independent, cyber charter school can and should be – with
Pennsylvania staff serving Pennsylvania families.
All that we have done, and will do, though, is focused on our singular goal: providing Pennsylvania
children and families with an outstanding public school education in ways that match our students’
learning styles and needs. The Board’s decision to alter its relationship with Connections Education was
driven by the belief that it could allocate funds more effectively, using these savings to improve the
quality, breadth, and depth of education to CCA’s students. We know that there will be substantial
efficiencies in both cost and process that we will derive from insourcing so many critical school
functions. We are energized by bringing complete ownership and accountability for our school and
ourselves, rather than relying on a vendor to provide considerable support functions. It represents the
natural evolution of our school, manifested in its maturity, scale, promise, and potential.
We know that we are helping our students to thrive academically. We have so many students with
impressive backgrounds, accomplishments, and stories to tell. In many cases, families come to CCA
when their current school is not working for their child. We have the privilege of serving families who
may desperately need our help, and who may have lost hope in the public education system. We take
great pride in the trust and confidence that those families place in us every day to provide a high-quality
education for their children.
With that said, we fully appreciate that we and our students need to work to improve the academic results
of the school as measured by PSSA, Keystone Assessments, and other metrics. We are fully committed to
improving both the student proficiency and academic growth of our students. To that end, we have
proposed little enrollment growth for the coming charter term, wanting to focus on the quality of our
teachers and student academic performance without the strains that often accompany rapid enrollment
growth.
We are honored to have the responsibility that accompanies holding a charter granted by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education. You have our unconditional commitment that we will continue to innovate,
improve, and implement best practices in serving families across this great Commonwealth in a
transparent, fiscally responsible manner. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions you may
have. I assure you that the Board and leadership team of CCA look forward to working with the
Department throughout this process.
Sincerely,

Dr. Maurice Flurie III
CEO, Commonwealth Connections Academy
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Application Fact Sheet
This Application Fact Sheet is intended for administrative processing of the Cyber Charter Renewal
Application. The information furnished below must be an accurate representation of the complete Renewal
Application.
Cyber Charter School Name: 

Commonwealth Connections Academy Cyber Charter School

School Address 1426 N. 3rd Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17102
(If more than one facility, the cyber charter school must identify the administrative office where all student records are maintained
pursuant to section 1748A (h).

County 

Dauphin

Intermediate Unit

Capital Area IU 15

Charter Start Date July 1, 2011____ Date Current Charter Expires June 30, 2016
Federal Employer Identification Number 743068519
Vendor Identification Number
CEO: First



Middle

E

Address 1426 N. 3rd Street, 4th Floor, Harrisburg
Telephone (717) 6517200 x218

Secondary 

912

Circle Appropriate Grade(s)
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

115220002

189720 _

Maurice (“Reese”)

Grades Served by
Cyber Charter School
Elementary
K5
Middle 
68

AUN # 

Fax Number

Current & Projected
5 year Student Enrollment:
201516  9,800
201617  9,900
201718  10,000
201819  10,100
201920  10,200
Is increase due to addition of
grade levels?
Yes
No X

Last

Flurie III

State  PA
Email

Zip Code

17102

MFlurie@ccaeducate.me

Current & Projected 5
year Teaching Staff
201516  362
201617  366
201718  370
201819  374
201920  377
Does the cyber charter school have an
existing retirement system?
Yes X No _

Section I. Student Achievement
A. Progress toward Initial Goals and Objectives:
● Describe how the cyber charter school has met or made reasonable progress
toward initially established goals defined in the current charter application. If
goals were revised, discuss why and how the new goals provide a better fit with
the overall mission of the cyber charter school. Provide a concise explanation and
use data whenever possible.
In its October 2010 charter renewal application, the CCA Board of Directors prepared
aggressive goals for the next 5 years (2011-16), summarized in Table 1 on the pages that
follow. The table summarizes the five (5) measures included in the previous charter term
application, its associated goal(s), the current status, and any relevant notes regarding
each success measure.
By almost any measure or professional opinion, the goals submitted by the CCA Board
in its October 2010 charter renewal application would stretch any K-12 school, in
particular a cyber school enrolling students from all corners of Pennsylvania, and for
whom most students were not thriving in their prior academic environment. Coupling
this with considerable enrollment growth year over year during the current charter term,
which often challenges the school because of the number of new students and families
as well as the number of new CCA staff members, it is clear in hindsight that the goals,
while both aggressive and appropriate, were going to be exceptionally difficult to
achieve. The challenge of the influx of new students each year is exacerbated by the
mobility of families attending cyber schools. Because of change in family situations,
student learning needs, and a variety of other factors, the number of students coming
into and leaving a statewide cyber school tends to be higher than that experienced by a
traditional (bricks and mortar) school. This pattern has been borne out not only in
Pennsylvania, but in just about every other state that offers statewide full-time cyber
school programs. This student mobility is both one of the most attractive elements of a
statewide cyber school that keeps its enrollment open for a considerable period each
academic year, but also a considerable hindrance to achieving the test performance that
CCA desires for its families.
CCA offers a number of solutions that it has implemented to ensure that the transition of
students into and out of the school has as little impact as possible on student success.
These programs are detailed further later in the narrative.
The school is proud of the progress that it has made on many fronts, including but not
limited to student achievement, retention of outstanding teachers and staff, family
satisfaction with the CCA program, and participation rate in the mandated state
assessments. Nevertheless, it is obvious to the Board and CCA leadership, teachers, and
staff that the school must in particular work both harder and smarter to ensure that
academic achievement as measured by state assessments must improve. While there are
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some bright spots among the proficiency levels on state assessments (Attachment C),
more often than not the student performance was not what CCA, the parents, or the
students had hoped or expected. We do not believe that the state assessment results
reflect the actual student performance levels, and continue to investigate the causes and
refine the scope and sequence of our lessons’ content.
CCA continues to refine its teaching methods, early identification of struggling students,
curriculum, teacher and staff hiring, training, and feedback given to both teachers and
students to ensure that the PA academic standards are taught and comprehended to a
level where proficiency as measured on statewide assessments reflects the standards of
excellence that the partnership among the Board, CCA, and students has set.
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Table 1. Progress Towards Initial Goals and Objectives

Measure
Local test data goals for all grades
tested: Based on a value-added model of
academic growth, each student will
demonstrate a year of academic growth for
a year in school for students in grades K-8.
Measurement: The school will administer
its Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic
Progress (LEAP) assessment at the
beginning and end of each year.

PSSA goals for all grades tested: CCA
students will meet or exceed statewide
performance targets in reading and math
for all tested grades, 3-8 and 11.

Goal

Current Status

Notes

All students achieve (at
least) one year of academic
growth on the LEAP test,
which is administered for
both Math and Reading.

2014-15 Summary
1. More than 67% of all students
tested made at least one year of
academic progress in Math.
2. 64% of all students tested made
at least one year of academic
progress in Reading.

There were some
disappointing scores
among certain subgroups,
including the Asian
subgroup in Math (44%
made sufficient progress,
although a very small
sample n) and Black /
African American and
IEP had lower scores in
Reading (52% and 51%,
respectively) than hoped.

With some subgroup exceptions in
SY 2011-12 and 2012-13, the two
years of PA AYP measurement,
the school did not make the AYP
test proficiency targets in math
and reading.

Several factors
contributed to the school
missing its aggressive
PSSA goals for each
grade tested during the
charter term, including:
1. Substantial annual
increases in the
number of new
students and
teachers, and

SY 2011-12: 78%
proficiency in math, 81%
proficiency in reading
SY 2012-13: 89%
proficiency in math, 91%
proficiency in reading
SY 2013-14: AYP waiver
SY 2014-15: AYP waiver
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No Child Left Behind AYP goals: CCA
will make AYP for all areas including
attendance, participation in state testing,
performance in state testing, and
graduation rate.

2011-12 SY goals

Attendance: Not
applicable (per NCLB,
graduation rate applies
instead).
Participation: 95%

Academic Performance:
78% proficient or above in
Math, 81% proficient or
above in Reading.
Student Achievement narrative

2. The annual
escalation in test
proficiency required
by AYP, and
3. An increase in the
number of enrolling
students who were
one or more grade
levels behind in
academic
achievement.
2011-12 SY data
SY 2012-13 was the last
year during which the
Commonwealth of
Summary: CCA made AYP
for 16 of 33 measures, missing Pennsylvania was
accountable under the
in four graduation metrics and
thirteen academic performance proficiency and other
targets of No Child Left
areas.
Behind / AYP. Beginning
in SY 2013-14, PA
N/A
received its AYP waiver
and was instead bound by
a new accountability
system which includes
required targets for (1)
1. CCA made AYP for
participation rate, (2)
participation rate.
graduation rate (or
attendance rate if no
2. CCA did not make AYP for test graduating class), (3)
closing the achievement
performance.
gap for ALL students, and
4

Graduation rate: 10%
reduction of the difference
between the previous
year’s graduation rate and
85%.

3. CCA made AYP for graduation
rate.

2012-13 SY goals
2012-13 SY data
Attendance: Not
applicable (per NCLB,
graduation rate applies
instead).

(4) closing the
achievement gap of
historically
underperforming students
(including students with
disabilities, economically
disadvantaged students,
and English language
learners.

N/A

Participation: 95%
1. CCA made AYP for
participation rate.
Academic Performance:
89% proficient or above in
Math, 91% proficient or
above in Reading.
Graduation rate: 10%
reduction of the difference
between the previous
year’s graduation rate and
85%.
Enrollment growth. CCA will continue to
grow enrollment, aiming toward total
student population of nearly 12,000

Grow CCA enrollment to
12,000 students.
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2. CCA did not make AYP for
academic performance.

3. CCA made AYP for graduation
rate.

CCA had almost 9,000 students
enrolled at the close of the 201415 SY.

Both CCA’s commitment
to program educational
quality and increasing
5

students by the end of the new charter
cycle.
The school will also explore expanding its
grade range to include pre-kindergarten
through twelfth grade beginning in the
2012-13 school year.

number of cyber school
options limited growth.
Explore addition of prekindergarten.
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CCA Board did not vote to expand
to Pre-K.

In 2014, the PA Supreme
Court ruled in the
Slippery Rock vs. PA
Cyber Charter School that
a cyber charter school
may set its own
kindergarten entrance age,
but the District of
Residence is not
responsible for paying the
cyber charter school for
PreK, if its policy is
broader than the district’s.
Given the recent financial
climate in PA, many
school districts are no
longer offering PreK
programs. Therefore, the
decision was made that
CCA could not afford to
offer this at this time
without unfairly diluting
the per pupil funding it
receives for students
funded under PA statutes
(grades K-12).
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Retention of outstanding faculty. Faculty
rated exemplary or proficient each school
year will return at a rate of at least 95%.

95% retention rate

CCA exceeded the 95% retention
rate goal during the charter term.
During its most recent evaluation
period (SY 2014-15), CCA
reported the following evaluation
results:
•
•
•

35 employees rated
Distinguished,
417 employees rated
Proficient, and
6 rated Needs
Improvement.

CCA is deeply committed
to the hiring and retention
of outstanding faculty,
and is pleased to continue
its strong track record of
retaining strong
performers among its
talented staff.

Those rated Distinguished and
Proficient were retained a rate
above 95%.
Parent satisfaction. CCA will maintain or
improve overall parent satisfaction with
the program. On the Parent Satisfaction
Survey, the Parent Perception of Overall
Program Quality will be at or above 3.4.

Score of 3.4

The participation rate must be above 60%.

Participation Rate of (at
least) 60%.

The score for overall program
quality was 3.5, above the goal
adopted by the Board in its
October 2010 charter renewal.
(Calculation: 61.5% A, 29.9% B,
6.5% C, 1.7% D, and 0.4% F. A=4,
B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0.)
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The Parent Satisfaction Survey
was completed by 31% of those to

The Board is very pleased
that there is near universal
satisfaction with CCA’s
program quality. An
Executive Summary of
the most recent Parent
Satisfaction Survey
(2014-15 SY) is included
as Attachment R, showing
impressive results.
While disappointed that
the participation rate was
7

whom it was sent, which while
below the stated goal, still
represents a highly-valid statistical
sample of over 2,100 families with
one or more students enrolled in
CCA.
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not higher, this metric is
not nearly as
representative of school
quality and outcomes as
other measures included
in the goals of the
previous CCA charter
renewal. The participation
rate and the school’s
considerable enrollment
size give outstanding
insights regarding
satisfaction among many
different groups,
including by grade level,
new vs. returning
families, and many others.
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By any measure, CCA serves a very diverse student population. In the pages that follow, the
school’s demographics are shown, including some month to month and year to year comparisons
that show the fluidity of these figures as well. While the school views the diversity and the
mobility inherent in serving these populations as an opportunity and a privilege, there is no doubt
that these factors present challenges for the families, the students, and CCA’s teachers and staff.
The two tables included below are only a subset of the demographic and other data that the
Board and school staff track, analyze, and utilize to inform staffing, instruction, and other issues
impacting student academic performance.
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● Provide any other relevant information about progress toward academic goals.
If reference has been made to test scores or other testing outcomes, include the
name of the test and the dates administered. Include a rationale for using that
particular test.
CCA administers the Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic Progress (LEAP) each year
to students in grades K-8 to evaluate the academic growth made at the student level.
These comprehensive assessments are administered for both Math and Reading.
Specifically, the LEAP is a technology-facilitated test given to each K-8 student at the
beginning and end of the school year. LEAP provides essential diagnostic information
for developing and planning instruction. The test identifies areas of strength and needs
in the student's learning and measures student growth during the school year to
formulate learning goals and monitor student progress.
The rationale for choosing the test is to provide early indicators of each student’s
expected performance on state-mandated tests and academic needs, and to report key
accountability data on student progress throughout the academic year.
The LEAP results for the trailing three year period (SYs 2013-15) are summarized
below, both in aggregate as well as by subgroups. The column “Sat. Progress”
represents the number of students who made satisfactory progress (for that subject
during the academic year, a measure of one year’s academic growth.

The table above summarizes results across all tested grades (K-8) in both Math and
Reading for the most recent three (3) school years. While the percentage making
satisfactory progress in the far right column show encouraging results, the school
acknowledges that these results are not where they need to be, and the results do in
many cases mirror both results and trends seen in the PSSA exams year to year. Math
academic progress has been in the range of 70% during the period, while Reading
growth has slowed from 85% to 64% during the period, a disturbing trend that the
school and families are working hard to reverse.
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The results by subgroup are also included below, and represent a continuing area of
focus among the teachers, leaders, and Board members of CCA.
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Finally, given the rich subgroup and demographic information available through
Connexus about each student, the LEAP results give CCA helpful information about
other areas of academic performance. A continuing focus for the school has been the
performance of students in their first year with the school. The table below summarizes
their performance for the three year period. Included in each year’s analysis is careful
attention to the relative under/over performance of each group vs. one another, and the
aggregate.
As shown in the table below, first year students performed several % points lower than
the aggregate in Reading each year, ranging from 1-4%, lagged in Math for 2014-15,
and outperformed the aggregate scores in Math in both 2012-13 and 13-14. The scores
being so close to the aggregate values represent encouraging news to CCA, showing that
while many students enroll in the school because of academic struggles at other schools,
they are able to make progress at or about the same rate as those who have been enrolled
in the program for more than a year.
‘

In grades 9-10, CCA uses Scantron ® to measure student performance; the school
initiated use of Scantron for these grades during the 2013-14 school year. Of the 530
CCA students tested in English/Language Arts (ELA) during the 2014-15 SY, 73% of
them were “likely to be proficient on the state reading test” and additional 14% “may be
proficient…” Only 13% were unlikely to be proficient. A year prior, the results were
slightly better. The % of students expected to be proficient on the state reading
assessment was unchanged at 73%, with a 2% improvement in the number who “may be
proficient…”
The results of the two years of Scantron use in grades 9 and 10 are summarized in the
table below. CCA regularly evaluates the other assessments it uses to evaluate student
performance and growth, and in particular those tests with regard to general or specific
correlation to PSSA and Keystone Exams. As mentioned elsewhere, CCA is piloting the
use of the Read180 assessment and intervention product this year among 7th grade
students new to CCA. The school hopes to roll out the use of Read180 much more
broadly in the coming years, eventually employing it in all grades in which it’s
available.
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SY 2014-15, grades 9 & 10
Scantron Performance Prediction: ELA
Total % of Total
Likely to be Proficient on Reading State Test
386
73%
May be Proficient on Reading State Test
73
14%
Unlikely to be Proficient on Reading State Test
71
13%
Total 530
100%
2013-14 SY, grades 9 & 10
Scantron Performance Assessment: ELA
Total % of Total
Likely to be Proficient on Reading State Test
424
73%
May be Proficient on Reading State Test
90
16%
Unlikely to be Proficient on Reading State Test
64
11%
Total 578
100%

Among the 457 9th and 10th grade students taking the Scantron Math test during 201415, the results were less encouraging. Only 59% of those taking the exam were “likely to
be proficient on the state math assessment.”
SY 2014-15, grades 9 & 10
Scantron Performance Prediction: Math
Total % of Total
Likely to be Proficient on Math State Test
271
59%
Unlikely to be Proficient on Math State Test
186
41%
Total 457
100%

Performance on the Keystone (End of Course) Exams is banked until the student is in
11th grade. For many students who enrolled with CCA last year, this meant that their
performance from a previous school was used as a measure on CCA’s School
Performance Profile even though the course wasn’t taught by a CCA teacher, and the
test was administered by a different LEA. As an example, last year, 486 students
enrolled in CCA after having already taken the Algebra exam and scoring below
proficient at least one time. The same was true for 303 students in regards to the Biology
Keystone Assessment and 228 students in regard to the Literature Keystone Exam.

● Has the cyber charter school made Adequate Yearly Progress (“AYP”) for
each of the last five years? If not, discuss why and what steps are in place to
remedy the situation. Reference information from the cyber charter
school’s School Improvement Plan where applicable.
Commonwealth Connections Academy has not made AYP during the term of
the current charter. Like all PA public schools, it was only subject to AYP
required proficiency targets during the first two years of the current charter,
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which runs from July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2016.
In Pennsylvania, the interpretation of AYP among statewide cyber schools
differs from that in many other states; namely, that a statewide cyber school is
treated as both a school and a school district, and is required to make AYP in
each of the grade spans offered by the school in order to make AYP for the
given school year. Cyber schools continue to be treated very differently versus
PA school districts, in that cyber schools must hit certain targets at every tested
grade level to achieve AYP, but a school district needs only to hit targets in one
of three grade spans tested -- 3-5, 4-6 or 9-12 in order to make AYP. By its very
definition, this different treatment of cyber schools versus school districts sets
the bar higher for all cyber schools in a way that makes it increasingly harder to
make AYP, especially as required proficiency targets were raised each year.
CCA is justifiably proud of its history of making Adequate Yearly Progress.
During the previous charter term, CCA made AYP in the 2007-08 school year,
and met nearly 90% of the required indicators in both 2008-09 and 2009-10; it
achieved 26 of 29 indicators in 2008-09, and 22 of 25 in 2009-10. While the
leadership and staff were disappointed that the school didn’t make AYP in these
two school year testing periods, it was aware that the bar was set increasingly
higher with the passage of each year, with an eye towards 100% proficiency
among all measured groups and subjects by 2013-14 SY.
Below is a brief summary of reading and math achievements for AYP in SY
2012-13:
● In all grades, CCA met the participation targets for reading, math and
science.
● CCA missed the Reading Goal by only 2% and the Math goal by only
5%. No subgroup missed their goal by more than 8%.
● CCA met the graduation rate goal with a 4-year rate of 75% and a 5-year
rate of 85%.
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Below is a brief summary of reading and math achievements for AYP in SY
2011-12:
The 3-5 grade span
● The 3-5 grade span met 16 out of 26 targets in reading and math.
● The 3-5 grade span had an overall mathematics performance of 54%
proficiency compared to the 78% proficiency performance target.
● The 3-5 grade span had an overall reading performance of 55.8%
proficiency compared to the 81% proficiency performance target.
● Within the 3-5 grade span, the only subgroups to make AYP were the
Latino/Hispanic subgroup in Math and the Black/non-Hispanic subgroup
in Reading.
The 6-8 grade span
● The 6-8 grade span met 20 out of 28 targets in reading and math.
● The 6-8 grade span had an overall mathematics performance of 51.6%
proficiency compared to the 78% proficiency performance target.
● The 6-8 grade span had an overall reading performance of 64.1%
proficiency compared to the 81% proficiency performance target.
● Within the 6-8 grade span, the Latino/Hispanic and the Multi-Racial
Ethnic subgroups met the targets in mathematics, and all students, the
white, Latino/Hispanic subgroup, and the Multi-Racial/Ethnic subgroups
met the targets in Reading.
The 9-12 grade span
● The 9-12 grade span met 13 out of 22 targets in reading and math.
● The 9-12 grade span had an overall mathematics performance of 26.8%
proficiency compared to the 78% proficiency performance target.
● The 9-12 grade span had an overall reading performance of 53.7%
compared to the 81% proficiency target.
● Within the 9-12 grade span, the IEP subgroup was the only subgroup to
meet AYP targets.

● Describe the strategies that are in place to ensure that students with special
needs, those at risk of failure and those not making reasonable progress are
meeting – or are being given the opportunities and reasonable accommodations
to meet – the academic goals. Provide clear evidence and use data to document
how those strategies are proving effective for students in terms of improved
academic performance.
CCA is committed to serving students who are either currently or newly identified as
students with disabilities. For those not familiar with virtual schools, it may be
difficult to imagine implementation of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) for students who are participating in a virtual public school program from
Student Achievement narrative
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their homes. There are many similarities between the approach to special education in
a cyber charter school and that of a traditional school, but also some differences.
Enrollment of students with disabilities in virtual schools is representative of students
with disabilities within the state, both in numbers and in the disabilities served. The
distribution of specific disabilities among these students is similar to that in brickand-mortar public school settings.
CCA’s special education student enrollment percentage (%) has tended to be several
% points above the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania statewide average
(approximately 16%) during the current charter term. As shown earlier in this section,
CCA provides special education services to a wide variety of student needs. Among
the most prevalent are Specific Learning Disability (44% of the special education
population at CCA), Other Health Impaired (15%), Autism (13%), Emotionally
Impaired (11%), and Speech/Language Impaired (10%). The complete list is included
on page 10.
CCA provides equal opportunity and treatment, and makes accommodations or
modifications to avoid disability-biased discrimination. CCA ensures compliance
with federal regulations found in IDEA as well as Sections 504 and 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act. Accommodations that permit students with disabilities to
navigate the course content are readily available to students in need. The content
and structure can be understood by a student using a screen reader (e.g., JAWS,
Kurzweil), a text reader (e.g., Natural Reader), or other types of assistive
technology (e.g., voice recognition software or Dragon Naturally Speaking). There
are text equivalents for all non-text media. This includes captions and/or
alternative descriptions and assignments for audio, video, and images.
Cyber schools open up a vast range of possibilities and options for the delivery of the
full continuum of special education and related services such as speech-language,
occupational, or physical therapy; psychological counseling; and other services to
eligible students. Consistent with the requirements of 22 PA Code §711 which
specifies how “….charter schools and cyber charter schools comply with IDEA and
its implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 300 (relating to assistance to states for
the education of children with disabilities), and Section 504 and its implementing
regulations in 34 CFR Part 104 (relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of
handicap in programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance).”, CCA
provides the full array of services for students with disabilities. These special
education services and supports are provided at no cost to the parent in compliance
with Pennsylvania regulations and Federal Code, and include, but are not limited to:
● Consultative support for the general education teachers to enable them to
provide modifications and accommodations to the general education
curriculum,
● Direct special education instruction and support is provided via the telephone,
Internet, LiveLesson sessions, as well as in person depending on the needs of
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●
●
●
●

●

●

the student,
Direct related service support (for example: speech-language, occupational, or
physical therapy, and psychological counseling, among others) are provided
face-to-face or virtually.
Related services may include parent training and groups, autism support,
student support groups, and itinerant hearing/vision support consistent with the
student’s IEP,
Placement in a special education program if needed by the student,
Ongoing progress and instructional monitoring for every student, including
frequent and thorough review of student performance, attendance, and
participation data as reported to the student, parent, and teacher through their
respective home pages,
All communication will be logged in Connexus, including every conversation
(phone, WebMail message, LiveLesson session student attendance or nonattendance) and consultation with the student and/or parent as well as general
education teachers, and
CCA ensures thorough tracking and reporting for providers of direct/related
services, with scrutiny by the special education staff of missed appointments
and incomplete services.

The school complies with all state and federal policies regarding enrollment of
special education students. After submitting the initial application to the school, all
families are asked if their child has had an IEP within the last three years, and if that
IEP is currently active. The IEP is reviewed to determine the level of each student’s
need and to consider the types of, and amount of, services that are required. In some
cases, CCA teachers can provide the necessary accommodations in the general
education program. The school employs a Director of Special Education and
Managers of Special Education who work closely with the general education teachers
to ensure that every student is getting what they need to access the general education
curriculum.
Since the CCA Cyber Charter School educational program focuses on
individualization, it can be a good fit for many students with special needs. In
addition to the regular placement activities, the Senior Director of Student
Development and her team of SPED managers, specialists, and partner providers
review each IEP, analyzing the level of functioning, educational needs, and suggested
accommodations/modifications to determine how the school can meet the student’s
needs in the least restrictive environment. To support enrolled students with IEPs, the
school performs the following:
● Conducts IEP meetings with parents of all new students to adopt, amend or
create a new IEP. In addition to being active participants in the IEP meetings,
parents will be provided with Prior Written Notice detailing the decisions of
the IEP team.
● As required by 22 PA Code §711, hold annual reviews of the IEP, including a
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review of student progress within the existing IEP, reevaluation of whether the
student is benefiting from the program, and creation of new IEP goals. If the
student is not benefiting from the program, a new IEP meeting will be
convened and the team will discuss and develop an new IEP
● Conduct additional reviews, in which students may be formally reassessed, or,
if no new data is needed, then a review of the records may take place, in
accordance with state and federal laws.
During the current charter term, CCA has benefitted from its provider Connections
Academy's more than 13 years of experience in identifying and successfully serving
students with a wide range of learning needs and styles. Connections Academy
provides regular training for the Special Education team and CCA teachers. A
Connections Academy mentor with experience in virtual school implementation of
IDEA and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regulations was initially assigned to the
school. Connections Academy provides extensive training for the entire school
leadership team regarding the identification of students suspected of having a
disability, and types of services available for all students with disabilities.
Effective March 1, 2015, and in keeping with the Board’s desire to bring Special
Education and related services in-house to the school, CCA renegotiated its
Educational Products and Services Agreement with Connections Education to require
that Connections no longer provide, nor charge the school for, special education
services. The transition of responsibility in the past six (6) months has been very
smooth, and without any noticeable change in the quality of services for special
education students and their families.
Students enrolling in CCA who do NOT already have an IEP or a prior
diagnosis for special education
Identification: To ensure service is provided for students entering CCA without prior
diagnosis for special education, the CEO, Principal, and the Senior Director of
Student Development direct the review through teacher observations, assessment
results, and other data to identify any possible special education needs.
Mr. Vince Harper, Director of Special Education, serves as the Child Find
coordinator and oversees child find activities. These activities include: providing
periodic Child Find information in parent newsletters, using the Connexus "banner
message" to inform parents, coordinating with appropriate state and local
organizations and agencies, as well as ensuring public awareness through outreach
each fall about special education services and procedures.
Pre-referral/Referral/Evaluation: The Student Support Team (SST) consisting of
general education teachers, intervention specialists, school administrators, and
specialists review students who are struggling to succeed in school to determine
appropriate interventions. The SST determines if the student's needs can be met
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through Response to Intervention (RTI) with curriculum modifications, or if a referral
for special education evaluation is warranted. If the former, the teacher then
implements and documents suggested modifications, lesson adaptations, and
alternative instructional strategies, and will conduct progress monitoring of the
student’s level of success with each intervention. If the SST suspects that a student
requires a special educational evaluation, the following procedures are implemented.
The teacher consults with the Principal and the Manager of Special Education to
complete a special education referral. The parent will be notified of this referral
within five days. Parental consent for the student evaluation will be obtained using
the Permission to Evaluate form. Once received, appropriate evaluations are
arranged and completed within 60 days. Parents are sent a copy of Procedural
Safeguards as required. An evaluation report is developed and shared with the parents
prior to the evaluation meeting.
Parents may request a special education evaluation at any time. CCA works with the
family to secure written parent consent using the Permission to Evaluate – Evaluation
Request form and required Procedural Safeguards Notice.
IEP Development: If, as a result of evaluation, the IEP Team determines that the
student has a disability, an IEP meeting will be scheduled. Most IEP meetings are
conducted virtually but if needed meetings can be held at a CCA office, at another
mutually agreeable site. Parents are critical members of the IEP team and are invited
to attend and participate actively in the meeting. For students of transition age,
students are invited to attend and participate in the development of the IEP. IEP
goals are developed using a team process that relies heavily on parental input.
Students enrolling in CCA who already have an IEP
IEP Review: During the enrollment process, families are queried as to whether or not
their student has an IEP. If they do, families are requested to submit the IEP, most
current evaluation along with academic documents. If families do not have this
information, these records are requested from the prior school entity. Once the
student is enrolled in CCA, special education staff review the IEP and takes one of
the actions described herein.
1. If the IEP already developed can be implemented in a virtual environment, the
team adopts the IEP. Within the first 45 days of school or the student’s
enrollment in CCA, an IEP conference is held with the team to revise the IEP.
2. If the IEP can be implemented with minimal changes. The team makes the
minor revisions in discussions with the parent. Within the first 45 days of
school or the student’s enrollment in CCA, an IEP conference is held with the
team to revise the IEP.
3. If the IEP cannot be implemented as written. An IEP meeting is convened
immediately and an interim IEP is written. Within the first 45 days of school
or the student’s enrollment in CCA, an IEP conference is held with the team
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to revise the IEP.
If a student with a disability who is receiving special education services pursuant to
an IEP in another state transfers to the school, CCA will, in consultation with the
parents of the pupil, provide the pupil with a free appropriate public education,
including services comparable to the services described in his/her previous IEP. CCA
continues to provide such a free appropriate public education to the pupil until such
time as the school conducts an evaluation of the pupil, and develops a new IEP for the
pupil, if determined appropriate, in accordance with applicable federal and
Pennsylvania law.
Annual IEP Reviews: The Manager of Special Education, the grade level Principal
or their designee serves as the LEA in all annual IEP review meetings. Annual
Reviews of the IEP including a review and evaluation of student progress,
development of IEP goals, discussion of placement as well as other required
components of the IEP.
Transition: Beginning at age 14 or sooner, if deemed appropriate by an IEP team,
students with disabilities are provided with transition services and measurable
postsecondary goals. Students are invited to participate in the development of the IEP
once they are deemed of transition age. CCA has a Transition Coordinator on staff as
well as three career ladder staff who work with teachers to develop coordinated and
meaningful transition activities for each student of transition age. CCA has
developed internal programming as well as contracts with external providers in order
to provide our students with the skills and practices needed for adult life.
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 – Section 504 Eligible Students: This Act, commonly
referred to as §504, is a statute designed to prohibit discrimination and to assure that
disabled students have educational opportunities and benefits equal to those of nondisabled students. An Eligible Student under §504 is a student who (a) has, (b) has a
record of having, or (c) is regarded as having, a physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits a major life activity such as: learning, self-care, walking, seeing,
hearing, speaking, breathing, working, and performing manual tasks. §504 plans are
typically written for students who have a disability but do not meet the eligibility
requirements of IDEA. These students require accommodations and modification to
their instructional program. §504 plans are developed for students who need modified
instructional materials, or assistive technology due to their disability. Preexisting
§504 plans will remain in place for new students and will be updated. School
personnel will identify §504-Eligible Students and will complete a §504 plan for each
identified Student.
CCA also offers comprehensive supports for students who are struggling, those at risk
of failure, not making reasonable progress, and many other student and family
situations. Table 2 summarizes the support services available to students and their
families.
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Commonwealth Connections Academy: Supports for Students
2015-2016
As a school educating students, we have a responsibility to identify and support students
who are struggling in school and at home. At Commonwealth Connections Academy,
we have resources available to assist students and their families when they are struggling
based on academic, behavioral and external family factors. However, navigating these
resources and knowing who and how to refer a student or family can be daunting. This
guide is designed to help you make that determination, so you can make sure that
students are getting the supports they need in order to be successful.
Support Service

Description of
Available Services

SST

SST provides
services to students
by assisting teachers
to implement
instructional
strategies and/or
programs, collect
data, and monitor
performance. SST
supports both
academic and
behavior needs.

SAP

SAP provides
referrals to
community mental
health resources;
referral/coordination
with other support
services at CCA.
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Targeted
Audience for the
Service
Any teacher
working with a
K-12 student who
is unsuccessful
with course work,
unresponsive to
interventions, or
needs additional
instructional
support.

Enrolled students
grades K-12 with
non-academic
issues impacting
success.

Referral Process

Any pertinent notes

To refer a student Updates to the PLP are
to SST, please use essential – this
includes text boxes
the call log.
and/or call logs.
Referral dates for
each subject area Bring any data you
have to the SST
are calculated
meeting.
from the Log
using AreaBe willing and
Category:
committed to
Response to
implementation of
Intervention SST Referral.
ideas and monitoring
the student.
Review the PLP
and make sure all
information and
existing
interventions &
support are
updated.
Private IA to
Process is confidential
Anthony Perrotto once initiated by staff.
and Michael
Schatz.
Do not discuss a
See SAP Cheat
potential SAP referral
Sheet in grade
with ST or CT.
level binder for
details.
SAP does not provide
direct services.
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Guidance
Counselor

The School
Counselors serve
students by assisting
them with academic,
career, college, and
personal/social
solutions focused
brief counseling for
everyday issues and
concerns.

Students in grades Contact the
K thru 12th.
Student’s grade
level SC (shown
on ST’s
homepage) and
provide a brief
description of
situation.

The counselors are
active in the various
support activities for
students and may be
able to offer or find a
support or direction
for assistance.

Conservatory
Programs

Preparation toward
careers through:
• Student
Marketability
• Internship
Opportunity
• Career focused
events in various
subjects with
hands-on
components and
career experts.

6th-12th Grade for
events

Application
Acceptance is based
on a hierarchy of
factors:
• Application
Quality
• Seniority
• Date Application
was filled out
• Teacher
Recommendations

8th-12th Grade for
Internship
Preparation and
Opportunity

Career Planning: A
course developed by
the Guidance
Department and led
by School
Counselors, CP meets
once a month (2x for
12th grade)
throughout the school
year to provide
information and
resources relevant to
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Student Data
Views
Apply through:
Conservatory
Application Data
View
Prepare through:
Conservatory I

Goal:
To improve the
workforce in
Pennsylvania one
partnership at a time.

College &
Career
Readiness

Conservatory
Message Board
has the specific
information.

Intern through:
Conservatory II

Grades 8-12 for
Career Planning
Course,
Grades 11-12 for
Virtual College
Visits, Grades 912 for Virtual
Career Fair

Point of Contact:
Kurt Amen
267 733 8860
Students,
Counselors, and
Teachers can
recommend
Colleges and/or
Careers that they
would like to see
featured for a
Virtual College
Visit or in our
Virtual Career
Fair

Career Planning 12 is
a graduation
requirement for
Seniors.
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Parenting Peer
Support Group

Peer Mentor
Program

preparing students for
life after high school.
Students develop and
build on skills such as
time management,
budgeting, and
communication,
identify interests,
research careers of
interest, build a
resume & cover
letter, etc.
In addition to the
information and
resources provided
and taught through
Career Planning,
students will have
opportunities to learn
about popular 2-year,
4-year, &
Trade/Technical
Schools via Virtual
College Visits, as
well as popular
Careers of Interest
via our Virtual Career
Fair in the Spring.
This support group
will connect students
with teen-parenting
resources in their
area, provide peer
and staff counseling
support.

The peer mentor
program is comprised
of students trained to
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Any students in
grades 7-12 (male
or female) who
are pregnant,
expecting a child,
or have a child or
children.

Identified
students’ names
and ID numbers
are forwarded to
Meghan Tavani
and/or Patty
Comegna.

New students,
Grades 6-9

Guidance
counselors reach
out to new

The advisors will first
get written caretaker
consent for students’
participation in the
group. The group will
meet in LiveLesson
bi-weekly from
November – May.
Contact will be kept
between the advisors
and students via phone
and webmail for
additional support.
This program also
allows for leadership
skills development in
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Social Skills
Group

Virtual Recess

Guidance
Lessons

Homeless
Protocol Team

Hospitalization
Team

welcome and engage
new enrollees.
Communication
between students
mostly occurs
through weekly
webmails and
monthly live lessons,
monitored by the
grade level guidance
counselors.
Social Skills groups
will focus on Healthy
Habits that will help
students learn
powerful principles
such as,
responsibility, vison,
respect, teamwork,
and balance.
Students have the
opportunity to play
games and socialize
with their peers in a
supervised
LiveLesson room.
Lessons to promote
strong character and
citizenship among
our students.
The Homeless team
provides a referral to
SAP, and/or SST
based on family’s
needs and provides
coordination with the
enrollment
department
representative for
necessary paperwork.
The hospitalization
team ensures that the
facility where the
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students by
webmail and
obtain the
caretakers’
permissions
before pairing the
enrollee with a
peer mentor.

the mentors and as
such, the program may
vary year to year since
many of its goals are
mentor-led.

K-5th grade
students
struggling
academically,
personally, or
socially.

Complete the K-5
School Counselor
Referral Data
View.

Groups will run for 8
weeks at different
times throughout the
school year depending
on need.

Any CCA K-5
student.

No Referral
Needed.

Recess will be split
into two groups: K-2
and 3-5.

Any CCA K-5
student.

No Referral
Needed.

Classes will be on
Wednesdays with the
Elementary School
Counselor.

Any CCA family
identifying as
homeless should
be referred.

Private IA to
Sharilyn Bonura /
stakeholders from
SAP, special
education,
guidance, and
administration per
sample IA in
grade level
binders.
Follow the
directions
outlined in IA

McKinney-Vento act
mandates education of
enrolled students
despite their homeless
status.

Any student that
is Hospitalized
(inpatient or

Guidance will discuss
educational options
with families.
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Grief Group

Special
Education

student is
hospitalized is
providing the needed
services and these are
coordinated with
CCA.
The Grief Group
provides peer support
to student in 10
weekly sessions
facilitated by trained
staff.

Special education
provides specially
designed instruction
for students who
meet two-pronged
criteria. The student
must be a student:
1. Identified as
having a
disability
AND
2. Whose academic
performance is
significantly
impacted by the
disability.
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1151100.

K-12 students
experiencing grief
over the death of
a family member.

If the student is
not struggling
academically,
student name
should be emailed
to grade level
counselor for
consideration.

Students must be
formally
evaluated by a
qualified team
who must
determine that the
student qualifies
for special
education.
These students
are not able to be
successful in
school without
significant
support and
services. An IEP
is needed to
address their

If the student is
struggling
academically,
follow procedure
for SAP referral;
SAP team will
refer to grief
group
representative for
review.
Complete an IA
for suspected
students and
assign to the
Special Education
Manager for that
grade level.
• Mary
Manning: K
to 5
• Shari
Brenizer: 6-8
• Stacey Burns:
9-12

Participation is by
invitation only based
on parameters
established in
coordination with
Highmark Caring
Place.
General staff should
not discuss this option
with ST or CT.

Students should have
participated in SST
prior to referral.
If a parent requests a
special education
evaluation, the student
must be referred
immediately.
For students who have
been hospitalized for
significant mental
health reasons, a
referral without SST
intervention is
warranted.
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504 Plan

504 plans provide
accommodations to
regular education
curriculum due to an
identified disability
or health concern.

education needs.
Students who
have an identified
disability or
health concern
that requires
accommodations
but who do not
meet the twopronged criteria
for special
education. The
student must be
evaluated and a
504 plan is
developed.
Some examples
include:
ADHD, medical
issues, orthopedic
disability, food
allergies.

Complete an IA
for suspected
students and
assign IA to Katie
Weaver.

Student should have
an existing medical
condition, mental
health condition, or
disability.

● Using the chart on the following page, report the school’s PSSA scores for each
of the preceding years. Report out for subgroups, including, at a minimum,
students with IEPs, students who are limited English proficient (LEP),
race/ethnicity and economically disadvantaged. Explain how the scores
correspond to the goals identified in the current charter. Discuss how the
scores correspond to AYP as established in the Pennsylvania Accountability
System.
Using the chart provided, CCA has enclosed the school’s PSSA scores for each of
the preceding years (of the current charter term) as Attachment C. As shown in the
attachment, some subgroups in tested grades and subjects did make AYP proficiency
targets during the charter term, but the school did not make AYP in the two years of
measurement (2011-12 and 2012-13 school years).
For the 15-16 school year, CCA is implementing research based reading and
mathematics supplemental programs for students in special education who are struggling
in the general education curriculum. At the elementary level, CCA will be providing
daily instruction in Reading Mastery and Connecting Math – both of which are Direct
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Instruction programs with proven results. At middle school and high school, CCA is
implementing Read 180/System 44 and Math 180. Both programs are designed to
provide targeted instruction in areas of need based on placement testing. For students
who complete Math 180 and are ready to take Algebra, we are implementing Algebra
Essentials. This Direct Instruction program is designed to prepare students to take the
Algebra Keystone exam. CCA believes that implementing these programs will assist our
students in making improving their reading and mathematics skills, which will result in
improved scores on PSSA tests but more importantly, their ability to be successful
adults.

B. Educational Programs
● Provide a detailed description of the curriculum offered and how it meets the
requirements of 22 Pa. Code Ch. 4 (relating to academic standards and
assessment). Also, provide a random sampling of lesson plans from different
grade levels and academic disciplines.
Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA) is a fully accredited cyber school
program that combines the best online and offline resources from leading educational
publishers and curriculum specialists to deliver comprehensive, high-quality K–12
online education. With the best resources at their fingertips, CCA students explore and
master all required core subjects: language arts, mathematics, science, and social
studies. A complete course catalog and course descriptions are included as
Attachment BB.
The cyber school curriculum is a highly effective alternative to a traditional public or
homeschool curriculum. It is designed to help students gain the knowledge and
thinking skills they’ll need for life, work, and higher education. At each grade level,
structured lessons are blended with self-paced learning to ensure that each student
reaches his or her full potential. These courses also develop skills in the important
“four Cs” of 21st century learning:
●
●
●
●

Critical thinking and problem solving
Communication
Creativity and innovation
Collaboration

Curriculum experts review and select the best texts and teaching materials from
leading publishers to create units, lessons, and activities. The Connections Academy
multimedia team works closely with these experts to create interactive tools and
resources that get students involved in learning. Teachlet® tutorials and learning
games combine graphics, video, and audio to bring ideas and concepts to life.
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Electives are a key part of the well-rounded online school curriculum at CCA. These
stimulating K–12 online courses cover a wide range of subjects such as world
languages, game design, home life, sign language, and more. Electives allow students
to broaden their skills and explore new interests and talents.
Education should help prepare students for work, college, and life. And at the
foundation of a good education, you’ll find a strong curriculum. Over the years, CCA
has developed, tested, and refined the curriculum to ensure that it meets national and
state standards as well as those set by leading educational organizations. Most
importantly, our online curriculum is designed to meet the diverse needs of our
students.
But the work doesn’t stop there. We’re committed to continuous improvement,
reviewing and revising our curriculum regularly. As part of this ongoing review, we
ask students and parents in the Commonwealth Connections Academy community to
rate each lesson on a five-star scale. Based on this feedback and many other reviews
and factors, the curriculum is evaluated and revised regularly. This ensures that it
delivers the most effective content and aligns with Pennsylvania state standards as
well as well as national standards, rubrics, and best practices. After nearly four million
evaluations, Connections Academy courses have received an average lesson rating of
4.2 out of 5 stars.
The school has a team of experts dedicated to the design, evaluation, and
improvement of our cyber school curriculum. With classroom teaching experience,
subject matter expertise, and advanced degrees in instructional design, curriculum
development, and technology education, the team is dedicated to developing a highquality online curriculum that delivers real results.
The team starts by identifying the skills and objectives students need to learn. Then
they create lessons to help students practice and develop those skills, along with
assessments to measure their progress along the way. That way, CCA students don’t
just learn a subject; they master it.
The curriculum development team works with talented in-house videographers,
graphic designers, and computer programmers to bring the curriculum to life in a
multidimensional way. These professionals also review and select the best texts and
instructional materials from leading publishers to weave into units, lessons, and
activities. Then, we deliver these high-quality resources right to each student’s home.
The resulting curriculum engages students in individual study as well as collaboration
with their classmates. As a result, students learn to think independently and to work
together.
CCA provides college placement services to students, including SAT and ACT prep
courses. CCA also has a chapter of the National Honor Society.
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The research-based curriculum uses proven instructional principles, including:
● Curriculum fosters breadth and depth of understanding in subject area
● Content is aligned to Pennsylvania Core Academic Standards
● Curriculum is supported by quality, reputable, recently published textbooks,
and/or proven instructional resources and materials
● Content and assessments are accurate and unbiased
● Content is current, relevant, and provides real-world applications
● Content is appropriate for the learner (age, ability, background, reading level,
style)
● Instructional design is adaptable and flexible to meet individual needs
● Instructional design provides students opportunities to improve learning skills
using technology (virtual labs and instruments, Teachlets ®, business
software, online calculator)
● Navigation is intuitive and age-appropriate
● Scope of each course is appropriate with regard to amount of content, length of
course and lessons, and course requirements
● Lesson introduction is effective and presents lesson objectives, accesses prior
knowledge, sets expectations, and motivates
● Background information prepares students to access new content, skills, and
strategies
● Curriculum includes opportunities for developing problem-solving and critical
thinking skills and real-world applications, collaborating and independent
studying, and developing oral and written communication skills
● Curriculum incorporates ongoing formative assessments and provides timely
and appropriate feedback to students and teachers; criterion-referenced
measures of objectives, skills, strategies, or standards are collected for each
course
● Curriculum promotes active learning: Each curriculum course includes active
learning elements (including online and/or offline interaction) that address
diverse learning styles and preferences, including textual, visual, auditory,
and/or tactile
The curriculum and instructional design are aligned with leading research and national
standards on effective online course development and instruction. The research
underscores the importance of integration of tools for student-to-teacher and studentto-student interaction and the central role of highly qualified, specially trained
professional teachers. In addition, the National Standards for Quality Online
Teaching focus on teacher use of assessments, data, and ongoing communication to
bring out the best in each unique online learner. The curriculum and instructional
design accommodates the range of learning styles and is designed for individualized
pacing, balanced with optimum interaction. The rigorous program includes both
fundamental skills and higher-order thinking, which together prepare students for
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further education as well as lifelong, independent learning.
Elementary and Middle School: The program of instruction for students in grades
K–8 can be individualized, personalized, and delivered in a non-traditional
environment to give students the best pathways to success. The high quality
proprietary curriculum integrates textbooks, instructional activities, and other content
from a variety of leading publishers, including Pearson ®, McGraw-Hill Education ®,
and Zaner-Bloser. In addition to high-quality virtual and print textbook resources, the
curriculum features technology-based content from providers such as Grolier Online,
BrainPOP ®, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt ®, and Discovery Education ™. Skills for
Success content reinforces standards for language arts and math at each grade level.
The proprietary and highly effective online animated Teachlet tutorials, which
introduce challenging topics and provide interactive practice, are also included, along
with proprietary interactive online tools and simulations. LiveLesson sessions, which
provide for real-time web conferencing with individual and small groups of students
using voice-over IP, chat, electronic whiteboard, and shared web surfing, allow
teachers and students to interact with one another in real time in a virtual classroom.
The curriculum is updated regularly, based on a rigorous analysis of student
performance on state testing, changing content standards and rubrics, and internal
assessments.
Foreign language instruction is available and includes Spanish, Chinese, and Sign
Language for students in grades K–8. Advanced middle school students also have the
option to take French and Mandarin Chinese. Language courses integrate proveneffective online materials with a unique audio feature that allows teachers to hear and
grade actual student speech. Courses may also include LiveLesson session instruction
for maximum student-to-teacher and student-to-student interaction.
The curriculum also includes unique electives such as Home Life, which provides fun
skill-building projects in which the whole family can participate. These activities
include cooking, crafts, sewing, home maintenance, family outings, and genealogy.
New modules for Home Life are added regularly, including such recent additions as
The Name of the Game: Discovering and Designing Board Games; What It Means to
Be Green: Creating a Positive Impact on the Environment; Model Bridge Building;
and Orienteering (a sport of navigation using a map and compass).
The technology literacy courses, Educational Technology and Online Learning,
provide not only a comprehensive set of technology skills ranging from basic
productivity tools to web page development, but also reinforce national and state
academic standards, online study skills, and Internet safety.
Connections Academy and the Juilliard School of Music launched a partnership
several years ago to co-develop music courses. Juilliard eLearning is the worldfamous conservatory’s first-ever group of online courses, presenting an exciting new
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option for teaching music and related courses for students in elementary, middle, and
high school. The curriculum is built around and aligned to national standards. In
subsequent years, courses such as music theory, music history, drama history, or
dance history may expand the course offerings. Synchronous virtual music instruction
courses and virtual “master classes” may also be included.
For students in grades K–8, CCA also provides online state assessment preparation
through Skills for Success, a state-specific assessment preparation and standardsbased learning program. Each topic supports PA Core Standards and contains
multiple assessment questions and practice. Students can choose either traditional
tests or interactive games in order to go through the material. Teachers then have
access to real-time progress reports that analyze deficiencies and help target
assignments.
CCA also offers to students a selection of Gifted and Talented courses in math,
science, and language arts. The individualized lesson plans, special courses for gifted
and talented students, and specialized teachers creates an environment where talents
are nurtured and potential is realized. The gifted and talented experts also create
programs for "twice-exceptional" students, those who are gifted but also have special
education needs.
High School: CCA provides a balanced, challenging high school experience focused
on students’ pursuing paths that lead to success, whether via college or immediate
career choice. The student, parents, teachers, and their school counselor monitor their
personalized path along the way. CCA provides a comprehensive high school program
with four levels of academic coursework: Foundations, Standard, Honors, or
Advanced Placement. While all four levels are designed to meet state standards and
provide students a rigorous curriculum, the four levels enable differentiation based on
student needs, and college and career goals. Students work with their school counselor
to determine appropriate course level placement. The high school curriculum
currently consists of approximately 250 courses, including a wide variety of electives
and intensive foreign language instruction from Spanish through Mandarin Chinese.
The high school program involves more online experience than the program for
younger students, as appropriate for secondary school learners. The high school
program includes substantial teacher-directed instruction through synchronous and
asynchronous e-learning tools. The Oklahoma Academic Standards aligned high
school curriculum integrates digital and/or print versions of textbooks from major
publishers with enhanced multimedia, interactive materials and resources, discussions,
and communication/conferencing tools. In addition, students have offline
assignments, projects, novels, and practice work.
With Honors, Advanced Placement ®, and many other challenging courses at their
fingertips, students are prepared for college upon graduation. The CCA graduating
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class of 2014 was awarded over $3.3 million in scholarships. In 2013-14 alone, CCA
graduates have been accepted at many outstanding two- and four-year colleges and
universities, within Pennsylvania, the United States, and internationally. A short list of
these college acceptances includes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bucknell University,
Drexel University,
Dusquene University,
Fordham University,
George Washington University,
Penn State,
Syracuse University,
The Citadel, and
University of Pennsylvania

High school AP courses are approved by the College Board. CCA graduates can also
rest assured that their coursework will be accepted by the National College Athletic
Association (NCAA). More than 40 CCA courses have been approved by the NCAA
Eligibility Center for use towards initial eligibility in 2015-16. The complete list of
CCA courses approved by NCAA can be found at their Eligibility Center website,
http://web3.ncaa.org/ECWR2/NCAA_EMS/NCAA.jsp, and is also posted at
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/Libraries/PDFs/NCAA_Approved_Course_List
.pdf.
CCA was first accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges & Schools
(MSA) in December 2005, and has held accreditation continuously since. The
school’s MSA accreditation was most recently renewed in May 2014.
CCA’s EMO during the charter term, Connections Education, is accredited by
AdvancED, the accrediting body serving 32,000 schools and school districts. These
accredited schools employ more four million educators and serve over 20 million
students throughout the Unites States and more than 70 other nations. Connections
Education was the first major cyber charter school curriculum provider accredited by
the predecessor to AdvancED, CITA. It first received accreditation in 2005, and had
its accreditation successfully renewed in August 2015.
Students also have the option to take Career Technical Education (CTE) courses,
including:
●
●
●
●
●

Business: Introduction to Business
Business Information Systems
Business Law
Business Communication
Introduction to Sociology
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●
●
●
●

Introduction to Psychology
Anatomy & Physiology
College Prep with ACT
Principles of Marketing

High school courses include extensive use of Teachlet tutorials: the highly interactive,
asynchronous tutorials that incorporate graphics, video, and audio to show students
the concepts and ideas they need to complete the lessons. Along with the use of
LiveLesson sessions, Teachlet tutorials dramatically increase the effectiveness of the
secondary school instructional model. In addition, the high school courses
incorporate graded asynchronous online discussions that are required for all students.
This tool creates important opportunities for collaboration and interaction amongst
students, increases writing skills, and provides opportunities for a “real-world”
audience.
The cyber high school program also includes a host of services and procedures to
address credits, transcripts, and counseling. It is important for students to start
planning early for graduation and post-secondary education or the world of work.
Without early planning, students run the risk of missing crucial courses that might
thwart their plans or aspirations.
At CCA, students in grades K–12 engage in a challenging learning program tailored to
their individual needs and focused on equipping them for success in the 21st century and
the global economy. The hallmarks of the CCA program are individualized instruction,
high-quality teaching, parent involvement, and diverse curricular offerings.
Individualized Instruction: We believe that every student deserves a personalized
learning plan (PLP) tailored to his or her learning preferences, style, and needs. Students
will work with rigorous curriculum that meets the Pennsylvania Curriculum
Frameworks, including the Pennsylvania Core Standards. Students are at the center of
the Learning Triad™, and instruction is supported by the ongoing use of frequent
formative assessments and teacher-directed check-ins using curriculum-based
assessments. Students, parents, and teachers have access to accurate and timely data
allowing individual student growth to be tracked over time. Individualized instruction
allows for multiple pathways for achievement as students work independently on their
PLP, maximizing their potential by challenging their academic strengths and diagnosing
and addressing areas of weaknesses in a timely manner. Instruction is customized to suit
each student’s needs; teachers utilize integrated, tiered resources to modify lessons as
needed.
High-quality Teaching: We believe that high-quality teaching, supported with rigorous
standards, timely data, and ongoing performance evaluation, is a critical part of a
student’s quality learning experience. CCA teachers have implemented the school’s
Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning and participate in an educator
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evaluation system aligned to the Pennsylvania teaching standards, school goals, and
student performance. Through ongoing professional development, participation in
professional learning communities, peer review, and a motivating career ladder, teachers
will be consistently focused on continuous improvement of instructional practice as a
means for effective student learning. Our school leaders, using data from Connexus (the
education management system), results of state testing including PSSA and Keystone
exams, school goal attainment, and other required goals, have implemented professional
development both for individual teachers and the school as a whole.
Parent Involvement: We believe that parent involvement is critical to student success,
especially in a non-traditional classroom environment. Parents (or another adult in the
home) serve as Learning Coaches and play an active role in the learning process,
providing input and communicating regularly with our teachers. Parents are provided
training to ensure that they have the necessary tools and supports to be successful
Learning Coaches. The whole family is welcome to be involved in learning by
participating in health programs, community programs, and field trips. They also
provide regular feedback through surveys and the StarTrack system, which gathers
summative and formative feedback for the learning process and the program. On
virtually every lesson in the curriculum, and on the home page of each Learning Coach,
is a StarTrack box inviting ratings on a five-star scale and an opportunity to provide
(text) feedback. Data gathered from this feedback is examined carefully and acted upon
by our school staff working with our provider, Connections Academy. Since StarTrack
was launched, parents and students in schools supported by Connections have provided
more than one million lesson ratings. In the 2013–2014 school year, 969,565 ratings
were submitted for courses with lessons receiving an average favorable rating of 4.13
out of five stars.
Diverse Curricular Offerings: We believe that students learn best when the curriculum
supports multiple pathways to learning and students are given the opportunity to explore
areas of interest in depth. To this end, CCA offers a substantial breadth and depth of
course offerings, including but not limited to traditional core and elective courses, gifted
and talented program available to students in grades 3-8, Honors courses for high school
students, more than 10 Career Technical Education courses, and 18 AP® courses. In
total, there are over 200 high-quality courses from which to choose.
Precollege educators concerned with occupationally oriented technical education are
increasingly advocating programs of study (PoS) as opposed to vocational education. 1
Where vocational education usually prepares high school graduates for very specific
jobs, technical programs of study offer students more general STEM high school courses
that can lead to a range of related technical programs in community colleges or
universities. Programs of study give students opportunities for later and better-informed
decisions about specialties. In high school they typically select a general career pathway
1

Dan M Hull (Editor), Career Pathways: Education with a Purpose, Waco, TX, CORD
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such as electronics or biotechnology and wait until college to focus on a specialty within
that pathway. Dual enrollment courses are an important part of many PoS programs,
giving students an opportunity to earn college credit while in high school, test collegelevel courses, and reduce the number of courses required to graduate from college and,
hence, total costs of college. Current research on PoS is in its early stages, but the
researchers are “cautiously optimistic about the potential” if the courses are coherent and
rigorous.2
Education research has shown that the touchstones of the PPL instructional model individualized instruction, high-quality teaching, parental involvement, and diverse
curricular offerings -have been directly correlated to top student achievement. In 2009,
the U.S. Department of Education published a meta-analysis of evidence-based studies
of K–12 and postsecondary online learning programs. The study reported that, “Students
who took all or part of their class online performed better, on average, than those taking
the same course through traditional face-to-face instruction.”3 Virtual education will
improve learning opportunities for students by increased access to high-quality teachers,
mass customization and optimization, increased flexibility, improved flexibility for
teachers, improved productivity and efficiency, and innovation.4
Individualized Instruction: Students clearly benefit from instruction that is
individualized in terms of pace, content, sequence, and style. According to Michael
Abell’s article “Individualizing Learning Using Intelligent Technology and Universally
Designed Curriculum” published in the Journal of Technology, Learning, and
Assessment, “A learning environment such as this should emulate the unique learning
style of the individual student.” 5
In their 2010 article, “Learning Styles in the Age of Differentiated Instruction,” authors
Timothy Landrum and Kimberly McDuffie note, “Matching the skills and strengths
children bring to bear with their life, vocational, and independent living goals provides a
framework for planning an instructional program… To summarize, instruction is
individualized when (a) it is planned in a way that builds on what individual students
currently know and can do and targets meaningful goals regarding what they need to
learn next; and (b) accommodations and modifications to teaching and testing routines

2

National Research Center for Career and Technical Education. (2010). Programs of study: Year 2 Joint Technical
Report. Louisville, KY: National Research Center for Career and Technical Education.
3
Barbara Means, Yukie Toyama, Robert Murphy, Marianne Bakia, and Karla Jones, “Evaluation of EvidenceBased Practice in Online Learning: A Meta-Analysis and Review of Online Learning Studies,” U.S. Department
of Education, May 2009, at http://www.ed.gov/rschstat/eval/tech/evidence-based-practices/finalreport.pdf
(November 16, 2009).
4
Lips, D. “How Online Learning is Revolutionizing K–12 Education and Benefiting Students.” Backgrounder, The
Heritage Foundation, January 12, 2010.
5
Abell, M. (2006). Individualizing learning using intelligent technology and universally designed curriculum.
Journal of Technology, Learning, and Assessment, 5(3). Retrieved [date] from http://www.jtla.org
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are made in order to provide students with full and meaningful access to the content they
need to learn.”6
Dorraine Fenner, Sueha Kayyal Mansour, and Natalie Sydor noted in their 2010 Action
Research Project submitted to the Graduate Faculty of the School of Education at Saint
Xavier University in Chicago that, “Applying differentiation to leveled learners allowed
students to grow academically… Using modified activities according to their own
learning style allowed students to progress. Differentiation provided students with
different options, which allowed students to improve. Students enjoyed the amount of
control they were given pertaining to the assignment… Differentiated assignments
allowed students to grow academically according to their ability level.”7 A goal of
personalization via computer-assisted instruction is for the student to demonstrate
increased content knowledge and critical thinking. At CCA, instruction is individualized
for every student, every day.
The Learning Triad: Instruction at schools supported by our partner, Connections
Academy, surrounds each student with the resources needed for success. Each student is
part of a Learning Triad, a personalized instructional model based on best practices.
A Complete Learning Team: Students benefit from committed educators and involved
parents who provide total support. Members of each student’s learning team include a
face-to-face Learning Coach, one or more Pennsylvania-certified teachers, and trained
Connections Academy curriculum specialists and education resource center staff. In
effect, each student has a staff of experts working together to leverage the school’s
myriad resources— technological, instructional, and interpersonal— for success.
The Learning Triad

The Learning Coach: Each student has a
Learning Coach (a parent, extended family
member, or similarly qualified adult designated
by the parent/guardian) who
works in person with each student under the
guidance of the certified teacher.
Certificated Teachers: Each student has one (or
more) certificated Pennsylvania teacher
(licensed in the areas in which he/she teach)
specially trained in the CCA curriculum and
instructional method. Teachers teach and work
closely with each student one-on-one using innovative, integrated technology tools, and
research-based online instructional pedagogy. The teacher is responsible for teaching
6

Timothy J. Landrum & Kimberly A. McDuffie (2010): Learning Styles in the Age of Differentiated Instruction,
Exceptionality: A Special Education Journal, 18:1, 6-17 http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09362830903462441
7
Fenner, D., Mansour, S., and Sydor, N. (2010). The Effects of Differentiation and Motivation on Students
Performance. School of Education at Saint Xavier University, Chicago IL
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students, evaluating assignments, providing instructional assistance, scoring assessment
activities, and providing direct feedback on the student's performance. They also grade
students’ work in each subject for the Grade Book and make promotion or retention
recommendations. Teacher contact via telephone, LiveLesson session, and/or WebMail
may be as frequent as several times a day, and at a minimum once every two weeks,
depending on student age and learning needs. CCA teachers will not wait to be
contacted; they are proactive participants in their students’ personal learning plans.
These expectations form the basis for the Core Standards for Facilitating Student
Learning at Commonwealth Connections Academy. Teacher evaluations and
competencies are aligned to these standards of teaching and to the Pennsylvania
Educator Effectiveness System implemented in 2013.
Student: Pennsylvania-certified teachers work with students and Learning Coaches to
customize student learning experiences based on specific academic needs, learning pace
and styles, and personal interests. This program personalization is an ongoing process
that includes the creation of a written plan for all members of the learning team to
follow. Utilizing Connections Academy’s unique Personalized Performance Learning
(PPL) approach, each student is provided with instructional programs tailored to meet
his or her individual needs. The personalization process includes: academic placement
and course selection, ongoing performance testing, interest inventories, review of
student work samples, detailed phone conferences, goal-setting, adjustment of student
schedules and lesson pacing, instructional interventions, enrollment in elective courses,
and strategies for families to implement.
As requested, a random sampling of lesson plans is included as Attachment D. These
lesson plans show a wide variety of grade levels, subjects, and level of challenge and
inquiry, representative of CCA’s broad curriculum, specialized course offerings, and an
approach that specializes in focusing on student needs and required outcomes.

● Describe the curriculum delivery method. Provide specific information
pertaining to the hours of instruction, availability of teachers for direct
assistance, method of instructional delivery, etc.
CCA and its curriculum development partner Connections Academy utilize
ADDIE, a five-phase instructional design model of Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation, to inform curriculum development
and maintenance. Each step has an outcome that feeds the next step in the
sequence.
● Analysis – During analysis, the curriculum team identifies goals and
objectives, audience’s needs, existing knowledge, and other relevant
characteristics. This step considers the learning environment, constraints,
delivery options, and project timeline.
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● Design – During this systematic process of specifying learning objectives,
detailed storyboards and prototypes are often made, and the look and feel,
graphic design, user-interface and content are determined.
● Development – In this step, production and actual creation of the content,
assessments, and learning materials based on the Design phase occurs.
● Implementation – During implementation, the plan is put into action and a
procedure for training the learner and teacher is developed. Materials are
delivered or distributed to the student group. After delivery, training
materials’ effectiveness is evaluated.
● Evaluation – This phase consists of (1) formative and (2) summative
evaluation. Formative evaluation is present in each stage of the ADDIE
process. Summative evaluation consists of tests designed for criterionrelated referenced items and providing opportunities for feedback from the
users. Revisions are made as necessary.
These key principles are reflected in a consistent instructional design for all
courses, allowing for ease of use by students and Learning Coaches. Through its
use of the Connections Academy curriculum and instructional design, CCA is
aligned with leading research and national standards on effective online course
development and instruction. The research underscores the importance of
integration of tools for student-to-teacher and student-to-student interaction and
the central role of highly qualified, specially trained professional teachers. 8 In
addition, the curriculum follows the National Standards for Quality Online
Teaching that focuses on teacher use of assessments, data, and ongoing
communication to bring out the best in each unique online learner. 9 The
curriculum and instructional design accommodates the range of learning styles and
is designed for individualized pacing, balanced with optimal interaction. The
rigorous program includes both fundamental skills and higher-order thinking,
preparing students for further education and independent learning.
Students interact synchronously with a teacher at least once every two weeks. In
the secondary model, the student’s six subject teachers and advisory teacher may
rotate this responsibility among them. The frequency of synchronous learning
varies based on student need, grade level, and course. LiveLesson sessions allow
teachers and students to interact with one another synchronously in a virtual
classroom. Teachers use LiveLesson sessions regularly to convene groups of
students together to focus on particular learning topics, and may also use
LiveLesson sessions for independent student work groups to collaborate on
activities via chat, electronic whiteboard, and shared web surfing. In addition,
teachers collaborate synchronously with students and Learning Coaches through
8

Smith, Rosina, Clark, Tom, and Blomeyer, Robert, A Synthesis of New Research on K–12 Online Learning,
Learning Point Associates/North Central Regional Educational Laboratory; Naperville, IL; 2005.
9
The National Standards for Quality Online Teaching, International Association for K–12 Online Learning
(iNACOL), http://www.inacol.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/iNACOL_TeachingStandardsv2.pdf , 2011.
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phone calls to discuss the PLP and conduct curriculum-based assessments (CBAs).
When teachers and students meet face-to-face on field trips, instruction is also
delivered synchronously.
Students who enroll in the program for grades K–8 and elect to continue into high
school will notice that the high school introduces increased structure and a pacing
system that encourages all the students in a single class to move forward at a
similar speed. The high school program involves more online experience than the
program for younger students, as appropriate for secondary school learners. The
high school program will include substantial teacher-directed instruction through
synchronous and asynchronous e-learning tools. While hard copy textbooks may
be provided in some core courses (generally along with an enhanced online version
of the text as well), students may also take courses that provide textbooks and/or
content that are online only. The high school curriculum integrates digital and/or
print versions of textbooks from major publishers with enhanced multimedia,
interactive materials and resources, discussions, and communication/conferencing
tools. In addition, students will have offline assignments, projects, novels, and
practice work.
Unlike the program for younger students, which is largely asynchronous/user
scheduled (parents set the schedule and lessons can be done at a personalized pace
or schedule), in high school the pacing for core courses often follows an
asynchronous/fixed schedule (the schedule is fixed and students all move at a
similar pace). This in no way detracts from the ability of the CCA teachers to
personalize the curriculum for students; however, it does add accountability,
structure, and significant peer interaction necessary for a quality program.

● Describe how students are evaluated and how that evaluation is used to improve
student achievement and attain learning objectives.
CCA utilizes ongoing online and offline assessments to measure student progress and a
technology-based assessment tool to measure student gains over the school year. CCA
uses the results of the assessments to inform professional development plans and adjust
the method of instruction to students accordingly. In addition, the automated Alarm
system embedded within Connexus alerts teachers, students, and parents when students
are “Approaching Alarm” or in “Alarm,” based on pre-set assessment indicators.
Assessment Objective Performance Reports (AOPR): This report, shown in Figure
A, provides real-time student performance data on essential skills and standards based
upon individual math and language arts assessments. They identify the objectives
students should master by the end of that grade level based upon Pennsylvania Core
Standards and display students’ performance against the objectives. Data can be sorted
to identify students who have or have not mastered specific objectives.
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Figure A. Assessment Objective Performance Report (AOPR) Screen Shot

Intervention Indicators are displayed in Connexus to facilitate a teacher's identification
of students who may be in need of instruction in math, reading, or both. In addition, at
both the section and individual student levels, the AOPR can be generated displaying
not only the essential skills and standards for a course, but also exactly where in the
curriculum each of these is assessed. Teachers can run this report as frequently as they
like to see exactly how students are progressing with regard to each of the essential
skills and standards for that subject and grade. This method:
● Enhances the multi-tiered instruction model,
● Provides a Response to Intervention model,
● Identifies essential skills and standards by subject/grade level, and identifies
how and where these skills and standards are assessed within the program
● Provides access to and analysis of real-time data to determine
mastery/proficiency,
● Incorporates data-driven decisions throughout instruction, and
● Maximizes use of the instructional support programs, resources, and data;
identifies the need for tiered interventions for non-mastered/proficient skills and
standards, and identifies students' response to the implemented interventions
Placement: Prior to the beginning of their academic work, each new student will take
part in a placement process that includes review of previous school records and state
assessment results, review with parents, and use of placement tests as needed.
Placement specialists then determine a grade-level and/or course placement in
consultation with parents/guardians.
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Yearly progress: LEAP provides essential diagnostic information for developing the
PLP and planning instruction. It provides an early predictor of performance on statemandated tests, and reports key accountability data on progress throughout the
academic year to inform instructional strategies and staff development plans.
Ongoing informal assessments: Students engage in several formative assessments that
tap into all levels of student learning, such as scored daily assignments, daily checks
for understanding requiring students to apply and integrate new skills in a thoughtful
manner, and regular online quizzes and tests to measure understanding of newly
presented material.
Unit assessments and offline and online portfolio assignments: Throughout each
logical unit of study, students are required to complete a series of offline and online
assessments. Offline assessments include written compositions, science lab reports,
short answer questions and essays, book responses, and a variety of work samples.
These assessments require direct teacher evaluation. Online assessments include
quizzes and a unit test. While the quizzes are brief and frequent (occurring after every
third or fourth lesson), the unit tests are more comprehensive and occur at the end of an
entire unit. Online assessments provide students and families with immediate objective
feedback, while offline assessments provide valuable reflection, feedback, and
expertise from certified teachers. Student progress reports and grades include a
combination of quizzes, tests, work samples, and teacher feedback.
Curriculum-Based Assessments: The school uses curriculum-based assessments
(CBA) as a quick and effective way to gather, through telephone conversation,
additional information on students’ understanding of concepts and to inform
instructional strategies. Diagnostic curriculum-based assessments (DCBA) pinpoint
strengths and weaknesses in student mastery of concepts. Verification curriculumbased assessments (VCBA) authenticate student learning of concepts previously graded
as completed with scores of B or higher.
Baseline achievement data: Whenever possible, state standardized test results are
integrated into an incoming student’s basic information in Connexus. Likewise, results
for state standardized tests that students take while enrolled at CCA, which are
proctored face-to-face at a physical location, are included in Connexus, along with
internal pre-, mid-, and post-test data. These data are used to track student progress
from year to year and within the year, and to inform course placement and instructional
needs of students.
Response to Intervention: Data is used throughout the school year to implement, for
all students, a Response to Intervention model. Students who are struggling with the
curriculum are identified by teachers and assigned Tier 1 (adaptions) and Tier 2
(supplements) interventions. This process is facilitated by Connexus, which uses data
to help identify students’ intervention needs. A teacher’s Home Page shows, for each
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student, an icon indicating if interventions have been identified and if they have been
assigned. The teacher can use his or her professional judgment to override these
indicators and log the decision and rationale within Connexus. Also, the school has a
Student Support Team (SST) and an on-going process of identifying student
intervention needs, assigning those interventions, tracking their success, and escalating,
if necessary, from Tier 1 to Tier 2 and ultimately Tier 3 (alternative placement, most of
which involve an IEP).

● Describe teaching methods used to enhance student learning. Describe
professional development provided by the cyber charter school and how the
professional development has been used to enhance the delivery of
instruction.
Individualizing instruction allows for multiple pathways for learner achievement.
Students work individually on their PLP, maximizing their potential by ensuring that
academic strengths are challenged and that any academic weaknesses are diagnosed and
addressed. Instruction is customized to best fit a student’s individual needs. Teachers tap
into a wide array of resources and modify lessons as needed for each student. Teachers
are provided training and ongoing professional development on the PLP process, as well
as the SSTAIR instructional model. Teachers demonstrate mastery of the content and
instructional strategies, and are monitored for their use of these strategies to monitor and
increase academic achievement.
Teachers creatively personalize their approach to each student's learning. Teachers
provide focused learning opportunities through individual or small group learning
sessions via the phone, LiveLesson sessions, Message Boards, and WebMail messages.
Teachers monitor and motivate students, continually assess students' progress, and
modify, enhance, and supplement lessons to emphasize areas where students are
deficient or have a particular strength or interest. Teachers have the time and ability to
develop rapport with their students.
Teachers implement the Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning, a protocol
provided by the school’s curriculum and LMS provider Connections Academy, and
participate in a performance evaluation system aligned to the teaching standards, school
goals, and student performance. Through ongoing teacher training and professional
development, participation in professional learning communities, peer review, and a
vibrant career ladder, teachers will be effective and consistently focused on continuous
improvement and student learning. Instructional leaders, using data from Connexus,
drive professional development for individual teachers and the whole school.
The teachers benefit from ongoing and effective professional growth, including an
initial teacher orientation course and several days of face-to-face pre-service
training, with an interactive program manual as a resource, teacher training course
segments, and specific CCA professional development courses. Teachers build a
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strong foundation for teaching in this environment with student success as a focus.
Graduate courses in online learning, professional learning communities, and
weekly teacher updates keeps teachers up-to-date on becoming experts in virtual
learning.
Teacher professional development is considered critically important in ensuring
that the staff is optimally effective in teaching in a virtual environment and
addressing the Pennsylvania Core Standards in their daily instructional practice.
CCA uses the National Standards for Quality Online Teaching published by the
International Association for K–12 Online Learning (iNACOL) 10 and the Core
Standards for Facilitating Student Learning at Connections Academy, as guides for
pinpointing necessary teacher skills and professional development requirements.
Historically, CCA engaged Connections Academy to provide the professional
development for teachers as the professional development is integrated and aligned
with the student curriculum, student pedagogy, student information system, data,
evaluation systems, and other services. With the evolution of the relationship
between CCA and its provider Connections Academy, CCA now provides all
professional development to its leadership, teachers, and staff members. Most of
the professional development delivered to CCA staff is aligned to Pennsylvania
standards in the areas of response to intervention, teacher and principal
effectiveness, and literacy.
CCA provides its teachers with a comprehensive teacher training and professional
development program to equip them with the following:
● A working knowledge of the CCA curriculum,
● A deep understanding of the Pennsylvania Core Standards, Strategies
and best practices for virtual learning and instruction,
● How to monitor student progress and assign tiered-supplemental
instructional support programs based on that data,
● How to develop Personalized Learning Plans (PLP) and differentiate
instruction,
● How to utilize and navigate the tools of Connexus,
● Assessment and using test results to guide instruction and monitor
student progress, and
● How to foster a virtual school community
Principal professional development is considered critically important in ensuring
that the school is optimally effective in ensuring quality learning in a virtual school
environment. Again, CCA engaged Connections Academy to provide the
professional development for its principals during the course of the current charter.
10

The National Standards for Quality Online Teaching, International Association for K–12 Online Learning
(iNACOL), http://www.inacol.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/iNACOL_TeachingStandardsv2.pdf , 2011.
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Initial Teacher Orientation Course: All teachers (and principals) complete a
self-guided teacher-training course. This course is delivered through Connexus,
and contain lessons, assessments, and links to online tutorials. The focus of this
course is to prepare teachers for teaching in a school supported by Connections,
and it covers curriculum, assessment, personalizing instruction, school year events,
grading and Grade Book, communication, and essential Connexus tools. Upon
successful completion of this course and assessments, teachers are ready to begin
instruction. Teachers are expected to earn a grade of 80% or higher. Additionally,
the principal completes a self-guided orientation course that provides a preview of
essential information to understand the “School Year Cycle” and information and
resources needed to be an effective school leader. A program manual is also
provided and acts as a ready resource for needed information.
New Teacher Induction Program. The school offers robust professional
development and training to its new teachers. The description of this program is
included as Attachment AA, immediately following the required attachments.
The CCA Interactive Program Manual: The Program Manual is a resource for
teachers and school-based personnel to use all year. It contains policies,
procedures, and “how to” components that aid the teachers on a day-to-day basis.
These “how to” components also have accompanying online tutorial segments that
visually demonstrate each process.
Pre-Service Face-to-Face Training: In addition to the self-guided course, staff
engage in several days of face-to-face training and orientation on site. The focus of
this training includes best practices in an online environment, advanced orientation
to the curriculum and Connexus beyond what is included in the self-guided course,
and substantial training on working effectively with students, Learning Coaches,
and parents.
Supplemental Teacher Training Course Segments: CCA presents more
segments of the training course to teachers on an ongoing basis. These segments
contain information about more complex features and functions of Connexus,
instructional strategies, and processes that teachers need to implement once school
is successfully under way. There is also a differentiated course designed
specifically for returning staff members that targets new concepts, advanced
applications, and serves as a refresher on basic skills.
Professional Development Sessions: During the charter term, Connections
Academy provided CCA teachers (and school leaders) with ongoing professional
development activities throughout the year. Presenters with various backgrounds
and areas of content expertise conduct live tutorial sessions on a rotating basis.
Teachers are required to attend monthly sessions virtually on topics such as
implementing specific instructional strategies, current curriculum-specific trends,
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effective teaching strategies and communication skills for a virtual environment,
utilizing the state standards to guide instruction, educational technology, using data
to guide instruction, educational trends, and so forth.
Graduate Course in Online Learning: Connections Academy has collaborated
with Boise State University to create a series of graduate-level courses on online
teaching, and offers it to CCA as part of its contract with the school.
Professional Learning Community Resource (PLCr): In addition to schoolbased Professional Learning Communities, each teacher has access to an online
PLCr portal in Connexus, listing professional development opportunities as well as
recorded LiveLessons, shared resources, and more. Teachers describe this area as
“a community created and dedicated to shared values and vision, working and
learning collaboratively, shared decision making, collective creativity, and
supportive, shared leadership.”
Weekly Teacher Updates: As part of its contract with CCA, Connections
Academy’s School Support Staff compiles and sends out a weekly electronic
newsletter to all teachers that highlights improvements to the curriculum and
Connexus, new procedures, shared tips, and community building activities.
Principal On-going Support: In addition to completing the required orientation
courses, ongoing professional development is provided for each principal as a
year-long “Boot Camp,” comprised of monthly topics critical to a successful leader
and the assignment of a “mentor” to give advice, answer questions, and be an
immediate resource for support.
School staff members typically work together for two weeks prior to school
opening. During this time, teachers engage in online, self-paced training; on-site
training and professional development; school-leader-led training; and school year
preparation. Teachers complete four online, self-paced courses and participate in
face-to-face, interactive training:
1. The Teacher Orientation Course familiarizes teachers with the essential
knowledge, vocabulary, and skills needed to teach online through Connexus.
2. Students in Distress: Recognizing and Responding informs teachers
about the risk factors, signs, and symptoms of child abuse and neglect and
guides them in creating a personalized reference guide on specific
definitions and reporting requirements to ensure student safety.
3. Internet Safety, also completed by students and their Learning Coaches, is
an i-SAFE course that informs teachers about the various threats,
challenges, and safety protocols needed to work and learn online.
4. Exploring Your Courses guides teachers in the curriculum, instructional
resources, and assessments used to guide, monitor, motivate, and intervene
to ensure learning.
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The face-to-face, interactive training and professional development that occurs
before the start of school includes reviewing, discussing, and activities on:
● The Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning, which are the
essential values, vision, and protocols through which teachers and school
leaders work together.
● School Year Cycle, the flow of the online school year, including the key
milestones used to guide, monitor, and assess student learning (e.g.,
Welcome Call, PLP discussions, Curriculum-Based Assessments).
● Navigating Connexus, including practice with lessons, assessments, grading,
evaluating student learning, providing feedback, customizing students’
programs, and recording (logging) contacts, conversations, and instructional
interventions via demonstration student, teacher, and Learning Coach
accounts.
● PLC work, including building collaboration within and across grade levels.
● Ensuring teachers are prepared to have a student-centered, successful first
day, first week, and first month of school.

● Attach the school calendar for the current school year and for next school year.
The school calendars for the current school year (2015-16) and coming school year (1617) are enclosed as Attachment E.

● Attach a copy of the School Improvement Plan if one has been developed.
The School Improvement Plan is enclosed as Attachment F.

C. Future Goals and Objectives
● What measurable outcomes will the cyber charter school achieve over the next five
years?
The future goals and objectives are presented in detail in Attachment Y.
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Section II. School Operations and Management
A. Teacher Evaluation and Professional Development
● How are teachers and administrators evaluated? Describe the standards for
teacher and staff performance.
Per Act 82 of 2012, the PA Classroom Teacher Effectiveness Evaluation System for
professional employees holding instructional certificates was implemented and
effective beginning July 1, 2013. The teacher observation/evidence practice model is
the Danielson Framework for Teaching; CCA has implemented the 2008 model of the
framework (© 2008 The Danielson Group). CCA created a high-performance school
by requiring employees to put forth their best effort, focusing all employees on the
school’s main goals, rewarding and retaining employees based on outcomes/results,
and providing continuous feedback for employee development. Prior to the statemandated transition to the Danielson Framework, CCA’s evaluation system was
integrated with Connexus and to provide detailed data in designing goals and
determining performance metrics in relationship to student performance.
A formal mid-year review is completed in December or January, and a formal end-ofyear review will be completed in May or June. Periodic feedback will be given both
formally and informally throughout the school year. All educators and school
administrators are evaluated based on a combination of competencies and goals.
Competencies and goals are reviewed with staff at the beginning of the school year,
and are available for viewing and comment throughout the year. The outcome of an
individual’s evaluation affects future decisions regarding staff retention, promotional
opportunities, or disciplinary action and termination decisions. An employee with at
least one area needing improvement is placed on an individualized Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) and given opportunities for professional development. The
principals are evaluated on goals articulated in the Educator Plan and School
Improvement Plan.
Teachers and administrators are evaluated (at least) annually by the Principal or his /
her designee, which includes feedback solicited from families and other stakeholders
as appropriate. Instructional staff will be observed on a regular basis and evaluated
using a comprehensive, multi-layered system. As previously mentioned, the school
adopted its teacher evaluation system to align with the Pennsylvania Educator
Effectiveness System. This system may include the following:
● Parent surveys, which may rate such things as overall teacher
responsiveness, effectiveness, knowledge, and skills of their assigned
teacher(s),
● Principal evaluations from teacher observations/student interaction,
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●
●
●
●

including LiveLesson sessions, and review of correspondence,
Review of intervention implementations to support student achievement,
Peer reviews evaluating the degree of cooperation, support and sharing
of knowledge,
Aggregate performance of enrolled students based on a value-added
improvement model and documents by data from Connexus, and
An annual performance plan created by each teacher incorporating
strategies to achieve his/her measureable individual goals, and review of
school goal achievement.

Each CCA principal is required to have an administrative credential and a minimum of
five years of teaching experience and some administrative or management experience.
It is preferred that each Principal have an advanced degree. Each principal is evaluated
by the CEO using data and direct observation of each employee’s performance, and
may be assisted by consultative functions provided by Connections Academy. The
effectiveness of each principal in all areas related to the day-to-day operations of the
school, as well as areas related to overall school performance, is included in the
evaluation. All employees hired for certificated positions will be responsible for
maintaining licensure and required to fulfill any professional development mandated
by Pennsylvania to maintain the validity of their license.
The school uses competencies from these state-mandated performance standards for
teachers and administrators with additional Commonwealth Connections Academy
standards created and adopted to target cyber education specifically. As articulated in
Act 82 of 2012, there are four elements of a teacher’s evaluation: 50% Observation /
Practice, 15% Building Level Data, 15% Teacher Specific Data, and 20% Elective
Data. Thus emphasis is placed on those standards and their respective weightings.
Each standard has specific indicators that will be incorporated into the teacher’s
evaluation.
For principals, there are four elements of their evaluation: 50% Observation / Practice,
15% Building Level Data, 15% Correlation Data based on Teacher Measurers, and
20% Elective Data. Like the teacher standards, the principal standards have specific
indicators incorporated into their evaluations. The administrator will be also be
evaluated on goals articulated in the School Improvement Plan.
The evaluation cycle for educators includes a self-assessment addressing performance
standards to include an analysis of evidence of student learning, growth, and
achievement for students under the educator’s responsibility, an assessment of practice
against performance standards, and proposed goals to pursue practice and student
learning, growth, and achievement. The evaluator will then work with the educator to
set goals and develop an educator plan. Educator plans are assigned based on the
educator’s overall rating and impact on student learning, and achievement. At midpoint, the educator will undergo a formative evaluation. The educator will then
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undergo a summative assessment at the end of the cycle to assign an overall rating.
The summative assessment will include professional judgment, performance
standards, attainment of goals and impact on learning, growth and achievement of
students.
The evaluation cycle will include multiple measures of student learning, growth, and
achievement that encompass the measures outlined by the state, judgments based on
observations and artifacts of professional practice, observations of teaching practice,
and evidence relevant to the listed performance standards. School administrators will
undergo a similar process of self-assessment, goal setting and plan development, midyear formative evaluation, and an overall summative evaluation. School administrator
goals will encompass overall school improvement, student learning, and professional
practice and will be reported to and approved by the Board. The overall rating will
affect the professional teacher status of the educator or administrator. This status
should only be granted to proficient or exemplary educators or administrators.
Each student has one or more certificated Pennsylvania teacher (licensed in the areas
that they teach) specially trained in the Connections curriculum and instructional
method. Teachers teach and work closely with each student one-on-one using
innovative, integrated technology tools, and research-based online instructional
pedagogy. The teacher is responsible for teaching students, evaluating assignments,
providing instructional assistance, scoring assessment activities, and providing direct
feedback on the student's performance. They also grade students’ work in each subject
for the Grade Book and make promotion or retention recommendations. Teacher
contact—via telephone, LiveLesson session, and/or WebMail—may be as frequent as
several times a day, and at a minimum once every two weeks, depending on student
age and needs. CCA teachers do not wait to be contacted; they are proactive
participants in their students’ personal learning plans. These expectations form the
basis for the Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning at CCA. Teacher
evaluations and competencies are aligned to these standards of teaching and to
Pennsylvania’s Teacher Evaluation System (Act 82 of 2012).
Pennsylvania credentialed teachers work with students and Learning Coaches to
customize student learning experiences based on specific academic needs, learning
pace and styles, and personal interests. This program personalization is an ongoing
process that includes the creation of a written plan for all members of the learning
team to follow. Utilizing our vendor Connections Academy’s unique Personalized
Performance Learning (PPL) approach, each student is provided with instructional
programs tailored to meet his or her individual needs. The personalization process
includes: academic placement and course selection, ongoing performance testing,
interest inventories, review of student work samples, detailed phone conferences, goalsetting, adjustment of student schedules and lesson pacing, instructional interventions,
enrollment in elective courses, and strategies for families to implement.
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● Discuss why that process was chosen and how it has evolved and been refined
over the course of the charter.
The teacher, principal, and administrator evaluation processes were selected and
implemented the school’s first year of operation (SY 2003-04) and have evolved
substantially since then, including the term of the most recent charter. The evaluations
have become increasingly sophisticated and more relevant to teacher effectiveness and
progression with the additional use of value-add data, observations, and other best
practices. The evaluation systems were then changed to adopt the Danielson
Framework © 2008, effective beginning the 2013-14 SY.

● Provide evidence and discuss the quality of teaching at the cyber charter school.
Include outcomes of teacher evaluations and teacher surveys in the discussion.
CCA uses a software tool called Pa ETEP, which provides specific data on each
teacher’s performance according to the four domains of the Danielson framework. In
the most recent evaluation cycle, SY 2014-15, CCA reported the following teacher
Performance Effectiveness ratings: 35 Distinguished, 417 Proficient, and 6 Needs
Improvement. It is hoped, of course, that the most important outcome of high teacher
quality is outstanding academic performance. The academic performance of CCA’s
students is analyzed and discussed in detail in the previous section, Student
Achievement.
The Parent Satisfaction Survey (PSS) conducted annually provides many valuable
insights into teacher quality, including both quantitative and qualitative feedback for
use by teachers and staff. The most recent PSS, fielded in February 2015 and
summarized in Attachment R, rates the quality of teaching at CCA exceptionally high,
appreciated fully by both students and their parents. Almost 97% of parents were
satisfied with their teacher’s helpfulness of their teachers. From the same survey, more
than 94% agreed that their children’s teachers improve the learning experience. The
table below summarizes the parent satisfaction results on these two questions for the
most recent three years (SYs 2013-14, and 14-15):

Parent Satisfaction Survey Results
Parent Satisfaction Survey Question
2014-15 SY 2013-14 SY 2012-13 SY
How Satisfied Are You With The Helpfulness Of Your Child’s
96.8%
96.7%
96.1%
Connections Academy Teachers?
The Teachers Improve The Learning Experience.
94.4%
94.2%
93.0%
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● Discuss staff turnover and retention patterns. Drawing upon exit interviews and
surveys, explain why teachers choose to return or not to return to the school.
Staff turnover has been modest during the charter term, as shown in Attachment G.
The school’s commitment to teaching excellence ensures that only teachers meeting or
exceeding high expectations continue with the school, while those not meeting
expectations of their respective roles are placed on an improvement plan and given the
opportunity to correct their deficiencies. From exit interviews conducted since 2011,
the start of the current charter, the most common reasons that teachers choose not to
return are (1) leave for family reasons, including but not limited to raising a family, (2)
leave for better compensation, and (3) leave because of (a) relocation of spouse or (b)
retirement. The most prevalent reason that teachers do not return (involuntary) is that
they are not meeting performance expectations and are dismissed by the school
leadership team, often with Board concurrence.

● Use the following table to report professional staff turnover/retention data for
each year of the past charter.
Attachment G provides the professional staff turnover and retention data requested in
the table that was provided.
● Complete the table below for all professional staff members.
The certification table summarizing the qualifications of all professional staff
members is included in Attachment H. All teachers are highly-qualified and hold
certification in their area(s) of assignment.
● If not currently meeting the requirement that 75% of its professional staff hold
appropriate certification, how will the school meet this requirement? Discuss how
the cyber charter school meets the requirements for “Highly Qualified” teachers.
CCA exceeds the minimum requirement that 75% of its professional staff hold
appropriate certification, as detailed in Attachment H.
● Submit documentation and discuss evidence that teachers and other staff have
the training and resources they need to perform effectively. Describe the
professional development that is in place to support teachers so that more
students are meeting the standards. Describe why this professional development
was selected and how it relates to the overall cyber charter school mission and
student outcomes.
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In the 2014-15 Employee Pulse Survey, a remarkable 96% of teachers and other staff
reported that they had the training and mentorship needed to succeed in their jobs,
scoring it a 3.29 on a 4.0 scale. Additionally, teachers resoundingly said that they had
the resources that they needed to succeed; 90.5% said that the support that they
received from the Curriculum, Instruction and Professional Development, and School
Support teams met their needs.
The school implemented the Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning, a
Connections Academy protocol, and utilized in a performance evaluation system
aligned to the teaching standards, school goals, and student performance. Through
ongoing teacher training and professional development, participation in professional
learning communities, peer review, and a vibrant career ladder, teachers are effective
and consistently focused on continuous improvement and student learning.
Instructional leaders, using data from Connexus, drive professional development for
individual teachers and the school.
Our teachers and staff benefit from ongoing and effective professional growth
including an initial teacher orientation course and several days of face-to-face preservice training, with an interactive program manual as a resource, teacher training
course segments, and specific Connections Academy professional development
courses. Teachers build a strong foundation for teaching in this environment with
student success as a focus. Graduate courses in online learning, professional learning
communities, and weekly teacher updates keep teachers up-to-date on becoming
experts in virtual learning.
Teacher professional development is critically important in ensuring that the staff is
optimally effective in teaching in a virtual environment and addressing the
Pennsylvania Core Standards in their daily instructional practice. CCA uses the
National Standards for Quality Online Teaching published by the International
Association for K–12 Online Learning (iNACOL) 1 and the Core Standards for
Facilitating Student Learning at Connections Academy, as guides for pinpointing
necessary teacher skills and professional development requirements.
CCA has engaged Connections Academy to provide a substantial amount of its
professional development training for teachers, as the professional development is
integrated and aligned with the student curriculum, student pedagogy, student
information system, data, evaluation systems, and other services. CCA provides its
teachers with a comprehensive teacher training and professional development program
to equip them with the following:
● A working knowledge of the CCA curriculum and the Pennsylvania Core
1

The National Standards for Quality Online Teaching, International Association for K–12 Online Learning (iNACOL),
http://www.inacol.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/iNACOL_TeachingStandardsv2.pdf , 2011.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Standards,
Strategies and best practices for virtual learning and instruction,
How to monitor student progress and assign tiered-supplemental
instructional support programs based on that data,
How to develop Personalized Learning Plans (PLP) and differentiate
instruction
How to utilize and navigate the tools of Connexus
Assessment and using test results to guide instruction and monitor
student progress
How to foster a virtual school community

Principal professional development is considered critically important in ensuring that
the school is optimally effective in ensuring quality learning in a virtual school
environment. CCA also utilizes its vendor Connections Education to provide
professional development for its school principals.
Initial Teacher Orientation Course: All teachers and school staff complete a selfguided teacher-training course. This course is delivered through Connexus, and
contain lessons, assessments, and links to online tutorials. The focus of this course is
to prepare teachers for teaching in a school supported by Connections, and it covers
curriculum, assessment, personalizing instruction, school year events, grading and
Grade Book, communication, and essential Connexus tools. Upon successful
completion of this course and assessments, teachers are ready to begin instruction.
Teachers are expected to earn a grade of 80% or higher. Additionally, the principal
will complete a self-guided orientation course that provides a preview of essential
information to understand the “School Year Cycle” and information and resources
needed to be an effective school leader. A program manual will also be provided and
act as a ready resource for needed information.
The CCA Interactive Program Manual: The Program Manual is a resource for
teachers and school-based personnel to use all year. It contains policies, procedures,
and “how to” components that aid the teachers on a day-to-day basis. These “how to”
components also have accompanying online tutorial segments that visually
demonstrate each process.
Pre-Service Face-to-Face Training: In addition to the self-guided course, staff will
engage in several days of face-to-face training and orientation on site. The focus of
this training will be best practices in an online environment, advanced orientation to
the curriculum and Connexus beyond what is included in the self-guided course, and
substantial training on working effectively with students, Learning Coaches, and
parents.
Supplemental Teacher Training Course Segments: CCA will present more
segments of the training course to teachers on an ongoing basis. These segments
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contain information about more complex features and functions of Connexus,
instructional strategies, and processes that teachers need to implement once school is
successfully under way. There is also a differentiated course designed specifically for
returning staff members that targets new concepts, advanced applications, and serves
as a refresher on basic skills.
Professional Development Sessions: Connections Academy provides teachers (and
school leaders) with ongoing professional development activities throughout the year.
Presenters with various backgrounds and areas of content expertise conduct live
tutorial sessions on a rotating basis. Teachers are required to attend monthly sessions
virtually on topics such as implementing specific instructional strategies, current
curriculum-specific trends, effective teaching strategies and communication skills for a
virtual environment, utilizing the state standards to guide instruction, educational
technology, using data to guide instruction, educational trends, and so forth.
Graduate Course in Online Learning: Connections Academy has collaborated with
Boise State University to create a series of graduate-level courses on online teaching.
Professional Learning Community Resource (PLCr): In addition to school-based
Professional Learning Communities, each teacher has access to an online PLCr portal
in Connexus, listing professional development opportunities as well as recorded
LiveLessons, shared resources, and more. Teachers describe this area as “a community
created and dedicated to shared values and vision, working and learning
collaboratively, shared decision making, collective creativity, and supportive, shared
leadership.”
Weekly Teacher Updates: The Connections Academy School Support Staff
compiles, summarizes, and distributes a weekly electronic newsletter to all teachers
that highlights improvements to the curriculum and Connexus, new procedures, shared
tips, and community building activities.
Principal On-going Support: In addition to completing the required orientation
courses, ongoing professional development will also be provided for the Principal as a
year-long “Boot Camp” comprised of monthly topics critical to a successful leader and
the assignment of a “mentor” to give advice, answer questions, and be an immediate
resource for support.
School staff members typically work together for two weeks prior to school opening.
During this time, teachers engage in online, self-paced training; on-site training and
professional development; school-leader-led training; and school year preparation.
Teachers complete four online, self-paced courses and participate in face-to-face,
interactive training:
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● The Teacher Orientation Course familiarizes teachers with the essential
knowledge, vocabulary, and skills needed to teach online through
Connexus.
● Students in Distress: Recognizing and Responding informs teachers
about the risk factors, signs, and symptoms of child abuse and neglect
and guides them in creating a personalized reference guide on specific
definitions and reporting requirements to ensure student safety.
● Internet Safety, also completed by students and their Learning Coaches,
is an i-SAFE course that informs teachers about the various threats,
challenges, and safety protocols needed to work and learn online.
● Exploring Your Courses guides teachers in the curriculum, instructional
resources, and assessments used to guide, monitor, motivate, and
intervene to ensure learning.
The face-to-face, interactive training and professional development that occurs before
the start of school includes reviewing, discussing, and activities on:
● The Core Standards for Facilitating Student Learning, which are the
essential values, vision, and protocols through which teachers and school
leaders work together.
● School Year Cycle, the flow of the online school year, including the key
milestones used to guide, monitor, and assess student learning (e.g.,
Welcome Call, PLP discussions, Curriculum-Based Assessments).
● Navigating Connexus, including practice with lessons, assessments,
grading, evaluating student learning, providing feedback, customizing
students’ programs, and recording (logging) contacts, conversations, and
instructional interventions via demonstration student, teacher, and
Learning Coach accounts.
● PLC work, including building collaboration within and across grade
levels.
● Ensuring teachers are prepared to have a student-centered, successful
first day, first week, and first month of school.
● Does the cyber charter school have any union contracts with professional
employees? If so, please attach.
CCA does not have any employees who are unionized and therefore, does not have
any union contracts with professional employees.
B. Financial Solvency
● How frequently are the school budget and financial records reviewed by the
Board of Trustees?
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The school prepares detailed financial statements (at least) monthly to include revenue
and expense statement, a balance sheet, bank reconciliations, invoice detail, payroll
registers, any grant fund expenditures, cash receipts from all sources, and a transaction
listing.
Well in advance of the coming school year (which coincides with the school’s fiscal
year), the Board of Directors reviews the proposed annual budget for the coming fiscal
year and discusses during one or more monthly meetings. Typically, the Board
approves and adopts its annual budget in April or May prior to the July 1 start of the
next fiscal year. The budget is regularly compared with the school’s actual revenues
and expenses; proposed changes to the budget are considered and adopted by the
Board as required.
Each month’s Board of Directors meeting package includes financial statements for
review and discussion. This package typically includes both the Revenue and Expense
monthly statement as well as the Balance Sheet. CCA uses industry-standard
accounting software to ensure proper bookkeeping and institutes rigorous internal
financial controls as follows:
● The school developed and maintains simple check request and purchase
order forms to document the authorization of non-payroll expenditures.
All proposed expenditures must be approved by the appropriate
stakeholder (process detailed further in the next question), who will
review the proposed expenditure to determine whether it is consistent
with the adopted budget and sign the request form. The Board meets
regularly, almost always monthly, to review the operations and financial
performance of the school. Supporting documentation is required for all
expenditures.
● The school maintains its accounts at a federally-insured commercial bank
or credit union. Funds are deposited in non-speculative accounts,
including federally-insured savings or checking accounts or invested in
federally-backed instruments.
● Who is responsible to review contracts, invoices and receivables, and who is
responsible to sign checks? Has there been an independent audit performed each
year of the charter? For each audit, if not previously submitted to the
Department, attach with the Renewal Application.
The Accounting Department utilizes the Prosoft ® software package for the recording
of all transactions and for reporting. Prosoft provides software updates as required;
these updates are installed as soon as possible following receipt. The Prosoft system is
the ‘Book of Record’ for Commonwealth Connections Academy. All financial results
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are reported from data tracked in the Prosoft system. All data generated by the Prosoft
Accounting System is both secure and protected.
CCA has a strict protocol to ensure that contracts are closely reviewed and approved
by an appropriate signatory. Any contract under $5,000 in value can be reviewed and
signed by a senior school administrator (Director or above). Contracts over $5,000
must be approved by the school CEO, Dr. Maurice Flurie. Due to the number and
extensive nature of the CCA Special Education contracts and invoices, the CCA Board
of Directors voted to delegate special permission to the Senior Director of Student
Development to approve special education contracts up to $100,000. Dr. Flurie is
always informed of these high cost contracts, and these contracts are shared with the
Board. Ms. Sharon Handford (Director, Business Operations) has been given
permission to refund overpayments by school districts in excess of $5,000. All
expenses are approved by the Board of Trustees at least monthly.
The Director of Business Operations and designated members of her team are
responsible for the review of invoices and receivables. All invoices and receivables are
carefully reviewed by a member of the Business Office team, who then prepare the
payment for further review and approval. The Invoice Payable Report, detailing the
payee, amount due, and other information, is reviewed and signed by a Senior
Accountant, and then approved by the Director of Business Operations. Per the APM,
all school expenditures are required to be pre-approved using an approval process
formally documented in the Issue Aware (IA) system.
To ensure strict financial controls are in place and considerable accountability, there
are only three school officers who have the authority to sign checks, per procedure 030001 in the APM: the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operations Officer, and Director
of Business Operations. These policies and procedures, as well as many other topics,
are addressed in considerable detail in the school’s approved Accounting Procedures
Manual.
CCA’s Board of Directors directs the formal accounting audit of all school Financial
Statements annually, always performed by an Independent Certified Public
Accounting Firm. Each audit covers the period of July 1 through June 30 of the
following year, in line with the school’s fiscal year. Audit reports are typically
completed and formally presented to and discussed with the Board of Directors 6-9
months following the close of the fiscal year. During the period of this (five year)
charter, there have been three annual audits conducted (FYs 2011-12, 12-13, and 1315); the 2014-15 FY audit will begin soon. In each of the audits conducted, the school
has always received an unqualified opinion (“…presenting fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the governmental activities and the fund of the
Commonwealth Connections Academy Charter School….”).
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The three annual financial audits completed for the fiscal years included in the renewal
period (FYs 2011-12, 12-13, and 13-14) are included as Attachment J. The financial
audit of the 2014-15 FY is underway and will likely completed by January 2016.
Finally, Mr. Longenecker, as the Chief Operations Officer, is required to report
directly to the Board of Directors the discovery of any of the following:
● Impairments of effectiveness or efficiency of operations along with the
CEO’s plan towards resolving them. (Quarterly Reporting)
● Misstatements in financial or performance information. (Monthly
Reporting)
● Fraud, abuse, violations of laws and regulations. (Immediate Reporting)
● Discuss the school’s financial controls and procedures for the management of
financial resources.
CCA has historically adhered to, and will continue to follow, a financial and
accounting plan that is compliant with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and provide an accurate accounting of all of its finances, ensure sufficient
information for audit purposes, and provide data in the format needed for accurate and
timely annual financial reports.
Developing each CCA annual budget is an iterative process incorporating input from
key stakeholders every step of the way. A preliminary budget based on initial
assumptions is approved by the Board before the start of the school year. Once the
beginning enrollment and updated per-pupil funding figures are known, a revised
budget is prepared, reviewed, and approved. This budget will then be compared to
actual and forecasted results on a monthly basis. The Board uses its sound budgeting
and forecasting policy and procedures to monitor revenue and authorize expenditures
according to any restrictions placed on such revenue. A detailed revenue and expense
statement is reviewed at each meeting, and serves as the vehicle to authorize future
expenditures, along with the adopted (approved) budget and other policies.
The School’s Accounting Procedure Manual (“APM”) previously discussed addresses
a number of specific accounting and financial policies, procedures, and requirements,
including General Ledger, Cash and Banking Operations, Accounts Payable,
Capitalization of Assets, and Record Retention. The APM is formally reviewed and
updated at least annually.
● Attach a copy of the most recent financial statement.
The school has chosen to include its June 2015 financial statements with its renewal
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application. These financial statements were reviewed and approved by the Board of
Directors at its August 2015 monthly meeting, and represent the fiscal year for which
the independent financial accounting firm will conduct its annual audit. The June 2015
(fiscal year-end) Financial Statements are enclosed as Attachment I.
● How many bank accounts exist for the cyber charter school? Provide bank
locations, type of accounts and account numbers.
CCA maintains five (5) bank accounts, each with Orrstown Bank. While most banking
is done electronically with Orrstown Bank, their Camp Hill, PA office is the location
that the school uses most often for in-person communication, transactions, and
relationships. The funds include the following:
●
●
●
●
●

General Fund Operating Account,
General Fund Payroll Account,
General Fund Family Involvement Account,
Capital Projects Operating Account, and
Line of Credit.

As requested, the complete list of bank accounts, locations, types of accounts, and
account numbers is included below.
Current List of Bank Accounts, September 2015
General Fund Operating Account
● Orrstown Bank, 3045 Market Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011
● Checking Account
● Account #147900440
General Fund Payroll Account
● Orrstown Bank, 3045 Market Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011
● Checking Account
● Account #147900343
General Fund Family Involvement Account
● Orrstown Bank, 3045 Market Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011
● Checking Account
● Account #147900437
Capital Projects Operating Account
● Orrstown Bank, 3045 Market Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011
● Checking Account
● Account #147900433
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Line of Credit
● Orrstown Bank, 3045 Market Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011
● Loan Account
● Loan #26484100101
● If applicable, discuss and provide documentation regarding how any findings
from any auditor general’s report were addressed and resolved.
There have been no findings from any auditor general’s reports during the period of
CCA’s current charter.
● Explain how the cyber charter school commits resources in ways that ensure it
achieves its mission.
Many of the school’s strategic investments in its core capabilities and education
imperatives are detailed in Attachment K, and in the pages that follow regarding the
school’s investments (“…show how the charter has made investments over the last
five years…”). Fully 60% of per pupil funding received by the school is invested
directly in instruction, documented in the school’s Annual Financial Report (AFR)
filing. With its (evolving) greater self-reliance, the school intends to invest an even
higher percentage of funding into the classroom in the future. CCA’s ownership of
several of its facilities has also had an unintended consequence during the current
budget impasse; it has provided the Board with operating leverage with creditors,
providing the ability to take loans if required during this interim period to meet its cash
flow needs.

● What is the fund reserve balance as of the date of renewal application
submission?
The fund reserve balance as last audited on June 30, 2014 was $14,980,331. This fund
balance includes $13,732,843 in Designated Funds and $1,247,488 in Undesignated
Funds. The recent year-end history of fund balances is summarized below.
Fund Reserve Balance Data
(Audited)
Designated Fund Balance
Undesignated Fund Balance
Total Fund Balance

FY ending
6/30/2012
12,683,426
2,146,385
14,829,811
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FY ending
6/30/2013
14,830,975
0
14,830,975

FY ending
6/30/2014
13,732,843
1,247,488
14,980,331
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● Cut and paste (or recreate) the table below into your report in order to show how
the charter has made investments over the last five years in staff and professional
development, books, technology, and other supplies and in ways that are
consistent with the cyber charter school’s priorities as stated in the current
charter agreement.
The investment chart is included as Attachment K. The school elected to provide data
for additional categories that it chose, including (1) Assessments, (2) Special
Education costs, (3) Family and Student Supports, (4) Provision of Student
Technology and Internet Service, and (5) Community Outreach and Enrollment, in that
the costs in these categories tend to be substantial and/or different versus those
incurred by a traditional bricks and mortar school.
Among the investment categories required to report, Books represented the largest
annual expense by a considerable margin. During the charter term, books amounted to
8-12% of the annual school budget, scaling from $8.4 million in 2011-12 to $13.0
million in 2014-15 as enrollment increased proportionately. The category Books
includes texts, interactive (digital) texts, workbook, manipulatives, and other
educational materials. Because CCA seeks to educate children in the manner(s) best
suited to them, the school routinely provides both hard and electronic versions of
educational materials as student learning needs dictate.
Being a cyber school that serves student throughout the Commonwealth, it is not
surprising that Technology also represents another significant investment. Technology
includes a number of components: computers, tablets, digital whiteboards, office
technology equipment, and other advanced education technology for use in educating
CCA students. It also includes the expense of hosting the content via Connexus,
including the servers, Internet costs, and other factors.
CCA invested considerable funds in the Professional Development (PD) of its
teachers, leadership, and staff. The figures presented, ranging from $128,000+ to
$308,000+, likely understate the investments made, in that the school’s vendor
Connections Academy provided a range of professional development services for
which CCA was not charged, including the benefit of the PD catalog developed by
Connections in support of over 30 statewide cyber schools nationwide. CCA was only
charged for the delivery of the PD, not for its development and subsequent revisions.
Special Education costs also represent a large investment by the school for several
reasons: (1) the school enjoys an outstanding reputation for its ability to serve special
education students, (2) the unique opportunities and challenges of serving special
education students both in-person and virtually, and (3) the network of SPED
providers with which the school contracts to support a statewide cyber school’s
population. These costs ranged from $3.5 million in the 1st year of the charter term,
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2011-12, to $6.7 million in the school year just ended, 2014-15. Like books,
technology, and some other investments, these tend to vary proportional to student
enrollment, and specifically to SPED student enrollment. These costs may also vary by
the degree of need among the SPED students; that is, lower need special needs versus
those requiring substantial, more regular in-person visits and school supports.
Family and Student Supports accounted for approximately 4% of the school’s annual
operating budget during the charter term. The largest contributors to this expense are
the Learning Coach Outreach Sessions and field trips. Both are essential for engaging
CCA families, providing socialization opportunities for students, and building a sense
of community.
As a statewide cyber school, CCA is required to provide the loan of a capable laptop
computer and a printer to every enrolled student, as well as other technology supports.
The Provision of Student Technology and Internet Service also represents a
considerable annual expense for the school. The expense has ranged from nearly $6
million in the 1st year to almost $9 million during 2014-15 SY. This line item includes
all of the expenses involved in the provision of the technology: the annual lease of the
laptops, round-trip shipping, technical support, replacement, customer service,
software costs, printers and printer cartridges, and the Internet Service subsidy
provided to the families of enrolled students. This investment regularly represented 69% of the annual operating expenses.
Community Outreach / Enrollment and Assessments represent the final two areas of
investment included in Attachment K. Community Outreach and Enrollment the
annual costs of making the school known throughout the Commonwealth, hosting inperson and virtual information sessions to educate families on CCA and its programs,
and the admissions process required to enroll in the school. The school makes a
concerted effort to notify all Pennsylvania families about this free alternative to the
traditional public school experience, and of course to make the school available and
accessible to all eligible students. Assessment costs, on the other hand, represent the
expenses involved in providing certified testing sites throughout the state each year. In
the most recent testing cycle (2015), the school offered over 50 testing locations.

● Provide any other information or data that describes how resources have been
used and/or leveraged to further the school’s mission and support the school’s
unique design.
CCA is fully committed to meeting the diverse learning needs of an enrolled student
population throughout Pennsylvania: urban, suburban, and rural areas, struggling
students as well as those who are thriving in school, and various socio-economic
backgrounds as well. To that end, CCA has purposefully expanded its footprint to
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include eight locations throughout Pennsylvania. These locations offer several
important benefits: (1) improved student and family access to one or more of the
school’s teaching facilities, including the opportunity to work in person with teachers
and staff, and (2) greater access to talented teachers, staff, and administrators
throughout Pennsylvania, in that the school can now hire for facilities that represent
the geographic distribution of student enrollment and needs.
CCA offers a mobile classroom to its enrolled families, funded entirely through a grant
award in 2010. This full-sized, 38-foot vehicle is equipped with satellite Internet
capability, wireless Internet access, computers, digital media, interactive smartboards,
microscopes, and all the equipment needed to conduct complete science labs, reading
lessons, and many other classroom activities. The mobile classroom is often shared
with Pennsylvania school districts and their students as well. It is the only classroom
on wheels offered by a cyber school in Pennsylvania.
The mobile classroom and caring, committed teachers travel to cities and towns across
the state so that all CCA students have the opportunity to enjoy hands-on educational
activities throughout the year. The mobile classroom has already been used for science
demonstrations, student art exhibits, language labs, astronomy observations, stream
studies, book fairs, dissections, and celebrations marking Earth Day, to name just a
few novel educational uses.

● Will the school’s facilities meet the needs of the school for the next five years?
Provide addresses of all facilities, the ownership of each facility and the purpose
for which each facility is used. Will the cyber charter school’s administrative
offices remain in the current facility? If not, describe where the cyber charter
school’s administrative office will be located and why the new location has been
selected (if applicable)? Include valid certificates of occupancy for all new sites, if
applicable.
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The Commonwealth Connections Academy Cyber Charter School facilities, described
in Attachment B, are sufficient to meet the school’s needs currently, and for the
planned enrollment during the coming charter renewal term. CCA is annually
reviewing the need for additional facilities in order to continue to serve the needs of its
population. As leases expire, the school and independent Board will continue to
review whether to purchase or lease larger spaces based on student need, and fiscal
responsibility.
The Board of Directors has pursued an aggressive strategy of additional school offices
throughout the state during the period of the charter. This was a strategic imperative
for a number of reasons:
1. Most importantly, it allowed teachers and staff members closer to
population centers and therefore, much more convenient to the students,
families, and communities that they serve.
2. This gave statewide access to the talented pool of teachers and
administrators, allowing CCA to hire throughout the state instead of
more narrowly around its main school offices in Harrisburg.
3. Finally, for the purposes of both state testing and outreach, it offers
greater reach throughout the Commonwealth, and in many cases, lowers
costs to provide services over time.

C. School Governance
● Provide a list of board members who have served and the dates each has served
since the cyber charter school’s inception. Discuss leadership changes on the
board and in the school administration, and explain why those changes were
effected.
The complete list of Board of Directors members who have served during any part of
the charter period are included in the table in Attachment L. From its inception in
2003, CCA has benefitted from the stability of both Board members and leadership
roles. As mentioned elsewhere in the narrative, the Board of Directors has been served
by several members for more than ten years. Mr. David Taylor, a founding Board
member, also served as the Board President for over 10 years, recently transitioning
the role to another highly-qualified Board member, Mr. Ralph Dyer. Mr. Taylor and
Mr. Dyer worked closely together, and with their fellow Board members, to ensure a
seamless leadership transition that would foster the same strong board governance and
school accountability that represent the hallmarks of CCA.
The Board is fully committed to making the optimal use of the talents, time, and
passion of its members, and the transition of the leadership role (President) made sense
during a pivotal time in the school’s “evolution”: that is, its move from using a turnkey
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education management organization (EMO) to one that uses a best of breed mix of
vendor support and in-house capability, scale, and supports.
● If the cyber charter school utilizes an external management organization,
describe how that relationship has functioned over the course of the charter and
provide any changes to the management agreement that were not previously
provided to the Department.
The External Management Organization (EMO), Connections Education, LLC, has
performed well during the course of the charter. However, as CCA has grown, the
school has become increasingly more independent. Amendments were made to the
agreement between CE and CCA annually in each of the last five years to facilitate
this gradual relationship change.
● Beginning in the 2013-14 School Year, CCA began overseeing all
Facilities Services in house and hired a dedicated Director of Technology
to represent our interests and more closely monitor the technology
services from CE. CCA no longer contracted with CE to provide
Financial Services
● Beginning for the 2014-15 School Year, CCA no longer contracted with
CE to provide Financial Services.
● Effective March 1, 2015, CE transitioned responsibility for the following
services to CCA:
o Special Education Consultation Services. CCA has historically
maintained a special education team, and added a senior leader to the
team in support of this change. Dr. Janet Sloand is the Senior Director,
Student Development, who began work at CCA in August 2014 to
prepare for the transition.
o Services to Special Needs Students and English Language Learner
(ELL) Students. CCA already had both SPED and ELL employees on
its staff, and added senior leaders to oversee these functions.
o Board Relations Consultation Services and Charter School Board
Support Services. CCA has historically staffed a Board Liaison, and
added a Manager of Executive Services (Sharon Pallotta) on August 3,
2015.
● Effective July 1, 2015, Connections Education transitioned responsibility
for the following services to CCA:
o Human Resource Services. CCA has historically maintained HR
support among its staff, and hired Christine Hakes as its Senior
Director, Human Resources, who began work on June 8, 2015 in
advance of the transition.
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● CCA and CE included a defined transition period for each of these
changes to ensure a smooth transfer of responsibilities.
● Describe and discuss how the board has held the external management
organization accountable for measurable results.
The Board, the school’s leadership team, and Connections Education engage in regular
conversations regarding the needs of both the school and the Board. These discussions
occur as scheduled or impromptu conversations during Board meetings, as well as less
formal conversations that may occur between a Board member and the EMO, for
instance.
● Include as appendices and discuss evaluations of the management organization
conducted by the board and any relevant reports from the management
organization to the board.
The CCA Board of Directors ordered a formal evaluation of its contract with the
school’s EMO, Connections Education, in December 2014. Charter Choices, a highlyrespected charter school expert headquartered in Glenside, PA, was selected to prepare
the evaluation. The Board received their evaluation and recommendations in January
2015 and discussed the report and its implications at subsequent Board meetings
during the 2014-15 SY. Charter Choices’ letter and formal evaluation is included as
Attachment O.
● Provide clear explanations and evidence of how the cyber charter school has
complied with requirements and regulations in each of the following areas.
Address any complaints and corrections made regarding compliance in each
area.
o Special Education Students.
Commonwealth Connections Academy complies with 22 PA Code §711 and all
other state and federal requirements and regulations relating to Special
Education, in accordance with which Commonwealth Connections Academy is
committed to serving children with disabilities whether such children are
currently or newly identified as disabled. On average, over 17% of CCA students
qualify as special education students during the charter term. During that same
period, an average of 86% of the parents of students with special needs report
they are satisfied with the program that Commonwealth Connections Academy
provides their students, and over 88% shared that their child’s teacher provided
sufficient support. Finally, 81-84% of parents of SPED students said that CCA’s
Special Education services were better when compared to their child’s previous
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school.
During the charter term, CCA has served increasingly greater numbers and
diversity of special education students. In the first year of the current charter
term (2011-12 SY), CCA was educating 1,098 students with special education
needs (17.5% of enrolled students) contrasted with serving 1,622 students during
the 2014-15 school year (18.2% of enrolled students). During the past 4+ years, a
total of 18 special education complaints have been filed against the school, with
all but two (2) of them being resolved or settled. CCA is proud of the very low
incidence of complaints filed against the schools, believing that it is one measure
of the quality, rigor, and adherence of the special education services offered by
the school.
o English Language Learners (ELL).
CCA follows the PDE District/Charter School ESL/Bilingual Program Policy
Basic Education Circular (BEC) dated July 1, 2001, the department’s guidance
derived from the federal requirements, the Commonwealth’s governing statute
for ELL (22 PA Code §4.26), and other requirements. CCA meets the six
minimum requirements outlined in the PDE policy, excerpted verbatim below:
1. ESL must be provided as a basic content area (i.e., a core curriculum)
to be offered in the district/charter school educational program,
2. Students must have access and be encouraged to participate in all
academic and extracurricular opportunities in the district/charter
school,
3. District/charter school must allocate adequate resources (i.e.,
comparable to other basic core subjects) and funds to implement the
ESL program,
4. District/charter school must provide adequate certified staff and
instructional time to provide for the needs of ELLs,
5. District/charter school must conduct periodic ESL program
evaluations for the purpose of program improvement, and
6. The ELLs will participate in the PSSA and district/charter school large
scale assessments not specifically developed for non-English language
speakers.
o

Administration of the PSSA.
CCA has met the 95% participation requirement during each school year of the
current charter term.
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o

Health and Safety Requirements.
Commonwealth Connections Academy complies with all health and safety
requirements and regulations, ensuring a safe, healthy workplace for
Commonwealth Connections Academy staff, and ensuring safety for all
participants during school-related activities. There have been no health or safety
related complaints against the school by parents, students, or staff members
during the charter term.
The school maintains a physician, nurse, and dentist on its staff for required
screenings and other activities as assigned. The school maintains all required
student medical and dental records in a secure location, in compliance with the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). The
cabinets in which the records are maintained are locked, and are further restricted
access to the room in which the records are stored.
The school verifies that all required immunizations have been completed as part
of the eligibility screening. The school receives the required student medical and
dental records following enrollment.
All CCA facilities (Family Service Centers) have undergone building and fire
inspections, prior to occupancy and as required thereafter. The school’s facilities
are in compliance with all federal and state requirements, most notably with
federal requirements defined by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA).
In order to ensure the safety of school employees and the security of student
records and communications, each school facility requires that employees wear a
photo ID badge. Furthermore, each location is secured through the use of swipe
entry badging system; some of the facilities are also secured by a receptionist at
the public entrance to the school.

● Describe how the Sunshine Notices are provided for all public meetings and how
parents are involved in board meetings.
CCA meets, and in many cases exceeds, Sunshine Notice requirements as specified in
65 Pa.C.S.A. §701. Prior to all regular public meetings, CCA posts printed notices in
all of its facilities, not just the facility in which the meeting is occurring. At least one
week prior to scheduled meetings, public notice is published in The Patriot News, the
Harrisburg, PA newspaper. Finally, the annual public meeting schedule is posted on
the school’s School Board page (http://www.connectionsacademy.com/pennsylvaniacyber-school/about/school-board.) Both the 2014-15 and 2015-16 SY Board meeting
schedule are included within Attachment N (Board Agendas).
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Section III. Overall School Design
A. Communications to Parents and Community
● How is the school accountable to parents and the community? Provide examples of
communications, outreach, marketing of the cyber charter school, etc.
The school is accountable to both parents and the broader community in many ways. Most
importantly, it is accountable to parents through the trust they place in educating their child(ren) in
the caring leadership, teachers, and staff of CCA. This trust and accountability are the hallmarks of
the school. Teachers are accountable to the students, students’ families, and to the CCA staff for
ensuring an outstanding educational experience that meets the needs of each child entrusted to the
school. Teachers and staff regularly interact with parents through any number of means: face to face,
by phone, WebMail, and other means. There are regular discussions between teachers and parents
regarding the academic progress of their child(ren). When needed, the principal or another CCA staff
member may monitor and/or participate in these discussions.
This accountability to parents is measured in a number of different ways. First, CCA commissions a
third-party, anonymous Parent Satisfaction Survey to be fielded in February of each year. This
survey is sent to the parents of all enrolled students, and offers a comprehensive opportunity for
parents to provide feedback on the quality of the curriculum, teaching, technology, and many other
aspects of the CCA program. The results of this survey are independently prepared by a respected
market research firm and provided to the school in both summary and detailed forms. The results of
the annual Parent Satisfaction Survey (PSS) are shared broadly, both within the school among school
staff, but also published on the school’s website. The most recent PSS survey results are included as
Attachment R.
Secondly, the school is accountable to parents and the community in many other ways. It routinely
seeks feedback as often as daily on the academic rigor, teacher quality, curriculum efficacy, and
other important program measures. For instance, the StarTrack rating system, embedded into the
curriculum at the lesson level and also in Connexus, the content delivery and educational
management system for the school. This rating system gives parents the opportunity to provide
detailed feedback on both the quality and accuracy of the curriculum as well as their satisfaction
with the school itself. Parents may provide a grade on a scale of 1 to 5, as well as provide comments
if they desire.
The school also provides Family Mentors to newly-enrolled families to ensure that students and
families new to CCA can ask questions and receive guidance from veteran CCA parents. To ensure
the quality of the Family Mentor role, and the qualifications of the mentors themselves, mentors are
selected following a rigorous screening process. Considerable efforts are made to ensure that the
composition of the 60+ family mentors reflect the demographics of the school enrollment, including
but not limited to grade level, socio-economic and ethnicity factors, geographic regions, and other
elements. The CCA Parent Advisory Council was established in 2008. The 60+ Family Mentors,
representing every region of the state, and varying socio-economic backgrounds, update the How-To
Guide, the Title I Schoolwide Plan, Parent Involvement Policy, recommend resources for the
school’s Parent Resource Center, and provide input/recommend changes in Family Services
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Department initiatives in an effort to better support both students and families. The Family Mentors
work almost exclusively with new families; each mentor typically supports approximately 30
students.
As a Title I school deemed a Focus School based on its 2012-13 PSSA results, CCA also sends an
annual notification to all parents, detailing the performance of the school against the four Annual
Measurable Objectives (AMOs) as well as other information, including the School Performance
Profile. Under the requirements of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the school also sends a Right to
Know letter to parents and learning coaches each year, which informs them of their right to know
their teachers’ professional qualifications, including Pennsylvania licensure status, baccalaureate
degree major, and their major in any advanced degrees they hold.

● Provide evidence that the Board of Trustees has been responsive and effective as a governing
entity. Discuss how formal complaints have been investigated and resolved. Provide specific
examples of governance issues and how they have been resolved.
CCA’s Board of Trustees has been, and continues to be, a high-quality governing board for the
school. The school is fortunate to have such talented, passionate people on its board, featuring
members from the education community, business, CCA parents, non-profits, and other industry
sectors and backgrounds. The board also benefits substantially from a board composed of members
well-versed in both effective board governance and Pennsylvania cyber charter schools specifically.
During the charter term, the Board has had five members who have served on the board for at least
seven years, including two who have served since CCA’s inaugural school year, 2003-04. Several of
the Board members are also involved, committed parents of CCA students, ensuring a strong voice
for the families served by the school.
The Board is very engaged in monitoring and regularly discussing student performance, the quality
of instruction, financial controls, and responsible governance. At least annually, the Board holds a
closed session focused on training all members on key elements of their roles. At this annual
meeting, the board develops school goals, of which at least 50% are based on student performance.
These goals are the basis of bonuses awarded to all levels of CCA staff. Several board members
attend the annual iNACOL online learning conference to learn more about education in an online
environment and the appropriate expectations for students and teachers.
Additionally, the board is involved in any special education or personnel lawsuits, Right to Know
Requests, reviews of the school’s legislatively mandated Annual Report, and concerns presented by
the PA Department of Education.
The Board has maintained strong relationships with the school’s curriculum provider, Connections
Education during the charter term. It has routinely looked for cost efficiencies through the term of its
agreement, and at times has challenged fee schedules and reimbursements requested by Connections.
This has not been done out of any sense of impropriety, but rather a disciplined approach to expenses
and board governance, and a want to ensure that pupil funding is always invested most responsibly.
The outcomes of these ongoing discussions with Connections Education led the Board to take the
extraordinary step of revising its contract with Connections prior to the end of the current contract.
Both parties agreed that these changes, discussed further in Dr. Flurie’s letter (Attachment A), were
in the best interests of families served by CCA.
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● Describe the composition of the cyber charter school’s governance structure, specifying how it
includes parents and the community. Be specific about how the board is accessible and
accountable to parents. Include dates, times and agendas of important parent meetings or
events and include copies of sign-in sheets for the session.
The CCA Board of Directors is fully representative of the parents and community that it serves, both
currently as well as historically since the award of the school’s charter in 2003. Among its eight (8)
current board members, there are two parent representatives, two public policy representatives, an
educator, a former legislator, a business sector representative, and a community representative.
Attachment L includes detailed biographies for current Board members and a complete listing of all
Board members who have served during the charter term.
The Board is very accessible and accountable to all parents and the community. All Board agendas
are publicly posted, both in The Patriot-News as well as on the School Board’s webpage
(http://www.connectionsacademy.com/pennsylvania-cyber-school/about/school-board). The Board’s
commitment to the voice of the parent is evident in its ongoing support of parent representation
among its membership. The school and Board also take the extra step of posting the Board agenda
prior to each meeting at each of their school facilities throughout the state. Finally, each Board
agenda includes information for parents, the community, and any members of the public to
participate in person or telephonically.
Each meeting has time devoted at the beginning of the meeting for public comment. The Board has
published a formal Public Comment Policy, which it first adopted in 2006, and has amended several
times since. This document is also posted on the School Board page.
Board members are welcome to attend school field trips and events, as appropriate, and many have
done so in past years, most notably the school’s four regional graduation ceremonies each year. .
Describe the relationship of the cyber charter School with the surrounding community.
Describe any complaints that have been received and how they have been investigated and
resolved.
Since purchasing and leasing buildings that can accommodate larger groups, the school has
promoted STEM events open to the entire community, including but not limited to Roller Coaster
Design, Forensics Labs, and Career Open Houses. In addition, the buildings are made available for
community- and government-related activities that require space for meetings at no cost. Until
recently, CCA maintained relationships with Community Colleges to allow CCA students to earn
credits for college courses while enrolled in High School.
All Conservatory Events (a minimum of 12 annually) are held in partnership with an expert from the
community in order to introduce students to careers and leaders in their communities. In many cases
these have resulted in internships in their career interest for our students. The Conservatories are still
in their infancy, only their third full school year, but have already created and nurtured more than
135 community partnerships around the state.
The school’s relationship with its surrounding communities – all parts of the Commonwealth – is
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very strong. CCA teachers and staff are constantly evaluating partnerships with communities and
organizations in order to provide for a richer educational program for its enrolled students and
families.
● Describe the mechanisms in place to measure stakeholder satisfaction and solicit input. Include
copies of surveys and questions and include a summary of responses.
The annual Parent Satisfaction Survey (PSS) is conducted in February of each year and discussed in
detail during a Board meeting later in the school year, typically during its May board meeting. The
survey is fielded by independent third party, a recognized expert in high-quality market research.
The survey of parents is completely anonymous, a strong incentive for parents to be completely
honest and candid without any fear of retribution or other issue.
A summary graphic of the February 2015 PSS is included below, showing the responses to six (6) of
the key questions posed to parents. The PSS Executive Summary reviewed by the Board in May
2015, which includes both topline responses as well as detailed response breakout, year by year
during the charter term, is included as Attachment R.

Independent parent satisfaction survey fielded, analyzed, and summarized by
Shapiro+Raj, February 2015
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B. Student Enrollment
● Is the enrollment stable and/or near capacity? What is the average “churn rate” for the last
five years?
Enrollment is stable (but growing) over the past 5 years. As a statewide cyber school, the school
is not capacity-constrained per se unlike a traditional bricks and mortar schools. The school has
continued to see the progression of returning students to the next grade level as well as a healthy
influx of new students, who come from traditional public schools, other cyber schools, private
schools, homeschooling, and relocation from out of state.
Recently, the school has noticed an influx of students coming to the school reading drastically
behind grade level. Given the method of delivering curriculum effectively, it is imperative that
students are reading near grade level. Additionally, after putting together a panel of parents,
teachers and administrators, learned that families reported struggling with the technology aspect
of online education for the first 2 to 3 months of enrollment. In consideration of this, the school
began implementing an Onboarding program that requires families attend a “Great Start” Session
in their area. Attachment P shows the regions and territories used to determine locations for the
Great Start Sessions. The school holds at least one session/territory/month to ensure that all
families have access near them during the enrollment process. Also, so as not to delay enrollment,
if a family has submitted all required documents and no session is available within a reasonable
distance, staff will meet them in a public location to administer the Great Start Session
individually.
The purpose of these sessions is to explain attendance policies, show parents (i.e. Learning
Coaches) the proper way to review and mark lessons complete, log attendance accurately and
communicate with teachers. At the same time, students are working with teachers to learn how to
access Live Lesson rooms, webmail teachers, and locate important information in the Virtual
Library and Message Boards.
Additionally, within the next school year, CCA plans to administer a Resiliency Assessment and
Reading Assessment to students in the middle school grades as part of a pilot program. As
mentioned, teachers have reported that many students are reading below grade level making it
difficult for them to participate in the online environment. By administering this assessment and
determining the student’s Lexile Score, teachers will be able to use adaptive curriculum to ensure
that students are learning the concepts and are getting reading remediation with a Reading
Specialist if necessary.
The average churn rate is approximately 22%, as calculated and shown in Attachment S, with a
low of 20% in the most recent school year (2014-15) and a high of 25% in the first year of the
current charter term (2011-12 SY). While higher than that of a traditional school or school
district, this is especially impressive considering the many reasons that students enroll and
withdraw from cyber schools. The churn rate has dropped considerably during the current charter
term, only 20% in the most recent school year. The inverse of the churn rate, the retention rate
shown in Attachment S, has increased each year of the charter term, from 75.4% in 2011-12 to
the current 80.2% (14-15).
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The reasons for the churn in the school are explained in the pages that follow, in the question
regarding student withdrawal and retention. At a high level, though, many families choose to
withdraw one or more of their children from the school for reasons completely unrelated to the
school’s curriculum quality and rigor.
● Describe the system for maintaining accurate student enrollment and withdrawal
information as required under Section 1748-A, Enrollment and Notification.
Commonwealth Connections Academy Cyber Charter School does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, national origin, creed, sex, gender identity, ethnicity, sexual orientation, mental or
physical disability, age, ancestry, athletic performance, special need, proficiency in the English
language or a foreign language, or prior academic achievement.
The school implements and follows their Student Recruitment and Retention Policy in
accordance with the regulations governing Commonwealth of Pennsylvania cyber charter
schools, and in compliance with CCA’s charter.
CCA specifically forbids the use of financial or technology incentives to recruit students.
Proof of residency is collected during the enrollment process. To be eligible to enroll, a student
must be a resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. To verify residency, a copy of one of
the following documents must be provided in the parent or guardian’s name to establish both
residency and occupancy.
• Gas, electric, or water bill from the last 60 days that includes your name and service
address
• Mortgage statement or annual lease agreement
• Property tax statement
• A student who meets the definitions of McKinney-Vento as being homeless will not be
prevented from enrolling (see McKinney-Vento statement that follows.)
CCA abides by all applicable federal, state, and local statutes, policies, and guidelines for student
enrollment and does not impose enrollment requirements that are inconsistent with these policies
and guidelines. These policies and guidelines include compliance with the McKinney-Vento Act
regarding homeless students. The school leader or his/her designee shall serve as the liaison for
homeless students. Students who meet the definition of homeless shall not be barred from
enrolling due to lack of required documents.
Eligibility in applicable grades requires a student to have successfully completed the preceding
grade to which enrollment is requested. Academic documentation is requested and formally
reviewed to ensure accurate grade level assignment and course placement for each student.
In order to verify legal name, date of birth, and to confirm any age eligibility requirements are
met, applicants for kindergarten or who are entering 1st grade having not attended kindergarten
must submit a copy of the student’s official birth certificate. Students in other grades may also
submit a copy of the student’s official birth certificate or a passport, green card, or baptismal or
birth record.
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Custody documentation is required, if applicable.
Student Immunizations and Health Examination Forms (dated within one year) or the appropriate
exemption documents are required in accordance with state guidelines and collected postenrollment.

● Describe the marketing techniques used to advertise this cyber charter school opportunity
and how the cyber charter school has made resources available equitably across the state.
Recruitment Plan
CCA has a formal recruitment plan that ensures that it conducts outreach designed to reach all
Pennsylvania families and students who are eligible for CCA enrollment. The recruitment plan
explains the school accurately and thoroughly in a way that every parent and student can make an
informed decision about enrolling in the school.
Student recruitment and enrollment policies need to be balanced with the mutual goals of ensuring
that families are aware of their choices with the competing demand of being fiscally conservative.
Since approval of its original charter in 2003, CCA has developed and refined plans to actively
recruit families that represent the full cultural, demographic, and socioeconomic range of
Pennsylvania.
Direct Mail: CCA conducts direct mail campaigns announcing the school to families with students
throughout Pennsylvania. In a typical mailing, a postcard is sent inviting parents to attend an
Information Session, visit the website, and/or contact the call center. CCA uses electronic mail to
supplement or replace its physical mail campaign.
Information Sessions: CCA conducts multiple Information Sessions across the Commonwealth to
assure that families from a variety of communities are able to attend. Information sessions may be
virtual, and families may attend the session from home via their computers. CCA educates families
about the school and provides a complete array of information, including its curriculum, teaching
methods, technology, and testing requirements. Finally, the school periodically staffs booths and
tables at events designed to attract a broad range of student.
Website: The school created and maintains a website for CCA,
http://www.ConnectionsAcademy.com/pennsylvania. The website contains information about CCA,
its approach, its curriculum, and FAQs. The site includes enrollment information and procedures,
information sessions schedules, and other useful tools for prospective students and their families.
Telephone/e-mail Information Service: CCA maintains a toll-free information line and an email
information service to answer parents’ questions.
Community and Youth Services Partnerships: As part of its outreach process, CCA often
provides information about the school to the community that may include: youth-serving
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organizations such as Boys and Girls Clubs, parent groups, health-related organizations, and
organizations for young actors, dancers, and athletes.
Media Outreach: CCA uses paid media, primarily advertisements in local newspapers, television,
and radio service announcements.
Referrals/Word of Mouth: As CCA has grown during its 12 years of serving Pennsylvania
students and families, it has enjoyed an increasing number of families who come to the school will
enroll due to positive feedback received from their friends, community members, traditional school
leaders, and family. Over 94% of parents say they would recommend CCA to friends, neighbors,
and relatives.
Search Engines and Social Media: CCA is linked to leading Internet search engines with local
reference capability to help Pennsylvania families looking for a virtual school option find this highquality school. In addition, CCA benefits from Facebook, Twitter, and other social media outreach
conducted by parent advocates as well as school staff. The geotargeting capability of social media
and search engines allows the school to pinpoint its outreach and spend its SEO and social media
funds efficiently.
Outreach and Retention Policy and Practices
To ensure widespread awareness of the CCA program, the school undertakes a number of initiatives,
including but not limited to the following:
Begin Outreach Early: CCA begins formal outreach in March of each year in advance of the
coming school year. These outreach efforts engage students and parents in information sessions,
offered both virtually and face to face. To ensure that the school is accessible to all families, the
school varies the day of the week, time of day, geographic location (for face-to-face information
sessions) to ensure the broadest opportunities for all Pennsylvania families to learn about CCA and
its educational program. The school also offers a self-paced information session that can be viewed
at any time for those who may have schedule conflicts with both face-to-face and virtual information
sessions.
Provide a Local Face: The Chief Executive Officer, school principals, teachers, administrators, and
other members of CCA’s statewide staff are the local representatives for the school. The school
conducts information sessions, one‐on‐one consultations, and appearances at local events. The CEO,
leadership staff, and teachers remain engaged with the community throughout the year.
Establish a Sense of Place: CCA’s administrative offices throughout PA host walk‐in inquiries,
school tours, information sessions, and other activities throughout the school year.
Provide Multiple Interactions: The initial outreach effort includes evening and daytime in-person
information sessions, virtual info sessions both scheduled and on-demand, informal drop‐in hours,
community appearances, earned and paid local media coverage, social events such as pizza parties
and coffee breaks, and individual staff consultations to ensure that families receive helpful school
information.
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Particularly critical throughout this process is helping families develop a clear picture of the unique
scheduling and workload realities of the online learning model, including the need for self‐
motivation. Following enrollment, the team leads each student and his or her family through on‐
boarding activities that prepare the student for success. Follow‐up interventions are provided as
needed throughout the school year based on the escalation system that tracks student attendance,
participation, and performance.

● Using the following table, provide the history of student enrollment for each year and
discuss trends in student turnover and retention data.
The table reporting student enrollment for each school year of the current charter is enclosed as
Attachment S. The pie chart below summarizes the withdrawal reason as reported by the family.

Withdrawal Reasons (SY 2014-15)
% of Total
[CATEGORY
NAME][CATEGORY
[PERCENTAGE]
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE]
[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE]
[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE]
[CATEGORY
NAME]
[VALUE]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTA
GE]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTAGE]

[CATEGORY
NAME]
[PERCENTA
GE]
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The school tracks and analyzes the reasons for student withdrawal very carefully. The results of the
withdrawal data for the most recent school year show that many of the withdrawals that lead to the
“churn” are beyond the school’s control, and often reflective of the very reasons that parents choose
to enroll their children in a cyber school, flexibility and adaptability chief among them. For the Life
Change category, the most prevalent reason is the family’s move out of state. In the Academic
Mismatch for the Student category, families are three (3) times as likely to say that the school’s
curriculum and rigor is too difficult versus too easy. The school leadership, staff, and Board
regularly review and discuss the withdrawal information and trends.

● Provide waiting list data for each year, detailing how many students were on the waiting list
at the beginning of the year, how many were extended opportunities to enroll and how
many enrolled during the year.
As a statewide K-12 cyber charter school, CCA has unique scale and capacity advantages over
more traditional K-12 schools. The school does not have an enrollment cap, although the Board
and school personnel watch enrollment trends closely to ensure that the school is appropriately
staffed and that the academic program and processes scale as necessary. Therefore, the school
does not maintain, nor need to maintain, a waiting list. The school accepts all students who meet
the eligibility requirements and successfully complete the enrollment process.
● If the school has been under- or over-enrolled, provide an explanation.
CCA has been close to its enrollment targets set each year, both those included in its charter renewal
application 5 years ago, as well as the annual enrollment target set by its independent Board of
Directors. While the school team and Board are committed to hitting the annual enrollment targets,
they are also keenly aware of the need to balance equitable access to the program without ever
sacrificing academic quality and student outcomes.
● Drawing upon exit interviews and other sources, explain why students choose to return or
not to return to the school.
This answer was provided previously in this narrative section, addressing student turnover and
retention, which includes a pie chart showing the reason given by the family for the student(s)’s
withdrawal. The reasons given include the following, from most to least prevalent:
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C. Policies and Procedures
a. Technology and Support
● How is technology used to provide curriculum?
The curriculum brings together best-of-class materials from leading education publishers and
other content providers. With proprietary interactive web tools, online lesson plans and
instruction, internal email, and secure community message boards, Connections Academy's
advanced technology allows a quality public education to be delivered straight into a student’s
home or other location. The curriculum allows for parent, student, and teacher input through a
five-star ranking system allowing continuous school improvement.
CCA believes that educational technology works best when it makes learning more relatable,
meaningful, and fun. That’s why the school offers so many engaging virtual tools and resources.
The advanced virtual school technology used in the CCA program delivers a quality public
education straight to the home. With proprietary interactive web tools, online lesson plans and
instruction, our own internal email, secure community message boards, and more,
Commonwealth Connections Academy:
● Creates a virtual classroom experience where teachers and students work together in a
supportive environment,
● Connects students, families, and teachers to one another,
● Guides students through a rigorous curriculum that meets Pennsylvania requirements and
individual students’ learning needs.
Connexus ® is the digital platform that makes learning engaging, intuitive, and flexible at CCA.
At home or wherever the Internet is accessible, this user-friendly education management system
connects students with their lessons, teachers, and an impressive continuum of educational
resources.
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In addition to the Connexus infrastructure, technology support staff members have an expansive
knowledge of computer technology. They help Learning Coaches and students to troubleshoot
problems they are having with Connexus. The technology support team members also have
remote diagnostic tools that allow them to “see” a student's computer and correct most problems
remotely, including complete reimaging of the computer if required. In the event of hardware
failure, the support staff sends a replacement to the family immediately.
CCA provides extensive technical support via toll-free phone service and email. During regular
business hours (9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday–Friday), calls and emails are routed
directly to the Technical Support staff on duty. After hours and on weekends, requests for help
are recorded and responded to the next business day.
As previously stated, CCA provides equal opportunity and treatment, and make accommodations
or modifications to avoid disability-biased discrimination and abides by federal regulations found
in IDEA as well as Sections 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act. Students can navigate their
lesson content using only the keyboard. The content and structure can be understood by a student
using a screen reader (e.g., JAWS, Kurzweil), a text reader (e.g., Natural Reader), or other types
of assistive technology (e.g., voice recognition software or Dragon Naturally Speaking). There
are text equivalents for all non-text media. This includes captions and/or alternative descriptions
and assignments for audio, video, and images.
Connexus, the school’s Education Management System, has fault tolerance and redundancy built
into it at every level. If any one component in Connexus fails, its load is immediately picked up
by other components and service is not interrupted. The power system at the network operations
center (NOC), where the Connexus technology components are housed, has redundant generators
and Internet connections.
Multiple systems monitor all components of Connexus, including hardware and software, 24/7.
Alerts are sent immediately whenever an issue is detected—from a bug in the software of a
course to a server failure—and MIS and Development staff respond to every alert with
immediate and appropriate action. Regular Connexus releases occur every two weeks, and
hotfixes when necessary can be applied any time. Operating system, firmware, and service
patches are applied to all systems on an ongoing, scheduled basis with patches typically applied
to production systems after testing in other environments.
It is important that technology and Internet barriers do not prevent a disadvantaged family from
participating in this school. CCA ensures that access is not a hindrance for students and families.
The school loans laptop computers and printers, and subsidizes technology costs including
Internet access and printer cartridges. All school-provided computers are equipped with
heightened Internet security settings and filtering software. Families may choose to provide their
own computer and/or Internet service if they prefer.
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● Describe the teaching methods that are used to deliver instruction and to assess
academic performance. How is the cyber charter school improving student learning
through the effective use of technology?
Connexus serves as the course management system used to implement the curriculum and
capture all needed data about students, their attendance and their performance. These data are
accessible by school staff, teachers, and parents/guardians on a moment-by-moment, day-byday basis. In addition, this information will be used for formal reporting to various
stakeholders on the students’ - and the school’s - academic progress.
Frequent and purposeful communication with parents and Learning Coaches help the teacher
monitor the student's progress, keep parents “in the loop” with current school happenings, and
help CCA to improve from parent feedback. Connexus is fully customizable to meet state
reporting needs in the form best suited for integration with existing information systems.
The school uses scheduled phone calls, LiveLesson sessions, WebMail messages, and face-toface meetings to help conduct parent-teacher conferences. The school regularly distributes
important information through school newsletters, the home page, and “Must Read” WebMail
messages to ensure parents are informed. Communication continually make students and
practices stronger and more effective. All communication between teachers and parents or
students is documented in the log section of Connexus, which allows for detailed tracking of
interactions as well as seamless support for students and their families.
Instruction and assessment efforts begin each year with a thorough student placement process
and progress review, including online and offline placements tests as needed, which help to
customize the student’s academic program and formulate the PLP.
CCA uses the SSTAIR method as its instructional model, which relies on student assessment
data for continuous monitoring of student progress. Beginning with the Pennsylvania Core
Standards, teachers can easily see what students should be able to do by the end of a specific
grade in each of the core area subjects. The PLP tool and teacher homepage place at each
teacher’s fingertips all of the assessment data available for students, e.g., state test scores,
LEAP pre- and post-test assessment data, participation and performance metrics, and IEP
information.
Intervention Indicators are displayed to facilitate a teacher's identification of students who
may be in need of strategic instruction in math, reading, or both. In addition, at both the
section and individual student levels, the Assessment Objective Performance Report (AOPR)
can be generated, displaying not only the essential skills and standards for a course, but also
exactly where in the curriculum each of these is assessed. Teachers can run this report as
frequently as they like to see how students are progressing with regard to each of the skills
and standards for that subject and grade.
● How is the “school day” defined, and how is the student’s attendance for the day
monitored?
The school day is defined as 8 AM through 4 PM, Monday through Friday (except holidays).
Staff are expected to be available generally during these hours unless prior arrangements have
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been made to ensure coverage of their respective responsibilities. The number of hours required
per instructional day varies by grade level; all students are required to meet the minimum number
of instructional hours specified in 22 PA Code § 11.3. (Minimum required hours). The following
requirements are enforced:
o Students in grades Kindergarten-6 must complete 900 hours during the school year, and
o Students in grades 7-12 must complete 990 hours during the school year.
o All students must complete 180 days during the school year.
Given the flexibility that a cyber school affords, students may work outside of the traditional
school day, but are responsible to ensure that they attend all mandatory instruction that occurs
during the 8 AM to 4 PM school day. They are also free to complete their work during the hours
and days that work best for them, including nights and weekends. This flexibility represents a
considerable of the CCA program, a key advantage of the cyber school educational approach.
Students in a cyber school program do not have physical classrooms but must still meet all
regulatory requirements for attending public schools. These requirements, including the required
number of hours of instruction, are documented in the CCA Student Handbook. Learning
Coaches ensure that students meet their school’s attendance requirements and that the student’s
attendance is properly documented as required by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and CCA.
School authorities are responsible for enforcing attendance laws, and students not attending
school as mandated by law are considered truant.
Although there is more flexibility than in a traditional school regarding when instruction occurs,
students are still expected to follow the school calendar. The specific school calendar and the
required days and hours of instruction are posted in the School Handbook. All students must
complete assigned lessons and submit specified assessments to their teachers. Students and/or
their Learning Coaches must also participate in/respond to telephone calls, WebMail messages,
and/or web conferencing (LiveLesson presentations) contacts with a teacher during the school’s
regularly scheduled school hours.
CCA equates attendance with actual work completion. CCA will not accept logging on, or the
submission of a Learning Coach’s record of hours worked, as sufficient proof that attendance has
occurred. CCA will pursue a Learning Coach for truancy violations in situations where the
student can’t be confirmed as attending the school as documented by their work product. Work
product is considered attendance, a unique characteristic of online education. Teachers also
verify attendance records on a regular basis and may change an attendance status if there is
insufficient evidence to verify attendance, and/or if they are unable to determine if a student was
participating in learning. In reviewing attendance documentation, teachers must determine that
each student has met or exceeded the required amount of instructional time stipulated by
Pennsylvania regulations. If a student becomes ineligible or leaves the school, CCA will ensure
that all appropriate paperwork is submitted and/or forwarded to the new school.
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● How does the cyber charter school verify the authenticity of a student’s work and how are
exams proctored?
The school uses plagiarism-prevention tools, including TurnItIn (http://turnitin.com/), to help
teachers and students identify and correct inappropriate content use. Following schoolestablished guidelines, students will be required to run their essays and other assessment
documents through TurnItIn before submitting these assignments to the teacher, and attaching the
TurnItIn report URL to their submissions. This gives students an opportunity to correct any
unintentional plagiarism and allows teachers to see where academic integrity issues may exist.
The variety of assessment forms also promotes assessment security. A student’s work at CCA
begins with a placement process, providing the teacher with a solid baseline against which to
compare future online assessments. Many of CCA’s ongoing assessments take the form of
student portfolio work products (including work in the student’s handwriting) sent in by physical
mail or submitted electronically directly to the teacher for in-depth review by the teacher. These
will be combined with frequent online quizzes, periodic online and offline unit tests (some of
which are randomized and/or timed), CBAs, and the standardized pre- and post-test, which are
compared against the student’s portfolio samples to detect any mismatches. Teachers are
specially trained in telephone and WebMail message questioning techniques to evaluate student
mastery of concepts.
Students and parents suspected of inappropriate assessment behavior are confronted immediately
and subjected to standard disciplinary action. All students are required to sign the honor code
indicating their understanding of the expectations of academic honesty during the enrollment
process. Student orientation also includes a video on academic integrity, with plagiarism clearly
explained and illustrated. Cheating, plagiarizing, or other acts of academic dishonesty are directly
counter to the principles of academic excellence and harm those students who engage in such
activities the most; they cheat themselves of the opportunity to fully develop their intellectual
abilities. Our Honor Code, copied below, serves to reinforce our students’ commitment to
academic excellence and integrity.
As a Commonwealth Connections Academy student, I know that academic honesty is
critical to my own success, as well as to the mission of my School. I also understand that an
Honor Code is, by its nature, limited not only to those situations spelled out in the code, but
includes the spirit of honesty and ethics implied by the written code. I agree that I will
uphold not only the letter of this code but also its implied intent of ongoing commitment to
full academic honesty.
I agree that I will …
● never submit work of any kind that is not my own, nor ever give my work to other
students to submit as their own.
● never post exam or quiz answers on the Internet or in other public places, nor use
answers from posted exams or quizzes.
● never provide a forged document or signature to the School.
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● never plagiarize in written, oral, or creative work.
● be well-informed about plagiarism and not use “lack of knowledge” as a reason for
engaging in plagiarism.
● take assessments only after I have completed the lessons leading up to that test or
quiz.
● never give or receive unauthorized assistance on assessments. I understand that all
assessments are “closed-book,” and that my Learning Coach shall not provide
assistance in determining answers on assessments.
● read and understand the contents of both the Student Handbook: General Portion
and my school’s Handbook Supplement.
● adhere to all Commonwealth Connections Academy Student Conduct guidelines for
proper use of the Internet and of all Connections Academy’s equipment or materials
provided to me.
● accept the consequences, including disciplinary action, of breaking this Honor
Code. (More information on Discipline and Due Process for Students can be found
in the CCA Handbook Supplement).
My signature below confirms that I have read, and agree to abide by, the Commonwealth
Connections Academy Honor Code.
____________________________________________________________________________
Student Signature & Date
All required state assessments, including most notably the Keystone Exams and PSSA , are
proctored face-to-face by qualified professionals as required by state law, just as any other
Pennsylvania public school would be required to do. To ensure test security and academic
integrity, CCA maintains a state testing plan and protocol and trains all school personnel
involved in test administration.
Academic integrity and related polices are covered in greater detail in the Student Handbooks,
included as Attachment W.

● Describe the system for maintaining school records and disseminating information as
required under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
The school’s Education Management System, Connexus ®, features a number of robust
mechanisms for providing multiple levels of permissions to effectively accommodate many
different kinds of users while ensuring system and data security. Connexus was engineered to
allow the System Administrator to readily create a multitude of “roles” (which already include
students, parents and guardians, teachers, school administrators, support staff and authorized
partners) with specific permissions (also readily adjustable by the Connections Academy’s
authorized System Administrator) for accessing, viewing, and interacting with various aspects of
the system. The system also allows permissions to be set by location and job function. These
impressive capabilities allow the school to maintain proper control of student records, while
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ensuring detailed student records that meet or exceed all record-keeping requirements.
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a federal law that gives parents/legal
guardians (referred to as “Caretakers” by Commonwealth Connections Academy) and students
over eighteen (18) years of age, attending a post-secondary institution, and/or emancipated
minors (Eligible Students) certain rights regarding the student’s educational records. These rights
include the ability to review and correct educational records and the protection of a student’s
educational records and “personally identifiable information” from unauthorized disclosure. See
also the Release of Student Information and Educational Records to Third Parties below.
FERPA rights are extended to both the Caretaker and non-custodial parent/guardian unless the
school is provided with a judicial court order (custody order, protective order etc.), state statute,
or legally binding document that specifically revokes or restricts a non-custodial
parent’s/guardian’s FERPA rights. If a state law and/or enforceable court order provides the
noncustodial parent/guardian’s greater or more restrictive access than provided for by FERPA,
that state law and/or court order will be followed.
Other statutes protecting students include the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (PPRA, 20
U.S.C. § 1232h; 34 CFR Part 98, effective 1978) and the Children's Online Privacy Protection
Act of 1998 (“COPPA”), as well as applicable Pennsylvania statutes.
Parental Access to Teacher Qualification Information
Families have access to basic background information about the school’s teachers. This
information, found in Connexus® through the teacher’s Teacher Profile Data View, includes
teacher qualifications, experience, current teaching assignments, and photos.
Third Party Access to Student Information
FERPA provisions allow the school to disclose certain student information to third parties
without the prior written consent of the parent/legal guardian or Eligible Student. This occurs in
two situations. Directory Information and situations in which FERPA permits the school to
release educational records without consent (see below). All other disclosure of student
information to third parties requires the written consent of the Caretaker or Eligible Student.
Release of Educational Records without Consent: Directory Information
The school may release Directory Information (defined by CCA as student name, student
WebMail address, state of residence, student telephone number, student webmail address and
student grade level) to third parties as permitted by FERPA.
If the Caretaker or Eligible Student does not wish to have Directory Information released to third
parties, s/he may prevent the release of this information by indicating in the FERPA Directory
Information section of the Student Information that your preference is to not release the
information.
If families do not make a selection, then the school may, without additional permission, disclose
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the Directory Information to third parties as permitted by FERPA.
Release of Educational Records without Consent: Legitimate Educational Interest
The school may provide a student’s educational records to third parties in certain situations listed
under FERPA. Examples include the transfer of educational records to the student’s new school
upon request from the new school, and the provision of educational records to school officials
who possess a “legitimate educational interest” in the student’s records. “Legitimate educational
interest” is defined by FERPA; for this definition, and other exceptions to the prior written
consent rule, see Appendix 1, FERPA Notification.
Release of Student Records with Consent
With the exception of that information that FERPA and/or applicable state law or court order
allows the school to release without consent, as noted above, the school must obtain written
consent from the Caretaker or Eligible Student prior to releasing any educational record or
personally identifiable information to any third party. Requests to release this information must
be made in writing, be signed by the Caretaker or Eligible Student, and include the following
information:
• A specific description of the information or record(s) to be released.
• The party or agency to which the information will be released and their address.
• The signature of the requestor, and the date of the request.

● How is technical support provided to students and parents (i.e. during what times of the
day, how is it provided, etc.)?
CCA provides technical support and maintenance via toll-free telephone service and email on
school days during the hours of 9 AM to 6 PM Eastern Time to ensure all families have the
necessary hardware and software support that they need in order to be successful.

● Describe the hardware, software and Internet connections, and technical support provided.
CCA provides the following technology and services: (1) one laptop computer per student, (2)
one printer per household upon request during the first year of enrollment, and (3) a technology
subsidy for each household. The technology subsidy is paid three times a year to assist enrolled
families with the cost of Internet service and printer ink cartridges.

● If “spyware” is used on student computers describe the type of spyware used and explain
the purpose of the use.
There is no spyware, malware, or nuisance software preinstalled on student computers, nor is it
allowed for families to install it following receipt of the laptop. Symantec Endpoint Protection
software is deployed on all student computers, designed to prevent spyware from installing itself
from external sources. There is no remote monitoring, tracking, or logging software implemented
on student (or CCA staff) machines. Finally, remote access of a student computer, used during
technical support sessions, is always done with prior notification and approval.
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Caretakers can request the installation of Cyber Sitter software, which proactively blocks adult
material, very similar to traditional parental controls implemented on many digital devices.
● Does the cyber charter school have a written policy on cyber bullying and how is the policy
made known to parents and students?
Cyberbullying lessons are taught in the required course, Educational Technology and Online
Learning, in grades 6, 7 and 8. It is also taught in the Internet Safety Orientation course,
recommended to all Learning Coaches and Caretakers. Detailed information of what constitutes
bullying is documented in the school’s Student Handbook (Attachment W). Parents of enrolled
students are required to acknowledge receipt, understanding, and adherence to the Student
Handbook.
b. Truancy Policies
● Describe the cyber charter school’s Policy on Truancy. What constitutes truancy (number
of days not attending, number of days inactive?) When are parents contacted? How is
contact made (phone call, email, home visit, etc.)? Attach copies of all forms used.
The school’s policy was created to mirror the “PDE Recommended School Responses to
Unlawful Absences” as included in the “Compulsory Attendance and Truancy Elimination Plan”
Basic Education Circular. This procedure is provided in the School Handbook, and in the
attached copies of truancy notifications included in Attachment U.
Notification of truancy can be triggered for any of the following reasons: not logging in, not
completing lessons, falling behind in the number of lessons completed, or missing mandatory
state testing. The first time a student falls behind, the parent/Learning Coach is contacted via
phone and webmail. If the situation escalates or if the family is not logging in (therefore not
receiving webmails), the school will send notifications to the Learning Coach via Certified Mail.
It is also at the second notice of truancy concern, that the school informs the District of
Residence to notify them that CCA is working with the family and attempting to get the student
caught up. If the student continues to miss multiple days of instruction, and does not complete
work, CCA will work with the family to create a Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP). Finally, if the
school is unable to reach the family, or if the family violates the agreed to TEP, CCA will notify
the District of Residence and offer to assist the DOR in any Truancy Proceedings they wish to
undertake.
● Explain in detail the process and procedures the cyber charter school uses to notify a
student’s school district of residence of a student’s truancy. How often has the cyber
charter school provided such notification to resident school districts in the previous school
year? Attach copies of all forms used.
Copies of the letters used to notify the District of Residence (DOR) regarding specific truancy
concerns are included in Attachment U. CCA notifies the DOR as soon as the student triggers a
second notice of Unlawful Absence, and will continue to keep the district informed throughout
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the creation of a Truancy Elimination Plan.
There were 492 students classified as truant (at any time) during the 2014-15 school year due to
having 2 or more certified truancy letters sent out.

● Provide a copy of the cyber charter school’s policies and procedures regarding attendance,
truancy and withdrawal.
CCA’s policies and procedures regarding attendance, truancy, and withdrawal are included as
Attachment T.

c. Extracurricular Activities
●

Does the cyber charter school maintain any agreements with local school districts
regarding participation of cyber charter school students in extracurricular activities? If
so, please explain the agreement(s)?
CCA does not maintain any agreements regarding participation of its students in the district’s
extracurricular activities. As outlined in Charter Schools 24 P.S. §17-1701-A (October 1,
2004), the school district of residence must allow charter and home education students to
participate in extracurricular activities.
When students express an interest in participation in extracurricular activities at their District of
Residence (DOR), CCA’s administration works with the (DOR) to provide documentation
necessary to meet NCAA regulations and may also reimburse the school district a reasonable
amount to cover the costs associated with the student's participation.
Additionally, all students are eligible for an annual $250 stipend to cover the cost of
participating in extracurricular activities, such as piano, dance, instrument lessons, or individual
activities like horseback riding, golf lessons, etc.

●

Does the cyber charter school host any social events for enrolled students? If so, explain.
Are they available to all students?
The school does not host any social events for students per se, although there are ample
opportunities to meet one’s classmates, teachers, and staff. Educational field trips offered
throughout the year are a highlight for many students and their families, offering the
opportunity to spend time with their teachers, school friends, and others.
In lieu of social events, though, the school provides a wealth of student clubs and activities,
designed to foster teamwork, camaraderie, creativity, friendships, and independent thinking.
These 25+ clubs and activities are described on the CCA website at
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/pennsylvania-cyber-school/about/schoolcommunity/student-clubs.
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d. School Safety
●

Please attach a copy of your School Safety Plan.
CCA’s Safety Plan is enclosed as Attachment V.

●

Describe the cyber charter school’s student assistance programs (SAP). Include in the
discussion information about agreements with county agencies to provide mental health
and drug abuse counseling, when necessary.
CCA provides a Students Assistance Program (SAP) as required for all public schools. All
members are trained by Commonwealth-approved Trainers. The current SAP team is made up
of teachers and administrators from every level (Elementary, Middle and High School).
Arrangements and contacts are made with county agencies as necessary to support students who
have been referred to the SAP team. All teachers and professional staff receive annual training
to identify students.

●

Describe the cyber charter school’s expectations for student behavior and discipline.
Explain how the cyber charter school’s discipline policy complies with Chapter 12 of the
Pennsylvania Education Regulations, Title 22, particularly with respect to due process
for students.
Commonwealth Connections Academy requires that its students meet high standards for
behavior. To that end, the school has a discipline policy that encourages a safe, positive
educational environment for all of its families. The following policy is included in the
School’s Handbook, which must be acknowledged by and adhered to by each student.
Harassment, intimidation, bullying, cyber-bullying, and/or hazing toward any member
of the school community, whether by or toward any student, staff, Learning Coach,
Caretaker, or other third parties, is strictly prohibited and will not be tolerated.
Examples of such prohibited behavior include, but are not limited to, stalking,
bullying/cyber bullying, intimidating, menacing, coercion, name-calling, taunting,
making threats, and hazing. This prohibition includes aggressive behavior; physical,
verbal, and psychological abuse; and violence within a dating relationship. These types
of behavior are forms of intimidation and harassment and are strictly prohibited,
regardless of whether or not the target of the prohibited behavior are members of a
legally protected group, such as sex, sexual orientation, race, color, national origin,
marital status, religion, or disability.

●

Provide a copy of the Student Handbook and/or other materials that are used to detail
behavior and consequences for students.
The Student Handbook is included as Attachment W.
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●

Discuss the cyber charter school’s suspension/expulsion history. Describe the
interventions/processes put into place to reduce the number of suspensions and
expulsions to affect this progress. If there are concerns regarding suspensions /
expulsions, describe the steps/adjustments being made to address these concerns.
CCA did not report any expulsions or suspensions during the current charter term.
The school utilizes three levels of formal disciplinary measures:
1. Warning,
2. Suspension, and
3. Expulsion.
Each level and its corresponding disciplinary actions are identified below. Each of these
disciplinary measures are addressed in much further detail in the School Handbook, Attachment
W.
A warning is issued when a student demonstrates a breach of expected conduct, but not as serious
as those listed under the suspension and/or expulsion categories in the school handbook.
Violations that may lead to a suspension include, but are not limited to, the following breaches of
conduct: cheating on a test or daily work, plagiarism, unexcused absences, illegal absences,
bullying, abusive conduct, vandalism, theft and robbery, various forms of harassment, and any
violation of the acceptable use policy. Finally, an expulsion is required when a student exhibits
one or more behaviors that is/are considered a serious threat to the safety of others.
Suspensions or expulsions for children designated as exceptional follow all appropriate state and
federal policies, regulations, and laws.
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CCA New Teacher Induction Overview
The goal of Commonwealth Connections Academy's Induction Program is
to provide new teachers with the necessary supports to make the transition
to the virtual educational environment, a successful one. For one year, new
teachers will attend monthly meetings, complete a course within Connexus
and receive mentoring through a peer support system (i.e., Mentors and
Instructional Coaches).
*Individual IAs will be created for every new teacher that is hired at CCA. The teacher's
supervisor as well as mentor will be added to the IA. It will serve as a way to track
support for the new teacher.

It may seem that teaching in a virtual environment is a world apart from
the traditional classroom. New teachers may feel that they have to relearn
the fundamentals of how to teach. However, many of the skills learned in
a traditional classroom can transfer to the virtual classroom. The CCA
Induction Program will bridge the gap between these two worlds to
provide guidance, assistance, and direction for all first year CCA teachers.
The Induction Program gives new teachers the support and resources to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

further develop teaching skills
develop positive relationships with students and parents
encourage and embrace parental involvement
modify and adapt lessons according to student's needs
participate in and assess professional development
improve organizational, technological, communication and social
skills

Induction Course - Unit Information
•

*Upon hire, teachers are sectioned into the course which is found in Connexus.

Unit 1- Course Introduction
•

In this unit, teachers will learn about the program and complete a Needs
Assessment

Unit 2- Mentor Observations
•

•

In this unit teachers and mentors will spend time observing one another as
follows:
o Mentee observes Mentor- Welcome or CBA Call
o Mentor observes Mentee- Welcome or CBA Call
o Mentee observes Mentor- LiveLesson
o Mentor observes Mentee- LiveLesson
To document the observations, mentees will complete assessments within this
unit.

Unit 3- Attendance and Discussions
•
•

In this unit teachers participate in online discussions with their colleagues
following the montly Induction meetings
This unit also serves as an outlet to track attendance and participation in the
Induction program.

Monthly Meeting Info
New teachers are required to attend a monthly Induction meeting that will be
conducted by the Instructional Coaches through LiveLesson (Adobe Connect).
Meetings will include both Elementary and Secondary teachers. Breakout Rooms will be
utilized to review department level specific information as needed.
IAs have been created for Elementary and Secondary with meeting follow-up info.
Elementary Induction IA: 1555790
Secondary Induction IA: 1556064
Meetings will be conducted on the first Thursday of every month at 11:30 am. Meeting
duration is one hour. Outlook invites are sent to new teacher upon hire.
Meetings are held in the following location:*Coaches's LL room link will be posted here
once the room has been created. Stay tuned!
All meetings are recorded and posted to the Instructional Coaches' Message Board:
Schoolhouse CCA> Instructional Coaches > Induction 15-16 SY
Tentative Monthly Meeting Topics (can change due to teacher need): *The remaining
topics are TBD- will update when established.
August 17 - Induction Day (new teacher orientation)
*Conducted in person- Harrisburg, Crums Mill location
September - Building Relationships & Connexus Tools
October - Classroom Environment: LiveLessons and Message Boards
November - Instruction: LiveLessons and Message Boards
December January February March April May June-

Mentor Info
Candidates apply through the Career Ladder.
Mentors must be full time in office, but those that cube share will be considered if
needed. Full time WFH are not applicable.
Mentors must be in the same family service center as the mentee.
Approved by school leaders, mentors have demonstrated a strong ability to work with
others, proficient or distinguished work performance and can provide the necessary
supports for teachers in the virtual setting.
Mentors will be added to the IA of their mentee (see Overview tab) to track their
progress of support.
Mentors will complete the Monthly Mentor/Mentee Log and update the IA each month to
document support.
*Any inquires on the list of mentors per family service center location, please contact
Brianne Williamson

Professional Development Summary:
Attendance and Survey Results
Embrace Diversity to Connect, Engage,
Achieve
CCA Charter Renewal Application
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Q4 Was the room comfortable?
Answered: 320
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Q5 Could you hear the facilitator clearly?
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Q6 Did the facilitator effectively answer
questions?
Answered: 321
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Q7 Additional comments about the facility
and facilitator:
Answered: 133

Skipped: 198

#

Responses

Date

1

Both were very accomodating

6/2/2015 11:09 AM

2

Great job!

6/1/2015 2:33 PM

3

None

6/1/2015 9:31 AM

4

She was well-spoken and engaging

6/1/2015 9:26 AM

5

The facility was difficult to find, but the room was very comfortable and worthwhile. The facilitator was very
respectful and informative, but the presentation went 45 minutes over time and she didn't even mention it or
move a little faster to compensate. It was a very long presentation, very interesting, but I would have appreciated
it more if she acknowledged that it went over time.

6/1/2015 9:17 AM

6

This was a good presentation.

6/1/2015 7:48 AM

7

she was knowledgeable

6/1/2015 7:34 AM

8

Our speaker did a great job of keeping us engaged. And, the information she shared was very informative.

6/1/2015 7:09 AM

9

I found this to be a very informative and positive training.

5/31/2015 8:46 PM

10

I took the training through LiveLesson, but all of the above were true.

5/29/2015 9:03 PM

11

Very Informative!

5/29/2015 3:43 PM

12

The training was eye-opening and I am looking forward to digging deeper into this topic. Deborah is skilled at
making participants feel welcome and in validating their input...even if it is not quite accurate.

5/20/2015 7:21 AM

13

It was SO COLD in the room!

5/19/2015 8:55 AM

14

The training kept my interest the entire time.

5/13/2015 4:24 PM

15

She was a great presenter!

5/12/2015 12:53 PM

16

It was a lot longer then expected. Would have been nice to have snacks. :)

5/12/2015 12:42 PM

17

I loved how Deborah started by saying that the training wasn't supposed to make us feel guilty or uncomfortable,
but just to lend us better understandings. Lots of wonderful info. Great training.

5/12/2015 11:17 AM

18

It was really warm and humid in the room

5/12/2015 9:36 AM

19

N/A

5/12/2015 8:44 AM

20

I enjoyed listening to and learning from Deborah. I appreciate her life experience and perspective on these
issues.

5/12/2015 8:25 AM

21

The facility was hot, but other than that, it fit everyone . The facilitator was fabulous!

5/12/2015 7:56 AM

22

Well-organized, well-spoken and engaging

5/12/2015 7:43 AM

23

The facilitator was excellent. Although our invite was until 2:30 and we went well over that time frame. As for the
facility, it was difficult to find parking as well as the building itself.

5/12/2015 7:29 AM

24

None

5/11/2015 4:42 PM

25

The room was very hard to find.

5/11/2015 3:45 PM

26

It would have been beneficial to have actual examples on how we should address diversity in the work place and
in the classroom. It seemed like we were given a lot of statistics (which is good), but not too many ways to
actually apply this information.

5/11/2015 3:42 PM

27

n/a

5/11/2015 1:19 PM
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28

None

5/11/2015 12:04 PM

29

The information was useful to a degree, but some more practical skill building would have been better.

5/11/2015 11:34 AM

30

N/A

5/11/2015 9:00 AM

31

She was an excellent speaker!

5/11/2015 8:48 AM

32

I enjoyed the facility and the facilitator.

5/11/2015 8:36 AM

33

I would have liked more of a follow up. Now that we've discussed difference, what does that mean for us, what
kinds of things can we keep in mind, how does it affect us in our setting?

5/8/2015 2:14 PM

34

Excellent presentation as well as an EXCELLENT facilitator!!!

5/8/2015 12:39 PM

35

Deborah was very knowledgeable about the statistics in regards to diverse groups/populations in PA! It was quite
eye-opening!

5/7/2015 10:03 PM

36

I really liked Deborah, I thought she did an excellent job.

5/7/2015 8:02 AM

37

Great information, was not tied back into what we do everyday.

5/6/2015 5:33 PM

38

She rocked! I shared with Deborah how much I enjoyed her presentation. I found her to be engaging and
extremely helpful in guiding our staff to best understand how to approach diversity in our setting.

5/6/2015 5:05 PM

39

The room was freezing.

5/6/2015 10:13 AM

40

The room in which the training had taken place was a bit cold. However, Deborah was great at presenting the
materials and providing facts and stories related to the training.

5/6/2015 9:50 AM

41

Deborah was open to all questions and comments. She was a great facilitator!

5/6/2015 9:02 AM

42

Great training.

5/6/2015 8:22 AM

43

The facilitator was able to connect to the audience and discuss real life scenarios

5/6/2015 7:52 AM

44

The facilitator was knowledgible and helpful. She spoke clearly, and was willing and able to answer questions.

5/6/2015 7:19 AM

45

I thought there would be more about how we deal with diversity not just what it is. I am of a younger generation
and it was even stated that we are more used to this already. Some of the information and statistics were
interesting to hear as well.

5/6/2015 7:14 AM

46

I enjoyed the facilitator and believed that she made EXCELLENT points, however, I felt as if we were not
provided any answers to the problem.

5/5/2015 7:30 PM

47

Ms. Vereen was very knowledgeable and thorough.

5/5/2015 4:33 PM

48

She did a wonderful job!

5/5/2015 4:02 PM

49

The facilitator did a great job,

5/5/2015 2:47 PM

50

She was awesome! Great speaker, knows her content well, and really taught me a lot about my unconscious
bias.

5/5/2015 2:42 PM

51

Very informative!

5/5/2015 2:30 PM

52

Awesome presentation! Really made me think.

5/5/2015 2:25 PM

53

Excellent presentation

5/5/2015 2:08 PM

54

Her presentation was sort of broad; would've been more helpful if she could've tailored it more for educators and
had more examples or take-aways for us to use.

5/5/2015 1:59 PM

55

encouraged interactive participation with audience provided resources to take with us after training was complete

5/5/2015 1:43 PM

56

This training was very informative and professional.

5/5/2015 1:37 PM

57

Room was TOO crowded.

5/5/2015 1:33 PM

58

She did a great job and presented some ideas to think about.

5/5/2015 1:33 PM

59

I enjoyed the training!

5/5/2015 1:23 PM

60

none

5/5/2015 1:22 PM
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61

Room was very cold for awhile, then was very hot. Temperature was not steady at all.

5/5/2015 1:18 PM

62

Very easy to follow and very engaging.

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

63

A number of the facilitator's terms seemed imprecise or under-developed (e.g. "equality", "World View", "global
mindset").

5/5/2015 1:12 PM

64

The facilitator was very knowledgeable, well-prepared, and a great speaker.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

65

Well presented. She was well prepared.

5/5/2015 1:05 PM

66

She did a great job of relating it to how we teach and serve our families.

5/5/2015 1:00 PM

67

She moved around the room and connected with the group.

5/5/2015 12:58 PM

68

n/a

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

69

Someone brought in food that stunk up the room.

5/5/2015 12:55 PM

70

Nothing I can think of now

5/5/2015 12:54 PM

71

Loved the notebook we have to use!

5/5/2015 12:53 PM

72

Deborah was very engaging, walked throughout the room and encouraged everyone to participate. She validated
everyone's input.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

73

She was awesome!

5/5/2015 12:49 PM

74

She did a nice job explaining the content and presenting.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

75

None

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

76

Deborah did a wonderful job with this training. With so many of us coming to CCA with various backgrounds, this
training is important! Great job!

5/5/2015 12:46 PM

77

The room was freezing! :(

5/5/2015 12:46 PM

78

Deborah had great energy and was interesting to listen to. She did a great job engaging the participants instead
of just talking or reading slides.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

79

n/a

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

80

She did a great job presenting

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

81

Deborah did a great job sharing her information.

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

82

Thanks!

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

83

Temperature of the room was hot and then cold a number of times. Chairs are not comfortable for longer duration
of times.

5/5/2015 12:37 PM

84

Great training!

5/5/2015 12:36 PM

85

Deborah was 100% down to earth and relatable with the information that was presented.

5/5/2015 10:30 AM

86

I felt that facilitator was exact. Highly recommended!!!

5/5/2015 9:51 AM

87

Her PD was much better than recent ones provided to the staff.

5/4/2015 3:10 PM

88

Very informative. Very knowledgeable.

5/4/2015 12:46 PM

89

The screen was small and the presentation was often difficult to read. Some portions of the slides were too dark
to be clear. Excellent presentation overall. Facilitator discussed the info on the slides, so we didn't really miss
anything even though we couldn't read it all.

5/4/2015 11:45 AM

90

None at this time.

5/4/2015 10:10 AM

91

The facilitator was very knowledgeable and approachable

5/4/2015 9:25 AM

92

This training was an eye opener to alot of daily issues you don't look at. It is unique way to be alert to how you
look at things and people everyday and try to establish a new outlook to change. Thank you for a Wonderul New
way of looking at People and how society can change its World's eyes through you.....(yourself)

5/4/2015 9:05 AM

93

Deborah was a great presenter. I really enjoyed hearing what she had to say.

5/4/2015 9:05 AM
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94

none

5/4/2015 8:35 AM

95

Could not read number on the power point presentation.

5/4/2015 7:49 AM

96

Deborah's content and teaching styles were perfect.

5/2/2015 11:59 AM

97

Facilitator was professional, engaging, and informative.

4/24/2015 2:36 PM

98

Great communication with years of experience. Very willing to listen and work with our responses. Great
willingness to let the presentation and conversation take it's own life.

4/24/2015 2:22 PM

99

I thought Deborah did a great job with addressing questions from the group.

4/24/2015 12:39 PM

100

Providing the hands on activities in the book was a great and efficient way to keep everyone engaged!

4/17/2015 1:18 PM

101

Temperature control

4/16/2015 8:15 PM

102

This training did not focus on the topics I thought it would.

4/16/2015 10:56 AM

103

It was freezing

4/16/2015 7:49 AM

104

The office is gorgeous, and the presenter was very organized.

4/15/2015 2:33 PM

105

Deborah was a pleasant person who seems to be very knowledgeable on this topic

4/15/2015 2:25 PM

106

Trainer had a lot of good "food for thought" to make sure we are aware of the diverse population we work with. I
am looking forward to finding more effective ways to work with my families.

4/15/2015 2:19 PM

107

I thought the training was informational and well done. My only thought was that there wasn't much on how to
implement the information we discussed into our classroom and teaching.

4/15/2015 2:14 PM

108

Very well organized and informative. Very knowledgeable speaker.

4/15/2015 2:11 PM

109

Deborah did a wonderful job. She was enthusiastic and was engaged with us a whole group.

4/15/2015 2:03 PM

110

None

4/9/2015 11:38 AM

111

The facilitator was very engaging!

4/8/2015 9:07 AM

112

I found this training to be incredibly insightful and informative. Deborah was an excellent presenter and I can't wait
for a follow-up session next year.

3/27/2015 9:03 AM

113

The set up and delivery were good. No issues.

3/27/2015 8:38 AM

114

The facilitator created a comfortable atmosphere while presenting.

3/27/2015 8:37 AM

115

She was very knowledgeable and facilitated a great discussion.

3/27/2015 8:25 AM

116

Deborah was had an engaging manner and moved about the room as she was talking. As a presenter of
information, she did a nice job.

3/27/2015 8:22 AM

117

Very engaging and well prepared

3/27/2015 8:16 AM

118

None

3/27/2015 8:13 AM

119

She was fantastic! She was a great communicator and was able to get us thinking about how we think as
individuals and teachers.

3/27/2015 8:06 AM

120

I was hoping that more information would have been presented on the daily lives and common struggles of the
economically challenged rural and urban children.

3/27/2015 8:02 AM

121

This training was engaging.

3/27/2015 8:01 AM

122

Deborah was excellent!

3/27/2015 7:59 AM

123

She was very open and engaging.

3/26/2015 7:29 AM

124

Deborah is a fantastic presenter!

3/25/2015 9:58 AM

125

The room was freezing.

3/25/2015 9:25 AM

126

The room was very cramped and cold.

3/25/2015 9:15 AM

127

She was terrific and really kept us all engaged. I really enjoyed the team activities.

3/25/2015 8:17 AM
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128

Room was a little tight to fit everyone. Many left questioning what they do next, as far as having strategies to
approach their students.

3/25/2015 8:17 AM

129

I really enjoyed listening to her! I was engaged the entire time.

3/25/2015 8:17 AM

130

I thought it was a very informative training and I learned a lot. The facilitator kept my attention the entire time.

3/25/2015 8:08 AM

131

The room was a bit small, but comfortable nonetheless.

3/25/2015 7:35 AM

132

She kept my attention and kept me engaged.

3/25/2015 7:01 AM

133

She was fantastic! Very engaging and made everything interactive! I found she was very inspiring.

3/24/2015 10:08 PM
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Q8 Please rate the following on a scale of 14.
Answered: 323

Skipped: 8

The topic was
clearly...
Quiz and
exercises...
The exercises
were engaging.
The
information ...
The objectives
were clearly...
The
Participant...
The
Professional...
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WORKSHOP
0
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6

50.62%
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57
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115
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145

320

3.26

1.87%
6
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115
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137
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3.19

The information and discussions enhanced my knowledge and
understanding.

4.66%
15
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69

34.16%
110
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3.09

The objectives were clearly stated.

2.17%
7
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110
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3
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47
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3.15
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7
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69
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115
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131
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3.15

The Participant Resource Guide related to the coursework.

The Professional Development Resources are useful and informative.

THE OVERALL WORKSHOP

12.42%
40

0.94%
3

10

35.71%
115

The exercises were engaging.

1.24%
4
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Q9 Please rate the length of the workshop.
Answered: 322
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Q10 The most important thing I learned in
this course was:(*Required for Act 48
credit)
Answered: 300

Skipped: 31

#

Responses

Date

1

There was a lot of information that was broken down and made manageable because it was explained
thoroughly, so the topic became lees obtuse.

6/2/2015 12:29 PM

2

I learned about how to address various people and how to view the world through a more informed lens when
thinking diversely.

6/2/2015 11:13 AM

3

The training was suppose to teach individuals the importance of understanding a child's cultural environment to
bridge the gap in education. This is not what I learned. From my perception, the training confirmed and/or
supported cultural stereotypes.

6/2/2015 8:18 AM

4

The different types of stereotypes out there and that the most affected one is people with disabilities

6/2/2015 8:17 AM

5

How many people still judge the a book by it's cover, or we hear of someone's name and expect them to look
some way.

6/2/2015 7:22 AM

6

I have had many studies in Diversity throughout my college career, and I always enjoy Diversity trainings in order
to help me stay on top of new topics within diversity studies that can help me improve, learn, and grow in both my
personal and professional lives. Once of the greatest points during this training was the diversity between
generations. We look a close look at each of the generations, the age group that makes up each different
generation, and what their viewpoints are on society. This has helped me to better understand the different
generations that I am working with on a daily basis during my job. The family make up for many of our students is
different, and understanding the generation differences allows me to better understand the values that
grandparents, parents, aunts/uncles, and students have in regard to school, work, and life.

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

7

The importance of recognizing that everyone comes in with biases but we need to ensure that our biases do not
turn into racism/sexism.etc

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

8

The most important thing that I learned from the training was the generational gap and the types mentalities that
are associated with each generation.

6/1/2015 2:27 PM

9

awareness

6/1/2015 2:12 PM

10

Evolving demographics

6/1/2015 10:44 AM

11

The generational differences and biases were new to me and will prove to be very useful when working with my
colleagues.

6/1/2015 9:54 AM

12

The distribution of the races in the US.

6/1/2015 9:32 AM

13

The idea of "capability" vs looking at something as a disability--neat spin on perspective.

6/1/2015 9:29 AM

14

The most important information to me was learning about the different race bubbles that we use in the US.

6/1/2015 9:20 AM

15

The school desires that all students achieve at the same level by offering more support to those who are not
reaching the same level of academic success.

6/1/2015 9:05 AM

16

Global thinking

6/1/2015 8:46 AM

17

terminology, understanding of our diverse student and staff population

6/1/2015 8:39 AM

18

that I do have pre-conceived ideas that I apply to certain people and situations

6/1/2015 8:05 AM

19

How poverty impacts education.

6/1/2015 8:01 AM

20

The differences in the generations. How they think and communicate.

6/1/2015 7:56 AM

21

Equality is not Equity Person of color terminology should be used In 2050, the Asian population will be the
majority, then Latino then African American then White

6/1/2015 7:39 AM
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22

Each generation has a affect on the generation of children they are raising. And, the generational trends are the
same no matter what the cultural background, I found this very interesting.

6/1/2015 7:14 AM

23

The definition of each race.

6/1/2015 6:24 AM

24

I learned that all of us have some kind of subconscious beliefs about other groups of people. Some we are aware
of, and some are lying below the surface and only appear in difficult situations.

5/31/2015 8:49 PM

25

to be more reflective

5/31/2015 1:16 PM

26

The importance of remembering that students come from a variety of backgrounds and experiences that can
affect their learning.

5/30/2015 12:42 PM

27

Educators are to be aware of various differences in people.

5/30/2015 10:52 AM

28

all the different "check off" categories and their "glitches" for some folks

5/30/2015 8:48 AM

29

How the educational environment is changing

5/29/2015 9:27 PM

30

As educators we need to be constantly adapting with the times.

5/29/2015 9:06 PM

31

I think the most important is the fact of how diverse our population really is. Even students who may have 1
ethnicity may have more than that, and it was eye-opening to think about this mix and change in backgrounds
and how it influences our students and their beliefs, the ways they were raised, etc.

5/29/2015 4:37 PM

32

Some of the statistics were interesting.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

33

Not to make judgments and how easy it is to do so.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

34

The most important thing I learned in this course was not to judge a book by it's cover. You don't know what's
going on in your students' lives and you can't have judgements about them based on trivial things like their name
or where they live.

5/29/2015 3:52 PM

35

How much a person's experience and upbringing affects perceptions of other people.

5/29/2015 3:44 PM

36

statistical data

5/29/2015 3:41 PM

37

Different mindsets of the generations

5/21/2015 11:16 AM

38

The demographics of the students I am directly serving.

5/20/2015 7:23 AM

39

"Same-gender marriage" is replacing the term "same-sex marriage"

5/19/2015 9:09 AM

40

To be aware of cultural differences and biases and to do my best to be professional when working with students.

5/19/2015 8:58 AM

41

The importance of recognizing ourselves and others as diverse and not "just one" classification.

5/15/2015 9:37 AM

42

Make sure you keep any kind of judgment (whether you're aware of it or not) completely out of teaching. Since
you have no clue where your students are coming from or going through, you have to be very understanding and
connect with the students to figure out what's going on

5/15/2015 8:26 AM

43

The most important thing I took away from the course was how important equity is over equality. Students must
be given access to the same opportunities, not just given the same thing.

5/14/2015 2:05 PM

44

the difference between affirmative action, diversity and inclusion.

5/13/2015 4:28 PM

45

This course opened my eyes to the differences in cultures and how important cultural awareness is, especially in
this environment--working with students and their families so closely.

5/13/2015 1:29 PM

46

Equality is not the same as Equity

5/12/2015 12:54 PM

47

The difference between Equality and Equity.

5/12/2015 12:45 PM

48

The most important thing I learned was to be self monitoring of my own vocabulary so that I am sensitive to my
diverse families.

5/12/2015 11:38 AM

49

How my own unconscious bias can influence how I interact with my students and families.

5/12/2015 11:35 AM

50

That our community of students is changing and it's important to understand how people live to better serve
them.

5/12/2015 11:21 AM

51

that we may have unconscious biases that we are unaware of.

5/12/2015 10:31 AM
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52

that we need to consistently practice equity and parity to ensure all students get access to the same opportunities
and are able to achieve.

5/12/2015 9:57 AM

53

Although I felt I had a pretty good grasp on diversity and related terminology, I definitely picked up some new
ways to word/phrase more sensitive topics when talking with students/families

5/12/2015 9:43 AM

54

The changing population and how as an educator I will need to change my teaching style.

5/12/2015 9:40 AM

55

how to slow down and include all steps in the resolution circle. Making sure to get the emotions out and then
making decisions is a very important part of the resolution cycle.

5/12/2015 9:37 AM

56

The different definitions for the EOE requirements in the US.

5/12/2015 8:55 AM

57

Not to judge a book by its cover

5/12/2015 8:46 AM

58

I felt the information with regards to the changing demographic information in PA and surrounding states was
interesting because it showed me the population of students I will be working with in the future.

5/12/2015 8:28 AM

59

Teachers must understand and deal with change.

5/12/2015 8:23 AM

60

Population trends indicate that people of color will be in the majority by 2050.

5/12/2015 7:58 AM

61

To look at people as our most valuable resource. Each person brings something important to the table.

5/12/2015 7:46 AM

62

I liked a lot of the demographic information that was shared and the idea of the different generations in the
workforce.

5/12/2015 7:40 AM

63

The definition of diversity and inclusion. Learning about the different generations was also interesting.

5/12/2015 7:31 AM

64

In this setting, cyber school, it is very easy to automatically form what our students "look" like based on their
name and where they live.

5/12/2015 7:23 AM

65

How the generations in the workforce has changed and will affect future generations.

5/12/2015 7:16 AM

66

That we can't judge a book by the cover

5/11/2015 5:21 PM

67

Do not pre-judge.

5/11/2015 4:44 PM

68

The correct vocabulary that should be used when dealing with different demographics.

5/11/2015 3:49 PM

69

How the American population is changing.

5/11/2015 3:43 PM

70

to educate onself on diversities in culture and ethnicity and to be careful with the language that is used to
describe people or a group of people.

5/11/2015 1:25 PM

71

Equity vs. equality

5/11/2015 12:47 PM

72

Acceptance and understanding is not always a given. I was shocked at some of the maturity (or lack of) in our
groups :( Not that I don't find things funny, but that some really do make "assumptions" that they should not.

5/11/2015 12:20 PM

73

Ten Commitments of a Multicultural Educator ; Received Awareness and Resource Links

5/11/2015 12:18 PM

74

difference between equality and equity

5/11/2015 11:38 AM

75

Accept people for what they are and what they have to give/offer.

5/11/2015 9:03 AM

76

The correct way to approach different types of diversity situations that I face in my interactions with parents and
students.

5/11/2015 8:58 AM

77

All the changes occuring over the last few decades

5/11/2015 8:55 AM

78

Don't judge by the cover

5/11/2015 8:54 AM

79

The way a person identifies themselves

5/11/2015 8:43 AM

80

Not to be stereotypical with students and their families. Each person deserves to get a fresh start regardless of
their ethnicity/name/SES.

5/11/2015 8:40 AM

81

Don't judge a book by its cover

5/11/2015 8:38 AM

82

What group of immigrants are increasing the most.

5/11/2015 8:02 AM

83

not to judge a book by its cover

5/11/2015 7:34 AM
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84

I loved the activity we did where we chose qualities based on someone's name. In our setting, we do that all the
time! It's important to see and recognize the things that we do.

5/8/2015 2:16 PM

85

I think I obtained a better understanding of diversity and found the data/information interesting.

5/8/2015 1:42 PM

86

Diversity statistics

5/8/2015 1:04 PM

87

Importance of inclusion and diversity in education and the many differences that exist. Also the need to overcome
biases

5/8/2015 1:03 PM

88

I thought it was really interesting to see the statistics broken down as far as they were. Regarding not only male
vs. female but also the different subgroups, per county in PA and across the country. The rates now verse the
projections helped to see just how fast we are growing as a society and in what ways we are growing so we can
make sure we are paying close attention to the families we serve and how we interact with them as a whole.
Understanding the population we serve is incredibly important but so is acknowledging the difference there are
and how they may tie into education.

5/8/2015 1:01 PM

89

we must first ensure Equity, before we can enjoy Equality

5/8/2015 12:59 PM

90

You should never judge a book (person) by its cover

5/8/2015 12:54 PM

91

Diversity and Inclusion are important aspects that should constantly being reflected on in order to provide the
best service and education to our students

5/8/2015 12:45 PM

92

The type of language that needs to be used when talking about diversity and inclusion of others was one
important thing that I learned.

5/8/2015 11:47 AM

93

how culture affects educational desire - whether or not a person makes it a priority or not

5/7/2015 10:10 PM

94

Relevant statistics that apply to our families

5/7/2015 8:21 PM

95

I really enjoyed the statistics

5/7/2015 11:07 AM

96

In order to be a good teacher, I need to understand where my students are coming from.

5/7/2015 8:26 AM

97

to be aware of making judgements prior to getting all information

5/7/2015 8:17 AM

98

Becoming more aware of diversity and the evolving demographics and trends.

5/7/2015 8:08 AM

99

Not much has changed in the past 40 years

5/7/2015 7:44 AM

100

The data that was shared was interesting

5/7/2015 7:30 AM

101

The new race categories.

5/6/2015 5:40 PM

102

different vocabulary that we tend to mesh together

5/6/2015 5:07 PM

103

Generational values and identity The importance of recognizing my own invisible bias

5/6/2015 2:48 PM

104

The difference in generations.. in order to better understand how to work with my peers.

5/6/2015 10:28 AM

105

Be sure to think of the language that I use in any situation. Also, be aware of the changing of the language that is
being used.

5/6/2015 10:15 AM

106

The most important thing that I learned in this training was all of the different key terms/words. There were so
many words that were covered within the training and it was helpful to have them within the "Glossary" in our
handout. It's nice to have all of these words in one easy, convenient location so that I can reference them at any
time I may need to. It was also nice to learn about the "equality vs. equity" aspect of our jobs as well.

5/6/2015 9:54 AM

107

Understanding the values that we each have and how it contributes to the entire organization.

5/6/2015 9:49 AM

108

This training caused me to reflect upon and realize my unconscious biases.

5/6/2015 9:12 AM

109

I need to be aware of stereotypes that I may have without even realizing. Stereotypes do not allow us to consider
each person's individual characteristics. The feeling of isolation or exclusion impacts student achievement in a
negative way.

5/6/2015 9:03 AM

110

Equality and Equity are not the same thing- we should be thinking equity not equality.

5/6/2015 8:44 AM

111

Everyone is unique and not to judge a book by its cover.

5/6/2015 8:33 AM

112

To recognize diversity within education

5/6/2015 8:23 AM
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113

How poverty impacts student engagement.

5/6/2015 7:54 AM

114

There are different areas of diversity we need to consider when working with families. It isn't just race and
soicioeconomic concerns. The differences in generations are also important, between considering our students,
and our parents/learning coaches.

5/6/2015 7:45 AM

115

I learned we aren't as we appear

5/6/2015 7:26 AM

116

The generational differences and thoughts on how each see life.

5/6/2015 7:15 AM

117

The different diversity groups that I need to be aware of that my students may be living in.

5/5/2015 7:32 PM

118

The U.S. is the only country who requires people to categorize themselves into "boxes." I learned that Asians
comprise the largest number of recent immigrants to the U.S.

5/5/2015 4:46 PM

119

I learned a lot of useful vocabulary.

5/5/2015 4:04 PM

120

How to think about making the playing field equitable, not equal. Also, that thinking about influencing multigenerations is so important.

5/5/2015 4:00 PM

121

inclusion of all ideas into the team

5/5/2015 3:14 PM

122

Be more aware of students' cultural backgrounds.

5/5/2015 3:02 PM

123

The United States views race issues differently compared to other countries.

5/5/2015 2:51 PM

124

The difference between equity and equality.

5/5/2015 2:50 PM

125

How my unconscious bias was, not only effecting my everyday life, but also my professional career.

5/5/2015 2:44 PM

126

Equality is not the same as equity.

5/5/2015 2:36 PM

127

The activity we did as a group to make judgment calls based on names. We were given two names and asked to
make specific judgments on race, age, profession, sex etc. It was very eye opening to see how easy it is to fall
into closed mindedness.

5/5/2015 2:29 PM

128

The difference between equality and equity.

5/5/2015 2:28 PM

129

The differences between generations and understanding them better.

5/5/2015 2:14 PM

130

How to evaluate the situation and the people involved before making a decision.

5/5/2015 2:11 PM

131

What streotypes still exist today and how they impact students.

5/5/2015 2:00 PM

132

A better awareness of bias.

5/5/2015 1:58 PM

133

understanding my students and their backgrounds.

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

134

How to understand diversity as defined in our current culture and trends in diversity.

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

135

That we all have subconscious biases and how that affects how we treat others.

5/5/2015 1:49 PM

136

Some students require more focus to achieve the same level of learning.

5/5/2015 1:45 PM

137

I gained a better overall understanding of diversity.

5/5/2015 1:41 PM

138

Avoid pre-conceived judgements

5/5/2015 1:40 PM

139

How to empathize with others' perspectives.

5/5/2015 1:39 PM

140

How to be sensitive and appropriate in communication with the families and students I work with.

5/5/2015 1:38 PM

141

It is importance to consider a culture's norms to understand another person's point of view. Ethnicity is not the
same thing as Cultural Difference.

5/5/2015 1:37 PM

142

You have to look outside of the box. Things are not always as they seem. (Don't judge a book by it's cover)

5/5/2015 1:35 PM

143

The population statistics for our state of Pennsylvania.

5/5/2015 1:28 PM

144

Effective communication with my students

5/5/2015 1:24 PM

145

Demographic trends

5/5/2015 1:22 PM

146

How a person assesses another person in the first 5 seconds based on 8 specific items.

5/5/2015 1:21 PM
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147

The need to make all students feel that they are important and appreciated.

5/5/2015 1:20 PM

148

There are many different groups that one student/family can belong to, not just one.

5/5/2015 1:19 PM

149

additional information and strategies for Diversity.

5/5/2015 1:17 PM

150

Our country's population is aging, which has effects in economics and culture.

5/5/2015 1:15 PM

151

To resist making any preconceived notions about a student or family based on the information in print in front of
you.

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

152

the difference in beliefs/views by generation

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

153

Not to step on offensive landmines by acting in a manner other than specified as appropriate during the training.
Expectations expressed by the presenter focused on being educated and not being offensive, rather than truly
achieving a more inclusive mindset.

5/5/2015 1:08 PM

154

This training helped to remind me that I need to be aware of my biases and my assumptions. I need to adjust the
lens on how I perceive others. It also helped me realize that my priorities are not the same as my students or
families.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

155

There is much more diversity around us than I even knew.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

156

implicit bias

5/5/2015 1:05 PM

157

The most important thing I learned was how race is categorized here in the US and that other countries do not
use categories.

5/5/2015 1:03 PM

158

I learned that we don't always know who our students are and what their issues are.

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

159

How the generations are cateorgized and how it affects the families that we serve. It makes sense now why I
have 5 grandmothers this year (first time ever as LCs), since we are the 4th state with the most elderly.

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

160

I learned that population, demographics, language etc. is changing rapidly.

5/5/2015 1:01 PM

161

view through a new lens

5/5/2015 1:01 PM

162

Students are diverse

5/5/2015 12:59 PM

163

Demographics for Pennsylvania

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

164

Changing demographics of our state and areas where we serve families.

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

165

To understand the students

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

166

equity vs. equal

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

167

Ways to support our community of diverse learners.

5/5/2015 12:53 PM

168

Really trying to look through everyone's lens. Using what everyone brings to the table will provide the best endresult.

5/5/2015 12:52 PM

169

Keep and open mind when working with different cultures and don't automatically assume anything.

5/5/2015 12:52 PM

170

That every person has implicit biases that they need to be aware of

5/5/2015 12:51 PM

171

I was surprised to learn that we are the only country to identify our citizen by checking a box.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

172

n/a

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

173

How the work place is changing.

5/5/2015 12:49 PM

174

Recognizing that every person has bias or prejudice, even if it's unconscious.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

175

That equality doesn't look the same for all, that there are differences between inclusion and equality.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

176

I found it to be a very timely topic, although I am not sure that it was much NEW information. I did find it
interesting to hear about the impacts on our students through these issues - such as the statistics on students
falling under the FARM label.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

177

to become aware of any unconscious bias I may have to prevent it from interfering with my interactions with
students and their families. Learning about diversity and where we are going as a state and country only solidifies
that importance.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM
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178

Exposure of generation gaps.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

179

That even if we don't believe we have any prejudices, they are often hidden.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

180

Our school is making a commitment to understanding and responding appropriately to the diverse backgrounds
within our faculty and student population.

5/5/2015 12:45 PM

181

the demographics of the counties in PA which we serve, and which groups are driving the change we are seeing
in these numbers.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

182

I learned how to revise preconceived notions.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

183

The difference between a bias and a stereotype.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

184

Diversity is a global perspective

5/5/2015 12:43 PM

185

The ways to look at my students other than just what is given and be mindful of the differences that each student
faces.

5/5/2015 12:43 PM

186

looking out for our team members :)

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

187

Raising awareness about the diverse groups and people that we interact with on a daily basis.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

188

Older generations have different bias than younger generations.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

189

Opened my mind to new ways of viewing and seeing things, perspectives

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

190

That everyone has subconscious perceptions and assumptions about other races and cultures.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

191

In our cyber environment it is important to get to know our kids to the best of our ability. We need to take the time
to get to know them one the phone, in LiveLesson or field trips without having a snap judgment by looking at then
name, the area they live or how they talk to us.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

192

The diversity challenges that we will face in education.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

193

I liked the diversity awareness quiz. It allowed me to self assess where I am in my awareness of diversity and
learn as a result.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

194

Is to be aware of students background and how that impacts their learning.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

195

The definition of the different terms we hear all of the time.

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

196

How to be mindful of different lenses.

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

197

That diversity is a much more detailed concept than what I originally thought!

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

198

I was honestly shocked at the fact that I thought I was previously informed about that various subtopics that are
under the Diversity umbrella, but once we did the "pre-test", how much I LEARNED just from that in general was
pretty incredible.

5/5/2015 10:37 AM

199

We need to better understand the diversity of each other and our families.

5/4/2015 4:37 PM

200

Differences in definitions that can allow me to have clear and unbiased conversations with families from multiple
backgrounds.

5/4/2015 3:11 PM

201

There was a lot of emphasis on how we are more diverse that we realize. 85% of people are in denial of their
biases.

5/4/2015 11:50 AM

202

Equality = Sameness Equity = Fairness

5/4/2015 11:40 AM

203

General trends in how the demographics within PA are changing.

5/4/2015 10:18 AM

204

The reminder that diversity isn't just the hue of our skin, but related to poverty, ideas, sexual orientation, etc.

5/4/2015 10:18 AM

205

About Generational differences and the interaction and balance between them.

5/4/2015 9:28 AM

206

As teachers, we have to be more understanding of family situations and what they may be going through at any
given time of the year. There are so many variables in everyone's lives, we have to try and account for that.

5/4/2015 9:21 AM

207

How I see myself looking at people

5/4/2015 9:11 AM

208

the difference between diversity and inclusion

5/4/2015 8:38 AM
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209

to be more open minded to family circumstances and their impact on student performance...

5/4/2015 8:37 AM

210

The specific data on regional diversity in PA.

5/4/2015 8:26 AM

211

Correcting some misconceptions about the makeup of the work force of today in general as is often presented in
popular media.

5/4/2015 8:12 AM

212

That sessions like this are what make us look at persons differently.

5/4/2015 7:53 AM

213

I learned a great deal of language associated with diversity. This proper knowledge of the language is essential
to the families and colleagues in which I come in contact.

5/3/2015 8:55 PM

214

Students are trained to expect rewards for just participating.

5/3/2015 11:47 AM

215

Open my eyes to incorrect perceptions

5/2/2015 12:00 PM

216

The changing demographics of our student/state population; Treat each person as an individual

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

217

The information about the changing demographics for the population I will teach.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

218

Equity is something that we need to focus on. Equality in education can be skewed and can put us in tough
situations but creating an equity for our students we give them the opportunity, tools and chance to succeed much
better than equality.

4/24/2015 2:29 PM

219

The various ways that we have defined race in the United State and how other countries do not carry some of the
misconceptions, labels, etc. that we do here in the U.S.

4/24/2015 12:43 PM

220

Unconscious bias and it's not all in a name

4/17/2015 1:24 PM

221

Quotes to use in group settings

4/16/2015 8:19 PM

222

To ask the reason why a student might be falling behind...

4/16/2015 7:39 PM

223

The diverse backgrounds of my students

4/16/2015 11:52 AM

224

The way society as a whole lables and identifies races.

4/16/2015 11:00 AM

225

important statistics and that our world is ever evolving

4/16/2015 9:44 AM

226

The system the US uses to group individuals is way off target.

4/16/2015 7:50 AM

227

Strategies and the importance of relating to diverse groups of students.

4/15/2015 10:23 PM

228

How not make assumptions about individuals based on their name. Equity vs equality.

4/15/2015 3:42 PM

229

The presenter informed us that studies have been conducted that indicate that humans can be prejudiced and
biased without being aware of it. She also informed us that our brains will make assumptions about a person
regarding some or all of national origin, sex, creed, etc., by just reading their name.

4/15/2015 2:40 PM

230

Not to assume who people are just by name/gender/ appearence

4/15/2015 2:30 PM

231

diversity

4/15/2015 2:29 PM

232

The importance to consider that my students and their families may have very different life experiences than my
own

4/15/2015 2:28 PM

233

The diversity of the families we are serving.

4/15/2015 2:23 PM

234

The definitions of words involved with diversity and inclusion.

4/15/2015 2:21 PM

235

Recognizing diversity in our school

4/15/2015 2:16 PM

236

Diversity and certain related misconceptions

4/15/2015 2:15 PM

237

Effective communication goes a long way and whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

4/15/2015 2:14 PM

238

The changing demographics of the PA region resonated with me most specifically because it applies most to the
students I teach.

4/9/2015 11:58 AM

239

how to recognize the way that I define diversity

4/8/2015 9:10 AM

240

Women are still not equal to men in pay.

4/7/2015 10:33 AM

241

How to better understand diversity.

4/1/2015 1:18 PM
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242

As an educator, I need to be aware of the diversity changes within our school and specifically my own class.

3/30/2015 4:55 PM

243

The their is a more diverse population in PA than I had realized.

3/30/2015 1:05 PM

244

I feel that the most important thing I learned in this course was that as an educator in today's society, I need to
continually educate and inform myself of the issues of multiculturalism and diversity. It's important that I be aware
of equity and parity to ensure that all of the students I serve get access to the same opportunities. This training
was a reminder to remain sensitive to our student's and their family's needs.

3/30/2015 1:03 PM

245

About diversity and how it effects us

3/30/2015 9:31 AM

246

Understanding the ideals and importance behind self identification and learning how to incorporate that
understanding into how I interact with my students.

3/30/2015 9:16 AM

247

We need to be able to appreciate every culture and take each cultural differences into consideration while making
instructional decisions.

3/30/2015 8:10 AM

248

I do not feel I learned anything new that was relevant.

3/30/2015 7:46 AM

249

Understanding and preparing for evolving diversity.

3/27/2015 6:04 PM

250

Some of the things I need to consider in my students when dealing with them.

3/27/2015 3:14 PM

251

How diverse our population truely is.

3/27/2015 12:52 PM

252

How to address the needs of our diverse population here at CCA

3/27/2015 11:02 AM

253

Diversity exists in every aspect of the classroom and by being informed, we are better prepared to serve the
diverse needs in our classroom.

3/27/2015 10:00 AM

254

Future changes with population of US

3/27/2015 9:32 AM

255

Honestly, I had learned almost all of the statistics that were shared in my graduate courses.

3/27/2015 9:13 AM

256

Changing demographics

3/27/2015 9:09 AM

257

I will read the provided articles and resources and try to gather new and emerging information as it pertains to
working with students from diverse population.

3/27/2015 8:51 AM

258

The options for race and ethnicity on various forms do not offer enough options for a person to accurately note
their self-identification.

3/27/2015 8:43 AM

259

how the population is changing and as quickly as it is.

3/27/2015 8:42 AM

260

To recognize who diverse our students and families are and how often I used to make assumptions based on
names or areas of living.

3/27/2015 8:40 AM

261

The difference between equity and equality.

3/27/2015 8:30 AM

262

Distinguished between the hiring pool and final decision for hiring regarding affirmative action.

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

263

Everyone is different

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

264

Legal terms and definitions versus how people identify

3/27/2015 8:25 AM

265

I think the most important thing I learned was that we must ensure equity. Everyone has their own stereotypes
and we have to look past those stereotypes in order to ensure we are giving our students the best opportunities.

3/27/2015 8:23 AM

266

Specific differences between generations that we engage with on a daily basic at work.

3/27/2015 8:22 AM

267

The discussion of "equality vs. equity" was very insightful, and gave me a different way to think of a huge issue in
our profession.

3/27/2015 8:19 AM

268

I learned a more about the statistics of items discussed in relation to our state of Pennsylvania.

3/27/2015 8:17 AM

269

The generational differences that I encounter in my job.

3/27/2015 8:14 AM

270

I learned how we as Americans think as opposed to other areas of the world. It's very eye-opening.

3/27/2015 8:07 AM

271

The number of languages that are spoken in the state of Pennsylvania and its relation to how diverse our student
population is.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

272

i have a lot more to learn.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM
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273

The most important thing I learned was to remember that every student I speak with comes from a different
background. Remembering this will help me remember to not fall complacent into the mind set that a "one-sizefits-all" mentality will work.

3/27/2015 8:03 AM

274

People of different ethnic backgrounds may process information differently from one another.

3/27/2015 8:02 AM

275

Most of us are classified as biracial.

3/27/2015 8:01 AM

276

The most important thing I learned in this course was the breakdown of generations and the expectations that
generations have within and across each other.

3/26/2015 11:38 AM

277

I am now more aware of what is included when speaking of diversity.

3/26/2015 7:57 AM

278

For me, I think it was just more general awareness of how much diversity there is in our country and in so many
different ways. I hadn't really thought about diversity as a generational thing.

3/26/2015 7:33 AM

279

Anyone can be Hispanic.

3/26/2015 6:56 AM

280

Equality VS Equity and how to see it in a different light. Wording/Word choice is important to how we see things,
say things, and connect to other people.

3/25/2015 4:22 PM

281

Over 50% of CCA students are at the poverty level. My motto has always been, "Fair doesn't mean equal" and it
was nice to hear it from someone else!

3/25/2015 10:01 AM

282

There was a link provided that addressed catching a student up a grade level in 6 weeks in math.

3/25/2015 9:26 AM

283

The new terminology preferred.

3/25/2015 9:16 AM

284

The EEO race classification and who fits in what category when filling out forms. I also learned percentages of
persons of color and women in various counties in PA.

3/25/2015 8:39 AM

285

That you may have unconscious bias.

3/25/2015 8:20 AM

286

Difference are occurring worldwide and opinions do not have to be a factor in the changes.

3/25/2015 8:19 AM

287

Trying not to be bias unconsciously.

3/25/2015 8:18 AM

288

The most important thing I learned from this course was to be color brave and be aware of the diverse students
that I teach.

3/25/2015 8:12 AM

289

Alot of statistics from past and present about different ethnic groups

3/25/2015 8:08 AM

290

Diversity is everywhere and it's important to address it.

3/25/2015 7:56 AM

291

To think globally

3/25/2015 7:49 AM

292

To not make assumptions about a person based on their hue of skin, hair color, name, ect. Their is much more
that make them who they are.

3/25/2015 7:47 AM

293

How considering all the parts of a person it essential to understanding and helping them.

3/25/2015 7:45 AM

294

everyone has unconscious bias

3/25/2015 7:41 AM

295

What I need to consider when working with my families from all diverse backgrounds.

3/25/2015 7:37 AM

296

Details about the diversity in PA.

3/25/2015 7:18 AM

297

What our demographic looks like in PA . How it is changing, and how it is different throughout the state, and how
it might effect the families and students with whom I might work.

3/25/2015 7:17 AM

298

Importance of implementing diversity and inclusion within my job.

3/24/2015 10:33 PM

299

Equity versus Equality

3/24/2015 10:10 PM

300

bias

3/24/2015 10:04 PM
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Q11 As a result of this course, I am going to
address the following in my work:
(*Required for Act 48 credit)
Answered: 300

Skipped: 31

#

Responses

Date

1

Using the resources provided as reference tools and thinking more outside the box of traditional societal norms.

6/2/2015 12:29 PM

2

I will work even harder to take differences and similarities into account when working with all CCA students,
parents and staff.

6/2/2015 11:13 AM

3

As a result of this course, I will probably have had to discuss and clarify some of the topics covered. For example,
Deborah stated that people should never say, "our former white president". This caused major confusion among
fellow CCA workers because African Americans refer to the current president as the "first black president". So, I
was asked, "why are their double standards when it comes to certain urban cultures. I was also asked, "why
would this be upsetting?"

6/2/2015 8:18 AM

4

I am going to be more culturally aware

6/2/2015 8:17 AM

5

Try not to look to far into a family because of their name, background, or where they live.

6/2/2015 7:22 AM

6

After having the opportunity to expand upon the different generations alive today, I am going to be able to
determine and understand the different values held within the households of the families that I work with. I will be
able to better understand generations different from my own, and how they view the world around them. These
values play into work, education, family dynamic, and overall, how the individuals within the family view society.
Being able to address and understand generational differences amongst the household as well as my own
values, I will be able to help better serve our students, their families, and build rapport with families.

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

7

I will ensure that I keep different aspects of a students culture in mind while making welcome calls next school
year and while finishing up end of the year calls this school year.

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

8

My interactions with the families and faculty with whom I work.

6/1/2015 2:27 PM

9

understanding

6/1/2015 2:12 PM

10

Demographics and inclusion

6/1/2015 10:44 AM

11

I will definitely use the generational material when dealing with my coworkers.

6/1/2015 9:54 AM

12

Lessons will be culturally relevant.

6/1/2015 9:32 AM

13

Pay close attention to how things are phrased (Ex. given for students to write about where they went over the
summer--many of ours students do not get this opportunity due to financial issues).

6/1/2015 9:29 AM

14

I will be more mindful of diversity and inclusion in all of my tasks and communication at work.

6/1/2015 9:20 AM

15

I will be more considerate of students backgrounds when deciding how to process special requests.

6/1/2015 9:05 AM

16

Trying to develop a greater cultural understanding of the families that we serve.

6/1/2015 8:46 AM

17

don't assume

6/1/2015 8:39 AM

18

approach situations with a more open mind and not pre-judge

6/1/2015 8:05 AM

19

Develop lessons with an inclusive mind set so students are able to experience, learn and prepare for Real World
Experiences.

6/1/2015 8:01 AM

20

I was most impressed by the generation groups, the stereotypes and the core values representing my students.
This makes me reflect on what and how I am teaching.

6/1/2015 7:56 AM

21

Pay more attention on how I address my families regarding their ethnicity. Avoid assumptions about anyone
origins Be more equitable in my thinking

6/1/2015 7:39 AM

22

As a result of this training I feel I have a better understanding of people and will definitely be more sensitive to our
students and families and their needs.

6/1/2015 7:14 AM
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23

Provide students with equity, not equality.

6/1/2015 6:24 AM

24

I am going to be more open minded and compassionate. I want to know more about families' circumstances so I
can better understand situations as they arise.

5/31/2015 8:49 PM

25

not to judge a book by its cover

5/31/2015 1:16 PM

26

I will work on building background knowledge.

5/30/2015 12:42 PM

27

I am going to be more aware of the differences in outlooks and backgrounds of people.

5/30/2015 10:52 AM

28

continued support of student's diversity

5/30/2015 8:48 AM

29

Include diversity

5/29/2015 9:27 PM

30

Providing the best education for ALL students of diverse backgrounds

5/29/2015 9:06 PM

31

Attempting to break down my own interpretations of students based on their name, the area they live in, etc.

5/29/2015 4:37 PM

32

There weren't really any strategies presented, but I will try to make an effort to be more aware.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

33

I will try not to have preconceived notions regarding my co-workers, families and students.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

34

As a result of this course, I am going to be more mindful about my students and reserve any judgement, whether
its intention or not, until I get to know my students and their situations.

5/29/2015 3:52 PM

35

expanding experiences and knowledge that I assume students know when teaching content and relating it to
students' experiences.

5/29/2015 3:44 PM

36

being more culturally aware

5/29/2015 3:41 PM

37

Helping my students be aware of the diversity around them

5/21/2015 11:16 AM

38

Mindful language and communication with regard to implicit biases I hold.

5/20/2015 7:23 AM

39

I will make sure to think more carefully about the difficult situations that students may be experiencing.

5/19/2015 9:09 AM

40

To make sure to include a wider array of diversity in my example problems.

5/19/2015 8:58 AM

41

Continue to be aware of he diversity that we work with within CCA. Our students and their families come from
very different backgrounds, and it is important to remember this when attempting accommodations with them.

5/15/2015 9:37 AM

42

Making sure I don't pre-judge the student based on what their name is or where they live. I never realized just
how much judgment can come from that until the training, and I plan on trying to be more aware.

5/15/2015 8:26 AM

43

Making sure I have a clear understanding of every student's backgrounds, and what the brings to their learning.

5/14/2015 2:05 PM

44

active listening

5/13/2015 4:28 PM

45

Cultural awareness and building relationships with students and their families.

5/13/2015 1:29 PM

46

My perspective lens and how I look at students.

5/12/2015 12:54 PM

47

Making things fair for my students, not just equal.

5/12/2015 12:45 PM

48

I am going to take the time to get to know my students' backgrounds so that I can best address their needs.

5/12/2015 11:38 AM

49

I will be careful of the terms I use to teach about American Government in various topic areas. I will be more
conscious of the challenges my students are facing that will inevitably influence their work and life beyond the
classroom. I will relate to my students lives as much as I possibly can to improve the communication and
relationship between their life experiences and what is taking place inside my lessons.

5/12/2015 11:35 AM

50

Instead of beginning my year with questions about vacations, I'll simply as how their summer break from school
was. Not everyone takes a vacation due to various factors. I'll also be sure to avoid accidental landmines and
biases.

5/12/2015 11:21 AM

51

avoid judging by appearance

5/12/2015 10:31 AM

52

embracing diversity to reach a level of authentic engagement.

5/12/2015 9:57 AM

53

I will attempt to be more conscious of any unconscious biases or assumptions I may have and try limit how much
they may impact my interactions with families/students.

5/12/2015 9:43 AM
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54

Try to add more Live Lessons to facilitate our diverse population.

5/12/2015 9:40 AM

55

Reframing questions when addressing any concerns or needing clarification on records requests. This is also
assisting me as I update all contacts for the 2015.2016 school year.

5/12/2015 9:37 AM

56

I am going to have a better use of terminology associated with Diversity.

5/12/2015 8:55 AM

57

Talking with students more about their background and experiences

5/12/2015 8:46 AM

58

I will make sure that I am using culturally sensitive language.

5/12/2015 8:28 AM

59

I will think about how to incorporate more multicultural reading assignments.

5/12/2015 8:23 AM

60

As a social studies teacher, I will be using the demographic information presented in the course--current and
future trends--to better inform my instruction.

5/12/2015 7:58 AM

61

I need to make sure I do not expect my coworkers, students, and families to be like me. They should not have to
change for me to accept them, I should accept them for their differences because that is what helps our
community.

5/12/2015 7:46 AM

62

Just to make sure that the I am aware of the people that I serve when talking to families from all different
backgrounds.

5/12/2015 7:40 AM

63

provide an inclusive work environment when working as a team. Being respectful of families that we serve who
come from diverse backgrounds.

5/12/2015 7:31 AM

64

Dig deeper into my students and learn more about them and not just pass judgment on their names.

5/12/2015 7:23 AM

65

Ensure that high school students entering the workforce are aware of the different generations already working
there.

5/12/2015 7:16 AM

66

Work to get to know families without jumping to preconceived notions

5/11/2015 5:21 PM

67

Do not assume.

5/11/2015 4:44 PM

68

Making sure I use the vocabulary provided correctly so that information can be obtained and given in a correct
manner.

5/11/2015 3:49 PM

69

Be more cautious of what people may find offensive. Be more aware of everyone's backgrounds.

5/11/2015 3:43 PM

70

review the 10 qualities to be a servant leader and try to incoorperate these into my daily tasks.

5/11/2015 1:25 PM

71

I am going to view complaints as a better way to serve my families.

5/11/2015 12:47 PM

72

Ensure that I am clear in my descriptions of my students (being the caseworker) for my teachers so they are not
blindsided, as they often do not know that a student is a male/female or assume a descent where there isn't one
or even a cultural difference.

5/11/2015 12:20 PM

73

Utilize website : www.EdChange.org

5/11/2015 12:18 PM

74

Find ways to better integrate characteristics of different generations into my communication with clients of
differing age groups

5/11/2015 11:38 AM

75

Though not a teacher I will be more open to ST's with disabilities and help them as much a I can.

5/11/2015 9:03 AM

76

Unconcious biases that I bring to a diversity situation

5/11/2015 8:58 AM

77

Work on my communication skills when working with different populations

5/11/2015 8:55 AM

78

I will be more concerned and aware of the cultural diversity of my students and also look at how culture relates to
different situations in lessons.

5/11/2015 8:54 AM

79

I am going to be more open and less inclined to be biased just based on a person's name

5/11/2015 8:43 AM

80

Having no preconceived stereotypical thoughts.

5/11/2015 8:40 AM

81

I am going to work on connecting with my students to understand where they are coming from, through
engagement of more differentiated educational exercises

5/11/2015 8:38 AM

82

Differing perspectives based on background knowledge, interest, culture, etc.

5/11/2015 8:02 AM

83

Try not classifying students but the names that appear. That can be anyone and each student is an unique
individual.

5/11/2015 7:34 AM
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84

I want to ask my students a little more about themselves as a pre-cursor for the beginning of the year. I don't
want to make assumptions - I want to allow them to discuss themselves.

5/8/2015 2:16 PM

85

I feel the information made me more aware of the diversity among students and moving forward I will be more
aware of the diversity.

5/8/2015 1:42 PM

86

Take proactive steps.

5/8/2015 1:04 PM

87

Apply principles learned to students to be fairer and more understanding.

5/8/2015 1:03 PM

88

I think it's important to really reflect on my teaching and try to address any of the innate biases I might have, that
are subconsciously happening. I think that I need to pay more attention to the differences that students may have
simply in their environment and go further to acknowledge the fact that some may not have exposure to things
that others do. Also, I think that I may incorporate something similar to the exercise on perspectives (one with the
paperclips and numbers) to see what the students identify first and how the can effect their learning style. I can
work with this information and use it for group work or help them to make adjustments if necessary. It will be
interesting to see how the different students think and what they notice first.

5/8/2015 1:01 PM

89

be sensitive to the differences of people's needs

5/8/2015 12:59 PM

90

Keep my own personal thoughts out of my work life.

5/8/2015 12:54 PM

91

Be more mindful about how I talk and teach students in my course to address diversity needs

5/8/2015 12:45 PM

92

I would like to help students think diversity from a historic standpoint and then point to where we are today and
get them to think about how to continue to move forward. I would like them to think about what diversity means to
them.

5/8/2015 11:47 AM

93

consideration of demographics for my students and families to better understand why and how each
communicates; why certain areas of critical importance (...the ones I see as a teacher...) may not be so for a
family

5/7/2015 10:10 PM

94

I plan to continue to ensure that I am mindful of the individual needs of my students of all diversities, which is
something that I have always tried my best to be caring and understanding about. Seeing information about the
population growth in the US and PA reinforces the need for this.

5/7/2015 8:21 PM

95

uphold the values of this workship

5/7/2015 11:07 AM

96

Be mindful of student and family backgrounds.

5/7/2015 8:26 AM

97

not making assumptions based on limited knowledge

5/7/2015 8:17 AM

98

Be more aware of my students diverse backgrounds.

5/7/2015 8:08 AM

99

Be more conscious of word choice

5/7/2015 7:44 AM

100

While the training had good information, I don't believe it is relevant to making me a more effective teacher. I think
they were more "common sense life skills"

5/7/2015 7:30 AM

101

I am creating a Cultural Creativity Show Case for Visual and performing Arts.

5/6/2015 5:40 PM

102

allowing students to celebrate their differences and learn from one another

5/6/2015 5:07 PM

103

I'm honestly not sure where to go with this information in my daily work. It was very interesting and informative,
but I don't know how to implement the concepts learned. In an environment where we (for the most part) do not
see our students, I'm not sure how much I actually "judge a book by its cover." I think most of our assumptions
about students are based on performance, which seems fair. I work actively to engage all of my students and
apply appropriate interventions for their learning barriers. One technique I may try is to use gifted/talented
strategies to increase achievement.

5/6/2015 2:48 PM

104

Just continue to get to know my students well. I will not say that I have no bias, but I will say that I truly do not feel
that I judge others based on appearance, orientation, or socioeconomics. I do need to, however, improve my
World View.

5/6/2015 10:28 AM

105

Identify my bias as best as possible.

5/6/2015 10:15 AM

106

I'm going to take a look at myself as an educator to ensure that I'm providing the best education to all of my
students. We are all diverse and this training helped me to better understand some of the aspects of my students
lives, that I may have not been aware of before. I need to ensure that I'm giving all of my students and equitable
learning experience.

5/6/2015 9:54 AM
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107

Broadening my awareness of the differences that all cultures and races have and helping to ensure that everyone
feels included in our environment.

5/6/2015 9:49 AM

108

Ensure that the teachers I work with feel valued and to be cognizant of the varying backgrounds of our teachers,
families and students.

5/6/2015 9:12 AM

109

With our families becoming more and more diverse, I will strive to ensure everyone feels they are valued. I will
take the time to get to know each family regardless of ethnicity or socioeconomic status in order for students to
have a successful school year and develop a love for school and learning.

5/6/2015 9:03 AM

110

We should foster an environment where everyone's input matters.

5/6/2015 8:44 AM

111

-Making sure I don't judge a family just by their name, race, etc.

5/6/2015 8:33 AM

112

Be more adaptable to the needs of my students.

5/6/2015 8:23 AM

113

Become more aware of the needs of my students and how I might be able to provide more motivational activities
to enhance their understanding.

5/6/2015 7:54 AM

114

I plan to continue to provide structure and guidance to students, as I understand structure is something this
generation is looking for. I also will continue to give students the opportunity to express their ideas for solving
problems, letting their voices be heard and included.

5/6/2015 7:45 AM

115

I will be more aware of my classroom and aware of our diverse backgrounds.

5/6/2015 7:26 AM

116

Be mindful that names do not always indicate background.

5/6/2015 7:15 AM

117

Making sure that I gain some previous knowledge of my students background.

5/5/2015 7:32 PM

118

I teach a world literature course, so the information about diversity not only relates to my students, but to the idea
of the U.S. being "egocentric" and not recognizing the beauty in literature from other countries. I strive to show
students our "human" connection, and this was emphasized in the presentation ("the total sum of the person.")

5/5/2015 4:46 PM

119

I will be able to look at students and populations with a more educated "eye."

5/5/2015 4:04 PM

120

Reaching out more to those who may feel slighted or on the fringe.

5/5/2015 4:00 PM

121

Inclusion of all ideas for PLC

5/5/2015 3:14 PM

122

Make sure instruction is appealing to more than just students that may be similar to my personality.

5/5/2015 3:02 PM

123

I am going to be more respectful towards the "lens" families and co-workers view the world through.

5/5/2015 2:51 PM

124

I'm going to work to make material accessible to students from any background.

5/5/2015 2:50 PM

125

inclusion, inclusion, inclusion

5/5/2015 2:44 PM

126

Looking for levels of support that each individual needs; not making assumptions based on name, etc.

5/5/2015 2:36 PM

127

Remember to incorporate and not just acknowledge but embrace and raise awareness of other cultures,
ethnicities, traditions in my LiveLesson community. By showing and encouraging respect and embracing diversity
it is my hope that my kindergarten students will be influenced and feel encouraged as well.

5/5/2015 2:29 PM

128

Keep in mind my own bias lense even though I don't always knowingly have one.

5/5/2015 2:28 PM

129

To think outside the box and not label a student based on stereotypes.

5/5/2015 2:14 PM

130

The Characteristics of the Servant Leader.

5/5/2015 2:11 PM

131

To make sure I am an advocate for my students.

5/5/2015 2:00 PM

132

Be more aware of stereotyping and bias.

5/5/2015 1:58 PM

133

making it a point to understand students' cultures and backgrounds.

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

134

This will equip me with the tools and knowledge to be respectful of differences among our customers and
between them and me.

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

135

Be more aware of those whose culture is different from mine, and that I am not subconsciously judging them.

5/5/2015 1:49 PM

136

Finding areas that I need to improve in to better serve my students.

5/5/2015 1:45 PM

137

I am going to work to improve and revisit active listening skills.

5/5/2015 1:41 PM
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138

Work to support all families the same

5/5/2015 1:40 PM

139

I am going to try to understand more where the families and students are coming from considering their
backgrounds and experiences.

5/5/2015 1:39 PM

140

Ensure I observe all teachers and staff using sensitivity in their communications with families.

5/5/2015 1:38 PM

141

I will continue to consider my students as individuals when developing their learning plans. However, I need to
become more familiar with cultural nuances in order to understand each one more fully.

5/5/2015 1:37 PM

142

Make more of an effort to learn more information about my student's family lives.

5/5/2015 1:35 PM

143

I am going to continue my quest to be sensitive to people of all different backgrounds.

5/5/2015 1:28 PM

144

Plan before calling students. Speak with students with understanding of cultural background

5/5/2015 1:24 PM

145

Embrace Divercity to engage and connect to families.

5/5/2015 1:22 PM

146

Take more time to understand where 'academics' fall on the priority list of my families and make an effort to
respect this while at the same time ensuring student progress.

5/5/2015 1:21 PM

147

Be more careful to work with each student as an individual and not allow stereotypes to affect how I work them.

5/5/2015 1:20 PM

148

I will not judge a student/person based solely on their name.

5/5/2015 1:19 PM

149

Being more inclusive to all students in the classroom.

5/5/2015 1:17 PM

150

I need to be more aware of low-income students when designing questions and exercises.

5/5/2015 1:15 PM

151

Making sure that I find out more about the background of my students and address their individual needs based
on that.

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

152

try to identify related service providers fluent in languages other than English so that we are able to provide
services that are accessible to students AND their families

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

153

I will continue to offer an educational environment of full inclusion for all of my students. In collaboration with
coworkers, I will continue to treat all of my peers as equals.

5/5/2015 1:08 PM

154

I am going to address working with the whole student and not just my perceptions. To better value every
student’s input and what they bring to lessons.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

155

Open my eyes to the people around me

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

156

Are our programs and support providing equity to students.

5/5/2015 1:05 PM

157

Not juding a person or family by their name and going in with no preconceived notions.

5/5/2015 1:03 PM

158

I will do a better job of making notes about my students when I learn personal details about them that would help
me better provide them with appropriate instruction.

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

159

I am going to make sure that I gather all of the infroamtion about a family before making welcome calls- race,
gender, FARM, etc so that I am not making assumptions.

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

160

I hope to better connect with diverse families in face-to-face meetings.

5/5/2015 1:01 PM

161

more understanding

5/5/2015 1:01 PM

162

Remember I'm a Gen X'er

5/5/2015 12:59 PM

163

I have been concentrating more on students that are close to the poverty line. I will try and make my course have
more equity.

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

164

Increased sensitivity for families.

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

165

Attempting to meet the individual needs of each student.

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

166

Being more thoughtful in how I view people and situations.

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

167

Continual reflection of my actions and ensuring they are clear and fair to all.

5/5/2015 12:53 PM

168

I will refer back to the glossary a lot since I had a misguided understanding of some terms.

5/5/2015 12:52 PM

169

Learning background on each of my students.

5/5/2015 12:52 PM
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170

To be aware of my 'lenses' as I talk with students and families

5/5/2015 12:51 PM

171

I think that all of us need to reflect and identify/own our preconceived notions about all people/groups.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

172

n/a

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

173

I will be more conscious of my audience when teaching and talking.

5/5/2015 12:49 PM

174

I will be more aware of my own attitudes when working with students, families, and colleagues.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

175

I will be aware that my work view may not match those of my students/coworkers.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

176

I think this will simply make me more aware of my words and actions. It is not a specific change I can pinpoint, but
rather an overall shift in my attitude and perception.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

177

Self-reflection, I will reflect more on my interactions with students and families so that I may improve my
interactions and educational techniques to target all students from a multitude of backgrounds.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

178

Not keeping sterotypes by name.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

179

Be aware of how I interact with my students.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

180

I feel that this course failed to provide practical applications for me as a teacher. Our time focused on statistics
and definitions rather than ways I can make my classroom and communications more inclusive.

5/5/2015 12:45 PM

181

I will not make assumptions about students based on their name, gender, address, etc.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

182

I am going to address my ability to meet student needs more affectively.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

183

Being that I teach Social Studies I already encompass information regarding cultural differences.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

184

Thinking about how I can help my students be more open for the equity of others rather than equality

5/5/2015 12:43 PM

185

Student demographic data, incorporate student interests in Livelesson

5/5/2015 12:43 PM

186

show more leadership with promoting team

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

187

Not judging people or making assumptions based on names, home addresses, etc.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

188

I will embrace diversity.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

189

I have tried to learn more during phone calls with families about situations, gain a better understanding

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

190

I plan to be more aware during phone calls and receptive of other cultures and how it affects their learning.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

191

I am going to be more aware of the various backgrounds my students come from. I am going to make sure in my
examples and pictures for lessons I diversify my pictures and names to help all students to relate to the examples
I provide for the,.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

192

Always try to gain background knowledge of students so that I can better teach them and relate to them.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

193

I am going to be more aware of the generations I am working with as I often encounter parents and grandparents
in addition to students.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

194

assess prior knowledge and implement strategies that will engage a diverse population.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

195

Learning backgrounds of all families

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

196

Not making judgment calls based on unconscious bias.

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

197

Getting to know my students in a more well rounded aspect.

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

198

I need to become more aware of my students' HOME situation.

5/5/2015 10:37 AM

199

Continue to create a climate that welcomes diversity amongst the staff and our families.

5/4/2015 4:37 PM

200

Be aware of staff members and their approach to families, reminding them of material covered in the course.

5/4/2015 3:11 PM

201

Now what? This course addressed the fact that everyone is different and we need to be aware of that. It did not
include suggestions for how we should be acting differently or what we should be doing with this information.

5/4/2015 11:50 AM

202

Constantly remind myself that students come from all different walks of life.

5/4/2015 11:40 AM

203

- Questioning techniques that are used - Bring out the topic of diversity in the course and lessons within WH

5/4/2015 10:18 AM
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204

Reach out further to those students that might not feel included and ensure that my lessons are relatable to as
many students as possible if not all.

5/4/2015 10:18 AM

205

I will be taking what I have learned back to my students so that I can approach lessons and discussions with
them while working to address the whole student in my efforts to support and build rapport with them.

5/4/2015 9:28 AM

206

Because of the many variables many of these students go through, I would like to think that making my
classroom (LiveLesson, on the phone, webamil, contacts, etc) a consistent, safe place to be. We all know that
school is all some kids have, and trying to be as consistent in everything I do can really make kids feel better.

5/4/2015 9:21 AM

207

To not be biased to a name or cover of a book

5/4/2015 9:11 AM

208

be sensitive to individual circumstances

5/4/2015 8:38 AM

209

to be more open minded to family circumstances and their impact on student performance...

5/4/2015 8:37 AM

210

Engaging families to better understand the difficulties they may be having and using the ideals of equity to assist
them.

5/4/2015 8:26 AM

211

While in general I do not have direct contact with families, I will attempt to be more aware of things discussed and
interact more intentionally with my coworkers.

5/4/2015 8:12 AM

212

I will look at a name and now prejudge a person because I was made to do that during the workshop, something I
have never done before.

5/4/2015 7:53 AM

213

As a result of my knowledge from the course I am more confident in my ability to address my families as well as
my colleagues.

5/3/2015 8:55 PM

214

Be aware of the need to explain to students that just going through the work is not enough.

5/3/2015 11:47 AM

215

Be cognizant of my families backgrounds

5/2/2015 12:00 PM

216

Ensure that I understand each student as an individual to better include students in as many successful learning
experiences as possible.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

217

I will work on listening more actively and be aware of the reactions of those I'm speaking with.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

218

Understanding the connection to parental involvement with outside activities, jobs and responsibilities better. I
can paint a better picture mentally but not painting a picture at all will be my goal.

4/24/2015 2:29 PM

219

Ensuring that I am thinking globally and understanding situations that my students may be in.

4/24/2015 12:43 PM

220

Taking additional time to listen to the families hardships and needs and how we can assist from afar

4/17/2015 1:24 PM

221

Equity

4/16/2015 8:19 PM

222

Add more calls per day to address the needs of my students...

4/16/2015 7:39 PM

223

I'm not sure. This was not addressed during the training. I was already aware of the fact that I have a diverse
background of students.

4/16/2015 11:52 AM

224

I will not make assumptions about race/color etc. based on a student's name.

4/16/2015 11:00 AM

225

be more mindful of a students background and how it affects their learning - digging deeper

4/16/2015 9:44 AM

226

Try not to perceive students based on names.

4/16/2015 7:50 AM

227

Implementing different strategies in my teaching to account for the diverse population of students within my
classes.

4/15/2015 10:23 PM

228

I will be more aware of differences that others may have on my levels and try to accommodate them so they have
equity instead of equality.

4/15/2015 3:42 PM

229

In my work, I will focus on enhancing my awareness so that I am sure to interact with students and families
unbiasedly.

4/15/2015 2:40 PM

230

Educate myself before I act

4/15/2015 2:30 PM

231

be aware that minority is now called persons of color

4/15/2015 2:29 PM

232

Compassion for students and families who are from cultures that are different than my own

4/15/2015 2:28 PM

233

Be more in tune with the background of all students and families.

4/15/2015 2:23 PM
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234

Be more proactive and aware of my personal judgements and stereotypes so I can be more effective with
working with families.

4/15/2015 2:21 PM

235

I feel that this part was lacking in the training. We discussed all about diversity, but not how to implement it.

4/15/2015 2:16 PM

236

I am going to focus on changing and adapting to the world in which we live to be more successful.

4/15/2015 2:15 PM

237

Not turning a blind eye to discrimination

4/15/2015 2:14 PM

238

I will increase the use of critical thinking skills practice using broad prompts that apply to relevant life experiences
of diverse populations.

4/9/2015 11:58 AM

239

I want to re-evaluate my students and their needs.

4/8/2015 9:10 AM

240

I am going to make sure that I continue to be self-aware about stereotypes and my beliefs and not project them
onto individuals.

4/7/2015 10:33 AM

241

Better understand my students and their diverse backgrounds.

4/1/2015 1:18 PM

242

I will look more carefully at the diversity in my class and try foster an environment where everyone can contribute
without losing their individuality.

3/30/2015 4:55 PM

243

I will be sure to take into account the entire background of each of my students.

3/30/2015 1:05 PM

244

Continue to educate myself in this area in order to stay ahead of the curve and our evolving student population.
I've also discussed including a lesson on generations in the workforce in my Career Planning course.

3/30/2015 1:03 PM

245

Be more open-minded

3/30/2015 9:31 AM

246

I am going to take extra time and attention in learning to understand each facet of my student's struggles: where
they come from, why they are struggling and how things at home OR within themselves may be causing those
struggles. I will be sensitive to these issue and work with them on an individual basis to help them reach success.

3/30/2015 9:16 AM

247

Being more culturally aware

3/30/2015 8:10 AM

248

This training helped to show some of the diversity we have in our students (which I was aware of), but I since
there was little given as far as tools to use to help support those students, I will continue this on my own.

3/30/2015 7:46 AM

249

- working to be more open minded

3/27/2015 6:04 PM

250

Alter some of the ways I have been trying to contact students, especially those who have not been engaged.

3/27/2015 3:14 PM

251

Understand and meet the needs of the diversities within the familes we serve.

3/27/2015 12:52 PM

252

Make sure that I use the tools learned in the training to better serve the families.

3/27/2015 11:02 AM

253

I am going to be more aware of the Equality versus Equity in my classroom. I am going to acknowledge that
Equality isn't necessarily what we need in our classrooms but we need to get to Equity.

3/27/2015 10:00 AM

254

A focus on better visuals including diversity of people.

3/27/2015 9:32 AM

255

I always strive to make sure that I am understanding and listen to students' stories. The worst thing that a teacher
can do is to shut a student down when they are sharing something about their life.

3/27/2015 9:13 AM

256

Be more cognizant of evolving trends and truly epitomize the qualities of a servant leader.

3/27/2015 9:09 AM

257

I will continue to treat each student and family as a unique person or unit while taking into account the
information shared about those populations.

3/27/2015 8:51 AM

258

I will make a better effort to prevent any preconceived notions of people's race/ethnicity based on their names.

3/27/2015 8:43 AM

259

Being more aware of looking deeper into students culture for ideas on their education.

3/27/2015 8:42 AM

260

I am going to be more aware of my own assumptions and became more aware of various environments that have
effects on my students and how that can impact their learning and achievement.

3/27/2015 8:40 AM

261

Not even student is the same/equal, education and lessons should catered to their differences.

3/27/2015 8:30 AM

262

Will continue to be sensitive to cultural differences in the student population.

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

263

Treat everyone the same and not have a biased against my students

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

264

Be cognizant of how I interact with students

3/27/2015 8:25 AM
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265

I think that it is important to continue to be educated on this topic to ensure the success of all of my students.

3/27/2015 8:23 AM

266

Make a conscious effort to leave bias out of the workplace and classroom.

3/27/2015 8:22 AM

267

I will continue to look for ways to promote the concept of equity, providing students more opportunities to use
their own life experience as an entry point, rather than expecting a "one size fits all" academic culture.

3/27/2015 8:19 AM

268

Use the information discussed in relation to the students and adults that I interact with through our school's
curriculum and events.

3/27/2015 8:17 AM

269

Acknowledging the generational differences and working to accommodate others.

3/27/2015 8:14 AM

270

I'm going to remind myself that all I see is the title of the book and need to look deeper into the index, glossary,
etc. even before I try to open the book.

3/27/2015 8:07 AM

271

I have had a lot of chances in past careers to work

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

272

Pay closer attention to the economically disadvantaged students that I teach.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

273

I'm am going to work on getting to know each of my students individually, to understand their backgrounds, and
use this information to shape the way I present the information.

3/27/2015 8:03 AM

274

Be sure to be even more aware of the things I say and the way I say them.

3/27/2015 8:02 AM

275

Encourage students to share their family history.

3/27/2015 8:01 AM

276

Motivating various generations through my word choice and understanding of their family situations.

3/26/2015 11:38 AM

277

Attempt to be more aware of unconscious bias.

3/26/2015 7:57 AM

278

I want to follow up on the links that she gave us, especially the article called Color Brave, which I think is a great
term.

3/26/2015 7:33 AM

279

There was nothing that directly related to my work in this session.

3/26/2015 6:56 AM

280

Connecting more, engaging more, acting more

3/25/2015 4:22 PM

281

Continue to treat all families, students and co-workers with respect.

3/25/2015 10:01 AM

282

I am going to view the training that was involved in the link mentioned above.

3/25/2015 9:26 AM

283

How I gather background information on my students.

3/25/2015 9:16 AM

284

I am going to work on being more aware of my students and their backgrounds.

3/25/2015 8:39 AM

285

Digging deeper into individual families/students.

3/25/2015 8:20 AM

286

Be more aware of what is going on around me.

3/25/2015 8:19 AM

287

Not to sterotype by the cover

3/25/2015 8:18 AM

288

Provide a learning environment where all students obtain their goals and overcome challenges both inside the
classroom and out it society.

3/25/2015 8:12 AM

289

The presenter was very knowledgeable about the subject but I did not feel it related very well to CCA.

3/25/2015 8:08 AM

290

Reaching out to students who may need more assistance than others.

3/25/2015 7:56 AM

291

Make sure I am aware of my diverse student population.

3/25/2015 7:49 AM

292

Try to engage all students from the diverse population.

3/25/2015 7:47 AM

293

Thinking about all the aspects of the child's home environment when it comes to helping the child learn.

3/25/2015 7:45 AM

294

Make sure I reach out to students from impoverished homes.

3/25/2015 7:41 AM

295

making sure equity is provided not equality.

3/25/2015 7:37 AM

296

More aware of unconscious sterotyping.

3/25/2015 7:18 AM

297

I will try not make assumptions about families, their family structure, household, income or other things by the
limited information I have access to. I will also try to be more sensitive to others when it comes to trying to put
them in a box, when they could really fit into numerous.

3/25/2015 7:17 AM
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298

How I view my unconscious biases towards people.

3/24/2015 10:33 PM

299

I am going to try to make sure I am providing every opportunity to all of my students, and make sure that it is
individualized to each student.

3/24/2015 10:10 PM

300

consciously limit bias

3/24/2015 10:04 PM
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Q12 What additional support will you need
to implement the concepts you learned at
the workshop?
Answered: 194

Skipped: 137

#

Responses

Date

1

Not much, it was very informational!

6/2/2015 12:29 PM

2

None that come to mind.

6/2/2015 11:13 AM

3

None.

6/2/2015 8:18 AM

4

My colleagues to be open to the ideas that were presented during the training

6/2/2015 8:17 AM

5

Making more phone calls just to know the family.

6/2/2015 7:22 AM

6

N/A

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

7

The support of the administration at CCA

6/1/2015 2:27 PM

8

n/a

6/1/2015 10:44 AM

9

None

6/1/2015 9:32 AM

10

How to be understanding and accepting of other's cultural, social, economic, backgrounds, while not watering
down or enabling lower standards of expectations.

6/1/2015 8:46 AM

11

Develop learning models with peers.

6/1/2015 8:01 AM

12

How do the students see the world?

6/1/2015 7:56 AM

13

Do case studies in the workshop.

6/1/2015 7:39 AM

14

I would like more support with dealing with families of poverty in the US.

6/1/2015 7:14 AM

15

Continued trainings like these.

5/31/2015 8:49 PM

16

none

5/31/2015 1:16 PM

17

Enforced guidelines by CCA for families, LC and students so that the teachers' efforts don't fall on deaf ears

5/29/2015 9:06 PM

18

not sure

5/29/2015 4:37 PM

19

Some strategies for how to carry out the concepts we discussed.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

20

It would be nice to be able to access more information about the families of CCA (parent's employment, etc.)

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

21

My PLC. :)

5/29/2015 3:44 PM

22

I really want to learn more about how to communicate with people of diverse backgrounds. What language should
be used, avoided, etc.

5/20/2015 7:23 AM

23

None

5/19/2015 8:58 AM

24

None.

5/15/2015 9:37 AM

25

inclusion and diversity and how it applies to our cyber environment

5/13/2015 1:29 PM

26

N/A

5/12/2015 12:54 PM

27

not sure

5/12/2015 12:45 PM

28

I'd like to have more support on how to have the sensitive conversations with families, typically regarding their
religious and cultural beliefs as they apply to education.

5/12/2015 11:38 AM

29

N/a

5/12/2015 11:35 AM
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30

I'll look more closely at our student demographic data to see how many are FARM eligible and align my lessons
toward that information.

5/12/2015 11:21 AM

31

none

5/12/2015 10:31 AM

32

administrative support to reach unengaged families for a team approach

5/12/2015 9:57 AM

33

Ongoing professional development to address more specific concerns related to diversity and inclusion and how
it can/will impact teacher relationships with families/students; how to approach certain situations

5/12/2015 9:43 AM

34

I will work with my peers on this.

5/12/2015 9:40 AM

35

At this time, I don't believe I need any additional support, but in the future I would like to stay current on these
topics.

5/12/2015 8:55 AM

36

N/A

5/12/2015 8:46 AM

37

I feel a session on how to use the knowledge we learned during phone calls and lessons would be great.

5/12/2015 8:28 AM

38

Additional conversations regarding socioeconomic conditions of our students and how best to address povertyrelated educational issues--since official government statistics severely underrepresent the true scope of poverty
in the U.S.

5/12/2015 7:58 AM

39

I would like to learn more about how to handle situations where teachers are interacting with families in poverty.
How do we reach them and support them? Sometimes I am afraid it becomes "us vs them" and that doesn't help
anyone.

5/12/2015 7:46 AM

40

Specific starters to help families get comfortable with discussing their backgrounds and cultures

5/11/2015 5:21 PM

41

I am not in need of support at this time

5/11/2015 4:44 PM

42

This training allowed for a difficult topic to be discussed. I believe more trainings in how to help us understand
and relate would help.

5/11/2015 3:49 PM

43

Actually methods to apply this information in the classroom.

5/11/2015 3:43 PM

44

n/a

5/11/2015 1:25 PM

45

This was a wonderful training, but I guess I would have liked more examples of diversity in LL's??

5/11/2015 12:47 PM

46

None

5/11/2015 12:20 PM

47

Specific time dedicated to Diversity Awareness a few times a year

5/11/2015 12:18 PM

48

more practical skill building

5/11/2015 11:38 AM

49

N/A

5/11/2015 9:03 AM

50

Tips and strategies for communication styles of various cultures

5/11/2015 8:55 AM

51

n/s

5/11/2015 8:43 AM

52

Any cultural traditions a teacher should know to avoid or address. Ex. Religion

5/11/2015 8:40 AM

53

Educational resources that support differentiated educational exercises

5/11/2015 8:38 AM

54

How to find out more information about my students to be able to present material in multiple modes that engage.

5/11/2015 8:02 AM

55

How to start the conversation with others who may not have this training.

5/11/2015 7:34 AM

56

n/a

5/8/2015 2:16 PM

57

I think there could be more training on how to help us address diversity among our students and promote
diversity.

5/8/2015 1:42 PM

58

None that I can think of

5/8/2015 1:03 PM

59

How to specifically apply the facts we learned into the lessons, phone conversations, etc that we do on a regular
basis

5/8/2015 12:45 PM

60

training on interactions with students from areas such as Harrisburg, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh - where
education may not be a priority, communication skills/languages are varying, socio-economic status falls into the
working poor or poor classes, i.e.

5/7/2015 10:10 PM
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61

None at this time, but I do think it would a great idea to offer a diversity-type of workshop for our families, as not
all of them are as quick to embrace diversity as the teaching staff is.

5/7/2015 8:21 PM

62

none

5/7/2015 11:07 AM

63

self-reflection

5/7/2015 8:17 AM

64

Maybe occasionally send out e-mails to the staff with updated demographics and trends to keep us up-to-date on
them.

5/7/2015 8:08 AM

65

I did not really learn anything I am not already implementing.

5/6/2015 5:40 PM

66

n/a

5/6/2015 5:07 PM

67

Administrative supports.

5/6/2015 10:15 AM

68

None

5/6/2015 9:49 AM

69

Possibly an additional training that provides strategies for communicating with diverse families.

5/6/2015 9:12 AM

70

The opportunity to meet my families face to face would definitely aide in building positive, stereotype free
relationships.

5/6/2015 9:03 AM

71

PLC's

5/6/2015 8:23 AM

72

Discuss students more with staff members.

5/6/2015 7:54 AM

73

Support from administration and staff.

5/6/2015 7:26 AM

74

I am not sure what to implement as we did not cover much on how to deal with this in our classes.

5/6/2015 7:15 AM

75

TIME to do this.

5/5/2015 7:32 PM

76

There are a few slides from the presentation I would like to have.

5/5/2015 4:46 PM

77

The packet will be more than beneficial.

5/5/2015 4:04 PM

78

none at this time

5/5/2015 4:00 PM

79

None

5/5/2015 3:14 PM

80

n/a

5/5/2015 3:02 PM

81

none

5/5/2015 2:51 PM

82

examples of how to incorporate

5/5/2015 2:44 PM

83

continued awareness, continued monitoring of biases

5/5/2015 2:36 PM

84

Support in addressing LL issues related to comments made by LCs in the chat box.

5/5/2015 2:28 PM

85

I would like to learn more information about the generation after Generation Y.

5/5/2015 2:14 PM

86

Continuous review of the material.

5/5/2015 2:11 PM

87

?

5/5/2015 1:58 PM

88

N/A

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

89

Information about what supports I can provide to my students who may be struggling due to socio-economic,
language, cultural or other barriers. Identification of these individuals has been explained now putting that
information into action to eliminate or lesson barriers to learning for my diverse population would be helpful.

5/5/2015 1:55 PM

90

How to deal with families that are not open to working with teachers because they feel defensive right off of the
bat, or have cultural differences.

5/5/2015 1:49 PM

91

Future trainings similar to this one just to keep this topic fresh.

5/5/2015 1:39 PM

92

N/A

5/5/2015 1:38 PM

93

I would like to learn more about the cultural characteristics of people who fall within our demographics.

5/5/2015 1:37 PM

94

None. The follow-up resource sheet was very nice to have.

5/5/2015 1:28 PM
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95

more diversity training

5/5/2015 1:24 PM

96

Using phone calls for interacting with families in a personal way and not just collecting data on each call. That
being said, I really feel that my parents were more on their game because they knew I was looking for progress
from their student with every call. So maybe more discussion on when to wear the 'teacher hat' and when to wear
the 'customer service hat'.

5/5/2015 1:21 PM

97

I have most of the information I will need in the students dataviews.

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

98

more information about the needs/challenges of specific sub-groups represented at CCA so I can best support
students with backgrounds different than my own

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

99

Presenter was intentionally vague about some of the touchier subjects covered. Additional clarification or
definitive statements would have been helpful.

5/5/2015 1:08 PM

100

When education is not the top priority for whatever reason, what do I do? How can I better understand and relate
to these families to better serve them and their students? I would like to learn more teaching strategies to better
connect with all families.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

101

more training

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

102

I need to know how this applies to my job as a teacher beyond just being aware of our diverse population. What
are some suggested action items?

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

103

I think a refresher course at the beginning of the school year to remind us to now judge a book by its cover

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

104

More handouts for my circular file

5/5/2015 12:59 PM

105

I cannot think of anything at this time

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

106

Additional time for home visits.

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

107

Assistance in contacting families

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

108

NA

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

109

None at this point.

5/5/2015 12:52 PM

110

Possibly a workshop on specific cultural differences that I need to be aware of so I can effectively communicate
with my students/families. For example, the quiz question about Hispanic communication distance was eyeopening!

5/5/2015 12:51 PM

111

We deal with a lot of proverty. I would like to see some training on helping teacher to understand the difference
between being poor and being neglected.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

112

Ppl in this environment need to cultivate an attitude of respect and civility from the CEO on down the
organizational chain of command.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

113

None

5/5/2015 12:49 PM

114

Would like to see another PD session where we focus on scenarios specific to teaching.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

115

How to reach a diverse student population with the given tools available in Connexus.

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

116

N/A

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

117

Tools that can help analyze unconscious bias.

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

118

none

5/5/2015 12:47 PM

119

As stated in the last question, I feel that a separate training addressing HOW to apply the information learned
would be necessary for this experience to be deemed a success.

5/5/2015 12:45 PM

120

None

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

121

N/A

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

122

I do feel additional training is needed, specifically for certain tasks.

5/5/2015 12:43 PM

123

n/a

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

124

None

5/5/2015 12:41 PM
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125

I would like to work on how to apply the concept during calls and in live lessons. When the visual is not present.

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

126

n/a

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

127

Brief family history or background in student start up dayaview would be nice

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

128

None at this time.

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

129

n/a

5/5/2015 10:37 AM

130

I would like to discuss religious intolerance more at some point. I encounter that more than race or gender
intolerance.

5/4/2015 4:37 PM

131

None

5/4/2015 3:11 PM

132

Great workshop, but now what?

5/4/2015 11:50 AM

133

More focused look at how this can directly included in my lessons for my students.

5/4/2015 10:18 AM

134

It would be helpful to receive additional information/training on the differences of rural and urban
concepts/values/lifestyles.

5/4/2015 9:28 AM

135

If this could be anything, then it would be an effort from ALL my students to help me help them.

5/4/2015 9:21 AM

136

I think as an overall, CCA needs to practice and use what they want usto BE as a community to help families as
well as the cities we cover now to BE Complete as an Awesome School.

5/4/2015 9:11 AM

137

none

5/4/2015 8:38 AM

138

.

5/4/2015 8:37 AM

139

Improving on the connections to CCA and our unique environment. Specifically our unique communication.

5/4/2015 8:26 AM

140

An attitude of intentional adoption amongst leadership to reinforce it as an integration within our school's mission.

5/4/2015 8:12 AM

141

none

5/4/2015 7:02 AM

142

flexible curriculum

5/3/2015 11:47 AM

143

A better connection to the virtual teachers, so that they can also understand where my students are coming from.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

144

Nothing I can name at this point.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

145

I think having the ability to reach out to others, not in a forum but rather an open communal form would be great.
A blog or a discussion so ideas can be bounced off of each other.

4/24/2015 2:29 PM

146

None

4/24/2015 12:43 PM

147

In addition to CCA Cares which is great but limited, what resources, information, places to turn, etc. can we offer?

4/17/2015 1:24 PM

148

I want to know how this relates to our students at CCA when they aren't doing work due to issues related to
diversity.

4/16/2015 8:19 PM

149

n/a

4/16/2015 7:39 PM

150

I would have liked to have been given tools or ideas to help the students that have trouble connecting with school
or at risk.

4/16/2015 11:52 AM

151

none

4/16/2015 11:00 AM

152

None at this time

4/16/2015 9:44 AM

153

I can think of no additional support required at the moment.

4/15/2015 2:40 PM

154

NA

4/15/2015 2:30 PM

155

nothing

4/15/2015 2:29 PM

156

We left the meeting with a bit of confusion about how to implement this into our daily work. It was interesting to
hear about, but how does this affect what I do?

4/15/2015 2:28 PM

157

none

4/15/2015 2:23 PM

158

More ways and resources to work with families that will need extra supports so equity can be reached.

4/15/2015 2:21 PM
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159

Where to start? What do I do with these students - how do I relate to their situations and the environment they
are living in.

4/15/2015 2:16 PM

160

Administration to back me up whether it's colleagues, students, or a family that I am communicating with.

4/15/2015 2:14 PM

161

I do not think I will need additional supports because my education has provided me with a lot of knowledge
about diversity. I believe a one year refresher is appropriate for my position.

4/7/2015 10:33 AM

162

N/A

4/1/2015 1:18 PM

163

None

3/30/2015 9:16 AM

164

Strategies for various situations that may occur

3/30/2015 8:10 AM

165

I think that we need specific training in how to understand and support families in poverty. I think that this is our
number one issue.

3/30/2015 7:46 AM

166

Full support of school Administration to support this professional development and make adjustments as
necessary.

3/27/2015 6:04 PM

167

I can't think of anything offhand at this time.

3/27/2015 3:14 PM

168

None

3/27/2015 12:52 PM

169

n/a

3/27/2015 9:13 AM

170

None at this time.

3/27/2015 8:51 AM

171

More information in PLP.

3/27/2015 8:42 AM

172

N/A

3/27/2015 8:40 AM

173

None.

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

174

Training that clarifies who makes up our specific student body here at CCA, and how we might specifically benefit
and engage individual communities.

3/27/2015 8:19 AM

175

None

3/27/2015 8:17 AM

176

None at this time.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

177

fewer students

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

178

I think just being able to remind myself

3/27/2015 8:03 AM

179

None

3/27/2015 8:02 AM

180

What are some specific strategies that I may use to help motivate families (and students) in the education
process of their student? How may I use demographic details to encourage informative choices by the family?

3/26/2015 11:38 AM

181

N/A

3/26/2015 7:57 AM

182

Well, this workshop gave us a general overview of diversity and so I would like to now have some practical tools
for how to ensure that everyone in my classroom is treated equitably.

3/26/2015 7:33 AM

183

Instruction on practical application. We were given statistics, but nothing to show how to actually provide equity
for diverse students.

3/26/2015 6:56 AM

184

None

3/25/2015 10:01 AM

185

N/A

3/25/2015 9:26 AM

186

NA

3/25/2015 9:16 AM

187

How to address certain situations/families.

3/25/2015 8:20 AM

188

Time to get to know my families more.

3/25/2015 8:19 AM

189

The presenter did not share how to implement any of the subject matter to a school setting - especially a cyber
school setting.

3/25/2015 8:08 AM
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190

The workshop was informative about many statistics involving diversity. I was disappointed that the content did
not involve more information about how to engage these students, get through to them in live lessons/phone
calls, get the parents more involved, etc. While I understand that the statistics are important to be aware of, the
training would have been more useful (in my opinion) if engagement issues were addressed instead of census
report results.

3/25/2015 7:56 AM

191

none

3/25/2015 7:49 AM

192

N/A

3/25/2015 7:47 AM

193

More "how to's" in our settings.

3/25/2015 7:18 AM

194

I believe if we need to add more diversity and culturally based assignments, we need to be able to customize our
curriculum.

3/24/2015 10:10 PM
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Q13 Additional comments:
Answered: 100

Skipped: 231

#

Responses

Date

1

This was very beneficial in making certain clarifications and also understanding world views.

6/2/2015 11:13 AM

2

Very good training.

6/2/2015 7:22 AM

3

PPID#: 2174978

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

4

N/A

6/1/2015 2:35 PM

5

This training was awesome. In was insightful and engaging. I think a training on Cultural Competency would be
beneficial to the CCA staff.

6/1/2015 2:27 PM

6

n/a

6/1/2015 10:44 AM

7

None

6/1/2015 9:32 AM

8

It was very informative. In College I took a class on Business and Diversity in the Business world. We read and
studied the book "Proversity" with the implicit biases and all.

6/1/2015 7:39 AM

9

It was a good introduction and it was a well-done presentation.

5/29/2015 3:54 PM

10

In the future, it might be nice to learn more about the cultural differences that we may experience when working
with families with Hispanic or Middle-Eastern roots. I have not had the pleasure of knowing many people from
these regions in my life and could benefit from learning more.

5/19/2015 8:58 AM

11

N/A

5/12/2015 12:54 PM

12

The resource booklet we received was incredibly useful.

5/12/2015 11:21 AM

13

none

5/12/2015 10:31 AM

14

Although I felt the amount of time utilized for the training was optimal and I was engaged in the material, I think an
extra break would have been helpful - I know there was a lot of information to cover in a short period of time, but I
did feel myself getting antsy in the last 30 minutes or so.

5/12/2015 9:43 AM

15

N/A

5/12/2015 8:46 AM

16

I enjoyed the session. I found it to be very interesting.

5/12/2015 8:28 AM

17

I don't think we should avoid difficult truths. The root cause of racism and inequality in the United States is the
history of slavery and institutionalized discrimination and segregation. That is what separates America from other
nations. Despite its controversial nature, the subject should be addressed, in my opinion. "Slavery by Another
Name" is a fabulous book. Reference to it would be wonderful background information and could be used to shed
light on current conditions, especially with regard to the ongoing Drug War, whose related statistics could be very
illuminating--African Americans make up 13% of the population, but 75% of those incarcerated for drug
violations.

5/12/2015 7:58 AM

18

None.

5/11/2015 4:44 PM

19

n/a

5/11/2015 1:25 PM

20

NA

5/11/2015 12:47 PM

21

The activities could be improved. It was assumed that we would ALL have assumptions from a name and were
expected to give those assumptions. I think the facilitator did not take into account that as special educators (and
even seasoned general educators) in this environment, we see/hear it all and are to never assume anything. We
have learned the hard way already :)

5/11/2015 12:20 PM

22

N/A

5/11/2015 9:03 AM

23

n/a

5/8/2015 2:16 PM

24

Deborah was engaging and the activities were informative and fun. I hope to receive future trainings.

5/7/2015 10:10 PM
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25

Although this was great information, I'm not sure it related well to how teachers are working with students

5/7/2015 7:44 AM

26

n/a

5/6/2015 5:07 PM

27

None

5/6/2015 9:49 AM

28

None

5/6/2015 8:23 AM

29

None at this time.

5/5/2015 4:46 PM

30

I enjoyed the training and feel that I learned a lot. I enjoyed looking at the different trends and hearing about
expectations of trends for the future.

5/5/2015 4:04 PM

31

none

5/5/2015 2:51 PM

32

very helpful presentation!

5/5/2015 2:36 PM

33

I feel that this would be an excellent training for Learning Coaches to attend as well. Embracing diversity and
having respect for other cultures and ethnicities is a mutual respect that bother teachers and families should be
educated on.

5/5/2015 2:29 PM

34

Awesome presentation! It was all presented very well.

5/5/2015 2:28 PM

35

n/a

5/5/2015 1:58 PM

36

N/A

5/5/2015 1:38 PM

37

I love the term, "color blind"

5/5/2015 1:37 PM

38

none

5/5/2015 1:24 PM

39

Thanks, it was interesting, just a little on the long side.

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

40

none

5/5/2015 1:13 PM

41

If more and more bilingual families are enrolling in CCA, why are language courses not being offered to staff to
better prepare us to work with and support all families? Even if the courses are not mandatory, I think offering
staff training in foreign language instruction would be beneficial for the school as a whole.

5/5/2015 1:06 PM

42

I thought there were some contradictions in the presentation. We were told how wrong it is to make sweeping
generalizations and then we were asked to do so. Some of the definitions of the terms she used were not the
typical definitions and that made it awkward, and although she had a large glossary of terms, some of the terms
that I felt she was using incorrectly, such as "worldview" were not covered in that glossary.

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

43

Best PD, very engaging and informational

5/5/2015 1:02 PM

44

I would like any future trainings to try and focus more on the education side of demographics. It felt a bit too
corporate. Nonetheless, it was very interesting and engaging.

5/5/2015 1:01 PM

45

n/a

5/5/2015 12:59 PM

46

None for now

5/5/2015 12:57 PM

47

The teachers should be more involved in the decision making processes. The teachers should be made to feel
important. They need to feel like there is a me in we.

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

48

Now that we have some foundational knowledge, what comes next?

5/5/2015 12:56 PM

49

I loved the workshop! Upbeat, engaging, honest and useful!

5/5/2015 12:52 PM

50

I thought that this was a very pertinent and needed training. I am hopeful that we continue to keep our staff
trained. We need continuity.

5/5/2015 12:50 PM

51

None

5/5/2015 12:49 PM

52

N/A

5/5/2015 12:48 PM

53

The presenter was very knowledgeable about the subject matter and seemed to be committed to assisting our
school in meeting the objectives of this training.

5/5/2015 12:45 PM

54

There should be additional sessions to follow this one up.

5/5/2015 12:44 PM

55

n/a

5/5/2015 12:41 PM
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56

none

5/5/2015 12:41 PM

57

I really enjoyed learning from Deborah.

5/5/2015 12:40 PM

58

Not the best time of the year for this training. Testing windows already have us out of the office this time of year
with prep and finals coming soon as well.

5/5/2015 12:39 PM

59

N/A

5/5/2015 12:38 PM

60

n/a

5/5/2015 10:37 AM

61

None

5/4/2015 3:11 PM

62

I was hoping for more activities that might help my colleagues realize where they need to be more inclusionary. I
felt like a lot of staff entered the training thinking that they are inclusionary and I have seen that they are not, and
left feeling better about themselves being inclusionary instead of thinking "hey I really need to try and reach out
more to my LGBTQ students or my students who I know struggle with poverty." I think the message to remind us
all of where diversity lives was great, but I think the session wasn't eye opening enough to startle some staff as I
had hoped.

5/4/2015 10:18 AM

63

I'll be honest, I went into the training thinking it was going to be more on the lines of getting some teachers out of
their shells, putting us into "uncomfortable" scenarios, and maybe even making some people realize they have
biases and prejudices and not even realize it. And all this not to call anyone out, but to make everyone more
aware, and to really think what these biases and prejudices do to others.

5/4/2015 9:21 AM

64

This is an eye opening training for everyone to learn about people as well as yourself.

5/4/2015 9:11 AM

65

none

5/4/2015 8:38 AM

66

I thought that the topic was going to be more specific in terms of how to directly utilize the information in terms of
my teaching...

5/4/2015 8:37 AM

67

I found the presentation very informative and thought-provoking.

5/4/2015 8:12 AM

68

It is sad that we need an almost 4 hour training on how to treat people like people.

5/4/2015 7:53 AM

69

This was more of an informative workshop and the presentation was excellent.

4/24/2015 2:40 PM

70

Focusing on the group of L.G.B.T. is something that could of been focused on more. Gender studies is not a
brand new idea but rather just a taboo which many people are still fearing. This time right now can be a time of
change for that and a training like this can be part of that change.

4/24/2015 2:29 PM

71

I thought this was a very insightful training and would be great for not only staff, but students as well.
Understanding and respecting diversity, as well as being able to communicate effectively is a two-way street.

4/24/2015 12:43 PM

72

n/a

4/17/2015 1:24 PM

73

Good background information but not information on how to apply it to our struggling students that are not doing
work.

4/16/2015 8:19 PM

74

I thought this training would directly address racism and relating to students in inner city and economically
strained situations... Instead we were presented data, facts and figures... which is fine, but I want the face, the
individual... not the data behind them.

4/16/2015 11:00 AM

75

I have no other comments.

4/15/2015 2:40 PM

76

NA

4/15/2015 2:30 PM

77

n/a

4/15/2015 2:21 PM

78

None at this time

4/15/2015 2:14 PM

79

The face-to-face session had helpful information, but at the same time, stressed concepts that one would assume
is already understood by professional educators. I have been sensitive to the needs and diverse backgrounds of
all my students throughout my career. What would be more helpful is information, classroom resources,
strategies, examples of diversified curriculum, etc. such as those that were discussed in the article that was
shared ("Teaching the Culturally-Disadvantaged and Underprivileged Student").

4/9/2015 11:58 AM

80

I would like to see the conversation of diversity change from how people have stereotypes to why people have
stereotypes, how to be self aware and accepting that not all others think, act, look, believe, feel, etc the same that
you do.

4/7/2015 10:33 AM
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81

I felt like this training did not meet my expectations at all. Reading off power point slides is not effectively
presenting the material. Also, the activities were useless. I rather Ellen Hartman had conducted it. The
introduction was the most engaging part.

3/27/2015 9:13 AM

82

In this very presentation, it was pointed out that the Generation X and Y are characterized by “inclusion” in that
these individuals live in a time where differences of race, gender identity, ethnicity, class, etc. are not widely used
to segregate or differentiate people so they therefore are inclusive of all people. Given that the majority of staff
are members of these generations, not to mention all are educators and thereby most likely had entire classes on
diversity in their undergraduate and graduate coursework, the content of this training did not seem to match the
needs of the room. I honestly felt somewhat insulted when shown a picture of an African American male and was
asked to say whether I thought he was a drug dealer or a doctor based on his picture ~ as a group of educators
in 2015, I would hope that we are far beyond that. My hope for this training was to learn specific skills and
objectives that I could utilize when working with the students that we serve. The last 5-7 minutes of the training
involved handing out a list of articles that we could look up to possibly receive that information and I see that there
is now another article attached to this survey request. Perhaps it would have been more time efficient and
productive to spend the first 5-7 minutes of the training going over key facts of diversity, and to then spend the
remaining 3+ hours talking about the needs of our students and how we can modify and adapt our services
based on the challenges within their demographics. Also, this training seemed very much tailored to someone in
the human resources/management aspect of a business. It was clearly not designed with educators in mind.
While the presenter herself seemed like a lovely person and had a great ease about her in the manner that she
shared the information, I just don’t feel that the content was made relevant and applicable to the field of
education.

3/27/2015 8:51 AM

83

Would have like there to be more focus on the poverty we are seeing in our students instead of the entire
presentation being on race.

3/27/2015 8:42 AM

84

It was an interesting and informative workshop.

3/27/2015 8:40 AM

85

The workshop was very good.

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

86

The workshop was great but it didn't address how to apply any of this to my students other than everyone is
different and comes from a different area and you need to treat everyone the same.

3/27/2015 8:28 AM

87

None

3/27/2015 8:17 AM

88

I did not like that we did not address any of the low-income rural families in the training.

3/27/2015 8:14 AM

89

None at this time.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

90

Thank you for bringing this program to our staff.

3/27/2015 8:04 AM

91

None

3/27/2015 8:02 AM

92

Perhaps less census data and more practical application in this opening training.

3/26/2015 11:38 AM

93

I was disappointed with this session, but I am optimistic that there is more to follow. We all know that we have a
uniquely diverse population, and that we are not effectively meeting their needs. What we need is strategies to
better engage all of our students, from all races and diverse backgrounds. When the CEO panel was given the
teaser session, it seemed like we were going to be able to look into instructional approaches. I defended the
session when people argued that they weren't racist, or that they already knew about diversity, and that they
thought it was going to be a waste of time. I told them that it was going to be more than that, but it wasn't. I hope
that we can continue to build on this to better impact instructional practices.

3/26/2015 6:56 AM

94

I enjoyed the workshop.

3/25/2015 10:01 AM

95

N/A

3/25/2015 9:26 AM

96

NA

3/25/2015 9:16 AM

97

This training was very census result related and just data. There were no big ties of what our population should
do to our teaching philosophy or how we can use this data to drive our instruction. I was hoping for more
resources rather than just data information and learning about our stereotypes and biases. How can we work on
those to better serve our students and families.

3/25/2015 8:39 AM

98

I am sure the consultant was very well compensated and I am sure she is very knowledgeable but this workshop
in no way assisted me in relating to the students of CCA any better than I do now.

3/25/2015 8:08 AM
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SurveyMonkey

99

I would have preferred the training to be more educated minded and not business minded. We spent a
considerable amount of time discussing census report and PA vs. US Statistics involving all ethnicity groups. The
training would have been much more beneficial if we discussed how to reach the various ethnic groups and
actively engage them in our classroom. Instead of learning what percentage of our population they make up.

3/25/2015 7:47 AM

100

This was the best diversity training I have been to.

3/25/2015 7:17 AM
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Session 201: Increasing the Effectiveness of Your Instructional Practices
Last Name
Abbey

First Name
Christine

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

SessionDate Session Reflections
09/14/2014 This session was good for starting to think about designing instruction for
the year.

Ackerman

Carey

Teacher- Special
Education

10/15/2014

I found it helpful to hear other team members ideas about how they support
the 9 events of instruction. So many use videos and music to engage. That
is something I would like to incorporate more into LL sessions I offer to my
special ed students.

Ague

Kevin

Teacher- Secondary

10/23/2014

Alger

Madeleine

Teacher- Elementary 10/21/2014

I already implement strategies that hit on all nine events of instruction.
However, based on the professional development, I know there are different
ways I can gain attention with my students from the beginning, as well as
maintain that attention. Students are always informed of the week's
objectives, live feedback is given during lessons, as well as through
gradebook, webmail, and phone calls. I can go on about each event of
instruction and talk about what I do, but I would rather just say that I will be
implementing some new ways of hitting upon some of the events.
I feel that these are areas that I am continuously working on and it is great to
collaborate with my PLC on the strategies.

Allen

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

It was a review for the beginning of the school year on the nine traits that
experienced teachers should already be incorporating into their daily
practices.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Informative discussion including important tips for new teachers.

Azzalina

Andrea

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I thoroughly enjoyed this session because it broke down the events of a
lesson and how to incorporate them into a live lesson. Breaking them down
helped a group of elementary teachers to collaborate and discuss how we
implement the events and how we reflect to improve ourselves.

Bannister

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session was nice to brainstorm ideas with other teachers for the various
elements of the LiveLesson.

Bechtel

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

10/17/2014

As I watched the recording and completed the post-session activity, I
thought, "As a math teacher, I do all these things already."

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

10/14/2014

I agree with the concept of engaging learners. I feel that we need to actively
engage them as well as keep their focus on understanding the importance of
knowing what to do.
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Bentzel

Meg

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This was interesting but not much new information.

Bernstein

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

I found this session very helpful in beginning to implement new strategies
into my live lessons to make them more engaging

Bianchi

Kristen

Teacher- Elementary 10/21/2014

Missing

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

It gave me ideas for planning my LiveLessons successfully and engaging my
students.

Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

11/08/2014

It was really good to see the input from the CCA teachers - many already DO
the nine areas, and they provided some great ideas of additional instructional
strategies that I can use.

Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

10/20/2014

I already use Gagné's events.
I focus more on the engagement part with poll pods questions and the
formative assessment part in an exit ticket in my LiveLessons

Bost

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

09/23/2014

It is always a challenge to engage students when you have them in front of
you, it becomes increasingly more challenging when you have a virtual
student. I will continue to try my best to work with students, make
connections with them so they want to work with me, and challenge my
students to be better than they thought they could be!

Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Session 201 gave a great overview of the 9 components needed for great
instruction and to help every student learn. I agree that these components
are needed and am working this year with the components of "Elicit
Performance" and "Enhance Retention and Practice". I really want to
encourage practice this year for my students and will do a lot more group
practice with topics in LiveLesson rooms (whether in breakout rooms or
remedial sessions or in Math IXL). Students need to work with concepts and
constantly revisit concepts and connect concepts so that they will stick.

Brace

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

12/11/2014

This was a great presentation in terms of engaging students in all nine events
of instruction. I realized that although I do touch upon many of these events
during my instruction, I have not been utilizing all nine in each lesson. I will
focus on having well-rounded lessons with regards to the nine events.

10/15/2014
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Bradwell

Bianca

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This assignment was actually helpful and fun to do; I felt like I needed to do
this assignment to remind myself about these 9 events and how evident they
are in my teachings.

Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I believe that this session will benefit my effectiveness in my interactions
with students because it allows me to learn strategies to connect with
students by gaining their attention and keeping their attention throughout my
lessons. It also helps me to get students thinking about their prior knowledge
before the lesson begins, which will help them to better understand the skills
we will be reviewing/learning during the lesson.

Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed the opportunity to reflect on how my teaching has changed from
brick and mortar schools to cyber education. I also enjoyed the opportunity
to look at the parts of my lessons and ways I can improve.

Breithaupt

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 10/13/2014

Gagne's 9 levels helped to understand the need for self assessment to the
direction that is needed for maximizing student learning. The focus on
presenting the objectives clearly, assessing prior knowledge, presenting the
stimulus, assessing student performance and providing feedback is essential
to maximizing student learning and being an effective teacher.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

11/10/2014

I now even more understand that teaching online is a whole other ballgame.
I know I can reach out for help when I need it and that I I should reflect on
the strategies that I use to determine if they are working.

Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

11/03/2014

I haven't really taught in bricks and mortar before so online teaching is really
my only experience. I think the approaches to both are fairly similar but
there are additional practices you need to ensure happen in the online
environment such as making sure students understand the material by calling
them or working one on one. In the classroom setting, you can rely more on
physical cues where that's not really the case online.

Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

These 9 events will help me and my students during instruction as it creates
a structured format for presenting, communicating, and assessing
information within my course. If I notice that there is an issue within the
class, either with grades or directions etc. , these events can be reflected on
first to help put together an action plan to help improve student performance.
It can serve almost as a checklist for what should be happening within any
classroom, not just mine.
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Bueno

Lora

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This was an interesting session. I had not seen this information before

Camp

Ann

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

The session was an interesting one. It made me reflect on my teaching
strategies and think about how to add so that I am address all of the areas
that Gagne mentions.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I felt this training served as a good reminder for me to be sure I am engaging
my students. Providing the content is not enough. I need to be sure I am
presenting in a way that activates prior learning and involves my students the
whole way through.

Carfagno

Christi

Teacher- Secondary

12/02/2014

Gave ideas about how to make lesson more interactive and gain student
attention.

Carnes

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

It was refreshing to be reminded of the 9 events of instruction and trying to
find ways to apply them to the cyber environment.

Carroll

Erica

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Christman

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 10/28/2014

Christy

Ryan

Teacher- Secondary

This activity covered very an very important topic: creating events of
instruction that are meaningful in our cyber setting. Transitioning from
teaching in brick and mortar is a struggle for both teachers and students. It is
important that teachers don't get stuck in teaching ruts when looking for
ways to elicit performance or providing learning guidance to our students. I
feel the teachers at CCA are highly motivated to work together to ensure that
our teaching is fresh and our strategies encourage our students to make
meaning out of their education.
This session made me more aware of making sure my teachings reflect the
objectives completely and to ensure students and parents know and
understand what topics will be taught. I am also sharing a calendar of the
Livelesson schedule with topics so families are aware of what will be taught
in LL. It also made me think about incorporating more student practice in
breakout rooms to get the students more engaged which is difficult in a LL
setting.
This session helped me realize that I was doing a lot of the concepts that
Gagne outlines. It was informative to hear what strategies other teachers
were using to incorporate these points into their lessons as well.

11/10/2014
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Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

A lot of what I learned in this session made me feel better about what I have
been doing in my lessons. It's funny sometimes when what you already do
has official names and an entire philosophy behind it. I think this will help
me to focus my attention on what matters to the students.

Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/11/2015

This session was informative with the variety of strategies to increase
effective instruction.

Davis

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session focused on tools that we can use in our LL rooms to help
improve student learning. We created an Action plan with a focus on 2 areas
that we will try to improve.

DeBaise

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

03/05/2015

This session motivated me to reflect on the techniques I am currently using
to gain student attention and stimulate recall of prior knowledge. An
entertaining 30-60 second attention grabbing activity can get students in the
learning frame of mind, after which they are better able to recall what they
learned previously.

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This activity was a nice reflection on my current skill set used in my
instruction. I also hadn't thought about those skills and practices that I had
left behind. It is also a good way to narrow down what I should be focusing
on this school-year. I was able to pick those areas from Gagne's Nine Events
and discuss with my PLC partner how he is approaching these areas.

Demshick

Meghan

Teacher- Elementary 04/13/2015

During each lesson, teachers need to incorporate as many of the 8 events of
instruction as possible.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

1. Sending out more previewing videos to encourage student attendance and
provide a preview of what we will be learning. (Gain Attention)
2. I will also work to create better ways of informing learners of their
objectives.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Challenges are something we will face even when we are comfortable in our
environment because hwo we are evaluated is changed, the technology
changes, the way we are structured changes. This all impacts our teaching,
but we need to focus on our successes to get us moving and motivated. We
have a very unique environment and really pioneers in our field, even
withing CE working at CCA.
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Ditmer

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Gagne's nine events of learning were already familiar to me. We spent time
reviewing these in my education courses in college. That being said, as we
reviewed in this session what the events are, I found that they are elements
that I already tend to include in my instruction. I will admit that there are
ideas that I could work on in certain categories. I do make sure to invite
students to my lessons, but I could work on more exciting things to grab their
attention. I do try to refer back to prior knowledge throughout my lessons. In
Precalculus, most of the topics to refer back to something the students have
done before, and I think the students appreciate seeing that connection. For
my action plan, I do want to try to focus more on eliciting performance. Our
students have a tendency to skip over the practice that is suggested in the
book, so I would like to work on ideas to have them practice outside of that
assignment. My plan would be to work on getting in more LiveLessons
where we spend time in breakout rooms where students can practice the new
topics together. They tend to enjoy the breakout rooms, and it gives them the
opportunity to practice without being alone on it. As for the idea to work on
providing feedback, the biggest part of this will be making sure I have more
time to provide that feedback. By the end of the lesson when we are doing
the review question, many students need to leave to go to the next
LiveLesson before we have a chance to review the answers they have
submitted. If I can streamline the content of the actual lessons, so we have
more time at the end for the feedback, I think this would help.

Dolder

Lisa

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I enjoyed getting ideas from colleagues regarding attention grabbers like
poll pods, warm-up questions with videos, and sending catchy webmails.

Duran

Carmon

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

My entire rai·son d'ê·tre has been generating student interest in the material,
and coming up with real and practical ways to give students a way to
practice. It was good to see that my objectives line up with our professional
development this year, 'cause I've been teaching since 1984, so it's kind of
vindicating.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 10/14/2014

This lesson gave valuable tips for using strategies usually meant for a bricks
and mortar classroom in our LiveLessons.
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Eisenhauer

Jenny

Teacher- Secondary

10/22/2014

Throughout this session I was provided with ways to engage my students.
Most of the strategies suggested are things that I do or have done in the past.
I will continue to use these throughout the school year to improve my
instruction.

Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

The discussion of the nine events of instruction by Robert Gagne's proved
that I still have more work to do and will make me a more effective teacher.
The ideas shared by other teachers was very creative and motivating. I plan
to implement some of them such as the exit ticket poll pod, send comments
by webmail to caretakers when requesting something to be redone, and
encourage the use of Guided Notes.

Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

06/01/2015

This will make me more aware of the strategies that I will use to engage my
students and making the lessons interactive.

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I really enjoyed this session! I am always looking to improve my instruction
in this online environment and I feel like the 9 events of instruction will
really aid in making sure I am including everything I need to in my lessons.

Fernez

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

11/25/2014

By using breakout rooms and poll pods, I can increase the effectiveness of
instruction by providing interactive LiveLessons that is student led. Peers
may be more inclined to open up to each other in breakout rooms, and to
work together on select problems.

Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

10/27/2014

The session was a good way for teachers to think about how to increase their
effectiveness of their instructional practices. The session challeged you to
think about reflections of success and challenges that you had last year and
then discussed possible ways to over those challenges for this school year.

Fields

Keely

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I feel that Gagne's 9 events of instruction will help me improve my
instructions by providing a checklist of events that I can implement into my
lessons. After watching the LL, I feel that I need to implement more
opportunities for student engagement into my lesson as well as make
students more accountable for answering lesson summarizers so that I can
truely assess their learning.
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Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 10/20/2014

I think this session was valuable because it let us reflect on our greatest
instructional challenge as we transitioned from a bricks-and-mortar
classroom to an online classroom.

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

This session discussed the various things that we can include in our
LiveLessons to engage students. It also discussed what we can do before a
lesson to help get students to the lesson such as webmailing a video. It
discussed how to assess students after a lesson with an exit ticket.

Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 10/28/2014

Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Fox

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

11/01/2014

10/14/2014

This session really got me to take a step back and consider my instructional
practices and how I interact with my students. Working together with my
team, we were able to develop a solid bank of ideas to apply some of the
points presented in this session, and that will be very useful for me moving
forward. A particular favorite idea that came up was using the LL room
during a call to share student work, and discussing feedback with the student
and their LC during a regularly scheduled call. This is such a simple idea,
but one that could be very valuable for students to ensure they are reaching
their full potential and submitting the best possible work. The first grade
team already offers expanded rubric guidelines for students, and based on
the feedback we have received on that, we will continue to do so. It is
apparent that this is a very highly valued resource for LCs to double-check
before submitting portfolios, and it makes it easier for students and LCs to
understand grades, so this will certainly be continued for the entire first
grade team.
This was a helpful lesson because it allowed me to reflect on what I need to
improve on as a teacher. Last year, my lessons were more lecture based. As
the year went on, I worked on my lessons to make them activity based. This
year, I am reworking all of my lessons to enhance them.
I learned a lot of ways to increase the effectiveness of my instruction
practices.
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Frederickson

David

Teacher- Secondary

10/29/2014

Learning about the 9 areas really got me to reflect on different aspects of my
teaching like engagement, the activity, and application/assessment. I think I
do well with the engagement piece - getting students to be invested in the
lesson. The activity piece I need to work so that it is very student centered
and organized. I also thought about ways I can improve my assessment area
such as using a poll pod as an 'exit ticket' at the end for each student.

Fredo

Katrina

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

The Nine Events of Instruction were to discussed and now I know how to
better use this instruction in my LL.

Freeland

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

11/05/2014

This session made you think about ways to jazz up your livelessons and
pinpoint areas where you might need to work more on certain things.
I'm going to be working on the beginning of my lessons, because while I
present what they're asking us for...I could do a better job at making my
students see why objectives are important.

Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

It was great to see how other teachers are implementing the 9 levels and gave
me some new ideas to ponder for my classroom.

Frey

Brittany

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Friess

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

There are many challenges of education since it is constantly changing. We
discussed how to effectively teach students in an online education. As
online educators we talked about the importance of communication, positive
relationships, and building a collaborative community online.
I need to be regularly reflecting on my own performance as a teacher.

Gaiski

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 10/31/2014

It was a great start to the school year. Lots of refreshers.

Garber

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

11/13/2014

The first session had lots of teacher interaction and took our ideas to make
the session practical. It is good to hear strategies that can be used to employ
different teaching and instructional practices.

Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

12/03/2014

I feel that these may be a little helpful, but I feel that I do most of these in
just about all of my LiveLessons.

George

Susan

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This was a great opportunity for educators to share teaching strategies on
what works to stimulate recall of prior learning and how to present the
content.
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Gerdy

Matthew

Teacher- Secondary

Gill

Anita

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This was helpful for learning how to teach in our challenging environment at
times.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

10/15/2014

I felt the way the Lesson was run allowed for a lot of collaboration amoungst
teachers. The poll pods allowed for teachers to give their specific ideas that
help other teachers. I also felt the lesson helped to narrow down areas that I
need to focus on with my students and how to address those needs.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

10/31/14

It is interesting thinking back to my beginnings of when I started at this
cyber school five years ago and the differences between brick and mortar.

Glotfelty

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Goodnow

Shelbie

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Looking at 9 events of instruction was a lot to think about and kind of hard
to remember. It's simpler to think just of engagement, activity, and
application/assessment, the three broader aspects of instructions rather than
the nine more specific ones. As evidenced by the discussion in the lesson,
when teachers gave ideas of strategies to use with each of the nine, there was
a lot of overlap between categories, and I didn't find that as helpful. I think
the brainstorming and sharing of ideas would have been more effective had
we focused on the three more general events of instruction. I liked the
lesson and feel like we could use more help ideas of how to incorporate
these events better into our LiveLessons.
This was a great sessions that provided a lot of practical information about
strategies that we can use to really enhance learning.

06/11/2015

This helped me to realize I need to do a better job of firmly stating clear
objectives.
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Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

Gutshall

Carrie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

Trying new things as a teaching is important to grow as an educator. I have
been trying new things this year that I am excited about such as break out
rooms, pod layouts, brain breaks, poll pods, calendar time (familiar routine),
and different videos and music. It is fun to see students get excited about the
things we are doing in the Live Lesson room.

Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

Gagne's breakdown of learning encouraged me to reflect more specifically
about the individual aspects of my instruction. Even though I feel that my
instruction is generally effective, there are some new ways that I can think
about engaging my students and evaluating the effectiveness of my teaching
strategies.

10/15/2014

10/15/2014

Something I really wanted to focus on this year was engaging students in
prior knowledge. Throughout the year, I have already explained to them
what it means to learn from what we know and our experiences. For
example, when we learned about weight, students could tell me that a
bowling bowl weighs more than a feather. I explained to them that even
though we aren't weighing both objects, our experiences and prior
knowledge allows us to make that assumption because of what we already
knew. I have used this a lot in my class because even at my level, I think it's
important for students to be introduced to terms and concepts that I wouldn't
expect them to totally remember but just to be exposed to.
As for the provide feedback, I think I do a great job trying to encourage
positive feedback to all students regardless if they are using a mic or typing
in a chatbox. I like them to all be involved. I also encourage positive
feedback between classmates to build those relationships. We "kiss our
brains", high-five one another, and stomp our feet when we agree. I think
that this helps to build my classroom rapport and establish a learning
it
This session gave teachers a valuable moment to reflect on how our
perception of online teaching has changed and evolved over time. The
overview of Gagne's events of instruction was interesting to apply to online
learning, and I came away from the lesson with some new ideas for each
level based on teacher shared ideas.
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Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

04/15/2015

This session was very helpful because it gave me focus. The action plan I
created worked well and I was able to provide students with timely feedback
on assessments.

Hanford

Katie

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session was helpful because I got to see other teachers feedback with
what struggles they have been experiencing and how they have overcome
them in LiveLesson/student engagement. The Nine Events of Instruction was
a great resource to self-reflect and evaluate my teaching practices and see
which areas I need to work more on. After this session I need to focus more
on my checking of retention of information further than just a ticket out the
door.

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 11/07/2014

Obviously, this is an area I feel all teachers need to better themselves in,
especially me. I was amazed at the number of ideas and strategies that were
presented, and while we only had to focus on 2 for the post assessment, it is
imperative for me to go back and think of them all. I am nowhere near the
teacher I want to be, and utilizing strategies like in this presentation will help
me get to where I want to be.

Henahan

Jaclyn

Teacher- Elementary 10/21/2014

This PD helped me identify 2 areas that I would like to focus on this year to
not only help me grow but also to help my students. I feel this sets me up to
start holding myself accountable instead of just stating on my own this is
what I want to do this year.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I really liked the collaborative nature of this presentation. With over 100
teachers in attendance there were a ton of ideas shared about how to
implement nine events of instruction. What I mostly took away from the
presentation is that there isn't much that gets done in the brick and mortar
setting that we can't accomplish here. Gaining attention and providing
guidance are areas that I am really focusing on with my population of
students this year.

Hoffman

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

Gange's 9 levels of instruction is great, but isn't this just best practices
redefined? I have been teaching for 8 years and I seem to have seen this
format over and over again, but with a new name. In what ways is this
different?
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Hook

Richard

Instructional Coach

10/14/2014

I really enjoyed the introduction of the 9 steps in a lesson....I believe we all
can improve and deliver a more uniform and complete Live lesson!

Hummel

April

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Hunter

Anne

Teacher- Secondary

11/02/2014

In the Virtual world, it is difficult to grab students' attention. I plan on
working on getting students excited about math and gaining their attention. I
have used the flipped classroom approach, but I'm not sure how many are
truly watching the Homework Video Tutor before class. I've used videos
during LiveLesson from Brain Pop, Flocabulary, and Khan Academy, and
students seem to enjoy them. I use the Q&A Pod to assess their
understanding, but want to use more Exit Tickets and Poll Pods. That way I
have a record of their responses rather than just my memory.
I wish I started this initiative before the school year actually started.

Hurley

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

01/09/2015

This session was a good refresher for the structure of lessons. I use these
things for all my LL.

Hutchings

Jamie

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

I think this lesson will help me think more about how I plan my lessons to
ensure student learning. It incorporated psychological concepts and
explained why it is important to have those 9 events of instruction included
in your teaching.

Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

10/31/2014

I was refreshed with valuable tips to incorporate into my LiveLesson
instruction.

Jackson

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This session went through some helpful ideas with regards to planning
instruction as well as helped me to be more aware of exactly what was
happening through the different parts of my instruction time.

Jenkins

Keri

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

n/a

Jones

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I enjoyed the focus the group had on student engagement and ways to
implement pre-lesson activities for the class.

Kalahanis

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

One more beneficial training. I liked the backward instructional model email
where students were asked to complete a task before they attended the
scheduled LL. Similar to our PD pre-session activities.
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Kalogris

Christine

Teacher- Special
Education

11/18/2014

Instruction practice review is a valuable tool whether you are a new or
veteran teacher. Working for a virtual school is an unfamiliar environment
for many teachers and sharing ideas and practices is a smart way to learn
effective instructional strategies.

Kavulich

Ariel

Teacher- Secondary

12/03/2014

Session 201 helped with some techniques in engaging students in their
learning. The discussion was focused around student learning and the way
that other teachers focus on getting their students engaged in the lessons.
Guiding students through their learning is what we, as teachers, are here for.
We have to speak with students in order to figure out how they can get
engaged individually.

Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

10/09/2014

I discovered a lot of things I didn't think about before in the way I teach
differently in a cyber environment and how some things are better and some
are not as good as the direct contact of a bricks and mortar environment. I
also learned some better ways to give feedback that are more helpful than
harmful to students.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

The session provided excellent information for preparing students for the
day's lesson, by presenting objectives clearly and how you anticipate
achieving them, as well as activating prior knowledge to establish a
foundation to build.

Kinney

Breah

Instructional Coach

10/16/14

I like the way this session encouraged teachers to take more time in planning
lessons, to ensure all necessary components were included. I think the format
of the lesson provided was student lead, and sparked conversation among the
teachers. I am taking away knowledge of Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction.
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Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

Kreiser

Valerie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This training allowed me to think deeper how I conduct my LiveLessons. I
would like to move towards more student led conversations, but I believe
that before students can do this, I must give them the confidence and skills.

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This session provides the structure to help a teacher plan their lessons, from
the beginning introduction of skills and welcoming students, to the lesson
practice to the assessment at the end. Ideas were given for each component.
I do not know how to do many of these components. I will begin with one at
a time until I am proficient with it and then slowly add more.Most of these
things I am already doing. Planning for a lesson and incorporating all of
these is very time consuming.

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 12/22/2014

I felt like this Professional Development made me assess my current abilities
to reach students and also let me take a look at what I would like to
incorporate into my lessons to ensure that I am engaging all learners.

Larsen

Kirsti

Teacher- Advisory

10/15/2014

This session was really helpful to recognize the challenges and unique
qualities of teaching in an online environment. It provided great ideas for
how to increase student interaction and learning using the 9 Events of
Instruction.

Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I did not find this session to be helpful. It was a waste of time. We already
do plenty of in-house plc meetings where we learn how to make our
LiveLessons better for students.

10/15/2014

This session was helpful in many different ways in showcasing not only the
Nine Events of Instruction, but also brainstorming with the other teachers in
discovering and sharing ways in which we can (and already are) effectively
and realistically use these events throughout our CCA teaching world. I think
the most important idea that I took away from this session was that the Nine
Events are NOT limited to the classroom and that they should be
implemented throughout your relationship and interactions with your
students: whether this is through CBA's, LiveLesson, phone conversations,
message boards, discussion threads etc. etc. There is always an opportunity
to work on being a better and more reflective teacher in practice throughout
all nine of these steps.
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Lawrence

Edward

Teacher- Secondary

11/13/2014

I feel this exercise was helpfu and can be used especially when designed
strategies for CBA's and working with students in specific situations. I also
plan to use this with my own efforts and mindset as well.

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

10/15/2014

Learning how to increase the effectiveness of my instructional practices

Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I believe that many of the learning events described in the class are done
unconsciously by most experienced teachers. It is important, however, to
periodically review them in light of one's current instructional repertoire in
order to stay proficient instructionally and to reach higher levels as an
instructor.

Litzke

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

10/22/2014

Music is a great way to introduce a topic and stimulate student interest. I've
used Patriotic songs, such as "Over There" for World War I, "Strange Fruit"
for the Jim Crow South, and "Little Boxes" for the conformist 1950s.

Lockard

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I think that the information discussed in this PD session was very general.
There was nothing really new for me to take away from it and use in my
teaching.

Lutz

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

12/22/2014

I learned about using retrieval and activation of short-term memory.

Malsberger

Lisa

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This session was helpful in developing effective instruction using Gagne's 9
events. We discussed several strategies to use when developing each of those
3 chunked categories, engagement, activity, and assessment.

Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 10/03/2014

I found this CE session to be helpful in determining the appropriate outline
for effectively teaching in this environment. Although I've been here for 6
school years, it's a great reminder to keep myself mentally prepared for each
Live Lesson. I also appreciated the discussions that we all shared during the
live session that transitioning to a virtual setting from a classroom can be a
struggle. I found it refreshing to have the acknowledgement from someone
at CE that could relate to the struggles many of us face with not being able to
witness the "Ah-ha" moment or physically being able to carry out the lesson
we would teach, but creating our lessons to meet the needs of our students
virtually.
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Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

01/29/2015

Thinking about lessons I have done many of them are a little weaker
regarding the gaining of attention and Enhancing retention aspects. Much of
that is due to the rapid pace of the curriculum that requires lessons to be
somewhat remediative in nature to insure all students understand the
material.

Marrara

Kelly

Teacher- Special
Education

11/11/2014

This was somewhat relevant to my daily activities. I could translate some of
what was presented to my role as a Master Teacher working with new
teachers as the main trainer for our eSTAR IEP program.

Marruso

Becky

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This helped me reflect on enhancing my teaching strategies in large group
and small group settings. Using Gagne's nine events of instruction will help
me enhance my teaching strategies. The one specific idea that I will use is
identifying students struggling in a certain topic in Math and making a Tutor
Hour each Monday. I will invite those students into the LL room and we
will go over the problems that gave them trouble. I suppose that I will not be
able to reach every student, but if I start early enough, I can work on the
same topic more than one time.

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

There were a lot of ideas presented by our colleagues. I indicated that I
would like the opportunity to read over my colleagues’ suggestions in the Q
and A pods, and I requested that the presenters of the PD series send out
transcripts of the Q and A pods (print screen) if they were used.

Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I really liked seeing Gagne's 9 steps/features in a lesson, and I guess I didn't
realize that all of these didn't necessarily have to happen during a
LiveLesson. I'd like to extend the LiveLesson experience by having students
follow up on LiveLesson tasks in the message board or in another format.

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

10/06/2014

This lesson has shown me that keeping students engaged is a challenge
across the board. It gave me different ideas on how to keep my students
motivated.

Matrishion

Deanna

Teacher- Secondary

10/17/2014

Gagne's nine events of instructs are gain attention; inform learners of
objectives; stimulate; present the content; provide learning guidance;
practice; provide feedback; assess performance; enhance retention.
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Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

McConnell

Kim

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I thought the 3 clusters (engagement, activity and application / assessment)
were a nice way to organize the events of instruction. Looking at each
individually has given me an idea of how I want to proceed to be a more
effective teacher.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

10/01/2014

Through the discussion of the nine events of instruction, I feel as though I
will be able to be more effective in my interaction with students. This
discussion helped me to have a stronger understanding of where I can focus
my engery in preparing Live Lessons and providing feedback on tests and
portfolios. The discussion among teachers gave me great ideas to use within
my virtual classroom to strengthen my teaching skills.

McDonald

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 10/28/2014

We were required to attend this session live, so it was a little troublesome to
have to reschedule 2 calls that were planned during the time frame this
session took place. I didn't gather many new ideas from this session, but it
was helpful to be able to work with my PLC group to complete the postsession artifact.

McFarland

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

09/24/2014

This session allowed me to think about my approach to meeting a diverse set
of students needs. I think that approaching the way I teach in a new way will
provide a renewed interest in my teaching and will hopefully engage the
students.

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This session really made me think outside of the box. How can we take what
we did in a classroom setting and provide the same experience through an
online envrionment. By making the students the leaders of the lesson with
my direction, I feel that the students will strive to do better.

10/15/2014

It was interesting to see the nine events and I was surprised I already do a lot
of that in my LiveLessons already.
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McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

McMahon

Brady

Teacher- Secondary

Micco

Michael

Assistant Principal I 10/14/2014

This PD was very informational that helped give good examples of using the
9 steps for effective online instruction.

Miedel

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 10/28/2014

This discussion with my PLC helped me establish some strategies to
implement for good instruction starting at the start of the year.

Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

The session on "Increasing the Effectiveness of Your Instructional Practices"
was beneficial for me as an educator. From this session I gained more
information on not only how to create better instruction for my students, but
also instruction that will get my students interested in their learning. I really
liked the "Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction", as these were helpful to learn
about. While I utilize these various levels of instruction in my own
classroom, it was helpful to have them clearly outlined. Seeing all 9 of these
events helps me to create a mental check-list in order to determine how I'm
using these events and they also help me to determine if I need to go back
and edit my instructional practices to make them better for my students. As
an educator, I believe it is essential to get out students involved in their
learning but we need to do so in new, creative, and innovative ways; ways
that will not only involve the students but excite them as well. For my own
strategies, I would like to improve upon gaining my students attention and
eliciting performance. I think it's essential to get them involved and to gain
their attention right from the start. I need to come up with fun and exciting
ways to get my students involved in my lessons.

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

12/17/2014

Reflecting back on lessons and engaging my foundations students, using
prior knowledge and media resources has been very effective.

02/03/2015

This session served as a refresher course on best practices in a lesson.
Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction have been presented to me in several
ways throughout my teaching career but under different names. When Max
Thompson came through he included all of these elements under different
titles. What I can take from that is that the best lessons all have some sort of
hook, activation of prior knowledge, content, guided practice, feedback,
assessment and application. I enjoyed completing the post session task with
my team so that we could discuss how to translate these elements to a virtual
setting.
This lesson allowed me to think about engaging students on a higher level.
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Miller

Jennifer Lynn Teacher- Secondary

Miloszewski

Lynden

Teacher- Elementary 10/19/2014

I think that our environment allows us to do a lot more as far as attentiongetting and various teaching techniques. I'm glad that we have multiple
means of resources available to us.

Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

01/06/2015

I think that Gagne's 9 steps can help with lesson planning to make sure that
all of the important aspects of learning are addressed each time. I was
pleasantly surprised because I found that even though I haven't seen the 9
steps before, I do them pretty consistently by habit. That was a relief.

Moser

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

It was helpful to see other teacher's suggestions for how to implement the
strategies

Nadzan

Melissa

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

Gagne's Nine Events is an excellent tool to use when teaching a lesson. I
feel that I have covered every part of what is needed for a successful lesson.

Natale

Gregory

Teacher- Secondary

10/17/2014

For science, working around asynchronous issues especially for lab based
activities and inquiry is extremely important, as it is a key stone of science
and essential for students to experience

Nauman

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

10/29/2014

The lessons was very helpful. The 9 events of instruct are to Gain Attention,
Inform Learners of Objectives, Stimulate Recall or Prior Learning, Present
the Content, Provide "Learning Guidance", Elicit Performance, Provide
Feedback, Assess Performance, and Enhance Retention and Practice on the
Job. I think it is important to think about all of these 9 categories when
designing lessons for my classroom. It is also important to look at each
category when reflecting on the effectiveness of the lesson.

Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I was able to reflect back on my transition from Bricks and Mortar to the
online environment. It was interesting to hear about Robert Gagne's Nine
Events to instruction. It was great to begin to implement some of these
strategies in my classroom/online environment. I found during the
presentation that I want to find more about each student and want to provide
more feedback. I want to engage students in ways to build community in the
classroom.

11/11/2014

Helping students build on their strengths gives them confidence in additional
learning. It also helps by scaffolding information from previous experiences.
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Offutt

Jodi

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

I really enjoyed this lesson. It brought the teachers together as a cohesive
unit and was a strong message for all. I liked the collaboration as I got a lot
of good ideas to use with my students and I hope I gave them some, as well.
Great message:)
My answers didn't save on the post activity PDF, so I put them in a Word
doc.

Olivetti

Dreon

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

The use of Gange's 9 Events of Instruction created a useful framework on
which to build a collaborative discussion on lesson planning and
methodologies applicable to the online classroom.

Oneal

Heather

Teacher- Secondary

10/09/2014

This session helped me to brainstorm new methods for engagement with in
our online setting.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed the feedback from my fellow teacher in this session. The
presentation was very interactive. Suzie used many poll pods, which allowed
us to write a response. This made the presentation very interactive. I walked
away from this session with numerous strategies for increasing the
effectiveness of my Instructional practices.

Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

In this session, we looked at Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction and how to
incorporate these events into our realm of online learning. We brainstormed
ways to gain students' attention at the beginning of the lesson, review prior
knowledge and skills, present the material while providing guidance, and
give students the opportunity to practice while eliciing feedback.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

10/31/2014

I knew these 9 steps but it was good to have them reinforced. It made me
realize that I need to spend more time in engaging students and in giving
them strategies and instruction on how best to learn.

Palomba

Diana

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I really enjoyed this session. It was comfortable, easy to follow, and very
clear in what is expected of our livelessons as well as types of
activities/prompts to include in lessons for their enhancement.

Pearson

Malena

Teacher- Elementary 10/28/2014

Continuing to provide engaging activities to capture students' attention and
utilizing pods effectively has helped with LL attendance and participation.
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Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

As I indicated in my survey response, I think the 9 events of instruction are
already largely practiced by teachers at our school. This is somewhat
evident by the excellent poll pod suggestions offered by the attendees today.
The problem is, how can I get students into LiveLesson in the first place so I
can put these events into practice? I send out reminder webmail to students
and learning coaches with interesting tag lines, hawk LiveLessons during all
my CBAs, and even put them on individual student planners as reminders. I
get 5-10 students out of about 120 students on a daily basis in attendance.

Petula

Patricia

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

My reflection is typed on the Post session activity 2 of 2 (action plan).

Phillips

Erin

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Had difficulty in LiveLesson, attended the majority of it in person.

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/12/2015

It was very beneficial to think about how I can adapt my teaching from last
year to better reach my students and keep them engaged in the lessons each
day.

Piekara

Kimberly

Teacher- Special
Education

12/17/2014

Adjusting to special education in the cyber setting was difficult because I
couldn't use my students' facial expressions or body language in the
classroom for feedback.

Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

Thinking of what I brought from the brick and mortar and then transitioned
into my virtual classroom, it would have to be how I worked hard to
transition my writer's workshop model to fit in this setting. I enjoyed this
session to get an idea of what others felt they left behind or brought into
practice when they began teaching in a cyber school. I am attempting to
build more time into my daily LL where the focus is student driven instead
of teacher led. I need to remember to practice, reflect and then grow. I can
only do that one day at a time!

Primus

Aimee

Teacher- Elementary 10/24/2014

Gagne's Nine Events is an excellent tool to use when teaching a lesson. By
using this tool I feel that I have covered every aspect of what is needed for a
successful lesson.

Pulizzi

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

I think that this session got me thinking about the way I instruct and how to
draw out the learner in each of my students.

10/20/2014
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Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session was I believe sharpening my listening skills to provide better
and more accurate instant feedback. Be more prepared. Also, find a way to
grab my students attention early and keep with banter and more discussion.

Raptosh

Jenna

Teacher- Special
Education

06/02/2015

It was informative

Reilly

Keri

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This session was very interactive in that our feedback and ideas regarding
each topic were elicited through chat and Q and A pods throughout the
presentation. The most valuable portion of this session was discussing
various ways to gain attention and provide feedback. I was able to learn,
from my colleagues, new ways to approach each of these "Events of
Instruction". Pre-session lesson tasks can help students to be thinking about
the topic and come ready with questions to ask before attending the actual
LiveLesson. Have students use their own individual pods to share their work
or complete activities is a great way to provide immediate feedback to
students.

Reist

James

Teacher- Special
Education

10/14/2014

Good review on how to present a lesson.

Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

It was a very interesting look at how brick and mortar teaching practices
compare or contrast to online practices. There are modifications and
alternate approaches to compensate for any differences or lacking

Rieger

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 10/21/2014

Please see the attached document.

Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 10/29/2014

Missing Feedback on Session
I liked the different modalities that were used to gain information from
students. I have been working on accessing prior knowledge more this year
than in the past.

Rivera

Renee

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This is very similar to the older model of teaching, just with more steps. It is
tough to fit all these steps into a 30 minute lesson. I believe the Connexus
lesson should be used as the tool for many of those steps.
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Robb

Lacey

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session was informative and useful.

Roberts

Timothy

Teacher- Secondary

11/05/2014

This was helpful creating topic list and making the connections from one
lesson to the next.

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

Gagne applies the nine theories or events of learning to his content, showing
how each event should be tailored to the content being taught. I am
influenced by of Constructivist learning, theories concerned with teaching
students to solve real-world tasks and problems.

Robinson

Melissa

Teacher- Special
Education

I was not as familiar with Robert Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction as I am
with Blooms Taxonomy but I found it to be more traditional thinking that is
all teacher led versus embracing an environment where students can
explore/ask questions outside of the presented material/practice/fail/try
again/etc. I think this should be used as a guideline but educators should
allow more student centered questions/practice so they can take ownership
for their learning.

Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I thought this was a good first PDE as it helped us focus in on our teaching
practices in the beginning of the year and what resources we need to
accomplish our goals.

Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction were very informative and helped with
focusing the planning of my lessons. In my opinion, gaining students'
attention and eliciting performance (practice) are the two most important
elements of my LiveLessons as a math teacher. However, providing
feedback and assessing performance also accompany the practice, as it is
important to guide students in checking their work and focusing future
instruction on areas of need. I plan to continue this in my classes!

01/28/2015

10/30/2014
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Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

It was interesting to take a step back to gauge how far I've come since my
interview with CCA. My expectations were so different and it's been very
difficult on some days to feel like an effective teacher in this environment.
Each year we try something new and learn from our successes and failures.
My focus this year is to promote student led instruction and feedback. I'm
hoping to cultivate learners who take the lead, as we do in the brick and
mortar settings. It's been difficult giving up control and stress about time
management and technology concerns. I'm hoping my class can run itself by
June. Fingers crossed!

Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 10/21/2014

It was a huge change for me to go from the brick and mortar school to
teaching online. However, the core of teaching is still the same. All
teachers, no matter their location, need to make sure that their instruction
becomes intentional and purposeful for the students.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

Gagne's nine events of instruction mirror the components of an effective
lesson plan. It's important to keep those things in mind when planning to
ensure a well rounded learning experience.

Rottet

Thomas

Teacher- Secondary

03/19/2015

This activity helped me design better instruction in an online setting. I
especially like Gagne's nine events of instruction.

Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

10/14/2014

Transition from a bricks and mortar to the online environment may be very
difficult for some students. We need to find ways to get them to
LiveLesson/Direct instruction and keep them interested and engaged. Most
students enjoy hands-on activities and that is why it is important to let them
work together.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

While these suggestions are great ideas, this session should be done *before*
the start of the year so teachers can begin to implement new ideas before the
craziness of the school year begins. While I can implement some ideas this
year, there are things that would be nice to implement from day one rather
than changing midyear with students.

Saul

Abigail

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction is a tool that I can use during my lesson
instruction.
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Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session allowed me to reflect on the transition from bricks-and-mortar
to the virtual classroom and the associated challenges. It is important to
reevaluate skills and strategies based on the learning environment. Creativity
is definitely a necessity in the online environment. Establishing a presence
is essential for a successful and connected classroom and it is something I try
to do on a daily basis in addition to creating a collaborative and safe
environment. As I grow as a teacher in knowledge and experience, I hope to
continue to increase the effectiveness of my instructional practice. I feel that
exploring Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction and their connection to
designing effective instruction is very beneficial and provides the framework
needed for effective practice.

Schmitt

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Creating action plans on a smaller level can be a great help when working
with smaller groups of students who are struggling. However, I do find that
it can be difficult to use the Gagne's Nine Events of Instruction when
students are not attending LiveLessons or actively participating in the
lessons. Strategies for helping to get the students to the lessons may serve as
an important step with professional development.

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I enjoyed attending this session. It is very important to gain the attention of
your students at the beginning of a lesson, especially in a cyberschool
setting.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

This session included ways to access the 7 levels of student learning to
ensure that full mastery of the content is being achieved in each lesson and
that each student is engaged for the entirety.

Selby

Marianne

Teacher- Secondary

10/22/2014

I thought this session served as a nice review and reminder of the tools we
have and should be using to make our instruction more effective.

Seymore

Debra

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed working with a team to discuss teaching strategies. We followed
up with a discussion in our PLC group. I feel like I am definitely on the
right track with the ideas/goals discussed.
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Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed this prof dev. I especially enjoyed discussing the follow up as a
PLC. I think it helped us all take more away from the training in terms of
our specific area of teaching.

Shelley

Brock

Instructional Coach

11/10/2014

While this is an important topic, too much of the focus is within the realm of
livelesson. More attention needs to be given to student engagement outside
the livelesson room since that is how a teacher will be able to reach a
majority of his or her students.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

10/30/2014

I found the 9 events of instruction to be interesting and I recalled learning
about these in grad classes. The scenario that was given in the presentation
seemed like an ideal situation, but that is not always the case with targeted
LiveLessons.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

11/03/2014

This was our first attempt at doing the artifact as a group. Donita Spencer
and Nate Fowler were helpful at contributing their findings for the group for
session 201. The artifact reflects a group idea rather than individual. I found
it helpful to work as a group.

Smith

Jordann

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Using the tools provided will increase the opportunity to build meaningful
relationships with my students. This is the first step in being able to capture
their attention and keep them engaged.

Smith

Sevien

Success Coach

05/15/2015

I liked this training because I got to reflect on how I've been providing
instruction, and how I can improve my instruction. I'm excited to learn how
to create engaging learning experiences for students and Improve my skills
as an educator.

Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

10/21/2014

It is interesting that we talked about informing learners of objectives because
I actually recently talked with an Instructional Coach about this who
observed my LL. She suggested posted my objectives in a note pod. I
always post them on a slide in my presentation, but then they are seen and
then go away. I will now post these so that they are always visible, and call
on students to read these aloud so that they take ownership. I will also put
objectives in 'their language'.
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Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

Smolens

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

10/15/2014

These 9 events will help me and my students during instruction as it creates
a structured format for presenting, communicating, and assessing
information within my course. If I notice that there is an issue within the
class, either with grades or directions etc. , these events can be reflected on
first to help put together an action plan to help improve student performance.
It can serve almost as a checklist for what should be happening within any
classroom, not just mine.
Missing "Pre-Session Activity" 12/1/2014
Two Events of Instruction: Elicit Performance and
Provide Feedback
I think it is great that you want to encourage the students to be engaged in
giving feedback to their peers. This can really develop critical thinking and
encourages student engagement.
Do you have any other ideas for resources you could use to help complete
your action plan?
I am attaching an great article on feedback that includes both teacher and
peer to peer for students to our supervision IA. It has a great checklist
included.

Snively

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This session allowed me to have a meaningful reflection about the transition
from over ten years in a bricks-and-mortrar to an online environment. I
reflected about the techniques that I was able to use here, as well as those
activities that I either had to modify or not incorporate into my lessons. In
this session, I also found it helpful to explore Gagné's nine events in order to
be sure that I incoporating the steps necessary to guide effective instruction.

Sommer

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

Good info

06/07/2015
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Sorrentino

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I liked to see that many teachers do a lot of the same things that I have done.
On one hand, that is a good thing to know. On the other, my use of the
methods still has not improved engagement in that many students just do not
come to LiveLessons, watch the recordings, read posts I have on the message
board and send out by webmail, and do not respond to my phone calls. So,
when these methods do not work, then what?

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

10/29/2014

I enjoyed learning the 9 events of learning. This helped me to reflect on my
teaching methods and whether these things are incorporated, or if they are, to
what extent are they effective in the way that I am incorporating them. The
action plan will provide me with a goal to work toward to help improve my
instruction.

Stevenson

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

10/20/2014

collaboration, feedback...

Stoll

Courtney

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This was a great refresher of our purpose and role as a cyber teacher.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

The two events that I chose to focus on, elicit performance and enhance
retention and practice, were chosen because I think these are my weakest
areas in instruction. I think that providing students more independent and
group practice is essential in refining their understanding. I also want the
content to be something that they remember because they made a personal
connection, so offering a follow-up retention activity is a great idea.

Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This was a good way to reflect on my teaching practices.

Taggart

Jacqueline

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I felt that the session reviewed many of the best practices already used in
online learning. While I felt the session was mostly review, I did feel that it
was important to revisit these strategies - especially for student engagement.

Tepsich

Alana

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This session made me realize how much support I do have within my work
environment as well as how much student input does matter within lessons.
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Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This session was helpful in identifying different practices that each of us
utilize in the online environment. It's nice to be able to gather ideas from
colleagues in that aspect. In addition, it was interesting to discuss all of the
different challenges that we all faced transitioning into an online
environment.

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Good session. It helps to make me more aware of my teaching.
It helped to do the PreSession activity with the other teacher in my PLC.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I found this session very helpful because of the suggestions for improving
instruction provided by my colleagues through the poll pods and chat pod. I
feel as though I can implement many of these suggestions in my LiveLessons
this year. I enjoyed the format of this session as well, with the use of poll
pods to elicit participation.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I think a lot of this session dealt with things we already think about. I think
the main focus needs to be on how to do it in ways that are not just
LiveLesson room recreations of a brick and mortar classroom. I liked the
part on the message board and such, but we need to be looking at a lot more
of that sort of thing that reaches our other 90%.

Tribbitt

Steven

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

I thought the presenter was good. I do however question the folks in
academia that come up with the next "New" thing in education. Were they
teachers? How many years? How much empathy for teachers? How down to
Earth are they?

Troxell

Elizabeth

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

Events I will focus on in my lessons:1- Gain attention : Fun
pictures/videos before/during a lesson to get students excited to learn. Play a
catchy song to get students involved
2- Elicit Performance:
For practice- add more quick reviews and discussion questions DURING
instruction, not just after as an exit ticket or follow up
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Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

In this session, I learned how to utilized the 9 events to increase the
effectiveness of my lessons on many levels. I have come to the realization
that event 1, which is to gain attention of the student, is one of the most
important steps, as the rest of the lesson depends on the student's willingness
and eagerness to learn, which comes from initial engagement.

Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 10/31/2014

I have never really taught my own classroom in bricks-and-mortar, except
for subbing, so I don't have any real experience to compare with online
teaching. Although, having done my student teaching in brick-and-mortar,
having a husband who teaches in b&m, and friends as well, I can definitely
relate and compare my experiences to theirs. I think it is much harder in the
online environment to engage students, to do a lot of the fun activities and
projects you see happening in the b&m classroom, and overall being able to
get to know your students one-on-one. I know our student's and family's time
is very precious, but I think we, as a school, need to do a better job of
stressing the importance of attendance in LiveLessons and getting to know
teachers better. I have a lot of students that attend daily LiveLessons and I
know them very well. I know their strengths and weaknesses and how to help
them. Then I have students who never attend or attend once or twice a month
and I don't speak with them on the phone often enough to really get to know
them and really be more than just someone who grades their work. I want to
be more to my families than that. I also feel that we shouldn't put time
limitations on LiveLessons for math and language arts. It is hard enough that
we can't manipulate and customize the curriculum or to stop students from
moving forward in the curriculum without first mastering each lesson. So
overall, I feel that we are at a disadvantage in some ways to those teaching in
b&m. I do try my very best with the resources we have, but I always wish
there were more we could.

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed completing the post task with my PLC. The teachers on my team
had some great ideas.

Van Ostenbridge Sara
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Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This was a helpful session because we broke down the 9 events of
instruction and and helped me revisit the concepts. I feel confident that I
intentionally think about these events when planning and executing lessons,
however, occasional reflection helps improve and re-focus on the student
experience.

Viebrock

Kathryn

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

This session was great because it really made me focus on two events and
how to do them to the best of my ability and forced me to outline various
techniques that I could use, some which I have used and found success,
others that I would like to implement in order to meet the needs of my
students.

Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 09/29/2014

It allowed me to reflect on how I can make the transition from brick and
mortar geared lessons to a virtual setting.

Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 10/16/2014

Gagne's 9 events on instruction helped to review the key components of a
lesson. It was nice to review that I do follow the 9 events, but some could
certainly be enhanced. I will be working to create a new layout for getting
attention to start my lessons. This will layout will focus on posting the
lesson objectives, a review question from the previous lesson, a starter
question for today's lesson and then a fun open prompt for students to
answer to learn more about each other. I also like the idea of playing a song
on video on that lesson's main idea to play as they work on the gaining
attention activities. My only concern is this may be too much for the start of
a lesson. The other area I need to work on is enhancing retention. I usually
run out of time for an exit ticket question. I do like the idea of a follow up
activity or sharing additional resources for students to continue practicing
the skills. I could even count these as possible extra credit opportunities.
Overall, this PD session was informative and helpful. I loved reviewing all
the great ideas my peers shared through the session. This really got me
reflecting on my teaching style and the impact it has on my kiddos.

Wagner

Frank

Teacher- Secondary

Providing "learning guidance" and providing feedback, I think, are the two
most critical steps of the nine events of instruction.

10/21/2014
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Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

The nine events of instruction were very useful to review and think about in
the beginning of the year. I thinks all areas of the nine events are important,
but one mystery of the bunch seems to be the enhancing retention, as we
often see students not retaining certain skills acquired the year before. For
example, in Language Arts it seems very difficult for kids to retain certain
grammar rules, even through we seem to cover it every year. I think other
subjects see this back slide of having to re-teach certain areas as well.

Watson-Fisher

Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Enjoyed making the comparison and focusing on instructional events

Weigel

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

Great professional development session going over ways to ensure higher
levels of student engagement.

Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I enjoyed this PD and it truly gave me some great ideas to use in my own
classroom. I think as teachers our instructional practices should always be
evolving, and this session was helpful for that. Not only do I want to make
sure my instruction is engaging, I want to make sure it's effective.

White

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

I will definitely be able to implement some of the strategies that were
discussed in the training in phone calls and LiveLessons. I look forward to
revamping the way I run my lessons.

White

William

Teacher- Secondary

10/15/2014

I felt it was a productive training. I liked the way the nine events of learning
organized ideas in my mind for instruction.

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

This session helped to me to be sure I am checking all of my basis with my
students. I learned strategies to be sure I am giving my students meaningful
feedback and addressing their needs as a whole.

Wolfe

Chad

Teacher- Special
Education

10/15/2014

I liked the idea of reflecting on the transition from bricks-and-mortar as well
as possible solution for the Events of instruction that I feel I am lacking on

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

10/14/2014

It was helpful to see other suggestions from teachers about ways to engage
students.
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Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

Woods

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 10/15/2014

I like the definitive steps in a lesson. It really keeps us on target for our
lessons.

Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

Session 201 made me rethink my ideas about "what is learning?" and made
me think about what skills/strategies I used to use in B&M that worked and
that didn't work.

10/14/2014

10/24/2014

I think that this session was just a refresher on a lot of what we already do in
this environment. I think what I gleaned most from this is that I would like
to increase my use of invitations for LiveLesson and my use of message
board for meaningful student discussions.
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Last Name
Abbey

First Name
Christine

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

Session Date Session Reflections
11/12/2014 This session helped in terms of thinking about how to get students to reflect more deeply
on their own progress.

Ackerman

Carey

Teacher- Special
Education

11/12/2014

I feel the strategies we discussed today will help me convey to my students that learning is
hard work and that even though we may fail at times, that is precisely what helps us learn
and understand things even more. One big take away is to actually convey to students
during LLs and calls that our brains have to be exercised to develop and grow. I think it is
important to create an environment where it is ok to fail so kids aren't afraid to try. I really
like emphasizing with students the process and recognizing their efforts and their
perseverance. Special ed students have often met with failure In school so they truly do
need to be praised when they persist and when they do continue to practice skills despite
the challenges. They also need to hear that they have many strengths and to foster that
internal belief that we all have the capacity to continue to grow and excel if we persist.

Ague

Kevin

Teacher- Secondary

11/24/2014

I see students on a daily basis get frustrated with the course work, and automatically
assume it is all like that. Working with these students one-on-one and showing them the
proper steps to take in order to be successful really proves beneficial. Taking the old
adage, I like to teach my students to fish, rather than give them the fish. After they realize
the work is done in the same manner for all assignments, it makes the semester go so much
smoother.

Alger

Madeleine

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

I like this topic because it helps students value the learning process.
I have taken the time this year to really hone in on student ownership. I have held
LiveLessons devoted to self-monitoring as well as peer-monitoring. I stress the importance
of putting forth best effort rather than trying to complete the task "perfectly."

Allen

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This session gave me a lot to think about as far as ways that I may accidentally discourage
a growth mindset. It is important to praise students through the struggle, but not to praise
for abilities. I am trying to be more aware of the words that I use and the ideas that I
promote, so that I can better encourage students in a growth mindset.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session points out the importance of positive feedback when a student succeeds in a
difficult task, praising the extra effort put into overcoming obstacles, and reinforcing the
growth mindset.
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Azzalina

Andrea

Teacher- Elementary 12/15/2014

This activity gave me the opportunity to think of how to enhance a students learning
experience at CCA. The scenario I chose was based on a student who was not performing
well on assessments. I was able to place this student on an assessment improvement plan,
offer tutoring, and provide a follow up session for the student to review the test and any
other questions she may have.

Bannister

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session was good for helping students remain postivie about the challeneges they face
in class, LiveLesson and within the curriculum.

Bechtel

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

11/14/2014

Because students struggle with understanding math concepts that are new to them and that
do not seem to connect to previous ones they have learned, it's important for teachers to
stay positive with students, offering them encouragement and helping them to see the
connections between past concepts that they have learned and the new ones that are being
presented to them in class.

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

11/12/2014

Learning and understanding are two different concepts. I believe most students want to
learn but become discouraged when the materials seems too difficult. I believe most of the
teachers I work with our willing and able to scaffold material so that students can learn the
material.

Bianchi

Kristen

Teacher- Elementary 12/02/2014

When students are aware that their learning is for a purpose, they are more willing to
complete it. In math, I am always reminding students that it is okay to write a problem
down and take time to show your work. They are always too quick to just jump to an
answer.

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

I really enjoyed this session. I like the idea of a growth mindset, and feel it is really crucial
to student success. I would be interested to continue learning about how to establish a
growth mindset in students that really struggle with their attitude toward school.

Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

I have always told students that it's 'okay' to make mistakes - that's how they learn! It was
great to read the article, and see verification of that.

11/12/2014
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Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Growth vs Fixed Mindset
Growing is struggling but not necessary failing. The brain is a muscle and working it out
hurts. It is important to seek challenges, to learn from our mistakes and to have faith in
oneself in the face of failure. We need to want to have some form of grit (tenacity,
endurance, motivation, willingness, perseverance...). We should let go of our perfectionist
mind to replace it with high expectation mindsets.

Boccella

Lori

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

This was helpful to see how we can help change a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. We
were able to identify strategies that would be helpful in encouraging students to continue to
work to the best ability.

Bost

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

Although I agree that it is not good to just hand out student compliments, we do need to
continue to encourage our students to work hard and to acknowledge that their hard work is
noticed and does pay off. It is an interesting technique, but I find myself a bit on the fence
with going all out this way.

Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Students need to develop a growth mindset towards learning so that they know that they
are capable of learning and that they can succeed if they try hard. Many students grow up
with a fixed mindset and thus, easily give up. Teachers need to model the growth mindset
in their classrooms and need to challenge students and motivate students. Teachers need to
show that learning is a process and that practice and hard work will lead to success.

Brace

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

12/11/2014

This session helped me realize the importance of positive communication and constructive,
positive feedback with regards to student success.

Bradwell

Bianca

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

This session was actually fun and informative. Because I'm such a proponent on holding
students accountable for their own achievement, I enjoyed editing and altering the
scenarios. It's important to have a growth mindset.

Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

This discussion will benefit my students because it helps to open teachers' minds to the
possibility of expanding student learning and understanding. All students learn in different
ways and learning about and understanding many different ways of teaching and learning
helps teachers add to their toolbox of strategies and allows us to teach/reach more students
using as many different teaching strategies as possible.
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Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

It was interesting to learn more about fixed vs. growth mindset. I think it is important to
help students maintain a growth mindset and always be reaching to do their best.

Breithaupt

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

I was nice to do this as a PLC group to gain more insight to what your co-workers are
thinking and to know that you are on the right track with growth for your students. I felt we
all had the same strategies for helping the young student take ownership of their learning
and us to be open-minded. I did gain a few more ideas through working collaborately.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

01/19/2015

I really like the blog we had to read/watch at the beginning for the pre-session activity
before the session.

Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

01/05/2015

This year has been one of the hardest for me so far since the students are those that have
already previously failed at math so they expect that this class won't be any different. I put
a lot of extra time in to work with students to help encourage them. I try to reassure them
that even though they failed at Algebra, does not mean that they will fail Geometry. If they
are willing to put in the time to work at it, they can be successful. Those students that put
the time in during the first few months, have been doing pretty well. Those that won't
contact me, ask for help, or even interested in being successful are either failing because
they don't answer questions on quizzes/tests or are simply refusing to do work.

Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Students must understand that they are not the masters of the information they are taught
within any class. This is why they are the student, and therefore they are always capable of
growth. As long as they keep this in mind, they will be able to maintain a positive, growthbased mindset that allows for mistakes and revisions to be made. It is important to
challenge students, much like a personal trainer would challenge their clients. The brain is
a muscle, and therefore must be trained like any muscle. It contracts, stretches, breaks
down, rebuilds, and in the end—becomes stronger.

Bueno

Lora

Teacher- Secondary

10/24/2014

I had been reading up on the two mindsets. It was interesting that it was something that we
then used in our PD
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Camp

Ann

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I liked the session. IT made think back on how I was when I was a student ( high school
aged). I could see how I had a growth mind set and it has me thinking on how I can help
my students acquire one.
The post activity was not clear and I spent a lot of time thinking about what to write. I
think I did it correctly. The actual time physically working on this PD was about half an
hour to 3/4 of an hour , but I spent a lot of time thinking.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

This is a very important topic when it comes to student achievement. It is important for me
as a teacher to have a growth mindset and to foster a growth mindset for my students and it
is also important for Learning Coaches to learn about this topic, as well. Our students
spend the majority of their time with their Learning Coaches so anything I can to help my
coaches help their students is important.
It will benefit my students to know I believe they can learn and it will benefit them if I
continue to encourage them to try. I plan to continue to model how to handle mistakes and
to continue to sing my "I can do it" song during calendar time. I need to do more for my
students in the area of taking ownership of their learning and I liked the idea of using the
status tool.

Carfagno

Christi

Teacher- Secondary

02/04/2015

I felt this session was beneficial and focused on topics that can be used in the classroom.

Carnes

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

12/04/2014

I look forward to the challenge of learning more about my students so I can challenge them
and assist in developing their growth mindset.

Carroll

Erica

Teacher- Secondary

12/10/2014

I found this topic somewhat important.

Christman

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

This session has made me so aware of the praise and feedback I give to students. It's easy
to fall into a habit of "you're so smart" or "great job" and to be specific with praise and to
guide students into realizing that they are in control of their learning.

Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

I found this session to be helpful. I like the idea of praising the effort, and not the trait. I
think a lot of teachers rest on their laurels by switching those.

06/08/2015
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Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/11/2015

This was a great training and reminder to be sure that our words are encouraging and
motivating to ensure we are helping our students grow in all areas.

Davis

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

11/13/2014

This training taught me how to look beyond the fixed idea of education and teaching and
seek out growth opportunities. These can be used in many ways, such as, identifying that
education is a struggle and we need to encourage and challenge our students.

DeBaise

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

03/05/2015

This session validated my belief that learning cannot only be assessed by a test or quiz. In
order to foster confidence and a positive attitude toward learning, synchronous contacts
with students are essential. Often a student has learned a concept very well, but is not able
to express that learning through a traditional assessment format.

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

12/19/2014

At first I struggled with the Pre-Session activity, because it is hard to allow a student to
struggle through a concept, and not praise previous accomplishments. However, after
attending the LiveLesson session, I realize that students often like to stay within their
comfort zone, and then end up avoiding those skills that do not come easily to them. As a
teacher, I have seen this many times. A student may avoid starting a portfolio, due to not
enjoying the process of writing. After speaking to the student and going through the
assignment, often times they realize it isn't as daunting as they thought.

Demshick

Meghan

Teacher- Elementary 04/13/2015

It is important to realize that all of our students are motivated by, learn and respond to
feedback in different ways. How we interact and provide feedback can create negative, or
positive feelings for our students. We need to be mindful when working with our students,
and model for them the importance of learning from mistakes so that we can expand on
learning. The ultimate result is that all of our students realize that learning is full of
mistakes and if we didn't make mistakes we wouldn't learn.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

The whole concept of a "growth mindset" is very fascinating. I hope to reward students for
the process and not just for the end result.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

During this training I do not think I learned anything new. I also did not really learn ways
to change the mind set of students, parents, administrators. It was only a brief over view
and like a class discussion.
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Ditmer

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

In attending this session, I did find that I already was doing some things that reflected a
growth mindset. Many times, I have advised that students use the online practice
assessments to see what they need to work on. The online practice doesn't penalize them
for getting something wrong, but it does let them know if they have the wrong answer. I
encourage students to work from this, and to look for what the problem area might be. I
offer open tutoring times, where they can come and we can talk about these questions if
they find they can't figure out the problem on their own. This way they can make the
mistakes without it hurting anything, figure out the problem, and then move on to the
graded assessment when they are ready.
Similarly, I do offer students the chance to correct things that they miss on unit tests. They
may miss questions, but I encourage them to correct this, and in correcting it, they can
learn from what they missed.
I realize this does incorperate a combination of mindsets, and in reality I feel this
combination is necessary. They are still graded on how they do on the lesson with right or
wrong answers on the quick check or the test. This does go with the fixed mindset. At the
same time, they have been given the opportunity to learn from mistakes. On regular
lessons, this is with the online practices. On tests, it is with the opportunity to complete
corrections.

Dolder

Lisa

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

It is important to continually remind our students that they were born to learn and that
anyone can do it. As a language teacher I like to remind my students of the learning
process that took place with their own native language and how we all started with a few
words at a time.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

This lesson was valuable to show that each student learns differently and may need extra
support or encouragement along the way.

Eisenhauer

Jenny

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session proved that many of the teaching styles and decisions I make are on par with
giving credit to students that are working hard, even if they are not successful on the first
try.

Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

As long as a student has a healthy attitude towards the fact that he/she may occasionally
not achieve their desired goal it is o.k. We as teachers have a large impact on students
maintaining of a healthy attitude.
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Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

This lesson really resonated with me because I am a big pusher of using tactics like test
corrections to learn from our mistakes. It makes perfect sense to me that students learn
more when they struggle a little bit. If everything is easy, they are likely going to get bored
with education and not move forward.

Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This session taught me different ways to approach contacts with students in respect to
phone calls, LiveLessons, WebMail, providing feedback and face to face interaction. It was
nice to have the discussion of these topics with my co-workers and how they approach
different ways to provide effective contact with students.

Fields

Keely

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

When completing this artifact, I realized that I read the original scenario wrong. I should
have written about Anthony, the boy who believed he received an A on the test simply
because foreign languages come natural to him and he was born that way. Instead, I wrote
this artifact based on the story of Ralph, the somewhat discouraged classmate of Anthony's
that felt frustrated at the fact that Anthony always receives A's in the class. Regardless, I
still was able to demonstrate how I would encourage Ralph to take more pride in his work,
build up his self-efficacy, and promote a growth mindset on future assessments.

Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

In Session 202 I learned that differences between the growth mindset and the fixed
mindset. I also learned some strategies that help students become more reflective learners.
Overall, I felt this was a very valuable session.

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

We learned about the negative points of a fixed mindset for both teachers and students. We
also learned about high expectations vs perfectionism. We looked at the importance of selfreflection in order to improve our instruction.

06/01/2015

05/27/2015

This will help me be aware of how I am approaching and reacting to students. Is there
something that I am doing that is causing a student to be disengaged or causing me to be
unapproachable?
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Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

I think this really made me pause and consider how words can be interpreted and how I
interpret them. Coming from students, their words can be a peek into their feelings about
their strengths and needs, as well as how to best approach that student when the need
arises, as it will. Coming from me, I need to be aware that every word to my students
carries weight, and I must choose my words carefully, as something that seems like an
innocent remark could be misconstrued by a student. Keeping the lines of communication
open, and continously encouraging my students, is going to be key to their success.
Finding ways to support them other than simply through LiveLessons is also something to
be considered, and we worked through creating a list of ways to reach students that need us
for various reasons. I think that this mental list that I walked away from the session will
really help me moving forward as I approach students with various concerns and needs.

Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

As a society, we tend to focus more on our comfort zones of what we are good at. We
forget that struggling helps us grow and become stronger. Teaching kids this approach
allow them to accept difficulties and remaining positive as to how they grow. Reflection is
also a key to getting students to be aware of this. This lesson was helpful in helping our
students develop that resilient mind set.

Fox

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

01/09/2015

I learned some new ways to get students to take ownership of what they are learning about.
This will help them has a growth mindset.

Frederickson

David

Teacher- Secondary

11/19/2014

I reflected upon the benefits of having a growth mind set versus a fixed mind set. I know
that in all areas of my life sometimes I do have a fixed mind set with things, for example,
some house projects because I have an attitude of perfectionism with this. Which in turn
leads to some things not getting done as quickly as they should have taken if I had a growth
mind set with approaching the project. Bottom line: if we are teaching a growth mind set
to our students then we need to model it very well in our lives too. Otherwise we are just
saying words with no experience behind them and our expectations fall short because we
don't do that in our lives too. In summary, a goal of mine is to work on developing a
growth mind set in all aspects of my life.

Fredo

Katrina

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

We discussed the strategies for helping students establish a growth mind set in the virual
setting. We used a grafetti wall to see how teachers daily establish a growth mindset. I
was able to see how other teachers use these strategies and can implement these strategies
in LL, calls, and webmails.
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Freeland

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Teaching my students how to have a growth mindset is possibly more important than
teaching them science. Because they can use the growth mindset in all aspects of life. I
hope I can be a model and teacher of the growth mindset for my students this year. A lot
of my students have a "perfectionist" look on their grades.

Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

I enjoyed learning about the fixed vs growth mindset and look forward to utilizing some of
the strategies learned with my students (and maybe my husband too!).

Frey

Brittany

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

We need to help students build on their biggest strengths by using their intrisic motivations
and finding a way to bring them into the classroom can help connection and foster
relationships. While some students fear failure or have no motiviation, our job is to teach
students that learning involve a struggle. There is a difference between failure and making
a connection to learning and grow through practice. We can help our students vision a
goal and reach that goal through hard work, practicing, multiple strategies, and praising
action and effort from the teacher. These are all essential ownerships for the students to
help them in their education today and in their future. Success is a building proccess.

Friess

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

It's important for me to remind students not to compare themselves to what they're
"supposed to" be, but rather what they were to what they are and where they want to be.

Gaiski
Garber

Jamie
Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 11/30/2015
Teacher- Secondary 01/14/2015

It made me reflect on how to talk to LC's about this concept.
I liked this session on Growth Mindset. The video was encouraging in several ways. I also
thought the discussion on perfectionism pertained to my situation as a gifted teacher. My
students certainly suffer from the negative aspects of this and sometimes it results in them
giving up. Making sure I have strategies in place and handy to help in these situations is
important. I also work to teach students the process and how to take risks since a lot of
learning comes easy to them. If they aren't challenged they won't grow. Finding this
balance helps to support the Growth Mindset.

Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

I already strive to create this thought in my students by first living it out myself. This is
why I am getting my Master's degree in another content area (one which I did not care for
in high school).

12/04/2014
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George

Susan

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

It was a good session on motivating students to develop their brains using a growth
mindset, instead of a fixed mindset.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

11/12/2014

Session 202 gave great ideas on how to not only engage students but how to help then
when they are being hard on themselves or are giving up. Praise and strength recognition
are something I do often with my students. It is also essential to continue helping students
see the importance of their work and relate it to real world situations.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

1/9/15

This was a good visual reminder to continuously encourage kids to try harder to reach their
potential. It takes hard work and a lot of effort to keep going when you fail, but it pays off
in the end as you visualize the goal to try to reach for it!

Glotfelty

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I really liked the article they gave us to read in the pre-activity. I would have liked to have
seen the actual lesson focus on the ideas in the article more. I felt like the lesson digressed
into just generally discussing positive reinforcement and praise more than WHAT it is we
are supposed to be praising students for. The article talks about praising them for the
struggle and the benefits of struggle for intellectual growth. We spend too much time
trying to alleviate the struggle instead of embracing it and praising students for it. I would
have liked to have talked more about how to specifically do that. The article was really
great, and I'm thinking of sharing it with some of my students.

Goodnow

Shelbie

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This was very helpful to me as providing feedback for my students was a focus of mine for
this school year.

Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 12/09/2014

I think it's very important to engage students so they feel like they have a role in their
education. It's vital to build confidence, but not to over emphasize the ideal of always
being correct. It's ok to make mistakes and to learn from those mistakes. We discussed
perfectionism, and even at my age level there are students who get very upset when they
are wrong. I constantly say in LLs to always try your best and it's ok to make mistakes (and
I even at times make mistakes to show them that's ok).
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Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

Gutshall

Carrie

Teacher- Elementary 12/09/2014

Building student confidence and keeping them interested in learning is crucial to student
success. It can be difficult to keep students feeling confident when their grades don't
reflect their efforts. I believe these cases call for a teacher to be understanding and
supportive but also challenging by offering another form of assessment or allowing the
student to try again using different test questions. In my experience, students' academic
success mirror their confidence to achieve.

Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I like the growth mindset. It's applicable for school, and especially in the real world. It was
good to discover that I already have several practices in place which encourage a growth
mindset (like grade improvement policy). I realized that there are some good ways to
implement this mindset in my LiveLessons and phone calls as well.

Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

04/22/2015

A huge problem in 6th grade is that some students do not own their work. They will
complete work just to complete it, and not learn anything from the assignment. Having a
growth mindset and a positive attitude will benefit each and every student.

Hanford

Katie

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

There were various opportunities to think, collaborate with other teachers and share
feedback on this topic. It was nice to have the poll pods and chat pods as a way of mixing
up the lesson and making it more interactive. I think this topic was refreshing because we
can sometimes get caught up in the idea of numbers and forget our students have these
struggles and may not have support at home. We as educators need to stress the importance
of learning and overcoming challenges as well as help motivate students to achieve their
full potentials.

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

11/12/2014

This session was helpful in reflecting on the way we, as teachers, approach student
learning and mastery. I really enjoyed seeing coworkers share their strategies to encourage
students to work towards "mastery" in livelesson, phone, feedback on work, etc. I hope to
use these ideas to improve my own ability to always present students a pathway to not only
"getting it done", but practicing and mastering a skill set

I enjoyed this presentation. In a student's education, their mindset and how they approach
negative experiences can have a severe impact on their future reactions to multiple
experiences. We recently discussed this topic in an instructional coach lesson. Its all about
mindset. A positive mindset will let adults and children alike look at things as a silver
lining, instead of all negative.
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Henahan

Jaclyn

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

This helped me make sure I do not stay in the fixed mind set. Students need to grow, and in
order to do that we need to have the growth mind set. It helped me see the benefits of not
only praising when easy, good things are done but also when a student is struggling. We
want to push them, not give in easily.

Henry

Laurie

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

We need to teacher students not to quit once they see something hard. Hel each students to
work through questioning techniques they can ask themselves as they work through solving
equations.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I really liked the ideas about how to use feedback to promote student growth. I am often
guilty of over-explaining concepts to students who are struggling, and this session spoke to
the idea of struggle not equaling failure. I'm always terrified of "dead air" in a LiveLesson
where students aren't giving any response to a difficult questions, so I often answer the
question instead of finding a different way of asking. I love the idea of helping students
work through their struggles and promoting growth through feedback.

Hoffman

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

Good ways to help incorporate the growth mindset, but this is something that takes a whole
community of people to change this way of thinking.

Hummel

April

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/15

As a math teacher, the majority of students have a negative attitude about math. They need
to learn they are learning even if they are struggling. It's not always going to be easy. It's
okay to step out of their comfort zone. They all need to take ownership of their learning.
Teaching them to have a growth mindset is important for their success.

Hurley
Hutchings

Amy
Jamie

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014
06/10/2015

Effort is definitely the more important skill to praise in students.
I think that this is a really important concept. It is so good to provide feedback to students,
but must be done in a way that promotes their learning. Additionally, I think getting
students to understand that they have the ability to improve their intelligence is so key to
their motivation.

Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

11/19/2014

The sessions reiterated the idea that teachers should take a positive approach with their
students and make sure that we are working together to set attainable goals and promote
growth.
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Jackson

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This training helped me to be more aware of student engagement in my lessons and
teaching. I am also more aware of different areas to look into when planning my teaching
and various ways to try to facilitate learning and help students to grow.

Jenkins

Keri

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

The training and the message we are getting from the leadership team seem to be
conflicting.

Jones

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I felt the focus of fixed vs. growth thinking or mindsets can give me focus on instruction by
having students work to show grit and grow their minds. Using challenging questions and
scenario's will help students define and synthesize concepts in history.

Kalahanis

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Session 202 is very important because motivating and supporting staff and students is
critical towards their success. A negative/fixed mind set does not allow us to grow and
reach higher expectations. So, helping staff and students understand that learning and
growth requires struggle and persistence (grit), but these traits always bring favorable
results. The concept is that we can all be successful at what we want to do as long as we
have a positive attitude and a work ethic to make it happen.

Kalogris

Christine

Teacher- Special
Education

11/12/2014

I found the video by Salman Khan,The Learning Myth: Why I'll Never Tell My Son He's
Smart, a strong catalyst to considering the growth versus fixed mindset and strategies for
helping students develop grit, perseverance, and ownership of their learning. The LL
further explained the fixed and growth mindsets.
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Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

01/01/2015

I learned a lot about how to approach my students with a more positive mindset that would
encourage instead of discourage them.
I liked the focus on a positive versus a fixed mindset and the differences between
perfectionism with its element of cruelty and high expectations as being more goal
oriented. Procrastination, shame, and putdown as being parts of perfectionism really
surprised me although I'm not sure why because I do have a parent who is perfectionist. I
keep trying to reach success, but the pole to the top keeps getting higher and higher every
year at my job. I had to work on my fixed mindset which said that I had to hold myself to
an impossible standard regardless of the fact that it never went appreciated. I finally
realized that though I may have helped a few students write better with my detailed
comments, perhaps I also made them feel like failures. I also made myself feel like a
failure sometimes because I couldn't see that I could do things easier and even feel better
about myself. Though I felt like I sacrificed a part of my standards, I needed to succeed in
areas that were measured by others, not just myself. It was hard, and made me sad. But it
gave me the ability to look better to others. It's what I have to do to survive and succeed in
my job. But there's also a part of what I did that wasn't helpful to my students, so I need to
work on that fixed mindset and realize that some of my changes will be for the better.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

The session provided insight into how to collaboratively work with others and how to
develop a growth model in assuring students are successful and confident in the skills they
develop. It also provides opportunities for motivating and developing students who can
self-monitor and manage struggles in life.

Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I feel that this session was very helpful and provided a different way to approach pedagogy
in terms of reflecting on how both students and teachers think about learning. I truly feel
that the ideas and action steps provided in this session are valuable to the student, teacher,
and overall learning process; as well as realistic in terms of action I can take NOW to help
my students. I have told my students before that "struggling is good sometimes" but now I
feel I have even more to share with them after this session and can take my words and
ideas to the next level in helping them to reflect, take ownership and succeed.
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Kreiser

Valerie

Teacher- Elementary 11/22/2014

I am doing a Motivational Monday in my math LL every Monday (idea was stolen from
Emily Wagner). I share a motivational quote, video, etc. and let the students discuss it.
Most of the quotes are centered around failing as growing and developing grit. In LL and
when on the phone I encounter a student with a fixed mindset, I try to pull back one of
these quotes.

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

This activity relates directly to what I need to do in my classroom with my students. There
are many who may fall into this category. The steps outlined in my response should be
used for those students who are struggling. This session gives me a chance to reflect on
how I am helping my students deal with failure and not meeting their goals.

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 12/22/2014

This presentation allowed me to really focus on how students are perceiving their
performance. I would really like to try and include more feedback and also encourage
discussions with the students to assess their own learning strengths and weaknesses.

Larsen

Kirsti

Teacher- Advisory

11/12/2014

This session was helpful in developing ways to help students take ownership of their own
learning. We work in a unique environment, so it was nice to talk about strategies directly
related working with students in a virtual school.

Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

03/19/2015

I enjoyed the blog post from the founder of Khan Academy. I think learning more about
the growth mindset is important for educators and parents.

Lawrence

Edward

Teacher- Secondary

12/01/2014

I think this can be used to specifically map out intruction in Domain 3 and even in Domain
1 of the Danielson model of teaching. To important to understand how as learners we can
take that step from fixed to growth mind sets.

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

11/18/2014

Helping students develop intrinsic motivation to take ownership of their own learning.

11/12/2014
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Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I believe that this session hits upon the most important thing that any teacher can impart to
his/her students and that is how to be a good learner, and that this stems from having the
internal will to succeed at their courses. Students have to know that striving is a part of
life. Learning is not always fun. Just like any job it involves work, doing and memorizing
things that may not be your favorite subjects, and reviewing and exploring ideas until you
fully understand them. We all learn differently and have different skills and abilities. As
learners we all share one important thing: We are each individually responsible for our
own learning and achievements. Many people have reached the highest levels of academic
success having started in the most adverse educational situations. They need to know that
they are the change agents in their own lives, no one will do it for them.

Litzke

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

02/11/2015

Intelligence is not fixed and the growth mindset should be embraced by students, parents
and teachers. Students who work hard can overcome content struggles and achieve mastery
of the subject being studied.

Lockard

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I liked the idea of reflecting on the fixed vs. growth mindset. I see the difference not only
in my students, but in teachers. While I find the topic interesting, I wish that they focused
more on how to overcome fixed mindsets in students and not just sharing ideas of
strategies other teachers use. We have PLCs to share these ideas and I am always hoping
for more concrete or newer tools to use from these sessions.

Lutz
Malsberger

Sara
Lisa

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

01/26/2015
11/20/2014

I learned how to refocus student perspectives on learning to promote a growth mindset.
This session was interesting in learning about the fixed and growth mindsets and how I can
better use strategies to change one of my own students mindsets from fixed to growth
pertaining to issues in my own class. In the future, when my students are showing a "fixed
mindset" regarding my courses, I will work with them to change their beliefs to more of a
"growth" mindset
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Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

This session made me reflect on what I'm doing in LL with students. I always ask students
to help me read our LA story for the week and it was slow going to try and get some of
them to use their mics, but now I don't have enough story for everyone. I've noticed that it
isn't just my fluent students, but the students that enrolled in TRYP or struggled to meet
benchmark for DIBELS that ask to read. The students have gotten into habit of telling
each student 'Good job' after they've read because it was a habit for me to say it when they
finished. I think it needs to be a conscious effort to remember to promote growth mindset
because I do hear from parents or see student work and they aren't performing up to their
true ability.

Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

01/29/2015

Too often times students are reminded of when they fail and do not receive enough
feedback when they succeed. It is important to not only tell them how to improve but to
also show them how. Emphasis should be on success and improvement and not always be
on failing.

Marrara

Kelly

Teacher- Special
Education

11/11/2014

There were a few components of this presentation that could be loosely tied to my work
supporting LSTs in my role as a Master Teacher. I took more away from this presentation
as a parent, though, than I did in my current role at CCA.

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Helping students to learn how to take ownership of their learning should be a major
initiative in an online environment.

Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

11/26/2014

This session served to reinforce some strategies that I already use to encourage
achievement in my class. Foreign language learning is a process, so it's easier to encourage
persistence because students can see true growth and fluency emerge over the course of a
year, and that growth and increased understanding gives kids hope and encouragement, and
pride in what they have accomplished so far. I like the idea of encouraging practice,
praising effort and improvement because these are required of anyone who wants to learn a
foreign language. Even those who are fluent can always learn more, so there is a
fundamental growth mindset for any true scholars. You can never stop learning, there are
always new things to learn about the language. I've also uploaded another couple of
artifacts that I use during my LiveLessons and in webmails that motivate students.
(translation: What doesn't kill you makes you stronger)

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I always review with my students and make sure they take poll pods at the end of the
livelesson. I always teach my students to have a growth mindset.
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Matrishion

Deanna

Teacher- Secondary

01/16/2015

This helped me to remember that students learn better when they are learning or writing
about something that interest them- it is important to incorporate their passions and build
on strengths; praise and encourage.

Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I too give my students the advice that they need to practice to get better, just like when they
play a sport or whatever they are interested in. I didn't realize it before, but this is
encouraging a growth mindset for students. I want students to realize it isn't about the
grade but rather the effort they put into it. If they do the work and "practice" their grades
can improve.

McConnell

Kim

Teacher- Elementary 11/25/2014

I really liked the collaboration that took place in the pods. I was able to get some good
ideas for communicating good feedback to my students, parents and even reflect on my
own actions.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

12/01/2014

I feel as though the discussion within this professional development helped me to have a
better understanding of the fixed vs. growth mindsets. In better understanding this, I am
better able to provide effective instruction and feedback to encourage students to take
ownership of their own learning. This workshop provided me with specific ideas to
implement a growth mindset into my live lessons and portfolio feedback.

McFarland

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I think it is important to remember that our jobs as educators includes being a support
system. It is our job to help build confidence and instill a feeling of accomplishment within
our kids.

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

This session made me think about how to reach each student. Each student is going to
prepare, learn and master a concept differently. It is my job to ensure that I am offering
good communication to all students to ensure that I am reaching all students. Also, that I
am following up with each student to ensure that they are receiving the proper feedback
regrading their performance and I need to be mindful to ensure that I am not using the same
point for each student as some students need more confience and guidance than others.

McGovern

Kelsey

Teacher- Special
Education

I am in the SRA program- so with our program it already gives the students the
responsibility to take ownership of their learning. They are expected to attend every
livelesson and each lesson builds on the previous lesson.

06/15/2015
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McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

This professional development session served to discuss the idea of a growth mindset vs a
fixed mindset. I identified myself as having growth mindset based on the way my parents
modeled life long learning in our home. We were praised for meeting benchmarks and
then immediately pushed to do more or better. The session led an in-depth discussion on
how to encourage a growth mindset in our students. We also discussed the various modes
of communication and interaction with our students and how we can encourage a growth
mindset during those interactions.

McMahon

Brady

Teacher- Secondary

This session allowed me to think about how to allow students to grow by using effective
feedback.

Miedel

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

Our PLC had a lot of great ideas. It was a nice discussion.

Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

12/18/2014

This professional development was helpful because it reminds me, as an educator, to have
a growth mind-set instead of a fixed one. I know that all students are capable of learning
and perhaps, with my growth mind-set, the students will also have a growth mind-set about
their education. It's important not to have a fixed mind-set, as that will not help students (or
educators) improve upon their grades and practices. The session provided a lot of great
ideas for bouncing upon how to unleash the growth mind-set in our students. I think it's a
great idea to build on the student's strengths and interests, incorporate their passions in our
teaching, praise their actions and not their traits, and also to model positive reactions. I
believe that getting students to have a growth mind-set, it starts with a teacher that has and
practices a growth mind-set. I will definitely be incorporating more of these strategies into
my teaching practices.
Every senerio irritated me. Why are we forgetting that all kids do not learn in the same
way?? Why are we testing kids with the same style of assessment and expecting them to do
well? It frustrates me that teachers are not exploring other assessment methods, whether it
be oral or media presentation... Kids DO LEARN... and some just need the appropriate
assessment method to show us.

Miller

Jennifer Lynn Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

11/11/2014

Students must be taught how to succeed in multiple levels
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Miloszewski

Lynden

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

I think that it is very easy to fall into bad habits like some of the people did with the
"fixed" mindset scenarios. It is important that we continue to remind ourselves that there is
usually something else we could be doing to encourage the "growth" mindset. Sometimes
the smallest things can make a big difference in a student's life.

Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

01/26/2015

I agree with the ideas presented in this session. It's definitely advantageous to promote a
growth mindset in our students. I would say that all too often teachers and parents with a
fixed mindset can do a great deal of damage to a student's motivation, self-esteem and
chances for future success and happiness.

Morgan

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I really liked this session. I think we need to encourage the growth mindset more. I think it
is definitely a large problem with our students, as well as their parents. What I found most
helpful was the graffiti wall and seeing all of the things my colleagues are doing to help
encourage this growth mindset.

Moser
Natale

Diane
Gregory

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014
11/26/2014

I feel like the topics of this session are topics that we are already aware of
It is important to approach learning as a continuous and constant process instead of a set
point. In the current environment of education, with state testing, is easy to develop tunnel
vision and focus on just meeting the standards to proficiency., but learning is more than
that.

Nauman

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This information was very helpful. It reminded me that many of things I already do are
affective teaching strageties. I think that the comments in response to students work are
very important chances for teaching. It is more important to explain what the student did
wrong and how they can improve then it is to give them a grade. Every assignement can be
used as a teachable moment if you take this approach. I really like the one suggestion
about giving feedback through video.

Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I was able to understand the difference between growth mindset and fixed mindset. It was
interesting at the start to be challenged with the activity. The presentation covered a lot of
interesting information about growth and fixed mindset.

Offutt

Jodi

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This session was valuable to me as a reminder that our students are real people with real
feelings. They need to be nurtured just as we all do in life.

Olivetti

Dreon

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session did a great job reinforcing best practices for teachers. It allowed for reflection
on how these practices are utilized in our environment.
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Oneal

Heather

Teacher- Secondary

12/04/2014

I have witnessed first hand students with both fixed mindset and growth mindset. It can be
challenging to address these scenarios at times. It was good to be able to address common
problems and see how everyone handles things uniquely.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

The growth vs. fixed mindset will enable my students to more successful academically and
in their everyday life. A growth mindset will allow students to take ownership of their
learning by building on their existing strengths. Through high interest activities, teachers
can promote practicing skills that students are learning and realizing that the concepts may
not be easy to understand at first, but through effort and persistence, students can master
the skills being learned.

Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

In this session, we discussed the growth mindset vs. the fixed mindset. In the pre-session
activity we read an article by Sahl Khan in which he explained why he doesn't tell his son
that he is "smart." As teachers, we should encourage effort and persevarance over grades
and "smarts." Students who have a fixed mindset don't relate their effort to the outcome
and believe that intelligence is limited, so they don't persist when a task is difficult. We
want students to have high expectations for themselves and not be afraid to fail, because
failure leads to learning. If a student fails the first time and learns from that mistake, he or
she is more likely to complete the task correctly in the future.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I really felt like showing students how to navigate through "tough" material is a key
element. Too often, students give up the second they reach something hard. Content will
come, but this skill is essential.

Palomba

Diana

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Appropriate methods of approval, acknowledgement, and positive reinforcement are
intricate parts of teaching. Regardless of results, students should feel that even the time and
effort put into an activity/learning has been recognized.

Pearson

Malena

Teacher- Elementary 12/09/2014

It is definitely important to identify each child's passions, strengths, and motivators. Once
that is set, each child will have his/her own way to learn as well. To provide different
strategies during our calls, give praise and positive reinforcement for what is going well for
a child, will build the self-confidence to believe they can accomplish a goal and continue to
move forward.
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Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

11/13/2014

I thought the pre-activity was very interesting. As I commented in my reflection, I think
many students put off things that are difficult so they can focus on easy courses. They
don't want to work through things as demonstrated by the fact that many students stopped
coming to my LiveLessons when they discovered they had to work, not just listen, during
my presentations.
Some of the solutions suggested for addressing this issue seem problematic. How can I
grade based on effort? Should students who naturally do well be penalized since they
didn't try hard? Should other students who don't have as strong a grasp of the subject
matter but persevered have As and Bs on their transcripts? How can I build on strengths
when we are encouraged to spend most of our LiveLesson time targeting students who are
struggling on topics (weaknesses)?
I think the one big takeaway for me is that I need to respect the process and encourage
students who I am able to motivate for their small victories.

Petula

Patricia

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This professional development was extremely helpful me. I often struggle with "how much
should I do for my students." I was reminded that "challenge and some frustration" is not
only OK, but helpful for students--for people in general. Growth mindset can be taught,
and I intend to look more into Dweck's "growth mind-set interventions."

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/12/2015

I struggled with this session when looking at the growth in the brain for making mistakes. I
would like to do more research on how this works with students that have developmental
delays.

Piekara

Kimberly

Teacher- Special
Education

01/14/2015

My students in special education stress a lot about tests, quizzes or any type of
assessments. They tend to doubt themselves or their ability. My job is to encourage them
to do their best, and also to make sure they have all the necessary tools and resources to do
their best when they take assessments.
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Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 12/05/2014

This session provided real life takeaways and ideas that all of us as teachers can put into
practice right away. Taking a few moments to praise a student's effort can be done during a
CBA on a phone call, as well we can also incorporate a students' interests into those calls,
and show them that their teacher cares about them as an individual. Our ultimate goal as
teachers should be to create students that are intrinsically motivated to learn and grow as
students. We can model positive reactions, and praise their actions to help them get there
every step of the way.

Pulizzi

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

11/18/2014

I think that encouraging a growth mindset is a great thing to be reminded of and given
models for!

Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This was a good session as too many of my students lake a positive growth mindset. It is
part of my job to instill confidence and do all I can to help students have success, no matter
how minimum it may be. Be upbeat and be open to teach things differently for some
students. Diversification is key to reach as many different personalities and mind sets as
possible.

Raptosh

Jenna

Teacher- Special
Education

06/03/2015

was informative and a good tool for reflection to help improve my teaching

Reilly

Keri

Teacher- Elementary 12/09/2014

Discussed way to have students take ownership of their own learning and see the value
what they are learning and striving towards.

Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

Every learner will face challenges at some point in time. It is important for the learner to
understand that this is part of learning. Facing the challenge is better than simply
succeeding at something. Simply succeeding could mean that nothing new is being learned
at all. Being challenged means that the student is facing something new and can learn from
it

Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

I really like this growth mind model. I feel that I use it all the time when wokring with my
students in lessons.

Rivera

Renee

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This was not a good use of time. Admin does not think this way. If a student is struggling
we are told to modify and help the student 10 different ways until we see success.

Robb

Lacey

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session was informative and interesting and applied to everyone I really enjoyed it.

11/12/2014
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Roberts

Timothy

Teacher- Secondary

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

My personal teaching philosophy is closely aligned to the ideas Mr. Kahn shared in his
article. I strive to set high expectations for students and share in their successes, failures
and finding their path in education. Building and educational community through
LiveLessons allows students to engage and learn about themselves.

Robinson

Melissa

Teacher- Special
Education

I loved this segment as I am a firm believer that it's "okay" to fail. I do believe that humans
learn through failure and that we are never to old to learn something new. I often share this
with my students and have done so for the past 14 years that I've been teaching.

Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

I though this was a good session that discussed what grit was and how students can
persevere over challenges that they face during the school year and continue to enjoy
learning and growing as learners.

Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

It is very important to know your students on a personal level so you're able to incorporate
their areas of interest into class to not only increase their motivation, but to increase their
chances of being successful. Especially in Algebra I, my students learn very early in the
year that mistakes are a big part of learning and that they are not a bad thing! Mistakes
help them to learn, and sometimes, its better to make a mistake and learn how to correct it
than to never make a mistake at all! Incorporating a self-reflection aspect into my
LiveLessons is very important and ensures the students are evaluating themselves and
holding themselves accountable for their learning. This promotes practice and builds
confidence, as students become more aware of their trouble areas and are able to focus
their attention appropriately.

01/08/2015

12/03/2014

01/07/2015

Being able to think about he positive by turning a negative situation around will help over
come obstacle int eh future.
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Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

The article was amazing and something I plan on holding onto for future reference. It
reminds me of how society awards kids for just showing up. There's a lack of hard work
and determination in today's youth. Dr. Kahn appears to be working against that issue. I've
already quoted this article a few times in my LiveLessons since I participated in this
training. I've referred to it with parents who are giving students the answers too and
surprisingly, it's really helped them to back off. It's also helped me to allow more wait time,
especially in TRYP with decoding. The students are beginning to realize that I most likely
won't give them the answer and that they better figure it out themselves. They like the idea
of the "workout" their brain gets when they try, fail, revise. This was the most valuable
CCA training I've had yet.

Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

I think the most important thing to teach students is to model the growth mind-set. It needs
to be pointed out to them and practiced along the way. The key is to model/teach
persistence in the face of adversity.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

I think it's important to maintain a growth mindset with all students. Keeping students
motivated and positive will ultimately lead towards growth.

Rottet

Thomas

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I believe helping students become more "gritty" in their academic endeavors will benefit
them.

Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

11/11/2014

It is hard to get out of a fixed mindset. It is important for students to be reflective so they
can recognize their strengths and weaknesses. Grit can be a disciplined mind, tied to long
term success, perseverance, determination. Students need to take an ownership of their
learning. Incorporate their passions into the curriculum.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

It is great to focus on a growth mindset and focus students toward growth as well. Getting
parents on board is much more difficult and sometimes impossible. Even getting one
student working toward a growth mindset can be counted as success, and hopefully the
student will take the growth mindset and attitude with them into future endeavours.

Saul

Abigail

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This was an effective sessions for showing me how to encourage students to be more
reflective learners.
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Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This session focused on the difference between a growth and fixed mindset in students and
teachers. It provided both postive and negative examples of each. It also helped me to
identify strategies for helping students take ownership for their learning such as
incorporating their passions, building on strengths, and enhancing potential. This helped
me to remember that learning involves struggle which does not equal failure. This mindset
applies to teachers as well as their students. I strive to make my classroom a positive
learning environment as I continue in my practice.

Schmitt

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I can see both sides to the idea that Mr. Kahn presents and that we reviewed during our
discussion during the session. It is important to make sure that students do not rely solely
on being "smart" when it comes to explaining themselves and having self worth. However,
there are some students who need to be reminded of this in order to feel as though they can
reach the goals that we know they can. One thing I took away from this session is to ensure
that when I speak with students, I am showing them how they can grow and improve, as
well as promote a particular assignment or strategy that will help them. For example, if a
student fails a test, working to help them see where they missed points and providing them
with remediation in that area in order to earn points back to help them receive credit for
making the effort to improve would help students to understand the importance of
improving themselves.

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This session helped me to recognize the difference between growth mindsets versus fixed
mindsets. The post-session activity allowed me to practice what I learned in the livelesson.
Students may need encouragement and reassurance to help them perform to the best of
their ability. Promoting growth mindsets allows students to reach goals that they might
have thought were unattainable.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

In order to foster confidence in our students it is not enough to only let them know that
they can do it and that we believe in them. We also need to instill in them that sometimes
learning and being successful can be difficult but the reward is worth the hard work.
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Selby

Marianne

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I learned a great deal from this session and really enjoyed discussing growth and fixed
mindsets. I feel that this is the most important concept to explore in education and that it
must be applied to bother educators and learners in order to get anywhere in learning
ownership. There are so many things we as educators can do to promote grit and. intrinsic
motivation in our students, as that is the ideal scenario: the student wanting and deciding to
learn and grow

Seymore

Debra

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

I enjoyed working with teachers to discuss differences between a fixed and growth
mindset. I felt like a learned a lot with this session. I liked the pod discussions as well.
We followed up with a discussion in our PLC group. I feel like I am definitely on the right
track with the goal of the growth mindset that we discussed.

Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 11/17/2014

I really liked this prof dev. It was a good reminder that you can always do more and not to
get frustrated or suck in a rut. I feel like typically this is something I do well, but the prof
dev. was a good recharge.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

01/05/2015

I really find the growth mindset concept fascinating. I think it's especially true for math and
I try to explain this to my students.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

11/17/2014

Growth v.s. fixed mindset... I love the idea of growth, but agree with my PLC it feels great
to hear a compliment now and again, studentswon't be harmed from hearing 'good job' or
'you're smart' in my opinion. I respect Sal, but I think sometimes a positive affirmation can
go a long way from a teacher to student especially when they may not get it at home. Sure,
we don't want them cocky or complacent, we want them humble and always striving for
better, but never hearing positive affirmations form parents or educators may not be the
best way.

Smith
Smith

Jordann
Sevien

Teacher- Secondary
Success Coach

11/13/2014
05/18/2015

See attached document.
I really liked this particular training because , I given insight into the thought patterns
that could hinder a students academic development. The most interesting part of the
training that I related to is having a "fixed" mindset. I have a fixed mindset in Math. If
don' t understand a mathematical concept I give up very easy. I let math intimidate
myself as much as some students with other subjects.
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Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

11/03/2014

It was nice to find ways that we could personalize and monitor student learning using a
growth mindset. Many students tend to have a fixed mindset, and it is up to us as their
educators to promote a growth mindset.

Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Students must understand that they are not the masters of the information they are taught
within any class. This is why they are the student, and therefore they are always capable of
growth. As long as they keep this in mind, they will be able to maintain a positive, growthbased mindset that allows for mistakes and revisions to be made. It is important to
challenge students, much like a personal trainer would challenge their clients. The brain is
a muscle, and therefore must be trained like any muscle. It contracts, stretches, breaks
down, rebuilds, and in the end—becomes stronger.

Smolens

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

What are your reflections?

Snively

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 01/23/2015

In this session, I learned a lot about the importance of a positive mindset as it directly
related to future success. Also helpful in the session was the comparison of perfectionism
versus high expectations. Perfectionism can result in negativity, due to the rigidity and
feeling of not ever being able to be good enough. Modeling taking ownership in a positive
fashion to students is essential to their growth.

Sommer

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

Good info

06/07/2015
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Sorrentino

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

It is difficult to sometimes work with students who have different motivations than you. II
for one had developed a great deal of intrinsic motivation early where I wanted to improve.
If I had trouble in a subject or with a topic, I would work even harder to learn it.
Even though I know that not everyone is like that or like me, I do struggle with helping
students that are very much different from that. I just do not understand the approach of
just not doing anything or why anyone would see that as a viable option. That sometimes
causes a disconnect that I have to try to deal with in order serve those students better, or at
least try to do so.
I do feel it ironic though that it is that attitude that I have that is so different from many of
my students that perform poorly (and mostly due to not completing work) that keeps me
trying to help them and trying different ways to do so.

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

11/25/2014

This session really make me take a look at how focusing on the wrong things can affect
student learning, confidence, and growth.

Stoll

Courtney

Teacher- Secondary

01/29/2015

This was an interesting blog post that looked at the importance of embracing the struggle to
learn.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

No one knows how you learn better than yourself. Self-assessment of your understanding is
a good start to taking ownership of your learning. Hopefully, once you are aware of your
level of understanding, you take initiative to refine your understanding if it's not at the
level you'd hoped (grit). I plan on providing the self assessment at the end of my
LiveLessons so that I can gather feedback on how effective instruction was and what
students still need assistance with their understanding so that they may be invited to
targeted lessons in the future.

Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 11/18/2014

This was a great way to review how to help students who are struggling.

Taggart

Jacqueline

Teacher- Secondary

I feel that providing a rigorous curriculum is great, but students also need to be encouraged
to work to that level - even if it is challenging.

11/12/2014
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Tepsich

Alana

Teacher- Secondary

Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Most of the positive feedback to students should be motivational. Student successes can
be used to challenge students to think deeper and take their learning to the next higher step
as well.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

I really enjoyed this session! The idea of shifting students' perception of learning and
struggle is very important. It is so true that students view struggle as failure, or as a sign
that they're incapable or not smart, so I feel as though this session and the ideas provided
through the presenter and my colleagues will help to change this mindset.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This was a good professional development. I think that we addressed important issues that
hold back students because they do understand the difference between being "smart" and
having grit. In this environment, it is too easy for students to jump right to assessments and
do poorly on them without taking the time to practice and make the mistakes needed to
learn. Most of these mistakes are made in the classroom and doing homework that is then
reviewed in the classroom. Being in the classroom is not required at CCA, so we need to
really focus on how to work on this effort and "mistakes in practice are necessary" mindset
with students we may only have synchronous contact with in very short telephone
conversations.

Tribbitt

Steven

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I believe that motivating students is hard to do. We are not with the kids and have very
little influence over their hearts.

01/28/2015

This session helped me realize how important it is to not only motivate your students, but
to tie in students' personal interests to the material at hand for a better understanding.

I enjoyed this professional development as it showed how to incorporate strategies to be
involved in learning. By incorporating student passions, build on strengths, and finding
their motivations, they are more likely to step out of their comfort zone. I liked the
comparison that you can exercise the brain like a muscle: you can get better with effort.
Effort, persistence, and focus is essential to learning-- to help students overcome a fixed
mindset and develop a growth mindset.
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Troxell

Elizabeth

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I like the idea of the "growth mindset" I feel that it is something all teachers should use to
reflect, and model for our students. I think it is important for students to build on their
learning, while building on their strengths and potential .

Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

This session allowed me to recognize the difference between fixed and growth mindsets
and how I can better utilize strategies to change one of my own students mindsets from
fixed to growth pertaining to issues in my own class. In the future, when my students have
problems with this, I will take the time to discuss the issues with them and allow them to
reflect on what they need to work on to do better next time.

Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 11/17/2014

I really enjoyed this lesson, because we too often, as teachers jump to conclusions with
why students didn't perform well on a test. And many times we may not realize what is
going on at home with the student. I always try to maintain a positive attitude around my
students and always try to help them whenever I can. I wish there were more hours in my
day to help my students.
I do, however, wish that our content and our lessons could be controlled by the teacher.
Too often, my students don't understand a concept being taught in Math, and the only thing
I can do, is say, "Come to my office hours on Friday for tutoring." By the time they come,
they have moved on in the math curriculum to something else entirely. We, as teachers,
should be able to change when we cover material in our lessons and be able to stop the
students from doing more lessons until they have mastered their current lesson. Also, the
30 minute sessions, especially for math, remains a constant struggle, as many times this is
not enough time to cover a problem of the day, review the content being covered, and
complete enough problems for the students to master the problems.

Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

11/26/2014

This was a very informative session. My informal observation is that many students stop
'trying' very quickly when we discuss concepts that may be hard to understand for them. I
very much believe that examples of grit and modeling grit are critical for students to
experience so they can learn to develop that trait within themselves.

Viebrock

Kathryn

Teacher- Secondary

03/26/2015

This session was great in showing how perspective is everything and how it takes one
event or even person to change a mindset and the course of someone's future. It was great
to see how easy it is to effect someone's life and change their mindset in a positive manner
which can last a lifetime.
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Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 11/03/2014

This session allowed me to reflect on what I do daily to aid students in their understanding
as well as their self confidence.

Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 12/01/2014

Growth/Fixed mindset: This training was interesting. I realized that many students are in a
fixed mindset. I hear all the time about students being perfectionists and I never really
made the connection before. I also think because students do have so much work in our
setting, that they all just want to get the work done and move on. I do not think they reflect
on their learning because there is no time to do anything about it. I also think many
students do not study for this reason as well. The lessons just move right on, so they do
too. From the training, I do like the concept of process praise. I work hard to do this on the
math portfolios so they know I recognize their effort by working trough the problems. Even
if their final answer is wrong, I still praise them on going through the steps or even just
setting the problem up correctly. If effort is made, I try to acknowledge it. I also like the
concept of helping students remember that learning involves struggle at times, and that the
brain is a muscle we need to strengthen like every other muscle.

Wagner

Frank

Teacher- Secondary

11/19/2014

I emphasize that learning involves struggles and persistent efforts. No pain, no gain, in the
world of successful learning.

Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Our discussion regarding the pliability of brain, being ongoing growth mindset made me
realize that some kids are stuck in the fixed mindset. I also really liked to learn more about
the struggle. We are sometimes wanting to help kids, but that moment of confusion for kids
allows them to have breakthroughs, and build confidence, so just knowing how to hone
those skills towards encouragement to grow is better than just praise alone.

Watson-Fisher Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Telling a student that the process of getting there is important and they can master the
process to learn the information. I think all encouragement is good. I can see how
praising the process so they do not give up is good.

Weigel

Teacher- Secondary

11/13/2014

Great professional development session going over ways to ensure higher levels of student
engagement and ensure student achievement.

Stephen
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Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 11/12/2014

I hadn't hear the term grit used before in the education realm, but after the PD I realize just
how important that really is for our students. Some of the things that I took away from the
session are that it is incredibly important to stay in the growth mindset. This is something
that I try to do with my own students. I do this by showing praise for their efforts, and
including their interests into my instruction.

Welty

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

We must do whatever we can to help students take ownership of their own learning
experience and understand that THEY are in control of their learning, their grades, and
their success. We can do this by teaching students to take responsibility for their
performance and encouraging them to be proactive and independent in contacting their
teachers.

White

William

Teacher- Secondary

11/12/2014

Good session that stimulated being positive towards students and developing health
mindsets for learning

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 12/16/2014

I like this session in order to get suggestions on how to help and motivate students that are
having frustrations.

Wolfe

Chad

Teacher- Special
Education

04/24/2015

I think this Session was beneficial in the fact that it opened my eyes to my teaching
strategies and the way I work with students.

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

This is related to the EdD coursework I've been working on this year.

Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

11/11/2014

I think this session was helpful for thinking about how to redirect students when they might
be struggling. It isn't always the right choice to tell them they did something correctly
when in fact they did not. Teachers need to be mindful of redirecting a response, modeling
appropriate behavior, or praising students efforts rather than the correct answer. I think
this "growth mindset" is important to instill so that students know it's more of the process
than the end result.

Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

11/21/2014

My biggest concern with this topic is how to get students to take ownership of their
learning because so many of them want the easiest way possible or they shift the blame of
why they are behind or not doing well on to someone or something else. I'm hoping these
strategies will help my students and I to improve in this area.
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Last Name
Abbey

First Name
Christine

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

SessionDate Session Reflections
01/14/2015 This session was good for getting started about thinking about asking more rigorous
questions and making students utilize higher level thinking.

Ague

Kevin

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Formative assessment is used regularly throughout my lessons. My classes are
introductory classes as well as technical courses. Some of the questions has to have
exact answers. However, avoiding yes and no questions is something I do 95% of
the time, because I want to make sure that my students understand what is going on.

Allen

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Higher order thinking questions are essential to student learning. I can certainly see
that it would be important for teachers to know how to create them, but this may
have been a more important topic for the 100 series.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

01/23/2015

I feel that quality questions are essential to helping students see and grasp the vital
information and concepts.

Azzalina

Andrea

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Identified new ways to question students and enforce their high-order thinking
skills.

Bair

Stacie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I really liked the Ted talk! I enjoyed reflecting on my current questioning
techniques and learning ways to improve upon these. Discussions gave me some
more ideas to use in LL.

Bannister

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I chose that I use HOT questions 25% of the time. Since LA is a build on a concept
content class, I use other questions to build throughout the lessons.

Bechtel

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

06/11/2015

Higher level questions are good to pose to students to help them connect and expand
on things they have learned. However, the levels of questions asked is dependent
upon the ability of the students being taught.

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

01/13/2015

It was interesting. Bloom's levels have been well researched and works in most
settings.. The lesson seemed to focus on self -reflection. Essential questions are part
of each lesson and need to include the bigger questions and how to reach our diverse
population of learner.
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Bianchi

Kristen

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I think it is good to reflect on how I question students. Especially in math, I find
myself asking basic questions. I try to explain the "why" in math, but students too
often just want the quick way to find the answer.

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This session was great because it focused on higher level questioning. This is
something I am really trying to work on this year. Hearing other teacher's ideas
helped me formulate some ideas to use in my own classroom.

Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I tend to use the same questioning techniques, and realize that I need to change that.
I'd like to see some professional development about using different strategies in
LiveLessons

Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

In Foreign Language, it is difficult to ask Higher order thinking questions because
the students do not have the vocabulary and grammar to express complex thoughts.
We work towards that goal but it is very limited. If the students in a Foreign
language would learn from kinder garden a foreign language, then we could easily
have higher order thinking questions.

Boccella

Lori

Teacher- Elementary 05/21/2015

Asking higher order questions in LiveLessons and during CBAs help us assist
children in gaining a deeper understanding of content. This will also help increase
motivation an achievement. This PD allowed me to review the questioning I use
during LL and CBAs. I have become more aware of my questioning to make sure the
higher order questions are asked.

Bost

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

It is important to have several levels of questions about a given concept so that you
can adjust to the ability of the student with whom you are working, once you get on
level with them and can assess their knowledge level you will be more successful in
teaching them and will result in their ability to answer questions with a higher level
of thinking.

Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

During this session, we learned the importance of writing high-order thinking
questions and spent a lot of time giving examples of how we elicit student thinking
in our classrooms. The session not only provided ideas to help promote more
thinking in my classroom but also provided a great video that helped motivate me
and remind me of why I became a teacher.
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Brace

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

02/02/2015

This session provided me with tips on how to develop CBA questions that are
embedded with verbs that promote higher order thinking skills.

Bradwell

Bianca

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

Teachers conduct CBAs to determine how much information students retained
during instruction. Using higher-level questions will enable students to use critical
thinking skills. I hope to use more higher-level CBA questions in the future.

Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I believe that this session was very beneficial for me as a teacher! Higher Order
Thinking questions are very important for students to practice on a daily basis,
whether it be over the phone or in LL. Students need to practice these types of
questions regularly in order for them to be able to answer these questions when
faced with them on a test. Higher Order Thinking Questions are types of questions
that students need to practice in order to master because it requires several skills for
students to answers these types of questions, including reasoning, adding details,
and elaborating- just to name a few. This session helped me to put in perspective the
number of Higher Order Thinking questions that I am asking so I can add to this
h l opportunity
d
b to reflect
d on questions
d hi
Thisbwas adgood
and making sure I am using
higher order thinking in my LiveLessons.

Breithaupt

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

The need for higher level questioning is so important to really understand the scope
of their knowledge and to challenge them in their response to questions.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

I feel like I have continuously gotten better at questioning through the LiveLesson
room and student phonecalls to complete CBAs and verify that my students are truly
learning and understanding the material that we cover in class.

Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

1/28/15

It is interesting to see the new generation assessments. It makes me reconsider how
I question students during lessons and CBAs and maybe try to challenge them a little
more than I currently am.

Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This review of how to use Bloom's Taxonomy to enrich our LiveLesson interactions
and how we can ensure our CBAs probe for higher learning and critical thought.
This session allowed me to reflect on my own questions and create CBA questions
that focused on students needing to evaluate, compare and analyze.
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Bueno

Lora

Teacher- Secondary

01/12/2015

It was a good idea to transfer the work from the PD session to our PLC and have
more discussion

Camp

Ann

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I use a lot of questions as I teach. I am working on how to make them so that they
casue higher level thought in my students. I found that yesterday's LiveLesson
actually was better with more student involvement partially because I did have some
higher level questions in the lesson.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This session was relevant to my instruction and I would like to spend more time
developing higher order thinkgin questions for my students. In the kindergarten
setting in which there are letters, sounds, numbers, and words to memorize by rote, I
cannot neglect the critical thinking skills that need to be developed for my students.

Carroll

Erica

Teacher- Secondary

I found this topic not as relevant.

Christman

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

This session reminded me to make take my instruction and CBA calls and turn it
around with how much I talk and explain, and to put it in their hands. Higher order
thinking questions stem from discussions with each other and having students
discover and explain rather than just hearing all the facts and answers from the
teacher.

Christy

Ryan

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

This session helped me realize that students will ask intriguing questions when they
are provoked. I have realized that I need to challenge my students more and create
situations for them that will make the wonder about the topics I am teaching.

Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I found this very helpful and think it should be focused on at our school. I'd like to
see more trainings about higher order questions.

Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/11/2015

This session provided examples on using higher order questioning. It provided a
great tool in blooms to help assist with this in lessons. It reminded me that I need to
include some higher questions with my students.

Davis

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

05/19/2015

I enjoyed this topic. I believe that it is important to engage the students and have
them think creatively and abstractly about the topic that they are learning. When we
encourage higher order thinking we also encourage this abstract though process.

01/14/2015
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DeBaise

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

03/05/2015

An expectation of higher level thinking motivates students to learn.

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This activity was very similar to the 100 series training on next generation exams. I
enjoyed creating these questions, and would use these for CBAs, but it would be my
wish to actually be able to implement these questions on exams.

Demshick

Meghan

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

It takes more time to create high level questions, but shows student learning on a
deeper level.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

02/13/2015

I thought it was good to learn about questioning strategies and focusing on Depth of
Knowledge.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Our school does not use next generation tests. The only control we have over
assessment questions are in the form of CBA's and that is individualized to each
student, since we are a flexible school not all students are working in the same
lesson or sometimes unit. I create custom assessments that I get approved by my
PLC to distribute to students, however there is no way to force them to complete the
alternate test rather than the test on their lesson that has been created for them. For
the most part questions that students are graded on are out of our control.

Ditmer

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Just by its nature, my course does require a fair amount of higher-level thinking.
Students need to think back to past knowledge, and they need to use past knowledge
combined with new content. Students do often struggle with this, so I try to provide
guidance on how to think through these kinds of questions in my LiveLessons. For
CBAs, I sometimes try to start with questions that require higher level thinking, and
then transition to leading questions if they need help adjusting. I feel like it is these
leading questions that tend to help students work through and adjust to the higher
level questions. Sometimes they are unsure of a next step, and asking them pieces
along the way helps them move forward. When they have the time working on thier
own, they can think of those leading questions to help them remember and piece
things together.

Dolder

Lisa

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Think of what a 4 year old would ask about what we are learning? Generate
questions by thinking of their endless curiosity.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

This lesson helped me develop better questioning techniques to use with students to
gain a better understanding of what they are learning/how they are learning it.
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Eisenhauer

Jenny

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

In this session I explored my questioning techniques, which is a great refresher as I
set up my LiveLesson room and create Curriculum Based Assessment questions.
Higher order thinking involves analysis, evaluation, and logical reasoning. It
challenges students with inquiry, investigation, and problem based learning. The
idea is to provide students opportunity to process new knowledge through deeper
thought questions, discussion, and critical thinking activities. I loved the three rules:
Curiosity comes first, embrace the mess (trial and error), and practice reflection.
What we do as teachers is good, but, can always use revision.

Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

I think it is a good idea to prepare higher order thinking questions prior to the lesson
so you are prepared and meeting the needs to diverse learners.

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I admit that before this session I was unsure about how to make the best out of the
questions I ask my students. After the session, I know that I can build on students'
mistakes to lead them to make new discoveries which will make their learning more
meaningful. I can use the way I phrase questions to push them beyond their limits. I
think this is especially useful for CBA questioning. In the future, I would like to
create more meaningful questions to use during my conversations with students on
the phone. That's my time to have a one-on-one discussion with each individual
student and using effective questioning techniques will allow me to truly see what
each student is capable of.

Fernez

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

05/08/2015

Essential questions can be formed when trying to access prior knowledge or
introducing new topics. The questions formed in the post artifact allow students to
analyze, evaluate and create meaning to the mathematical rules that they've just
learned and understood. It goes beyond just recalling facts and applying them to
practical applications, but also tying it in and relating it to other fundamental
concepts that are currently being learned.

Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I enjoyed this session, I learned some new ways to incorporate higher level
questions to my students. I got to collaborate with co-workers strategies that they
found to be effective and ineffective in respect to asking questions.

Fields

Keely

Teacher- Secondary

03/18/2015

Through this professional development lesson, I learned how to refine my current
CBA questions to ensure that I was provoking higher order thinking. I can measure
student learning by referencing the Bloom's Taxonomy chart, and the 4 depth of
knowledge levels.
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Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I thought this was a timely topic to discuss with regards to encouraging us to
develop better, more thought-provoking questions to use in CBAs with students.
Teaching first grade, it can be a struggle to come up with deeper questions, while
still making them accessible to all students' levels of understanding. This proposed
new ways in which I can reach all of my students with a similar (or the same)
question. I liked having the opportunity to explore these ideas and work to craft
new CBA questions to use moving forward with my students.

Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

This PD training was helpful in further developing my CBA questions. I used
Bloom's Taxonomy before but developed more ideas for asking questions. One way
I plan to do this is by relating the questions to the student's life to help them relate to
the question.

Fox

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I am excited to try new techniques to incorporate higher level thinking in my
lessons.

Frederickson

David

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Fredo

Katrina

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I reviewed the difference between fact based questions and essential questions. This
session also allowed me to reflect upon my own questioning and if I am hitting
higher order thinking. I think my questions are more higher order thinking for
CBAs, but not so much during livelessons - which this is something that I need to
work on. Something I struggle with is I have students that are really higher
achievers and then students that are at the opposite end of the spectrum - how do I
tailor my questions so they are not going above and beyond for the low achievers
and likewise not too 'dumbed down' for the high achievers.
This session was a good time to reflect ways to question students and how I question
my students.

05/27/2015

In session 203 I learned a variety of questioning strategies designed to assess student
learning. I also learned about CBAs within the context of teaching and learning, and
identified evidence of increased rigor in our courses and assessments.
We discussed different types of questions and whether or not all questions are
essential. We discussed the importance of developing questions based off of higherorder thinking skills. We reviewed a rubric on how to assess higher-order thinking
skills. NGA=Next generation assessment
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Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

03/04/2015

Higher level CBA questions will help me identify students who have basic
knowledge about the content but may need a little extra help being able to critically
evaluate the content which will help the student strengthen their critical thinking
schools in other subjects and beyond!

Friess

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

I need to ask more higher-level order questions.

Garber

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

01/14/2015

This session was a good practice session to view higher-level, quality questions as a
refresher. Good questions take time and thought. I need to make sure that I practice
using these types of questions as much as I can in my lessons and plan for them so
they are not left up to chance. Process and reasoning are important to my subject and
to helping students develop in their education. While many of the assessments in the
course do not help students with this type of thinking, it is my job to make sure they
get exposure by planning appropriate questioning for lessons.

Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

My class is full of questions where students must be able to discern information, so
developing higher order questions is necessary to help the students in how to
approach these problems.

George

Susan

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

It was a great session, made me think about developing more questions that can get
my students thinking - more engaging questions that develop critical thinking. No
one ones to think anymore - they just want to Google it to find the answer. I need to
develop more thought provoking questions that can keep my students engaged and
thinking.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

01/28/2015

This training taught me the importance of framing questions to make students think
about examples, situations, and content in a more In depth manner. I was able to use
the session above to come up with questions that would require students to think
critically and self-reflect.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

2/13/15

It important to think about the depth of questions I use in my teaching. Typically as
a teacher who has students with special needs, I often have to break down these
higher level thinking questions for the students into smaller pieces so they can better
understand.
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Glotfelty

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I liked the opportunity to look at the next generation assessments. That was the
most helpful part of the lesson. I'm hopeful that CE will consider these tests more
and model more of their questions after these next generation assessments. I'm still
seeing questions that require only low level thinking on assessments in the program.
I have been encouraged take control of what I can, though. My CBA and
LiveLesson questions can be higher level questions regardless of what is or isn't in
the assessments in the program.

Goodnow

Shelbie

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This session was very helpful in developing CBAs. It is very easy to develop surface
level questions when conducting CBAs on a daily basis. Its important to remember
to use higher-order thinking and specific words to formulate the question and
promote student learning.

Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This year more than ever I used CBAs, and more than likely DCBAs. I felt like
every phone call we were asking students questions. This is great so we know more
about our students (which I again think this year I knew more about my students
than years before), but at the same time, I think we have lost that connection with
students to build a rapport. I mainly think this because it's hard to balance
conversation about just their lives versus getting information or data from them. It's
certainly something I struggled with this year.

Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

01/20/2015

This was a useful review of the revised Bloom's Taxonomy, but focused on how our
LiveLesson interactions and -- specifically -- CBAs can probe for higher learning
and critical thought. It was beneficial to reflect on my own questioning, and even
create some example CBA questions that will embolden students to evaluate,
compare, analyze, and more!

Gutshall

Carrie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This session was focused on using questioning that encourages critical thinking. At
the kindergarten level, this can be difficult but I appreciate the session to allow me
to imagine new ways to extend students' ideas. I like to ask students to show or
explain how or why to do something. In kindergarten, we act things out or draw to
demonstrate.

Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

Relevance directly leads to engagement. It's important to use higher-order
questioning strategies to guide students toward discovering the relevance of a topic.
Once they discover the relevance, they take ownership of the topic, and engage.
Sparking curiosity is also extremely important.

01/28/2015
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Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

04/29/2015

In a set of 5 CBA questions, I use at least 2 higher-order thinking questions. With
math, sometimes it is hard to not use a question that has a student solve for a value!

Hanford

Katie

Teacher- Secondary

01/14/2015

This session was informative and sparked some reflection in how I can help my
students develop deeper level of thinking. I liked all the suggestions by my peers and
guided conversation by our coordinator.

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This is a great topic, as it is something I know I need to focus on. When I am
teaching a lesson, I always tend to go into conversation mode, and my questions are
rarely "higher-thinking." I need to come better prepared with questions, that will
allow my students to better analyze and think about the topic at hand.

Henry

Laurie

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

We need to start with basic level questions and build to higher level thining. An
assessment needs to include various styles.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Hoffman

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I really enjoyed this PD. This is where I am trying to take my English class now. In
my class, we read old, and often difficult British literature that students have trouble
understanding or connecting with. I try to use my questioning in CBAs and
classroom discussions to make connections with the content and students' every day
lives
Question is key and I think that teachers can scaffold thier CBA calls by starting
with basic questioning and work their way up to higher order thinking questions.

Howard

Keith

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Really inspired by the idea of making lessons into Trial and Error sessions

Hummel

April

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Higher ordering thinking is an important part of student learning. Questions I ask
students should incorporate higher order thinking.

Hunter

Anne

Teacher- Secondary

02/20/2015

It would be great if the math department created a list of CBAs to use throughout the
year in each unit and for each lesson.

Hurley

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Those test questions online were difficult to access and respond to.
questioning is a key learning element. A vibrant LiveLesson room is an important
building block.
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Hutchings

Jamie

Teacher- Secondary

06/11/2015

This has made me really think about the questioning that I do in LiveLesson. I had
thought that I was doing a really good job, but I haven't taken the time to look back
through and watch recordings to see how many higher level questions I am asking. I
think it will be good to have a few per lesson that I have written down so that I don't
forget to ask questions that I feel are higher level and relevant
Most of this information was learned through undergraduate and graduate course
work studies. I work to incorporate higher level thinking skills into my LiveLesson,
however, this only benefits the small percentage of students who attend. These
strategies need to be placed directly into our lessons that ALL students access and
complete.

Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Jackson

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This training helped me to think about the questions that I was asking the students in
my lessons and my calls. I was able to separate my questions into surface questions
and more in depth questions and work on coming up with better and stronger
questions to ask my students.

Jenkins

Keri

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Good information. Not sure how to do this with my foundations classes because
they struggle with basic knowledge retention.

Kalahanis

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I enjoyed this session, and though I already use essential/higher- level thinking
questions in my instruction as a 9th grade English teacher, I aim incorporate more
leading questions and make connections/relevance between the English 9 curriculum
and students' lives as an incentive to increase their interest in learning the content.

Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

02/13/2015

This took a good look at deeper level questioning and how it sharpens the minds of
students and makes learning a more valuable experience.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

The session allowed for me to hone in on higher order thinking questions for
LiveLesson and CBA calls. It also provided insight on how to effectively utilize
them to affect instruction and promote student growth inside and outside the
classroom

Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

02/13/2015

Asking questions that can really get our students to connect and think about the
content we teach in a rigorous way is important to helping them become engaged
and understanding of the discipline we teach. I feel that this session offered good
ideas and tips on how to create, ask, and learn from the responses of these questions.
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Kreiser

Valerie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

This session helped me to assess my own use of Higher Level Questioning in my
lessons. This is an area that I am continually working on to ensure that I am pushing
my students to answer questions that require thought and not just memorization.

Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

03/19/2015

I found it helpful to learn about the next-generation type of questions so we can
better prepare our students for state testing and better incorporate higher-order
thinking skills into our lessons.

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

02/03/2015

Reflection on implementing higher ordered thinking questions in LL in order to
expand student knowledge.

Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

It is always wise to review one's questioning techniques in order to maintain higherlevel questions which challenge and interest students.

Litzke

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

03/06/2015

Students on New Generation Assessments are required to know the main idea,
provide evidence to support their responses and be able to evaluate quality sources.

Lockard

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I really thought the discussions and ideas posted by my fellow teachers in this
session were great!

Lutz

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

02/26/2015

I learned how to model formative and summative questions to more accurately
assess student learning.

Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

01/28/2015

This session helped give me the confidence to try to make my math LL's as more of
an "investigation" that will allow students to make discoveries. When students don't
understand and they are vocal about it and ask questions, this means they are
learning and this can benefit others - even if it may appear "messy "
Too often we conduct CBA's by asking questions with expected answers. This does
not show how a student understands a situation or skill. Questions need to dig
deeper and have the student answer on several levels. A good question may ask for
part 2 which depends on how part 1 is answered so that the student has to reflect on
their answers.

I found this session to be helpful as higher order thinking questions are something
that I know I'd like to work on in my teaching practice. I found the TED video to be
very welcoming because I find I learn so much from the people presenting at TED.
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Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

01/29/2015

Interesting points on developing questions and making them good. Attempting
higher end thinking and questioning has marginal success here as it is more difficult
to get students to engage as easily

Marruso

Becky

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

One of my goals for the school year is to use more "higher order" thinking
questions. This lesson gave me different ways I can use this in my livelessons. It
also helped me to remember to reflect on my LL so I can find areas to grow in my
goals
Essential higher order thinking questions have naturally arisen for me during
conversations with those around me (and in my own thoughts, for that matter), and I
am glad to know that these are encouraged in the classroom. They arise from my
own curiosity, so I will ask them of my students. The big question for me is, “Why
do children stop asking “why” as they get older? How can we make an environment
where they will ask “why” again?”

Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I liked the Ted Talk, and I agree with what Mr. Musallam says. However, there
cannot be content curiosity without ENGAGEMENT. On a good day, only 10% of
my students attend my LiveLessons where questioning is used. We need to be
asking ourselves how can we get our students to engage in the curriculum? How can
we hold families accountable? All this higher order thinking and questioning skills
are necessary to use with students to truly learn and understand and solve problems
in the future. However, we never even get a chance to apply questioning techniques
to the vast majority of students. In terms of higher order questioning on
assessments, the assessments created by CE, out of 25 questions, all but 2 or 3 are
multiple choice, purely recall questions. There are essay questions that require
students to apply what they've learned in a creative original essay, which is a higher
order type question, but students aren't given enough time to practice this based on
the pacing of the lessons. Often, the first time they're asked to produce something in
writing, they either write very little or use a translator. It's tricky in foreign language
because much of what we teach them involves vocabulary memorization.

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

02/12/2015

I always feel it is important to have my students try to relate what they are learning
to real life. This way they can sore it in LTM.

Matrishion

Deanna

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

Questions should be based on prior knowledge, thought provoking, higher order,
additional questions, and recurring.
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Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

McConnell

Kim

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Questions are a key to unlocking discussions and student discovery. Good questions
have to be prepared in advance and teachers need to be ready for a variety of
responses. Teacher must be a facilitator and allow student discovery to take place.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

During this discussion in the Live Lesson PDE session, I benefited because I was
able to see the types of higher-order thinking questions that other teachers were
utilizing. I was also able to identify some weaknesses within my own questioning
techniques. I think this session was helpful because I was able to better understand
the purpose of "leading questions" vs. "essential questions".

McDonald

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

It is very challenging to come up with rigorous higher level thinking questions for
kindergarten students to answer. This is especially true when questions are being
posed over the phone and students can get lost in the wordiness of what we ask. We
were able to think of some examples for LA and Math, but I think in general, it is
easier to encourage higher level thinking in kindergarten when looking at Science
and Social Studies concepts, since they are a little less black and white than adding,
subtracting, knowing letters and sounds, etc...

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 12/31/2014

Higher Level Thinking questions is an area that I need more improvement on. I
have noticed that when I am in Live Lesson that it is not only the type or kind of
question that you ask, but also how you react to the response given by the student.
If your response as a teacher lets the whole class assume that it is the only possible
answer, then I am not creating an environment for discussion. I want the students to
create a positive discussion environment, which requires me to more conscience of
the questions that I am asking but also the praise or confirmation that I am
providing. It is a very hard habit to break.

01/13/2015

I really liked the TED talk that was shown in the LiveLesson because it shows how
powerful good questions are and the speaker even referenced his daughter who
always asks "why". Students can be engaged if we spark their interest.
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McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 02/02/2015

I have already had extensive training in higher order thinking skills but I think that
continued professional development in this area is important for any teacher. It can
be easy to fall back into lower order thinking skills so keeping the components of
higher order thinking skills at the front of your mind is important. I appreciated the
opportunity to rethink some of my questioning and to evaluate my questions at the
kindergarten level.

McMahon

Brady

Teacher- Secondary

This session aloud me to reflect on my questioning strategies.

Miedel

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 05/20/2015

It was fun coming up with a variety of questions that involved higher order thinking
skills. It is always enjoyable hearing student responses.

Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

After attending this session, I learned how to write better and more effective
questions to assess my students. I know that effective questions have more than just
a "yes" or "no" answer. It's essential for me as an educator, to know how to
formulate effective questions for my students. Effective questioning will help to not
only assess my student's learning, but it will help me to assess their needs,
weaknesses, and strengths as a learner. I enjoyed watching the short video in this
training. It was nice to hear, from an educator, why educators and what we do within
our educational practices are beneficial for our students. I also enjoyed the constant
group participation within this session as well. There were lots of questions and poll
pods to answer, which kept me engaged and involved within the session. I enjoyed
this session, as it was relevant to my teaching practices, but it also helped me to
learn how to be a better teacher and write better, more effective questions for my
students.

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

05/21/2015

It is important to evaluate learning on different levels. Not only with higher level
questions but also by differtialting instruction and evaluation.

Miller

Jennifer Lynn Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

Using appropriate questions to assess student learning really help educators ensure
they are meeting all needs of their students. It also helps them see to what degree a
student is comprehending when using higher level questions.

01/13/2015
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Miloszewski

Lynden

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I think that this session helped me to reflect about my most recent lessons. I actually
was able to use one of the questions I used in a Language Arts Lesson yesterday for
the post -session activity. I realize that I can spend more time letting students
answer more challenging questions even if it means it may take a little longer to do
so.

Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

06/06/2015

I can see how asking more probing questions helps to activate student thinking and
motivates them to engage more deeply in the subject. Over time, they will naturally
be inclined to use higher order thinking skills.

Moser

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

01/21/2015

I had this on my calendar for Jan 21st, but it seems it was actually scheduled for Jan
14th.

Nauman

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

1/13/15

This training seemed to cover a lot of suggestions that I already use with my
students. I create higher level thinking questions for my students in every lesson. I
use two of these questions at the begining an two of these questions at the end of
every lessons. The students are asked to practice their writing skills by providing
answer to these question following the essay answer guidelines. These guidelines
are based off of the rubric used for the PSSA writing section. I also use these types
of questions through out the LiveLesson to make the students think more about the
content being covered.

Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

The presentation was very helpful. I learned the following pieces of information Understanding ways to effectively write a CBA question. Also utilizing different
skills and methods for question. I will now start to use different methods to ask
question and provide more real world learning time in the classroom.

Offutt

Jodi

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

It was good to refresh our memories about the importance of quality questioning. I
do try to implement this in my LL questioning. I often pose "what if" kinds of
questions to start an interesting discussion. For example: When teaching my
students about the accomplishments of the Ming Dynasty, we learned how massive
their shipping fleets were....so, I posed the question, "What would the world be like
today had the Chinese discovered the New World before Columbus?" This reminds
me of the video we watched...sparking their curiosity.
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Oneal

Heather

Teacher- Secondary

01/14/2015

It is always a challenge to come up with meaningful CBA questions. You do not
want to frustrate students but at the same time you want to know that they have a
firm understanding of the material. It was nice to see a variety of strategies and
questions other teachers use.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

I enjoyed working with my grade level teachers to create higher-order thinking
questions for our students. Attending the LiveLesson session for this professional
development, enabled me to get a better understating of how to ask higher-order
thinking questions of my students. it also taught me how to engage students in
leading their own content-based discussions.

Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

In this session, we first looked at Next Generation Assessments to determine
whether we are preparing our students for the higher order thinking and rigor
involved in the sample questions. We then discussed how we can best prepare
students by improving our questioning skills. Instead of asking students to answer
contrived one-step, true/false, or yes/no questions, we should be asking them to
provide authentic proof of their understanding in meaningful ways. For instance,
students can give an opinion and provide text based evidence to support their ideas.
They could create a product based on what they are learning , for example, an
advertisement or a song. As teachers, we also discussed how we can support higher
order thinking through both our questioning techniques and by providing custom
based assessments within Connexus.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I thought this was a good review of higher level questioning and a reminder to
employ higher level questions during CBAs.

Palomba

Diana

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Important to ask questions that use high-order thinking skills that give students an
understanding into various dimensions of the taught content.

Pearson

Malena

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

I like the higher-order thinking questions that are allowing teachers to see how
students apply what they have learned. If students are unable to apply a learnd skill
to a new/different situation I can help students with where they are in the thinking
process, as well as, provide activities/practice to challenge the student to think
beyond a typical situation for that skill.
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Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Questioning is definitely important. I think the TED Talk was inspiring, and while
another teacher pointed out the downfall of Keystone exams on engaging styles of
questioning, I would disagree. Students who are curious will have their critical
thinking cultivated. This will help in storing knowledge by making it more
meaningful. Certainly a student can "scale down" to lesser types of queries on such
assessments if they have an understanding of the essential questions.

Petula

Patricia

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

A big push I am making this semester is to ask starter questions asking students to
recall and apply information from the previous LiveLesson as I begin a new one.
This creates a stream of knowledge continuum; it also helps make new information
more meaningful when doing shorter LiveLessons every day.
This session gives me hope about the future of state tests and assessments in
general. I think that the live lesson focused more on "writing questions for higher
order thinking" which we already do (and have had a professional development for
previously.) In other words, the pre-session task was much more informative and
helpful than the live lesson and post-session task.

Phillips

Erin

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Interesting session. Confirmation about questioning methods that are already used.

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

I am always looking to find ways of making higher-level thinking questions in my
lessons, although my students struggle answering questions that are not concrete
examples.

Piekara

Kimberly

Teacher- Special
Education

02/18/2015

It is important to get students thinking in the classroom. Higher level questions are
to push students to the next level.

Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Very effective training as it directly relates to our daily job with our students. Very
good presentation in that it gave lots of take-away ideas. When we met as a PLC, we
were more willing to look at ourselves and our CBAs from an objective standpoint.
The sharing amongst questions has been stronger in recent years amongst our staff
and we all seem more comfortable developing these HOT questions as a result.
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Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

The importance of quality questioning cannot be over looked to assess if students
are comprehending learned material and able to apply to real life situations.
Questions need to be adjusted to conform to each students abilities.

Raptosh

Jenna

Teacher- Special
Education

06/04/2015

It reminded me to reflect more on my teaching practices and reminded me to include
higher lever thinking skills

Reist

James

Teacher- Special
Education

06/14/2015

Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

we do not need increased rigor in the classes and questioning. The courses need to
be written on student reading levels and questions need to appropriate to assess
understanding of the general concepts, not minute details that are insignificant
It is important to employ the use of higher level questions. Doing so helps create
connections between the material and an understanding of the processes. Having
students explain or describe a concept in their own words helps assess their content
knowledge. Higher level questions must be used in conjunction with other level
questioning.

Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I enjoyed knowing that I am not alone in working on higher level thinking
questioning. Majority seems to be in this area of development. I know this is
something I am working on in improving .

Rivera

Renee

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

The Ted talk was great, but unfortunately the Keystone test does not encourage that
kind of thinking.

Robb

Lacey

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

This session was great but I feel like this was repeat of a session done last year.

Roberts

Timothy

Teacher- Secondary

02/04/2015

I realized that making a student create or describe topics will better explore students'
learning process.

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 01/16/2015

I feel that I ask about 50% of higher order thinking questions. I will continue to
work to include more of these questions.

Robinson

Melissa

Teacher- Special
Education

I think Susan did a wonderful job engaging the group this morning and I very much
enjoyed seeing other teachers comments on high order thought process. I especially
enjoyed the TED talk video clip.

01/27/2015
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Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I felt that this was a great area of focus for a PD session as it not only impacts
students thinking skills, but teacher evaluations as well in the Danielson's Model.
As teachers we need to engage students in not just yes or no questions, but also get
them to think outside of the box and expand on their thoughts and ideas. This can
be accomplished in whole groups, small groups, and individually on the phone. I
plan on incorporating these types of questions more in my daily LiveLessons and to
start doing more Student Led discussions that revolve around higher order
questioning.

Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

It is vital to use higher-order thinking questions when questioning students in
LiveLesson, during CBAs, or during discussions. If students are able to apply the
concepts using extending or strategic thinking, then they are deepening their level of
understanding and are increasing their retention as well. Allowing students to
create their own higher order thinking questions is also a valuable learning
experience, not only giving them an active role in their own learning, but also
providing them with yet another higher order thinking strategy.

Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Using higher order thinking questions during LiveLessons is something I've honestly
and whole heartily been working on this year. I'm not perfect but I've come a long
way, to the point now that if I'm viewing a peer's lesson, or even through connexus
essential questions/practice questions and I don't see HOT vocabulary, I pick up on
it right away. I think of how I could redesign the questions to align to Bloom's
taxonomy. My supervisior pointed out my use of low level questioning like "what,
how," etc. and suggested that I keep a post-it at my desk as a reminder to refer back
to during LLs in order to use HOT vocab. I did just that and it's really helped.

Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

As a grade level we were able to come up with a lot of higher order thinking
questions to integrate into our teaching and to use during our CBAs.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Questioning students on multiple levels is critical to assessing their understanding.
Without pushing them to answer more difficult questions, teachers can not fully
assess a student's level of comprehension.

Rottet

Thomas

Teacher- Secondary

This session helped me focus on higher order questioning during CBA's to enhance
the "big idea" for student learning.

03/20/2015
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Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

11/24/2014

It is important to ask higher thinking questions to our students. My problem is that
most of the time I am just trying to make sure they understand the information in the
lesson. Most of my students are not on level and it takes them much longer to
understand the information presented.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

Saul

Abigail

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Creating CBAs is an important way for us to formatively assess our students in an
online educational setting. These can be driven by the curriculum and by the needs
of students that arise during LiveLessons or as noted when grading quizzes and
tests
I believe in the importance of asking deeper questions to students so that they can
relate their own experiences with their learning.

Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

01/30/2015

This session allowed me to develop a deeper understanding of essential questions
and their presence in our environment. It also helped me to identify opportunities
opportunities to adjust my current questionsing strategies to evoke higher-order
thinking in my students as well as assessing understanding.

Schmitt

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This session was good when it comes to questions within lessons, but how about for
classes that just have lower level learners? How do these questions look with
students who are 3-6 years before grade level?

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

After attending this session, I realized the importance of critical thinking. Science
topics often require memorization of vocabulary terms. However, there are many
opportunities for students to think outside of the box and use higher-order thinking
skills to build understanding.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Well crafted higher level questions link the entire course to what is taught in each
lesson.

Selby

Marianne

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This is an extremely important topic that I am glad we covered as a reminder and
time for self reflection. It can be easy to fall into the habit of asking simpler content
questions in class and on the phone. It is so much more beneficial to our students to
take the time to plan ahead and create questions that will measure thier higher order
thinking skills and understanding of the lessons.
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Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 02/04/2015

I really liked the Ted Talk in this prof dev. The speaker did a wonderful job
reminding that it is the student questions, interest, curiosity that drives the learning.
Also that it is our job as teachers to spark the curiosity in our students.

Simek

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Discussed effective CBAs and higher order of thinking questions.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

02/09/2015

I find that it's important to assess higher order thinking skills when conducting
CBA's. These often don't require a pen and paper which students may not have
around when answering the phone.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

This is a great idea. I find that it's difficult to get students to recall specifics for
CBA's. Higher order thinking does not necessitate memorization in order to apply
and extend, thus making this a doable process for our kids.

Smith

Jordann

Teacher- Secondary

02/02/2015

See attached document.

Smith

Sevien

Success Coach

05/19/2015

I loved this activity. I learned how to ask important question related to the course
material. More importantly, I learned that questions need to not only assess recall
and comprehension, but that questions should assess a students analytical ability as
well.

Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I feel as though the use of higher-ordering questioning is extremely important. In
health class, there are many opportunities to use higher-order questioning, since
many of our topics build on prior knowledge.

Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

01/14/2015

I learned new stems to ask HOT questions for CBAs

Smolens
Snively

Rebecca
Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 03/19/2015
Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

Please include.
From this session I was able to get several valuable ideas regarding the development
of my students' high-order thinking skills. I found Bloom's taxonomy reference
particularly helpful, as it provides an extensive list of vocabulary, projects and
assignments as they relate to these essential skills.

Sommer

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

Good info

06/07/2015
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Sorrentino

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Coming up with good CBA questions is not hard to do in math because, often times,
asking a student to state how they arrived at their answer or justify it often covers
many of the aspects of a good question.
I can say that writing 3 examples was tough because I teach Geometry and requires
the use of figures many times that I can show a student by having them join me in
my LiveLesson room, however, I could not place in the fields of the PDF file I
needed to complete for this.
I do feel that the difficult thing is that many students who I am trying to contact the
most are the ones that have not gone through the material and often CBAs become
more like tutoring sessions. Good questioning is still needed there, however, there
have been times where a session is into its 2nd hour, I have other students to contact,
and the day is winding down. Using such questioning takes a lot of time and time is
one thing that is scarce with the number of students we have on our rosters, being
removed from our offices for meetings and state testing, and of course, dealing with
students who rarely pick up the phone.

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

02/04/2015

This helps me to reflect on the questions I ask and to ensure that I am asking
questions that promote thought and reflection.

Springer

Seth

Teacher- Secondary

06/03/2015

I wanted to use this exercise to help me with my questioning.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I apply the DOK (depth of knowledge) words to assess student understanding of
material. For instance, a level one question would be something that begins with
"what, who, where, etc.". I try to use mostly level four questions like "design,
connect, apply, analyze, prove, etc.". These questions encourage students to think
deeply and independently.

Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This was a good time, in the middle of the year, for us to evaluate how we get our
students thinking. It's important to work towards higher level thinking. Even
though I don't teach math, I still need to be asking math related questions.

Taggart

Jacqueline

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I think it is important to ask challenging questions so students begin to think outside
the text to make connections.

Tepsich

Alana

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

This session helped me gauge how effective my CBA questions are.
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Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Questioning is an area that I have been trying to focus on this year. In livelessons, I
feel as though I rush through and ask several questions in order to get as much done
as I can during the time constraint. However, while doing this, I forget to use higher
level vocabulary or I don't allow students enough time to discuss with one another. It
is important to use different types of questioning in lessons for student led
discussions. The 4 I learned of from our PD at data day were factual, research,
evaluative, and interpretive. I want to work on using different questioning
techniques to facilitate discussion and have students bounce ideas off of each other.

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

06/03/2015

Questioning should be used to engage student thinking and encourage dialogue with
the student.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

The Bloom's document provided during this session was very helpful. The
keywords used to help construct higher order thinking questions will be very helpful
for LiveLessons.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Thinking of questions to use over the phone in an individual setting is very different
then LiveLesson, especially is a very visual subject like Geometry. This is an
important thinking process.

Tribbitt

Steven

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

I enjoy making questions according to Bloom, and building toward the top of the
pyramid.

Troxell

Elizabeth

Teacher- Secondary

01/30/2015

Completing this session helped me realize my CBA questions need to be more
varied to the student and their learning style.
I went through my bank of CBAs to make them more higher level thinking for my
students.

Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

I would like to see our team share CBAs more.
This session allowed me to reflect on the questions I am asking my students both in
LiveLesson and in CBA calls. I have found that it is important to create a higher
order thinking question that allows for further discussion and questioning. I will use
the information learned in this session to create questions geared more to the 5
characteristics of an essential question.
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Tyson

Christina

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 01/23/2015

I feel I want to develop more in this area and want time to be creative. That time
doesn't seem to exist during the school year. For a teacher that is developing I feel I
want some getting started ideas. I want to see more of what a break out room would
be like using these skills. I will be experimenting and doing my own research to
help me better understand how to develop my questioning
I definitely want to ask deeper questions of my students not just during CBA's and
LiveLessons, but overall. I feel I do this currently during my Book Club Livelessons
on Fridays. Students have to think about the current book they are reading and
discuss their opinions on the book. Students also do higher level thinking when
discussing their JGB stories during LiveLesson. I think I need to take a step back
and reevaluate my CBA questions. I would like to make these questions more higherlevel questions and not "What is this." This will be a goal of mine for the rest of
spring semester.

Van Ostenbridge Sara

Teacher- Elementary 03/09/2015

The topic and PD was discussed in our PLC meeting. Teachers engaged in
conversation and examples of how to engage our students in a virtual environment.
We built a document to reference with ideas to implement into our daily LL.

Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

02/11/2015

This PD session made me think about what types of questioning I use at different
points of a lesson. In reflection, I notice that I do use higher order questions and
leading questions when presenting new information to the students and then followup with essential questions when reviewing and concluding lessons. I think higher
order questions are easy to apply in history class given the nature of the discipline.
The over-used adage of 'history repeats itself' is simply a question stem for a higherorder question, i.e. How is (past event) the same/different from the world today?

Viebrock

Kathryn

Teacher- Secondary

03/27/2015

After reviewing this session and applying the concepts to my CBA questions, I have
been able to alter the questions to be high level thinking for my students. Instead of
just having them complete a computation problem and give me the solution. The
students are now asked HOW to do a type of problem and what the necessary steps
are to find the solution.

Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

This session helped me to stop and rethink the way I pose questions to my students.
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Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

I liked the TED Talk video from this PD. Ramsey Musallam reviewed 3 rules for
sparking learning: curiosity, trial and error and reflection. He said to confuse
students first to get them to ask questions because this will drive instruction. I really
took to this idea. I really struggle with math and higher order questions. From the
talk I thought maybe I could start the lesson by modeling a problem without talking
and then turning it to the class to breakdown what I did. Maybe this would spark
curiosity? I have not tried it yet, but I am curious myself how this would work. With
trial and error he stated to embrace the mess that goes with it. I think this would
work better in a bricks and mortar school than in our settings as we are pressed for
time and participation. I was thinking though that after I model a problem and we
dissect it, I could send students to breakout rooms to do the same process on their
own. This makes me nervous though as I could not be in each room to handle
questions or freak outs if a group has no idea what to do. I know I do not add in time
for reflection for the last step, so this is an area to improve on. I always run out of
time so we do not get to come back as a group to review our breakout room work. I
usually check them in their individual groups, to review their work. This usually is
just to check their work for accuracy though and not a time to really reflect.

Wagner

Frank

Teacher- Secondary

01/29/2015

For math, having a student work thru a problem solution by describing the various
steps is the best way to assess student understanding.

Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

Watson-Fisher

Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

The adjustment I am making to my questioning strategies should benefit students'
achievement because they will provide opportunities to analyze literature more
deeply. (Based on the questions from the literature section.) However, for grammar
the questions could be more practice based, and in understanding why we have
certain rules may help, such as how punctuation and sentence structure work hand in
hand So understanding the how questions in grammar may help
I ask questions all the time to my students to check understanding. This just
reminded me to vary questions with some higher thinking ones.

Weigel

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

02/06/2015

Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 01/28/2015

Nice session learning about using upper-level thinking questions for class
discussions and CBA's.
The use of higher order questioning is very important in our daily live lessons. It is
something I'm still working on, and developing. I think this session gave many
valuable resources and examples that we can use with our own students.
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Welty

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

This is an area in which I feel I already perform strongly, but this session further
explained the importance of HOTS in questioning and strategies to keep in mind
when developing questions. Simple recall questions are important to build a
foundation and assess prior knowledge, but students must be able to answer higher
order thinking questions in order to truly demonstrate mastery of a skill or content
Loved the video that was shown during the training session. Curiosity, trial and
error, and reflection are keys to effective questioning.

White

William

Teacher- Secondary

01/28/2015

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 02/03/2015

This was a good session to really think about the CBA questions I have been asking.
I want to make sure my students are getting the most benefit from my questions.

Wolfe

Chad

Teacher- Special
Education

04/27/2015

I think it is important to use higher level questions during LL. Being a special
education/modified math teacher I sometimes I have to structure these questions a
little differently in order to meet the needs of my students.

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

03/04/2015

It seems students have difficulty answering CBA questions. Are they going through
lessons too quickly? Too many lessons each day with little time to reflect?

Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

01/13/2015

This session was partially helpful although I mostly use the Webb Depth of
Knowledge chart on a daily basis and that wasn't really mentioned. I appreciated
the TED talk the most. I felt motivated by what he said and yet a bit perplexed
when he was discussing spontaneous questioning. To me, he seemed to want to
move away from the technology based way of teaching and that seemed to be in
direct conflict with our flipped classroom and recorded LiveLesson/ watch them if
you want model. We don't expect students to come to a synchronous LiveLesson
when spontaneous questioning can happen and discussion can occur. Why is that?
Maybe we're adhering to an antiquated model that no longer suites our needs?

Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

01/15/2015

After completing this session, I feel as though I am more aware of what questions I
am asking my students to ensure that they involve ways for them to demonstrate
their understanding of skills and concepts.
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Last Name
Abbey

First Name
Christine

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

Session Date Session Reflections
This session was good for thinking about what students need to truly master a concept
02/17/2015
and how you know that they have reached the expected level of mastery.

Ague

Kevin

Teacher- Secondary

03/11/2015

Something that we preach to our students on a daily basis is also something I strive to
do myself, not just in teaching, but in my personal life. I am always practicing Java
every chance I get to hopefully master it one day. I also practice to train my body
everyday while at the gym, hoping to achieve both physical and mental excellence at
the same time.
Having our kids work on portfolios, come to LiveLessons, participate....this is all part
of practice, mastery, and when you can get outside of the box, transferring.

Allen

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I appreciated the time for teacher discussion to show the differing viewpoints on
practice and mastering a skill. The lesson showed how this process is individual for
both students and teachers.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

It was nice to reflect on the benefits of practice with colleagues.

Azzalina
Bair

Andrea
Stacie

Teacher- Elementary 03/27/2015
Teacher- Elementary 03/17/2015

Completed with PLC
I liked being able to take the time to think about the difference between practice,
mastery, and transfer. Our ultimate goal as teachers is that students are able to master
content and transfer information to outside situations.

Bannister

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Attended a field trip and missed the actual session. I have often thought of mastery but
never on to transfer in the actual sense of the word. This session has brought the
thought to the front and now can be added as a goal .

Bechtel

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

It was a good overview comparing practice, mastery, and transference of skills needing
to be learned and then applying them correctly to various situations that might need the
skill.

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

02/20/2015

Very good session. It helps me to understand the diversity of my students and how to
help them achieve mastery.
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Bianchi

Kristen

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

Evaluating mastery can be very difficult in the virtual setting. We are not there in
person to monitor practice work or tests. We have to rely on a different set of skills to
identify areas of weakness and level of mastery.

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 3/3/2015

This helped me to think about what mastery really means and what students need to do
in order to achieve mastery, rather than simply understanding a concept.

Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

This session did not need an hour to do. It was a waste of time basically. Common
sense material that we spent an hour discussing everyone's comments about what
practice and mastery was.

02/25/2015

I would really like specific techniques and practices to use during LiveLessons. She
used two at the end - green, yellow, and red light responses, and another one using poll
pods. I'd like more of these.
Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Practice does not make perfect: Practice makes permanent. If you practice a wrong
thing, you will have learned it well but incorrectly. In Foreign Languages, it is called:
"Fossilization". It takes more time and harder time to undo what was learned
incorrectly, to then learn it the correct way. We also want to avoid "negative transfers"
in Foreign Languages. Hence, the important of practicing something correctly the first
time.

Boccella

Lori

Teacher- Elementary 05/21/2015

I think it is important to remember that mastery is not demonstrated when a student can
give you the correct answer to a problem or prompt. A child may demonstrate mastery
when they are able to end what they have learned and apply and transfer it in a new
context.

Bost

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

There are no shortcuts, the students have to practice. Practice may look different for
each student, but there is no other way to find mastery of content and further transfer
the skills or knowledge.

02/17/2015
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Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

During today's session, we discussed what it means to practice, master, and transfer
knowledge. I got me thinking about what I'm doing in my LiveLesson classroom to
help students master concepts and apply concepts. I need to give students to
opportunities to do more tasks together in breakout rooms to work with concepts and
need to give students the opportunities to work together and explain concepts to one
another.

Brace

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

03/12/2015

I felt that it was interesting to learn about how information and knowledge needs to be
practiced in a variety of ways and mastered in a way that can be generalized to a
variety of real-world scenarios.

Bradwell

Bianca

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

This session was very rewarding because I never thought of the three terms-- practice ,
mastery, and transfer--so intently; I never even made the connection between those
terms and the roles they play in education. I learned something about myself
completing this activity.

Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

This session is helpful for me, as a teacher, because it is important to not only think of
mastery for my students, but to also consider mastery of skills for myself. Mastery as
the teacher is important and often ignored or not considered. Teachers never consider
that the more mastery they demonstrate on a certain skill, the more their example of
confidence will encourage their students. Mastery is also important for students to
move from one skill to another- learning builds off of prior knowledge and mastery of
those skills are vital for students to continue moving forward in their academic careers.

Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

I enjoyed the opportunity to reflect on what practice, mastery, and transfer means as a
teacher as well as a learner.

Breithaupt

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

Again, we did our trainings together in our PLC's which is always a great way to share
ideas and gain better understanding. We made a list of the 3 areas so we had many
comments from the group to help to clarify the difference with
practice>mastery>transfer.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

I want to now aim to achieve mastery and transfer with my students in my courses.

03/04/2015
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Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I think that this session was good in theory but is sometimes difficult to implement in
the classroom in an online environment due to the pacing of the course and students
don't submit their "practices"

Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Allowing teachers to use real life examples of how they have mastered something (not
school related) and then show the connection between how we employ practice
opportunities for our students toward mastery was very helpful. Discussing how to
overcome the obstacles that online teachers deal with to allow students to practice,
transfer and mastery to occur gave me some great ideas to incorporate in my class.

Bueno

Lora

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This session allowed me to focus on what it means to master a skill. This made me
think about how I can apply this to my lessons and what to look for or ideas on how to
work with the students on transferring what they are learning and seeing the "bigger"
picture.

Caggiano
Camp

Krissy
Ann

Teacher- Elementary 03/09/2015
Teacher- Secondary 03/25/2015

Please submit
Most of the questions I use for feedback the students do respond to. They will take the
opportunity to correct the errors that they have made on portfolios. On tests they read
the comments and will sometimes ask for further explanation. If they do I usually
change the feedback so that it includes more for the next student who is diligent
enough to look for teacher comments.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 03/13/2015

This session was a great reminder for me to keep the goal of mastery in mind when I
am planning my lessons. I need to know where the students need to be and where their
skills will apply so I can lead them there. I also need to be puposeful about explaining
the types of ways a new skill applys to real-life situations.

Carnes

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I enjoyed being reminded of the importance of reflecting in teaching.

Carroll

Erica

Teacher- Secondary

03/11/2015

This was somewhat helpful and relevant.

Cherinchak

Rheanna

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Reflection Consideration:
Our curriculum is very fast paced, and teachers often only host 1-3 livelessons per
week. Does this accurately allow for student mastery and/or transfer of knowledge?
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Christman

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

This topic was interesting because of the fine lines between understanding, mastery
and transfer of knowledge. We seem to spend more time on just understanding, with a
little bit of mastery, then we move on to another topic. It would be more ideal if we
had more time on topics, especially in math, to show master and transfer of knowledge,
but I feel that we constantly move forward without having enough time to prove
mastery and transfer of knowledge.

Christy

Ryan

Teacher- Secondary

05/14/2015

This session helped me to differentiate between practice, mastery, and transfer. I think
the most difficult part is getting students to the point of transfer.

Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I like the idea of having a training on practice, mastery, and transfer. I think these are
common sense ideas, but it's good to discuss them as a refresher so teachers understand
their purpose.

Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/12/2015

I found the correlation between mastery and transfer interesting.

Davis

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

05/19/2015

This lesson made an interesting point with the importance of mastering this skill so that
the student can apply it to other knowledge so that these students can demonstrate a
higher level of understanding of the material.

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

This session applied information regarding how information is learned, mastered, and
transferred. I enjoyed the pre-session activity that asked us, as educators, to reflect on
our own abilities as learners. I also enjoyed our discussion on how a person obtains
mastery on a subject/concept he/she has no desire to learn. I always try to apply realworld scenarios to concepts, so the ideas presented are not just a list of facts, but
something that is tan gable to student's experiences.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

02/19/2015

Mastery is when you are able to perform a set of tasks, demonstrate skills or talents
with little mental effort involved. You understand it almost to the point of perfection,
and should have the ability to demonstrate these tasks, skills, or talents flawlessly.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Interesting to see everyones interest. Felt more like a company bonding day than
learning about how to apply these skills to my students. I feel this could have been
done with a 10 minute recording and I could reflect on my own.
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Ditmer

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I feel like the way our lessons are set up, it is very hard to make sure students are
practicing. Often, they come to LiveLessons or watch recordings, and then go straight
to the assessment. They may follow book examples to do the assessment, and do well,
but this does not indicate mastery. I also feel like, with the pace of our courses, it can
be difficult to encourage students to do the practice that they need. We need to find a
balance where we can keep the course moving forward for those who are quicker to
achieve mastery, but also incorperate more practice for those that need it.

Dolder

Lisa

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I found it beneficial to identify the difference between mastery and transition, and I
also enjoyed discussing the importance of personalization and motivation in practice.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 03/02/2015

This lesson taught me that sometimes my teaching needs to change depending on the
group of students. I also learned that it is helpful to connect the learning to their lives
and to other subjects.

Eisenhauer

Jenny

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

In this session I explored the definitions of mastery in regard to practicing and
transferring. This session was helpful in my teaching by providing the students with
opportunities to practice skills in preparation for mastery.

Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This session was filled with thought provoking questions and had a lot of
feedback/responses from a large number of teachers. Teachers shared their ideas on
what mastery is and gave examples of things that they have mastered. Teachers also
shared teaching techniques. There were two videos used to stimulate responses.
Tried to complete the end of year survey but the webpage went down?

Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

06/08/2015

It was really helpful to focus on what our ideas of mastery and transfer are and how to
take a student from the memorizing information level to applying the information and
be able to use the knowledge in new contexts.

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I really enjoyed the discussion brought forth in this session. I learned a lot about how
important it is to provide valuable feedback in order to get students to the point of
mastery. Beyond that, when students can become the "teacher" they have the ability to
transfer the learning to other contexts.
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Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 04/08/2015

In session 204, I reflected on the type and amount of practice students need to master
new concepts and skills.

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

We learned about the green, yellow, and red light system.

02/25/2015

02/17/2015

This was a good professional development, it was nice to see my co-workers different
thoughts on what practice, mastery, and transfer was. It gave me a different perspective
and I reflected on new approaches that I can have for those terms.

We learned about different ideas to engage students.
Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

I found this to be an interesting topic to focus on. It's often something that, while we
work with students on these steps daily, we don't often slow down to consider what
should actually be seen at each of these stages in the learning process. Being able to
define what I view each step as was a good exercise in considering my thoughts for
these stages, as well as hear if my teammates have similar opinions on what we expect
from students at each step in the learning process.

Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

03/22/2015

This was a useful lesson because it reminds the viewer of the process of practice,
mastery, and the transfer of knowledge. We must get our students reflecting on their
skills that they practice. We need to help them identify their weaknesses and work to
improve them.

Fox

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I learned some ways to incorporate transfer of skills to help my students learn mastery.

Frederickson

David

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Participating in this session I can see the levels of learning are first practice, then
mastery & transfer. I need to be letting my 8th grade math students practice a lot with
a goal of mastery and even transfer levels being able to be reached by students at the
end of each unit and semester. Moving forward this session gets me thinking of the
echelons of learning and how to better my practice upon reflection of these.

Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

I enjoyed interacting with my colleagues and hearing their feedback and interpretations
of practice, mastery, and transfer.
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Frey

Brittany

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Practice is necessary for us to learn and master a skills. This is an ongoing process that
takes reflection and repetition. There is no one way to determine if a student has
mastered a skill. It is different for each student. Ways to determine is if students have
mastered a skill is if they can apply the information or make the connection to real life
scenarios, complete verified CBA's, catch mistakes and explain why it was wrong, and
teach the skill to other. It is not information isolation but to demonstrate and apply the
information. To transfer this information is to apply the information to real life
situations and extend to new context.

Friess

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

I need to practice my own skills to model learning for students and to put my skills into
practice to help them learn.

Garber

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

03/05/2015

I liked this session because I thought it was a good reminder of what we need and want
our students to take away from our classes. In the virtual setting we sometimes have to
work harder to come up with mastery and transfer that we can see. Building relevant
practice into lessons that can demonstrate students learning to teach and apply skills in
new settings is very important. I liked the red, yellow, green idea today as an exit idea.
I do a poll question on if the kids feel like they can teach the topic, understand but still
need practice or are confused at the end. It helps me and them gauge where they are in
this process.

Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Transfer is a very difficult skill to possess and even more difficult to teach.

George

Susan

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

It was a good opportunity for teachers to think about how they learn as individuals and
how students also may learn differently. Stressed the importance of practice and we all
shared our opinions on mastery and transfer as well.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

05/26/2015

I feel it is important for teachers and students to have a clear definition for the areas of
practice, mastery, and transfer in order to better understand why we use certain
teaching techniques. It also gives clear parameters to when a concept is mastered and
consequently able to be used and transferred to another class.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

3/20/15

It is important to reflect on our thinking of why students need to practice skills for life
long learning.
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Glotfelty

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Defining these terms and making sure they are correctly done and correctly occurring
are difficult tasks. I need to think more about all of these definitions and how to make
sure they are effectively implemented. These terms are a bit subjective and fall within
the "gray area." They could use further "fleshing out."

Goodnow

Shelbie

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I enjoyed this presentation because it really helped me to organize my understanding of
mastery, transfer, and practice. These are important terms to understand when teaching
students.

Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

This session's information was very relatable to me and the age level I teach. It's so
important for my kindergarteners to practice over and over again so they can recall
information. However, it's better for them to get to the point where they master the
information without prompting from me. I think of the letters and identifying them. I
practice with my students, and I encourage them to practice at home with different
resources. We complete DCBAs on the phone to see if they understand the letters, and
once I don't need to prompt them they then master that skill. The last step of the puzzle
is for them to take that mastered skill and apply it to reading.

Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This was an interesting session, as it allowed teachers in the chat and poll pods to share
some ways we have employed practice opportunities and encouraged growth towards
mastery. There was also a lively discussion of the unique obstacles online instructors
face in regards to ensuring accountability for practice , transfer, and mastery all occur.

Gutshall

Carrie

Teacher- Elementary 03/17/2015

I think transferring mastery to other areas of learning is crucial in showing mastery of a
topic. However, it can also be a difficult skill to teach students. Kindergarten students
need explicit modeling to understand this. Recently in a math Live Lesson, we were
talking about the circle and describing the lines that create a circle. I referenced the
elements of shape (curved lines, straight lines, angled lines) that students learned about
in their previous art lessons. I wanted students to see that what they are learning
crosses the boundaries between subjects. Taking their learning out of context, helps
kindergarten students understand that what they are learning is important across
different landscapes.
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Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I feel I understand and can define the concepts: practice-mastery-transfer.
I think it is a challenge to get our students to truly practice concepts taught in my
content area, since so much of the ability to move from practice to mastery level hinges
on motivation. We tend to practice things we love/enjoy. Most of my students do not
have the desire to achieve mastery: they prefer to just "get by."

Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

The time that it takes for students to master a skill will vary from student to student. I
like to take a more positive (praise) approach to my teaching style. Personalizing
practice can make for more meaningful learning that lasts a lifetime.

Hanford

Katie

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

What I liked most about this session was the ideas for exit tickets. This put a new
perspective on how to really see in the virtual setting students mastering a skill. This
also gives students the opportunity to self reflect and see what some of their strengths
are and use that to help others.

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

I have never looked at practice and mastery quite this way before. Thinking in regards
to Math, I have felt we practice by asking for help, and working on extra problems.
Mastery is when you can finally do it on your own. But obviously there is so much
more than that.

Henahan

Jaclyn

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I think it is important we make sure students are mastering the content. However, I do
not feel the curriculum provides time for the students to master. The curriculum moves
very fast for students, especially the ones who are struggling.

Henry

Laurie

Teacher- Secondary

02/26/2015

I would like to find time for students to show transfer of knowledge and have them
teach each other rather than me teach.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I really liked the collaboration in the discussions for this session. It was helpful to talk
about our experiences with practice, mastery and transfer and how we could relate that
to our students. I especially liked the ideas about students should be transferring skills
from my classroom to new contexts. This is what I try to achieve in creating relevance
for students, so that old literature can take on a modern meaning to them.

Hoffman

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

I like the mastery concept and Connexus could be created to have this happen.
However, my curriculum limits the ability for students to master concepts when it
covers 2,000 years of history in 2 weeks.
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Hunter

Anne

Teacher- Secondary

03/26/2015

I hope to focus on ensuring my students have a mastery of certain concepts this year.
Some students I believe I can help move to the transfer stage--using the growth mindset
will certainly help move students from mastery to transfer.

Hutchings

Jamie

Teacher- Secondary

06/11/2015

This gets me thinking more about my learning objectives. I need to get students to be
able to gain mastery over them and when it comes to skills in learning be able to
transfer them to another experience.

Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Students need ample time to practice particular skills in content areas in order to
achieve mastery. As teachers, we should be working with fostering these skills for
students and displaying strategies in order to do so.

Jackson

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This training helped me to better learn the difference between practice, mastery , and
transfer. I was able to see how I should facilitate my students learning through this and
how to determine what level of understanding they have.

Jenkins

Keri

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I like how many math examples were used

Jones

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I think it is good that we are focusing on being proactive to preventing problems
associated with the challenges students face in this environment and identify the causes
for the concerns.

Kalahanis

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

The session was beneficial though more practice, especially in grammar, needs to be
embedded in Connexus, or concepts need to be reintroduced in later units. Students do
not have enough time to practice skills because we need to move to new units where
new concepts are introduced.

Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

06/20/2015

I thought this was an informative discussion on mastery and transfer and how
important individualization is and how negative comments can impact students.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

What I learned from this session was how I can use the areas of weakness for my
students in US History, practice those areas in LiveLesson, promote mastery level
understanding, and prompt the students to apply their knowledge to a variety of content
areas.
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Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

Kreiser

Valerie

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

Kysela

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I think this is something very important for teachers to reflect on because it helps us
focus on the skills that are most important for a student to get mastery over in order to
be able to function (transfer) in society, which will throw them a handful of curveballs
as they move along.

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Practice to Mastery to Transfer is the whole point of algebra. We are especially
interested in how the skills can be used in real word situations. Students find that if
they know why they need to learn a skill and how it can be used in the real world, it
gives it more value and they see the point to learning it. I always ask them how they
got good at pool, or skiing or riding a bike. Practice is the response. They need to see
that practice is also needed for math.

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 04/23/2015

This session allowed me to reflect on what mastery exactly is and how to get my
students to reach mastery. I thought that is was very interesting how very different each
teacher perceives what practice is and what mastery is. The same goes for our students.
Practice may be different for each student and it's also important to have a specific
mastery goal to reach.

Larsen

Kirsti

Teacher- Advisory

This session provided great insight on the differences and connections between
practice, mastery, and transfer. These concepts can be related to a variety of situations
both in the education field and outside of the education field.

02/25/2015

02/25/2015

I think this session was really helpful in reflecting on practice, mastery, and transfer
and how these are applicable/ what they look like in our cyber learning environment.
This really helped me to think about how I learn and how my students learn, providing
new ways of thinking in the ways that I address my students practice and mastery
skills.
This session tied in well with the last session. When students learn, sometimes
learning can be "messy" and students make mistakes...but this should be encouraged
because the only way they can learn and master a skill is if they try and are not afraid
to make mistakes and know that making mistakes is part of the learning process. I
continually tell my students this in LL's, but I have also been adding motivational
posters regarding making mistakes and the connection of learning and growing (see
attached example) (poster idea from Emily Wagner).
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Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

03/19/2015

I found this session less helpful than the last few. I don't feel that I learned anything
new other than being able to put new labels on ideas that I already understood.

Lawrence

Edward

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

I found this lesson to be a re-hashing of last year's lesson, but I like the interactive parts
of the lesson, though some of it was strictly lecture, which was hard to focus on. I like
how we explored all three skill sets and I like the video on the open poetry mic idea.

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

03/03/2015

In this session we reflected on the type and amount of practice students need to master
new concepts and skills We discussed strategies for personalizing practice based on
individual learning needs.

Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I believe that we often take for granted our understanding of terms such as "practice"
and "mastery" and need to continually review them so that we can have a clearer idea
of what we would like to teach our students in terms of skills and content area
knowledge.

Lockard

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This session helped me think about new ways to evaluate student mastery within the
LiveLessons and through assessments completed in Connexus.

Lutz

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

02/26/2015

I learned the difference between practice, mastery and transfer.

Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I think this is an important area as a teacher because I want to be sure that what my
students learn is being mastered so they can transfer those skills into their lives or
master the skills in order to be well prepared for 6th grade. I need to think to myself,
"Is what I'm teaching at the level of being mastered or transferable for these students?"

Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

06/05/2015

I learned the importance of allowing students to practice concepts and the importance
of providing feedback that will allow students to master the material.

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

When learning skills in mathematics, practice is important and necessary.
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Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I liked this training, although it was more a discussion of theories about practice,
mastery and transfer. A good follow-up activity would be to discuss within the PLC
groups how to provide guided practice, assess mastery and give opportunities for
transfer/application of skills. I am seeking actual activities and techniques for use
during phone calls and LiveLessons that are engaging, challenging, and will help me
assess areas that I need to spend more time on in terms of instruction, and areas in
which my students need attention.

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

03/17/2015

All teachers want their students to master a skill. However, the true mastery comes
when a student can transfer what they have learned onto something else. I believe that
constant positive reinforcement is key.

Matrishion

Deanna

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

How much practice do students need to master a skill
How to determine mastery with content area: Ability to explain and discuss; writing
well; applying it to a different lesson; finding errors and fixing.
Transferring knowledge is when students complete portfolio assignment; take quiz or
test.

Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

The PD talked about the difference between practice, mastery, and transferring skills.
The artifact has documented what I explained the difference is between the three.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

In this session on student Mastery, I was able to reflect upton the type and amount of
practice that students need to receive in order to master (or comprehensively
understand and apply) new skills and concepts. I think that this session helped me to
understand the importance of personalizing practices to ensure my students are getting
their individual needs met to help support them in mastering skills.

McFarland

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Mastery means different things to different students. Often it is dependent upon the
way in which a student learns or processes information.

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

As a teacher we are always discussing what is mastery? When do we know that a
student has mastered a concept? I think it is interesting to know that for every student
"practice, mastery, and trasnfer" might look a little different. In the end, teachers need
to see effort and growth to determine if the student is being successful in practice in
order to acheive mastery. They are a building block for each other.
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McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 03/16/2015

I wish learning coaches could have attended this session. I frequently find myself
explaining which skills are introductory and which are being taught to mastery. I also
explain that student will not likely master new concepts after one lesson. LCs struggle
with that. They are afraid to move on without mastery. A version of this presentation
would be great for a LC outreach session.

Miedel

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

It was interesting hearing how other teachers define practice, mastery, and transfer.

Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

I thought that this professional development session was very helpful. As an educator,
it's important to know the ways that work best, in regards to education, for our
students. Without practice, mastery, and transfer, students may not be successful within
our courses. It's important for us to learn the ways that benefit our students when it
comes to learning. What may work best for one student may not work for the next. I
like that we discussed different ways of practicing, mastering, and transferring; it was
helpful for me to see/hear various examples of how to implement and apply these
practices. I also liked the two videos that we watched as well. I really liked the idea of
the open mic night; I could definitely do something like that in my Art course and I
think students would really enjoy participating in it as well. Lastly, I really enjoyed
learning about new tools that could be used in my own LiveLesson classroom. The
"green, yellow, red" method is a great idea to use after a LiveLesson. It will allow me,
as an educator, to see what worked best for my students and what needs improved
upon; I would also be able to see what help students need within the class. I also liked
the exit ticket idea where students can discretely put their name down if they need
further help or if they'd be willing to help their peers with something in the class. These
were definitely great ideas and I look forward to using them in my own teaching
practices.

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

05/21/2015

This concept is very simple really. We connect all new information to existing
knowlege through prior knowledge. This is really the only way to learn.... to make what
we learn become part of our long term memory.

Miller

Jennifer Lynn Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

By creating my own belief about mastery I can effectively create objectives and goals
to help my students reach that.
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Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

I liked the idea that mastery isn't just scoring well on a test. The aspect of
understanding well enough to transfer the skill elsewhere is important and way more
valuable.

Morgan

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Thinking how can I help my students achieve mastery, and how would I know?
Curriculum as is does not allow that, except for portfolios; LiveLessons are ideal,
especially when we discuss current events. If I can get students to be interested in the
news and politics and have informed opinions about it, that would make me happy.

Nauman

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

02/24/2015

The information was very helpful. It reminded me that there is a difference between
learning and mastery and that practice is required for both to be accomplished. When
looking at learning you can compare school to a court or field where sports are played.
The day to day classes and lessons are like the practices that sports team hold in the
days leading up to a game. The Tests and Projects would be like the games. The only
ways for teams, players and students to improve is to practice their skills.

Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

02/20/2015

Worked on finding ways to help students find mastery in their skills and learning.
Found ways to personalize instruction and support by just knowing a little about each
student.
Develop ways to get from mastery to transfer... applying to real world applications.

Offutt

Jodi

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Always good to be reminded of mastery. Transfer is something I try to do in my
lessons often.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

I enjoyed this professional development sessions, as it provided me new tools for
engaging students. When the students feel engaged they are more likely to feel invested
in the skill they are learning. Students can then take the skills from practice, mastery,
and onto transferring them into daily use.
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Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

In this session, we discussed practice, mastery, and transfer and what these terms mean
with respect to ourselves and our students. Deliberate practice means that one needs to
identify weak areas for improvement, target those areas, and then seek feedback on
progress. Mastery can be a relative concept because one's definition of mastery may be
different than another's. For instance, mastery for an Olympian would be different than
mastery for a casual skier. We can gauge mastery of a concept by the ability to transfer
knowledge to new areas. It is not simply possessing skills and facts in isolation.
Finally we discussed transfer and the importance of giving our students the tools
necessary to extend what has been learned in one context to new contexts.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

After this session, I really want to focus more on getting my students to transfer some
of their skills across activities and possibly use more peer-teaching of content.

Palomba

Diana

Teacher- Secondary

03/03/2015

Mastery is needed for transfer

Pearson

Malena

Teacher- Elementary 03/17/2015

Having the idea or Practice>Mastery>Transfer tied in with the essential question
makes sense. To have that platform ready for students to follow and think outside the
box. It provides students with the outlet to be creative in their thinking and how to
express themselves.

Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

I liked that during the presentation we discussed how mastery can mean different
things for different students. This helps to circumvent the motivation issues that limit
some students' ability to achieve understanding at a high level.

02/26/2015

The session did give me pause to reflect about how I offer opportunities for practice in
my own courses. I suppose allowing for corrections on portfolios gives students an
opportunity to work on a skill or area of knowledge until they've mastered it. How do I
offer students practice in LiveLesson? Maybe I need to present material one day and
offer opportunities to use it in future LiveLesson sessions. The only problem with this
plan of action is that I don't have the same students in attendance from day to day.
Petula

Patricia

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I am concerned that I do not make enough time in Live Lesson to check for mastery of
a skill. I focus on "content" and "what's on the planner today" rather than using the
content to measure a skill. This is something I can work on as a goal.
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Phillips

Erin

Teacher- Secondary

2/16/2015

Many of the teachers had the same opinions about where to find information and how
to approach the material in order to gain mastery and then share these skills with
others.

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

It's important to remember the difference between practice, mastery, and transfer of
skills, especially when working with students that have learning disabilities. This
makes it harder for students to transfer skills across areas.

Piekara

Kimberly

Teacher- Special
Education

03/18/2015

Transfer is the process that promotes connection between learning and experiences. It
leads to mastery as skills and concepts are transferred from knowledge to action. As a
special education teacher, it is important I work with students to achieve mastery in
their skill deficit area so they can transfer those skills to their everyday lives.

Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I really liked this session. The material was very interesting. It gave practical ways to
reach students. I can use this during 1 to 1 LiveLesson sessions with my students
during the monthly check-ins. They can demonstrate to me their mastery of skills all
through how I engage each student as an individual. I also really like giving Learning
Coaches ideas for real life situations they can immerse their students in that will allow
the child to demonstrate their knowledge, build on it and reach further on a topic.

Primus

Aimee

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

Practice, transfer and mastery are the stepping stones to achieve highest potential of
learning

Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Nothing can be mastered without practice, practice and more practice until becomes
rote.

Raptosh

Jenna

Teacher- Special
Education

06/08/2015

This PL series reminded me the importance of continuing to strive to better myself as
an educator

Reilly

Keri

Teacher- Elementary 03/17/2015

Discussing the meanings of mastery, transfer and practice and developing my own
belief statements on each is helpful in forming my own personal expectations for my
students and what I aim for them to achieve.

Reist

James

Teacher- Special
Education

This sessions supports my belief that we force students to rush through material
without learning it. School policy does not allow for students to master the material.

02/17/2015
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Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

Rieger

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 03/09/2015

In this session, we discussed practice, master, and transfer and what each means. We
reflected on our beliefs and talked about how we can help students take new learning
from practice to master to transfer.

Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

I enjoyed discussing this with my PLC group. We discussed our thoughts and opinions
on this topic and we are all on the same page. I enjoyed discussing it as a group
because it gave me different language to use to help be able to better describe it.

Rivera

Renee

Teacher- Secondary

03/25/2015

We discussed practice and mastery.

Robb

Lacey

Teacher- Secondary

05/27/2015

This session was useful to all subject areas and was interesting

Roberts

Timothy

Teacher- Secondary

03/16/2015

All teacher should push for students to work in all three areas, working through the
levels of understanding.

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 02/26/2015

03/20/2015

Practice is important to mastery of a skill. Once a skill is mastered, it can be modified
and applied to other tasks.

When a student begins self-monitoring their awareness of thinking and progress as they
become more vested in their learning. A student who uses healthy self-judgment and
monitoring begins to understand their own learning process.
Involving students in choosing subsequent learning goals and activities to improve
partially correct answers, to correct misunderstandings, and to extend learning. I
frequently use assessment improvement policy both written and verbal to improve
student learning. I utilize differentiated instruction both with suggestions to learning
coaches and one on one instruction with students.

Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 03/02/2015

I enjoyed this PD session because it focused on things that we often tell our students to
do, but we're never quite sure if they understand what we're telling them. For example
telling them to transfer skills from one course to another etc. We also tell students to
practice, but do they know what it really means. This session allowed us to focus on
those terms and how we can help demonstrate ad explain them to students and parents
more effectively.
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Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I liked the discussion about education vs. training. That stems from higher order
thinking - knowledge vs. application. If you're memorizing, you're not necessarily
demonstrating mastery. If you can make connections and transfer information, you're
likely to retain it. Of course, it must be purposeful. If we don't think it isn't of value, we
won't invest enough motivation and thought to file it into our long term memory.

Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 03/09/2015

I think it is most important to understand the definitions of each of the words, practice,
mastery, and transfer. Once we are able to define them, we need to recognize at what
stage each student is at and how we can help them all get to the transfer stage.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 03/06/2015

It's important to do a lot of pre-assessments to ensure that students have mastered their
foundational skills. I can not properly build and expand their knowledge if I am unsure
of, or students don't have, a basis to build from.

Rottet

Thomas

Teacher- Secondary

03/23/2015

Mastery of material is the goal in learning. Mastery means not just memorizing facts,
but having the ability to apply the information in a variety of settings.

Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

03/04/2015

Practice is not always the same for all students. For some students practice does not
make perfect. Some students get more frustrated with more practice and are unable to
complete the task. Different subjects can deal with practice differently. It may depend
on how many times the skill appears in the curriculum and when it is assessed.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

Practice is very important, especially in the world of mathematics instruction.
Unfortunately, the curriculum does not always provide enough opportunities for
practice, especially for struggling students. To paraphrase a Finnish mathematics
teachers, the American math curriculum covers five years of topics in one year, and it
does that every year. In Finland, we take five years to cover *and master* all of the
topics covered in one year in the typical American middle school mathematics class. If
the goal is truly to master a concept, then this needs to be rethought.

03/27/2015

Practice, mastery, and transfer are three important steps to the learning process.
Especially in teaching students who are in advanced math, it is important for me to
challenge them in the mastery and transfer stages of learning and to incorporate higher
order thinking skills and real world examples into my courses.
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Saul

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Students achieve mastery at different rates, but it's important that they master the
material.

Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

This session helped me to realize the amount of practice students need in order to
master concepts and skills. It also helped me to prepare students to transfer knowledge
in the virtual environment. The activity we completed is something that I can transfer
into my own classroom as a formative assessment to help gauge where students are
with respect to their deliberate practice.

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

This session helped me to understand the importance of practice, mastery and transfer.
Practice is necessary to reach mastery of a specific skill. Transfer promotes critical
thinking and personal connections with the skill set. I learned how to apply this
thinking to my teaching methods.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

It is critical to ensure that your students have developed mastery in the content. By
doing this you ensure that they will be able to apply this newly attained knowledge to
the next concept for a more complete learning experience.

Selby

Marianne

Teacher- Secondary

06/01/2015

I think that the discussion of student mastery and the steps that need to be taken for a
student to transfer is extremely important and something that is difficult to think about
for every single lesson/assessment. I would like to study this further to ensure that this
crucial step is taking place.

Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

It was a good session to help bring to the front of my mind the process of practice,
mastery and transfer.

Simek

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Discussed different ways for students to show mastery. Students may not all show
mastery the same way.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

03/16/2015

Practice is essential for mastering mathematical concepts and I do my best to explain
this to my students.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

I think this goes nicely with our Domain 4 expectation in that mastery and transfer are
necessary for the flipped classroom.

Abigail
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Smith

Sevien

Success Coach

05/20/2015

I feel that these are important topics to discuss.

Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

It was great to hear about others experiences with practice, mastery and transfer. I
really enjoyed the stoplight activity and the ticket out the door 'who can help', 'who
needs help'.

Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

2/25/2015

Our curriculum is very fast paced, and teachers often only host 1-3 livelessons per
week. Does this accurately allow for student mastery and/or transfer of knowledge?

Smolens
Snively

Rebecca
Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 03/19/2015
Teacher- Elementary 05/22/2015

Please include.
This session provided valuable information on comparing practice, mastery and
transfer.

Sommer

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

Good info

Sorrentino

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I feel that the concepts that we discussed also have a lot to do with student engagement.
It is difficult to utilize a lot of these techniques if a student cuts himself/herself off
from every avenue of a teacher working with them

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

06/08/2015

This session made me think about how students acquire learning and how I can assist
students in using practice to acquire mastery and then apply to real world application.

Stevenson

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

focus on strengths, process, not product

Stoll

Courtney

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I believe it is important to continually grow. Even when we "master" a concept, we will
have to transfer that knowledge to a new realm.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Honestly, I like this idea of a tailored curriculum for a specific group of students. A
one size fits all curriculum cannot allow everyone to reach their full potential. In all
honesty, though, the speakers for this PD were very monotone and I lost attentiveness
very easily to complete other tasks that appear to be more of a priority for me.

Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

This was a good session to help reflect on what practice is mastery is for us as teachers
and for our students. I try to teach to the Whole Child, and a big part of this is
transferring what students are learning into their every day lives.

Taggart

Jacqueline

Teacher- Secondary

It is important for teachers to help students practice skills so they can develop mastery
and transfer skills to other aspects of their life.

02/25/2015
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Tepsich

Alana

Teacher- Secondary

Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

As I teach a new concept, I need to reinforce the need for students to practice to master
the concept. To encourage practice, I will give them several ideas on areas where the
skill can be applied.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Loved the open mic idea shared through the video at the end of this session. I think
this has potential for application in our school and could be helpful with getting
students motivated to practice reading, analyzing, and composing poetry.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Mathematics is a subject where transfer between contexts is so important. We can learn
to solve equations, but until we can use those reasoning skills in everyday life, there is
little use.

Tribbitt

Steven

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

Different people master different things at different times and under different
conditions. So the college professors that come up with all the fancy language under
sterile conditions have very little credibility to me. I don't know how they can define
this so narrowly because it is huge.

Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

02/18/2015

This session allowed me to understand three essential components to the learning
process and what I can do to facilitate this way of learning a specific topic/skill set in
my own classroom. I have found that this can be achieved and monitored in the virtual
environment from one semester to another in many ways.

02/25/2015

This session helped me understand how important it is to master a concept and
allowing my students a chance to master it as well.
Practice, transfer, and mastery! This session was very relatable to our own lives.
Thinking about how we master activities and then transfer that from one context to a
new context helps understand how important it is for our students to do this as well.
We assign lots of practice in our environment, but it is important to avoid the idea that
assigning practice is "punishment" here. There should be a variety of ways to practice
including games and videos. This will hopefully engage the students instead of them
seeing it as a punishment that they need to do "more" work.
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Tyson

Christina

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

It occurred to me while watching the training that we are promoting mastery and
authentic learning yet with all the focus on testing we do not give students the time to
even come close to do this. Lessons move at the speed of light and skills must be
swallowed whole. When do they get the opportunity to work with the skills and even
attempt to transfer them before they move onto the next thing. We want our students to
have mastery and be able to really understand and use the skills we are teaching them.
We have no control over the amount of time we are given to do so. It has to be done by
the beginning of April for testing. So much for differentiation because if a student is
moving slower then they will have even less time to understand something let alone
master and try to transfer it.

Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 02/25/2015

I think it is great to think about practice, mastery, and transfer. Many times, students,
teachers, and parents think that mastery is just learning a concept by just doing A LOT
of problems until they get it. Many times that is not the case. I do believe that practice
is necessary in learning however. Students need to practice in sports, in the arts, and
everywhere to become great at something. I need to practice and learn to be an
effective teacher and students will also need to practice to become great at something.
Practice could be in the form of real world thinking, by taking the concept they have
learned and apply it to every day life.

Van Ostenbridge Sara

Teacher- Elementary 03/09/2015

We discussed the differences between best practice, mastery, and transfer. The
discussion lead to examples and activities we incorporate in our lessons and phone
calls. I found the collaboration to be very helpful.

Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

03/11/2015

During the session, I was thinking to myself how important it is that students recognize
in themselves the stages of learning we discussed (practice, mastery and transfer). It is
just as important to teach students to recognize how they are learning. Likewise, this
is a process that one never stops using in life; it is a necessary skill for children and
adults.

Viebrock

Kathryn

Teacher- Secondary

03/27/2015

After watching this live lesson recording, I was able to complete the post session
activity which forced me to dive deeper into my actual thought process and level of
understanding pertaining to the three concepts (practice, mastery and transfer) and
what I think they are/how to properly progress from one to the next.
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Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 02/24/2015

This session allowed me to evaluate the way I am supporting my students
understanding and ability to transfer that information to the real world. Reminding me
that the end goal for my students is the ability to understand their information so that
they can use it in their everyday lives.

Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 03/03/2015

I think what is great about our program is that more time can be added for practice, but
the concern is that families do not feel like they can take extra time. The lessons move
so quickly that taking an extra day or two to review and practice already puts extra
pressure on students to get out of the hole they built. To avoid being behind, I think
families pass on extra time to practice. In math, the mid unit reviews have been add to
many units, but it is still not enough time when you are working with essential skills as
fractions and complete multiplication and division. They have the links for Skills Tutor
built into the unit review days, but students are not completing them as nothing is
required to show they practiced. I really wish every lesson started with a 5-10 minute
review before starting a new concept.

Wagner

Frank

Teacher- Secondary

02/26/2015

Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

02/20/2015

I also do not think our curriculum offers creative transfer opportunities. The GIC
project is great as it requires students to apply what they are learning in PA History and
Social Studies into a meaningful project. Our portfolios are okay, but I think they could
be enriched more. I also think students have a negative attitude with portfolios that we
need to change. They see them as busy work when in fact they are transfer opportunity.
I try to explain to students they are a project to show off what they have learned in a
creative format, but this does not seem to help at all.
Being able to apply and use the learning and mastery of a concept to many situations
should be the ultimate goal.
This was an interesting session to really delve into the idea of mastery. I think I've
extended my beliefs on mastery, to not only include a percentage of getting concepts
"right" but by the ability to transfer master to where it counts most, or to new and
unique challenges. The practice part is interesting, as half of practice is motivation and
keeping the growth mind-set and knowing how to tap into that with our students will be
vital to helping them struggle through the practice to achieve mastery.
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Watson-Fisher

Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

Students learn at different rates. The amount of practice needed for one student may
not be the same for another. Practice should include multiple types of task to help
meet all learners decreasing the amount of time that maybe need to master the task.
Mastery to me is the retension of the information long term in biology. Students
should be able to understand, demonstrate and or apply the information.

Weigel

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

03/04/2015

Good PD session learning about practice to mastery to transfer.

Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

This session gave valuable information on getting our students to mastery with new
topics. Transfer of knowledge is also important for students so we can see their
application of the skill or information.

Welty

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

I believe that practice is essential to build a foundation of knowledge before mastery
can take place.
I believe that mastery is when a student can answer higher order thinking questions
about a topic or demonstrate a skill independently.
I believe that transfer is when students can apply what they have learned to the real
world or teach others a topic or skill.

White

William

Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015

I identified with classifying mastery as the ability to exhibit a desired skill outside an
isolated environment and without prompting or being cued.

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 03/10/2015

This was a great session discussing student learning and understanding.

Wolfe

Chad

Teacher- Special
Education

04/27/2015

Gave you a better idea of how to determine mastery. As a special education teacher I
know that my students can show mastery in various levels. This just reinforced what I
already though of what Mastery is and how Transfer of knowledge works.

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

Students need time for more practice in our curriculum before taking assessments.

Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

02/17/2015

I think that this session was kind of unnecessary. The speaker didn't really address
anything new or innovative. I'm usually quite positive about professional development,
as I am always eager to learn new things. I can say that I do have a take away from
this, and that is a new "ticket out the door" and that is a positive.
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Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

02/20/2015

I am very much in agreement that students need to practice skills in order to attain
mastery and then to be able to transfer those learned skills by applying them to real
world tasks. The difficult part is finding out the varying rates of mastery since all
students are unique.
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Last Name
Ague

First Name
Kevin

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

Session Date Session Reflections
Because we don't see out students on a daily basis as we would in brick and mortar, it's
4/9/2015
imperative we give proper feedback to better assist and educate our students. It's
sometimes hard to convey a message with words, so over the phone feedback may be
essential, or one-on-one time in a LiveLesson.
Feedback can definitely be encouraging to our students, even if the feedback is
instructing them on what they still need to do to earn a better grade. The way we
convey the feedback and definitely make a difference in the student's performance,
depending on who that student is.

Alger

Madeleine

Teacher- Elementary 05/22/2015

I think that this is an important training for cyber school teachers to have because we
cannot see our students' facial expressions or body language during our lessons. It is
difficult to important to be explicit and purposeful in feedback so that students can
grow and expand their understanding of a concept.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

This session points out the importance of quality feedback.

Bechtel

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

We reviewed the importance of quick and positive feedback to our students to help
them think about ways to improve their work and understanding in our subject areas.

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

03/10/2015

As students are evolving a learners the same methods do not work to capture their
attention. Using feedback to promote self-regulation and teaching kids how to monitor
these processes can only enhance our teaching abilities and help students use a growth
mindset.

Bianchi

Kristen

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

Feedback is definitely an area I can improve, especially with having more students in
the past couple weeks. I am learning that even the students that always have great
work want some feedback. I believe that feedback within their tests should not just
give them the answer but guide them in the right direction.

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 05/20/2015

This was a really beneficial session because I use feedback on a daily basis. I think as
teachers we tend to stick with what we are comfortable with and get into a routine of
providing empty feedback, but providing valuable feedback can really make a
difference in student performance and improvement.
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Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I love the idea of playing games to get students to think about how hard a topic or the
material they are learning is. I'm sure they rarely master a level in a game the first time
they play it!

Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I will focus now on how to better give feedback either:
- a task feedback (for student to know where he/she is going)
- a process task(for student to know how he/she is going)
- a self-regulation feedback (for student to know where to, next)
Feedback should be Goals On Demand Feedback: There should be Time sensitive with
Perseverance, give the control of learning to students.
Video game on good because the feedback they generate increase the feeling good
emotion, the dopamine.
Feedback should challenge students to improve and not feel about themselves. It
should not be base on Ego.

Boccella

Lori

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

It is important to review and reflect upon the feedback your are giving your students.
Ask yourself: Am I giving them information and tools that will help them grow and
improve as they continue to work in the subject or content area?

Bost

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Feedback can be an invaluable tool for students to continue learning from, or correct
their learning from. Feedback needs to be timely, explicit, and direct to be effective.

Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

During session 205, I learned that there are three types of feedback that can be given to
students: Task, Process, and Self-Regulation. When providing feedback, I often use
Task feedback and need to require my students to reflect more and learn from their
mistakes. The activity allowed me to revisit some formal feedbacks given and make
changes to enhance learning.

Brace
Bradwell

Michael
Bianca

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015
06/07/2015

I was able to adapt the way in which I provide student feed back.
In high school, I both dreaded and welcomed feedback; the advantages to reading the
teachers comments surpassed my weariness eventually. Doing this activity was a true
eye opener nonetheless. I enjoy learning new and improved ways on how to critique
students' work.
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Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 05/22/2015

Session 205 was helpful for me because I am not very specific when it comes to my
feedback in the comment box , rubrics, etc. and this is something that I need to work
on as a teacher. This session helped me to focus more on what I add to my students'
work and why these comments/feedback are so important. This session taught me to
open my doors more to students so that feedback can become a process, instead of
something they read once they have finished their assignment. My goal is to provide
feedback and treat student work more like a process instead of something that they
work on by themselves, turn in, and then I grade. This will give them the feeling that
their first try does not need to be perfect and that they can continue to improve. I can
also apply this thinking to the writing process for my students. First, they just need to
get their thoughts from their minds onto paper, then turn their thoughts into
paragraphs, then edit and revise to correct their work and bring it up to mine and their
expectations.

Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 06/03/2015

It is great to make sure that feedback is goal oriented, relevant, timely, and motivating.
I will work hard to be sure that I give suggestions for improvement and praise what
was done well.

Breithaupt

Ann

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

Feedback is such an essential part of teaching whether it is feedback in the form of
praise or for feedback to give constructive points about their work. All students need
good feedback for growth and for an educational challenge.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

04/03/2015

I need to take more time to provide positive "feedforward" when responding to
incorrect answers on assessments when students turn them in.

Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Today we discussed three different kinds of feedback which were task feedback,
process feedback and self regulation feedback. I feel that I use mostly process
feedback when teaching Mathematics because you have to find the mistake in their
work and correct it so that it doesn't get repeated.
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Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

Caggiano

Krissy

Teacher- Elementary 04/17/2015

This activity supported my professional goal to improve feedback both written and
oral.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

This session challenged my thinking about feedback. The statement, "I would rather
be called lazy than feel stupid" hit a chord with me. I experienced this as a child with
cleaning. It was less painful for me to get in trouble for not cleaning than to be told I
did a terrible job. I have always wanted as a teacher to give my students a different
experience than I had as a child. I never really thought statements of praise could
cause an environment in which students are afraid to fail. I do think praise is
appropriate in some situations, but I am definitely going to reflect on how and when I
use praise when giving feedback. What am I praising....the behaviors I want to see or
something fixed?

Carroll
Christman

Erica
Sarah

Teacher- Secondary 04/15/2015
Teacher- Elementary 04/20/2015

This was somewhat relevant.
I believe we can learn a lot from video games and how they keep kids engaged because
of the constant feedback and competitive aspect. I agree that feedback should be
timely, but also promote ways to improve. Students already know what they did well,
so including that is good to acknowledge their good aspects, but to also teach them
areas of growth.

Christy

Ryan

Teacher- Secondary

05/14/2015

This session helped me to analyze the comments I give to my students. I have realized
that my comments have been very vague and general. I need to give a little more
explanation without giving away too much of the task that they are being asked to
perform.

Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

This was an interesting exercise, though I do think my comments are pretty good. I
think there's always room for improvement, so I'd like to maybe see a list of the best
comments from some of my colleagues. I'd like to see more behavior modeling done at
my school.

04/01/2015

Feedback is a very important part of my class, and even more so, since the comments
provided may be the only way some students receive instruction if they do not attend
LiveLesson, watch the recordings or are not available to talk during CBA calls.
Trying to include more positive comments as well as process and self-regulation are
areas I would like to try to include more often, so that students can continue to work
towards mastery.
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Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/12/2015

This really made me think of the feedback I give my students. It provided some
strategies on the type of feedback I can give and to at times push my students through
the feedback even further.

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

This PD Session opened my eyes to the differences in feedback, and how
differentiating this feedback can help improve a student's motivation. Giving students
task-oriented feedback, such as self-regulation will give them a vested interested in
their own submissions and success.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

05/30/2015

Meaningful feedback especially having a clear rubric is vital to promoting
achievement in one's classroom.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I understand the importance of feed back and I think this is one area that I excel. I give
my students a lot of opportunity to improve. The one issue that I think would have
been useful is how to get students to read the feedback and then work to improve
assignments.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 05/05/2015

This lesson helped me understand how to provide valuable feedback for students to
use. They can use my feedback from the one assignment to either improve that
assignment or use for future assignments.

Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I enjoyed the correlation to video games and the examples to education was thought
provoking. Feedback is time sensitive and helps students to move forward and take
control of their learning.

Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I found it useful to reflect on how I give feedback to students and make the feedback
more useful for students.

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

I enjoyed this session on useful feedback because it reminded me of the importance of
giving students direction. It's important to not only tell them where their mistakes
were, but also how to fix them and move forward. It's easy to get into a routine and
give similar feedback to multiple students. This session reminded me that it's just as
important to individualize feedback as it is to individualize instruction.

Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

This session helped me better understand how to give feedback and how to reflect on
the feedback that I'm giving to make sure that it is good feedback.

05/27/2015
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Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 04/22/2015

In session 205, I learned how we provide feedback to students within our learning
environment.

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

We learned about the importance of feedback and the various types of feedback that
we can give. We discussed feedback that gives specifics and helps students grow in
their learning.

Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

I thought this was a really valuable exercise in digging into our feedback and really
considering if it is useful in aiding students towards understanding how to improve
upon their work. I also liked getting the opportunity to think about my feedback and
make sure I am being appropriately supportive and encouraging of my students. I
think considering how I can "upgrade" my go-to comments is helpful, as we can so
easily fall into a rut and not consider how these types of things can be improved upon.

Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

03/22/2015

Feedback is critical in inspiring our students. We want to be sure that we are providing
positive feedback with suggestions for improvement. Our feedback should provide tips
in achieve student goals.

Fox
Frederickson

Lauren
David

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

02/25/2015
03/18/2015

I have some great ideas on providing feedback for my students.
Completing this session really got me to examine the process (how am I going about)
in terms of providing feedback and also where am I going next after giving feedback.
Is this the end of the road or does this fit into a larger ongoing process that I will be
working on with the given student throughout the semester? These are tools I
constantly need to be thinking about in terms of student feedback.

Fredo

Katrina

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

I have a better understanding of how important feedback is to all students. Before this
session, I rarely give more than a "good job" to students who do well. Now, I try to
choose a piece that they did well and comment on that specific area.

Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

05/01/2015

I enjoyed learning about the games my colleagues play and how they can accurately
relate it to education and instructional practices in their courses.

03/10/2015
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Frey

Brittany

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

In our setting we can use feedback in a variety of ways in our settings. We want to
provide students with feedback to improve and take charge of their own learning. In
addition to positive feedback, we can push students to take that information even
further and apply it to other areas. We can use feedback through comments, follow up
LiveLessons, phone calls, webmails, and immediate feedback when "live". The
feedback may look different depending on the student(s) and the type. The feedback
should be positive, use higher order thinking, and motivating.

Friess
Garber

Daniel
Stacy

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015
06/08/2015

I need to make sure my feedback is specific to that student and for their needs.
I enjoyed this session because feedback is very important especially to push my gifted
students to do even better. It is easy to just say "good work" but I need to motivate and
challenge them to take steps for improvement. I also like working with my PLC to
complete some of these tasks and get their thoughts on it.

Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

I suppose instead of telling them exactly what they did wrong, I could ask questions to
help them discover their errors for themselves.

George

Susan

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

It was good opportunity to reflect on my comments and ways to make them more
receptive for students. Also an opportunity to see how other colleagues provide
feedback to students using other types of media besides just the comments box.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

06/04/2015

This session helped me to realize how important it is to give feedback in a way that
highlights their strengths and gives them a strategy for completing the task set
successfully.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

4/20/15

It was interesting to compare learning a video game with education. It was amazing to
really think about how similar they both are in many ways.

Glotfelty

Kelly

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I liked thinking about the different kinds of feedback: task, process, and selfregulation and reminding myself to focus more on the last two. It is more difficult to
provide those kinds of feedback but it is more helpful. Don't make them choose
between thinking and protecting their egos. Their first response should be to think.
Don't make them choose to appear lazy over appearing stupid.

Goodnow

Shelbie

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This session was great because feedback is an area I constantly work on. Previously,
this has been an area of weakness for me. I would write feedback that was too broad
and unclear. Now, I am better able to write more specific clear concise feedback.
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Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 04/30/2015

Feedback is crucial! I don't think you can ever over use feedback for a student, and I
feel that I am constantly providing feedback to my student either on the phone, during
LLs, or online. Something I take great pride in if a student sends me extra work that
they do in a webmail, I always take the time to respond to them. I think it's important
to build their confidence in their work as well as acknowledging them that I care.
In LLs, I use a lot of feedback! I respond to what they write in the chatbox. I tell my
students to kiss their brains, and I ask them to high-five one another for a correct
answer. I'm always giving feedback to my students and asking for them to let me
know what they understand and what they struggle with.

Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

In this session, we explored task, process, and self-regulation feedback on student
performance. It was beneficial to explore the place of each. A strong metaphor was
also drawn between our lessons and game theory, in which rewards are offered, but
challenges are offered just beyond student, so that skill growth and grit can be built
upon. Interesting session!

Gutshall

Carrie

Teacher- Elementary 04/13/2015

I appreciate the value of complete feedback and feed forward. I want to do a better job
making sure I give students and Learning Coaches more of a understanding of what
the task tells about student understanding and what the student can do moving
forward. However, time does not always allow me to give proper feed forward. In the
future, I would like to write a comment in a post it note on my computer or word
document. Then, I can copy and paste it for other students. This may not work for all
students since they are all capable of different levels of work but I think it may be a
good place to start.

Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I may need to be more "motivationally-minded" when providing feedback to my
students. I have tended to be more business-like in my responses.

Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

05/13/2015

I strongly agree that when providing students with feedback, it should be potent,
relevant, timely and motivating. This session went nicely along with the action plan I
created in Session 1.
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Hanford

Katie

Teacher- Secondary

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

One of my more troubled areas. In that, I mean that I find myself not providing the
most detailed feedback. I always come back to the idea of time. This year has
especially been difficult in finding the time to provide the right amount of feedback.
And I have found the details in my feedback to be severely lacking.

Henahan

Jaclyn

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

At times we may find ourselves rushing to get our grading complete. However, we
need to make sure student's receive our best feedback so they can do their best next
time. I look how we can look at it as feedforward now. We need to not think of the
information going back to the student but how we can move forward with the
information and apply it to future work.

Henry

Laurie

Teacher- Secondary

05/08/2015

Giving more specific details in feedback is important. I learned I could also include
where to find more practice rather than just showing one specific correction.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

This is an area that I always thought I did pretty well in. I always give detailed
feedback on every portfolio that students submit, but this did help me realize how I
could extend this practice to other areas. By thinking about process and student
reflection centered feedback, I will be able to help my students work through problems
and solutions on their own.

Hoffman

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Better ways to provide feedback that helps students expand the knowledge on their
assignments to better complete them next time.

Hunter

Anne

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I would like to spend more time creating valuable feedback to my students--and
ensuring that they make use of it!

Hutchings

Jamie

Teacher- Secondary

06/11/2015

This session reminded me to be mindful about my feedback to students. I need to make
sure that I am encouraging them, providing constructive and specific feedback and
doing so in a timely manner.

03/10/2015

I thinking discussing feedback is very important in this setting. A lot of our feedback is
done without the support of non-verbal ques so we need to be mindful how our text
sounds. What we think is effective can we changed slightly to be better just by using
different words or honing in on our main purpose/focus. This was an informative
session.
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Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Feedback is crucial to developing skills for students. Teachers should strive to
critically analyze student responses and guide them in best practices.

Jackson

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

This training allowed me to think more about what I was giving students in terms of
feedback and if what I was providing was answering the one question or if it was
providing them a way to think int he future.

Jenkins
Jones

Keri
Brian

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015
04/01/2015

More focused and direct feedback
I felt the lesson on feedback was very good. It made me think about how I can provide
extra support for students.

Kalahanis

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

This activity was beneficial, and the of peer feedback "twist" was challenging,
initially, in order to find someone available to review my initial feedback to a student's
writing and my LL content. However, the colleague's input was valuable since his
suggestions I did not think of and they will surely benefit the learning process for the
students.

Kavulich

Ariel

Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

Before this session, I thought I was doing it right with feedback. However, once I
attended the session then talked to my PLC about feedback, I realized that I was not
doing it to the best of my ability. I will focus more on giving feedback to my students
next year.

Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

04/20/2015

I get frustrated with how often students do NOT use the feedback that I give them. But
when I have a rough and final draft, and I'm specific with my feedback, I often do see a
dramatic difference in their work and in how my feedback has helped them to improve
their writing.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

What I learned about this professional development was the use of relevant and
prompt feedback. Be specific and target the feedback to the student so that they know
exactly what either they missed or what they can do to improve to make the
appropriate changes.
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Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

06/03/2015

This session was particularly helpful in gaining a better understanding of how to
provide constructive and effective feedback. It made me truly take a step back to
become more self reflective on how I provide feedback to my students. In going
through that reflective process I noticed that my feedback needs to be: less lengthy in
explanation, more focused on positive praise, and given in a more timely manner.
These are all things that I fully intend on working on in the coming semester.

Kreiser

Valerie

Teacher- Elementary 04/22/2015

I learned that I should try to be a little more specific with some of my feedback.
Instead of saying they did well in a certain area, tell them exactly what they did well.

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

In giving feedback in math, I need to have student recall what procedures there are to
choose from , which ones apply and then how to apply them to different situations. If
I can get them to see what the end result should be, then they can evaluate if they got
an appropriate answer.

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 04/23/2015

This training provided me with a different view on how to approach my feedback. I
think that it is important to provide feedback that is constructive and will actually
benefit the student.

Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

I appreciated this PD and would appreciate learning more on this topic from
professionals other than my peers. I do appreciate the comments of my peers, but
would also like to hear the perspective on this topic from experts, especially since I
work with GT students that are sometimes difficult to critique because their work is
consistently great.

Lawrence

Edward

Teacher- Secondary

03/20/2015

I found that this lesson peaked my interest since it involved video games in the presession task. I was able to make the connection of education learning goals and game
theory. I am know thinking that I want use strategies like this more in my Livelesson
room and documents that I make for students.

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

04/15/2015

Learned the importance of feedback and different ways that it can be given.

Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I think that it is important to occasionally evaluate one's own feedback to students in
order to ensure that it is effective. There are many underlying components to feedback
that can readily be misinterpreted by students if not communicated correctly.

04/01/2015
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Lutz

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 05/20/2015

Feedback is very important for students, but I've found that in this setting, students
don't view the portfolio feedback as frequently as I'd like. Many families don't even
realize that they can go into the grade book to view feedback. For many struggling
writers, I've done recordings for feedback so they can see me editing their document. I
do like what was presented in today's recording and how to give proper feedback.

Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

06/05/2015

It is important to provide accurate feedback to students so that they know where they
went wrong or right to reinforce positive behaviors and correct behaviors that caused
their grade to go down. It helps students identify goals to work toward.

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

The session caused me to think a lot about what motivates students. It seems to me
that students might be motivated by having more control of their studies. I took a PSI
(Personalized System of Instruction) course in undergraduate school where the student
could proceed through the course until she made the grade she wanted. Several
versions of each assessment were available for students who were permitted to retake
assessments after consulting with a tutor in a tutorial session. Students could stop
taking the course at a certain point in the material, but they could also continue on, if
desired. The students had a clear goal of “making their grade”. It was all in their
choosing.

Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

04/13/2015

Feedback is important, but I have not found that leaving feedback on tests is very
effective because most students do not look into the test, but just look at the score in
their gradebook. All the hours I've spent writing feedback on open ended questions
from tests has not yielded the results I hoped, so I am using different forms of
feedback now.

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

04/07/2015

Sometimes I don't give the feedback I should. I need to focus more on being thorough.

Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Feedback/feedforward is important in order to help students grow and reflect.

04/01/2015

I learned that my students can achieve better success on future assignments if I offer
them more detailed feedback on their submissions.
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McConnell

Kim

Teacher- Elementary 04/17/2015

I absolutely loved the game analogy. It is so true how games imbed feedback and
incentives along the way to keep the player motivated to keep going and accept the
challenge. Even when a player makes a mistake, the player learns from the mistake
and doesn't give up but keeps going. Adding these incentives and feedback to my
lessons and messages have more meaning to me now that I have analyzed the way a
game is played.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

After completing this activity, I feel as though the feedback strategies that were
explained will help me contribute to student growth and transfer of skills. I am now
more aware of how my feedback affects a student and how I should make it clear and
goal orientated.

McDonald

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

Giving substantial feedback can be challenging given the work that students are asked
to submit from the kindergarten curriculum. Many of the assignments are worth only 13 points, and students have to complete one simple task, such as circling the make
believe picture, coloring the picture that shows what would happen next, etc... Also
considering that my students are so young, I try to give feedback that is going to be
meaningful to them, as opposed to be so wordy that they aren't able to tell whether I
am praising them.

McFarland

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

Using technology and thinking on the level of our students is very important. This
opened my eyes to the fact that students are craving that instant gratification.

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 04/08/2015

03/10/2015

03/10/2015

I have to remember in providing feedback that for the assignments that seem to be
submitted in error or done incorrectly, that the student might not be getting the correct
guidance and support at home. This then means that I cannot get frustrated with the
student, but rather provide them as many resources as I can to guide them into the right
directions. I need to help them understand the assignment and provide them an
environment that encourages them to check the grade book comments, email me with
questions and feel proactive in editing/ revising and resubmitting to correct the error.
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McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 04/13/2015

This session allowed me to reflect on the feedback I am giving my students. I would
say that I focused on my gradebook feedback in particular. I think giving
"feedforward" would come more naturally if I were a middle school English teacher.
If students were submitting papers that were several pages in length things could be
different. When I am getting a coloring page with all the make believe items colored it
can be difficult to give meaningful feedback. In our PLC we discussed this challenge
and discussed ways to encourage students to have a growth mindset based on our
feedback and PD session 201. It seemed to correlate to this session.

McMahon
Miedel

Brady
Jamie

Teacher- Secondary 03/10/2015
Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

This session allowed my to focus on effective feedback.
It was helpful to speak with other teachers and get a better idea of what feedback they
provide to students on the same assignments.

Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

As an educator, it is essential that we give our students valuable, timely, and effective
feedback. Feedback can be given over the phone, via webmail, in LiveLessons, face-toface, etc. However, as an educator, it's important that we know and understand what
feedback is valuable to our students. This session was valuable because it discussed
how to give valuable feedback to our students. We want our students to learn,
understand, and grow and it's our jobs as teachers, to help to ensure that we're doing
all that we can to promote these things in our students. I thought that it was helpful to
hear that our feedback should be consistent, goal-referenced, and challenging for our
students. I also found it helpful to hear that there was task feedback, process feedback
and self-regulation feedback. I liked the poll pod activity that we completed, as this
helped me personally, to practice and decipher the difference between these types of
feedback. It is important that we give relevant feedback, that includes minimal
consequences for failure, provides important progress information, and welcomes
students to take some risks. Personally, I need to be sure that I'm providing helpful and
relevant feedback, in a variety of manners, to ensure that I'm positively helping my
students to the best of their abilities. This session was helpful in opening my eyes and
helping me to look at the feedback that I provide to my students. I will definitely be
taking feedback advice from this lesson and applying it to my own classroom.

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

05/21/2015

This is hard for me to relate to. My students work at low levels and all work toward
different specific IEP goals.... My feedback is always directly related to that.
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Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

This was helpful in making me more mindful of how I worded my feedback, and also
in trying to give less task-oriented feedback, and more of the process and selfregulation types.

Morgan

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Good session. I intend to apply these ideas and make my feedback more specific,
directed, and encouraging for students to improve grades, skills, and thinking.

Moser

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

We had a lengthy discussion in our PLC group about how we give feedback and how
much feedback we give.

Nauman

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

03/26/2015

The information was helpful for improving my feedback with students. One of the
most important things I can do with my feedback is to always provide constructive
feedback and be positive. The other thing I can use is link to resources that the
students can use to help them improve.

Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

We explored feedback strategies that promote student growth and transfer of skills.
We learned different ways to implement methods to provide feedback.

Offutt

Jodi

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Great to reflect on feedback. I still disagree with the statement that boosting egos is
bad. I was always taught to lead with the positive and then move into criticism in a
constructive manner. Much grading is subjective too...I like to try and keep that in
mind. I also tell my students to focus on the "best" column of the rubric and use it
more as a checklist to make sure all of the elements expected are included in their
project.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

I enjoyed collaborating with my peers on the different types of feedback we give our
students. IT was interesting to see how differently we all interact with your students.
Each of us offered constructive feedback to the comments that we leave students
regarding the assignments students submit. Working with other professionals help me
to see where and how I can make positive changes to the feedback I give my students,
so that my students are more receptive to my advice.
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Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

04/02/2015

In this session, we discussed the feedback that is provided in video games and how it
is automatic, intrinsically motivating, and consistent so that the player wants to
continue playing and improving. We related that feedback to the feedback that
teachers give to students on a daily basis. Oftentimes, teachers give solely Task
feedback, and the goal of today's session was to redirect us to give more Process and
Self-Regulatory feedback. Students need to receive personalized feedback that tells
them how they are doing and what they need to move forward. Teacher feedback
should give students the tools to make predictions about their answers, seek
information and other strategies, and self-direct.
This session just made me more aware of process reflection and the need to ask
probing questions that will help them keep moving forward.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Palomba
Pearson

Diana
Malena

Teacher- Secondary 04/24/2015
Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

Giving meaningful feedback
I have found that focusing on the skills that students do well, then providing feedback
that is goal-oriented and relevent helps the student, as well as myself, accountable for
revisiting the task/skill completed incorrectly. This allows the student to not just
recognize what they can do to improve the skill, but how they can move forward and
correctly complete the particular task/skill.

Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

04/07/2015

I think part of my struggle in providing feedback in the format described is that
students seem to get confused about how exactly they can earn the most points back in
corrections. By listing mistakes with the number of points deducted, it seems to help
students target better the things they deem important to improve upon. I guess it's
about striking a balance between what's good for them as students and what's good for
them as lifetime learners.

Petula

Patricia

Teacher- Secondary

04/15/2015

I love the term "feed forward" to remind myself that I should be encouraging growth
mindset in my students. Sharing samples with my coworkers for the post session
allowed me to see how others are commenting while letting me review the three types
of feed forward: Task, Process, and Self Regulation.

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

This is helpful to make comments clear to students.
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Piekara

Kimberly

Teacher- Special
Education

04/15/2015

Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 05/15/2015

Pulizzi

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Feedback is very important. Making students responsible for their own actions and
work is a path to self-realization and more responsible. Feedback is a gateway to a
personal connection, which may lead to better performance.

Raptosh

Jenna

Teacher- Special
Education

06/08/2015

I think this sessions was helpful in the fact that we are reminded to elaborate on the
feedback we give to our students so there is a better understanding.

Reilly

Keri

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

For this PD session we discussed the importance of making our feedback "forwardback" and helping students think of ways for improving their work and what areas they
can be continuing to practice at home. Give them something to take away and digest.

Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

There is more to feedback than simply saying "correct" or "incorrect". Feedback
should be informative and used to guide improvement.

Rieger

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

04/20/2015

I have learned that feedback is crucial to actively keep students engaged. I know
personally I do better when my manager provides positive feedback regarding my
performance at my job, or I strive to do better when feedback received is to improve.
Students need motivation to keep doing good or to hear that what they are doing can
be improved by doing this or that.
I like the idea that feedback lets students know "where" to go. We know that we want
to guide our students, but sometimes we can give away too much and show them
where they "should" be instead of where they are and how to get where they need to
go next. Strategies to let them know how to get to their end goal is most beneficial.
Task>Process>Self Regulation: very interesting, and thought provoking. This certainly
gives me new ways to think about reaching students!
This session opened my eyes to different types of feedback I can give my students and
use for myself.

In this session, I learned how to add to my feedback to make it more valuable to the
students.
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Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 04/23/2015

I really enjoyed and benefited from this PD. Task/goal oriented vs. ego feedback was
enlightening for me. I have a tendency to sway between these to types of feedback. I
also tend to either give feedback that is only one sided, mostly just how to improve.
Due to so much on my plate as a teacher, feedback is one that is short and to the point
due to time constraints. Learning to improve upon this.

Rivera
Robb

Renee
Lacey

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015
05/27/2015

Feedback is extremely important.
This session was very informational and helped me revise the feedback that I give to
students.

Roberts

Timothy

Teacher- Secondary

03/16/2015

Being able to give more constructive feedback will help students learn from mistakes
preventing them from occurring in the future.

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 04/01/2015

Creating effective feedback is an excellent way to incorporate additional teachable
moments.

Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

I enjoyed watching this session as it covered Providing Feedback as this was
something I was able to present to my colleagues this school year at an in-service day.
Providing timely feedback is essential to students because it not only provides
positives and negatives, but encourages them to try different approaches to their work
in the future. Students may learn from their mistakes as well as continue to improve
on areas they are excelling at.

Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

Providing students with timely and effective feedback is vital to their learning. It is
important to include the task, the process, and self-regulation into feedback and to
ensure that students know that mistakes are a welcomed part of the learning process. I
always tell my students in class that mistakes are one of the best ways to learn. I will
be thinking more about the feedback I provide in the future.

04/21/2015
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Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

Self regulation is something I've focused on this year in Math and TRYP LiveLessons.
It sometimes is a struggle to allow kids to figure it out on their own. There are often
moments of awkward silence but I encourage them to try to provide self evaluative
feedback. I direct them to "evaluate their response for reasonableness" and many of
them use that phrase in LL when checking their work. In a previous PD, we spoke
about allowing their brains to grow through that evaluation process. It's important from
the teacher end to offer feedback that is purposeful, above and beyond "great job" and
really pinpoint what was "great" about their work. For example, "I love how you
incorporated the vocab term reciprocal in your explanation and how you applied the
strategy we learned in the keep change flip video!" Feedback should also be timely
and offer suggestions on how to improve.

Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 05/29/2015

I give teacher feedback on the rubrics for portfolios, but I have to continue to tell
families to read my comments. It does get frustrating with the writing process since
we can't look over the rough draft before the final copy. Overall, it is important for
students to know what they are doing correctly and point out to them specific changes
they can make to improve.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 04/15/2015

Students thrive on feedback, especially in this environment. It's important to include
all kinds of feedback so the students feel a connection to me and can improve on
future assignments.

Rottet

Thomas

Teacher- Secondary

03/26/2015

This helped me give feedback to my students.

Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

04/08/2015

The goal of feedback it to help students to move forward, to grow and learn. Our goal
would be to encourage students to be willing to try and fail and then try again.
Relevant feedback can have a real impact on student achievement. Remember that
students should have multiple opportunities to practice new skills and concepts.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

It is great to reflect upon feedback that is given to students. The more timely and
targeted that feedback is, the more it may be appreciated by students. There are
always students who will not read the feedback, which is frustrating, but feedback
should still be given all the same.

Saul

Abigail

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Providing feedback is an important part of a student's ability to process information
and apply it to their learning.
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Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

This session helped me to examine and develop strategies for providing feedback to
my students that is potent, relevant, and timely. It also helped me to identify
opportunities to adjust current feedback practices in order to motivate my students.

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I enjoyed learning new ways to provide feedback for students. I learned how to
provide constructive feedback to better communicate with my students. I hope to
incorporate some of these ideas into my webmails, phone calls, and livelessons.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Well constructed feedback goes a long way to ensuring that students not only move on
but that their work improves. Without pointing out both strengths and weaknesses in
student work they will not be able to progress to the next level of understanding.

Selby

Marianne

Teacher- Secondary

06/01/2015

This session helped me to reflect on the way that I provide students feedback for all of
my assessments. The game discussion and activity provided an authentic example of
how feedback can encourage or deter, and it is information I plan to revisit while
grading.

Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

I enjoyed this prof dev. I think it was a good reminder to providing quality feedback
consistently. I think in this setting it is easy to feel like students don't review
comments. However, it is so very important for the students and learning coaches
when they do view it.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

04/13/2015

Although many students don't view the feedback on assignments in Connexus, I still
think it's important to provide meaningful feedback.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

03/11/2015

Feedback is really important but do the kids read it? If they get a good score they
likely won't care about the worded feedback.

Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

I thought it was very interesting how feedback was tied into pop culture influences. It
is necessary that feedback is relevant and timely.

Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

03/11/2015

It is important to give good feedback, so that students know where they had issues,
how to fix them, and where to aim for as an achievement goal.
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Smolens

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 04/21/2015

Feedback is super important, especially for students. In our environment, since
students can't see us each day, giving in-depth feedback is not only helpful for students
to move forward, it helps to solidify the community between student and teacher. I try
to give feedback on a continual basis, both in writing and verbally, to help guide
learning and support growth.

Snively

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/05/2015

This session provided several valid points for providing feedback to students. Rather
than providing generic "Well done", etc. comments, it is well worth the time to
provide more in-depth feedback that is specific to the current needs and future goals of
the student.

Sommer
Sorrentino

Krista
Anthony

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015
04/01/2015

Good info
I believe that feedback is important, however, I have a number of students who do not
review their work and assessments. I have even had students whom I have had to
show how to look over the assessments in the grade book to find the comments I have
given.

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

I felt this activity lacked specific examples of how to improve my feedback.
Furthermore, these types of activities are not helping us to improve our craft within the
cyber setting. I feel that lessons about cutting edge technology and best practices
would be more beneficial.

Springer
Stackhouse

Seth
Diane

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Special
Education

06/08/2015
04/28/2015

Made me think.
It is important to reflect on how we communicate with our students.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

This PD gave me the idea to present content in LiveLesson in a manner that is
consistent with feedback that is given in a game. It needs to be competitive, visually
stimulating, and leaves room for improvement.

Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 04/08/2015

This was a great thing to have us reflect on. We don't always think about the feedback
we give to students. If we give more specific feedback, it helps them understand what
they know and what they need to work on.
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Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

This Professional Development session was helpful for opening up to the different
types of feedback. I try to be very specific with Language Arts rubrics, for example,
to include what students can to improve their writing. However, I also feel that every
so often, I get trapped in the routine of using "Great job!" or "Excellent!" for other
students. Feedback should be specific enough and provided to help students grow,
learn, and eventually reach their goal. It should be enough to help them practice,
master, and transfer new concepts they learn.

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

I need to be aware of the different types of feedback and focus more on improving the
ways that I encourage students to self-regulate their learning.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

04/16/2015

I'm liking the idea of asking more questions in my feedback on student writing to help
them reflect on their own work, rather than me just telling them what to do to revise.
It's important for students to become more independent with their writing, especially
for seniors who need those skills once they leave high school, and I think this will help
them achieve that.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Thinking of subtleties, especially during the short telephone conversations can be the
difference is getting s student to start trying to learn.

Tribbitt
Troxell

Steven
Elizabeth

Teacher- Secondary
Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015
03/13/2015

I have been providing feedback to my present students and always have.
Our team did this together to share feedback, thought it was good use of our time. I
never realized some of my feedback isn't as specific as it should be.

Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

In this session, I learned the importance of providing quality feedback to a student in
LiveLesson, grading, and while on the phone. I will now use this information to
provide more detailed feedback that will allow a student to push forward with a lesson
successfully, or rectify their mistakes more easily.

Tyson

Christina

Teacher- Elementary 04/22/2015

I guess I am part of the old school way of thinking to sandwich comments. I look for
things a student did well and look for things a student can improve. When grading
tests, I feel my comments often go unnoticed. Many students do not look at their tests
in this environment after they are completed. They see their overall grade any time
they want. If they have a grade that is ok with them, what could they need to improve
on? I will give feedback on the phone or webmail. The feedback that seems to be
utilized most is when I speak to learning coaches about it.
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Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 04/05/2015

I believe I try my best in giving helpful feedback to my students on their portfolios and
assignments. I find it hard to give relevant feedback on every assignment, but that is
always my goal. I wish families would be given some sort of notification that a
portfolio was graded and a comment was placed on the assignment to give families
more awareness that I do give feedback on all assignments. Many times families miss
my comments and continue to repeat the same mistakes over and over again ( I then
must resort to writing a webmail to fix the reoccurring errors/behavior). I would like to
get back into the habit of hand correcting work, or correcting work in the document,
using the comments area. I did this the past two years, but have felt rushed when
grading this year and have resorted to putting all of my comments in the comment area
of the gradebook for the assignment.

Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

04/15/2015

I have always tried to give meaningful feedback to my students with detailed
information for the problem/error in their work. This profression development caused
me to reflect on the type of feedback I am providing and when each type is
appropriate. In the artifact I submitted, I especially practiced how to push students to
the next level with more higher order leading questions focusing on relevance and the
process of their work.

Viebrock

Kathryn

Teacher- Secondary

03/27/2015

For this session it was great to work as a team or with my colleagues to help identify
areas of improvement in the comments I provide to students. It was great to see where
improvement can be made and learn from my peers to present clearer and more
relevant/helpful feedback on the assignments which could lead to students developing
a better understanding and knowing exactly what needs to be done in order to improve.

Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 05/04/2015

It allowed me to better look at the feedback I was giving my student and how I could
be providing them with more guidance even if they created a well thought out
portfolio.

Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 04/28/2015

I think I do well with feedback. I try to start with a positive and then offer specific
feedback on weaker areas to approve upon. Unless a student struggles on an
assessment, I usually give the "Good job" comment, but then for portfolios I give more
specific comments. With the amount of students we have, I think timely feedback is
challenging. With the large to-do lists, grading usually gets pushed to the end of the
list.
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Wagner

Frank

Teacher- Secondary

04/10/2015

Feedback should be constructive and actionable.

Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

This was very useful as an English/Language Arts teacher because feedback is
especially important on any kind of revision process with writing and also to
communicate reading comprehension needs and strengths with students.

Watson-Fisher Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

04/01/2015

Feedback to students comes in many ways: webmail, LL comments, responses to
incomplete portfolios & CBA. This CE training has made me rethink about and what
my feedbacks are and how to deliver them to improve my students understand of
direction and instruction the first time.

Weigel

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

04/30/2015

Communication is a very important aspect of education and teaching, and taking the
time to formulate better directions and instructions can help all students succeed.

Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 04/14/2015

Feedback to our students is very important. It's not only imperative to give them
feedback on the work that they're doing now, but also giving them ideas and assistance
on how to further their learning, skills, and work.

Welty

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

It is vital to provide feedback that helps students to move forward from an assessment
or experience knowing what they can improve on versus what they are already doing
well, so that they are able to focus their instruction and efforts on the areas where they
truly need to.

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 04/16/2015

I like working together to come up with better grading comments. Learning to
motivate and instruct students through grading comments is a wonderful skill to work
on.

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

03/10/2015

Perhaps parents should be required to electronically sign portfolio comments and
progress reports to ensure they discuss feedback with students as their LC.

Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

03/25/2015

I really liked how the presenters related this to video game learning because I think our
students can really relate to this type of feedback. However I think a big problem is
that our students don't really know how to access a lot of the feedback that we do
provide them in their grade books (which is specific to questions they get wrong etc.)

06/15/2015
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Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

04/02/2015

Overall, I feel that my feedback to my students provides detailed advice on what
exactly they need to do to improve portfolio grades and/or to access specific
LiveLesson recordings to see exactly what needs to be done for grade improvement.
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Last Name
Abbey

First Name
Christine

Employee Position
Teacher- Secondary

Session Date Session Reflections
04/14/2015
This was a good chance to reflect back on the year.

Ague

Kevin

Teacher- Secondary

05/11/2015

Alger

Madeleine

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

While it's beneficial to reflect on strengths and weaknesses as a teacher, I feel that
this session was somewhat redundant and I could have used training or insight on
something new and/or unfamiliar to me rather than self-reflection.

Allen

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

It was neat to see everyone else's learning experiences and feedback from not only
this session, but throughout the year. We are each others' best teachers and it's
always wise to have that time to reflect together.

Alumbaugh

Adam

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

Screen Shot is attached. However, I refreshed page before shot and got the
message you see here. That I had already submitted survey and could not submit
again.

Bair

Stacie

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

I liked how this session sort of wrapped up all previous sessions. I liked being able
to reflect on what I have learned throughout the year. We did so many sessions and
pre/post activities and I liked going back to those ones that were done early on.
Reflection is so important as a teacher (so we don't get too comfortable) and
constantly strive to do more.

Behofcist

Rita

Teacher- Advisory

04/15/2015

This session helped me see that students need a variety of tasks in order to show
mastery. Learning new material may require students to rehearse the steps
necessary to accomplish the task. Providing students with the necessary steps and
feedback will enable them to be more successful with their work

Bich

Caitlin

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

This was a nice overview and reminder of what we have learned this year with
professional development. It's nice to reflect on how I've improved in these areas
throughout the year.

Bieber

Paula

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I understand the importance of reflection, but it does not need an hour to go over it.

Bihoreau

Stephan

Teacher- Secondary

05/13/2015

I read the book: How the brain learns by Sousa. Science of the brain will help us all
learn how to best learn. Science will make teaching a science, but it teaching will
still also be an Art.

It was nice bringing everything back into perspective to see how things went
throughout the year. It's such a busy time, you almost forget the work and effort
you did throughout the year to professionally grow.
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Boccella

Lori

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

I liked having the opportunity to reflect on my practices this year. It is sometimes
difficult to see the progress made when you are working on getting your daily tasks
completed. Looking back, I know I provided my students and their families with a
meaningful first grade year and helped them develop a love a learning that will
hopefully stay with them throughout their school career.

Boyer

Megan

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Session 206 gave teachers a great opportunity to reflect over the year and examine
strategies that were implemented as a result of the professional development
sessions and the impact that they had on teaching. Reflection is a key component
of growth and change and teachers need to always make time to examine their
practices.

Bradwell

Bianca

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

This activity was a nice way to end the sessions. I wrote about the impact Session
201 had on understanding of student engagement in an online teaching
environment. I found every session helpful, and I look forward to more helpful
sessions next year.

Brady

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 06/01/2015

This session helped me to think about all of the information gained from the
pervious professional development sessions and how I have applied this
information to my work, communication with students and their families, and my
LiveLessons this year. But it also helped me to reflect on what I can improve for
next year. I also learned something huge this year from these trainings involving
student engagement and I am hoping that this new outlook on student engagement
and how it applies to learning will help to improve my LLs and activities that much
more next year!

Brandt

Janna

Teacher- Elementary 06/03/2015

It was a good opportunity to reflect back on the entire year of professional
development. I appreciate the opportunity to see how I have grown as well as areas
that I still need to grow as an educator.

Bridgens

Anna

Teacher- Secondary

05/26/2015

I now further understand that teaching online is very different, but I try to keep the
strategies that work well for me and my students. I am always improving with
questioning during my LiveLessons and allowing my students to learn through
practice in my LiveLesson room.

Briody

Jeanette

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

We reflected on the teaching strategies that we discussed throughout the year and
their impact if used together.
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Brognia

Jaclyn

Teacher- Secondary

Caggiano

Krissy

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

This session allowed me to look back upon my instructional goals this year to
improve students speaking and listening abilities within the gifted and talented
curriculum and writing program. I was able to incorporate many project based
learning activities into the LL room and as independent practice.

Cardel

Janae

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

It was great to reflect upon what we learned this year and to put it all together. I
feel the Learning Principles sheet is valuable. I think it would be great if teachers
receive this at the beginning of the year to printe and post at their workspaces.
Revisiting it and talking about it in PLC meetings would unify the efforts of
teachers and keep our eyes on the goals.

Carroll

Erica

Teacher- Secondary

This was a helpful discussion.

Christman

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

Going back to taking a look at my pre and post documents and skimming over the
presentations allowed me to reflect on my teaching this year. I thought about what
went well, and what I would like to work on, especially mastery, higher order
thinking, and feedback. These topics will be a huge part of my sync teaching next
year. I want parents and students to be more engaged in tracking their progress of
reading fluency, and grades so they can see the growth and mastery.

Christy

Ryan

Teacher- Secondary

The session allowed me to reflect on what was presented in the professional
learning series throughout the school year. I will continue to implement what I
have learned and what I have found to be successful when working with my
students.

05/06/2015

05/06/2015

06/04/2015

I feel my biggest success as a result of the Professional Learning series was the
strategies I learned and put into practice for LiveLesson sessions. Using better
questioning (employing higher level Bloom's taxonomy) has really allowed me to
get more in depth discussions about the literature and allow students to participate
more in the LiveLesson sessions. Student interaction from the students that are
engaged in the learning process has been great! Feedback has been another area
where I have had success, and my positive feedback has really helped me to create
a relationship with my students. One challenge I am still experiencing is getting all
students to become engaged in the learning process and attend LiveLessons, since
there is still a large number of students who I have not had contact with or
interaction yet this year.
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Coone

Michael

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I enjoyed this session because it encouraged self reflection. I feel that many of
these sessions did that for me. I think that is very important for students and
teachers.

Davidson

Janel

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

This session reminded me of the importance of reflecting more often on my
teaching.

Davis

Melissa

Teacher- Secondary

05/20/2015

I appreciate that we were given the opportunity to express our opinions and provide
feedback through the survey

DeBarr

Amber

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This activity was a great way to sum up all of the topics discussed this school-year.
It helped me to reflect upon what changes I have made to my LiveLesson
presentation and assessment feedback. It allowed me a chance to reflect on what
changes worked particularly well, and where I still struggle. One change that I
enjoyed was creating higher-order poll pod questions, but I am still struggling with
engagement of all students.

DiCola

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I learned some strategies to improve my teaching and confidence as an educator. I
hope to build on these skills in the future.

DiPersio

Kinsie

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Relfection is to be part of my daily routine, to make it a point to think about what I
am doing right and what I can adapt and change. Survery was not working and had
to try multiple times to get it to finally work.

Eastburn

Rebecca

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

Providing valuable feedback and using various strategies will help with student
growth. They need to see/hear what they can improve on and use those comments
to better the next assignment. Students grow at different rates but all students
should show growth throughout the year.

Eisenhauer

Jenny

Teacher- Secondary

The biggest successes from the information gained in the Professional learning
series would be questioning and engagement. By attending the sessions I am given
the opportunity to reflect upon my teaching and incorporate what I have learned
into my daily lessons. I am still currently challenged with how to get ALL students
to participate in my lessons.

04/14/2015
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Erler

William

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This session focused on the importance of feedback and engagement with a focus
on different modes of thinking when making phone calls for CBA's involving the
collection of more information before making the call. For example, based on
previous conversations with the student, you determine that a different time for the
phone call will be best. Overall, this session allowed for some meaningful
reflection such as how effective my LiveLessons are, what worked this year and
what did not, were my objectives achieved, do students benefit from direct
instruction... I agree that practice is integral to learning and specific, timely, goal

Ernyei

Karen

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

I enjoyed looking back at the information and refocusing on the purpose of the
information. Due to changing positions mid-year much of the information is more
relevant to me.

Eyer

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 05/29/2015

After a full year of useful professional developments, it was nice to be able to have
some time to discuss how we should bring everything together and move forward
next year. I look forward to continuing professional development in the years to
come!

Ferry

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

This session was nice because I got to go back and look at the previous sections
and reflect on the topics again and was able to reflect on if the new ideas learned
were working.

Flannery

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 06/08/2015

In session 206, I reflected on the professional learning sessions from this year and
discussed the topics that had the greatest impact on my instructional practices.

Flynn

Molly

Teacher- Special
Education

We discussed the learning sciences which include practice, engagement, feedback,
and intervention. We reviewed important characteristics of todays teachers. We
reviewed different types of thinking and how they relate to CBA's. These types of
thinking include technological thinking, situational thinking, diliberate thinking,
and dialectical thinking. We discussed mindframes and how they relate to
reflection.

Folkemer

Ashlee

Teacher- Elementary 06/04/2015

05/28/2015

05/27/2015

This was a good reflection on the year! I was glad to have the opportunity to
quickly review all of the year's sessions at a glance and consider which was most
valuable and where I could still use improvement. I am also curious about next
year's set up and how it will pan out, as well as what topics will be covered.
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Fowler

Nate

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

This session allowed me to reflect on what we learned throughout the year and my
ability to incorporate it.

Fox

Lauren

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

It was a great review of the teaching practices we've used this year.

Frederickson

David

Teacher- Secondary

04/15/2015

This session got me to reflect on my practice and also evaluate what I currently do.
I am able to improvements in areas which is what it is all about. It is my goal to
start putting these items into practice.

Fredo

Katrina

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

I enjoyed this session because I was able to reflect on what was learned earlier in
the school year and participate in multiple poll pods.

Frey

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This was a great way to wrap up all of the professional development and allowed
me time to critically reflect upon what I have learned this year as well as things I
may want to start implementing and/or improving upon.

Frey

Brittany

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Just like our students, we are learning to best meet our students through all of the
teaching and learning practices that we have been discussing through this series.
There is not one set approach for effective and successful learning strategies, but
by combining all of the different 8 mindsets and topics discussed, we can apply
and personalize them to give our students an education which is meaningful.

Friess

Daniel

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

See attachment.

Gaiski

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 06/12/2015

By completing the PD in PLC I learned much more than I had in past years. I do
feel it is still time consuming during the school year and often doesn't hit the
priority list until absolutely necessary. Maybe 3D days could be deadlines for
chunking it.

Garber

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

I thought reflection was good for the year and also to learn about as an important
habit. Sometimes reflection needs to be structure but sometimes we can improve at
it so it becomes a natural process and doesn't have to be as structure. It was good to
think back over the year and look to the future on what I can build as well as
improve. This was a good activity for the end of the school year and I was glad it
was a structured time of reflection.

06/08/2015
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Gehman

Andrew

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

I hope to apply what I have learned about feed back to help students learn even
when they are wrong.

Gerdy

Matthew

Teacher- Secondary

06/15/2015

I'm sorry, I watched this recording on my last day. I already took the survey and
did not screenshot it since I had not watched this yet. IF there is a way to access it
now, please let me know, and I will provid ethis.

Gilroy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

06/04/2015

During this session I was able to reflect on the previous sessions and what I have
gained from them. Most were able to provide strategies that were helpful but some
did not apply to special education and how was serve our students.

Gintz

Joy

Teacher- Special
Education

5/29/15

It was good to summarize our learning in one spot to make us think about the
changes we have made throughout our teaching this year.

Grafton

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

I'm happy to be done with my trainings! There was a lot of useful information in
all the trainings that I was able to use this year as well as in the future.

Grimes

Joel

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

It was good to reflect on the Professional development for this year as a whole, and
--as we discussed-- the importance of consistent reflection to hone our teaching
craft and effectiveness. As I stated on my post-session, I've seen some great
response to feedback, and am now brainstorming how to ensure students are
engaging that feedback even more.

Hall

Stacy

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I enjoyed reflecting on all of the sessions as a whole, and discussing their impact
on my teaching practices as well as my colleagues'.

Hancz

Jennifer

Teacher- Secondary

05/20/2015

I enjoyed working through this series of training much more than I did last year. I
found some to be more beneficial than others, but overall they were very
applicable.

Harr

Brian

Teacher- Elementary 06/05/2015

Its obvious that education, and teaching, is an ever-changing topic. I personally feel
that everything they tell us today about"21st Century Teachers" will change in 3 +
years, and be completely different. I did enjoy the idea of the 8 mindframes,
though.
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Henahan

Jaclyn

Teacher- Elementary 06/17/2015

Even though the end of the year is busy, we need to take time to reflect. This will
allow us to have a starting point for the next year as well. It is interesting to look
back on growth but also able to pinpoint areas we can still improve on.

Hess

Drew

Teacher- Secondary

06/02/2015

I wish that I could have attended this session live, as the group collaboration was
the helpful part of these PDs all year long. I really liked the idea of reflecting on all
of the sessions that we had this year, and how they were connected to the learning
sciences. It was extremely helpful to see how they related to the 8 mindsets as well.

Howard

Keith

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

The strategies I have learned will help me to continue refining my teaching
approach and livelessons to provide effect feedback and gage student learning.

Hunter

Anne

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

Overall I think these were valuable opportunities to use to reflect on my personal
interactions with students and how I am motivating them.

Hutchings

Jamie

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

This lesson seemed to throw a bit at you. There were 4 learning sciences, 10
characteristics of the 21st century educator, and several other lists. I find it difficult
to follow when so many lists are being talked about.

Jachowicz

Justin

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

Professional development and continuing education provides teachers cutting edge
strategies and latest trends in instruction that can be implemented to help the
students achieve their highest potential.

Jones

Brian

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I was unable to complete the survey and take a screen shot.

Keim

Debbie

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

Overall, I found this to be a very helpful series, and I enjoyed all of the staff who
participated in giving these Live Lessons. I learned some valuable insight into how
to improve my teaching and grading techniques, esp. in the areas of feedback,
grading, and discussions.

Kimble

Nathan

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

Thinking back on the previous sessions, I realized that I have grown as an educator.
We often think we know what is appropriate and what is right for our students, but
we fail to realize that we are life long learners. Using this growth mindset, I was
able to use a lot of the information gathered to improve student performance, with
effective questioning being the primary success approach.
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Koehle

Stephanie

Teacher- Secondary

06/11/2015

I believe that my biggest success in working throughout my professional
development has been my constant state of reflection over this past school year. I
have had many difficult tasks to face, most of which involve the success and
engagement of my students. Each professional development day provided me with
an opportunity to reflect on my practice as a whole, but also then to take a look at
what was being discussed specifically each session, and attempt to take away ONE
thing that I could put into my practice. I needed the reflection and new ideas that
each session provided, throughout this challenging school year.

Landers

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

There are many facets of learning, feedback, questioning techniques, practice to
mastery. It takes a plan to make sure all the components fit and work together.
The student benefits from the well organized teacher. Teachers can learn from
each other to make their instruction better. I have not completed the survey, it
disappeared from my computer when I went to do my livelesson.

Lang

Stacy

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

I definitely found the information on providing more useful feedback beneficial. I
will continue to build on my ability to provide specific goal-oriented comments to
help encourage students learning growth.

Larsen

Kirsti

Teacher- Advisory

05/06/2015

This session was a great way to close out professional development for this school
year. The focus on 21st century learners and teachers is so important for the type
of school that we are and it is important to be able to recognize how we can be
successful in this environment.

Laszczyk

Whitney

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

I do not know what the teacher end of year survey is, so I was unable to upload my
screenshot. Maybe it wasn't sent out yet?

Lawrence

Edward

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

I found this to be informative, but I felt this training could be more helpful for me
if I am able to have more examples on how to use reflection and these strategies a
realistic way. The information was very rich, however, I think this would be
helpful,

Lenno

Frank

Teacher- Special
Education

06/03/2015

Reflection of PD for the year

Lipchik

John

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

It was a good idea to ask us to reflect on what we learned. I may use this strategy in
my own classes.
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Lutz

Sara

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

This lesson allowed me to review everything we covered this year and refreshed
me on those activities.

Mangiacarne

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 06/01/2015

It was nice to reflect upon all that we've learned this year through PD to identify
our goals for next year.

Mariano

Rocco

Teacher- Secondary

06/05/2015

It was an interesting year with the various topics that were addressed and provided.

Marsiliano

Judy

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

As I reflect on the session which had us reflect on the whole series, I look forward
to next year’s series. It is always interesting to see another presenter’s use of the
LiveLesson room pods. Students can grow through their LiveLesson interactions.

Martin

Audrey

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Session 6 was just a review of what we've all learned during this year's PD
sessions. My reflections on this year's topics were added to the discussions during
the session, but basically I think these sessions have helped me to connect more
meaningfully to my students by providing better feedback, asking for STUDENT
feedback, using data about the student to personalize, and being more responsive
to student needs.

Martin

Cari

Teacher- Secondary

04/28/2015

Feedback is key!!

Mauser

Rebecca

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Reflection is important...even if you don't have time for it, make time because it
helps you develop/fine tune your teaching skills.

McConnell

Kim

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

This 200 series was very well done and included many insightful ideas to use as an
online educator. Not only was the content informative, but the presenter did a good
job demonstrating how to make transitions from content to student engagement that
I would like to incorporate into my live lessons.

McConnell

Kelley

Teacher- Secondary

I felt that session 206 was helpful in wrapping together all of the ideas that we
learned so far this year. Being reminded of the earlier PD sessions helped me to see
this year's professional development series as a whole and reflect upon how it
impacted me as an educator.

04/14/2015
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McDonald

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 06/08/2015

McFarland

Michelle

Teacher- Secondary

McGlinn

Jessica

Teacher- Elementary 06/08/2015

The professional development Live Lessons this year have been provided me with
the more information to use in Live Lessons and weekly tasks with students. I am
able to now look at various teaching strategies and reflect upon which areas I need
to improve upon and use teacher collaboration on how to improve.

McGuire

Amanda

Teacher- Elementary 06/08/2015

This session served as reflection session. In it we were asked to think about our
professional development and the implementation of learned skills. My favorite
part was the graffiti wall. This is a technique I have not used with my students that
I think would be a good way to actively engage everyone in the lesson. Overall, I
appreciated the chance to reflect on my learning and practice. This session in
particular seems like it would have been fun to attend live to share my thinking
with colleagues.

McMahon

Brady

Teacher- Secondary

This session allowed me to reflect on the strategies I have applied this school year.

Miedel

Jamie

Teacher- Elementary 05/27/2015

06/04/2015

04/15/2015

I feel like this session was pretty much all about reflecting on the past sessions,
thinking about they have been helpful/not helpful and about the
successes/challenges that I have had this year. This session reminded me of how
irrelevant some of the PD was in relation to the tasks and responsibilities that I
have during the year, but it was also nice to look back and think about some of the
things that I have felt successful in doing this year.
Addressing how you deliver curriculum and how the students respond is imperative
and should be constantly evolving. This allows you reflection on your style and if
the students are responding.

The video by Michael was interesting and thought provoking. We really do have to
have high expectations for our students so that they can achieve the goals that are
set for them. I think the PLP is a great start to that at the beginning of year and
leads to a solid goal for the year. It is important to get the parent input and then
ultimately the teacher knows the grade level expectations and together they can set
a high expectation with an achievable goal.
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Milam

Amanda

Teacher- Secondary

05/21/2015

As an educator, it is important to build relationships with our students. In this
session, there were several items that were discussed, which told me more about
how to create a more meaningful classroom environment for my students. It is
important to build relationships with students so that they feel comfortable learning
with you and want to learn.
I also thought it was helpful that Suzie discussed the various modes of reflection.
It was helpful to see these modes and how to hear how to successfully use them as
an educator and with our students. As an educator, I think I need to work on
tweaking some of my modes of reflection to ensure that I'm more successful in
educating and reaching my students. I think that I do well with the first two modes
of reflection, but I definitely need to work on the third and fourth modes of
reflection.
I liked that Suzie shared the "Eight Mindframes" as well. These really got me
thinking about how my mindset is as an educator. I think the mindsets that I most
associate with would be: "The success and failure of my students' learning is about
what I do or don't do. I am a change agent." I also associate with, "I teach through
dialogue not monologue", and "It's my role to develop positive relationships in
class and staff rooms." As educators we all have different mind sets, but it's
important to be open and willing to change them so that way we are the best
educator that we can possibly be.
I liked that at the end of this session, Suzie gave an overview about what is to come
during the 2015-2016 school year when it comes to the "Professional Learning
Series". It's always nice to what what is upcoming and what will be expected of us,

Miller

Laura

Teacher- Secondary

05/22/2015

I have no reflection to share on this session.

Mitchell

Lorraine

Teacher- Secondary

06/12/2015

Oops! Sorry. I completed the EOY Survey, but I forgot I was supposed to take a
screen shot and I accidentally closed out of it!

Morgan

Janine

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This session was confusing and choppy to me. It seemed to go in different
directions. I think the point is that reflection is important, which I try to do, though
time probably prevents me from reflecting as much and as effectively as I should.

Moser

Diane

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

This session was a review of all previous topics; it emphasized reflection of best
teaching practices.
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Nolker

Lonnie

Teacher- Secondary

05/15/2015

I gained an understanding of different methods to teaching and ways to implement
those guidelines. I also had an opportunity to explain my past goals and ways I
worked to achieve those goals.

Ospina

Kelly

Teacher- Elementary 06/01/2015

I enjoyed being able to reflect back on all the professional development series that
we had this school year. I believe the final reflection piece tied all that we learned
or skills that we enhanced together.

Owen

Amy

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

We reflected on what was covered during the 200 series and what teachers took
away from these sessions. We discussed the Learning Science Principles:
Practice, Feedback, Engagement, and Intervention and how these principles apply
to teachers and students in our online environment. We also discussed 21st
Century Teacher Characteristics such as high expectations, constant feedback (both
for teachers and students), personalization, mastery, technology, and collaborative
planning and reflection (as done in our PLCs). The survey froze as I was
completing it, so I was not able to take a screen shot.

Palm

Kimberly

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

It was a great reminder about how important teacher reflection is.

Palomba

Diana

Teacher- Secondary

05/14/2015

My reflection is in my post submission.

Pearson

Malena

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

Having the time to reflect on what my biggest challenge was this year has allowed
me to make that ongoing list of things I want to do differnt/better for the next year.

Perrotto

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I appreciated the sharing of the document that listed the core mission areas of CE,
which helped me understand better the focus areas for each of the professional
development sessions this year. As I mentioned during the live presentation,
engagement really is the key to being able to incorporate the other 3 ways to
learning.

Phillips

Lindsay

Teacher- Special
Education

06/15/2015

These sessions have been beneficial for reflecting on my teaching and how I can
improve.
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Pizzani

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/08/2015

This was a good wrap up and showed how all of the sessions were interrelated.
This wrap-up also propels me into the future and motivates me to think about my
relationship to learners. I have time over the summer to think about and reflect
what my students need from me to be learners. I will think going into next year
about making them aware of the feedback I am providing from the get-go. I want to
start the next school year with the student aware that the teacher will be giving
feedback and to look for it. My goal is to be conscious of my timing, the amount of
feedback, mode/way it is delivered, and to have my students grow.

Pulizzi

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

This was a very reflective session!

Rankin

Jeffrey

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

These were all excellent sessions. I have learned a lot and am trying to adapt my
teaching style for a full year, next year. The session on using better and HOTS
questioning was most valuable.
I feel I have grown as a teacher this year and hope to continue in the years to come.
Very good job!

Reilly

Keri

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

In this PD series we discussed the characteristics of the 21st century teacher,
identified the four modes of thinking and different ways to implement each, and
looked at Hattie's eight mindframes.
Discussing our personal reflection on our instruction and how we work with
students was very interesting. We discussed how to narrow down our reflection to
focus on specific elements rather than the big picture which can become
overwhelming. Looking at Hattie's mindframes we noticed that each reflection
though is based on a personal belief. Our personal beliefs have a direct effect on
how we reflect and thus how we interact and instruct our students.

Reist

James

Teacher- Special
Education

04/14/2015

not really helpful. review of known concepts.

Remai

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

05/21/2015

The biggest success was reflecting on and improving the different aspects of my
instruction. There is always room for improvement and new approaches to try.
Constant growth is key to being an effective teacher. Currently, student contact is
the biggest issue. Despite multiple attempts via phone, webmail and message
board, some students are not receiving all messages or not heading them if they do.
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Rieger

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

This recording basically discussed the various topics we've discussed this year in
the professional learning series. We had time to reflect upon them. Please see the
attached document for my reflection.

Ritter

Joni

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

I think I have gained something from each of these sessions but the one the
resonated the most was the 205 session on feedback. It just brought to my attention
that I have a tendency to not be balanced on my feedback. Some thing to work on
improving for the upcoming school year.

Rivera

Renee

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I think that teachers can better utilize their time. Sitting in a PD for an hour about
making sure your CBA call has meaning (especially in May) is not very helpful. I
did not become a teacher to make thousands of CBA calls. I became a teacher to
build connections with students and help build their future.

Robb

Lacey

Teacher- Secondary

05/27/2015

This session was good to end the series and helped wrap up the professional
development

Roberts

Shelley

Teacher- Elementary 06/16/2015

The professional development series is useful, in that like higher order thinking
questions, it initiates a deeper level of reflection.

Rohrbaugh

James

Teacher- Elementary 06/09/2015

I was able to put many of these PDE topics to good use this year. I thought they
provided relevant information in all sessions that I will continue to use next year as
well.

Ross

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

I look forward to incorporating transfer into my livelessons, challenging my
students to take their knowledge to the next level.

Roth

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

06/12/2015

In this session we reflected on the year and our personal growth as educators. Each
year, I do feel as though I've grown through professional development, peer
interaction, and admin guidance. This year, I've had the most support from my
supervisor in how to cultivate my lessons into higher quality sessions. Bonnie has
provided us with articles in addition to CE PD sessions to helps us become more in
tune with best practices. She strongly encouraged the use of higher order thinking
and I know that she really does review the work I'm doing, be it message board
resources, progress reports, contacts, grading....the list goes on. It gives me more
drive to complete work in a higher quality when I know that it's valued from admin.
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Roth

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

Come the end of the year, I think it is important to take the time to look back over
the progress that was made this year. I will continue to use the strategies that
worked for my class and I will change and improve the lessons and skills that didn't
work so well.

Rothermel

Sarah

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

The trainings this year have really helped me to be more reflective in my practice.

Roy

Amanda

Teacher- Special
Education

05/20/2015

It is important to understand the most effective approached to teaching as well as
those with the greatest impact. The four principles of learning include: practice,
focus on feedback, engagement, and intervention. These can guide reflections of
meaningful experiences to ensure your teaching practice is effective and your
students are successful. Reflection needs to be collaborative and refined over time.

Rudy

Shawn

Teacher- Secondary

06/09/2015

The professional development this year was helpful in getting teachers to think
about best practices. However, when teachers are already using best practices,
these become redundant and should not be required. Professional development is
required by our state, but it should be up to the teacher to choose the topics.

Saul

Abigail

Teacher- Secondary

04/17/2015

I am continually encouraged by attending professional development sessions and
feel confident that what is being reviewed are things that I am doing daily with
students; a challenge I face is employing strategies to all students on a consistent
basis.

Schemel Wilkie Alexis

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

This session identified characteristics of the 21st century teacher and the
importance of professional development. This session helped me to reflect on my
practice as well as how to refine it as I grow as an educator. It also provided modes
of thinking to help foster reflection including technologic, situational, deliberate,
and dialectical thinking. Furthermore, this session allowed me to take strategies
obtained from the entire series and use them to contribute to student growth and
transfer of skills.

Schweinsburg

Julianna

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

I appreciated this time of reflection to look back over what I learned from these PD
sessions.

Sechrist

Christina

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

I liked this session because it was mostly reflective in stead of focusing on a certain
aspect. This allowed me to analyze my growth over the year as a whole and target
areas for improvement.
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Seymore

Debra

Teacher- Elementary 06/15/2015

I enjoyed the "walk down memory lane" reviewing previous professional
developments and seeing the progress I made this school year. I was given the
opportunity to reflect on past sessions and goals set for the school year. I am
impressed with what I accomplished this school year, and will continue to make
changes in order to continue growing as an educator.
*Please note that the survey has been deactivated. I shared the screenshot.

Sharp

Heather

Teacher- Elementary 05/27/2015

This was a good wrap up of the year.

Slattery

Sean

Teacher- Secondary

05/29/2015

I was glad that we reflected on all of the sessions that we have covered this year. It
was a good conclusion to the professional development for the year.

Smith

Shantara

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

The jpg is to show confirmation of my survey completion, it is a picture of my
screen after taking the required survey.
It's so important to have PD to keep teachers current.

Smith

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

05/12/2015

This was a nice way to wrap up our professional learning series for the year.

Smith

Grace

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

The survey did not work.

Snively

Jennifer

Teacher- Elementary 06/12/2015

This session allowed me to reflect upon all of the professional development series
and the ways in which I was able to implement and improve particular strategies in
order to best meet the needs of my students and families.

Sommer

Krista

Teacher- Secondary

06/07/2015

Good info

Sorrentino

Anthony

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Since this was a journal entry, my reflections are best categorized there.

Spencer

Donita

Teacher- Secondary

06/08/2015

I really enjoy reflecting on how I am using the PD learned.

Springer

Seth

Teacher- Secondary

06/08/2015

Did in artifact.

Sussman

Kellie

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

Reflection is probably one of the most important practices we have as teachers. It
allows us to modify our actions so that we don't repeat the same mistakes over and
over. While it's hard to find the time to reflect, it's really worth it because it can
make our job easier in the future. You really can identify what you should focus on
(for instance, student questions or interests) to make learning fun and attainable.
This doesn't need to be hard. It just takes experience through trial and error.
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Sweigart

Katie

Teacher- Elementary 05/28/2015

Reflecting on our reflections from past series was not exactly helpful. I think this
final LL could have been on a more relevant topic for us.

Thiel

Lauren

Teacher- Elementary 06/02/2015

Overall, this year of PD has provided me with a lot of new tools to use in my
teaching. My favorite topic that was covered was the fixed versus growth mindset.
This was the one I enjoyed the most; in our environment, we deal with a lot of
students who come from different public schools (sometimes mid-year) and feel
like they can't do the work or be successful. By teaching the idea of growth
mindset, it shows them that they are in control of their learning. Practice, transfer,
and mastery was also another excellent session that allowed me to see how to relay
to my students WHEN they would use what they are learning in real life. By
making the concepts applicable to their own lives, they could see the value and
importance in it.

Thorn

Mary Frances Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

Thanks for the PL series.

Titus

Christine

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Reflection is so important for overall improvement in a variety of areas, so this
session was a great way to wrap up the training series and highlight what was
absorbed in each session.

Trautmann

James

Teacher- Secondary

06/10/2015

reflecting on the year, this has been a tough year and I often feel as if I do not reach
so many of my students who do not attend LiveLesson or extra help. Careful
reflection helps me to think of more ideas to make changes to the next year.

Tribbitt

Steven

Teacher- Secondary

04/15/2015

I have had a 22 year successful teaching career. I have navigated through many
trends and vocabulary as well as "Buzz Words." I have found that I have had
success doing what I have always done. It is not fixed thinking, it is good just good
logical practices that I have always used with a new "Buzz Word" attached to it. In
my opinion it is just teaching kids with a new term attached to it. Of course some
things are more modern with the computer that are different from when I started.
My current struggle is that many of the "Buzz Words" in education from college
professors who never have taught much get in the way of good sound teaching.

Troxell

Elizabeth

Teacher- Secondary

05/28/2015

I will continue to actively engage students in live lesson, on the message board and
in webmail. I want to work on contacting and engaging those students that do not
participate.
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Tunis

Shayna

Teacher- Secondary

Van Fleet

Alanna

Teacher- Elementary 05/06/2015

I think it is a great idea to reflect on what I have done well with this year and what
can I improve on. I chose the same thing for both my success and challenge. I think
I could do better with my higher-level thinking questions, as well as changing the
way I teach to just facilitate the class instead of micro-manage the class. I know I
will try to make bigger steps toward facilitation next year, in hopes that my
students will take bigger steps toward growth/mastery of concepts.

Verner

Liliana

Teacher- Secondary

It was helpful to revisit the topics we covered in this final session and take time for
reflection.

Villanueva

Alyssa

Teacher- Elementary 05/29/2015

This year the PD has allowed me to focus on my struggle with being comfortable
with higher order thinking questions. For next year I would like to focus on
engagement and differentiation.

Wagner

Emily

Teacher- Elementary 06/10/2015

Pre and post were reviewed with Diane Adkins as the artifacts I completed did not
save. We reviewed the topics I am more interested in learning more on are the
mindsets and the student questioning skills for Science. We reviewed the AIMS
materials and how I could possibly include these activities into science.

Wallace

Denise

Teacher- Secondary

The feedback strategies we discussed will help with student growth by giving them
specific feedback that encourages, yet does not make it "all praise". Specific
objective feedback can be useful in not only growth in writing skills for instance,
but for any time they experience a writing projects in other areas of study. It also
helps to collaborate with other teachers to know how they give feedback, and what
works for them. It also helps to learn the student's style of communication. If you
know they don't read comments through gradebook, be sure to speak and give
feedback on phone or through webmail.

06/03/2015

05/27/2015

05/06/2015

This session allowed me to reflect upon the past year and which practices I used
were both successful and unsuccessful and what I would change. I found it useful
to my teaching to be able to apply new ideas as well as collaborate with others to
let their practices influence me.
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Watson-Fisher Sherri

Teacher- Secondary

05/06/2015

Biggest success this year due to information gained during professional
development was increase improvement in engagement. My students this year
were high level of needing engagement. Using different practice levels,
redesigning my feedback responses and intervention options has increase my
contact / engagement with the repeat failure students I have this year. I still
struggle with reaching more students and finding a general why to start a
connection of engagement then work at a individual approach.

Weigel

Stephen

Teacher- Secondary

5/8/2015

Great series this year. Thanks for all of the great advice and recommendations.

Weintraub

Megan

Teacher- Elementary 05/29/2015

This was a wonderful opportunity to reflect on all of the sessions that have been
held so far this school year. The activities that were presented allowed to to think
about what I have improved, and what I can still continue to work on as a teacher.

Wissinger

Cassie

Teacher- Elementary 05/26/2015

This was a great way to look back at what I am doing better, but also look at
another way I wish to grow and improve.

Wolfinger

Suzanne

Teacher- Secondary

06/04/2015

I enjoyed reviewing past activities.

Wolszczenski

Emily

Teacher- Secondary

04/14/2015

I think thinking about feedback is a great idea. I do this already with the reflection
of these tasks and with my lessons as well. Some times, I will go over material and
end up getting the same questions several times over webmail, I'll know then that I
have to reflect and do a better job of how I presented the material next time.

Wyllie

Bryan

Teacher- Secondary

05/08/2015

I believe my biggest success this year would be increasing my feedback to include
more than just what they need to do for improvement. By taking just a little more
time, I was able to include positive words on what they did accomplish correctly
and provided encouragement to improve on their future assignments. As for a
challenge that I am still experiencing, I am trying to help students be more
accountable and take ownership of their learning. It is difficult to do this when
many students' either do not see the need for an education or do not have the
support at home that they desperately need to be successful.
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Executive Summary
Commonwealth Connections Academy Curriculum Vetting
Background
Commonwealth Connections Academy employed the services of J. Edward Frick, Ed.D
in conducting a vetting of their current course offerings to confirm alignment with the
Pennsylvania Core Standards, as well as, to identify any glaring issues or gaps within the
curriculum. The vetting occurred from May 2015 through August 2015 with a review of all
accessible courses, but in particular a focus on the priority content areas of English Language
Arts (ELA), Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. This document will include general
background information regarding the vetting, a review of alignment characteristics, a notation
regarding learning resources, and recommendations or conclusions gleaned from the process.
Dr. Frick has served in the education community for twenty-two years in both local and
higher education contexts. He has served as a Curriculum Content Specialist for the
Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training (ACCET) and has presented on the
topics of program evaluation and research at both Drexel University and the University of
Oklahoma. Dr. Frick currently serves on the faculty of Western Governors University and
Lamar University in the areas of Educational Leadership and Curriculum and Instruction.
Alignment Characteristics
In addressing the alignment with the Pennsylvania Core Standards, which emphasize
reading and writing within the content areas, the documents utilized were set up to identify the
relationship between the content (whether it be the lesson title or lesson objective) and the
Pennsylvania Core Standards. The documents are consistently presented in the same manner
with slight variation. As indicated in Table 1, the areas impacted by both PSSA and Keystone
assessments are fully aligned with the Pennsylvania Core Standards. In addition, some content
areas demonstrate alignment with other national standards such as Next Generation Science
Standards for Science and the National Standards for Learning Languages for World
Languages.
Commonwealth Connections Academy employs an online curriculum, via Connexus, in
which courses are consistently articulated or scripted within each content area. A course
1

overview, listing of objectives, units, learning resources and activities (discussion, portfolio
submissions, projects, simulations, etc.) are provided and comprehensively support reading and
writing in the content areas. The calibration between the objectives, content, and standards is
evident and indicative of proper alignment.
Some peripheral courses exist that do not include any objectives and are focused on
teacher driven remedial support, orientation to the learning environment, and are supplemental
to primary content. An examination of the curriculum used to support these courses (identified
as No Content Access in 15-16 CCA Course Offerings document) will require, in some
instances, cooperation with outside vendors and/or a review of teacher generated content.
Table 1: Curriculum Alignment (Priority Content Areas)
Content Area

Level of Alignment
with PA Core

ELA
Mathematics
Science
Social Studies

Alignment with
Content Standards

Full
Full
Full
Full

LEGEND
Full
Partial
N/A – Not Applicable

N/A
Full
Full
Full

Alignment with
Other Relevant
National Standards
N/A
N/A
Full
N/A

Gold
Green
Orange

Learning Resources
Commonwealth Connections Academy embeds within the online curriculum venue
(Connexus), supplementary content to support the existing curriculum. Students can access
Khan Academy content which is Common Core aligned and tools to assist in research such as
EBSCOhost databases. Accessibility to such resources both encourage and support the existing
learning environment and promote both reading and writing across the content areas.
Recommendations/Conclusions

2

The existing curriculum is well-organized and purposefully designed to facilitate learning,
as well as free of academic gaps and needless repetitions (as they relate to the PA Core). Given
the need to demonstrate student proficiency, the following recommendations are offered:
•

Examine sequencing of courses in the formal curriculum to ensure learning foundations
are being firmly established.

•

Ongoing utilization of PDE-SAS to continually ensure content is aligned with
Department of Education expectations.

•

Depth of content (scripted v. non-scripted) and use of hidden curriculum - A hidden
curriculum can reinforce the lessons of the formal curriculum, or it can contradict the
formal curriculum, revealing hypocrisies or inconsistencies between a school’s stated
mission, values, and convictions and what students actually experience and learn while
they are in the environment.

•

Examination of the use of best practice in online instructional pedagogy to ensure
support of the formal curriculum.

•

Continued focus on providing authentic learning – Employing educational and
instructional techniques focused on connecting what students are taught in the learning
environment to real-world issues, problems, and applications.

•

Future use of an interactive curriculum tool such as “C-Map” (Warwick Area School
District, Lititz, PA). This would allow for broader teacher input in the curricular process
through the creation of individual lessons to address breadth and depth of content while
still addressing PA Core and content area standards.

3

PA Common Core Standards

Math 5A / 5B courses

Mathematics
Domain: Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Cluster: Write and interpret numerical expressions
PACC
CC
PACC Standard Description
CC.2.2.5.A.1 5.OA.A.1
Interpret and evaluate numerical
expressions using order of
operations.
5.OA.A.2
Cluster: Analyze patterns and relationships
CC.2.2.5.A.4 5.OA.B3
Analyze patterns and relationships
using two rules.

Domain: Number and Operations in Base Ten
Cluster: Understand the place value system
CC.2.1.5.B.1 5.NBT.A.1 Apply place value concepts to
show an understanding of
operations and rounding as they
5.NBT.A.2 pertain to whole numbers and
decimals.

5.NBT.A.3

5.NBT.A.3a

5.NBT.A.3b

5.NBT.A.4

Cluster: Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers
and with decimals to hundredths
CC.2.1.5.B.2 5.NBT.B5
Extend an understanding of
operations with whole numbers to

Unit Name
Variables and
Expressions
Variables and
Expressions

Lesson(s)
6, 7

Variables and
Expressions
Solving and Writing
Equations

2

Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Dividing by 1-Digit
Divisors
Dividing by 2-Digit
Divisors
Multiplying and
Dividing Decimals
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Multiplying and
Dividing Decimals

1

Multiplying Whole
Numbers

3, 4

1, 3, 6

3

4

1, 3
1, 5
1, 5
1, 2, 3

2

3

5, 7

3

5.NBT.B6

perform operations including
decimals.

5.NBT.B7

Domain: Numbers and Operations – Fractions
Cluster: Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and
subtract fractions
CC.2.1.5.C.1 5.NF.A.1
Use the understanding of
equivalency to add and subtract
fractions.
5.NF.A.2

Cluster: Apply and extend previous understandings of
multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions
CC.2.1.5.C.2 5.NF.B.3
Apply and extend previous
understandings of multiplication
and division to multiply and
divide fractions.

5.NF.B.4
5.NF.B.4a
5.NF.B.4b
5.NF.B.5
5.NF.B.5a
5.NF.B.5b
5.NF.B.6
5.NF.B.7
5.NF.B.7a
5.NF.B.7c

Multiplying Whole
Numbers
Dividing by 1-Digit
Divisors
Dividing by 2-Digit
Divisors
Variables and
Expressions
Numeration,
Addition, and
Subtraction
Multiplying and
Dividing Decimals

5

Adding and
Subtracting Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Adding and
Subtracting Fractions
and Mixed Numbers

3, 4, 6, 7

Dividing by 1-Digit
Divisors
Fractions and
Decimals
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Perimeter and Area
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
and Mixed Numbers

2

3
7, 8, 9
5
10, 11

2, 3, 9

3, 4, 6, 7

1
6
1, 2
1
4
5
5
5
4
7
7
7

Domain: Measurement and Data
Cluster: Convert like measurement units within a given
measurement system
CC.2.4.5.A.1 5.MD.A.1
Solve problems using conversions
within a given measurement
system.
Cluster: Represent and interpret data
CC.2.4.5.A.4 5.MD.B.2
Solve problems involving
computation of fractions using
information provided in a line
plot.
Cluster: Geometric measurement: understand concepts of
volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition
CC.2.4.5.A.6 5.MD.C.3
Apply concepts of volume to
solve problems and relate volume
to multiplication and to addition.
5.MD.C.3a
5.MD.C.3b
5.MD.C.4
5.MD.C.5
5.MD.C.5a
5.MD.C.5b
5.MD.C.5c
Domain: Geometry
Cluster: Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve realworld and mathematical problems
CC.2.3.5.A.1 5.G.A.1
Graph points in the first quadrant
on the coordinate plane and
interpret these points when
5.G.A.2
solving real world and
mathematical problems.
Cluster: Classify two-dimensional figures into categories
based on their properties
CC.2.3.5.A.2 5.G.B.3
Classify two-dimensional figures
into categories based on an
5.G.B.4
understanding of their properties.

Measurement Units

5, 6

Equations and Graphs

7

Solids

5

Solids
Solids
Solids
Solids
Solids
Solids
Solids

5
5
5
5, 6
5
5
5

Shapes
Equations and Graphs
Equations and Graphs

1
2, 4
2, 4

Shapes
Shapes

3, 5
3, 5

PA Common Core Standards

Language Arts 8A / 8B /
Gifted & Talented
courses

English/Language Arts
Domain: Reading: Literature
Cluster: Key Ideas and Details
PACC
CC
PACC Standard Description
CC.1.3.8.A RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most
strongly supports an analysis of what the
text says explicitly as well as inferences,
conclusions, and/or generalizations drawn
from the text.

Unit Name
Turning Points

Facts and
Visions
Johnny Tremain

Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver
CC.1.3.8.C

CC.1.3.8.B

RL.8.2

RL.8.3

Determine a theme or central idea of a
text and analyze its development over the
course of the text, including its
relationship to the characters, setting, and
plot; provide an objective summary of the
text.

Analyze how particular lines of dialogue
or incidents in a story or drama propel the
action, reveal aspects of a character, or
provoke a decision.

Turning Points
Johnny Tremain

Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver
Turning Points

Johnny Tremain
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver

Cluster: Craft and Structure
CC.1.3.8.F RL.8.4 Analyze the influence of the words and
phrases in a text including figurative and
connotative meanings; and how they
shape meaning and tone.

Voices in Verse

Lesson(s)
2, 3, 6, 8, 10,
12, 13, 16, 17,
18
17
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13
2, 10, 12, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18
2, 6, 10, 12,
13, 14, 16, 17,
18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 9, 10, 11
9, 17, 18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13
2, 10, 17, 18
2, 17, 18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 17, 18
7, 9, 12, 13
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13,
17, 18
8
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13,
17, 18

CC.1.3.8.E

RL.8.5

Compare and contrast the structure of two
or more texts and analyze how the
differing structure of each text contributes
to its meaning and style.
Cluster: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
CC.1.3.8.G RL.8.7 Analyze the extent to which a filmed or
live production of a story or drama stays
faithful to or departs from the text or
script, evaluating the choices made by the
director or actors.
CC.1.3.8.H RL.8.9 Analyze how a modern work of fiction
draws on themes, patterns of events, or
character types from traditional works,
including describing how the material is
rendered new.
Cluster: Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity
CC.1.3.8.K RL.8.10 Read and comprehend literary fiction on
grade level, reading independently and
proficiently.

Voices in Verse

2, 17, 18

Dialogue and
Discovery

13, 14, 17, 18

Dialogue and
Discovery

17, 18

Turning Points
Johnny Tremain
The Giver

17, 18
10, 11
9, 11

Turning Points

1, 6, 10, 16,
17, 18
1, 6, 11, 17,
18, 19
6
1, 6, 10, 16,
17, 18
1, 16, 17, 18

Facts and
Visions
Johnny Tremain
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver

Domain: Reading: Informational Text
Cluster: Key Ideas and Details
CC.1.2.8.B RI.8.1
Cite the textual evidence that most
strongly supports an analysis of what the
text says explicitly as well as inferences,
conclusions, and/or generalizations drawn
from the text.

CC.1.2.8.A. RI.8.2

Determine a central idea of a text and
analyze its development over the course
of the text, including its relationship to
supporting ideas; provide an objective
summary of the text.
CC.1.2.8.C. RI.8.3
Analyze how a text makes connections
among and distinctions between
individuals, ideas, or events.
Cluster: Craft and Structure
CC.1.2.8.F RI.8.4
Analyze the influence of the words and
phrases in a text including figurative and

5, 8, 11

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver
Facts and
Visions

16
2, 6, 11, 13,
14, 15, 18, 19
16, 17, 18
16, 17, 18

Facts and
Visions

2, 15, 18,19

Facts and
Visions

3, 18, 19

1
4, 6, 9, 10, 11,
18, 19

connotative, and technical meanings; and
how they shape meaning and tone.
CC.1.2.8.E

RI.8.5

Analyze the structure of the text through
evaluation of the author’s use of specific
sentences and paragraphs to develop and
refine a concept.
CC.1.2.8.D RI.8.6
Determine an author’s point of view or
purpose in a text and analyze how the
author acknowledges and responds to
conflicting evidence or viewpoints.
Cluster: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
CC.1.2.8.G RI.8.7
Evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of using different mediums
(e.g., print or digital text, video,
multimedia) to present a particular topic
or idea.
Domain: Writing
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
CC.1.4.8.G W.8.1
Write arguments to support claims.

Facts and
Visions

3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
10, 11, 15, 18,
19

Facts and
Visions

2, 3, 5, 10, 13,
14, 18, 19

Voices in Verse

11, 15, 17, 18

CC.1.4.8.H

W.8.1a

Voices in Verse

11, 17, 18

CC.1.4.8.J

W.8.1b

Voices in Verse

11, 17, 18

CC.1.4.8.J

W.8.1c

Voices in Verse

11

Introduce and state an opinion on a topic.
Acknowledge and distinguish the
claim(s) from alternate or opposing
claims and support claim with logical
reasoning and relevant evidence, using
accurate, credible sources and
demonstrating an understanding of the
topic.
Organize the claim(s) with clear reasons
and evidence clearly; clarify relationships
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons,
and evidence by using words, phrases,
and clauses to create cohesion; provide a
concluding statement or section that
follows from and supports the argument
presented.
Organize the claim(s) with clear reasons
and evidence clearly; clarify relationships
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons,
and evidence by using words, phrases,
and clauses to create cohesion; provide a
concluding statement or section that
follows from and supports the argument
presented.

To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session

CC.1.4.8.K

W.8.1d

CC.1.4.8.K

W.8.1e

CC.1.4.8.A

W.8.2

CC.1.4.8.B

W.8.2a

CC.1.4.8.C

CC.1.4.8.D

CC.1.4.8.F
CC.1.4.8.Q

W.8.2b

W.8.2c

W.8.2d

Write with an awareness of the stylistic
aspects of composition.
• Use precise language and domainspecific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.
• Use sentences of varying lengths and
complexities
• Create tone and voice. through
preciselanguage.
• Establish and maintain a formal style.
Write with an awareness of the stylistic
aspects of composition.
• Use precise language and domainspecific vocabulary to inform about or
explain the topic.
• Use sentences of varying lengths and
complexities
• Create tone and voice. through
preciselanguage.
• Establish and maintain a formal style.
Write informative/ explanatory texts to
examine a topic and convey ideas,
concepts, and information clearly.

Identify and introduce the topic clearly,
including a preview of what is to follow.

Develop and analyze the topic with
relevant, wellchosen facts, definitions,
concrete details, quotations, or other
information and examples;
include graphics and multimedia when
useful to aiding comprehension.
Organize ideas, concepts, and
information into broader categories; use
appropriate and varied transitions to
create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among ideas and concepts;
provide a concluding statement or
section; include formatting when useful
to aiding comprehension.
Demonstrate a grade-appropriate
command of the conventions of standard

Voices in Verse

11, 15, 17, 18

Voices in Verse

15, 17, 18

Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Facts and
Visions
Dialogue and
Discovery
Facts and
Visions
Dialogue and
Discovery

7, 8, 12, 18,
19
7, 17, 18
7, 11, 15, 17,
18
8

Facts and
Visions

12, 16

Dialogue and
Discovery

11, 15

Facts and
Visions

12, 16

7, 11, 15
12, 18, 19
11, 15, 17, 18

CC.1.4.8.D
CC.1.4.8.F
CC.1.4.8.Q

W.8.2e

W.8.2f

CC.1.4.8.M

W.8.3

CC.1.4.8.N
CC.1.4.8.P

W.8.3a

English grammar, usage, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling. Write with an
awareness of the stylistic aspects of
writing.
• Use verbs in the active and passive
voice and in the conditional and
subjunctive mood to achieve particular
effect.
• Use sentences of varying lengths and
complexities
• Create tone and voice. though precise
language.
Organize ideas, concepts, and
information into broader categories; use
appropriate and varied transitions to
create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among ideas and concepts;
provide a concluding statement or
section; include formatting when useful
to aiding comprehension. Demonstrate a
grade-appropriate command of the
conventions of standard English
grammar, usage, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling. Write with an
awareness of the stylistic aspects of
writing.
• Use verbs in the active and passive
voice and in the conditional and
subjunctive mood to achieve particular
effect.
• Use sentences of varying lengths and
complexities
• Create tone and voice. though precise
language.
Provide a concluding statement or section
that follows from and supports the
information or explanation presented.

Dialogue and
Discovery

11, 15

Facts and
Visions

16, 18, 19

Facts and
Visions

12, 18, 19

Write narratives to develop real or
imagined experiences or events.
Engage and orient the reader by
establishing a context and point of view
and introducing a narrator and/or
characters. Organize an event sequence
that unfolds naturally and logically using
a variety of transition words, phrases, and
clauses to convey sequence, signal shifts
from one time frame or setting to another
and show the relationships among
experiences and events; provide a

Turning Points

7, 11, 17, 18

Turning Points

11

conclusion that follows from and reflects
on the narrated experiences or events.

CC.1.4.8.O

W.8.3b

CC.1.4.8.P

W.8.3c

CC.1.4.8.O

W.8.3d

W.8.3e

Use narrative techniques such as
dialogue, description, reflection, and
pacing, to develop experiences, events,
and/or characters; use precise words and
phrases, relevant descriptive details, and
sensory language to capture the action
and convey experiences and events.
Use a variety of transition words, phrases,
and clauses to convey sequence, signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to
another, and show the relationships
among experiences and events. Organize
an event sequence that unfolds naturally
and logically using a variety of transition
words, phrases, and clauses to convey
sequence, signal shifts from one time
frame or setting to another and show the
relationships among experiences and
events; provide a conclusion that follows
from and reflects on the narrated
experiences or events.
Use narrative techniques such as
dialogue, description, reflection, and
pacing, to develop experiences, events,
and/or characters; use precise words and
phrases, relevant descriptive details, and
sensory language to capture the action
and convey experiences and events.
Provide a conclusion that follows from
and reflects on the narrated experiences
or events.

Cluster: Production and Distribution of Writing
CC.1.4.8.T W.8.5
With some guidance and support from
peers and adults, develop and strengthen
writing as needed by planning, revising,
editing, rewriting, or trying a new
approach, focusing on how well purpose
and audience have been addressed.
CC.1.4.8.U

W.8.6

Turning Points

11, 17, 18

Turning Points

16, 17, 18

Turning Points

16, 17, 18

Turning Points

11, 15

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points

15, 17, 18
7, 16, 18, 19
15, 17, 18
15, 17, 18
16

Use technology, including the Internet, to
produce and publish writing and present
the relationships between information and
ideas efficiently as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.
Cluster: Research to Build and Present Knowledge
CC.1.4.8.V W.8.7
Conduct short research projects to answer
a question (including a self-generated
question), drawing on several sources and
generating additional related, focused
questions that allow for multiple avenues
of exploration.
CC.1.4.8.W

CC.1.4.8.S

W.8.8

W.8.9

Gather relevant information from
multiple print and digital sources, using
search terms effectively; assess the
credibility and accuracy of each source;
and quote or paraphrase the data and
conclusions of others while avoiding
plagiarism and following a standard
format for citation.
Draw evidence from literary or
informational texts to support analysis,
reflection, and research, applying grade
level reading standards for literature and
literary non-fiction.

W.8.9a
W.8.9b

Cluster: Range of Writing
CC.1.4.8.X W.8.10 Write routinely over extended time
frames (time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a
single sitting or a day or two) for a range
of tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery

17

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery

2, 17, 18
2, 18, 19

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse

16, 17, 18
17, 18, 19

Dialogue and
Discovery
Voices in Verse
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery

Domain: Speaking and Listening
Cluster: Comprehension and Collaboration
CC.1.5.8.A SL.8.1
Engage effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions, on grade level
topics, texts, and issues, building on

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions

16
7, 11, 15, 16

2, 7, 17, 18
2, 7, 17, 18
16, 17, 18
17, 18, 19
7, 16, 17, 18
7, 16, 17, 18

7, 11, 16, 17,
18
7, 11, 16, 17,
18
2, 17, 18
16
17
16
16

16, 17, 18
17, 18, 19
2, 7, 11, 15,
16, 17, 18
11, 15, 16, 17,
18

1, 16, 17, 18
1, 17, 18, 19

others’ ideas and expressing their own
clearly.

SL.8.1a

SL.8.1b

SL.8.1c

SL.8.1d

CC.1.5.8.C

SL.8.2

CC.1.5.8.B

SL.8.3

Analyze the purpose of information
presented in diverse media formats (e.g.
visually, quantitatively, orally) and
evaluate the motives (e.g. social,
commercial, political) behind its
presentation.
Delineate a speaker’s argument and
specific claims, evaluating the soundness
of the reasoning and the relevance and
sufficiency of the evidence.

Cluster: Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
CC.1.5.8.D SL.8.4
Present claims and findings, emphasizing
salient points in a focused, coherent
manner with relevant evidence, sound
valid reasoning, and well-chosen details;
use appropriate eye contact, adequate
volume and clear pronunciation.
CC.1.5.8.E SL.8.5
Integrate multimedia and visual displays
into presentations to add interest, clarify
information, and strengthen claims and
evidence.

Johnny Tremain
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver
To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session

6
1, 16, 17, 18
1, 16, 17, 18
4, 5, 8, 11

16, 17, 18
16, 17, 18
16
17
16
16
16
17
16
16

To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session
To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session
Dialogue and
Discovery

11, 15, 17, 18

CC.1.5.8.F

SL.8.6

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and
tasks.

Domain: Language
Cluster: Conventions of Standard English
CC.1.5.8.G L.8.1
Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English when
speaking based on grade 8 level and
content.

L.8.1a
L.8.1b
L.8.1c
L.8.1d
CC.1.4.8.L
CC.1.4.8.R

L.8.2

L.8.2a
L.8.2b
L.8.2c

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate
command of the conventions of standard
English grammar, usage, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling.

Cluster: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
CC.1.3.8.I
L.8.4
Determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple-meaning words
and phrases based on grade 8 reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range
of strategies and tools

L.8.4a

To be addressed
by teachers
and/or
LiveLesson
session

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse

6, 10, 11, 15,
16, 17, 18
6, 17, 18, 19
6, 10, 15, 16,
17, 18

Dialogue and
Discovery
Dialogue and
Discovery
Facts and
Visions
Facts and
Visions
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Voices in Verse
Voices in Verse
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery

6, 10, 15, 16,
17, 18
10, 17, 18

Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Johnny Tremain
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points
Voices in Verse
Dialogue and
Discovery

11, 17, 18
12, 18, 19

11, 17, 18
11, 16, 18, 19
16, 18, 19
16, 17, 18
16, 17, 18
11, 18
11, 18
11, 15
12, 16
11, 15
11, 15

10
11
17
5, 9, 17, 18
4, 11, 17, 18
11, 17, 18

L.8.4b

12

L.8.4d

Facts and
Visions
Turning Points
Facts and
Visions
Voices in Verse
Turning Points

11, 17, 18

L.8.6

Dialogue and
Discovery
Turning Points

L.8.4c

CC.1.3.8.J

Acquire and use accurately gradeappropriate general academic and
domain-specific words and phrases;
gather vocabulary knowledge when
considering a word or phrase important to
comprehension or expression.

Facts and
Visions
Johnny Tremain

Voices in Verse

Dialogue and
Discovery
The Giver

11, 17, 18
12, 18, 19
11, 17, 18
11, 17, 18

1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, 13, 16,
17, 18
1, 4, 5, 6, 9,
10, 11, 13, 14,
17, 18, 19
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13
1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, 13, 16,
17, 18
1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, 16, 17,
18
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Earth Science A / Foundations / Honors
courses

PA Common Core for
Reading and Writing
for Science and
Technical Subjects
These standards
describe what students
in the science
classroom should know
and be able to do with
the English language in
reading and writing
within the content area.

Next Generation
Science
Standards
Compliance
Content is based
on the framework
for the Next
Generation
Science standards
(NGSS).

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Yes

Unit 1: Introduction to Earth Science
Define Earth science and identify skills that scientists
use to solve problems

Explain Earth’s major spheres and describe how Earth
formed

Yes

Identify different types of maps and what they can be
used for

Yes

Explain why Earth is often studied as a system and
describe how humans affect Earth’s systems

Yes

Unit 2: Minerals
Describe how minerals, elements, atoms, and subatomic
particles are related
Explain how compounds form and describe chemical
bonds within compounds
Determine mineral characteristics that can be used for
classification purposes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Identify various tests that scientists can conduct to
identify mineral samples
Unit 3: Rocks
Explain the rock cycle and identify the three main types
of rocks

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,

Yes

Identify igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks
and where they might be located
Explain the forces that drive the rock cycle

CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Determine which tests can be used to identify rocks
Unit 4: Earth's Resources
Differentiate between renewable and nonrenewable
resources
Define fossil fuels and explain how and what they are
used for
Identify alternative energy resources and explain their
advantages and disadvantages

Yes
Yes

Yes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Yes
Yes
Yes

Determine ways in which land, water, and air resources
can be protected

Yes

Identify laws that address different forms of pollution

Yes

Unit 5: Sculpturing Earth's Surface
Explain the difference between mechanical weathering
and chemical weathering and compare and contrast the
processes of weathering and erosion
Identify the major components of soil and explain how
soil type varies with depth
Explain Earth’s water cycle and describe how the water
cycle is kept in balanced

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Yes

Yes
Yes

Identify different types of mass movements and explain
how streams cause erosion

Yes

Describe different forms of groundwater and explain
how groundwater resources can become polluted

Yes

Unit 6: Glaciers, Deserts, and Wind
Identify different types of glaciers and explain glacial
movement
Use a topographic map to infer how geographic features
were formed by glaciers
Explain how running water and the process of
weathering

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Yes

Yes
Yes

Describe how landscapes are shaped by wind erosion
Unit 7: Earthquakes and Earth's Interior
Describe how earthquakes occur and explain the
difference between an earthquake’s epicenter and its
focus
Identify major hazards that are associated with
earthquakes and explain how earthquake damage can be
minimized
Explain different types of seismic waves and describe
how earthquakes are measured

Yes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Identify Earth’s layers and describe the composition of
each layer
Unit 8: Plate Tectonics and Other Igneous Activity
Explain the hypothesis of continental drift and the
theory of plate tectonics
Explain seafloor spreading and identify evidence, such
as paleomagnetism, that supports the idea of seafloor
spreading
Explain how volcanic activity is closely related to plate
tectonics

Determine what role isostasy plays in the process of
mountain building
Explain how folded mountains and fault-block
mountains form
Identify types of mountains that form at different
convergent plate boundaries
Define anticlines, synclines, and monoclines and explain
how rock layers are oriented within each type of fold
Unit 10: Final Review and Exam

Yes

Yes
Yes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Identify the three main types of volcanoes and describe
the different materials that are ejected from volcanoes
during an eruption
Define intrusive igneous features, such as dikes, sills,
laccoliths, and batholiths
Unit 9: Mountain Building
Define deformation and describe how rocks
permanently deform due to stress

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

CC.3.5.9-10.A CC.3.5.9-10.J,
CC.3.5.11-12.A CC.3.5.11-12.J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A CC.3.6.9-10.I,
CC.3.6.11-12.A CC.3.6.11-12.I

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

American Government A /
Foundations / Honors courses
Unit 1: Foundations of American Government

Discuss the history and purpose of government
Analyze ideas and historical documents and events
that shaped the U.S. Constitution

PA Common Core for Reading and
Writing for History and Social
Studies
These standards describe what students
in the social studies classroom should
know and be able to do with the English
language in reading and writing within
the content area.

CC.8.5.9-10.A - CC.8.5.9-10.J,
CC.8.5.11-12.A - CC.8.5.11-12.J,
CC.8.6.9-10.A - CC.8.6.9-10.I,
CC.8.6.11-12.A - CC.8.6.11-12.I

Describe structural features of the Constitution
Explain how the U.S. system of government is a
federal one
Unit 2: The Legislative Branch
Describe the organizational structure, support
systems, and leadership systems of Congress
Discuss the powers of Congress and the relationship
between Congress and the executive branch

CC.8.5.9-10.A - CC.8.5.9-10.J,
CC.8.5.11-12.A - CC.8.5.11-12.J,
CC.8.6.9-10.A - CC.8.6.9-10.I,
CC.8.6.11-12.A - CC.8.6.11-12.I

Analyze the lawmaking process, the factors involved
in the passage of legislation, and the interaction
between members of Congress and their constituents
Unit 3: The Executive Branch
Describe the organization and functions of the
executive branch of the federal government
Discuss presidential powers
Evaluate the functions of the federal bureaucracy
Unit 4: The Judicial Branch
Describe the jurisdiction of federal courts and the
method of selecting judges for them
Explain the workings of the Supreme court, how it
shapes public policy, and the forces that shape its
decisions
Unit 5: Review and Final Exam

CC.8.5.9-10.A - CC.8.5.9-10.J,
CC.8.5.11-12.A - CC.8.5.11-12.J,
CC.8.6.9-10.A - CC.8.6.9-10.I,
CC.8.6.11-12.A - CC.8.6.11-12.I
CC.8.5.9-10.A - CC.8.5.9-10.J,
CC.8.5.11-12.A - CC.8.5.11-12.J,
CC.8.6.9-10.A - CC.8.6.9-10.I,
CC.8.6.11-12.A - CC.8.6.11-12.I

Educational
Technology and
Online Learning 7
course

PA Common Core for
Reading and Writing
for Science and
Technical Subjects

PA Science and
Technology
Standards
Addressed

PA Business,
Computer and
Information
Technology
Standards
Addressed

Unit 1: Introduction

These standards describe
what students in the
technology classroom
should know and be able
to do with the English
language in reading and
writing within the
content area.

Identify how changes in
technology throughout
history have impacted
different aspects of the
world
Identify and understand
computer operating
systems
Compare and contrast
various input, processing,
output, and storage devices
Demonstrate how to use
management tools and
strategies enabled by a
computer’s operating
system
Apply troubleshooting
techniques in preparation
for minor computer
problems that may occur
Unit 2 - Microsoft Word
Evaluate different types of
text to gain meaning and
understanding as a reader
and a writer
Recognize different types
of figurative language in
texts and express this with
original writing
Analyze different texts to
understand the importance
of organization and
organizing thoughts for
writing using graphic
organizers within Microsoft
Word

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

Complete the writing
process of a personal
narrative beginning with
prewriting and following
through to the rough draft
and revising and editing
Unit 3: Microsoft
PowerPoint
Identify the changes and
trends in technology over
time
Observe different points of
view in history and apply it
to writing
Investigate probability of
an action and relationships
among chance happenings
Conduct Internet research
and evaluate for credible
and reliable sources
Organize research, convert
it to data, and transfer it to
a presentation and timeline
format
Unit 4: Microsoft Excel
Apply knowledge of
rounding and place value to
round decimal numbers
Organize data, create
input/output tables, and
enter and manipulate that
data in an Excel workbook
Enter data and balance a
checkbook by inserting
formulas within Excel
Create a survey, obtain
data, organize data, and
input data into a workbook
to evaluate information
Create and format graphs
using data in a workbook
Unit 5: Study Skills
Identify and manage
personal study skills,
memory devices, and time
management skills
Evaluate personal testtaking skills and improve
upon them to develop
educational goals

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

Evaluate purposes for a
timeline
Create a timeline
Analyze data and predict
trends based on online
games
Unit 6: Internet Safety
Evaluate different safety
rules for Internet use and
clarify why safety is
important when using the
Internet
Compare online risks with
those in real life
Reflect on what intellectual
property is and how the
principle is used to protect
ideas
Compare plagiarism and
piracy to theft in real life
Unit 7: Digital Publishing
Develop a research plan
and conduct Internet
research using Boolean
strategies
Create a multimedia
presentation to
communicate research
Collaborate with peers to
share ideas, evaluate each
other’s work, and receive
feedback
Self-evaluate work and
make revisions to reflect
product criteria

CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I
CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

CC.3.5.6-8.A, CC.3.5.68.B, CC.3.5.6-8.C,
CC.3.5.6-8.D, CC.3.5.68.E, CC.3.5.6-8.F,
CC.3.5.6-8.G, CC.3.5.68.H, CC.3.5.6-8.I,
CC.3.5.6-8.J, CC.3.6.68.A, CC.3.6.6-8.B,
CC.3.6.6-8.C, CC.3.6.68.D, CC.3.6.6-8.E,
CC.3.6.6-8.F, CC.3.6.68.G, CC.3.6.6-8.H,
CC.3.6.6-8.I, CC.3.6.68.J-I

3.6.7.B, 3.6.7.C,
3.7.7.A, 3.7.7.B,
3.7.7.C, 3.7.7.D,
3.7.7.E, 3.8.7.A,
3.8.7.B, 3.8.7.C

15.4.8.A, 15.4.8.B,
14.4.8.C, 15.4.8.D,
15.4.8.E, 15.4.8.F,
15.4.8.G, 15.4.8.K,
15.6.8.L, 15.6.8.M

Introduction to
Business course

PA Common Core for
Reading and Writing
for Technical Subjects

Unit 1: Course Overview

These standards describe
what students in the
business classroom
should know and be able
to do with the English
language in reading and
writing within the
content area.

Unit 2: Economics
Demonstrate an understanding
of scarcity and economies
Demonstrate an understanding
of producers, consumers, goods
and services
Demonstrate an understanding
of the markets and the types of
economic systems, capitalism
and competition
Demonstrate an understanding
of factors of production and
supply and demand
Unit 3: Costs and Profits
Demonstrate an understanding
of revenue, gross profit and net
profit
Demonstrate an understanding
of variable and fixed costs
Learn about efficiency,
productivity, as well as
specialization and division of
labor
Demonstrate an understanding
of economies and diseconomies
of scale
Demonstrate an understanding
of value and utility
Unit 4: Business Types

PA Business,
Computer and
Information
Technology
Standards
Addressed

PA Economics
Standards
Addressed

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

6.1.12.A, B, C,
D, 6.2.12.A, B,
D, G

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

6.2.12.D,
6.2.12.E,
6.4.12.A,
6.5.12.D

Demonstrate an understanding
of the businesses industries and
the types of good and services
offered
Develop an understanding of
liability and taxation

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.5.12.E, 15.5.12.I

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.6.12.A,
15.6.12.G, 15.6.12.P

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.6.12.A,
15.6.12.E, 15.6.12.J,
15.6.12.K,

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,

15.1.12.Q,
15.1.12.R,
15.7.12.A,

Develop an understanding of
structures for business
ownership
Develop and understanding of
the stages and departments of a
business
Develop an understanding of
the product life cycle
Unit 5: Money Management
Develop an understanding of
money, income, goals and
budgeting
Develop an understanding of
the specifics of banking, bank
risks and security
Develop an understanding of
investing, equity and debt
investments
Develop an understanding of
the types of investment income
Unit 6: Taxes and Credit
Develop and understanding of
federal, state, and local taxes
Learn about payroll witholding
Develop and understanding of
credit history and credit scores
Develop an understanding of
how to establish credit, loans,
and lines of credit
Develop an understanding of
the types of credit a business
might offer its customers
Unit 7: Business Finance
Develop an understanding of
globalization and the global
trade

6.2.12.A,
6.3.12.A,
6.5.12.C

Develop and understanding of
importing and exporting, as
well as the exchange rate risk
Develop an understanding of
government agencies and
regulations
Demonstrate an understanding
of intellectual property
Demonstrate an understanding
of business ethics and conflicts
of interest
Unit 8: Business and Society
Demonstrate an understanding
of the globalization and global
trade
Demonstrate an understanding
of importing and exporting and
the exchange rate risk
Demonstrate an understanding
of government agencies and
regulations
Demonstrate an understanding
of business law, contracts, and
torts, as well as intellectual
property
Demonstrate an understanding
of business ethics and conflicts
of interest
Unit 9: Business Planning
Demonstrate an understanding
of business ideas and
opportunities
Demonstrate an understanding
of changes and trends
Demonstrate an understanding
of mission, vision, and values
statements
Demonstrate an understanding
of setting the scope of a
business
Demonstrate an understanding
of how to preform a SWOT
analysis and put together
business plans
Unit 10: Marketing
Demonstrate an understanding
of brand and corporate image

E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.7.12.E,
15.7.12.G,
15.7.12.K

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.7.12.A,
15.7.12.E,
15.7.12.G,
15.7.12.K

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.5.12.A, B, C, D,
E, L, M

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,

15.9.12.B, C, E, F,
G, H, K

Demonstrate an understanding
of marketing messages
Learn about market information
management and the tools used
in the marketing mix

CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Demonstrate an understanding
of market share and market
penetration
Demonstrate an understanding
of the parts of a marketing plan
Unit 11: Promotion
Demonstrate an understanding
of promotional methods
Learn about the factors
involved in evaluating a
promotion
Learn about the advertising
methods and types
Demonstrate an understanding
in evaluating advertisements

CC.3.5.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, J,
CC.3.6.9-10.A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I, CC.3.5.1112.A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, I, J, CC.3.6.11-12.A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

15.9.12.F, 15.9.12.I,
15.9.12.L

Attachment C
PSSA Report for Previous Years

CCA Charter Renewal Application

PSSA Reports For Previous Years
Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA)
2011-15 Results

Notes:
1. N/M = Not Measurable (fewer than 20 students in this optional subgroup)
2. N/T = Not Tested (this subject / grade was not tested in this school year)
3. NA = Not Available (test not yet administered for SY 2015-16)

Grade: 3
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

17.9%
23.9%
36.5%
21.4%
41.7%
31.3%
14.6%
12.5%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
23.4%
26.9%
35.2%
13.8%
21.0%
22.9%
31.2%
24.2%
14.1%
25.0%
43.0%
18.0%
14.9%
23.6%
38.0%
24.5%
33.3%
31.3%
27.1%
8.3%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

20122013

Subject: Math

21.1%
22.5%
39.9%
14.0%
41.1%
30.4%
21.4%
5.4%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
27.9%
24.4%
31.8%
11.4%
23.8%
23.8%
34.1%
15.1%
18.1%
21.1%
46.2%
12.9%
18.2%
19.8%
43.0%
16.5%
32.2%
28.8%
30.5%
5.1%
7.1%
42.9%
35.7%
10.7%
36.4%
13.6%
36.4%
13.6%

20132014

22.9%
20.6%
35.9%
16.5%
45.8%
27.1%
13.6%
11.9%
0.0%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
31.0%
22.3%
32.5%
12.7%
22.3%
21.8%
33.5%
18.0%
23.4%
19.4%
38.3%
14.9%
21.2%
20.8%
35.7%
16.3%
35.3%
23.5%
35.3%
5.9%
17.5%
22.5%
37.5%
22.5%
25.0%
12.5%
50.0%
12.5%

20142015

47.8%
21.0%
14.7%
3.7%
66.2%
10.8%
5.4%
100.0%
57.0%
18.0%
9.4%
2.0%
47.6%
16.0%
17.0%
4.7%
47.5%
25.6%
12.3%
2.7%
42.2%
21.5%
18.0%
3.9%
65.4%
12.8%
6.4%
2.6%
47.1%
21.6%
13.7%
3.9%
46.9%
37.5%
9.4%
3.1%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 3
Subgroup

All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Subject: Reading

Proficiency
Level

20112012

20122013

20132014

20142015

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

22.8%
11.2%
49.5%
15.8%
47.9%
18.8%
25.0%
8.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
26.2%
12.4%
53.8%
6.2%
26.1%
11.5%
47.1%
14.0%
18.8%
10.9%
52.3%
18.0%
21.6%
9.6%
49.5%
18.8%
37.5%
20.8%
39.6%
2.1%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

26.7%
13.5%
41.3%
15.4%
57.1%
10.7%
21.4%
7.1%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
34.3%
12.9%
33.3%
14.4%
31.4%
14.6%
40.5%
9.2%
21.6%
12.3%
42.1%
22.2%
22.7%
13.6%
44.6%
16.5%
39.0%
15.3%
28.8%
11.9%
25.0%
17.9%
39.3%
14.3%
40.9%
4.5%
40.9%
13.6%

31.4%
13.0%
38.6%
13.0%
61.0%
10.2%
22.0%
5.1%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
39.6%
15.2%
33.5%
10.7%
34.0%
13.1%
35.9%
12.6%
28.9%
12.9%
41.3%
13.4%
30.4%
11.7%
39.2%
13.4%
49.0%
13.7%
35.3%
2.0%
25.0%
15.0%
37.5%
20.0%
25.0%
25.0%
37.5%
12.5%

23.4%
25.7%
33.0%
1.4%
39.5%
23.7%
14.5%
25.0%
50.0%
29.4%
28.6%
23.8%
0.8%
27.1%
24.4%
28.1%
0.5%
19.4%
26.6%
37.4%
2.3%
21.3%
22.1%
36.0%
1.1%
30.4%
35.4%
21.5%
17.6%
27.5%
35.3%
2.0%
28.1%
25.0%
37.5%
3.1%

2015
2016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?
Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 4
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

27.9%
15.3%
33.7%
19.9%
43.5%
23.2%
26.1%
4.3%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
34.6%
16.8%
33.5%
11.9%
28.4%
16.5%
36.9%
16.5%
27.3%
14.0%
30.0%
24.0%
24.8%
15.2%
33.0%
23.5%
45.1%
13.7%
33.3%
5.9%
32.0%
12.0%
44.0%
12.0%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

20122013

25.5%
14.9%
31.0%
25.3%
48.3%
20.7%
17.2%
10.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
33.2%
15.6%
27.6%
20.1%
27.2%
14.7%
30.4%
23.9%
23.9%
15.2%
31.5%
26.6%
23.2%
15.6%
30.0%
28.0%
40.6%
14.5%
27.5%
13.0%
16.7%
16.7%
40.0%
23.3%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

Subject: Math
20132014

30.6%
13.1%
30.6%
22.1%
56.0%
5.3%
18.7%
14.7%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
40.2%
15.0%
28.2%
12.0%
33.5%
14.0%
24.8%
22.7%
27.2%
11.9%
37.6%
21.3%
25.8%
12.1%
33.4%
24.8%
58.9%
10.7%
17.9%
10.7%
29.3%
26.8%
29.3%
7.3%
36.4%
13.6%
27.3%
22.7%

20142015

40.1%
31.2%
13.1%
4.6%
56.5%
15.3%
5.9%
50.0%
48.1%
27.5%
10.9%
1.9%
42.6%
27.8%
12.7%
4.6%
36.9%
33.7%
13.3%
4.4%
34.9%
33.0%
15.9%
4.4%
57.3%
28.0%
4.9%
41.9%
20.9%
11.6%
9.3%
44.8%
31.0%
3.4%
6.9%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 4
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantage
d

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

23.9%
23.9%
35.0%
13.8%
30.4%
37.7%
23.2%
4.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
29.2%
22.7%
37.3%
7.6%
28.4%
24.4%
33.0%
12.5%
18.7%
23.3%
37.3%
15.3%
21.7%
24.3%
37.4%
13.5%
41.2%
15.7%
31.4%
7.8%
20.0%
36.0%
28.0%
16.0%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

Subject: Reading

20122013

23.9%
27.7%
32.3%
13.6%
55.2%
22.4%
15.5%
3.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
31.7%
24.6%
28.1%
13.1%
26.6%
31.0%
26.1%
13.6%
21.2%
24.5%
38.6%
13.6%
21.6%
28.4%
34.0%
13.6%
37.7%
30.4%
23.2%
5.8%
20.0%
20.0%
43.3%
13.3%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

20132014

27.5%
23.0%
31.5%
14.9%
49.3%
16.0%
22.7%
6.7%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
33.8%
26.5%
26.9%
9.0%
31.8%
22.7%
29.8%
11.6%
22.3%
23.3%
33.7%
18.8%
24.2%
21.3%
35.0%
15.9%
44.6%
23.2%
21.4%
8.9%
31.7%
36.6%
14.6%
12.2%
27.3%
27.3%
40.9%
4.5%

20142015

19.8%
34.5%
26.8%
7.7%
44.3%
27.8%
10.1%
25.5%
34.1%
23.5%
3.1%
21.6%
38.5%
24.7%
3.9%
17.6%
29.9%
28.3%
11.1%
17.8%
32.5%
29.6%
7.6%
24.7%
46.9%
16.0%
2.5%
19.0%
26.2%
28.6%
11.9%
28.6%
32.1%
17.9%
7.1%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 4
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

11.4%
9.9%
35.2%
34.0%
27.5%
13.0%
34.8%
13.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
15.2%
13.0%
35.9%
24.5%
15.4%
10.3%
29.1%
34.9%
6.7%
9.4%
42.3%
32.9%
11.0%
8.8%
35.1%
38.2%
13.7%
11.8%
35.3%
21.6%
16.0%
20.0%
44.0%
16.0%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

20122013

9.6%
11.2%
34.2%
38.0%
21.7%
21.7%
63.3%
18.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
14.7%
13.2%
32.4%
30.4%
7.0%
16.2%
36.8%
34.6%
11.7%
6.4%
31.9%
41.5%
9.0%
9.4%
32.9%
42.4%
17.4%
13.0%
44.9%
15.9%
3.3%
16.7%
36.7%
33.3%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

Subject: Science
20132014

12.0%
11.5%
35.5%
36.0%
21.3%
10.7%
36.0%
18.7%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
14.2%
16.4%
35.8%
26.3%
14.9%
12.4%
35.1%
32.2%
8.5%
10.5%
36.0%
40.5%
10.0%
9.0%
37.6%
38.3%
23.6%
23.6%
32.7%
20.0%
9.5%
14.3%
35.7%
33.3%
12.5%
16.7%
20.8%
37.5%

20142015

15.9%
12.5%
29.2%
31.5%
29.6%
17.3%
22.2%
13.6%
50.0%
21.8%
16.1%
26.8%
23.0%
16.8%
12.5%
28.4%
31.0%
14.7%
12.3%
29.4%
31.3%
14.3%
9.7%
29.3%
34.3%
23.2%
20.7%
34.1%
14.6%
11.9%
16.7%
19.0%
38.1%
17.2%
13.8%
31.0%
24.1%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 5
Subgroup

All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Subject: Math

Proficiency
Level

20112012

20122013

20132014

20142015

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

23.4%
29.2%
25.7%
20.7%
34.8%
30.4%
23.2%
7.2%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.7%
28.0%
24.9%
14.8%
15.7%
31.4%
26.5%
24.9%
30.2%
27.4%
25.0%
17.0%
21.1%
31.3%
25.3%
22.0%
42.9%
25.7%
17.1%
8.6%
35.7%
17.9%
28.6%
14.3%
15.4%
23.1%
38.5%
23.1%

32.1%
27.5%
22.8%
15.9%
52.2%
26.1%
11.6%
7.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
41.7%
28.4%
18.0%
9.0%
31.0%
31.0%
21.7%
13.3%
33.2%
23.9%
23.9%
18.5%
27.3%
26.5%
26.2%
18.9%
47.1%
25.7%
15.7%
5.7%
34.5%
34.5%
20.7%
10.3%
41.4%
34.5%
10.3%
13.8%

32.3%
22.6%
23.6%
19.9%
56.4%
20.2%
12.8%
10.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
43.0%
22.8%
21.5%
11.4%
33.6%
22.5%
21.8%
20.6%
30.9%
22.6%
25.7%
19.1%
26.5%
22.4%
26.8%
22.4%
51.1%
26.1%
12.5%
9.1%
38.0%
22.0%
22.0%
16.0%
36.0%
16.0%
28.0%
20.0%

53.9%
22.8%
13.9%
3.6%
67.4%
16.3%
4.3%
1.1%
75.0%
59.6%
19.9%
9.2%
1.4%
55.2%
17.8%
15.3%
3.9%
51.4%
27.8%
12.0%
3.1%
45.1%
27.6%
16.7%
4.4%
74.1%
8.2%
4.7%
1.2%
75.5%
11.3%
7.5%
65.4%
19.2%
11.5%
-

2015
2016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?
Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 5
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

25.4%
24.4%
35.5%
13.1%
34.8%
36.2%
14.5%
8.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
32.3%
22.8%
31.7%
10.6%
28.6%
23.2%
36.8%
9.2%
22.6%
25.5%
34.4%
16.5%
24.0%
23.0%
36.5%
15.8%
42.9%
14.3%
37.1%
0.0%
28.6%
35.7%
25.0%
3.6%
15.4%
42.3%
30.8%
11.5%

Subject: Reading

20122013

38.5%
17.4%
32.1%
10.3%
66.7%
14.5%
13.0%
4.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
47.9%
17.5%
27.5%
4.3%
46.3%
16.3%
29.1%
2.4%
30.7%
18.5%
35.1%
15.1%
35.3%
16.0%
34.5%
12.7%
50.0%
20.0%
24.3%
1.4%
37.9%
24.1%
27.6%
10.3%
44.8%
17.2%
31.0%
6.9%

20132014

34.1%
23.0%
30.9%
10.4%
63.8%
17.0%
16.0%
3.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
43.5%
24.1%
26.2%
5.1%
39.3%
23.3%
27.9%
8.0%
28.3%
22.6%
34.3%
13.0%
30.8%
22.4%
33.6%
11.2%
47.7%
27.3%
20.5%
3.4%
42.0%
22.0%
26.0%
8.0%
24.0%
16.0%
40.0%
20.0%

20142015

26.2%
30.4%
32.3%
3.1%
46.2%
25.3%
12.1%
2.2%
29.9%
32.3%
24.0%
0.7%
28.4%
31.7%
27.3%
1.1%
22.8%
28.0%
36.6%
5.1%
21.7%
30.6%
34.8%
4.5%
34.5%
24.1%
21.8%
37.3%
39.2%
17.6%
40.0%
24.0%
32.0%
-

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 5
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

6.5%
71.1%
15.4%
0.0%
15.0%
71.7%
3.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
8.2%
73.1%
10.4%
0.0%
9.6%
75.7%
6.2%
0.0%
3.9%
67.1%
23.2%
0.0%
7.8%
71.1%
16.0%
0.0%
3.0%
78.8%
6.1%
0.0%
3.7%
66.7%
14.8%
0.0%
0.0%
65.4%
19.2%
0.0%

Subject: Writing

20122013

5.5%
59.5%
24.6%
0.0%
16.4%
56.2%
4.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
7.5%
59.9%
19.8%
0.0%
8.3%
65.5%
14.1%
0.0%
2.9%
54.1%
35.3%
0.0%
6.4%
60.5%
24.9%
0.0%
2.9%
55.9%
25.0%
0.0%
3.4%
69.0%
20.7%
0.0%
6.7%
56.7%
26.7%
0.0%

20132014

7.8%
71.8%
12.1%
0.2%
20.8%
59.4%
3.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
8.1%
72.3%
9.4%
0.0%
11.5%
71.6%
7.7%
0.4%
3.5%
71.9%
17.1%
0.0%
7.5%
71.7%
12.6%
0.3%
10.2%
71.6%
8.0%
0.0%
8.2%
73.5%
14.3%
0.0%
3.8%
73.1%
11.5%
0.0%

20142015

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 6
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

24.1%
25.0%
28.1%
21.9%
36.8%
30.3%
21.1%
9.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.6%
31.1%
23.3%
14.1%
24.5%
22.3%
30.0%
21.8%
23.5%
27.9%
26.0%
22.1%
23.1%
19.1%
31.0%
25.7%
32.8%
43.8%
18.8%
4.7%
20.5%
38.5%
25.6%
12.8%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

20122013

27.6%
21.4%
28.5%
20.1%
45.8%
26.4%
20.8%
2.8%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
34.4%
24.8%
24.1%
13.7%
26.6%
20.8%
28.6%
21.6%
28.6%
22.0%
28.6%
18.7%
24.2%
19.1%
32.4%
22.2%
44.0%
31.0%
11.0%
7.0%
37.2%
23.3%
27.9%
6.8%
30.8%
26.9%
15.4%
26.9%

Subject: Math
20132014

39.9%
19.7%
19.7%
18.1%
68.1%
13.8%
8.5%
6.4%
75.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.3%
20.0%
19.7%
8.3%
42.4%
19.9%
17.8%
17.8%
37.6%
19.5%
21.5%
18.5%
35.9%
17.7%
22.0%
21.0%
54.5%
25.0%
13.6%
6.8%
44.2%
25.0%
13.5%
15.4%
48.3%
20.7%
17.2%
13.8%

20142015

44.9%
34.8%
10.4%
2.3%
67.7%
13.5%
2.3%
0.8%
100.0%
52.4%
31.0%
4.2%
0.9%
45.9%
31.4%
9.7%
2.5%
42.1%
37.0%
10.6%
1.9%
38.0%
36.8%
11.7%
2.9%
63.2%
25.4%
3.5%
54.0%
28.6%
6.3%
1.6%
41.4%
44.8%
6.9%
3.4%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 6
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

21.0%
3.5%
30.4%
20.5%
27.6%
32.9%
26.3%
10.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.1%
30.1%
26.7%
12.1%
22.3%
33.2%
25.0%
18.2%
19.6%
20.6%
36.3%
23.0%
19.1%
25.7%
29.4%
24.8%
28.1%
34.4%
34.4%
3.1%
28.2%
28.2%
28.2%
12.8%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

Subject: Reading

20122013

19.1%
24.0%
30.6%
23.6%
41.7%
31.9%
20.8%
1.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
23.3%
27.4%
27.8%
17.8%
20.1%
28.2%
30.5%
18.9%
18.3%
20.1%
30.8%
28.2%
17.9%
21.7%
32.1%
26.0%
24.6%
36.1%
24.6%
8.2%
27.9%
25.6%
25.6%
20.9%
11.5%
30.8%
34.6%
23.1%

20132014

25.6%
22.0%
28.9%
21.1%
54.3%
23.4%
14.9%
4.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
32.3%
24.0%
29.0%
13.0%
32.6%
22.1%
25.7%
17.8%
19.1%
21.8%
31.9%
24.2%
21.5%
21.8%
39.7%
24.1%
40.9%
22.7%
26.1%
10.2%
30.8%
25.0%
28.8%
13.5%
27.6%
24.1%
27.6%
20.7%

20142015

15.7%
39.9%
31.8%
6.9%
33.1%
44.1%
11.0%
0.8%
100.0%
20.6%
41.1%
27.0%
2.5%
18.3%
43.4%
26.0%
5.1%
12.3%
34.6%
36.2%
8.4%
12.8%
34.2%
36.2%
7.4%
20.0%
58.2%
17.3%
0.9%
27.0%
39.7%
19.0%
6.3%
14.3%
35.7%
35.7%
14.3%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 7
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

22.1%
24.5%
27.8%
24.2%
33.6%
41.1%
18.7%
5.6%
33.3%
16.7%
16.7%
0.0%
28.6%
27.9%
26.2%
15.2%
24.3%
24.0%
25.3%
24.7%
19.8%
25.1%
30.4%
23.7%
16.5%
23.8%
29.1%
29.1%
37.4%
26.3%
28.3%
8.1%
31.1%
24.4%
17.8%
22.2%
32.0%
32.0%
20.0%
16.0%

20122013

30.1%
15.9%
25.4%
27.1%
59.1%
14.0%
14.0%
10.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
38.4%
17.8%
26.6%
15.0%
30.5%
14.4%
27.2%
26.2%
29.7%
17.4%
23.5%
28.0%
26.4%
14.7%
26.2%
31.3%
44.6%
18.5%
22.8%
12.0%
38.2%
20.0%
25.5%
16.4%
23.3%
16.7%
23.3%
33.3%

Subject: Math
20132014

22.0%
16.6%
26.1%
33.3%
43.5%
20.0%
22.6%
10.4%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
29.2%
17.3%
26.7%
24.0%
20.3%
15.5%
27.2%
32.1%
23.6%
17.8%
25.0%
31.6%
16.9%
15.3%
28.1%
37.7%
40.0%
21.2%
20.0%
18.8%
27.3%
23.4%
24.7%
20.8%
30.0%
13.3%
23.3%
30.0%

20142015

49.3%
29.9%
11.1%
2.3%
69.2%
15.0%
2.3%
1.5%
75.0%
55.9%
26.3%
6.6%
1.2%
50.1%
27.4%
11.1%
2.6%
48.1%
31.5%
10.9%
2.0%
43.1%
33.3%
12.4%
2.8%
68.2%
18.7%
4.7%
0.9%
59.4%
23.4%
9.4%
66.7%
21.4%
7.1%
-

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 7
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

18.4%
19.3%
36.0%
24.5%
27.1%
33.6%
24.3%
14.0%
16.7%
16.7%
0.0%
0.0%
22.4%
22.4%
35.5%
17.2%
23.6%
18.8%
39.0%
16.8%
13.1%
19.8%
32.9%
32.5%
17.0%
17.7%
36.2%
27.8%
22.2%
24.2%
40.4%
12.1%
22.2%
15.6%
33.3%
22.2%
24.0%
32.0%
24.0%
20.0%

Subject: Reading

20122013

20.9%
23.1%
30.6%
23.9%
46.2%
29.0%
16.1%
7.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
27.5%
27.2%
28.4%
14.7%
24.6%
23.6%
32.8%
17.4%
17.1%
22.5%
28.3%
30.7%
19.2%
21.9%
30.3%
27.2%
22.8%
30.4%
31.5%
13.0%
32.7%
20.0%
32.7%
14.5%
20.0%
16.7%
30.0%
30.0%

20132014

14.6%
18.8%
35.4%
29.1%
34.8%
27.8%
24.3%
9.6%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
18.5%
21.3%
39.5%
17.9%
16.6%
21.2%
37.2%
22.9%
12.6%
16.4%
33.6%
35.3%
13.8%
16.7%
35.0%
32.4%
24.7%
25.9%
34.1%
15.3%
13.0%
20.8%
36.4%
26.0%
6.7%
33.3%
33.3%
23.3%

20142015

9.4%
47.2%
29.8%
5.0%
25.4%
53.0%
6.7%
0.7%
66.7%
33.3%
10.6%
51.6%
24.3%
1.9%
13.5%
53.8%
20.6%
3.4%
6.1%
41.4%
36.9%
6.3%
7.4%
44.3%
33.0%
5.8%
17.8%
51.4%
20.6%
2.8%
11.8%
52.9%
25.0%
11.9%
59.5%
21.4%
2.4%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 8
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

32.1%
21.1%
23.2%
20.8%
49.5%
27.1%
14.0%
6.5%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
41.0%
22.7%
19.6%
13.6%
32.6%
22.3%
23.0%
19.5%
31.7%
20.0%
23.4%
21.8%
30.3%
21.9%
23.3%
21.7%
45.8%
16.9%
20.5%
14.5%
25.0%
27.1%
29.2%
16.7%
42.9%
14.3%
21.4%
17.9%

20122013

29.7%
21.4%
26.2%
19.1%
64.3%
17.5%
7.9%
4.8%
66.7%
33.3%
0.0%
0.0%
38.9%
21.7%
23.8%
10.8%
31.4%
19.0%
26.1%
19.3%
28.3%
23.7%
26.4%
18.9%
25.2%
21.6%
26.9%
22.7%
44.9%
19.4%
24.5%
8.2%
38.7%
17.7%
29.0%
9.7%
36.1%
33.3%
19.4%
11.1%

Subject: Math
20132014

38.2%
15.3%
20.5%
24.3%
66.4%
10.9%
10.9%
8.8%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
49.2%
16.0%
19.4%
13.6%
37.2%
14.2%
18.9%
28.1%
39.1%
16.4%
21.8%
21.1%
34.6%
15.8%
19.7%
28.1%
52.5%
17.2%
20.2%
9.1%
53.8%
12.8%
21.8%
10.3%
30.6%
8.3%
25.0%
33.3%

20142015

58.7%
27.2%
5.9%
1.2%
81.3%
7.6%
1.4%
0.7%
100.0%
65.0%
23.1%
2.6%
0.2%
62.1%
25.2%
5.4%
1.6%
54.6%
28.7%
6.2%
0.9%
53.9%
31.0%
6.4%
1.4%
75.2%
13.3%
1.9%
69.0%
18.0%
4.0%
1.0%
60.0%
22.2%
6.7%
2.2%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 8
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

12.7%
19.1%
28.0%
37.4%
29.9%
33.6%
22.4%
11.2%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
17.4%
21.1%
29.0%
29.3%
16.0%
22.7%
26.6%
32.3%
9.8%
16.0%
29.2%
41.8%
11.7%
20.5%
28.2%
36.8%
19.3%
18.1%
25.3%
34.9%
6.3%
16.7%
33.3%
41.7%
17.9%
14.3%
28.6%
35.7%

Subject: Reading

20122013

17.6%
14.6%
25.1%
39.2%
49.2%
18.3%
15.1%
11.9%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
23.0%
14.6%
26.2%
31.7%
23.2%
15.7%
25.2%
31.9%
12.3%
13.6%
25.1%
46.1%
15.0%
14.8%
23.9%
43.0%
24.5%
19.4%
24.5%
28.6%
27.4%
4.8%
60.3%
30.6%
22.2%
13.9%
33.3%
30.6%

20132014

14.8%
12.8%
30.9%
39.8%
40.1%
23.4%
24.1%
9.5%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
20.6%
15.7%
32.7%
28.8%
20.0%
15.0%
29.7%
33.6%
10.4%
10.9%
32.0%
45.0%
12.7%
11.3%
31.7%
42.5%
21.2%
19.2%
34.3%
24.2%
23.1%
12.8%
29.5%
33.3%
13.9%
19.4%
13.9%
50.0%

20142015

16.9%
42.1%
31.1%
2.6%
44.1%
37.8%
8.4%
0.7%
50.0%
20.9%
44.1%
24.1%
1.1%
22.1%
47.9%
21.7%
2.1%
11.8%
36.2%
39.6%
3.0%
15.1%
40.9%
34.1%
3.0%
25.5%
48.1%
14.2%
18.2%
45.5%
27.3%
2.0%
22.7%
34.1%
34.1%
2.3%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 8
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

20.9%
23.9%
29.1%
16.1%
36.5%
16.3%
23.1%
12.5%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
27.4%
23.9%
25.2%
10.0%
18.1%
24.9%
27.4%
19.2%
23.3%
23.0%
30.6%
13.2%
19.3%
22.4%
30.4%
19.1%
33.3%
25.9%
24.7%
3.7%
12.8%
36.2%
25.5%
10.6%
23.1%
26.9%
26.9%
11.5%

20122013

Subject: Science

24.8%
19.3%
28.7%
17.8%
52.8%
20.8%
13.6%
4.8%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
32.1%
17.9%
24.1%
11.2%
26.7%
17.0%
29.0%
20.7%
23.1%
21.5%
28.5%
15.1%
20.8%
19.3%
30.1%
22.0%
37.0%
21.0%
29.0%
4.0%
30.5%
16.9%
18.6%
13.6%
38.9%
16.7%
30.6%
5.6%

20132014

25.9%
20.9%
33.0%
17.8%
54.4%
22.1%
17.6%
2.2%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
34.8%
24.2%
29.1%
8.9%
25.9%
17.7%
32.4%
21.4%
25.8%
23.7%
33.6%
14.7%
21.1%
20.3%
35.5%
20.9%
40.4%
26.3%
29.3%
3.0%
41.3%
21.3%
26.7%
9.3%
26.3%
13.2%
28.9%
21.1%

20142015

23.2%
19.2%
29.9%
19.8%
49.0%
18.6%
13.8%
6.9%
50.0%
29.7%
19.6%
26.9%
12.7%
24.5%
19.0%
30.6%
18.4%
21.7%
19.1%
28.8%
20.6%
20.0%
17.5%
31.8%
23.0%
34.3%
29.5%
21.9%
3.8%
29.3%
23.2%
23.2%
15.2%
28.9%
13.3%
33.3%
15.6%

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 8
Subgroup
All Students

IEP

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/ African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

Proficiency
Level

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

10.3%
58.8%
22.9%
1.2%
25.0%
53.0%
9.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
13.6%
61.8%
15.9%
0.3%
15.1%
60.9%
15.8%
0.7%
6.0%
57.0%
29.1%
1.6%
9.7%
59.9%
22.3%
1.4%
15.9%
52.4%
23.2%
0.0%
6.4%
63.8%
25.5%
0.0%
3.7%
74.1%
14.8%
0.0%

Subject: Writing

20122013

8.1%
52.5%
31.1%
0.7%
29.0%
46.8%
8.9%
0.0%
0.0%
66.7%
33.3%
0.0%
9.0%
53.5%
26.9%
0.5%
13.3%
57.6%
20.1%
0.8%
3.2%
47.7%
41.6%
0.5%
8.0%
52.5%
32.6%
0.8%
8.8%
57.8%
19.6%
0.0%
8.5%
40.7%
37.3%
1.7%
7.9%
57.9%
28.9%
0.0%

20132014

9.6%
48.8%
38.0%
1.0%
22.1%
54.4%
14.0%
0.7%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.8%
51.9%
31.4%
0.7%
15.5%
54.6%
27.6%
0.3%
4.5%
43.8%
46.9%
1.7%
8.9%
46.9%
40.7%
1.3%
14.1%
60.6%
23.2%
0.0%
10.4%
48.1%
36.4%
1.3%
5.3%
50.0%
36.8%
0.0%

20142015

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

20152016

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 11 Subject: Math
Subgroup

Proficiency
Level

All Students

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

IEP

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

54.5%
21.1%
13.8%
7.3%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
57.9%
20.7%
14.3%
5.4%
47.7%
15.9%
25.5%
9.1%
52.4%
22.3%
15.9%
6.5%
49.5%
20.0%
19.4%
8.2%
60.0%
23.8%
12.5%
2.5%
48.8%
14.6%
29.3%
4.9%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

50.7%
20.1%
19.3%
7.4%

20122013

20132014

20142015

20152016

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
Not tested in 2012-15 SYs.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 11 Subject: Reading
Subgroup

Proficiency
Level

20122013

20132014

20142015

20152016

All Students

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

IEP

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

36.6%
27.6%
20.3%
12.2%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
23.6%
28.9%
27.1%
18.6%
24.1%
25.9%
29.5%
18.6%
19.1%
24.6%
33.3%
20.1%
20.2%
23.5%
32.8%
20.6%
28.8%
30.0%
30.0%
3.8%
14.6%
34.1%
26.8%
22.0%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

20.9%
25.0%
31.9%
19.6%

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
Not tested in 2012-15 SYs.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 11 Subject: Science
Subgroup

Proficiency
Level

20122013

20132014

20142015

20152016

All Students

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

20112012

IEP

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

24.2%
41.7%
9.2%
9.2%
75.0%
25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
16.5%
49.6%
16.5%
5.1%
13.4%
41.2%
26.4%
10.2%
14.9%
52.1%
15.6%
5.4%
12.1%
48.0%
22.0%
7.2%
25.6%
48.7%
9.0%
2.6%
20.5%
48.7%
12.8%
10.3%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/
African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

14.4%
48.2%
19.5%
7.1%

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA

How did this affect
AYP determination?

Performance fell short of
the AYP benchmark in
most cases, in some cases
by only several % points.
Not tested in 2012-15 SYs.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Grade: 11 Subject: Writing
Subgroup

Proficiency
Level

20112012

20122013

All Students

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

4.6%
29.4%
58.7%
2.5%

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA

IEP

% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced
% Below Basic
% Basic
% Proficient
% Advanced

13.2%
48.1%
31.1%
0.0%
0.0%
75.0%
25.0%
0.0%
4.2%
30.3%
59.1%
1.5%
8.0%
37.1%
49.3%
1.4%
2.7%
25.0%
64.1%
3.2%
4.6%
28.0%
59.9%
2.6%
6.7%
45.3%
42.7%
0.0%
2.7%
16.2%
73.0%
5.4%
N/M
N/M
N/M
N/M

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T
N/T

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

LEP

Econ.
Disadvantaged

Male

Female

White/
Caucasian
Black/ African
American
Hispanic

Multi-Racial

20132014

20142015

20152016

How did this affect AYP
determination?
Performance fell short of the
AYP benchmark in most
cases, in some cases by only
several % points. Not tested
in 2012-15 SYs.
““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

““

Attachment CC
CCA Course Catalog

CCA Charter Renewal Application

Kindergarten Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=0&isHiddenTextbook=false

Physical Education K
Description:
In this course, physical education encourages students to develop their fine motor skills,
movement, and confidence to enjoy healthy physical activity regularly. A combination of
interactive and hands-on activities teaches students essential skills. Students learn how to respect
themselves and others while playing.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Physically Active Lifestyle
In this unit, your student will learn to explain the benefits of physical activity and ways to
be physically active. Your student will also learn the importance of participating in
physical activity outside of school and be able to distinguish and identify physical
activities that are enjoyable and those that are not. By the end of the unit, your student
will understand the importance of having a physically active lifestyle.
Introduction to Common Movements
This unit will introduce your student to movement patterns such as throwing, kicking,
and catching that are commonly used during physical activities. Your student will also be
able to identify directional patterns such as under, over, behind, next to, through, right,
left, up, down, forward, backward, and in front of. These patterns are also used in sports
and physical activities. Your student will understand the roles and importance of
stretching and balancing. At the end of the unit, she will understand how fundamental
movement patterns help accomplish physical activities.
Let’s Move
This unit will introduce your student to how movements are utilized in various physical
activities. Your student will also be introduced to the different parts of the body that are
used in physical activities. Your student will be able to distinguish between slow and fast
movements and understand the difference between personal and general space. Your
student will be able to demonstrate head flexion, extension, and rotation. At the end of
the unit, your student will understand how to apply different types of movements to
physical activities.
Effects of Exercise
In this unit, your student will be able to describe changes that take place in the body
during exercise. She will also be able to explain the role of the lungs during exercise.
Your student will be able to understand why sleep is important to overall health and why
daily physical activity is important. By the end of the unit, your student will be able to
describe ways to stay fit and why staying fit is important.
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•

Responsibility, Respect, and Enjoyment
In this unit, your student will be able to understand how to dress for physical activity and
why it is important to follow rules. Your student will also learn the basics of water safety,
as well as how to use sporting equipment properly. Your student will also learn how to
respond to physical activity emergencies during this unit. Your student will be able to
describe the positive feelings produced by engaging in physical activity. Your student
will understand why it is important to try new physical activities. At the end of the unit,
your student will be able to understand how he should interact with others during
physical activity and explain the benefits of having personal responsibility and respect for
others, as well as understand that physical activity provides enjoyment while interacting
with others.
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Art K
Description:
In this course, the student will explore color, line, and shape. A combination of interactive and
hands-on studio projects encourages the student to create art, sharpen fine motor skills, and
explore areas of interest in art. Artistic modes include drawing, painting, assembling, and
sculpting.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Art Is Everywhere
Everything in the world is made up of five basic elements of shape: circle, dot, angle line,
curved line, and straight line. In this unit, your student will learn to recognize these
elements of shape in his environment and in presented artworks. He will apply these
elements to create original artworks using a variety of media, including crayons, finger
paints, and watercolors; he will also use techniques that include cutting and pasting,
finger painting, and drawing.
Art is a way for people to record what happens around the world. Your student will create
sidewalk art inspired by the Diwali Festival in India, which celebrates the fall season. As
a portfolio assessment, your student will create a mixed-media collage using the five
elements of shape.
Coloring the Season
In this unit, your student will build on her knowledge of art elements and begin to explore
the color wheel. She will use various art techniques, including watercolor painting and
crayon resist, and will use a variety of media including crayons, pencil, watercolors, and
objects from nature. She will create original artworks inspired by the season and a
Monarch butterfly watercolor painting inspired by the annual migration of Monarch
butterflies. As a portfolio assessment, your student will create a fall-themed painting.
Winter Is Taking Shape
In this unit, your student will continue to build on his knowledge of art elements and
colors and begin to explore shapes, texture, and pattern in artworks. He will create
original artworks inspired by the season. As a portfolio assessment, your student will use
shapes, texture, and pattern to make a kite inspired by those made traditionally during the
Korean Lunar New Year.
Art Forms
In this unit, your student will continue to build on her knowledge of art elements and
principles of design, exploring balance and symmetry. She will begin to explore art as
form, or sculpture, and use various media, such as clay, yarn, and other arts and crafts
materials to create art forms. She will create original artworks inspired by animals, a
mask inspired by the Mardi Gras celebration, and a tree sculpture inspired by a Bulgarian
tradition. In a cross-curricular activity, she will paint a mural inspired by the book,
Abuela. As a portfolio assessment, your student will create a clay sculpture of a
playground.
Springtime Painting
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•

In this unit, your student will continue to build on his knowledge of art elements and
principles of design, exploring patterns in art, different media (including tissue paper,
mud, watercolors, and sponges), and processes and tools for painting. He will create
original artwork and crafts inspired by the season, as well as a Malian mud cloth inspired
by a tradition of the Malian people in Africa. As a portfolio assessment, your student will
cut basic and more complex shapes out of sponges and then create a sponge and finger
paint mural.
Summertime Art
In this culminating unit, your student will continue to explore art elements, processes, and
techniques, and apply them to fun arts and crafts projects. She will create a sun print,
learn how to make multi-color crayons, and use objects from nature to inspire her art. She
will create original artworks inspired by the season and a sunshine flag inspired by Inti
Raymi, an Ecuadorian tradition. As a portfolio assessment, your student will choose the
media, techniques, and processes to create an original artwork with the theme, “My Art.”

Kit
•

Kindergarten Art Kit

Supplies
•
•

Construction Paper (96 Pack)
Watercolor Paints
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Language Arts K A
Description:
In this course, students build a foundation for successful reading as they explore topics and apply
reading, writing, speaking, and listening practices outlined in national and state standards.
Learning activities consist of phonics, listening, comprehension, and vocabulary instruction with
daily exposure to books, including literature and informational texts. A combination of
interactive and hands-on exercises encourages the development of fine motor skills. Students
learn language skills as well as letter formation, and they practice these with drawing, dictating,
and writing. By the end of kindergarten, many students will be reading, and all students should
be able to recognize consonant as well as long and short vowel sounds.
Units:
•

•

•

How Do We Live, Work, and Play Together?
Your student will answer the Big Question “How do we live, work, and play together?”
while reading The Little School Bus, We Are So Proud!, Plaidypus Lost, Miss
Bindergarten Takes a Field Trip with Kindergarten, Smash! Crash, and Dig, Dig,
Digging. In stories, rhymes, and songs, he will develop phonological awareness of
rhyming words, syllables, initial, and final sounds. He will also practice sequencing,
classifying, and categorizing as he learns about character and setting. Decodable Readers
and Get Set, Roll! Readers will reinforce high-frequency words and letter recognition and
develop oral vocabulary. Your student will practice recognizing and writing uppercase
and lowercase letters, writing his name, and dictating or writing sentences.
How Are Animals and Plants Unique?
Your student will answer the Big Question, How are plants and animals unique?, while
reading Flowers, Nature Spy, Animal Babies in Grasslands, Bear Snores On, and A Bed
for Winter. In stories, rhymes, and songs, she will develop phonological awareness of
rhyming words; syllables; and initial, medial, and final sounds. While reading
informational texts, she will practice comparing and contrast, classifying and
categorizing, and finding the main idea. She will also continue to develop her
understanding of setting as she sequences events and distinguishes between realism and
fantasy. Decodable Readers and Get Set, Roll! Readers will reinforce high-frequency
words and letter recognition as well as develop oral vocabulary. Finally, your student will
practice recognizing and writing uppercase and lowercase letters, labeling illustrations,
and dictating or writing sentences.
How Does Change Affect Us?
In this unit, your student will learn about how animals grow and change over time, and
identify how life is different today than long ago. Your student will read and discuss how
change affects us and animals in the books Little Panda, Little Quack, and George
Washington Visits. Your student will practice reading the high-frequency words me, with,
she, see, and look when reading Decodable eBooks and eReaders from the Reading
Street Interactive Digital Path website. He will also continue to identify initial, medial,
and final sounds of words when learning how to blend, spell, and write. Your student will
practice identifying initial/r/, /d/, and /k/, and initial and final /n/ and /b/ in words. Your
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student will build comprehension by comparing and contrasting information from texts,
identify the plot of a story, and identify cause-and-effect relationships. Your student will
identify meaningful word groups in order to construct sentences, in past, present, and
future tense. Lastly, he will learn how to write an invitation and a persuasive statement to
express understanding.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•
•

Language Arts K A and B Answer Key
Language Arts K A and B Course Guide and Lesson Resource Packet

Novel
•

Little Books Package

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Reading Street Grade K

Packet
•
•

Kindergarten Reader Package
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Package - Grade K

Workbook
•
•
•
•
•

Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.1
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.2
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.3
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.4
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.5
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Language Arts K B
Description:
In this course, students build a foundation for successful reading as they explore topics and apply
reading, writing, speaking, and listening practices outlined in national and state
standards. Learning activities consist of phonics, listening, comprehension, and vocabulary
instruction with daily exposure to books, including literature and informational texts. A
combination of interactive and hands-on exercises encourages the development of fine motor
skills. Students learn language skills as well as letter formation, and they practice these with
drawing, dictating, and writing. By the end of kindergarten, many students will be reading, and
all students should be able to recognize consonant as well as long and short vowel sounds.
Units:
•

•

•

How Does Change Affect Us?
In this unit, your student will learn how animals grow and change over time, and identify
how life is different today than long ago. Your student will read and discuss how change
affects people and animals in the books Farfallina and Marcel and Then and Now. Your
student will also practice reading the high-frequency words see, look, they,
you, and of when reading Decodable eBooks and eReaders from the Reading Street
Interactive Digital Path website. He will continue to identify initial, medial, and final
sounds of words when learning how to blend, spell, and write. Your student will practice
identifying initial and final /f/ and initial and medial /o/ in words. He will build
comprehension by identifying the plot of a story and drawing conclusions. In addition,
your student will identify meaningful word groups in order to construct sentences in past,
present, and future tense. Lastly, he will learn how to write captions to express
understanding.
Where Will Our Adventures Take Us?
Your will student will answer the Big Question “Where We Will Our Adventures Take
Us?” while reading Rooster's Off to See the World, My Lucky Day, One Little Mouse,
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, and Abuela. In stories, rhymes, and songs, he will
develop phonological awareness of rhyming words, syllables, and initial, medial, and
final sounds. He will also practice sequencing, comparing and contrasting, and drawing
conclusions as he continues to develop his understanding of plot and character. While
reading informational texts, he will identify cause and effect and summarize the main
idea. Decodable Readers and Get Set, Roll! Readers will reinforce high-frequency words
and letter recognition and develop oral vocabulary. Your student will practice
recognizing and writing uppercase and lowercase letters, dictating or writing sentences,
and applying speaking and listening skills.
How Do People And Things Get From Here to There?
Your will student will answer the Big Question: How do people and things get from here
to there? while reading Max Takes the Train, Mayday! Mayday!, Trucks Roll, On the
Move!, and This Is the Way We Go to School. In stories, rhymes, and songs, he will
develop phonological awareness of rhyming words, syllables, initial, and final sounds. He
will also practice sequencing, drawing conclusions, and identifying cause and effect as he
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learns about plot, character, and theme. Decodable Readers and Get Set, Roll! Readers
will reinforce high-frequency words and letter recognition, as well as develop oral
vocabulary. Your student will practice spelling words, composing questions, and
dictating or writing sentences.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•
•

Language Arts K A and B Answer Key
Language Arts K A and B Course Guide and Lesson Resource Packet

Novel
•

Little Books Package

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Reading Street Grade K

Packet
•
•

Kindergarten Reader Package
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Package - Grade K

Workbook
•
•
•
•
•

Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.1
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.2
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.3
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.4
Reading Street My Skills Buddy Unit K.5
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Math K A
Description:
In this course, mathematical thinking and problem solving are introduced. Students explore
topics and apply mathematical practices outlined in the Common Core State Standards and other
state standards. They learn how to identify numbers, write numbers zero to 20, and count to 100
by ones and tens. They also describe, sort, and compare objects and learn basic shapes. Stories
and activities introduce addition and subtraction. A combination of interactive and hands-on
exercises teaches students about money, time, fractions, and measurement.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Let's Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities she will do in math class. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
One to Five
Your student will learn to count 1–5. He will learn that the number of objects remains the
same even if the order changes. He will be taught to write and read the numbers 1–5. The
lessons will introduce the idea that each item is only counted once. Your student will be
given strategies to encourage counting with one-to-one correlation. Using what he has
learned, he will make a book about his state that he will submit as a portfolio assessment.
Comparing and Ordering 0 to 5
In this unit, your student will learn to compare numbers 0–5. She will use comparison
words such as more, fewer, same, and as many to explain the relationships between
numbers. By recognizing differences of 1 and 2 fewer and more, your student will
continue to develop strength in counting and comparing. The student will be introduced
to reading and writing the number 0. She will understand that zero means none. She will
also have the chance to describe and evaluate equal groups. Your student will explore
ordinal numbers first through fifth. She will have the opportunity to use ordinal numbers
to describe positions of objects in a group.
Six to Ten
Your student will be introduced to the numbers 6 to 10. He will use these numbers to
count, evaluate, and manipulate. Writing the numbers 6 to 10 will be taught and
evaluated in this unit with particular attention to the orientation of the numbers. Your
student will be introduced to patterning. He will pattern using number of objects.
Comparing and Ordering Numbers 0 to 10
Your student will learn to compare numbers. She will learn when evaluating two numbers
the greater number is more and the smaller number is less. The student will understand
that it is helpful to use 5 or 10 as a benchmark. She will compare numbers that are 1 and
2 more as well as 1 and 2 less. All of these skills will be used to help order the numbers
through 10. She will continue to order while being exposed to using a number line.
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•

•

•

•

Numbers to 20
Your student will learn to count, read, and write numbers from 11–20. Your student will
learn to use logical reasoning to solve word problems.
Numbers to 100
In this unit, your student will explore numbers up to 100. She will learn how to count to
100 and will write numbers to 100. She will use ten-frames, a hundred chart, and counters
to help visualize numbers up to 100 in terms of groups of 10. To reinforce the concept of
100, your student will use on-screen manipulatives as well as physical manipulatives. In
addition, she will use and reference the hundreds chart.
Understanding Addition
In this unit, your student will be exposed to addition in a developmentally appropriate
manner using storytelling and manipulatives. He will understand that when two groups
join, the individual groups no longer exist. Instead, there is a newly formed group that
now represents the total. He will be introduced to the addition sign, the equal sign, and
the horizontal format of addition. Your student will be asked to tell an addition story by
representing the statement with a picture.
Understanding Subtraction
The student will be exposed to subtraction in a developmentally appropriate manner
using storytelling and manipulatives. She will understand that when you take away
something from the larger group, a new, smaller group is formed, which is the number
left. She will be introduced to the subtraction sign and the formal horizontal format of
subtraction. The student will be asked to tell a subtraction story by pictorially
representing the statement.

Kit
•

Individual Student Manipulatives Kit Grade K Math

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•
•

Math K A and B Course Guide and Answer Key
Math K A and B Lesson Resource Packet

Online Text/eBook
•

iText enVisionMATH Grade K

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attribute Blocks (30)
Clock face (1)
Coins (44)
Connecting cubes (snap cubes) (20)
Counters, 2-color (20)
Game spinner, blank (1)
Number cubes, blank with 50 labels (2)
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•
•

Pattern Blocks (1/2 cm)
Tiles, color (20)

Textbook
•

enVisionMATH Common Core Gr K
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Math K B
Description:
In this course, mathematical thinking and problem solving are introduced. Students explore
topics and apply mathematical practices outlined in the Common Core State Standards and other
state standards. They learn how to identify numbers, write numbers zero to 20, and count to 100
by ones and tens. They also describe, sort, and compare objects and learn basic shapes. Stories
and activities introduce addition and subtraction. A combination of interactive and hands-on
exercises teaches students about money, time, fractions, and measurement.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Composing and Decomposing Numbers to 10
In this unit, your student will demonstrate his understanding of the rules of a number
sentence by composing and decomposing numbers to 10. He will do this by showing that
there is more than one way to show a number. Manipulatives and activities will be used
to make the idea of number conservation concrete. The vocabulary
words, whole and part, will be mastered during this unit. To put these words into
practice, your student will demonstrate how to join parts in various ways to make a whole
when showing addition. Finally, he will be able to explain the purpose of a graph and use
information gathered in a graph to solidify his understanding of number conservation.
Composing Numbers 11 to 19
In this unit, your student will compose numbers from 10–19. She will be able to utilize
her understanding of number conservation to create addition sentences where 11–19 can
be represented by 10 and another addend. Furthermore, by exploring place value, your
student will begin to build more concrete number sense for numbers in the teens. Finally,
she will explore number patterns using the first two rows of the hundreds chart.
Decomposing Numbers 11 to 19
In this unit, your student will continue to show number conservation by creating numbers
from 10–19 in a variety of ways. He will begin by making sets of numbers between 10
and 19 on a double ten-frame. Gradually your student will grow his number sense by
decomposing numbers between 10 and 19. As your student becomes more familiar with
the double ten-frame, he will be able to see a teen number as a set of 10 and another
addend. To reinforce the concept of number decomposition, your student will use
counters, number cards, and connecting cubes. Finally, patterns in the decomposition of
teen numbers will be explored to solidify his understanding further.
Measurement
In this unit, your student will explore the measurements of length. Exploration will begin
by having your student identify the measurable qualities of different objects. She will
then explore length by using the words: shorter, shortest, longer, longest, and as long as.
Your student will begin by comparing the length of two objects and move on to
comparing three or more objects. She will continue the same process when exploring the
measurement of height and correctly use the vocabulary words: taller, as tall as,
and tallest. Overall, your student will make connections to her environment and
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•

•

•

•

understand that objects can be compared in a variety of ways using measurement. Finally,
she will utilize the guess and check method to solve problems.
Sort, Classify, Count, and Categorize Data
In this unit, your student will classify two- and three-dimensional objects according to
their attributes. Your student will begin by comparing objects according to characteristics
that are the same and different. He will first demonstrate how to sort objects according to
one distinct characteristic, such as color, and then sort the same set of objects according
to a different attribute, such as size. Next, your student will explore sorting by
categorizing a set of objects by color and size. In order to solidify his learning, he will
perform an activity using the sorting rule. Finally, your student will use real graphs and
picture graphs to record data that he sorts.
Identifying and Describing Shapes
In this unit, your student will begin to build a foundation of geometric concepts and
spatial relations. Your student will learn about the specific attributes of the rectangle,
square, circle, triangle, and hexagon. She will be able to identify these shapes in her
environment, as well as in written activities.
Position and Location of Shapes
In this unit, your student will explore the topical characteristics of shapes and continue to
build his spatial sense which will aid him in identifying specific shapes. He will be able
to identify objects according to the specific attributes of inside, outside, above, below, on,
in front of, behind, next to, beside, left, and right. Finally, your student will use tactile
manipulatives to physically show spatial understanding.
Geometry
In this unit, your student will continue to explore three-dimensional or solid figures. She
will further investigate the attributes of three-dimensional figures in order to solidify each
shape’s name and characteristics. Both real-world examples and thoughtful questions will
reinforce these essential concepts. Congruency will be introduced and your student will
be able to identify objects that are the same size and shape. More abstract concepts will
also be explored. Your student will be able to create new shapes by combining other
shapes. To reinforce her understanding of spatial relations, your student will act as a
detective and identify two- and three-dimensional shapes when given clues.

Kit
•

Individual Student Manipulatives Kit Grade K Math

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•
•

Math K A and B Course Guide and Answer Key
Math K A and B Lesson Resource Packet

Online Text/eBook
•

iText enVisionMATH Grade K

Supplies
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attribute Blocks (30)
Clock face (1)
Coins (44)
Connecting cubes (snap cubes) (20)
Counters, 2-color (20)
Game spinner, blank (1)
Number cubes, blank with 50 labels (2)
Pattern Blocks (1/2 cm)
Tiles, color (20)

Textbook
•

enVisionMATH Common Core Gr K
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Science K A
Description:
In this course, the student will explore the nature of science and how to solve problems, as well
as investigate living and nonliving things. The student will learn how to study the surrounding
world by observing, collaborating, and sharing with others. Using illustrations and labels, the
student will identify the steps used to solve problems and use these steps to plan, design, and test
a solution to a problem. Finally, the student will examine, describe, compare, and analyze the
characteristics of living and nonliving things in order to complete portfolio assessments.
Units:
•

•

•

•

The Nature of Science
In this unit, your student will gain an understanding of what science is. Your student will
learn how to study the world around him by making observations using his five senses.
He will learn that working with others to ask questions and seek answers is an important
part of the scientific process. In order to more accurately share his work with others, your
student will create visual representations. He will also learn about the types of tools used
for observation, data collection, and safety. This unit will culminate with an investigation
throughout which your student will demonstrate the important steps involved in the
scientific process.
Solve Problems
In this unit, your student will learn how to solve problems. She will learn the problemsolving steps of planning, designing, and testing in order to find a solution. Your student
will also have the opportunity to share her solutions with others. This unit will culminate
with a portfolio assessment involving the scientific process.
Living and Nonliving Things
In this unit, your student will explore the characteristics of living and nonliving things.
Through comparisons, readings, and pictorial representations; he will learn that nonliving things do not move or change on their own, and that living things can grow, change
and move. He will compare and contrast different animals and plants and identify the
essential needs of all living things. At the end of the unit, your student will complete a
portfolio assessment that enables him to demonstrate his understanding of living and
nonliving things.
Plants and Animals
In this unit, the student will relate her prior knowledge about plants and animals to
investigate how plants and animals change as they grow. The student will recognize the
characteristics in animals that are passed on from parents to their babies. These
characteristics help animals grow and change as they adapt to their environment, whether
it be land or water. These skills will be assessed in a portfolio assessment in which the
student observes and collects data on how plants and animals depend on the land, air and
water.

Kit
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•

Kindergarten Science Kit

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science K A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText interactive Science Grade K

Supplies
•
•

Hand lens
Modeling clay
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Science K B
Description:
In this course, the student will explore life, Earth, and physical science. The student will learn
how to investigate using critical thinking skills. The student will answer questions about the
Earth and the sky. In the final chapter, physical science, the student will utilize inquiry methods
to explore objects, matter, and mixtures. Throughout this course, the student will enhance skills
in language arts, mathematics, and computer literacy. In portfolio assessments, students may
choose to chart weather observations over a period of time; observe and collect data on how
plants and animals depend on the land, air and water; or observe and compare solids and liquids
at room temperature.
Units:
•

•

•

•

More Plants and Animals
In this unit, the student will relate his prior knowledge about plants and animals to
investigate how plants and animals change as they grow. The student will recognize the
characteristics in animals that are passed on from parents to their babies. These
characteristics help animals grow and change as they adapt to their environment, whether
it be land or water. These skills will be assessed in a portfolio assessment in which the
student observes and collects data on how plants and animals depend on the land, air, and
water.
Earth and Sky
In this unit, your student will investigate Earth and the sky. She will be able to identify
the resources that make up Earth and recognize how the sky changes from day to night.
In addition, she will acknowledge the similarities and differences that occur in weather
patterns. Lastly, your student will utilize math skills to collect and analyze weather data
in a portfolio assessment. This integration of math and science skills will help your
student make the real-world connection necessary to develop critical thinking skills.
All About Objects
This unit is the foundation of physical science. As the student progresses through the
lessons and activities, he will see how his five senses can help him describe, identify, and
find uses for objects. The unit also provides opportunities for the student to sort and
compare objects, important skills that cross multiple disciplines. The assessments in this
unit will help the student relate information about objects to everyday life.
Matter and Mixtures
In this unit, your student will investigate the concept of matter as well as the three states
of matter: solids, liquids, and gases. Each state of matter has different characteristics.
Your student will see how liquids and gases take the shape of the container while solids
keep their shape. The portfolio assessment will allow your student to observe changes in
solids and liquids. Lastly, your student will study how matter can be mixed to create
mixtures.

Kit
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•

Kindergarten Science Kit

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science K A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText interactive Science Grade K

Supplies
•
•

Hand lens
Modeling clay
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Social Studies K A
Description:
Students learn the concepts of community, nation, and world in this course. They answer
essential questions including: "How do people get what they need?"; "How is culture shared?";
and "How does life change throughout history?" A combination of interactive and hands-on
exercises teaches students about personal responsibility, good citizenship, and basic geography.
While learning about America’s past and important historical figures, students research their
personal history and heroes.
Units:
•

•

•

My Family, My School
This unit will introduce your student to the role of a good citizen and the importance of
cooperating with others, being responsible and truthful, following rules and laws to stay
safe, and using good manners to be respectful of others. Your student will distinguish
between problems and solutions, exploring how to make decisions and solve problems
that are fair, respectful, and that adhere to rules and laws. The unit makes distinctions
between the home and the community, considering both the rights and responsibilities of
citizens and the types of leaders in both settings. Your student will explore forms of
patriotism, the nation’s symbols and monuments, and the role of government in creating
laws. At the conclusion of this unit, your student should be able to explain why citizens
must cooperate and be respectful of each other. He will evaluate a series of problems and
brainstorm original ideas for solving them as a good citizen.
Everybody Works
This unit will introduce your student to the basic economic fundamentals of wants and
needs and how to meet them, making choices when there is scarcity. Your student will
focus on different types of jobs, the tools that workers use, various job locations, and how
people choose the right job to earn money and provide for their wants and needs. Some
jobs provide goods while others provide services, and your student will distinguish
between these types of work. Your student will also explore the bills and coins in our
currency and use them to buy, sell, or trade, making choices about what needs and wants
to satisfy based on a budget, considering how saving could improve purchasing power in
the future, and exploring how scarcity impacts the pricing of goods and services. At the
end of this unit, your student will participate in a buy, sell, and trade simulation and
should be able to explain how people get what they need.
Where We Live
This unit will address concepts about where your student lives. Your student will
consider his exact address and how maps and globes represent this address,
neighborhoods, and other landforms and bodies of water. He will use cardinal directions
and positional words to describe objects’ relative locations on maps and globes, and he
will classify common map representations, like land and water, into categories. At the
end of this unit, your student should be able to describe where he lives and how to use a
map to understand his neighborhood or the land and water around him.
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Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies K A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText myWorld Social Studies Grade K– Here We Are
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Social Studies K B
Description:
Students learn the concepts of community, nation, and world in this course. They answer
essential questions including: "How do people get what they need?"; "How is culture shared?";
and "How does life change throughout history?" A combination of interactive and hands-on
exercises teaches students about personal responsibility, good citizenship, and basic geography.
While learning about America’s past and important historical figures, students research their
personal history and heroes.
Units:
•

•

•

More Where We Live
This unit addresses concepts about where your student lives. Your student will explore
the four seasons and types of weather in terms of how they affect what people wear and
how they behave. Earth is full of natural resources that people use to meet their needs.
Your student will learn to differentiate man-made from natural resources and consider
how the location of physical features and natural resources affect where people live and
work. Your student will complete a culminating activity linking seasons, weather,
physical features of Earth, and resources that people need in those scenarios. At the end
of this unit, your student should be able to recognize how features of weather and
resources affect the way he behaves.
Our Traditions
This unit will introduce your student to the diversity among cultures around the world.
Your student will define culture and recognize its impact on groups of people and its
many forms such as dress, music, traditions, and celebrations. During this course, your
student will recognize that people, families, communities, and cultures can be alike and
different, and that people must respect each other’s differences. Your student will explore
family celebrations as well as a selection of important American holidays and folk
heroes. She will complete a culminating activity that will explore a familiar holiday and
its importance in greater depth. At the conclusion of this unit, your student will be able to
explain the value of other cultures and how her own culture may differ from other
cultures around the world.
Life Then and Now
This unit will introduce your student to the importance of history and how we learn about
it. People, families, schools, communities, and countries all have a history that we can
study through books, stories, computers, and primary sources such as photographs.
History follows a chronological order that we can measure and describe using sequencing
words and timelines. We can learn valuable lessons from history, especially by studying
the courageous lives and actions of American heroes. In this unit, your student will learn
about change and continuity over time and how individuals play important roles in
history. The culminating activity will challenge your student to create a personal timeline
of important events over his life.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
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•

Social Studies K A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText myWorld Social Studies Grade K– Here We Are
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Educational Technology and Online Learning K
Description:
In this course, students will explore the features of a draw and paint program as a tool to support
emerging reading, writing, and mathematics skills. They will locate letters and numbers on the
keyboard. A study skills unit will introduce them to listening and visualization skills that will
support learning across the school day. Students will recognize safe and responsible use of
technology resources so that they can become model digital citizens.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Tux Paint
In this unit, your student will explore the features of a draw and paint program called Tux
Paint. He will learn how to use the brush and other drawing tools to write uppercase and
lowercase letters, draw pictures, and illustrate his understanding of newly learned
academic skills. He will also learn how to use features such as the Text tool to type text
and font attributes (i.e., bold, italics, and underline) to format the text. In addition, he will
become familiar with the Shapes tool to incorporate shapes with fill and without fill to
draw and color two-dimensional shapes as well as learn how to incorporate various
stamps and backgrounds into his illustrations. As Tux Paint has the ability to intertwine
fun and education, your student will not only develop his academic and artistic skills, but
his imagination will soar!
Keyboarding
In this unit, your student will explore letter and number recognition. She will be able to
locate all letter and number keys. Your student will demonstrate correct posture and
finger position while typing and apply proper touch-typing skills to type the home row
letters.
Study Skills
In this unit, your student will learn how to use basic study skills. He will begin the unit by
creating a work environment suited for success. The lessons included in this unit will
build your student’s listening skills, visualization, and online learning skills. These skills
will aid your student in the online learning environment as well as the real world as he
learns how to become an effective speaker and listener.
Internet Safety
In this unit, your student will learn about Internet safety. The goal of the lessons in this
unit is to educate your student on how to avoid online dangers and stay safe while using
the Internet. Your student will learn about the dangers of cyber bullies, strangers, and
computer viruses by reading stories, discussing a variety of scenarios, learning safety
tips, and completing other related activities.
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1st Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=1&isHiddenTextbook=false

Physical Education 1
Description:
Physical Education activities include yoga, participating in a team or individual sport, and
Connections Academy’s own fitness program.
Units:
•

•
•

•

•

Get Up and Move
In this unit your student will be introduced to the three different Physical Education
programs that he will be able to participate in this school year. These programs include
Connections Academy Fitness, Personal Fitness, and Yoga. Your student will have the
opportunity to learn how to play various games, continue playing an individual or team
sport that he is involved in, or begin practicing yoga. Regardless of the program your
student chooses to participate in, he will have the opportunity to be physically active on a
daily basis.
Making Healthy Choices
Make Your Own Fun
Your student will have the opportunity to let his creative side shine in this unit. He will
not only participate in some fun and exciting activities, he will make the items that are
used in each of the games. Once your student has built a kite, a plisbee, and a catcher's
cup, it is time to put them to the test and see how much fun he was able to make!
Games from Around the World
In this unit your student will learn about games that children from different cultures, and
different parts of the world play. Your student's journey will take her to Spain, Japan,
China, Indonesia, and Australia. She will also learn a game played by Native American
children. Your student will uncover that even though the children in these countries are
very far away geographically, the styles of games that they play are very close to what
your student plays at home.
Show Your Strength
Throughout this unit your student will demonstrate the motor skills necessary to play
various types of games. Some of these games will test his physical strength, while others
will test his balance and precision during movement. Your student will be challenged,
both physically and mentally, as participates in challenges that will show his strength!
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Art 1
Description:
Students expand their understanding of color, line, and shape. Activities include drawing,
cutting, creating designs, and paper construction. We also introduce the concepts of texture and
three-dimensional forms.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Elements of Art
This unit addresses the elements of art. The elements of art are line, shape, color, value,
texture, space, and form. In this unit your student will learn about the seven art elements
and how to use them to create a work of art. Each lesson in this unit will address a
different aspect of the elements of art, and how each element combines with another
during the creative process. As your student applies the elements of art to his work, he
will gain a greater understanding of and appreciation for the different styles of art and the
techniques used to create them.
Principles of Design
In this unit, your student will learn about the principles of design. Artists use the
principles of design to create effective artwork. The principles of design are combined
with the elements of art to enable the artwork to become a unique visual expression. By
learning the principles of design, your student will discover new and exciting ways to
make her artwork creatively effective. Understanding the principles of design will also
enable your student to better appreciate works of art when they are presented to her. The
principles of art are balance, emphasis, contrast, harmony, movement, pattern, rhythm,
and unity.
Art Media
Art media are the materials and supplies that are used in the creation of works of art. The
lessons in this unit will enable your student to become familiar with various types of art
media and to explore creative freedom. The lessons will also enable your student to use
art materials in a safe and responsible way. In this unit, your student will work with a
variety of art media including paint, crayons, clay, and markers as well as objects found
in the home and the outdoors.
Themes in Art
Artists often use subject matter taken from their environments as well as from objects
seen and used in everyday life. This unit is designed to enable your student to develop her
observational and critical thinking skills. She will be introduced to several art themes,
including portrait, still life, landscape, and themes that focus on special occasions with
family and friends. Your student will continue to work with a variety of art media and
techniques as she explores and develops her creative side.

Kit
•

Art 1-2 Kit
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Supplies
•
•
•

Crayons (1 package)
Paintbrush
Watercolor Paints
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Language Arts 1 A
Description:
In first grade, beginning readers work to become fluent readers. In the first semester, the students
are taught to attack new words using a variety of decoding and contextual strategies. Students are
given daily opportunities to apply these skills to decodable and authentic texts. They are taught
to think about what they read through a variety of guided reading strategies. In writing, students
create increasingly complex compositions and improve their handwriting.
Units:
•

•

•

You're in First Grade Now
In this unit, your student will review letters and letter-sounds introduced in kindergarten.
He will build on existing reading skills by reading brief, easily decodable books that give
him the opportunity to practice both phonics and comprehension skills. These decodable
books are linked and printable from your student's lesson page. Reading selections also
improve your student's understanding of fantasy, realistic fiction, and nonfiction. Your
student will learn and practice essential skills for decoding and understanding text, such
as blending and segmenting sounds. Phonics and spelling instruction reviews each letter
of the alphabet. Comprehension skills include understanding the main idea of a selection
and retelling key events of a story. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills and
the development of sight vocabulary. Brief writing assignments introduce your student to
the writing process.
Animals, Tame and Wild
In this unit, your student will learn about animals through reading selections that improve
her ability to distinguish between fantasy, realistic fiction, and nonfiction. Your student
will learn and practice essential skills for decoding and understanding text. She
will continue to practice blending and segmenting sounds. Phonics and spelling
instruction focuses on consonants, short vowels, and inflected endings for base words.
Comprehension skills include self-monitoring comprehension, using fix-up strategies,
summarizing, and visualizing. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as
reading with expression, and vocabulary development, such as using context clues.
Additionally, your student will learn the characteristics of nouns and verbs and the parts
of a simple sentence. She will apply this knowledge in weekly writing assignments that
teach her to write sentences in response to a given prompt. Writing models, graphic
organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are provided as support.
Communities
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of communities. Your student will read
fiction and nonfiction selections about communities as he continues to learn essential
skills for decoding and understanding text. He will continue to practice blending and
segmenting phonemes and words, including words with the consonant digraphs th and sh.
Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on long vowel sounds spelled with the CVCe
pattern. Students also learn about contractions and the inflected ending –ed. Reading
comprehension skills include finding the main idea, understanding causes and effects,
understanding sequence, comparing and contrasting, and thinking about the author's
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purpose for writing. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading
accurately and paying close attention to punctuation, as well as vocabulary development
skills, including understanding categories of words such as time-order words and
directional terms. Additionally, your student will further develop his understanding of
nouns, including proper nouns and the function of nouns in sentences. Writing instruction
provides additional practice in writing sentences and builds to writing short paragraphs.
Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are provided
as support.
Ira Sleeps Over
In this unit, your student will read the book Ira Sleeps Over by Bernard Waber. This
enjoyable story focuses on Ira's sleepover at his friend Reggie's house. Ira must decide
whether or not to take his beloved teddy bear to the sleepover and risk being teased. As
your student explores this conflict, she will give her opinion of what Ira should do as well
as relate Ira's experiences with her own. She will work with long vowel words as well as
compound words. Your student will work with a group of vocabulary words in a variety
of contexts. Your student will have the opportunity to read the story aloud, building her
fluency.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 1

Packet
•

Reading Street Package - Grade 1

Textbook
•
•
•
•
•

Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 1)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 2)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 3)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 4)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 5)

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 1
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Language Arts 1 B
Description:
In first grade, beginning readers work to become fluent readers. The second semester course
continues to teach students to attack new words using a variety of decoding and contextual
strategies. Students are given daily opportunities to apply these skills to decodable and authentic
texts. They are taught to think about what they read through a variety of guided reading
strategies. In writing, students create increasingly complex compositions and improve their
handwriting.
Units:
•

•

Changes
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of changes. Your student will read fiction
and nonfiction selections about human and animal characters as he continues to learn
essential skills for decoding and understanding text. He will continue to practice blending
and segmenting phonemes and syllables. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on the
long e and long I sounds; words with ng and nk; words with er, ir, and ur; and words
with the added endings –es, –ed, –er, and –est. Comprehension skills include comparing
and contrasting, drawing conclusions, and understanding plot, theme, and story
sequence. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading accurately
and paying attention to punctuation cues, as well as vocabulary development skills, such
as understanding synonyms and antonyms and using a dictionary. Additionally, your
student will learn about how to use verbs correctly, including singular and plural verb
forms, past- and present-tense verbs, forms of the verb to be, and verbs used within
contractions. Your student will apply this knowledge as he completes a variety of writing
assignments, including numbered steps and lists, a greeting card, a poem, and a
song. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support.
Treasures
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of treasures. Your student will read
fiction and nonfiction selections about different kinds of treasures as she continues to
learn essential skills for decoding and understanding text. She will continue to practice
blending and segmenting phonemes and words, including words with three-letter
consonant blends. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on long vowel sounds spelled
with digraphs, such as ay, ai, ea, oa, and ow. Your student will also learn about word
endings, such as possessives endings, – er, –est, –ly, and–ful, and learn about base words
whose spelling changes when an ending is added. Reading comprehension skills include
drawing conclusions; and understanding character, setting, plot, and theme;
understanding causes and effects; and thinking about the author's purpose for writing.
Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading accurately and with
expression, as well as vocabulary development skills, such as understanding homophones
and identifying words borrowed from other languages. Additionally, your student will
learn about how to use adjectives correctly, including adjectives to describe color, size,
shape, and other characteristics. Writing instruction focuses on learning to write
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paragraph-length compositions, including a book review, numbered steps, a poster, and
explanatory paragraphs. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting
and revising are provided as support.
Great Ideas
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of great ideas. Your student will read
fiction and nonfiction selections that explore this theme as he continues to learn essential
skills for decoding and understanding text. He will continue to practice blending and
segmenting phonemes and words. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on
diphthongs, such as ow, ou, oo, oi, oy, aw, and au. Your student will also learn about
suffixes. Reading comprehension skills include understanding character, setting, and plot;
drawing conclusions; understanding sequence; comparing and contrasting; and finding
the main idea. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading
accurately and with expression and using appropriate phrasing. Your student will
continue to learn essential vocabulary development skills, such as understanding
synonyms, homonyms, and words with multiple meanings. Additionally, your student
will learn about pronouns and sentence types, including commands and exclamations.
Writing instruction continues to develop your student's confidence in writing paragraphlength compositions. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and
revising are provided as support.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 1

Packet
•

Reading Street Package - Grade 1

Textbook
•
•
•
•
•

Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 1)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 2)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 3)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 4)
Scott Foresman Reading Street 1 (Unit 5)

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 1
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Math 1 A
Description:
In first-grade math, students will develop an understanding of numbers to 100 using a variety of
models. In the first semester, the student is introduced to building strategies for addition and
subtraction of whole numbers up to 18, students will also practice problem solving and reasoning
skills. Hands-on activities and tools let students practice money and measurement concepts. We
also explore geometry topics—shapes, congruence, and symmetry—as well as data analysis with
picture graphs, data, and bar graphs.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Let’s Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities she will do in math class. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Numbers to 12
In this unit, your student will practice reading and writing numbers from 0 to 12. Your
student will associate concrete objects with numerals in order to tell how many objects
are in a set, and he will recognize dot patterns as the representation of a number. This unit
serves as a base for the further development of your student’s ability to denote addition
and subtraction number relationships. Your student will build upon numbers in the fiveand 10-frame counting systems. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use objects.”
Comparing and Ordering Numbers
This unit reinforces numerical relationships through comparing and ordering numbers.
Your student will determine the order of numbers from concrete examples using the
terms least, between, and greatest. Employing the help of visual models, your student
will place numbers in the correct order and determine their respective values on a number
line. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “act it out.”
Understanding Addition
In this unit, your student will use number relationships to develop an understanding of
basic addition principles. Your student will explore strategies for adding two numbers,
including joining stories and part-part-whole situations. Your student will also become
familiar with addition terminology associated with writing addition number sentences.
This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use objects.”
Understanding Subtraction
This unit is dedicated to your student’s understanding of the ideas behind subtraction.
Your student will find the missing parts of the numbers 7, 8, and 9, and then will transfer
this skill into identifying the need to subtract in separation and comparison stories.
Connecting subtraction and addition facts will help your student uncover the relationship
between these two operations and enrich her knowledge of number sentences involving
each of the operations. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use objects.”
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•

•

Five and Ten Relationships
This unit develops your student’s understanding of numbers in a base-ten numeration
system by using five and 10 as points of reference. Within a 10-frame structure, your
student will represent numbers through 10 and identify the “missing part” in part-partwhole relationships. The ability to recognize numbers using this organizational pattern
builds a foundation that will help your student move from counting to mental math as a
strategy to performing addition and subtraction operations. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “make a table.”
Addition Facts to 12
In this unit, your student will continue to explore addition relationships between numbers
through 12 with ten-frames and breaking a sum into its parts. Your student will be
introduced to near doubles and doubles facts, a strategy for remembering sums, so that
your student will associate mathematical logic with real-world situations and commit
addition facts to memory. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and
write a number sentence.”
Subtraction Facts to 12
This unit reinforces the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction. Your
student will become more comfortable recalling basic subtraction facts. Using prior
knowledge of addition and double facts, your student will develop different approaches to
solving subtraction sentences. He will learn to mentally compute the differences between
two numbers through recognition rather than counting. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “draw a picture and write a number sentence.”
Geometry
Your student will examine the similarities and differences between plane shapes and solid
figures. Through relating plane and solid shapes to real-world representations, your
student will develop a clearer understanding of geometry and its presence in the
world. This unit introduces and explores combining and breaking apart shapes to make
new shapes and identifying the attributes of geometric solids. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “make an organized list.”
Counting and Number Patterns to 100
This unit is dedicated to reinforcing the recognition of patterns within our numerical
system. Your student will develop strategies to identify repetition and visually represent
number patterns through 100. The introduction of skip counting will allow your student
to build upon groups of 10 and discern the significance of place-value. This unit’s
problem-solving strategy is “look for a pattern.”

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 1

Workbook
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Transitioning to Common Core Student Lessons Book Grade 1
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Math 1 B
Description:
In the second semester, students continue to develop an understanding of numbers to 100 using a
variety of models. While building strategies for addition and subtraction of whole numbers up to
18, students will also practice problem solving and reasoning skills. Hands-on activities and tools
let students practice money and measurement concepts. We also explore geometry topics—
shapes, congruence, and symmetry—as well as data analysis with picture graphs, data, and bar
graphs.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Tens and Ones
In this unit, your student continues to explore the concept of grouping by tens. He will
notice the efficiency of a base-ten numerical system, as well as express a set of objects as
multiple groups of ten and leftovers. Your student will connect visual representations
with both written and spoken numbers. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make an
organized list.”
Comparing and Ordering Numbers to 100
By emphasizing comparisons, this unit enhances your student’s knowledge of numerical
order. The introduction of mathematical symbols, less than, greater than, and equal to,
coupled with visual examples helps your student comprehend the quantitative
significance of numbers. Estimating place on a number line reinforces ideas of the order
and relative size of multiple numbers in relationship to each other.
Counting Money
Your student identifies, compares, and skip-counts to classify and organize money in this
unit. Assigning a value to each different coin allows for comparison; and through
manipulating the coins to express varying amounts, the unit provides an opportunity to
associate our monetary number system with real-life experiences. In addition to learning
multiple ways to express a given amount, your student judges which coins are necessary
to make certain purchases. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “try, check, and
revise.”
Measurement
This unit expands your student’s knowledge of measurement concepts. Your student uses
estimated measurement and exact measurement to compare and order the lengths of
everyday objects. Standard units for length, feet and inches, and the metric unit
centimeter, are introduced. The idea of magnitude is reinforced as your student is asked
to choose appropriate units for measuring objects of varying sizes. Your student will also
estimate and compare the temperature of different objects. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “use reasoning.”
Time
In this unit, your student explores the measurement of time. This includes telling time to
the hour and to the half hour. He also learns how to represent time on both digital and
analog clocks. While our system for measuring time is more arbitrarily based than our
base-ten numeration system, it is important that your student understands the fundamental
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units of time and the comparative significance of each. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “use data from a table.”
Addition Facts to 18
This unit encompasses all possible addend combinations for which the sum is 18.
Building upon your student’s prior knowledge of doubles facts, this unit uses doublesplus-1 and doubles-plus-2 strategies to solve addition sentences. Your student also makes
use of her base-ten knowledge to add by making groups of ten in order to add 9 and 8.
The unit sets a foundation for the later development of arithmetic principles by
introducing the idea that a set of numbers can be added in any order. This unit’s problemsolving strategy is “two-question problems."
Subtraction Facts to 18
Your student revisits work with subtraction facts in this unit. Throughout the unit, he
continues to explore the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction by using
visual part-part-whole representations of equations. Your student also identifies
corresponding addition and subtraction facts as fact families, which helps in the mastery
of both operations. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write a
number sentence.”
Data and Graphs
In this unit, your student learns the most effective ways to collect, categorize, and display
data. Differentiating between real-object graphs, picture graphs, and bar graphs depends
on the amount and type of data being collected. Graphs provide a useful way to organize
and present information in real-life situations. Additionally, this unit investigates the
likelihood of events as expressed through probability. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “make a graph.”
Fractional Parts
In this unit, your student expands his knowledge of fractions as parts of a whole. Your
student identifies and describes equal parts of an object, and learns to equate them to reallife situations. The concepts your student masters in this unit serve as a foundation for
furthering knowledge of fractional parts. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a
picture.”
Adding and Subtracting with Tens and Ones
This unit provides your student with the opportunity to continue working with tens and
ones while adding and subtracting. With help from visual representations and the
reinforcement of addition and subtraction strategies, your student will develop a greater
understanding of place value with multi-digit numbers. This unit encourages your student
to experiment with different approaches to a problem, which include counting cubes as a
tens and ones model, using a hundred chart, and implementing a mental math addition or
subtraction strategy. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “extra information.”

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 1
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Workbook
•

Transitioning to Common Core Student Lessons Book Grade 1
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Science 1 A
Description:
Science encourages students to explore the natural world. In the first semester, students will
study Earth, its resources, and how to protect them. We will explore how plants and animals
grow and change. We will create a model of a mountain and investigate the way sunlight affects
leaves. Students will also learn about the scientific method and explore possible careers in
science.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about scientists and what they do. He
will study the basic steps of the scientific method, and he will learn why it is important
for scientists to be careful during experiments.
Plants are Living things
In this unit, your student will learn about plants. She will find out what plants need to live
and grow, and she will compare different plants and their parts. Your student will also
complete a hands-on activity that requires her to make observations of a plant.
Plants Grow and Change
In this unit, your student will learn how plants grow and change. He will explore flowers,
fruits, and seeds, and he will learn how plants are able to survive in different places of the
world. Your student will also complete a hands-on activity to explore how sunlight
affects a plant’s leaves.
All About Animals
In this unit, your student will learn about animals. She will explore different kinds of
animals, and how they eat, grow, and change throughout their lifetime. Your student will
also complete an activity on animal comparison.
Places to Live
In this unit, your student will learn about habitats. He will explore land and water
habitats, and he will find out how plants and animals live together in different habitats.
Your student will also practice his communication skills when learning about desert
habitats.
Looking at Earth
In this unit, your student will learn about landforms on Earth. She will learn what
different landforms look like, and she will explore characteristics of rocks and soil. Your
student will also complete a hands-on activity about using models in science.
Caring for Earth
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth’s resources. He will explore what natural
resources are, how people use them, and how they can be protected by reducing, reusing,
and recycling. Your student will also complete an investigation to find out how much
water soil can hold.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
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•

Science 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 1
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Science 1 B
Description:
Science encourages students to explore the natural world. In the second semester, students
continue to study Earth, its resources, and how to protect them. We will explore how plants and
animals grow and change. We will create a model of a mountain and investigate the way sunlight
affects leaves. Students will also learn about the scientific method and explore possible careers in
science.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Weather and Seasons
In this unit, your student will learn about weather and seasons. He will identify different
weather conditions, and he will describe common weather during winter, spring, summer,
and fall. Your student will also complete a hands-on activity to explore different types of
weather throughout a week.
The Sky
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth and the solar system. She will study the
movements of Earth, the moon, and the sun, and she will learn why the sun is important
to living things. Your student will also complete an activity in which she will record data
about the sun at different times of day.
Matter Everywhere
In this unit, your student will learn about matter. He will come to understand that all
things are made of matter, and he will identify properties of solids, liquids, and gases.
Your student will also practice measuring objects using standard and nonstandard units.
Changes in Matter
In this unit, your student will learn about changes in matter. She will learn how to make
mixtures, and she will explore the processes of freezing, melting, and evaporation. Your
student will observe evaporation as it occurs.
On the Move
In this unit, your student will learn about position and motion. He will identify pushes
and pulls as forces, and he will explain why magnets attract magnetic objects. Your
student will also investigate how quickly different liquids flow.
Energy Everywhere
In this unit, your student will learn about energy. She will study energy in different
forms, such as heat, sound, and electricity. Your student will also complete an
investigation about heat energy.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 1
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Social Studies 1 A
Description:
In the first semester, students will learn about the ways in which people contribute to their
communities and work together to the benefit of all. This course explores the concepts of good
citizenship, neighborhoods, and economics. We will also study maps, photos, biographies,
illustrations, poetry, and music to help explain the concept of communities and extend the
concept of community to the larger world.
Units:
•

•

•

Time for School
In this unit, your student will explore the question “Why do we go to school?" He will
learn that people form groups. A family is one type of group. He will discuss the rules
and routines for home and school. Using biographies and stories about the past, he will
understand how schools have changed over time.
In My Community
In this unit, your student will study the features of a neighborhood, focusing on her own
neighborhood as well as other neighborhoods in our country. She will use maps to learn
more about her community and country. She will identify how community leaders and
volunteers work to improve their communities. She will explore how communities come
together to celebrate.
Work! Work! Work!
In this unit, your student will examine the importance of work to a community. He will
learn how different people contribute to the community by working. He will study basic
economic concepts such as needs, wants, spending, and saving. He will examine different
types of jobs. Your student will explain how different types of transportation help to
move goods and people.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: All Together
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Social Studies 1 B
Description:
In the second semester, students continue to learn about the ways in which people contribute to
their communities and work together to the benefit of all. This course explores the concepts of
good citizenship, neighborhoods, and economics. We will also study maps, photos, biographies,
illustrations, poetry, and music to help explain the concept of communities and extend the
concept of community to the larger world.
Units:
•

•

•

Our Earth, Our Resources
In this unit, your student will learn about our environment. He will study how the
weather, seasons, and resources affect our lives. He will use maps and globes to identify
land and water features. He will explore how people work together to conserve resources.
This Is Our Country
In this unit, your student will study our country’s history, traditions, and symbols. She
will read biographies of famous Americans, including Benjamin Franklin, Abraham
Lincoln, and Eleanor Roosevelt. She will learn how we choose our country’s leaders.
Our Country, Our World
In this unit, your student will learn how our country is part of the global community. He
will study the inventions, communication tools, and means of transportation that allow us
to connect to the rest of the world. He will explore how children around the world are
similar and different.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 1 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: All Together
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 1
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
In this course, students build on foundational skills while using software to draw, type, and
format text, and create presentations to support academic skills. Students learn listening and
organizational skills and set attainable learning goals. Students become responsible users of
technology as they learn about Internet safety and appropriate online behavior.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Introduction and Tux Paint
In this unit, your student will learn how to use Tux Paint, an interactive paint program, to
express original ideas and create art. By the end of this unit, your student will learn how
to illustrate concepts using the drawing, text, and shape tools within the program. He will
also be able to draw pictures and select meaningful images from a gallery to support his
understanding.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, your student will learn basic Microsoft® Word techniques including how to
type text, highlight and format text, and insert, format, and complete tables. Your student
will insert Clip Art, WordArt, shapes, and text boxes.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, your student will explore and be introduced to a variety of features in
Microsoft® PowerPoint. He will learn how to make a presentation with different slide
layouts, how to insert and move images, and how to add text to slides to classify objects
and illustrate a food chain.
Microsoft® Excel
In this unit, your student will learn how to navigate a Microsoft Excel workbook. Within
lesson workbooks, she will navigate between sheets, and learn how to select cells in a
specific column and row. She will learn how to copy and paste text and numbers into
cells. Your student will also type numbers in a data table, and use the numbers to
generate and interpret graphs and charts.
Keyboarding
In this unit, your student will explore letter and number recognition. He will be able to
locate all letter and number keys. Your student will demonstrate correct posture and
finger position while typing and apply proper touch-typing skills to type the home row
letters.
Study Skills
In this unit, your student will be introduced to basic study skills. The lessons in this unit
include listening skills, organizational skills, and other skills to help your student become
a successful learner. Your student will learn how to set realistic goals and will have the
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opportunity to create her own goals for this course. The important skills taught in this unit
apply not only to Educational Technology and Online Learning but to all academic areas,
as well as to the real world.
Internet Safety
In this unit, your student will learn about Internet safety. The goal of the lessons in this
unit is to educate your student on how to avoid dangerous, inappropriate, or unlawful
online behavior. Your student will become aware of the dangers associated with the
Internet by reading stories and scenarios, learning safety tips, and completing related
activities.
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2nd Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=2&isHiddenTextbook=false

Physical Education 2
Description:
Physical Education activities include yoga, participating in a team or individual sport, and
Connections Academy’s own fitness program.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Get Up and Move
In this unit, your student will be introduced to the three different Physical Education
programs that he will be able to participate in this school year. These programs include
Connections Academy Fitness, Personal Fitness, and Yoga.Your student will have the
opportunity to learn how to play various games, continue playing an individual or team
sport that he is involved in, or begin practicing yoga. Regardless of the program your
student chooses to participate in, he will have the opportunity to be physically active on a
daily basis.
Making Healthy Choices
The unit explains to your student the importance of making healthy choices, and the
effects that those choices have on her overall health. Your student will examine USDA's
MyPlate (formerly the food pyramid) and proper nutrition guidelines, so that she will
learn how to make appropriate food choices for a regular, healthy lifestyle. Also, the
topics of exercise and personal hygiene will be discussed.
Games You Can Make!
Your student will have the opportunity to let his creative side shine in this unit. He will
not only participate in some fun and exciting activities, but he will also make the items
that are used in each of the games. Once your student has built cheerleader pompoms, a
pair of stilts, and dancing ribbons, it is time to put them to the test and see how much fun
he was able to make!
Games from Around the World
In this unit, your student will learn about games that children from different cultures and
different parts of the world play. Your student's journey will take her to Spain, Japan,
China, Indonesia, and Australia. She will also learn a game played by Native American
children. Your student will discover that even though the children in these countries are
very far away geographically, the styles of games that they play are very close to what
your student plays at home.
How Strong Are You?
Throughout this unit, your student will demonstrate the motor skills necessary to play
various types of games. Some of these games will test his physical strength, while others
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will test his balance and precision during movement. Your student will be challenged,
both physically and mentally, as he participates in challenges that will show his strength!
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Art 2
Description:
Students learn how to observe and appreciate art. They continue to learn how to draw, paint, and
create three-dimensional artworks.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Laying the Foundation
This unit addresses the basic elements of art, which are line, shape, color, value, texture,
space, and form. In this unit your student will learn about the seven art elements and how
to use them to create a work of art. Each lesson in this unit will address a different aspect
of the elements of art, and how each element combines with another during the creative
process. As your student applies the elements of art to his work, he will gain a greater
understanding of and appreciation for the different styles of art and the techniques used to
create them.
Principles of Art
In this unit, your student will learn about the principles of design. Artists use the
principles of design to create effective artwork. The principles of design are combined
with the elements of art to enable the artwork to become a unique visual expression. By
learning the principles of design, your student will discover new and exciting ways to
make her artwork creatively effective. Understanding the principles of design will also
enable your student to better appreciate works of art when they are presented to her. The
principles of art are balance, emphasis, contrast, harmony, movement, pattern, rhythm,
and unity.
Mixing the Media: The Making of Art
Art media are the materials and supplies that are used in the creation of works of art. The
lessons in this unit will enable your student to become familiar with various types of art
media and to explore creative freedom. The lessons will also enable your student to use
art materials in a safe and responsible way. In this unit, your student will work with a
variety of art media, including paint, crayons, clay, and markers, as well as objects found
in the home and the outdoors.
Connections: Art in Other Subjects
Artists often use subject matter taken from their environments as well as from objects
seen and used in everyday life. This unit is designed to enable your student to develop her
observational and critical thinking skills. She will be introduced to several art themes,
including portrait, still life, landscape, and themes that focus on special occasions with
family and friends. Your student will continue to work with a variety of art media and
techniques as she explores and develops her creative side.

Kit
•

Art 1-2 Kit

Supplies
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•
•

Crayons (1 package)
Paintbrush
Watercolor Paints
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Language Arts 2 A
Description:
In second grade your student is introduced to all parts of the reading process. In the first
semester, student is given the opportunity to apply word attack skills to increasingly complex
texts and build their oral and sight vocabularies through daily instruction. While practicing new
skills, your student will take part in activities based on books he or she is reading. Your student
will apply handwriting and grammar skills to daily journal entries as well as longer and more
complex compositions.
Units:
•

•

Exploration
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of exploration in fiction and nonfiction
reading selections, including a play. Your student will build on reading skills developed
in first grade as he continues to learn new strategies for decoding and understanding text.
Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on short vowels, words with long vowels in the
CVCe pattern, consonant blends and digraphs, and inflected word endings.
Comprehension skills include identifying the main idea and supporting details in a
selection, understanding story elements such as character and setting, and distinguishing
between realism and fantasy. Reading instruction also develops fluency skills, such as
reading accurately and with expression, reading at an appropriate pace, and attending to
punctuation while reading. Vocabulary instruction focuses on understanding figurative
language, descriptive words, and synonyms. Additionally, your student will learn the
basic parts of a sentence, subject and predicate, and learn about the four types of
sentences—statements, questions, commands, and exclamations. He will apply this
knowledge in regular writing assignments, including a plan for visiting a place and a
report about his neighborhood. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for
drafting and revising are provided as support.
Working Together
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people work together. She will
continue to read realistic fiction selections, in addition to other genres such as folk tales
and fairy tales, as she builds on her skills for decoding and understanding text. Phonics
and spelling instruction focuses on words with r- controlled vowels, contractions, plurals,
and words with the long a sound. Comprehension skills include understanding sequence,
identifying the author's purpose, drawing conclusions, and distinguishing between
realism and fantasy. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading
accurately and with appropriate phrasing and expression and reading to show
characterization. Vocabulary instruction develops your student's understanding of
specific word categories, such as words that show position, direction, time, and sequence.
Additionally, your student will review the characteristics of nouns, including proper
nouns, singular and plural nouns, and possessive nouns. She will apply this knowledge in
a variety of writing assignments, including a set of directions and an invitation submitted
as part of her writing portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for
drafting and revising are provided as support.
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Creative Ideas
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how creative ideas can make a
difference. He will read a variety of fiction and nonfiction selections, including realistic
fiction, fantasy stories, and a biography. Your student will continue to practice essential
skills for decoding and understanding text. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on
words with the long vowel sounds of e, o, and i compound words, and words with the
comparative endings –er and –est. Comprehension skills include understanding the
author's purpose, recognizing cause-and-effect relationships, drawing conclusions, and
understanding story elements such as plot and theme. Reading instruction also addresses
fluency skills, such as reading with appropriate phrasing and expression. Vocabulary
development continues to address different categories of words, such as antonyms,
synonyms, words from other languages, and shortened forms of words. Additionally,
your student will review the characteristics of verbs, including singular and plural verbs,
different verb tenses, and forms of the verb to be. He will apply this knowledge in fun
and creative writing assignments, including a letter of advice and a poster submitted as
part of his writing portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for
drafting and revising are provided as support.
Frog and Toad Are Friends
In this unit, students will read the book Frog and Toad Are Friends by Arnold Lobel.
This beloved book tells the story of two best friends in five chapters. Students have the
opportunity to learn new vocabulary words as well as review knowledge of contractions
and words with r-controlled vowels. Students connect to the book on a personal level by
writing about friendship, participating in each stage of the writing process. By the end of
this unit, students will have added to their understanding of comprehension strategies
such as sequence and identifying the beginning, middle, and end of a story.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 2 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 2

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 2
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Language Arts 2 B
Description:
In second grade your student is introduced to all parts of the reading process. In the second
semester course student is given the opportunity to apply word attack skills to increasingly
complex texts and build their oral and sight vocabularies through daily instruction. While
practicing new skills, your student will take part in activities based on books he or she is reading.
Your student will apply handwriting and grammar skills to daily journal entries as well as longer
and more complex compositions.
Units:
•

•

•

Our Changing World
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of change through reading selections as
he continues to learn about different varieties of fiction and nonfiction. Your student will
learn and practice essential skills for decoding and understanding text. Phonics and
spelling instruction focuses on words that end with a consonant and le and words with the
vowels oo, u, ou, ow, oi, oy, oo, ue, ew, and ui. Students will also review consonants,
short vowels, and inflected endings for base words. Comprehension skills
include comparing and contrasting, distinguishing between fact and opinion, and
understanding story elements such as plot and theme. Reading instruction also addresses
fluency skills, such as reading accurately and with appropriate phrasing and expression,
and vocabulary development, such as using context clues. Additionally, your student will
learn the characteristics of adjectives, including adjectives that compare; adjectives for
number, size, and shape; and adjectives that tell how, when, and where. He will apply this
knowledge in challenging and creative writing assignments, including a song and a news
report. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support.
Amelia Bedelia and the Cat
In this unit, your student will enjoy the antics of housekeeper Amelia Bedelia. The main
character gets herself into all kinds of trouble as she takes figures of speech
literally. Your student will learn about idioms and their hidden meanings. While reading
portions of the book each day, your student will apply knowledge of letter-sounds and
high-frequency words. She will also practice using homophones correctly. Finally, she
will participate in each part of the writing process by writing a detailed paragraph about a
pet.
Responsibility
In this unit, your student will learn about what it means to be responsible as he reads a
variety of selections, including narrative nonfiction as well as informational texts and
realistic fiction. Your student will continue to build his skills in decoding and
understanding text. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses on prefixes and suffixes,
silent consonants, consonant blends ph and gh, and the vowel sounds of aw, au,
augh, and al. Comprehension skills include identifying main idea and details,
understanding sequence and author's purpose, understanding story elements such as plot
and theme, and distinguishing between realism and fantasy. Reading instruction also
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addresses fluency skills, such as reading accurately, reading with expression, and reading
to show characterization. Additionally, students practice vocabulary development
strategies such as identifying prefixes and suffixes and using context clues. Your student
will learn the characteristics of pronouns and contractions. He will apply this knowledge
in a variety of writing assignments, including a report and signs submitted as part of his
writing portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and
revising are provided as support.
Traditions
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of tradition through a variety of reading
selections. She will continue to practice and refine her skills for decoding and
understanding text. Phonics and spelling instruction focuses contractions, inflected
endings, prefixes, and suffixes. Comprehension skills include comparing and contrasting,
distinguishing between fact and opinion, drawing conclusions, identifying causal
relationships, and understanding story elements such as character, setting, and
plot. Reading instruction continues to develop fluency skills, such as reading accurately
and with appropriate phrasing. Vocabulary instruction provides strategies for
understanding homophones, homonyms, compound words, and words from other
languages. Additionally, your student will learn how to follow standard writing
conventions, such as correct use of commas and quotation marks as well as proper
capitalization. She will apply this knowledge as she works on writing assignments,
including an expository paragraph and a story submitted as part of her writing portfolio.
Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are provided
as support.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 2 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 2

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 2
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Math 2 A
Description:
In second grade, problem solving is emphasized as your student furthers his or her understanding
of numbers and operations, learning to add and subtract one- and two-digit numbers. In the first
semester, hands-on activities help students study time, money, geometry, and fractions. Students
will connect number concepts to statistics using basic algebraic concepts and simple graphs.
Measurement concepts, such as weight, mass, capacity, time, and temperature, are investigated.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Let’s Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities she will do in math class. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Addition Strategies
Addition facts, strategies, and properties are reinforced in this unit. Your student will
practice using different techniques to commit facts to memory. This makes mental math
increasingly easier as your student will be able to quickly answer addition sentences.
Your student will develop associations between fact families, such as understanding that
addends can be combined in any order, as well as find the sum of multiple numbers.
Subtraction Strategies
Your student will expand his knowledge of addition facts in order to create, understand,
and solve subtraction sentences. Building on the inverse relationship of addition and
subtraction, your student will use strategies to help him memorize basic subtraction facts
and identify fact families involving both operations. The visual representation of a
problem will help your student comprehend the missing part in a subtraction sentence.
This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “two-question problems.”
Place Value: Numbers to 100
This unit is focused on your student’s mastery of place value as it relates to numbers
through 100. Your student will identify the significance of tens and ones, locate numbers
on a hundred chart, and use position words to describe the order of individual numbers
within a set. The patterns within place value are reinforced throughout this unit. Your
student will learn and practice the oral names of numbers, how each name is written, and
the varying composition of tens and ones. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use
data from a chart.”
Counting Money
In this unit, your student will use money as a real-life application of mathematical
concepts, which he practiced in previous units. By assigning worth and classifying coins
by their distinctive attributes, your student will organize and skip-count to determine the
value of a given set. Counting an assortment of coins beginning with the greatest
individual value and continuing with other coins as they decrease in value establishes
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benchmarks for determining the overall worth of the collection. Your student will be
introduced to the concept of equivalence as he learns how to find different ways to make
up a set monetary value. This unit also helps with the conversion of counting strategies to
mental math. The unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make an organized list.”
Mental Addition
The purpose of this unit is to practice and improve your student’s ability to solve addition
problems using mental math. There are many strategies for using mental math to find the
sum of an addition sentence, and individual preference plays a large role in the
development of each student’s choice. Grounded by a solid knowledge of basic fact
relationships, your student’s familiarity with addends is crucial to the development of
mental math approaches to addition problems. The unit’s problem-solving strategy is
“look for a pattern.”
Mental Subtraction
The purpose of this unit is to practice and improve your student’s ability to solve
subtraction problems with mental math. Subtraction is largely based on your student’s
ability to recognize and recall related addition facts. The depth of your student’s addition
knowledge and his ability to associate facts between the two operations serves as a
foundation for more complicated mathematical operations. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “missing or extra information.”
Adding Two-Digit Numbers
In this unit, your student will add multiple numbers with sums less than 100. Your
student will use her knowledge of place value and basic addition facts to break apart
complicated problems in order to add. Your student will learn when to regroup ten ones
as one ten and when to add two-digit numbers. She will also use a number line to model
two-digit addition. The unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write a
number sentence.”
Subtracting Two-Digit Numbers
As your student makes the transition from subtracting one-digit numbers to subtracting
two-digit numbers, some strategies such as counting up may become difficult to use. In
this unit your student will work with models to better understand subtraction of two-digit
numbers and implement more effective subtraction strategies. Using cubes as
representations of tens and ones will allow your student to visualize the need to break
apart groups of 10 when subtracting. He will also use a number line to model two-digit
subtraction. Your student will learn that another example of the inverse relationship
between the two operations is that addition may be used to check answers for subtraction
problems. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “two-question problems.”
Using Addition and Subtraction
In this unit, your student will apply addition and subtraction knowledge by making use of
different strategies to solve problems. Your student will realize that the same method may
not be the best choice to solve every problem. Your student will learn that estimation is
used as an aid in finding sums and differences and is used to check answers that are either
computed mentally or with paper and pencil. Your student will equate mathematical
operations to real-life situations using two-digit coin amounts and word problems to add
and subtract. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “try, check, and revise.”

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
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Math 2 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 2

Workbook
•

Transitioning to Common Core Student Lessons Book Grade 2
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Math 2 B
Description:
In second grade, problem solving is emphasized as your student furthers his or her understanding
of numbers and operations, learning to add and subtract one- and two-digit numbers. In the
second semester, the student continues to learn hands-on activities help students study time,
money, geometry, and fractions. Students will connect number concepts to statistics using basic
algebraic concepts and simple graphs. Measurement concepts, such as weight, mass, capacity,
time, and temperature, are investigated.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Geometry
This unit develops your student’s ability to recognize and manipulate shapes. Your
student will exercise his spatial sense through visualizing, analyzing, and interpreting
properties of shapes. The visual aspect of each lesson is crucial in the development of
your student’s geometric knowledge, and it is also important for your student to learn to
identify similar shapes in his everyday life.
Fractions
In this unit, your student will explore fractions as parts of a whole. She will identify and
write fractions to show a part of a set. Visual representations will help to identify
fractional parts, and your student will learn the significance of the numerator and the
denominator as each corresponds to a part-whole relationship. Your student will gain
experience identifying and showing various parts of whole numbers by working with
numerators of one, called unit fractions, and numerators greater than one, called non-unit
fractions. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use objects.”
Measurement: Length and Area
In this unit, your student will use measurement to determine length and area. Measuring
with both nonstandard and standard units will further develop visual perception and aid
your student in choosing correct units to find length and area. The strategies covered in
this unit will encourage your student to use reasoning skills when he is asked to find
estimated or exact values for items. Your student will also solve problems involving
addition and subtraction in measurement. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use
objects.”
Time and Temperature
In this unit, your student will measure time and temperature. These two skills involve
reading a numbered scale. Your student will learn about the fundamental increments for
telling time, as well as the Fahrenheit and Celsius degree scales. Your student will use his
knowledge of measuring time and temperature to develop a concept of schedules and
climatic change. Along with telling exact times and temperatures, your student will
practice estimating time and temperature, and he will analyze the results as they impact
real-life surroundings. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “multiple-step problems.”
Graphs and Probability
Graphs are useful to collect, organize, and display information in order to solve problems.
This unit presents line plots, pictographs, bar graphs, and coordinate graphs as ways to
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represent sets of data. Your student will be guided through the interpretive process and
will learn that providing a key and a title for each graph is a crucial part of
communicating the graph’s meaning to others. The relative likelihood of events is also
introduced in this unit. Your student will use given information to predict the occurrence
of a certain event. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “use a graph.”
Numbers and Patterns to 1,000
In this unit, your student will focus on numbers and patterns through 1,000. Your student
will represent numbers in a multitude of ways including number words, standard form,
and expanded form. Your student will practice identifying patterns as well as comparing
and ordering numbers by distinguishing the place value of ones, tens, and hundreds.
Identification of counting sequences will help your student conceptualize the relative
amount and order of certain numbers. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “look for a
pattern.”
Three-Digit Addition and Subtraction
In this unit, your student will work with addition and subtraction of three-digit numbers.
By writing addends in expanded form and using the Commutative Property of Addition
and the Associative Property of Addition, addition with three-digit numbers will become
more concrete and easier for your student to understand. Also, subtraction with threedigit numbers will become easier for your student to comprehend when she learns
regrouping strategies and other models. The unit emphasizes mental math and estimation
as ways to check answers to problems for either operation. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “make a graph.”
Multiplication Concepts
In this unit, your student will be introduced to multiplication. Your student will connect
basic concepts of addition with different ways to think about situations requiring
multiplication. Your student will think of multiplication problems as repeated additions
or as an array of items arranged in rows and columns. Your student will learn the
multiplication sign and other associated terms for multiplication, and he will explore how
multiplication, like addition, is commutative. Your student will also learn how to
recognize instances when multiplying numbers within word problems is required, and
will implement strategies for finding solutions. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is
“draw a picture and write a number sentence.”
Division Concepts and Facts
Relating division to real-life situations will help your student understand division models.
This unit introduces two different types of division stories, including sharing division and
repeated subtraction division. Each type of division story allows your student to explore
division by utilizing a method to interpret conditions and arrive at a solution for a given
situation. Your student will also learn to represent division symbolically and demonstrate
the inverse relationship of multiplication and division. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “make a table and look for a pattern.”

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 2 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
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iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 2

Workbook
•

Transitioning to Common Core Student Lessons Book Grade 2
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Science 2 A
Description:
This course will stimulate students’ curiosity about the world around them. In the first semester,
we will study clues to Earth’s past and learn about an archaeologist’s responsibilities. We will
also investigate energy and changing states of matter, such as liquid water changing to water
vapor, and create a weather chart. Your child will enjoy hands-on activities as he or she
investigates the importance of water and vegetation in life science and explores forces in
physical science.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the skills used to study science. He
will explore skills used in the scientific method, and he will learn why safety procedures
are important when conducting science experiments.
Plants
In this unit, your student will learn about plants. She will explore plant parts and plant life
cycles, and she will examine how different plants are alike and different. Your student
will also learn how to make scientific observations by observing a flower.
Animals
In this unit, your student will learn about animals. He will study different groups of
animals, and he will learn how animals change throughout their lifetime. Your student
will also learn about classification by classifying types of animals to show how they are
alike.
Looking at Habitats
In this unit, your student will learn about habitats. She will learn how plants and animals
use their habitats, and what happens to food webs when habitats change. Your student
will also learn how to put things in order by completing an activity about beaver dams
and how they are made. In addition, your student will practice matching leaf prints to
specific leaf types.
Kinds of Habitats
In this unit, your student will learn about forest, desert, and ocean habitats. He will learn
how different plants and animals survive in these habitats. Your student will also
complete an activity in which he will study human and animal footprints.
Land and Water
In this unit, your student will learn about land and water on Earth. She will study Earth’s
layers and landforms, and she will identify Earth’s water resources and how they are
used. Your student will also complete an activity in which she will make a model to study
landforms on Earth.
Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth’s resources. He will study rocks, minerals,
and soil, and he will learn why Earth’s resources should be taken care of. Your student
will also compare different rocks using a Venn diagram, and he will complete an activity
in which he will predict how much water different soils can hold.
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Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 2 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 2
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Science 2 B
Description:
This course will stimulate students’ curiosity about the world around them. In the second
semester, we will study clues to Earth’s past and learn about an archaeologist’s responsibilities.
We will also investigate energy and changing states of matter, such as liquid water changing to
water vapor, and create a weather chart. Your child will enjoy hands-on activities as he or she
investigates the importance of water and vegetation in life science and explores forces in
physical science.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Observing Weather
In this unit, your student will learn about weather. He will study temperature, wind, and
precipitation, and he will learn about the water cycle and how it affects changes in
weather. Your student will also learn how to predict the weather based on collected data.
Earth and Space
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth’s place in space. She will study Earth’s
rotation and its orbit around the sun, and she will identify and describe the planets in the
solar system. Your student will also complete an activity in which she will observe and
record the moon’s phases.
Looking at Matter
In this unit, your student will learn about matter. He will identify and compare solids,
liquids, and gases; and he will compare and contrast different properties of matter. Your
student will also practice recording data when he completes a sorting activity about solids
and liquids.
Changes in Matter
In this unit, your student will learn about chemical and physical changes of matter. She
will read how heat can change matter and how mixtures form. Your student will also
make observations and communicate data when she completes a hands-on activity using
cream.
How Things Move
In this unit, your student will learn about forces, motion, and magnets. He will read about
the forces of gravity and friction, and he will learn how to measure and record changes in
a moving object’s position. Your student will also complete an activity that investigates
the speeds of different objects.
Using Energy
In this final unit, your student will learn about energy. She will study heat, sound, light,
and electricity, and she will learn how the sun provides heat to planets in the solar
system. Your student will also practice measuring and comparing temperatures using
thermometers.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 2 A and B Course Guide
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 2
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Social Studies 2 A
Description:
Your child will continue to explore basic concepts of history, geography, economics, and
government, while discovering more about world cultures. In the first semester, students will
practice basic map, chart, graph, and thinking skills. We will also introduce your child to
ordinary people who showed good citizenship and to famous people who have influenced our
country and the world.
Units:
•

•

•

Where We Live
Unit 1 emphasizes the study of place. Starting with the home and school, your student
will explore where he lives in ever growing circles of neighborhood, community, state,
country, and world. He will compare rural, suburban, and urban communities. Your
student will learn how to locate his community, state, and country on a map. He will
learn how communities change over time. Your student will learn about individuals who
have contributed to their communities. Finally, he will practice reading maps and
following a process to solve a problem.
Our Earth
Unit 2 focuses on the landforms and resources of Earth. Your student will learn to
identify basic landforms and bodies of water in pictures and on maps. She will identify
how physical features such as landforms can define regions. She will learn about how
farmers use Earth’s resources to produce products. Your student will define natural
resources and learn the importance of conserving our natural resources. She will learn
about people who have helped conserve our natural resources. Finally, your student will
practice reading symbols on maps.
Working Together
Unit 3 builds a basic knowledge of economic concepts. Your student will explore the
choices that people make while earning, spending, and saving money. He will learn about
common services provided in most communities. Your student will define producers and
consumers and learn the steps that a product takes from natural resource to finished
product. He will be introduced to the purpose of saving and the various services banks
offer to their customers. Your student will learn about why countries trade goods among
themselves. Finally, your student will practice reading pie charts and using compass roses
on maps.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 2 A and B Course Guide
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Social Studies 2 B
Description:
Your child will continue to explore basic concepts of history, geography, economics, and
government, while discovering more about world cultures. In the second semester, students will
practice basic map, chart, graph, and thinking skills. We will also introduce your child to
ordinary people who showed good citizenship and to famous people who have influenced our
country and the world.
Units:
•

•

•

Our Country Today
Unit 1 builds a basic knowledge of government. Your student will learn about local, state,
and federal government. He will learn about the role and purpose of government. Your
student also will learn ways that public officials are chosen, including by election and by
appointment. He will be introduced to famous Americans who have worked to better the
government and lives of Americans. Your student will be introduced to common
symbols, songs, and monuments that represent the United States. Finally, he will practice
using map grids.
Our Country Long Ago
Unit 2 introduces your student to some common events in the United States’ past. Your
student will learn about several Native American groups and how their environments
affected their lifestyles. She will learn about early colonists who came to America, and
how those colonists later fought for independence. She will learn about the westward
expansion of the United States. Finally, your student will practice using time lines and
map scales.
People and Places in History
Unit 3 focuses on the study of history. Your student will learn about the many immigrants
that came to this country and the ways they have shaped our country. He will learn about
common American traditions and celebrations. Your student will learn about the
importance of landmarks, including several national and international landmarks. He will
examine the contributions of ancient China and Egypt to our lives today. Your student
will learn how transportation and communication have changed over time. He will learn
about famous people who have contributed to the world through their inventions and
designs. Finally, he will practice reading calendars and diagrams.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 2 A and B Course Guide
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 2
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
In this course, students use appropriate technology tools and resources to complete projects, and
solve problems. Students use software to draw, write, organize, and present information and data.
Students learn listening and organizational skills and set attainable learning goals. Students
become responsible users of technology as they learn about Internet safety and appropriate
online behavior.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Introduction and Tux Paint
In this unit, your student will learn the basic tools of a draw and paint program. Your
student will learn how to use the paintbrush and other drawing tools, the text tool, the
shape tool, and the fill bucket. He will also be able to draw pictures and select images
from a gallery.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, your student will learn basic Microsoft Word techniques including how to
type text, insert and format tables, highlight, align, and format text, insert WordArt, and
use the Spelling and Grammar tool to check her work.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, your student will explore and be introduced to a variety of features in
Microsoft® PowerPoint. He will learn how create slides, add and change the font color
of text, use the Slide Sorter view to sequence and reorganize information, add clip art, as
well as play the slideshow from the beginning.
Microsoft® Excel
In this unit, your student will use tools and features in Microsoft® Excel in order to solve
problems. She will enter text and numbers in cells, navigate between cells, navigate
between worksheets, and use formatting tools within cells.
Keyboarding
In this unit, your student will identify and type numbers and letters on the keyboard. Your
student will demonstrate correct posture and finger position while typing in home row, as
well as the rows above and below home row.
Study Skills
In this unit, your student will be introduced to basic study skills. The lessons in this unit
include listening skills, organizational skills, and other skills to help your student become
a successful learner. Your student will learn how to set realistic goals and will have the
opportunity to create her own goals for this course. The important skills taught in this unit
apply not only to Educational Technology and Online Learning but to all academic areas,
as well as to the real world.
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Internet Safety
In this unit, your student will learn about Internet safety. The goal of the lessons in this
unit is to educate your student on how to avoid online dangers and stay safe while using
the Internet. Your student will learn about the dangers of cyberbullies, strangers, and
computer viruses by reading stories, discussing a variety of scenarios, learning safety
tips, and completing other related activities.
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3rd Grade Core Curricular Offerings
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Physical Education 3
Description:
Students enhance their personal fitness through daily participation in a variety of fitness plans,
including yoga, an individual or team sport, or Connections Academy’s fitness plan.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

The Presidential Fitness Challenge: Introduction
In this unit, your student will learn about the Presidential Fitness Challenge. The
President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that rewards
students for being physically active and fit. Your student will learn about the activities he
can participate in, the awards that he can win, and how to keep track of his progress. By
the end of this unit, your student will have taken his first step toward earning the
Presidential Physical Fitness Award or the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award or he will
have qualified for one.
Moving, Stretching, and Strengthening
Throughout this unit the student will demonstrate motor skills and knowledge of rules in
games. In addition, the student will review how to jump rope, stretch, throw, and catch.
Each lesson includes individual and partner activities. These activities may be revised or
replaced to meet the needs of the student.
Developing a Healthy Exercise Routine
In this unit your student will learn the four principles of exercise: regularity, overload,
specificity, and progression. He will also learn about the four components of an effective
exercise routine, which are warm-up, stretching, exercise, and cool-down, and
will understand why each one is important. He will then begin the suggested daily
exercise activities.
Your Body and Exercise
In this unit your student will learn about how different factors affect her body during
exercise. The unit explores body type and composition, proper diet and nutrition, the
importance of fluids during exercise, how the human body maintains a healthy balance,
and how exercise-related injuries can be prevented and cared for.
The Presidential Fitness Challenge
In this unit, your student will participate in the Presidential Fitness Challenge. The
President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that rewards
students for being physically active and fit. Your student will take part in an endurance
run/walk, a shuttle run, curl-ups, push-ups, and the v-sit and reach. His best performance
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•

in each of these events will be recorded and submitted to his teacher so that he receives
the appropriate recognition and award for his achievement.
Games Around the World
In this unit your student will learn about games that children play. However, the games
that your student will learn are probably not ones that she has played before. Your student
is going to take a look at games that children play in different countries around the world.
In the first lesson, she will learn games from countries in Asia. Next she will look at
games that are played in countries in Europe. The third lesson will concentrate on
countries of Africa. Finally, your student will learn some games from Australia.

CD/DVD
•

Elementary Yoga DVDs (set of 2)

•

Health and PE Kit (12A)

Kit

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Get Fit Handbook

Supplies
•

Jump rope
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Art 3
Description:
Our theme is “The Four Seasons,” featuring arts and crafts based on the characteristics of each
season. Art history and art criticism are introduced, and students study the arts of various
cultures. Your child will also use various media to create two- and three-dimensional projects.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Summer Strokes
In this unit, your student will explore his summer experiences while learning about basic
drawing, design, and watercolor techniques. Topics include patterns, portraits,
seascapes, and book arts. He will have the opportunity to draw and paint, as well
as construct a book.
Autumn Arts
In this unit, your student will explore her autumn experiences while learning about basic
drawing, paper construction, and clay handbuilding techniques. She will have the
opportunity to draw and create three-dimensional objects. Your student will also explore
basic aesthetics by describing, judging, and drawing conclusions about a historical
artwork.
Winter Highlights
In this unit, your student will explore his winter experiences while learning about
drawing faces, printmaking, fiber arts, and adding shadows to pictures. He will have the
opportunity to draw, paint, print, and weave. Your student will also explore the artwork
of an important American artist from history.
Spring into Art
In this unit, your student will explore her spring experiences while learning about basic
drawing, collage, and clay handbuilding techniques. Topics include illustration, Japanese
prints, weather in art, Mexican folk art, and drawing people in motion. Your student will
have the opportunity to draw, paint, collage, and sculpt. She will also explore basic
aesthetics by describing, judging, and drawing conclusions about a historical artwork.

Kit
•

Art 3-5 Kit

Supplies
•
•
•

Art set (67 piece)
Drawing pad (24 sheet)
Paintbrushes (set of 5)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 3 A
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 3 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
interaction and discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. This course focuses
on developing critical thinking and analytical skills. Students also create compositions
throughout the course by moving through the five stages of the writing process: planning,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Students continue to master the basic skills of writing
with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage.
Units:
•

•

•

Dollars and Sense
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of money’s importance in people’s lives,
while also learning essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass
several genres, including historical fiction, fables, realistic fiction, and articles. Your
student will learn and practice reading comprehension skills such as previewing a text,
connecting reading to prior knowledge, understanding sequence and story structure,
visualizing, and checking for comprehension. Reading instruction also addresses fluency
skills such as reading with expression, and vocabulary development strategies such as
using context clues and referring to a dictionary. Additionally, your student will learn the
steps of the writing process and apply them in weekly writing assignments, which
culminate in a narrative paragraph submitted as the first assignment for his writing
portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support. Finally, your student will receive weekly spelling instruction, which
focuses on understanding vowel and consonant patterns, as well as grammar instruction
in using complete sentences and understanding different sentence types.
Smart Solutions
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people solve problems
effectively, while building on the reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. This
unit provides thorough instruction in reading comprehension skills, such as understanding
characters, determining the main idea of fiction and nonfiction selections, asking
questions while reading, and drawing conclusions. The fluency and vocabulary
development strategies taught in Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student
will further develop her writing skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a
story summary submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses new
word patterns and endings, including compound words and words beginning with threeletter blends. Grammar instruction develops your student’s understanding of nouns by
addressing topics such as common and proper nouns, singular and plural nouns, and
possessive nouns.
People and Nature
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of people’s relationship to the natural
world. He will read a variety of selections, including a short fiction book, Miss
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Rumphius; fables; a play; and nonfiction articles. Reading instruction will help your
student to recognize common text structures, such as texts that compare and contrast or
that show causes and effects. Your student will also become a more critical reader by
learning how to understand an author’s purpose and how to make generalizations based
on his reading. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills
and vocabulary development strategies. He will gain additional confidence as a writer as
he learns to compose longer works, including a descriptive journal entry submitted as part
of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses contractions, prefixes and suffixes,
and silent letters. Grammar instruction focuses on verbs, including action and linking
verbs, helping verbs, verb tenses, and subject-verb agreement.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Gifted and Talented Language Arts 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial eText Reading Street Grade 3

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 3
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 3 B
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 3 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
interaction and discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. This course focuses
on developing critical thinking and analytical skills. Students also create compositions
throughout the course by moving through the five stages of the writing process: planning,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Students continue to master the basic skills of writing
with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage.
Units:
•

•

•

One of a Kind
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of uniqueness. She will read a variety of
selections, including biographies, fantasy stories, folktales, and expository articles.
Reading instruction will further develop your student's understanding of story elements—
such as plot and theme—and common text structures, such as texts that compare and
contrast, or that show causes and effects. Your student will practice critical reading by
learning how to make generalizations, and distinguish between facts and opinions in a
text. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills and
vocabulary development strategies. Her confidence as a writer will grow as she learns to
write in different genres, including poetry and memoirs. She will write a sample of each
to be submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses irregular
plurals, prefixes and suffixes, and vowel and consonant patterns. Grammar instruction
focuses on pronouns, contractions, and prepositions.
Cultures
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of cultures. She will read a variety of
selections, including realistic and narrative fiction. Reading instruction will further
develop your student's understanding of story elements such as sequence and common
text structures, such as text that compare and contrast. Your student will practice critical
reading by learning how to draw conclusions, determine the author's purpose, and
distinguish between facts and opinions in a text. Throughout the unit, your student will
continue to practice fluency skills and vocabulary development strategies. Her confidence
as a writer will grow as she learns to write in different genres, including an editorial and
story review. She will write an opinion essay to submit as part of the writing portfolio.
Spelling instruction addresses syllables, homophones, the vowel sound in ball, and
suffixes. Grammar instruction focuses on adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctions.
Freedom
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of freedom. He will read a variety of
fiction and nonfiction selections, including realistic fiction, a photo essay, and fantasy
stories. In addition, students will read The Mouse and the Motorcycle written by Beverly
Cleary, which tells the story of a young mouse named Ralph who lives in a
hotel. Reading instruction will further develop your student's understanding of story
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elements, such as plot and theme, and common text structures, such as texts organized
with a main idea and details or texts that show causes and effects. Your student will also
become a more critical reader by learning how to make generalizations and distinguish
between facts and opinions in a text. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to
practice fluency skills and vocabulary development strategies. He will refine his writing
skills as he writes in different genres, including an informative and a descriptive
paragraph submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses
assorted vowel sounds, multisyllabic words, and related words. Grammar instruction
addresses capitalization, commas, and ways to combine sentences.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Language Arts 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 3

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 3
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 3
Description:
The Junior Great Books® program employs the method of interpretive readings and discussion
being known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders—the teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which a student
acquires the habits and strategies of a self-reliant thinker, reader, and learner. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with the student, helping
him work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in Shared Inquiry discussion, where
leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a particular
story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, the student will interact with peers twice during each unit for
Shared Inquiry and presentation of personal writing. Junior Great Books includes outstanding
works of literature by award-winning authors. Praised for their rich language and international
range, and chosen carefully for their ability to support multiple interpretations, the stories in
Junior Great Books capture students’ attention and imagination and engage the best of their
thinking. Progressing in reading level, conceptual complexity, and length throughout the series,
the stories are the foundation for a thoughtful process of reading, discussion, and writing.
Units:
•

•

•

The Banza
In this unit, your student will read "The Banza," a Haitian folktale. Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he is
confused or curious. He will practice his critical thinking skills when he marks the story
with questions during his second reading. At the end of the first lesson, your student will
participate in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that
is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with
his teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Man Whose Trade Was Tricks
In this unit, your student will read "The Man Whose Trade Was Tricks," a Georgian
folktale. Your student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to
indicate places where she has a question. During her second reading, she will also
practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages where a character does
something tricky. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Fisherman and His Wife
In this unit, your student will read "The Fisherman and His Wife." Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a
question. During his second reading, he will also practice his critical thinking skills by
marking passages where a character says or does something important. At the end of the
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•

•

•

•

•

first lesson, your student will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the
story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a
writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your
student will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during another
LiveLesson session.
Ooka and the Honest Thief
In this unit, your student will read "Ooka and the Honest Thief,” a Japanese folktale.
Your student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate
places where she is making connections to her own experience and knowledge. She will
also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate places where the
main character is being fair or unfair. At the end of the first lesson, your student will
share her questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete
that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing
with her teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
It's All the Fault of Adam
In this unit, your student will read "It’s All the Fault of Adam," a Nigerian folktale. Your
student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places
where he is making connections to his own experience or knowledge. During his second
reading, he will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate
the main characters motives. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Monster Who Grew Small
In this unit, your student will read “The Monster Who Grew Small.” Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where she is
making connections to her own experience and knowledge or where she has questions.
She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to comment on the
main character’s behavior. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Selkie Girl
In this unit, your student will read "The Selkie Girl,” a Scottish folktale. Your student
will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he is
using his senses to visualize the story or places where he has a question. He will also
practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages which may have possible
multiple meanings. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in
a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Mushroom Man
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•

•

In this unit, your student will read “The Mushroom Man.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where she is using her
senses to visualize the story or places where she has a question. She will also practice her
critical thinking skills by marking passages to comment on the main character’s
perceived preferences. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Princess and the Beggar
In this unit, your student will read "The Princess and the Beggar,” a Korean folktale.
Your student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate
places where he is using his senses to visualize the story or places where he has a
question. He will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages which give
insight into the characters. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Fire on the Mountain
In this unit, your student will read “The Fire on the Mountain,” an Ethiopian folktale.
Your student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate
places where she is using her senses to visualize the story or places where she has a
question. She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to
comment on the characters’ integrity. At the end of the first lesson, your student will
share her questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete
that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing
with her teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
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Language Arts 3 A
Description:
Building on foundational reading skills, this course focuses on developing critical thinking and
analytical skills. Students examine the author’s purpose and point of view and practice
comprehension and phonics skills through daily reading exercises. Students learn to structure and
write complete sentences and then create paragraphs and longer compositions. Throughout the
course, students create compositions by moving through the five stages of the writing process:
planning, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Students continue to master the basic skills
of writing with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage.
Units:
•

•

•

Dollars and Sense
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of money’s importance in people’s lives
while learning essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass
several genres, including historical fiction, fables, realistic fiction, and articles. Your
student will learn and practice reading comprehension skills, such as previewing a text,
connecting reading to prior knowledge, understanding sequence and story structure,
visualizing, and checking for comprehension. Reading instruction also addresses fluency
skills, such as reading with expression, and vocabulary development strategies, such as
using context clues and referring to a dictionary. Additionally, your student will learn the
steps of the writing process and apply them in weekly writing assignments, which
culminate in a narrative paragraph submitted as the first assignment for his writing
portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support. Finally, your student will receive weekly spelling instruction, which
focuses on understanding vowel and consonant patterns, as well as grammar instruction
in using complete sentences and understanding different sentence types.
Smart Solutions
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people solve problems
effectively, while building on the reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. In
addition to the selections presented in Reading Street, your student will read a short
nonfiction book, Ben Franklin and the Magic Squares. This unit provides thorough
instruction in reading comprehension skills, such as understanding characters,
determining the main idea of fiction and nonfiction selections, asking questions while
reading, and drawing conclusions. The fluency and vocabulary development strategies
taught in Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student will further develop her
writing skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a story summary and a
problem-solution paragraph submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction
addresses new word patterns and endings, including compound words and words
beginning with three-letter blends. Grammar instruction develops your student’s
understanding of nouns by addressing topics such as common and proper nouns, singular
and plural nouns, and possessive nouns.
People and Nature
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In this unit, your student will explore the theme of people’s relationship to the natural
world. He will read a variety of selections, including a short fiction book, Miss Rumphius
fables, a play, and nonfiction articles. Reading instruction will help your student to
recognize common text structures, such as texts that compare and contrast or that show
causes and effects. Your student will also become a more critical reader by learning how
to understand an author’s purpose and how to make generalizations based on his reading.
Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills and vocabulary
development strategies. He will gain additional confidence as a writer as he learns to
compose longer works, including a descriptive journal entry and a news story submitted
as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses contractions, prefixes and
suffixes, and silent letters. Grammar instruction focuses on verbs, including action and
linking verbs, helping verbs, verb tenses, and subject-verb agreement.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 3

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 3
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Language Arts 3 B
Description:
Building on foundational reading skills, this course focuses on developing critical thinking and
analytical skills. Students examine the author’s purpose and point of view and practice
comprehension and phonics skills through daily reading exercises. Students learn to structure and
write complete sentences and then create paragraphs and longer compositions. Throughout the
course, students create compositions by moving through the five stages of the writing process:
planning, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Students continue to master the basic skills
of writing with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage.
Units:
•

•

•

One of a Kind
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of uniqueness. He will read a variety of
selections, including biographies, fantasy stories, folktales, and expository articles.
Reading instruction will further develop your student's understanding of story elements—
such as plot and theme—and common text structures, such as texts that compare and
contrast, or that show causes and effects. Your student will practice critical reading by
learning how to make generalizations, and distinguish between facts and opinions in a
text. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills and
vocabulary development strategies. His confidence as a writer will grow as he learns to
write in different genres, including poetry and memoirs. He will write a sample of each to
be submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses irregular
plurals, prefixes and suffixes, and vowel and consonant patterns. Grammar instruction
focuses on pronouns, contractions, and prepositions.
Cultures
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of cultures. She will read a variety of
selections, including realistic and narrative fiction. Reading instruction will further
develop your student's understanding of story elements—such as sequence—and
common text structures, such as texts that compare and contrast. Your student will
practice critical reading by learning how to draw conclusions, determine the author's
purpose, and distinguish between facts and opinions in a text. Throughout the unit, your
student will continue to practice fluency skills and vocabulary development strategies.
Her confidence as a writer will grow as she learns to write in different genres, including
an editorial and a story review. She will write an opinion essay to submit as part of the
writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses syllables, homophones, the vowel sound
in ball , and suffixes. Grammar instruction focuses on adjectives, adverbs, and
conjunctions.
Freedom
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of freedom. He will read a variety of
fiction and nonfiction selections, including narrative nonfiction, a photo essay, a fantasy
story, and a novel. Reading instruction in the first half of this unit will further develop
your student's understanding of story elements, such as plot and theme, and common text
structures, such as texts organized with a main idea and details. Your student will also
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become a more critical reader by learning how to distinguish between facts and opinions
in a text. In the second half of this unit, your student will read the novel The Mouse and
the Motorcycle by Beverly Cleary. The Mouse and the Motorcycle tells the story of a
young mouse named Ralph who lives in a hotel. One day, upon noticing that a boy left
his toy motorcycle behind, Ralph decides to take a ride—a decision that leads to many
adventures. This exciting story provides your student with the opportunity to apply
previously learned reading skills to longer works while also enhancing his understanding
of story elements. As your student reads The Mouse and the Motorcycle, he will identify
literary elements, analyze characters, and use comprehension strategies to make
connections and draw conclusions. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to
practice fluency skills and vocabulary development strategies. He will refine his writing
skills as he writes in different genres, including an informative and a descriptive
paragraph submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses vowel
sounds, suffixes, and multisyllabic words. Grammar instruction addresses capitalization,
commas, and ways to combine sentences.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 3

Workbook
•

Zaner-Bloser Handwriting 3
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Gifted and Talented Math 3 A
Description:
For qualifying students, this first-semester course reviews strategies for adding and subtracting
numbers with regrouping; and introduces a variety of methods for multiplication and division
providing students with a conceptual understanding of the operations and how they affect
numbers. In addition to the models and algorithms, gifted students examine how the basic
operations connect to beginning Algebra skills, building a foundation for later studies. By
extending number theory lessons to include larger numbers and mental math strategies, students
are able to master content beyond the third grade standards. Students will study patterns
including both number patterns and geometric patterns. Students will have the opportunity to
study geometry concepts, including lines, angles, and shapes. Differentiating from the core
content, students apply the basic math skills to novel situations using a variety of problem
solving skills with real world applications.

Objectives derived from Pearson Education programs © Pearson Education, Inc., or its
affiliates. All rights reserved.
The answer key document for enVisionMATH Lessons is located in the Virtual Library in the
Answer Keys section and is not included as a resource in the Course Guide. You can access the
Answer Keys in the Virtual Library: Home > Curriculum and Instruction > Answer Keys. The
answer key document for the Daily Spiral Review Answer Keys is located in the BackPack. You
can access the Answer Keys in the BackPack under Web Links.
Units:
•

•

•

Let's Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities she will do in Math 3. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Adding Whole Numbers
In this unit, your student will use her knowledge and skills of basic addition facts to add
whole numbers of greater value. As your student learns to estimate and compute sums of
numbers less than 1,000, she will use her background knowledge of place value to model
the process of regrouping in the ones and tens place values. Several properties of addition
are introduced to further develop your student’s addition strategies. This unit will provide
your student with meaningful computational practice through word problems that are
presented in authentic contexts. The problem-solving strategy that will be introduced to
your student is “draw a picture.”
Subtracting Whole Numbers
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•

•

•

In this unit, your student will explore the meaning of subtraction through several types of
situations, including taking away and comparing. Fact families, modeling, and mental
math are presented to provide your student with multiple strategies in basic facts mastery,
estimation, and computing differences. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is
“reasonableness.”
Multiplication Meanings and Facts
In this unit, your student will revisit the concepts of equal groups and skip counting as
she equates multiplication to repeated addition. Before your student practices the basic
multiplication facts for mastery, it is important that she master the strategies for knowing
how to multiply. Thus, your student will make arrays and use counters to model how
multiplication works. In addition, your student will learn to write personal multiplication
stories in order to demonstrate a multiplication fact. After your student is introduced to
the concept and process of multiplication, she will learn some of the basic multiplication
facts. Specifically, the strategies of using patterns and applying properties of
multiplication will be used to multiply with the numbers 0, 1, 2, 5, 9, and 10. The
problem solving strategies in this unit are “writing to explain” and “two-question
problems.”
Multiplication Fact Strategies: Use Known Facts
This unit provides your student with multiple strategies to learn his basic multiplication
facts. The Distributive Property is introduced to teach simplifying multiplication
problems. Your student will learn to use the “break apart” and “known-facts” strategies
for multiplication facts in which the numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12 are factors. Your
student will be introduced to the Associative Property of Multiplication and will use the
property to multiply numbers with three factors. By the end of this unit, your student will
know the basic multiplication facts up to 12. Your student should continue to practice
these basic multiplication facts throughout the year to ensure mastery of them. The
problem-solving strategy in this unit is "multiple-step problems."
Division Meanings
In this unit, your student will explore two interpretations of division: division as sharing
and division as repeated subtraction. Your student will make arrays, use counters, and
draw pictures to model division. Your student will encounter remainders in some of the
division problems presented in this unit. The use of arrays and counters will enable her to
visualize remainders. Your student will learn how to analyze a word problem in order to
interpret how the remainder will be displayed in the problem. Finally, your student will
learn to write and solve her own division stories. The problem-solving strategies in this
unit are “choose an appropriate equation” and “use objects and draw a picture.”
Division Facts
In this unit, your student will learn that, like addition and subtraction, multiplication and
division have an inverse relationship; this means that their operations undo each other.
Subsequently, your student will be able to produce related multiplication and division
facts, or fact families. A strong knowledge of basic multiplication facts will lend the use
of fact families as an efficient strategy for learning division facts. Other useful strategies
that your student will continue to use to explore division concepts are pictures and
counters. This unit provides your student with instruction on division facts from zero to
nine. Continued practice throughout the year will enhance his memory of the facts. This
unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write a number sentence.”
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•

Patterns and Relationships
In this unit, your student will learn to identify, describe, extend, and write a rule for a
variety of nonnumeric and numeric patterns that repeat in predictable ways. She will also
learn that patterns between pairs of numbers exist when they are related by
multiplication, addition, or subtraction. Your student will encounter such related numbers
in two-column or two-row tables. Given the value of one of the numbers, your student
will learn to find the value of the other number by writing a rule for the relationship and
thereby extending the table. In addition, your student will use her knowledge of numbers
and operation symbols to translate words from a given mathematical scenario into a
numerical expression. She will also develop skills in comparing numerical expressions.
The problem-solving strategy is “act it out and use reasoning.”
Solids and Shapes
In this unit, your student will learn to identify, describe, and classify two-dimensional
objects, referred to as shapes or polygons, and three-dimensional objects, or solid figures,
based on the similarities and differences between their attributes. Your student will also
learn about points and lines, the building blocks used to describe polygons and solid
figures. He will recognize that while a point has no size, a set of points that extend in
opposite directions form a straight line and two lines joined at a point result in an angle.
Relationships between these building blocks result in the formation of several types of
lines and angles. These lines and angles help constitute polygons and solid figures in
unique ways. This unit is rich in mathematical terminology. Relating the vocabulary to as
many real-life examples will help your student gain familiarity with the terms. The
problem-solving strategy for this unit is “make and test generalizations.”
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Gifted and Talented Math 3 B
Description:
For qualifying students, this second-semester course begins with the study of fractions, building
on your student’s understanding of a fraction as part of a whole. These lessons which make use
of models and manipulatives lay the groundwork for an understanding of operations with
fractions which your student will study in a later course. By extending number theory lessons to
include larger numbers, decimal places, and mental math strategies students are able to master
content beyond the third grade standards. Students study time, money, fractions, decimals, and
measurement. Students have the opportunity to study the geometry concepts of perimeter and
area. Students apply the basic math skills to novel situations using a variety of problem solving
skills with real world applications.
Objectives derived from Pearson Education programs © Pearson Education, Inc., or its
affiliates. All rights reserved.
The answer key document for enVisionMATH Lessons is located in the Virtual Library in the
Answer Keys section and is not included as a resource in the Course Guide. You can access the
Answer Keys in the Virtual Library: Home > Curriculum and Instruction > Answer Keys. The
answer key document for the Daily Spiral Review Answer Keys is located in the BackPack. You
can access the Answer Keys in the BackPack under Web Links.
Units:
•

•

Understanding Fractions
In this unit, your student will use manipulatives to represent fractions of a region and
fractions of a set. The use of manipulatives will help your student develop proficiency in
understanding how to identify, compare, and order fractions. Your student will also use
models, pictures, and fraction strips to find equivalent fractions and to add and subtract
fractions. Future math courses will use the basic fraction skills presented in this unit and
apply them throughout all branches of mathematics, including measurement, geometry,
probability, and statistics. Relating fractions to as many real-life examples will help your
student gain familiarity with the concepts presented in this unit.
Decimals and Money
In this unit, your student will extend her knowledge of whole number place values to
include decimal place values. She will use models to represent tenths, hundredths,
equivalent fractions, and decimals. The models will help your student to visualize how
fractions and decimals show equal parts of a whole. Your student will also use other
manipulative tools, such as bills and coins, to understand decimals. By exploring how a
penny is one hundredth of a dollar, your student will recognize the relationships between
money, decimal place values, and fractions of a dollar. Your student will build on his
knowledge of addition and subtraction with regrouping to solve problems involving
money. Throughout this unit, adding and subtracting money serves as a model for adding
and subtracting decimals. Your student will learn that the only difference between the
processes is to include the dollar sign when she solves a money problem. The problem-
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solving strategies in this unit are “draw a picture and write a number sentence” and
“missing or extra information.”
Understanding Decimals
In this unit, your student will read and write decimals to the hundredths place in
expanded, standard, and word form. Models of hundredths and place-value charts will
help your student to understand the value that is represented by a decimal, which will
allow him to compare and order decimals. Your student will learn to write decimals and
fractions interchangeably and graph them on a number line. Additionally, your student
will learn to write decimals and mixed numbers interchangeably and graph them on a
number line. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a table.”
Customary Measurement
In this unit, your student will learn to estimate, measure, and select appropriate tools and
units for length, capacity, and weight in the customary system. Building on your student’s
experience measuring to the nearest inch, she will now learn how to measure with greater
precision by finding length to the nearest one-half inch and one-fourth inch. Your student
will continue her study of measurement by changing customary units of length.
Throughout this topic, each unit of measurement is compared to a real-life object. The
particular object serves as a benchmark that your student can use to estimate the length,
capacity, and length of an object before she measures it. Finally, your student will
determine whether her estimate seems reasonable. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is
“act it out and use reasoning.”
Metric Measurement
In this unit, your student will learn to estimate, measure, and select appropriate tools and
units for length, capacity, and mass in the metric system. Your student may remember the
pattern of the base ten numeration system when he discovers that the metric system of
measurement is based on powers of 10. Your student will also convert metric units of
length. When each unit of measurement is introduced throughout this unit, each unit is
compared to a real-life object. The object serves as a benchmark that your student can use
to estimate the length, capacity, and length of an object before he measures it. Finally,
your student will determine whether his estimate seems reasonable. This unit’s problemsolving strategy is “make a table and look for a pattern.”
Perimeter and Area
In this unit, your student will learn that the distance around a plane shape is its perimeter.
She will explore several strategies for calculating perimeter. Your student will investigate
how to make a shape with a given perimeter and how different shapes can have the same
perimeter. Then your student will explore the concept of area, which is the space inside a
plane shape. Your student will solve problems involving area, and represent the answer
using square units. She will learn the process of estimating and finding the area of regular
and irregular shapes. The problem-solving strategies in this unit are “try, check, and
revise” and “solve a simpler problem.”
Time and Temperature
In this unit, your student will solve many real-life problems involving time and
temperature. Your student will learn how to tell time to the half hour, quarter hour, and to
the minute on both analog and digital clocks. Your student’s knowledge of counting by
fives and by ones will help your student measure time on an analog clock, while his
understanding of fractions will support his comprehension of the terms “half hour” and
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“quarter hour.” Your student will also convert units of time and determine elapsed time.
For problems involving temperature, your student will read thermometers and learn the
benchmarks for freezing and boiling water in degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius.
These benchmarks will help your student connect appropriate temperatures for given
real-world activities. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “work backward.”
Multiplying Greater Numbers
This unit extends your student’s multiplication skills beyond basic facts. Your student
will explore several new strategies to estimate and multiply 2- and 3-digit numbers by a
1-digit number. Some strategies include the use of patterns, rounding rules, breaking
large numbers apart, and following an expanded algorithm. Manipulatives, such as placevalue blocks, arrays, or counters will continue to serve as physical hands-on learning
tools for your student. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture and
write a number sentence.”
Dividing with 1-Digit Numbers
In this unit, your student will extend his division skills beyond basic facts to solve
problems involving multi-digit dividends. Your student will explore multiple strategies to
support his comprehension and skill development in this area. Your student will use
mental math strategies and make estimates before finding actual quotients in order to
ensure reasonable solutions. In addition, your student will explore the division algorithm
and use it to divide numbers with a remainder. Manipulatives, such as place-value blocks,
arrays, or counters will continue to serve as physical hands-on learning tools for your
student. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “multiple-step problems.”
Data and Graphs
In this unit, your student will collect, organize, display, analyze, and interpret real-world
data. Your student will collect data in an organized way by using a tally chart. Once the
data has been gathered, your student will display the data in pictographs and bar graphs in
order to read and interpret the information. Your student will also construct line plots.
While pictographs and bar graphs compare data, your student will learn that line plots can
be used to organize and represent a data set. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is
“use tables and graphs to draw conclusions.”
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Math 3 A
Description:
Third grade Math continues to teach strategies for adding and subtracting numbers with
regrouping. Multiplication and division are introduced to provide students with a conceptual
understanding of the operations and how they affect numbers. Students will also learn how to
add and subtract decimals using money, create graphs, and perform experiments in probability
using basic statistics methods. Students also study time, money, geometry, fractions, decimals,
measurement, and relationships among patterns.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Let's Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities she will do in Math 3. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Adding Whole Numbers
In this unit, your student will use her knowledge and skills of basic addition facts to add
whole numbers of greater value. As your student learns to estimate and compute sums of
numbers less than 1,000, she will use her background knowledge of place value to model
the process of regrouping in the ones and tens place values. Several properties of addition
are introduced to further develop your student’s addition strategies. This unit will provide
your student with meaningful computational practice through word problems that are
presented in authentic contexts. The problem-solving strategy that will be introduced to
your student is “draw a picture.”
Subtraction
In this unit, your student’s knowledge and skills in basic facts will support her as she
learns to compute differences of whole numbers that are less than 1,000. Your student
will use manipulatives and her knowledge of place value to model the process of
regrouping in the ones, tens, and hundreds place values. The use of manipulatives is one
method for your student to visualize the process of subtraction with regrouping. Your
student will also learn the algorithmic process of subtraction with regrouping. Finally,
your student will practice her computational skills through word problems that are
presented in authentic contexts. The problem-solving strategy that will be introduced to
your student is “draw a picture and write a number sentence.”
Multiplication Meanings and Facts
In this unit, your student will revisit the concepts of equal groups and skip counting as he
equates multiplication to repeated addition. Before your student practices the basic
multiplication facts for mastery, it is important that he master the strategies for knowing
how to multiply. Thus, your student will make arrays and use counters to model how
multiplication works. In addition, your student will learn to write personal multiplication
stories in order to demonstrate a multiplication fact. After your student is introduced to
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the concept and process of multiplication, he will learn some of the basic multiplication
facts. Specifically, the strategies of using patterns and applying properties of
multiplication will be used to multiply with the numbers 0, 1, 2, 5, 9, and 10. The
problem solving strategies in this unit are “writing to explain” and “two-question
problems.”
Multiplication Fact Strategies: Use Known Facts
This unit provides your student with multiple strategies to learn her basic multiplication
facts. The Distributive Property is introduced to teach simplifying multiplication
problems. Your student will learn to use the “break apart” and “known-facts” strategies
for multiplication facts in which the numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12 are factors. Your
student will be introduced to the Associative Property of Multiplication and will use the
property to multiply numbers with three factors. By the end of this unit, your student will
know the basic multiplication facts up to 12. Your student should continue to practice
these basic multiplication facts throughout the year to ensure mastery of them. The
problem-solving strategy in this unit is "multiple-step problems."
Multiplying Greater Numbers
This unit extends your student’s multiplication skills beyond basic facts. Your student
will explore several new strategies to estimate and multiply 2- and 3-digit numbers by a
1-digit number. Some strategies include the use of patterns, rounding rules, breaking
large numbers apart, and following an expanded algorithm. Manipulatives, such as placevalue blocks, or counters will continue to serve as physical hands-on learning tools for
your student. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture and write a
number sentence.”
Division
In this unit, your student will explore two interpretations of division: division as sharing
and division as repeated subtraction. Your student will make arrays, use counters, and
draw pictures to model division. Your student will encounter remainders in some of the
division problems presented in this unit. The use of arrays and counters will enable him
to visualize remainders. Your student will learn how to analyze a word problem in order
to interpret how the remainder will be displayed in the problem. Finally, your student will
learn to write and solve his own division stories. The problem-solving strategies in this
unit are “choose an appropriate equation” and “use objects and draw a picture.
Patterns and Relationships
In this unit, your student will learn to identify, describe, extend, and write a rule for a
variety of nonnumeric and numeric patterns that repeat in predictable ways. He will also
learn that patterns between pairs of numbers exist when they are related by
multiplication, addition, or subtraction. Your student will encounter such related numbers
in two-column or two-row tables. Given the value of one of the numbers, your student
will learn to find the value of the other number by writing a rule for the relationship and
thereby extending the table. In addition, your student will use his knowledge of numbers
and operation symbols to translate words from a given mathematical scenario into a
numerical expression.
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Math 3 B
Description:
Third grade Math continues to teach strategies for adding and subtracting numbers with
regrouping. Multiplication and division are introduced to provide students with a conceptual
understanding of the operations and how they affect numbers. Students will also learn how to
add and subtract decimals using money, create graphs, and perform experiments in probability
using basic statistics methods. Students also study time, money, geometry, fractions, decimals,
measurement, and relationships among patterns.
Units:
•

•

•

Solids and Shapes
In this unit, your student will learn to identify, describe, and classify two-dimensional
objects, referred to as shapes or polygons, and three-dimensional objects, or solid figures,
based on the similarities and differences between their attributes. Your student will also
learn about points and lines, the building blocks used to describe polygons and solid
figures. She will recognize that while a point has no size, a set of points that extend in
opposite directions form a straight line and two lines joined at a point result in an angle.
Relationships between these building blocks result in the formation of several types of
lines and angles. These lines and angles help constitute polygons and solid figures in
unique ways. This unit is rich in mathematical terminology. Relating the vocabulary to as
many real-life examples will help your student gain familiarity with the terms. The
problem-solving strategy for this unit is “make and test generalizations.”
Understanding Fractions
In this unit, your student will use manipulatives to represent fractions of a region and
fractions of a set. The use of manipulatives will help your student develop proficiency in
understanding how to identify, compare, and order fractions. Your student will also use
models, pictures, and fraction strips to find equivalent fractions. Future math courses will
use the basic fraction skills presented in this unit and apply them throughout all branches
of mathematics, including measurement, geometry, probability, and statistics. Relating
fractions to as many real-life examples will help your student gain familiarity with the
concepts presented in this unit. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “make a table
and look for a pattern.”
Customary and Metric Measurement
In this unit, your student will learn to estimate, measure, and select appropriate tools and
units for length, capacity, mass, and weight in the customary and metric systems. At the
beginning of this unit, your student will measure length with nonstandard units. This
process illustrates to your student the need for standard units of measurement. Your
student will continue her study of measurement by changing customary and metric units
of length. Throughout this topic, each unit of measurement is compared to a real-life
object. The particular object serves as a benchmark that your student can use to estimate
the length, capacity, and length of an object before she measures it. Finally, your student
will determine whether her estimate seems reasonable. The problem-solving strategies in
this unit are “draw a picture” and “make a table and look for a pattern.”
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Perimeter and Area
In this unit, your student will learn that the distance around a plane shape is its perimeter.
He will explore several strategies for calculating perimeter. Your student will investigate
how to make a shape with a given perimeter and how different shapes can have the same
perimeter. Then your student will explore the concept of area, which is the space inside a
plane shape. Your student will solve problems involving area, and represent the answer
using square units. He will learn the process of estimating and finding the area of regular
and irregular shapes. The problem-solving strategies in this unit are “try, check, and
revise” and “solve a simpler problem.”
Time and Temperature
In this unit, your student will solve many real-life problems involving time and
temperature. Your student will learn how to tell time to the half hour, quarter hour, and to
the minute on both analog and digital clocks. Your student’s knowledge of counting by
fives and by ones will help your student measure time on an analog clock, while her
understanding of fractions will support her comprehension of the terms “half hour” and
“quarter hour.” Your student will also convert units of time and determine elapsed time.
For problems involving temperature, your student will read thermometers and learn the
benchmarks for freezing and boiling water in degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius.
These benchmarks will help your student connect appropriate temperatures for given
real-world activities. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “work backward.”
Dividing with 1-Digit Numbers
In this unit, your student will extend her division skills beyond basic facts to solve
problems involving multi-digit dividends. Your student will explore multiple strategies to
support her comprehension and skill development in this area. Your student will use
mental math strategies and make estimates before finding actual quotients in order to
ensure reasonable solutions. In addition, your student will explore the division algorithm
and use it to divide numbers with a remainder. Manipulatives, such as place-value blocks,
arrays, or counters will continue to serve as physical hands-on learning tools for your
student. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “multiple-step problems.”
Data and Graphs
In this unit, your student will collect, organize, display, analyze, and interpret real-world
data. Your student will collect data in an organized way by using a tally chart. Once the
data has been gathered, your student will display the data in pictographs and bar graphs in
order to read and interpret the information. Your student will also construct line plots.
While pictographs and bar graphs compare data, your student will learn that line plots can
be used to organize and represent a data set. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is
“use tables and graphs to draw conclusions.”
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Gifted and Talented Science 3 A
Description:
This course introduces science as an adventure in learning about the world around us. Through
hands-on activities, student-designed experiments, research, and guided readings, students begin
exploring the life and Earth sciences. In the Earth science unit, students learn about the Earth and
its changing features. In life science, they explore the living world and its organisms. Designed
to accommodate a variety of learning styles, the lessons encourage students to apply new
concepts through activity-centered learning, reading, and traditional research and instruction
methods. Students also explore the scientific method and various careers in science.
Units:
•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who are studying animals in Madagascar. Your student will learn
how these scientists, Chris and Paule, use the scientific method to learn more about the
world around them. He will read how the scientific method helps the scientists study
animals like the Madagascan chameleon. Your student will also be introduced to the
many inquiry-based skills that he will use throughout this course. He will learn how to
form a hypothesis, make observations, analyze data, draw conclusions, and communicate
results. Before your student begins the next unit, he will learn about science safety and
why it’s important for scientists to be safe and responsible when conducting research.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

A Look at Living Things
In this unit, your student will explore what living things need to survive. She will learn
how to identify living things and nonliving things in an ecosystem and will be introduced
to the basic needs of all organisms, including food, water, air, and space. During this unit,
your student will conduct an inquiry-based experiment with plants, which will help her
identify what factors influence a plant’s ability to survive. She will study plant parts, as
well as animal parts, and will learn how to classify plants and animals based on their
characteristics. Lesson 8 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose
from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring
purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Living Things Grow and Change
In this unit, your student will explore the life cycles of plants and animals. He will
identify the different life stages of organisms. Your student will use the scientific method
to develop and test a hypothesis related to plant growth.
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During this unit, your student will explore the process of metamorphosis by studying
amphibians and insects. He will learn how traits, such as hair and eye color, can be
passed on from parents to offspring. Lesson 5 is a student-selected project. The student
will be able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will
be used for scoring purposes. By the end of this unit, your student will have a better
understanding of where some of his traits may have come from.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
•

Living Things in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will be introduced to ecosystems and the organisms that inhabit
them. She will examine food chains and food webs, then identify roles that different
organisms play within their ecosystem. She will learn how to use communication skills to
share information about energy within an ecosystem. During this unit, your student will
study different types of ecosystems, including deserts, tropical rain forests, temperate
forests, oceans, and wetlands. She will learn how plants and animals have specific
adaptations—structures or behaviors that help them survive in their environment.
Lesson 7 is a student- selected project. The student will be able to choose from three
options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will examine how changes to the environment affect living
things. He will learn how organisms compete for food, water, space, and other resources
in their environment. Your student will also learn that pollution can have lasting effects
on organisms and their habitats. During this unit, your student will explore the ways in
which people can protect the environment. He will learn how to help the environment by
following the “Three Rs”: reduce, reuse, and recycle. Lesson 3 is a student-selected
project. The student will be able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A
rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes. By the end of this unit, your
student will understand how populations of organisms can be affected by drastic changes
to the environment, such as fires and floods. He will learn how scientists study fossils to
gain information about environmental changes that occurred in the past.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Earth Changes
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s structure. She will learn to identify Earth’s
oceans and continents as well as specific landforms, such as mountains, valleys, canyons,
plains, and coasts. By studying an image in her textbook, your student will investigate
unique features of the ocean floor. She will identify and define a continental shelf, an
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abyssal plain, and a seafloor trench. Your student will also examine Earth’s layers: the
crust, mantle, and core. She will read about earthquakes and how they can affect the
physical structure of Earth’s crust. In addition, your student will read about volcanoes,
landslides, and floods—and how they can alter the appearance of Earth’s surface. Finally,
your student will discover how the processes of weathering and erosion change
landscapes across the world. Lesson 5 is a student selected project. The student will be
able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be
used for scoring purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Science 3 A and B Course Guide
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Gifted and Talented Science 3 B
Description:
In this course, students explore the fascinating worlds of Earth and matter. In the Earth science
unit, students study the earth’s composition in detail as well as the relationships between the
Earth, moon, and sun. In the physical science unit, they study the properties of matter. Lessons
are designed to engage the student’s natural curiosity, from building a model for investigating
how simple machines work to studying why the moon’s shape appears to change throughout the
month. The course accommodates a range of learning styles with activity-centered learning as
well as readings, research, and traditional instruction. Students also explore the scientific method
and various careers in science.
Units:
•

Using Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s minerals. He will examine mineral
properties such as color, streak, luster, and hardness. After studying minerals, your
student will learn how minerals combine to form rocks. He will explore the three types of
rocks: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. In the second part of the unit, your
student will learn how to use variables to answer a scientific question. He will do this by
conducting an experiment with different types of soil. Your student will then read about
fossils and how they form. He will explore Earth’s renewable and nonrenewable
resources and will read about the ways people can conserve natural resources. Lesson 7 is
a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose from three options relating
to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Weather
In this unit, your student will explore weather. She will learn how different types of
weather form in Earth’s atmosphere, and she will read about predicting weather. Your
student will test her inquiry skills when she completes the lab “Interpret Data.” She will
learn how to interpret weather data that was collected throughout a year. Next your
student will study the water cycle and how it relates to different weather patterns. She
will read about evaporation, condensation, and precipitation; and she will examine a
detailed diagram in her textbook that illustrates the water cycle. Finally, your student will
discover the difference between weather and climate. She will learn how and why
climates vary across the world. Lesson 5 is a student-selected project. The student will be
able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be
used for scoring purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
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•

Planets, Moons, and Stars
In this unit, your student will investigate the solar system. He will first study the Earthmoon-sun relationship and will learn why there are seasons on Earth and why there are
phases of the moon. Next your student will explore other planets in the solar system. He
will compare and contrast the inner and outer planets. When reading about the outer
planets, be sure that your student understands that Pluto is now considered a dwarf
planet. Lesson 6 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose
from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring
purposes. At the end of this unit, your student will explore stars. He will learn why stars
can only be seen at night and why the Big Dipper is not a constellation. Your student will
be able to explain why different stars can be viewed during different seasons. After
completing the reading assignments for this unit, your student will have a better
understanding of the many features of the solar system.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Observing Matter
In this unit, your student will begin to investigate matter. She will learn how to identify
examples of matter and will study several properties of matter, including mass and
volume. Your student will learn that matter is composed of elements. Practical examples
of elements are pictured in your student’s textbook. After learning what matter is, your
student will explore the ways that matter can be measured. She will learn the standard
units of measurement for length, volume, and mass. She will also learn how to
differentiate between mass and weight. At the end of the unit, your student will explore
the three states of matter—solids, liquids, and gases—and how she uses them every day.
Lesson 4 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose from three
options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Matter
In this unit, your student will continue learning about matter. He will explore changes to
matter’s state. Your student will learn what happens to matter when it freezes, melts,
condenses, and evaporates. He will conduct an experiment to determine whether salt
water freezes faster—or slower—than fresh water. Your student will also learn how to
differentiate between physical changes and chemical changes in matter. He will read how
physical changes can be observed, but some chemical changes cannot. Your student will
learn that the release of heat and/or gas generally indicates that a chemical change has
occurred. Lesson 6 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose
from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring
purposes.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
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•

Forces and Motion
In this unit, your student will study the relationship between forces and motion. She will
learn how to define factors such as position, distance, and speed. She will also learn how
forces change the motion of objects. Your student will learn about magnetic force, and
will conduct an experiment to determine how magnetic force is affected by the distance
between an object and a magnet. Your student will go on to study work, energy, and
simple machines. She will define kinetic and potential energy, and will be able to explain
how energy can change from one form to another. She will explore the six simple
machines: levers, pulleys, wheels and axles, inclined planes, screws, and wedges.
Lesson 6 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to choose from three
options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes.
After your student has completed all of the reading assignments, see if she can identify a
compound machine at home.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Forms of Energy
In this final unit, your student will explore the following forms of energy—heat, sound,
light, and electricity. He will learn how to differentiate between heat and temperature and
will learn about conductors and insulators in an experiment with three potential
insulators. In this unit, your student will learn how sound travels and will learn the
difference between volume and pitch. Your student will also explore properties of light
and be able to define opaque, transparent, and translucent. He will learn how different
colors are made and how light can be reflected and refracted. At the end of this unit, your
student will study electricity. He will gain a basic understanding of static electricity and
will explore how electric currents flow through circuits.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Science 3 A and B Course Guide
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Science 3 A
Description:
Science provides a way for people to actively learn about the world around them. Throughout
this course the student will continue to perform hands-on activities to explore organisms,
investigate changes, and examine the solar system. The McGraw-Hill textbook, Science: A
Closer Look, and the science kit are the primary resources for this course. The life science units
describe and analyze components of the living world. The Earth science unit describes Earth's
features and the changes it undergoes. The student will also explore different careers in science
and the scientific method.
In this course, the student will design an experiment to discover what plants need to
survive, make a model of a cave, and delve into many more exciting experiments. The lessons in
this course are designed to accommodate a variety of learning styles and to provide a variety of
opportunities for the entire family to participate in the student’s education. Some lessons, or
groups of lessons, in each unit are activity-centered, which allows the student to engage the new
concepts through exploration and discovery; others are more traditional, requiring the student to
read, research, and reflect on the underlying theory.
Units:
•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who are studying animals in Madagascar. Your student will learn
how these scientists, Chris and Paule, use the scientific method to learn more about the
world around them. He will read how the scientific method helps them study animals like
the Madagascan chameleon. Your student will also be introduced to the many inquirybased skills that he will use throughout this course. He will learn how to form a
hypothesis, make observations, analyze data, draw conclusions, and communicate results.
Before your student begins the next unit, he will learn about science safety and why it’s
important for scientists to be safe and responsible when conducting research.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

A Look at Living Things
In this unit, your student will explore what living things need to survive. She will learn
how to identify living things and nonliving things in an ecosystem and will be introduced
to the basic needs of all organisms, including food, water, air, and space. During this unit,
your student will conduct an inquiry-based experiment with plants, which will help her
identify what factors influence a plant’s ability to survive. She will study plant parts, as
well as animal parts, and will learn how to classify plants and animals based on their
characteristics.
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Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
•

Living Things Grow and Change
In this unit, your student will explore the life cycles of plants and animals. He will
identify the different life stages of organisms. Your student will use the scientific method
to develop and test a hypothesis related to plant growth. During this unit, your student
will explore the process of metamorphosis by studying amphibians and insects. He will
learn how traits, such as hair and eye color, can be passed on from parents to offspring.
By the end of this unit, your student will have a better understanding of where some of
her traits may have come from.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Living Things in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will be introduced to ecosystems and the organisms that inhabit
them. She will examine food chains and food webs, then identify roles that different
organisms play within their ecosystem. She will learn how to use communication skills to
share information about energy within an ecosystem. During this unit, your student will
study different types of ecosystems, including deserts, tropical rain forests, temperate
forests, oceans, and wetlands. She will learn how plants and animals have specific
adaptations—structures or behaviors that help them survive in their environment.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will examine how changes to the environment affect living
things. He will learn how organisms compete for food, water, space, and other resources
in their environment. Your student will also learn that pollution can have lasting effects
on organisms and their habitats. During this unit, your student will explore the ways in
which people can protect the environment. He will learn how to help the environment by
following the “Three Rs”—reduce, reuse, and recycle. By the end of this unit, your
student will understand how populations of organisms can be affected by drastic changes
to the environment, such as fires and floods. He will learn how scientists study fossils to
gain information about environmental changes that occurred in the past.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Earth Changes
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s structure. She will learn to identify Earth’s
oceans and continents as well as specific landforms, such as mountains, valleys, canyons,
plains, and coasts. By studying an image in her textbook, your student will investigate
unique features of the ocean floor. She will identify and define a continental shelf, an
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abyssal plain, and a seafloor trench. Your student will also examine Earth’s layers: the
crust, mantle, and core. She will read about earthquakes and how they can affect the
physical structure of Earth’s crust. In addition, your student will read about volcanoes,
landslides, and floods—and how they can alter the appearance of Earth’s surface. Finally,
your student will discover how the processes of weathering and erosion change
landscapes across the world.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 3 A and B Course Guide
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Science 3 B
Description:
Science provides a way for people to actively learn about the world around them. Throughout
this course the student will continue to perform hands-on activities to explore organisms,
investigate changes, and examine the solar system. The McGraw-Hill textbook, Science: A
Closer Look, and the science kit are the primary resources for this course. The Earth science
units detail Earth's composition and the relationships between the Earth, moon, and sun. The
physical science unit explores the properties of matter. The student will also explore different
careers in science and the scientific method.
In this course, the student will create a model to investigate how simple machines
work, investigate why the moon's shape appears to change during the month, and delve into
many more exciting experiments. The lessons in this course are designed to accommodate a
variety of learning styles and to provide a variety of opportunities for the entire family to
participate in the student’s education. Some lessons, or groups of lessons, in each unit are
activity-centered, which allows the student to engage the new concepts through exploration and
discovery; others are more traditional, requiring the student to read, research, and reflect on the
underlying theory.
Units:
•

Using Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s minerals. He will examine mineral
properties such as color, streak, luster, and hardness. After studying minerals, your
student will learn how minerals combine to form rocks. He will explore the three types of
rocks: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. In the second part of the unit, your
student will learn how to use variables to answer a scientific question. He will do this by
conducting an experiment with different types of soil. Your student will then read about
fossils and how they form. He will explore Earth’s renewable and nonrenewable
resources and will read about the ways people can conserve natural resources.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Weather
In this unit, your student will explore weather. She will learn how different types of
weather form in Earth’s atmosphere, and she will read about predicting weather. Your
student will test her inquiry skills when she completes the lab, “Interpret Data.” She will
learn how to interpret weather data that was collected throughout a year. Next, your
student will study the water cycle and how it relates to different weather patterns. She
will read about evaporation, condensation, and precipitation; and she will examine a
detailed diagram in her textbook that illustrates the water cycle. Finally, your student will
discover the difference between weather and climate. She will learn how and why
climates vary across the world.
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Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
•

Planets, Moons, and Stars
In this unit, your student will investigate the solar system. He will first study the Earthmoon-sun relationship and will learn why there are seasons on Earth and why there are
phases of the moon. Next, your student will explore other planets in the solar system. He
will compare and contrast the inner and outer planets. When reading about the outer
planets, be sure that your student understands that Pluto is now considered a dwarf
planet. At the end of this unit, your student will explore stars. He will learn why stars can
only be seen at night and why the Big Dipper is not a constellation. Your student will be
able to explain why different stars can be viewed during different seasons. After
completing the reading assignments for this unit, your student will have a better
understanding of the many features of the solar system.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Observing Matter
In this unit, your student will begin to investigate matter. She will learn how to identify
examples of matter and will study several properties of matter, including mass and
volume. Your student will learn that matter is composed of elements. Practical examples
of elements are pictured in your student’s textbook. After learning what matter is, your
student will explore the ways that matter can be measured. She will learn the standard
units of measurement for length, volume, and mass. She will also learn how to
differentiate between mass and weight. At the end of the unit, your student will explore
the three states of matter—solids, liquids, and gases—and how she uses them every day.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Changes in Matter
In this unit, your student will continue learning about matter. He will explore changes to
matter’s state. Your student will learn what happens to matter when it freezes, melts,
condenses, and evaporates. He will conduct an experiment to determine whether salt
water freezes faster—or slower—than fresh water. Your student will also learn how to
differentiate between physical changes and chemical changes in matter. He will read how
physical changes can be observed, but some chemical changes cannot. Your student will
learn that the release of heat and/or gas generally indicates that a chemical change has
occurred.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

•

Forces and Motion
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In this unit, your student will study the relationship between forces and motion. She will
learn how to define factors such as position, distance, and speed. She will also learn how
forces change the motion of objects. Your student will learn about magnetic force, and
will conduct an experiment to determine how magnetic force is affected by the distance
between an object and a magnet. Your student will go on to study work, energy, and
simple machines. She will define kinetic and potential energy, and will be able to explain
how energy can change from one form to another. She will explore the six simple
machines: levers, pulleys, wheels and axles, inclined planes, screws, and wedges. After
your student has completed all of the reading assignments, see if she can identify a
compound machine at home.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.
•

Forms of Energy
In this final unit, your student will explore the following forms of energy—heat, sound,
light, and electricity. He will learn how to differentiate between heat and temperature,
and will learn about conductors and insulators in an experiment with three potential
insulators. In this unit, your student will learn how sound travels and will learn the
difference between volume and pitch. Your student will also explore properties of light
and be able to define opaque, transparent, and translucent. He will learn how different
colors are made and how light can be reflected and refracted. At the end of this unit, your
student will study electricity. He will gain a basic understanding of static electricity and
will explore how electric currents flow through circuits.
Before beginning this unit, look at the materials list in the Course Summary backpack.
There may be items that you need to supply to complete the labs.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 3 A and B Course Guide
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Social Studies 3 A
Description:
This Social Studies course focuses on the theme of community through the study of geography,
history, government, and economics. The course text is Scott Foresman’s Communities. In this
course, the student will explore a variety of communities, past and present, from around the
world. Short stories, biographies, poetry, case studies, songs, and other resources emphasize the
role of the individual in the community, as well as the influence of geography on communities.
Multimedia resources including Teachlet® tutorials, videos, and interactive websites enhance
and support the content. The student will learn geographic concepts such as place, location, and
human interaction with the environment. Geography skills lessons are incorporated throughout
the course. In addition, the student will learn the basic principles that led to the creation of the
Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. The student will learn about the rights
and responsibilities of citizens and the three branches of government. In the economics unit, the
student will examine basic economic concepts such as money, prices, supply and demand, and
taxes. The student will examine factors that contribute to personal economic decisions.
Units:
•

•

•

Our Community
In this unit, your student will understand the meaning of community as a place where
people live, work, and have fun. He will recognize the characteristics of rural, suburban,
and urban communities. He will also be able to recognize each type of community. Your
student will study pictures and stories of different communities in the United States and
around the world.
People in Communities
In this unit, your student will learn about those factors that inspired people to travel to
America from places around the world. She will understand the experiences immigrants
faced as they strived to learn new customs and start new lives. She will also understand
the importance of celebrating existing and past cultures of a community.
Where Are Communities?
In this unit, your student will understand how different physical environments distinguish
one community from another community. He will learn how each community differs by
its climate and the types of resources that are available in that area. Your student will also
understand why some communities are able to develop and grow along mountains, water
systems, roads, railroads, and air routes.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: Communities
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Social Studies 3 B
Description:
This Social Studies course focuses on the theme of community through the study of geography,
history, government, and economics. The course text is Scott Foresman’s Communities. In this
course, the student will explore a variety of communities, past and present, from around the
world. Short stories, biographies, poetry, case studies, songs, and other resources emphasize the
role of the individual in the community, as well as the influence of geography on communities.
Multimedia resources including Teachlet® tutorials, videos, and interactive websites enhance
and support the content. The student will learn geographic concepts such as place, location, and
human interaction with the environment. Geography skills lessons are incorporated throughout
the course. In addition, the student will learn the basic principles that led to the creation of the
Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. The student will learn about the rights
and responsibilities of citizens and the three branches of government. In the economics unit, the
student will examine basic economic concepts such as money, prices, supply and demand, and
taxes. The student will examine factors that contribute to personal economic decisions.
Units:
•

•

•

History of Communities
In this unit, your student will learn how the history of present-day communities
throughout North America was shaped by the migration and exploration of early groups.
She will learn about early day Spanish, French, English and Native American
settlements. She will also understand how technology changes a community over
time through innovations in transportation, communication, and medicine, along with key
inventions.
Communities at Work
In this unit, your student will understand how money impacts consumers’ choices and
decision making regarding their earnings, spending and savings. He will learn how
people’s actions are influenced by the ability to distinguish needs from wants. He will
also learn how business owners are confronted with decisions and choices regarding
production, services, and resources which impact profits.
Governments
In this unit, your student will learn about past government and the impact that present day
government has on the rights and responsibilities of today’s citizens. She will learn how
citizens can become good citizens by using these rights and responsibilities on a
community, state and country level. She will also learn about the structure of state
government and understand how communities benefit from local government services
and community leaders.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 3 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: Communities
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 3
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer as well as Tux Paint and Tux Paint Stamps.

Description:
In this course, students use appropriate technology tools and resources to complete projects,
manage information, and solve problems. Students use software to write, organize, analyze, and
present information and data. Students learn listening and organizational skills and set attainable
learning goals. Students become responsible users of technology as they learn about Internet
safety and appropriate online behavior.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Keyboarding
In this unit, you will identify the home row and the rows above and below the home row.
You will review the keyboarding skills learned in Lessons 6–10 of the Touch Typing
Program. You will demonstrate correct posture and finger position while typing and
apply proper touch typing skills to type the letters c, w, o, x, q, p, and z, the comma key,
period key, and the forward slash key. Finally, you will complete a typing speed test.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, your student will learn basic Microsoft® Word tools to organize and
communicate information in language arts. He will also learn how to type and format
words and sentences, insert and format tables, use the Spelling and Grammar tool, and
insert clip art and WordArt. For the portfolio assessment, he will research pollution, and
the effects on the environment. He will learn how to reduce air, water, and land
pollution. He will then organize the information using the outline view in Microsoft
Word. To enhance his learning, he will watch Discovery Education™ streaming movies,
eBooks, and BrainPOP® movies.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, you will explore a variety of features in Microsoft® PowerPoint to improve
the way you communicate information. You will learn how to insert a text box, tables,
shapes, WordArt, and clip art on a slide. You will use the Slide Sorter view to move and
insert slides within a presentation. For your portfolio, you will research natural disasters
and action plans and create a PowerPoint presentation of the information that you find.
Microsoft® Excel
In this unit, your student will use tools and features in Microsoft Excel to solve math
problems. He will type numbers in cells, insert formulas, make tables, create bar graphs,
and use formatting tools to visually present math concepts and analyze data.
Study Skills
In this unit, you will learn study skills to help you succeed in school and beyond. You
will create a study schedule to organize schoolwork, use note taking to make sense of
information, use visual organizers to help improve your writing and organize
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•

information, and create short and long-term goals for learning. You will watch Discovery
Education™ streaming movies on listening skills, organizational skills, and other study
skills that will help you become a successful learner. The important skills taught in this
unit apply not only to Educational Technology and Online Learning but to all academic
areas, as well as to the real world.
Internet Safety
In this unit, you will learn about Internet safety. You will learn to responsibly use
technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate, and communicate information. You
will distinguish between appropriate, or safe, and inappropriate, or not safe, websites and
privacy, or personal, issues to keep you safe while using the Internet. For the portfolio
assignment, you will create rules for safe and responsible technology use in the cyber
community in a Microsoft® Word document.
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4th Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=4&isHiddenTextbook=false

Physical Education 4
Description:
Students participate in a variety of activities that are designed to enhance personal fitness.
Students choose from a variety of fitness plans including yoga, participating in an individual or
team sport, or Connections Academy’s fitness plan. Students track their participation and
progress through the Activity Tracker.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

The Presidential Fitness Challenge: Introduction
In this unit, your student will learn about The Presidential Fitness Challenge. The
President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that rewards
students for being physically active and physically fit. Your student will learn about the
events involved, the awards that he can win, and how to keep track of his progress. By
the end of this unit, your student will have taken his first step toward earning the
Presidential Physical Fitness Award or the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award.
Learning Locomotor Skills
In this unit, your student will demonstrate age-appropriate proficiency in fundamental
sports skills: throwing, catching, kicking, running, and jumping. Your student will learn
the eight principal locomotor skills: running, hopping, vertical jumping, horizontal
jumping, galloping, sliding, skipping, and leaping. Some of these locomotor skills relate
directly to sports skills, while others will assist your student with dance skills and in
becoming a more skillful mover. Your student will also begin to participate in daily
exercise activities.
Developing A Healthy Exercise Routine
In this unit, your student will learn the four principles of exercise: regularity, overload,
specificity, and progression. He will also learn about the four components—warm-up,
stretching, exercise, and cool-down—that make up an effective exercise routine. Lastly,
he will gain an understanding of why each one is important and then begin the suggested
daily exercise activities.
Your Body and Exercise
In this unit, your student will learn about how different factors affect her body during
exercise. The unit explores body type and composition, proper diet and nutrition, the
importance of fluids during exercise, how the human body maintains a healthy balance,
and how exercise-related injuries can be prevented and cared for.
The Presidential Fitness Challenge
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•

In this unit, your student will participate in The Presidential Physical Fitness Challenge.
The President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that
rewards students for being physically active and physically fit. Your student will
complete various exercises and submit a record of his performance in these exercises to
his teacher for verification and recognition.
Games Around The World
In this unit, your student will learn about games played by children in other
countries. She will learn games from countries in Asia in the first lesson. Next she will
look at games that are played in countries in Europe. The third lesson will concentrate on
games that children play in Australia. Finally, in the fourth lesson your student will focus
on games from countries in Africa.

CD/DVD
•

Elementary Yoga DVDs (set of 2)

•

Health and PE Kit (12A)

Kit

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Get Fit Handbook

Supplies
•

Jump rope
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Art 4
Description:
Art history and art criticism are introduced, and students study the arts of various cultures. Your
child will also use various media to create two- and three-dimensional projects.
Units:
•

•

•

•

A European Adventure
This unit will acquaint your student with some of the artwork of the European continent.
Throughout history, artists have chosen subjects from many sources. Some artists have
chosen to express themselves by centering their art on what they see in their home or in
the homes of other people. Other artists prefer to express themselves through what they
see in the natural world. We can find subjects for art in many places. In order to
creatively express impressions and feelings in a visually effective way, artists use the
elements of art: line, color, value, texture, form, and space. The elements of art provide a
solid foundation that will enable your student to develop his unique creative abilities.
African Travels
Why do we study African art? As your student moves through the lessons in this unit, she
will see that African art is different from art in other cultures. Art in Africa is used as an
important part of ceremonies, rituals, and dances. Masks, carvings, weavings, and
other art forms have special meanings and specific functions for the people who create
and use them. The art of Africa has had a strong influence on the art in Europe and
America. This unit will explore the elements of art and the unique and fascinating way
the elements are used in African artistic expression.
Above and Below: Art in the Americas
This unit will present art forms of North and South America. The unit will begin with
lessons that focus on African influences and contributions to society in both North and
South America. Lessons will also focus on the artistic contributions of the Harlem
Renaissance and Abstract Expressionism, two movements in art that are uniquely
American. Other lessons will present the contributions to art by native people in North
and South America. Your student will see how the elements of art and the principles of
design have been applied using techniques that make art in the Americas a truly unique
experience.
The Expressive Art of Asia
Asia is the world's largest continent and boasts many distinct cultures. In this unit, your
student will learn about art forms from China, India, Indonesia, and Japan. The art of
Asia represents the great diversity of the people who live there; studying this wealth of
creative knowledge will help your student develop an understanding of and appreciation
for Asia's varied cultures.

Kit
•

Art 3-5 Kit
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Supplies
•
•
•

Art set (67 piece)
Drawing pad (24 sheet)
Paintbrushes (set of 5)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 4 A
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 4 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
interaction and discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. Oral language skills
are developed with instruction in oral compositions, interviews, and discussion. Writing skills
are reinforced with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage. Classic
and award-winning children’s literature carries students across oceans and through centuries as
tales of adventure unfold.
Units:
•

•

•

This Land is Your Land
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of diversity in the United States while
learning essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass several
genres, including historical fiction, a modern fairy tale, realistic fiction, and articles. Your
student will learn and practice reading comprehension skills such as previewing a text,
connecting reading to prior knowledge, finding the author's purpose and main idea, and
understanding sequence and story structure. Reading instruction also addresses fluency
skills such as reading with correct phrasing and volume, and vocabulary development
strategies such as understanding word structure, using context clues, and referring to a
dictionary. Additionally, your student will learn the steps of the writing process and apply
them in weekly writing assignments, which culminate in a narrative that is submitted as
the first assignment for his writing portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and
checklists for drafting and revising are provided as support. Finally, your student will
receive weekly spelling instruction, which focuses on understanding long and short vowel
patterns, as well as grammar instruction in using complete sentences and understanding
different sentence types.
Work and Play
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of work and play, while building on the
reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. This unit provides thorough instruction in
reading comprehension skills such as understanding causes and effects, drawing
conclusions, distinguishing between facts and opinions, asking questions while reading,
and monitoring one's own understanding. The fluency and vocabulary development
strategies taught in Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student will further
develop her writing skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a job description
submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses new word patterns and
endings, including regular and irregular plurals, and words with r -controlled vowels.
Grammar instruction develops your student’s understanding of nouns by addressing
topics such as common and proper nouns, singular and plural nouns, and possessive
nouns.
Patterns in Nature
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In this unit, your student will explore the theme of patterns in nature. He will read a
variety of selections, including a short biography, What Are You Figuring Now?, a
fantasy story, a myth, and nonfiction articles. Reading instruction will help your student
understand causes and effects, make generalizations, and use graphic sources of
information. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills, as
well as vocabulary development strategies such as using context clues and understanding
word structure. Your student will gain additional confidence as a writer as he learns to
compose longer works, including a friendly letter and a problem-and-solution essay
submitted as part of his writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of
topics, including homophones, compound words, and possessives. Grammar instruction
focuses on verbs, including action and linking verbs, helping verbs, verb tenses, and
subject-verb agreement.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Language Arts 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 4
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 4 B
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 4 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
interaction and discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. Oral language skills
are developed with instruction in oral compositions, interviews, and discussion. Writing skills
are reinforced with instruction in spelling, handwriting, grammar, and language usage. Classic
and award-winning children’s literature carries students across oceans and through centuries as
tales of adventure unfold.
Units:
•

•

•

Puzzles and Mysteries
In this unit, your student will explore puzzles and mysteries while wondering about the
question, "Is there an explanation for everything?" She will be exposed to various works
of both fiction and nonfiction including historical fiction, realistic fiction, biographies, a
play, and expository nonfiction. In addition, your student will read From the Mixed Up
Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by E. L. Konigsburg, the story of Claudia Kincaid and
her younger brother, Jamie, who decide to run away to the Museum of Art in New York
City. Comprehension skills focus on writing traits such as compare and contrast,
character and setting, graphic sources, and plot. Your student will also visualize, ask
questions, and use prior knowledge to better understand text. Fluency skills will be
modeled through the Read Aloud. The grammar skills stressed in this unit are the use of
pronouns, contractions and negatives. Your student will also practice the following
writing traits, sentences, focus/ideas, voice, conventions, and organization. In addition,
your student will study spelling patterns, prefixes, contractions, and the consonant
sounds /j/, /ks/, and /kw/. Finally, your student will use the traits and strategies from this
unit to create a business letter.
Adventure by Land, Air and Water
In this unit, your student will explore adventures by land, air, and water. Through the
readings of both fiction and nonfiction, she will develop her own ideas about what makes
an adventure. Focused reading skills include sequence, drawing conclusions, main idea,
author's purpose and compare and contrast. Your student will also review the concept of
this unit, which is theme. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to learn
vocabulary strategies such as using context clues and analyzing word structure. Fluency
skills when reading are also highlighted. Your student will practice the writing traits of
voice, word choice and focus/ideas, and she will also use adverbs, adjectives, and
prepositions in writing. Spelling instruction addresses multisyllabic words, the V/CV and
VC/V pattern, Greek word parts, Latin roots and related words. Finally, your student will
use the traits and strategies from this unit to create an opinion essay.
Reaching for Goals
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of reaching for goals. The stories in this
unit connect to science and social studies. He will read several biographies and realistic
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fiction stories, as well as works of nonfiction. Comprehension skills focus on cause and
effect, fact and opinion, character and theme, generalizing, and using graphic sources.
Vocabulary strategies include analyzing word structure, using context clues, and using
resources such as a dictionary or glossary to learn the meaning of new words. Throughout
the unit, fluency rules will be modeled. Your student will explore punctuation and
capitalization rules and he will practice the writing traits of organization, sentences,
conventions, and focus/ideas. Spelling instruction addresses various prefixes and suffixes
as well as words with silent consonants and schwa. Finally, your student will use the
traits and strategies from this unit to create an informational article.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Language Arts 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 4
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 4
Description:
The Junior Great Books® program employs the method of interpretive readings and discussion
being known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders—the teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which a student
acquires the habits and strategies of a self-reliant thinker, reader, and learner. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with the student, helping
him work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in Shared Inquiry discussion, where
leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a particular
story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, the student will interact with peers twice during each unit for
Shared Inquiry and presentation of personal writing. Junior Great Books includes outstanding
works of literature by award-winning authors. Praised for their rich language and international
range, and chosen carefully for their ability to support multiple interpretations, the stories in
Junior Great Books capture students’ attention and imagination and engage the best of their
thinking. Progressing in reading level, conceptual complexity, and length throughout the series,
the stories are the foundation for a thoughtful process of reading, discussion, and writing.
Units:
•

•

•

Thank You, Ma'am
In this unit, your student will read “Thank You, Ma’am.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a question.
At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™
discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student
will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of
the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during
another LiveLesson session.
The Gold Coin
In this unit, your student will read “The Gold Coin.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where she has a question. She
will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate places where
the main character changes. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
Tuesday of the Other June
In this unit, your student will read “Tuesday of the Other June.” Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a
question. He will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to
comment on the main character’s behavior. At the end of the first lesson, your student
will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a
LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing
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•

•

•

•

•

assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student
will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson
session.
Prot and Krot
In this unit, your student will read “Prot and Krot,” a Polish folktale. Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she is
connecting the story to her own experience or knowledge, or to indicate where she has a
question. She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to
comment on the main character’s decisions. At the end of the first lesson, your student
will share her questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a
LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing
assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student
will share her writing with her teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson
session.
Chin Yu Min and the Ginger Cat
In this unit, your student will read “Chin Yu Min and the Ginger Cat.” Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he is
connecting the story to his own experience or knowledge, or to indicate where he has a
question. He will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to
comment on the main character’s decisions. At the end of the first lesson, your student
will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a
LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing
assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student
will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson
session.
The Nightingale
In this unit, your student will read “Nightingale.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she is connecting the story to
her own experience or knowledge, or to indicate where she has a question. She will also
practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to comment on the main
character’s emotional transparency. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share
her questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete
that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing
with her teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
Fresh
In this unit, your student will read “Fresh.” Your student will practice active reading by
marking passages with notes to indicate places where he is using his senses to visualize
the story, or to indicate where he has a question. He will also practice his critical thinking
skills by marking passages to comment on the main character’s preferences. At the end of
the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of
the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a
writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your
student will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during another
LiveLesson session.
Thunder, Elephant, and Dorobo
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•

In this unit, your student will read “Thunder, Elephant, and Dorobo,” an African folktale.
Your student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate
where she is using her senses to visualize the story, or to indicate where she has a
question. She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages that may
have more than one meaning. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
All Summer in a Day
In this unit, your student will read “All Summer in a Day.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he is using his
senses to visualize the story, or to indicate where he has a question. He will also practice
his critical thinking skills by marking passages that offer insight into the characters. At
the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™
discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student
will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of
the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during
another LiveLesson session.
Beauty and the Beast
In this unit, your student will read “Beauty and the Beast.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she visualize the story,
connecting to the story, or to indicate where she has a question. She will also practice her
critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate the main character’s feelings. At
the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions in a Shared Inquiry™
discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student
will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of
the unit, your student will share her writing with her teacher and the other students during
another LiveLesson session.
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Language Arts 4 A
Description:
Throughout the course, students are exposed to a wide array of fiction and nonfiction as they
develop and apply their comprehension skills. They develop the tools to understand vocabulary
presented through a variety of reading material and have the opportunity to read independently,
as well as to create projects in response to self-selected books. After reviewing the five stages of
the writing process, students create well-organized compositions aided by effective planning
tools. The basic skills of writing are reinforced with instruction in spelling, handwriting,
grammar, and language usage. Daily spelling activities give students opportunities to use spelling
words in context.
Units:
•

•

•

This Land is Your Land
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of diversity in the United States while
learning essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass several
genres, including historical fiction, a modern fairy tale, realistic fiction, and articles. Your
student will learn and practice reading comprehension skills, such as previewing a text,
connecting reading to prior knowledge, finding the author's purpose and main idea,
understanding sequence and story structure. Reading instruction also addresses fluency
skills, such as reading with correct phrasing and volume, and vocabulary development
strategies, such as understanding word structure, using context clues, and referring to a
dictionary. Additionally, your student will learn the steps of the writing process and apply
them in weekly writing assignments, which culminate in a narrative that is submitted as
the first assignment for his writing portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and
checklists for drafting and revising are provided as support. Finally, your student will
receive weekly spelling instruction, which focuses on understanding long and short vowel
patterns, as well as grammar instruction in using complete sentences and understanding
different sentence types.
Work and Play
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of work and play, while building on the
reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. This unit provides thorough instruction in
reading comprehension skills, such as understanding causes and effects, drawing
conclusions, distinguishing between facts and opinions, asking questions while reading,
and monitoring one's own understanding. The fluency and vocabulary development
strategies taught in Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student will further
develop her writing skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a news story and
a job description submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses new
word patterns and endings, including regular and irregular plurals, and words with rcontrolled vowels. Grammar instruction develops your student’s understanding of nouns
by addressing topics such as common and proper nouns, singular and plural nouns, and
possessive nouns.
Patterns in Nature
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In this unit, your student will explore the theme of patterns in nature. He will read a
variety of selections, including a short fiction book, Into the Sea, a fantasy story and a
myth, and nonfiction articles. Reading instruction will help your student understand
causes and effects, make generalizations, and use graphic sources of
information. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency skills, as
well as vocabulary development strategies such as using context clues and understanding
word structure. Your student will gain additional confidence as a writer as he learns to
compose longer works, including a friendly letter and a problem-and-solution
essay submitted as part of his writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of
topics, including homophones, compound words, and possessives. Grammar instruction
focuses on verbs, including action and linking verbs, helping verbs, verb tenses, and
subject-verb agreement.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 4
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Language Arts 4 B
Description:
Throughout the course, students are exposed to a wide array of fiction and nonfiction as they
develop and apply their comprehension skills. They develop the tools to understand vocabulary
presented through a variety of reading material and have the opportunity to read independently,
as well as to create projects in response to self-selected books. After reviewing the five stages of
the writing process, students create well-organized compositions aided by effective planning
tools. The basic skills of writing are reinforced with instruction in spelling, handwriting,
grammar, and language usage. Daily spelling activities give students opportunities to use spelling
words in context.
Units:
•

Puzzles and Mysteries
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of puzzles and mysteries, while building
on the reading and writing skills introduced in Language Arts 4 A. Your student will read
a variety of fiction and nonfiction selections, including a play, a biography, realistic
fiction, and a novel. Reading instruction in the first half of this unit develops
comprehension skills such as understanding characters and setting, using graphic sources,
asking questions while reading, and monitoring one's own understanding.
In the second half of this unit, your student will read award-winning author E. L.
Konigsburg's novel From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler. The novel
tells the story of a bright but unhappy sixth grader, Claudia Kincaid, who is bored with
her life in suburban Connecticut. When Claudia runs away to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City, she is confronted with an intriguing mystery to solve. This
exciting story provides your student with the opportunity to apply previously learned
reading skills to longer works while also enhancing her understanding of story elements.
As your student follows Claudia's adventures, she will identify literary elements, analyze
characters, and use comprehension strategies to make connections and draw conclusions.

•

Throughout the unit, fluency and vocabulary development strategies are reinforced.
Fluency is monitored and evaluated. Your student will further develop her writing skills
by composing in a variety of forms, including a travel brochure and a business letter
submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses final sounds, consonant
sounds, and words with prefixes. Grammar instruction develops your student’s
understanding of pronouns and antecedents, possessive pronouns, contractions, and
negatives.
Adventures by Land, Air, and Water
This unit focuses on the theme of adventure while continuing to build on the reading and
writing skills introduced in earlier units. Your student will revisit core reading
comprehension skills such as understanding the author's purpose, visualizing, identifying
the main idea of a selection, and drawing conclusions. Additionally, this unit provides
instruction in understanding story structure and text structures. Fluency and vocabulary
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•

development strategies taught in previous units are reinforced throughout the unit.
Writing instruction in this unit will develop your student's ability to write persuasively as
she composes in various forms, including a story review and an opinion essay submitted
as part of her writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses new word study concepts,
including Greek and Latin word parts. Grammar instruction develops your student’s
understanding of modifiers, including adjectives and adverbs, comparative and
superlative forms, and prepositional phrases.
Reaching for Goals
In this unit, your student will read various selections that focus on the theme of reaching
a goal, including a trade book, Mieko and the Fifth Treasure. He will also continue to
build on the reading skills introduced in earlier units, such as understanding cause-effect
relationships, distinguishing between fact and opinion, generalizing, using graphic
sources of information, and understanding character development and theme. This unit
focuses primarily on nonfiction selections, particularly biographies. Fluency and
vocabulary development strategies taught in previous units are reinforced throughout the
unit. Writing instruction in this unit will develop your student's ability to understand and
create informational texts. In addition to learning how to take notes and create an outline,
your student will write a character sketch and an informational article submitted as part of
his writing portfolio. Spelling instruction focuses on prefixes and suffixes as well as
words that include silent consonants and the schwa sound. Grammar instruction develops
your student’s understanding of writing conventions, including conventions for
capitalization, comma usage, quotation marks, and titles.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 4
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Gifted and Talented Math 4 A
Description:
This course further refines students' skills of the four mathematical operations while students are
introduced to more complex activities, such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
decimals. Students are introduced to the order of operations and learn how to solve and write
equations and inequalities. The study of geometry becomes more involved as students learn
about polygons and solid figures. Students also extend their knowledge of graphing to include
circle graphs and using statistics to make predictions. Solving problems with multiple steps,
increased emphasis on Algebra skills, and appropriate pacing keep gifted math students engaged
in this above level content.
Objectives derived from Pearson Education programs © Pearson Education, Inc., or its
affiliates. All rights reserved.
The answer key document for enVisionMATH Lessons is located in the Virtual Library in the
Answer Keys section and is not included as a resource in the Course Guide. You can access the
Answer Keys in the Virtual Library: Home > Curriculum and Instruction > Answer Keys. The
answer key document for the Daily Spiral Review Answer Keys is located in the BackPack. You
can access the Answer Keys in the BackPack under Web Links.
Units:
•

•

Let's Get Ready to Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities he will do in Math 4. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Numeration, Addition, and Subtraction
This unit reinforces a solid comprehension of the base ten numeration system. As your
student delves deeper into place value throughout this course, he will extend his ability to
read, order, compare, round, and represent numbers to the billions and the thousandths
place values. Proficiency of the concepts presented in this unit will provide your student
with the foundation to grasp more complex math concepts. Also in this unit, your student
will apply his knowledge of basic addition and subtraction facts to solve addition and
subtraction problems involving whole numbers and decimals. As your student learns to
estimate and compute whole number and decimal sums, he will use his background
knowledge of place value to model the process of adding and subtracting with and
without regrouping. Several properties of addition and the compatible numbers strategy
are used to further develop your student’s addition skills. This unit will provide your
student with meaningful computational practice through word problems that are
presented in authentic contexts. This unit’s problem-solving strategies are “look for a
pattern,” “draw a picture and write an equation,” and “multiple-step problems.”
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Multiplying Whole Numbers
In this unit, your student will use place-value patterns and four properties of
multiplication to multiply whole numbers of greater value. Your student will learn to
simplify multiplication, especially when multiplying with multiples of 10, 100, and
1,000. Your student’s prior mastery of basic multiplication facts will allow her to focus
on new concepts, such as partial products and the traditional algorithm, to solve multi–
digit multiplication problems. The problem solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture
and write an equation.”
Dividing by 1-Digit Divisors
In this unit, your student will estimate and divide up to four-digit dividends by singledigit divisors. Your student will learn to simplify division, especially when dividing with
a dividend that is a multiple of 10 and 100. Since relating multiplication to division
serves as an efficient strategy for solving division problems, your student should be fluent
with his multiplication facts. In doing so, your student will be able to concentrate on
learning new skills, such as dividing within the context of money, dividing with zeros in
the quotient, and dividing to find factors of whole numbers. Your student will also study
the concepts of prime and composite numbers. The problem-solving strategies in this unit
are “reasonableness” and “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Dividing by 2-Digit Divisors
In this unit, your student will estimate quotients and divide up to five-digit dividends with
two-digit divisors. The solutions to these division problems include one-digit and twodigit quotients, as well as quotients with a remainder. Basic multiplication facts will help
your student find the quotient to division problems whose dividends and divisors are
multiples of 10. This unit’s problem-solving strategies are “multiple-step problems” and
“missing or extra information.”
Variables and Expressions
In this unit, your student will estimate quotients and divide up to five-digit dividends with
two-digit divisors. The solutions to these division problems include one-digit and twodigit quotients, as well as quotients with a remainder. Basic multiplication facts will help
your student find the quotient to division problems whose dividends and divisors are
multiples of 10. This unit’s problem-solving strategies are “multiple-step problems” and
“missing or extra information.”
Multiplying and Dividing Decimals
In this unit, your student will use mental math strategies to estimate products and
quotients of problems involving decimals. Your student will apply the standard algorithm
to multiply a decimal by a whole number and to multiply a decimal by another decimal.
The steps for dividing decimals using the standard algorithm will also be taught to divide
a decimal by a whole number and to divide a decimal by another decimal. This unit’s
problem-solving strategy is “multiple-step problems.”
Shapes
In this unit, your student will learn about points, lines, and planes, the building blocks
used to describe other geometric figures. Your student will recognize the appropriate
labels that are needed in drawings of lines and rays. Also, your student will examine how
to say specific lines and rays and how to write them with proper notation. Using a
protractor, your student will measure and draw angles of varying degrees. Polygons are
named by the number of sides and angles they possess, and your student will learn to
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identify and describe different polygons based on such attributes. While taking a closer
look at triangles, your student will find that triangles fall into classifications according to
the length of their sides or by the size of their angles. Your student will also investigate
the classification system of quadrilaterals.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Math 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 4
iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 5
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Gifted and Talented Math 4 B
Description:
This course further refines students' skills of the four mathematical operations while students are
introduced to more complex activities, such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
decimals, fractions, and fractions with mixed numbers. Students are introduced to the order of
operations and learn how to solve and write equations and inequalities. The study of geometry
becomes more involved as students learn about polygons and solid figures. Students also extend
their knowledge of graphing to include circle graphs and using statistics to make predictions.
Solving problems with multiple steps, increased emphasis on Algebra skills, and appropriate
pacing keep gifted math students engaged in this above level content.
Objectives derived from Pearson Education programs © Pearson Education, Inc., or its
affiliates. All rights reserved.
The answer key document for enVisionMATH Lessons is located in the Virtual Library in the
Answer Keys section and is not included as a resource in the Course Guide. You can access the
Answer Keys in the Virtual Library: Home > Curriculum and Instruction > Answer Keys. The
answer key document for the Daily Spiral Review Answer Keys is located in the BackPack. You
can access the Answer Keys in the BackPack under Web Links.
Units:
•

•

•

Fractions and Decimals
In this unit, your student will identify fractional parts of a whole region and whole set.
Your student will learn how division relates to fractions through the process of dividing a
whole into equal parts. This unit will explain how to show equivalent fractions, express
fractions in simplest form, and write mixed numbers and improper fractions
interchangeably. Your student will also learn how to write tenths, hundredths, and
thousandths as decimals and fractions interchangeably. Determining greatest common
factor and comparing and ordering on a number line are other concepts and skills
included in this unit. The problem–solving strategy in this unit is “writing to explain.”
Adding and Subtracting Fractions and Mixed Numbers
In this unit, your student will use fraction models and computation skills to add and
subtract fractions and mixed numbers with like and unlike denominators. Your student
will study the process of finding the least common multiple of two numbers in order to
change unlike denominators into like denominators for addition and subtraction purposes.
The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “try, check, and revise.”
Multiplying Fractions and Mixed Numbers
In this unit, your student will learn to multiply a fraction by a whole number and by
another fraction. Multiplication of mixed numbers is another concept that is presented in
this unit. Several methods, such as using repeated addition, drawing a picture, and
computing products, are used to develop the concepts of multiplying with fractions and
multiplying with mixed numbers. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a
picture and write a number sentence.”
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•

Perimeter and Area
In this unit, your student will learn to select appropriate tools and units to measure length
in the customary and metric systems. Your student will measure with greater precision by
finding length to the nearest inch, half inch, quarter inch, and eighth inch in the
customary system and to the nearest centimeter and millimeter in the metric system.
Using formulas, your student will find the perimeter of polygons, area of squares,
rectangles, and triangles, and circumference of circles. Additionally, your student will use
a formula to find the area of a parallelogram and to determine the side-lengths of a
parallelogram, given the area and the length of one side. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “draw a picture and make an organized list.”
Solids
This unit allows your student to examine solids in greater detail. To begin, your student
will name the attributes of solid figures by their faces, edges, and vertices. Your student
will identify two-dimensional shapes that constitute solid figures, as he examines nets
that form solid figures upon folding. Also, your student will explore the views of solids
from the various perspectives of looking from the top, front, and side. Determining
volume in cubic units is a concept that is studied in this unit. The problem-solving
strategy in this unit is “use objects and solve a simpler problem.”
Measurement Units
In this unit, your student will learn to select appropriate tools and units to measure
capacity and weight in the customary system and volume and mass in the metric system.
Using multiplication and division, your student will convert units of measure within the
same system. Next your student will study elapsed time, start time, and end time, and use
models and computations to solve problems involving minutes, hours, days, and weeks.
Your student will also study temperature changes in both degrees Fahrenheit and degrees
Celsius. The use of real measuring tools, such as thermometers, scales, and clocks, as
well as real items, such as cups and daily schedules, will add meaning to your student’s
study of measurement. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make a table.”
Solving and Writing Equations
This unit provides your student further practice with variables. The variables in this unit
are used in equations that involve addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division. Your
student will learn to isolate the variable in an equation in order to solve for the unknown
number. Finally, your student will identify and write an equation for the pattern or
relationship that exists between pairs of numbers that are recorded within a table. This
unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Equations and Graphs
In this unit, your student will study integers. A number line will give your student a
visual of the sequence of positive and negative numbers and develop hers understanding
of integer values. Your student will use number lines on a coordinate plane to graph
ordered pairs of integers. The study of integers will also include determining the distance
between two integers and generating a list of ordered pairs, given the values of one
variable in a given equation. The student will also learn to collect data from surveys and
to display and interpret data in various types of graphs.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
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GT Math 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 4
iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 5
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Math 4 A
Description:
Students expand their math skills in all four operations. They practice their addition and
subtraction skills with six-digit numbers, multiplication skills with two-digit numbers, and
division facts with one-digit numbers. With these skills in hand, students perform operations
with fractions and decimals. Measurement is a hands-on unit that covers both customary and
metric units of length, capacity, and weight. Students have the opportunity to study geometry
concepts, including lines, angles, shapes, perimeter, area, congruence, and similarity. Students
are also introduced to equations, statistics using data and graphing techniques, and probability
concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Let's Get Ready to Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities he will do in Math 4. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Numeration
This unit reinforces a solid comprehension of the base ten numeration system. Previously,
your student used his understanding of place value to read and write numbers in the
hundreds and thousands. As your student delves deeper into place value throughout this
course, he will extend his ability to read, order, compare, round, and represent larger
numbers in a variety of ways. Manipulatives will play a key role in developing your
student’s understanding of numbers in the thousands and millions place values.
Proficiency of the concepts presented in this unit will provide your student with the
foundation to grasp more complex math concepts. Finally, your student will read, write,
and compare decimal values as he counts money and makes change to solve problems
using real-world scenarios. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make an organized
list.”
Adding and Subtracting Whole Numbers
In this unit, your student will apply her knowledge and skills of basic addition and
subtraction facts to solve addition and subtraction problems involving whole numbers of
greater value. As your student learns to estimate and compute sums of numbers less than
100,000, she will use her background knowledge of place value to model the process of
adding and subtracting numbers in the thousands period, with and without regrouping.
Several properties of addition and the breaking-apart strategy are introduced to further
develop your student’s addition strategies. This unit will provide your student with
meaningful computational practice through word problems that are presented in authentic
contexts. The problem-solving strategies that will be introduced to your student are
“missing or extra information” and “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Multiplication Meanings and Facts
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In this unit, your student will revisit the concepts of equal groups and skip counting as he
equates multiplication to repeated addition. Your student will use arrays and counters to
model how multiplication works. In addition, your student will use patterns and apply
properties of multiplication to multiply with the numbers 0, 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 12. By
mastering these basic multiplication facts, you student will develop his ability to solve
multi-digit multiplication problems and division problems. The problem solving strategy
in this unit is “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Multiplying by 1-Digit Numbers
In this unit, your student’s knowledge of basic facts and number patterns will support her
as she learns to multiply single-digit numbers by multiples of 10 and 100. Your student
will use strategies, such as compatible numbers and rounding, to estimate products. This
unit will also engage your student in 3-digit by 1-digit and 4-digit by 1-digit
multiplication problems. The standard algorithm, expanded algorithm, and break apart
strategies are some strategies that your student will employ to solve these multiplication
problems. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Multiplying by 2-Digit Numbers
In this unit, your student will multiply with multiples of 10 and 100, round factors, and
use compatible numbers to estimate products. Your student will use several strategies,
including arrays, tables, the traditional algorithm, and the expanded algorithm, to solve 2digit by 2-digit multiplication problems. Your student will practice his mental math skills
by multiplying greater numbers. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “two-question
problems.”
Division Meanings and Facts
In this unit, your student will explore two interpretations of division: division as sharing
and division as repeated subtraction. Your student will use arrays, counters, number lines,
and pictures to model division. She will investigate special division rules that involve
dividing by the numbers 0 and 1. Finally, your student will practice her skills to relate a
multiplication fact to a division fact. She will learn that, like addition and subtraction,
multiplication and division have an inverse relationship; this means that their operations
undo each other. Subsequently, your student will be able to produce related multiplication
and division facts, or fact families. A strong knowledge of basic multiplication facts will
lend the use of fact families as an efficient strategy for solving division facts. The
problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Dividing by 1-Digit Divisors
In this unit, your student will estimate quotients and divide 3- and 4-digit dividends by
single-digit divisors. Your student will encounter remainders in some of the division
problems presented in this unit. He will use arrays and counters to visualize remainders.
Your student will also analyze word problems to determine how to interpret and use
remainders. Your student’s knowledge of place-value, related multiplication and division
facts, and estimation will allow him to understand and use a standard algorithm when
dividing with larger numbers. The standard algorithm will help your student to split the
calculation into simpler steps. Finally, your student will learn how to factor a whole
number. He will find that prime numbers have only two factors, while composite
numbers have more than two factors. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “multiplestep problems.”
Understanding Fractions
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In this unit, your student will use fraction circles, fraction strips, and other models to
represent, compare, order, and estimate fractions. Your student will identify fractional
parts of a whole region, whole object, and whole set. Throughout this unit, your student
will explore equivalent fractions, express fractions in simplest form, and write mixed
numbers and improper fractions interchangeably. Your student will use the skills that he
learns in this unit in future math courses as well as in everyday tasks. Relating fractions
to as many real-life examples as possible will help your student gain familiarity with the
concepts presented in this unit. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “look for a
pattern.”
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 4
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Math 4 B
Description:
Students expand their math skills in all four operations. They practice their addition and
subtraction skills with six-digit numbers, multiplication skills with two-digit numbers, and
division facts with one-digit numbers. With these skills in hand, students perform operations
with fractions and decimals. Measurement is a hands-on unit that covers both customary and
metric units of length, capacity, and weight. Students have the opportunity to study geometry
concepts, including lines, angles, shapes, perimeter, area, congruence, and similarity. Students
are also introduced to equations, statistics using data and graphing techniques, and probability
concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Understanding Decimals
In this unit, your student will read and write decimals to the hundredths place in
expanded, standard, and word form. Models of hundredths and place-value charts will
help your student to understand the value that is represented by a decimal, which will
allow him to compare and order decimals. Your student will learn to write decimals and
fractions interchangeably and graph them on a number line. Additionally, your student
will learn to write decimals and mixed numbers interchangeably and graph them on a
number line. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture.”
Adding and Subtracting Fractions
In this unit, your student will explore the meaning of fractions by decomposing and
composing simple fractions. Then your student will work with models to gain an
understanding of addition and subtraction of fractions and mixed numbers. This work
will only involve fractions with like denominators. Your student will explore the meaning
of multiplication of fractions by working with unit fractions and models of fractions.
Relating fractions to as many real-life examples as possible will help your student gain
familiarity with the concepts presented in this unit.
Operations with Decimals
In this unit, your student will use models of tenths and hundredths and her knowledge of
addition and subtraction basic facts to estimate and compute decimal sums and
differences involving decimals through hundredths. Your student will also learn to
multiply and divide a decimal by a whole number. Using standard algorithms for
multiplication and division, your student will find that computing products and quotients
of decimals is very similar to that of whole numbers. Your student will find that the main
difference is in placing the decimal when computing products and quotients with decimal
numbers. The problem-solving strategy is “try, check, and revise.”
Lines, Angles, and Shapes
In this unit, your student will learn about points, lines, and planes, which are the building
blocks to other geometric figures. Your student will study how the relationships between
these building blocks result in the formation of several types of lines, angles, and
polygons. Using a protractor, your student will measure and draw angles of varying
degrees. Polygons are named by the number of sides and angles they possess, and your
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student will learn to identify and describe different polygons based on such attributes.
While taking a closer look at triangles, your student will find that triangles are classified
based on the length of their sides and by the size of their angles. Your student will also
investigate the classification system of quadrilaterals. Finally, your student will determine
whether an object has line symmetry. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make and
test generalizations.”
Measurement, Time, and Temperature
In this unit, your student will learn to select appropriate tools and units to estimate and
measure length, capacity, and weight in the customary system; and length, capacity, and
mass in the metric system. Using a table of units, multiplication, and division, your
student will convert units of measure within the same system. Next your student will
study elapsed time. Your student will also learn to measure temperature and calculate
changes in temperature in both degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius. The use of real
measuring tools, such as thermometers, scales, and clocks, as well as real items, such as
cups and daily schedules, will add meaning to your student’s study of measurement.
Data and Graphs
In this unit, your student will encounter real-world problems that require collecting,
organizing, displaying, analyzing, and interpreting data. Your student will learn how to
collect data in an organized way by using a tally chart. She will learn how to use different
displays for different types of data, including bar graphs and line plots. The problemsolving strategy in this unit is “make a graph.”
Equations
In this unit, your student will study equations. He will determine if two equations are
equal or not equal to each other. The equations presented in this unit also include
variables. Your student will solve for the variable in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division equations by using the inverse operation to undo the operation of the
equation.
Area and Perimeter
In this unit, your student will explore strategies for finding area and perimeter. Using
centimeter grid paper, your student will determine the area of regular and irregular
figures by counting the number of square units that cover the interior of the figure. Your
student will also use formulas to find the area of squares, rectangles, parallelograms, and
triangles and to find the perimeter of polygons. Additionally, your student will explore
concepts that relate area and perimeter, such as whether or not rectangles can have the
same perimeter but different areas or if it is possible for rectangles to have the same area
but different perimeters. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “solve a simpler problem
and make a table.”

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•
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Gifted and Talented Science 4 A
Description:
This course deepens the student’s understanding of the life and Earth sciences through
observation, research, and experimentation. Our life science unit explores the differences and
commonalities between organisms. The Earth science unit investigates the Earth’s different land
features and how to care for the Earth in the 21st century. Students become engaged while
observing seed growth, exploring the effects of flooding on a riverbank, and conducting a variety
of experiments.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who are studying volcanoes in Indonesia. Your student will learn
how geologists Jim and Francesca use the steps of the scientific method to explore the
nature of volcanic eruptions. He will read how this process helps them study the
relationship between explosive volcanic eruptions and the element chlorine.
Your student will also be introduced to the many inquiry-based skills that he will use
throughout this course. He will learn how to form a hypothesis, make observations,
analyze data, draw conclusions, and communicate results. Before your student begins the
next unit, he will learn about science safety and why it’s important for scientists to be
safe when conducting scientific research.
Kingdoms of Life
In this unit, your student will investigate living things. She will learn that living things
have specific needs, including food, water, shelter, and oxygen. Your student will
compare and contrast plant and animal cells; and she will learn how cells combine to
form tissues, organs, and organ systems within organisms. During the unit, your student
will conduct an observation-based experiment with plants, which will help her understand
that, like animals, plants have special organ systems that perform certain jobs. She will
learn how scientists classify living things into six kingdoms and will take an in-depth
look into the plant kingdom. By the end of the unit, your student will have a better
understanding of plant parts and how different plants reproduce.
The Animal Kingdom
In this unit, your student will explore the animal kingdom. He will identify vertebrates
and invertebrates and will study seven organ systems in animals. Your student will use
the scientific method to form and test a hypothesis related to animal adaptations. During
the unit, your student will define the terms life cycle, life span, and metamorphosis. He
will study animal reproduction and will learn how traits are passed on from parents to
offspring. Lesson 6 is a student-selected project. Your student will be able to choose from
three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for scoring
purposes. By the end of the unit, your student will have a better understanding of the
different ways in which animals reproduce.
Exploring Ecosystems
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In this unit, your student will study ecosystems, communities, and populations, and she
will learn how to identify biotic and abiotic factors within an ecosystem. In addition, your
student will be introduced to Earth’s six major biomes: deciduous forest, tropical rain
forest, grassland, desert, tundra, and taiga.
The latter part of the unit focuses on relationships among organisms in an ecosystem.
Your student will define the terms producer, consumer, and decomposer; she will learn
where these different types of organisms can be found in a food chain and in a food web.
Your student will discover how organisms compete for vital resources in their ecosystems
and how all organisms seek energy from food. Lesson 5 is a student-selected
project. Your student will be able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A
rubric is included and will be used for scoring purposes.
Surviving in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will learn how organisms adapt to their surroundings. He will
complete a reading assignment that provides examples of how certain animal species
survive in desert ecosystems. Your student will also learn how some animals have body
parts that are adaptations, such as a porcupine’s sharp quills. During the unit, your
student will also study plant adaptations, such as a cactus’s ability to store water. He will
learn how an environmental change, such as a drought, can have a dramatic effect on
plants in an ecosystem. Lesson 5 is a student-selected project. Your student will be able
to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for
scoring purposes. By the end of the unit, your student will be able to provide examples of
species that are endangered or extinct.
Shaping Earth
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s structure, along with the processes that
change the shape of Earth’s surface. She will learn how to identify landforms on Earth’s
continents as well as physical structures on the ocean floor. Your student will conduct an
experiment that will help her understand how landslides can dramatically change
landscapes. Towards the end of the unit, your student will discover how mountains,
earthquakes, and volcanoes form. She will define folds and faults and will learn what
people can do to protect themselves in case of an earthquake. Finally, your student will
study how weather-related phenomena, such as floods, forest fires, tornadoes, and
hurricanes, can cause dramatic changes to Earth’s surface.
Saving Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will complete reading assignments on minerals, rocks, soil, and
fossils. Your student’s knowledge of natural resources will increase as he explores how
fossil fuels are used and as he identifies renewable resources and nonrenewable
resources. Your student will also study Earth’s supply of saltwater and freshwater. He
will explore how water is used and how water can become polluted. The unit will
introduce your student to conservation. Your student will read about ways he can
conserve resources at home. Lesson 9 is a student-selected project. Your student will be
able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be
used for scoring purposes.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Science 4 A and B Course Guide
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Gifted and Talented Science 4 B
Description:
Students become investigators in this course where they use a variety of techniques to collect
information about the world around them. In Earth science, our investigators study the effects of
different climates on Earth and begin exploring the solar system. In our physical science unit,
they study the composition and use of different forms of energy. Through a range of hands-on
experiments and observation, they analyze the effect of warmed air on weather, explore chemical
reactions, and create a compound machine. Students deepen their understanding of the material
through a long-term science project chosen from an approved list and shared at the semester’s
end with fellow students.
Units:
•

•

•

Weather and Climate
In the beginning of this unit, your student will be introduced to different types
of weather. By studying the water cycle, your student will be able to explain how water
moves on Earth’s surface and through its atmosphere. He will read about various forms
of precipitation and will learn how different types of weather, such as hurricanes and
tornadoes, form. In the latter part of the unit, your student will explore climate. He will
learn that climates differ on Earth; for example, some regions have cold and dry climates,
while others have warm, humid, and rainy climates. Your student will complete the unit
by conducting an experiment to investigate how large masses of warm air can affect
regional climates. The final lesson in this unit introduces the long-term project. In this
lesson, your student will be given the project guidelines as well as the project rubric and a
list of possible topics. Your student will be given opportunities to work on the long-term
project during each remaining unit.
The Solar System and Beyond
In this unit, your student will explore the many wonders of the universe. She will
complete reading assignments that focus on Earth, the moon and sun, the inner and outer
planets, and stars and constellations. Your student will practice the inquiry skill of data
interpretation as she investigates a record of the moon’s phases. During the unit, your
student will learn that gravity is the force of attraction between the sun and planets in the
solar system. She will learn how scientists use telescopes to study the rocky planets and
the gas giants. By the end of the unit, your student will have a greater understanding of
the universe and its phenomena, including constellations. During this unit, your student
will select the topic for her long-term science project and submit the project proposal to
her teacher for approval. She will also be given the opportunity to complete any research
on her topic.
Properties of Matter
In this unit, your student will investigate matter and how it can be measured and
classified. His reading assignments will cover the states of matter, properties of matter,
and the system of measurement that scientists use to measure matter—the metric system.
Your student will focus on length, width, area, volume, mass, and density. In addition to
measurement, your student will study classification. He will define the
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terms element, atom, metal, nonmetal, and metalloid; and he will learn how the elements
are organized in the periodic table. By the end of the unit, your student will be prepared
to study how matter can change states. During this unit, your student will begin the
experiment or investigation for his long-term project. He will make daily observations
and record data on the lab report sheet.
Matter and Its Changes
In this unit, your student will continue to learn about different types of matter. She will
learn how to differentiate between a physical change and a chemical change and will
discover that mixtures are simply combinations of matter. In the beginning of the unit,
your student will conduct an experiment that will allow her to practice using variables.
She will determine how heat affects a liquid’s evaporation rate. Towards the end of the
unit, your student will conduct another experiment to determine if lemon juice can
prevent fruit from turning brown. Your student will continue to observe the experiment
for her long-term science project. She will complete the experiment by the end of this
unit and begin to focus on her project presentation.
Forces
Throughout this unit, your student will study forces and motion. She will
define motion, speed, velocity, and acceleration, and she will learn how they are all
related. Your student will watch movies that explain work, energy, and simple machines.
She will discover how simple machines are used in everyday life. By the end of the unit,
your student will have a better understanding of how balanced forces and unbalanced
forces affect an object’s motion. She will be able to explain potential energy and kinetic
energy, and she will also be able to describe the following forms of energy: chemical,
electrical, light, mechanical, thermal, and nuclear. Your student will read how energy can
be transferred and transformed. The long-term science project will be completed and
submitted to the teacher during this unit.
Energy
In this final unit, your student’s knowledge of energy will increase as she studies heat,
sound, light, electricity, and magnetism. The first reading assignment in the unit will help
your student understand the following terms: conduction, convection, radiation,
insulator, and conductor. Your student will go on to learn how sound is produced and
how sound can travel through a medium such as air or water.
Finally, your student will explore light, electricity, and magnetism. She will learn about
the electromagnetic spectrum and will discover that although light is made up of waves, it
travels in a straight line. Your student will investigate positive and negative particles and
how they cause an object to become electrically charged. She will end the unit by
studying magnetic particles, poles, and fields.
The graded long-term science project will be returned to your student. Lesson time will
be given for suggested revisions. Completed projects will be shared with other students
during a sharing session.
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Science 4 A
Description:
Science is an adventure in which everyone can take part! In this first semester course, the student
will be participating in scientific investigations of many different forms including simple
observations and experiments. Results from these investigations will provide information about
the surrounding world. The McGraw-Hill textbook, Science: A Closer Look, and the science kit
are the primary resources for this course.
The opening unit examines volcano exploration and reviews the scientific method. The life
science units examine the commonalities and differences among organisms. The Earth Science
units provide an opportunity for the student to investigate the different land features on Earth, as
well as how to care for Earth. In this course the student will observe seed growth, explore the
effects of flooding on a riverbank, and much, much more!
The lessons in this course are designed to accommodate a variety of learning styles, and to
provide a variety of opportunities for the entire family to participate in the student’s education.
Some lessons, or groups of lessons, in each unit are activity-centered, which allows the student to
engage the new concepts he encounters through exploration and discovery; others are more
traditional, requiring the student to read, research, and reflect on the underlying theory.
Units:
•

•

•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who are studying volcanoes in Indonesia. Your student will learn
how geologists Jim and Francesca use the steps of the scientific method to explore the
nature of volcanic eruptions. He will read how this process helps them study the
relationship between explosive volcanic eruptions and the element chlorine. Your student
will also be introduced to the many inquiry-based skills that he will use throughout this
course. He will learn how to form a hypothesis, make observations, analyze data, draw
conclusions, and communicate results. Before your student begins the next unit, he will
learn about science safety and why it’s important for scientists to be safe when
conducting scientific research.
Kingdoms of Life
In this unit, your student will investigate living things. She will learn that living things
have specific needs, including food, water, shelter, and oxygen. Your student will
compare and contrast plant and animal cells; and she will learn how cells combine to
form tissues, organs, and organ systems within organisms. During the unit, your student
will conduct an observation-based experiment with plants, which will help her understand
that, like animals, plants have special organ systems that perform certain jobs. She will
learn how scientists classify living things into six kingdoms and will take an in-depth
look into the plant kingdom. By the end of the unit, your student will have a better
understanding of plant parts and how different plants reproduce.
The Animal Kingdom
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In this unit, your student will explore the animal kingdom. He will identify vertebrates
and invertebrates and will study seven organ systems in animals. Your student will use
the scientific method to form and test a hypothesis related to animal adaptations. During
the unit, your student will define the terms life cycle, life span, and metamorphosis. He
will study animal reproduction and will learn how traits are passed on from parents to
offspring. By the end of the unit, your student will have a better understanding of the
different ways in which animals reproduce.
Exploring Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will study ecosystems, communities, and populations, and she
will learn how to identify biotic and abiotic factors within an ecosystem. In addition, your
student will be introduced to Earth’s six major biomes: deciduous forest, tropical rain
forest, grassland, desert, tundra, and taiga. The latter part of the unit focuses on
relationships among organisms in an ecosystem. Your student will define the
terms producer, consumer, and decomposer; she will learn where these different types of
organisms can be found in a food chain and in a food web. Your student will discover
how organisms compete for vital resources in their ecosystems and how all organisms
seek energy from food.
Surviving in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will learn how organisms adapt to their surroundings. He will
complete a reading assignment that provides examples of how certain animal species
survive in desert ecosystems. Your student will also learn how some animals have body
parts that are adaptations, such as a porcupine’s sharp quills. During the unit, your
student will also study plant adaptations, such as a cactus’ ability to store water. He will
learn how an environmental change, such as a drought, can have a dramatic effect on
plants in an ecosystem. By the end of the unit, your student will be able to provide
examples of species that are endangered or extinct.
Shaping Earth
In this unit, your student will explore Earth’s structure, along with the processes that
change the shape of Earth’s surface. She will learn how to identify landforms on Earth’s
continents as well as physical structures on the ocean floor. Your student will conduct an
experiment that will help her understand how landslides can dramatically change
landscapes. Towards the end of the unit, your student will discover how mountains,
earthquakes, and volcanoes form. She will define folds and faults and will learn what
people can do to protect themselves in case of an earthquake. Finally, your student will
study how weather-related phenomena, such as floods, forest fires, tornadoes, and
hurricanes, can cause dramatic changes to Earth’s surface.
Saving Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will complete reading assignments on minerals, rocks, soil, and
fossils. Your student’s knowledge of natural resources will increase as he explores how
fossil fuels are used and as he identifies renewable resources and nonrenewable
resources. Your student will also study Earth’s supply of saltwater and freshwater. He
will explore how water is used and how water can become polluted. The unit will
introduce your student to conservation. Your student will read about ways he can
conserve resources at home.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
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Science 4 B
Description:
Science is an adventure in which everyone can take part! In this second semester course, the
student will be participating in scientific investigations of many different forms including simple
observations and experiments. Results from these investigations will provide information about
the surrounding world. The McGraw-Hill textbook, Science: A Closer Look, and the science kit
are the primary resources for this course.
The Earth Science units provide an opportunity for the student to investigate the solar system and
the effects of different climates on Earth. The Physical Science units enable the student
to explore the composition and use of different forms of energy. In this course the student
will analyze the effect of warmed air on weather, explore chemical reactions, create a compound
machine, and much, much more!
The lessons in this course are designed to accommodate a variety of learning styles, and to
provide a variety of opportunities for the entire family to participate in the student’s education.
Some lessons, or groups of lessons, in each unit are activity-centered, which allows the student to
engage the new concepts he encounters through exploration and discovery; others are more
traditional, requiring the student to read, research, and reflect on the underlying theory.
Units:
•

•

•

Weather and Climate
In the beginning of this unit, your student will be introduced to different types
of weather. By studying the water cycle, your student will be able to explain how water
moves on Earth’s surface and through its atmosphere. She will read about various forms
of precipitation and will learn how different types of weather, such as hurricanes and
tornadoes, form. In the latter part of the unit, your student will explore climate. She will
learn that climates differ on Earth; some regions have cold and dry climates, while others
have warm, humid, and rainy climates. Your student will complete the unit by conducting
an experiment to investigate how large masses of warm air can affect regional climates.
The Solar System and Beyond
In this unit, your student will explore the many wonders of the universe. He will
complete reading assignments that focus on Earth, the moon and sun, the inner and outer
planets, and stars and constellations. Your student will practice the inquiry skill of data
interpretation as he investigates a record of the moon’s phases. During the unit, your
student will learn that gravity is the force of attraction between the sun and planets in the
solar system. He will learn how scientists use telescopes to study the rocky planets and
the gas giants. By the end of the unit, your student will have a greater understanding of
the universe and its phenomena, including constellations.
Properties of Matter
In this unit, your student will investigate matter and how it can be measured and
classified. Her reading assignments will cover the states of matter, properties of matter,
and the system of measurement that scientists use to measure matter—the metric system.
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Your student will focus on length, width, area, volume, mass, and density. In addition to
measurement, your student will study classification. She will define the
terms element, atom, metal, nonmetal, and metalloid; and she will learn how the elements
are organized in the periodic table. By the end of the unit, your student will be prepared
to study how matter can change states.
Matter and Its Changes
In this unit, your student will continue to learn about different types of matter. He will
learn how to differentiate between a physical change and a chemical change and will
discover that mixtures are simply combinations of matter. In the beginning of the unit,
your student will conduct an experiment that will allow him to practice using variables.
He will determine how heat affects a liquid’s evaporation rate. Towards the end of the
unit, your student will conduct another experiment to determine if lemon juice can
prevent fruit from turning brown.
Forces
Throughout this unit, your student will study forces and motion. She will define motion,
speed, velocity, and acceleration, and she will learn how they are all related. Your student
will watch movies that explain work, energy, and simple machines. She will discover
how simple machines are used in everyday life. By the end of the unit, your student will
have a better understanding of how balanced forces and unbalanced forces affect an
object’s motion. She will be able to explain potential energy and kinetic energy, and she
will also be able to describe the following forms of energy: chemical, electrical, light,
mechanical, thermal, and nuclear. Your student will read how energy can be transferred
and transformed.
Energy
In this final unit, your student’s knowledge of energy will increase as he studies heat,
sound, light, electricity, and magnetism. The first reading assignment in the unit will help
your student understand the following terms: conduction, convection, radiation,
insulator, and conductor. Your student will go on to learn how sound is produced and
how sound can travel through a medium such as air or water. Finally, your student will
explore light, electricity, and magnetism. He will learn about the electromagnetic
spectrum and will discover that although light is made up of waves, it travels in a straight
line. Your student will investigate positive and negative particles and how they cause an
object to become electrically charged. He will end the unit by studying magnetic
particles, poles, and fields.
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Pennsylvania State History 4
Description:
This course offers an introduction to Pennsylvania state history. The student will trace the
history of the state from its earliest inhabitants up through the present time. The course focuses
on the state's geography, history, economy, culture, and government. Students will be introduced
to skills such as recognizing change and continuity over time, comparing and contrasting,
synthesizing information from multiple sources, and identifying cause and effect.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Geography
In Unit 1, you’ll explore the geography and early peoples of Pennsylvania. You’ll learn
about different regions of Pennsylvania, use different types of maps, identify natural
resources in the state, and compare and contrast two Native American tribes from
Pennsylvania. Finally, you will discuss with other students what you learned about
Pennsylvania. Help direct Boone to three geographically unique points of interest in
Pennsylvania. In Unit 1, you’ll create a brochure, or set of pictorial postcards, to guide
Boone’s exploration.
History
In Unit 2, your student will explore Pennsylvania’s rich history from early exploration
through World War II. The study of early exploration will include the impact on the
Native American peoples who inhabited the land, early settlement, and establishment as a
British colony by William Penn. Your student will examine Pennsylvania’s role in the
Revolutionary War, influential figures who shaped our new nation, and the impacts of the
Civil War and World War II on the state. Your student will also help Prescott to identify,
research, and present one influential person from Pennsylvania to meet the portfolio
requirement for this unit!
Economy
In unit 3, your student will learn about the economy of Pennsylvania, exploring how it
has changed over time. Economic principles such as producer, consumer, goods, services,
needs, and wants will be examined. Your student will also learn about key industries and
the role that technology has played in the economy of the state. Finally, as part of the
portfolio activity, your student will evaluate a business model, complete a business model
analysis, and conclude whether the business would be successful in his community.
Culture
In unit 4, your student will explore the culture of Pennsylvania. Culture includes the
values, beliefs, food, and dress of a particular group, but it also includes the performing
arts as well. The unit will cover cultural awareness and diversity among cultures. Your
student will select a cultural artifact that reflects the behaviors, values, and traditions
shared by a group in Pennsylvania to submit for her portfolio assessment.
Government
In this unit, your student will explore Pennsylvania’s government. He will learn about the
different levels of government (federal, state, and local), with a major focus on key
leaders and responsibilities at the state level. Additionally, he will explore the rights and
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responsibilities of citizens and how the government helps meet the needs of its citizens.
Finally, your student will complete the final component of the portfolio assessment,
identifying an issue in his community and proposing solutions to help solve the issue.
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Social Studies 4 A
Description:
In this course, students are introduced to state history and use a regional approach to examine the
geography and history of the United States. The course also looks at the state’s people, economy,
resources, and geography, and students study the structure and functions of local and state
governments. In addition to learning state history, students learn how to integrate different types
and uses of maps and apply geographic skills and concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

Living in the United States
In this unit, your student will learn about the diversity and variety of the regions,
climates, landforms, resources, and people who settled the land throughout the United
States. He will understand how the Constitution of the United States outlines democratic
principles and the rights of its citizens. Your student will also learn how the United
States’ economy provides opportunities for people to earn a living.
The Northeast
In this unit, your student will learn about the natural beauty of the Northeast region of the
United States. Your student will examine Niagara Falls, various mountain ranges, rich
resources, and important bodies of water. She will learn about past settlements and
interactions of the Native Americans and immigrants in the Northeast. At the end of the
unit, your student will learn how women and industrialization brought great social and
economic change to the area.
The Southeast
In this unit, your student will learn about the valuable and rich geographic features of the
Southeast region of the United States. This region offers a warm climate, fertile land, and
an abundance of rich natural resources. He will learn how the area appealed to the
Cherokees and many European settlers, and it continues to be a desired destination for
many people today. Finally, he will learn how this region played an important part in the
nation’s Civil War.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: Regions
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Social Studies 4 B
Description:
In this course, students are introduced to state history and use a regional approach to examine the
geography and history of the United States. The course also looks at the state’s people, economy,
resources, and geography, and students study the structure and functions of local and state
governments. In addition to learning state history, students learn how to integrate different types
and uses of maps and apply geographic skills and concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

The Midwest
In this unit, your student will learn about the valuable geographic features that the
Midwest region of the United States offers, such as rich natural resources, fertile
farmlands, and key waterways. She will learn about the experiences of past and presentday groups of people who settled in this region. She will also learn how the diversity of
the population has led to a rich culture in the region.
The Southwest
In this unit, your student will learn about the diversity of natural beauty that the
Southwest region of the United States offers by taking a look at deserts, canyons, oil
fields, and land features associated with different climate regions. He will learn how
many of these geographic features have attracted many people of the past and present to
the region. He will also understand how the Southwest region of the United States
continues to grow today.
The West
In this unit, your student will learn about the geographic features of the Western region of
the United States by taking a close look at its various mountain chains, diverse climates,
and variety of rich resources. She will learn about Native Americans who settled in the
region. She will also learn how the area appealed to many people, which led to later
migration and settlement by explorers, missionaries, farmers, business people, and
tourists.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 4 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman Social Studies: Regions
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 4
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
In this course, students use appropriate technology tools and resources to complete projects,
manage information, and solve problems. Students use software to write, organize, analyze, and
present information and data. Students learn listening and organizational skills and set attainable
learning goals. Students become responsible users of technology as they learn about internet
safety, appropriate online behavior, and effective search and website evaluation strategies.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Keyboarding
While learning to type, speed and accuracy are crucial. During this unit, you will learn
about proper finger positioning, correct posture, and proper touch techniques to enhance
your typing abilities. You will read about the history of keyboarding, new types of
keyboards, and a typing competition. You will learn about the components of a computer
and digital input, digital output, and processing. You will demonstrate your typing
abilities with a typing test during the last lesson of the unit.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, you will be given multiple opportunities to polish your word processing
skills. You will learn new skills, which include: inserting tables, adapting the font style,
size, and color, changing the text alignment, and inserting SmartArt. While using
Microsoft® Word, you will learn about figurative language, parts of speech, inferring,
folktales, synonyms, and point of view. You will create stories from two different points
of view. You will be provided visuals to enhance your learning through BrainPOP® and
Discovery Education™ streaming movies.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to explore Microsoft® PowerPoint. You will
insert action buttons, slide designs, slide themes, and slide transitions. You will
demonstrate your knowledge of story elements, compare-and-contrast story structure, and
life cycles through the creation of presentations. You will learn about life cycles through
a Discovery Education™ exploration. After completing the exploration, you will design a
presentation on life cycles.
Microsoft® Excel
During the Microsoft® Excel unit, you will learn about using the AutoSum feature to add
multiple numbers, insert a formula to round digits, generate line graphs using data, and
enter text into specific cells. You will demonstrate the ability to add, subtract, multiply,
divide, and calculate data landmarks. You will establish a virtual lemonade stand and
track your net profits. You will create a line graph to show the growth or decline of your
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•

•

business. You will use the Lemonade Stand Game, and learn about concepts by watching
BrainPOP®, and Discovery Education™ videos within lessons.
Study Skills
In this unit, you will learn about and develop important study skills. You will learn about
the characteristics of an active listener. You will watch a Discovery Education™
streaming movie about the consequences of not being an active listener. You will also
learn about organizing a study schedule, setting short- and long-term goals, and
generating a note-taking graphic organizer. Using Microsoft® Word, you will create a
tips poster on how to be an active listener. You will use Microsoft PowerPoint to create a
presentation comparing online learning to bricks-and-mortar schooling.
Internet Safety
It is a good idea to begin practicing online safety. In this unit, you will learn about how to
be smart and safe when you are online. You will learn about netiquette and its importance
in the prevention of cyberbullying. You will learn about how to keep your personal
information anonymous, or unknown, so you can be safe from online predators. You
will write a story in Microsoft® Word highlighting the importance of copyrighted
material and proper use of copyrighted material. You will be able to share this important
cyberspace safety information with your friends and family to help safeguard against
online threats.
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5th Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=5&isHiddenTextbook=false

Physical Education 5
Description:
Students participate in a variety of activities that are designed to enhance personal fitness.
Students choose from a variety of fitness plans including yoga, participating in an individual or
team sport, or Connections Academy’s fitness plan. Students track their participation and
progress through the Activity Tracker.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

The Presidential Fitness Challenge: Introduction
In this unit, your student will learn about The Presidential Fitness Challenge. The
President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that rewards
students for being physically active and physically fit. Your student will learn about the
events involved, the awards that he can win, and how to keep track of his progress. By
the end of this unit, your student will have taken his first step toward earning the
Presidential Physical Fitness Award or the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award.
Learning Locomotor Skills
In this unit, your student will demonstrate age-appropriate proficiency in fundamental
sports skills: throwing, catching, kicking, running, and jumping. Your student will learn
the eight principal locomotor skills: running, hopping, vertical jumping, horizontal
jumping, galloping, sliding, skipping, and leaping. Some of these locomotor skills relate
directly to sports skills, while others will assist your student with dance skills and in
becoming a more skillful mover. Your student will also begin to participate in daily
exercise activities.
Developing a Healthy Exercise Routine
In this unit, your student will learn the four principles of exercise: regularity, overload,
specificity, and progression. He will also learn about the four components—warm-up,
stretching, exercise, and cool-down—that make up an effective exercise routine. Lastly,
he will gain an understanding of why each one is important and then begin the suggested
daily exercise activities.
Your Body and Exercise
In this unit, your student will learn about how different factors affect her body during
exercise. The unit explores body type and composition, proper diet and nutrition, the
importance of fluids during exercise, how the human body maintains a healthy balance,
and how exercise-related injuries can be prevented and cared for.
The Presidential Fitness Challenge
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•

In this unit, your student will participate in The Presidential Physical Fitness Challenge.
The President's Challenge is a program created by the United States government that
rewards students for being physically active and physically fit. Your student will
complete various exercises and submit a record of his performance in these exercises to
his teacher for verification and recognition.
Games Around The World
In this unit, your student will learn about games played by children in other
countries. She will learn games from countries in Asia in the first lesson. Next she will
look at games that are played in countries in Europe. The third lesson will concentrate on
games that children play in Australia. Finally, in the fourth lesson your student will focus
on games from countries in Africa.

CD/DVD
•

Elementary Yoga DVDs (set of 2)

•

Health and PE Kit (12A)

Kit

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Get Fit Handbook

Supplies
•

Jump rope
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Art 5
Description:
Art elements, principles, and criticism are introduced, and students study the arts across time.
Your child will also use various media to create two- and three-dimensional projects.
Units:
•

•

•

•

The Ancient World
This unit will acquaint your student with some of the artwork from pre-history and
ancient civilizations while exploring the elements of art. Your student will apply the
elements of line, shape, color, texture, form, value, and space to his own artworks as he
analyzes these elements in the works of ancient artists.
The Middle Ages to the Renaissance
Your student traveled through ancient cultures in Unit 1, and she will now explore the
artworks and cultures of the Middle Ages through the Renaissance in Unit 2. As she
explores this art, she will come to understand the principles of art and how they were and
are applied to artworks. Your student will have the opportunity to create her own
artworks by applying the elements, principles, and techniques of visual art.
Baroque/Rococo
This unit will present Baroque and Rococo styles of European art and architecture.
Students will have an opportunity to observe images of various world-renowned
structures to gain an understanding of the design elements of Baroque and Rococo
structures. Students will also have an opportunity to explore the elements of Rococo style
in visual artwork and music. In addition, students will demonstrate an understanding of
Baroque and Rococo artists use of color by making a collage that uses color to create a
mood.
Romanticism and the Modern Age
The Romantic movement produced art that has emotional and spiritual themes. Much of
the art created in the period that followed the Romantic era, the Modern age, is
experimental. In this unit your student will learn about the art and artists of both of these
periods. She will examine Romantic landscape paintings and have the opportunity to
create her own landscape painting. She will study the works of John Constable, Vincent
Van Gogh, and Pablo Picasso. In addition, she will learn more about the role of an artist
in society.

Kit
•

Art 3-5 Kit

Supplies
•
•
•

Art set (67 piece)
Drawing pad (24 sheet)
Paintbrushes (set of 5)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 5 A
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 5 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. Critical thinking skills are
intertwined with novel activities in order to sharpen students’ analytical abilities. Reading
comprehension instruction allowing students to practice identifying main ideas and themes in
any given reading passage. The writing content throughout the course concentrates on crafting
quality sentences, organizing paragraphs, summary writing, and adding detail to writing.
Units:
•

•

•

Meeting Challenges
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of meeting challenges while learning
essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass several genres,
including humorous fiction and tall tales, historical fiction, biography, and expository
nonfiction. Additionally, your student will explore the unit theme by
reading Childtimes, a family memoir spanning three generations. Your student will learn
and practice reading comprehension skills, such as understanding plot, characterization,
setting, and theme; understanding sequence; and understanding causes and effects.
Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading with correct phrasing
and tone, and vocabulary development strategies, such as understanding word structure,
using context clues, and referring to a dictionary. Additionally, your student will learn the
steps of the writing process and apply them in weekly writing assignments, which
culminate in a personal narrative submitted as the first assessment for his writing
portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support. Finally, your student will receive weekly spelling instruction, which
focuses on understanding letter patterns and word structure, as well as grammar
instruction in using complete sentences and understanding different sentence types.
Doing the Right Thing
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of doing what is right, while building on
the reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. This unit provides thorough
instruction in reading comprehension skills, such as comparing and contrasting,
understanding the author's purpose, understanding causes and effects, and distinguishing
between facts and opinions. The fluency and vocabulary development strategies taught in
Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student will further develop her writing
skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a summary and a news story
submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses word patterns and
endings, including irregular plurals and words with r-controlled vowels. Grammar
instruction develops your student’s understanding of nouns and verbs by addressing
topics such as regular and irregular plural nouns, action and linking verbs, and subjectverb agreement.
Inventors and Artists
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In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how inventors and artists have made
an impact on the world. He will read a variety of selections, focusing primarily on
biography and other expository nonfiction selections. Reading instruction will help your
student to understand main ideas and details, identify facts and opinions, and use graphic
sources of information. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice
fluency skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies such as understanding word
roots, context clues, and word structure. He will gain additional confidence as a writer as
he learns to compose longer works, including a skit and a comparison/contrast essay
submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of
topics. Grammar instruction focuses on verb forms and prepositions.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Language Arts 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 5
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 5 B
Description:
Connections Academy’s Gifted and Talented Language Arts 5 course provides students
opportunities to work at an accelerated pace, while engaging in more complex and challenging
instructional activities. Students are provided opportunities for increased student-teacher
discussion, as well as increased interaction with their peers. Critical thinking skills are
intertwined with novel activities in order to sharpen students’ analytical abilities. Reading
comprehension instruction allowing students to practice identifying main ideas and themes in
any given reading passage. The writing content throughout the course concentrates on crafting
quality sentences, organizing paragraphs, summary writing, and adding detail to writing.
Units:
•

•

•

Adapting
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people and animals adapt to new
and challenging situations. She will read a variety of selections including prose, drama,
and nonfiction selections. Reading instruction will help your student draw conclusions,
generalize, and use graphic sources of information. Throughout the unit, your student will
continue to practice fluency skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies such as
understanding word roots, context clues, and word structure. She will gain additional
confidence as a writer as she learns to compose longer works, including an e-mail,
journal entry, narrative story, play, and descriptive piece. Spelling instruction addresses a
variety of topics. Grammar instruction focuses on pronouns and antecedents.
Adventurers
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people seek and experience
adventures. She will read a variety of selections including humorous and science fiction,
narrative and expository nonfiction as well as an interview. Reading instruction will help
your student use graphic sources, recognize character, plot, author's purpose as well as
cause and effect. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency
skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies such as using a dictionary or
glossary, context clues, and word structure. She will gain additional confidence as a
writer as she learns to compose longer works, including an editorial, biographical sketch,
and advertisement. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of topics. Grammar
instruction includes contractions, negatives, adverbs, and adjectives.
The Unexpected
In this unit, your student will read various selections that focus on the theme of what we
can learn from encounters with the unexpected. He will also continue to build on the
reading skills introduced in earlier units, such as drawing conclusions, finding the main
idea, understanding comparing and contrasting, distinguishing between fact and opinion,
and understanding sequence. This unit contains a wide range of reading selections, from
expository nonfiction to myth. In addition, your student will read, A Wrinkle in Time, a
science fiction novel by Madeleine L’Engle, which describes the adventures of three
children through space and time. Fluency and vocabulary development strategies taught
in previous units are reinforced throughout the unit. Writing instruction in this unit will
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develop your student's ability to understand and create informational texts. In addition to
learning how to take notes and create an outline, your student will write a humorous
poem and an informational article submitted as part of his writing portfolio. Spelling
instruction focuses on suffixes and final syllables as well as compound words and words
that include ei and ie. Grammar instruction develops your student’s understanding of
writing conventions, including conventions for modifiers, conjunctions, commas,
quotations and quotations marks, and punctuation.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Language Arts 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 5
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 5
Description:
The Junior Great Books® program employs the method of interpretive readings and discussion
being known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders—the teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which a student
acquires the habits and strategies of a self-reliant thinker, reader, and learner. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with the student, helping
him work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in Shared Inquiry discussion, where
leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a particular
story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, the student will interact with peers twice during each unit for
Shared Inquiry and presentation of personal writing. Junior Great Books includes outstanding
works of literature by award-winning authors. Praised for their rich language and international
range, and chosen carefully for their ability to support multiple interpretations, the stories in
Junior Great Books capture students’ attention and imagination and engage the best of their
thinking. Progressing in reading level, conceptual complexity, and length throughout the series,
the stories are the foundation for a thoughtful process of reading, discussion, and writing.
Units:
•

•

•

The No-Guitar Blues
In this unit, your student will read “The No-Guitar Blues.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a question.
At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a Shared Inquiry™
discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, your student
will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. At the end of
the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the other students during
another LiveLesson session.
Kaddo's Wall
In this unit, your student will read “Kaddo’s Wall,” a West African folktale. Your student
will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she has a
question. She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate
contrasting ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
Turquoise Horse
In this unit, your student will read “Turquoise Horse.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a question. He
will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate contrasting
ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
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•

•

•

•

•

story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
A Game of Catch
In this unit, your student will read “A Game of Catch.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she has a question. She will
also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate contrasting ideas
in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
Oliver Hyde's Dishcloth Concert
In this unit, your student will read “Oliver Hyde’s Dishcloth Concert.” Your student will
practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a
question. He will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate
contrasting ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Hundred-Dollar Bill
In this unit, your student will read “The Hundred-Dollar Bill.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she has a question. She
will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate contrasting
ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Invisible Child
In this unit, your student will read “The Invisible Child.” Your student will practice
active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a question.
He will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate
contrasting ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his
questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In
the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his
teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
In the Time of the Drums
In this unit, your student will read “In the Time of the Drums,” a Gullah folktale. Your
student will practice active reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she
has a question. She will also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to
indicate magical events in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share
her questions in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete
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•

that is connected to the story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing
with her teacher and the other students during another LiveLesson session.
Learning the Game
In this unit, your student will read “Learning the Game.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate places where he has a question. He
will also practice his critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate contrasting
ideas in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share his questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share his writing with his teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
The Bat-Poet
In this unit, your student will read “The Bat-Poet.” Your student will practice active
reading by marking passages with notes to indicate where she has a question. She will
also practice her critical thinking skills by marking passages to indicate contrasting ideas
in the story. At the end of the first lesson, your student will share her questions in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, your student will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. At the end of the unit, your student will share her writing with her teacher and the
other students during another LiveLesson session.
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Language Arts 5 A
Description:
Students continue to develop their reading skills as they are introduced to novels and poetry.
Critical thinking skills are intertwined with activities using novels in order to sharpen students’
analytical abilities. Reading comprehension instruction allows students to practice identifying
main ideas and themes in any given reading passage. Students continue to develop their writing
skills by focusing on structure, format, and grammar, with a concentration on crafting quality
sentences, organizing paragraphs, writing summaries, and adding detail to writing. Grammar is
included in this course to provide year-long exposure to the parts of speech and their functions.
Units:
•

•

•

Meeting Challenges
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of meeting challenges while learning
essential reading and writing skills. The reading selections encompass several genres,
including humorous fiction and tall tales, historical fiction, biography, and expository
nonfiction. Additionally, your student will explore the unit theme by
reading Childtimes, a family memoir spanning three generations. Your student will learn
and practice reading comprehension skills, such as understanding plot, characterization,
setting, and theme; understanding sequence; and understanding causes and
effects. Reading instruction also addresses fluency skills, such as reading with correct
phrasing and tone, and vocabulary development strategies, such as understanding word
structure, using context clues, and referring to a dictionary. Additionally, your student
will learn the steps of the writing process and apply them in weekly writing assignments,
which culminate in a personal narrative submitted as the first assessment for his writing
portfolio. Writing models, graphic organizers, and checklists for drafting and revising are
provided as support. Finally, your student will receive weekly spelling instruction, which
focuses on understanding letter patterns and word structure, as well as grammar
instruction in using complete sentences and understanding different sentence types.
Doing the Right Thing
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of doing what is right, while building on
the reading and writing skills introduced in Unit 1. This unit provides thorough
instruction in reading comprehension skills, such as comparing and contrasting,
understanding the author's purpose, understanding causes and effects, and distinguishing
between facts and opinions. The fluency and vocabulary development strategies taught in
Unit 1 are reinforced throughout the unit. Your student will further develop her writing
skills by composing in a variety of forms, including a summary and a news
story submitted as part of her portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses word patterns and
endings, including irregular plurals and words with r-controlled vowels. Grammar
instruction develops your student’s understanding of nouns and verbs by addressing
topics such as regular and irregular plural nouns, action and linking verbs, and subjectverb agreement.
Inventors and Artists
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In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how inventors and artists have made
an impact on the world. He will read a variety of selections, focusing primarily on
biography and other expository nonfiction selections. Reading instruction will help your
student to understand main ideas and details, identify facts and opinions, and use graphic
sources of information. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice
fluency skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies such as understanding word
roots, context clues, and word structure. He will gain additional confidence as a writer as
he learns to compose longer works, including a skit and a comparison/contrast essay
submitted as part of the writing portfolio. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of
topics. Grammar instruction focuses on verb forms and prepositions.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 5
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Language Arts 5 B
Description:
Students continue to develop their reading skills as they are introduced to novels and poetry.
Critical thinking skills are intertwined with activities using novels in order to sharpen students’
analytical abilities. Reading comprehension instruction allows students to practice identifying
main ideas and themes in any given reading passage. Students continue to develop their writing
skills by focusing on structure, format, and grammar, with a concentration on crafting quality
sentences, organizing paragraphs, writing summaries, and adding detail to writing. Grammar is
included in this course to provide year-long exposure to the parts of speech and their functions.
Units:
•

•

•

Adapting
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people and animals adapt to new
and challenging situations. She will read a variety of selections including prose, drama,
and nonfiction selections. Reading instruction will help your student draw conclusions,
generalize, and use graphic sources of information. Throughout the unit, your student will
continue to practice fluency skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies such as
understanding word roots, context clues, and word structure. She will gain additional
confidence as a writer as she learns to compose longer works, including an e-mail,
journal entry, narrative story, play, and descriptive piece. Spelling instruction addresses a
variety of topics. Grammar instruction focuses on pronouns and antecedents.
Adventurers
In this unit, your student will explore the theme of how people seek and experience
adventures. She will read a variety of selections including humorous and science fiction,
narrative and expository nonfiction, as well as an interview. Reading instruction will help
your student use graphic sources, recognize character, plot, and author's purpose as well
as cause and effect. Throughout the unit, your student will continue to practice fluency
skills, as well as vocabulary development strategies, such as using a dictionary or
glossary, context clues, and word structure. She will gain additional confidence as a
writer as she learns to compose longer works, including an editorial, biographical sketch,
and advertisement. Spelling instruction addresses a variety of topics. Grammar
instruction includes contractions, negatives, adverbs, and adjectives.
The Unexpected
In this unit, your student will read various selections that explore the theme of what we
can learn from encounters with the unexpected. The unit includes a wide range of reading
selections, from expository nonfiction to myth, and concludes with Louise Fitzhugh's
classic novel Harriet the Spy. Reading instruction in the first half of this unit builds on
the reading skills introduced in earlier units, such as comparing and contrasting,
distinguishing between fact and opinion, and understanding sequence. Fluency and
vocabulary development strategies taught in previous units are reinforced throughout the
unit.
In the second half of this unit, your student will read Louise Fitzhugh's novel Harriet the
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Spy. The novel tells the story of a young girl named Harriet M. Welsch, who considers
herself a spy and takes her “job” very seriously. Harriet is a sharp observer of her friends,
family members, and neighbors, and spends much of her time taking detailed notes about
their habits and personality quirks. When Harriet's classmates find and read her notebook,
she faces harsh consequences and must struggle to repair the friendships that she holds
dear. As your student follows Harriet's intriguing story, he will identify literary elements,
analyze characters, and use comprehension strategies to make connections and draw
conclusions. Writing instruction in this unit will develop your student's ability to
understand and create informational texts. In addition to learning how to take notes and
create an outline, your student will write a humorous poem and an informational article
submitted as part of his writing portfolio. Spelling instruction focuses on compound
words, words with ei and ie, and easily confused words. Grammar instruction develops
your student’s understanding of writing conventions for punctuation, including commas
and quotation marks.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Language Arts 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

Partial iText Scott Foresman Reading Street 5
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Gifted and Talented Math 5 A
Description:
For qualifying students, this first-semester course reinforces students’ understanding of
mathematical concepts in preparation for higher level courses. Students learn to create, analyze,
and interpret graphs in their study of statistics. Geometry continues to be explored, with students
classifying polygons and using measurement skills to find the perimeter, area, and volume of
geometric figures. In addition to learning basic probability and permutations, students begin their
algebra studies with solving equations and inequalities.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Gifted and Talented Math 5
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach mathematics. You will
learn how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce math anxiety, and
review ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various resources
that are available to you in your Math Gifted and Talented Math 5 course.
Decimals and Integers
In this unit, you will learn to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals. You will learn
how to align decimals to find sums and differences and how to properly place decimal
points in products and quotients. You will apply properties of addition and multiplication
as tools for solving problems using mental math. You will perform basic operations using
a set of numbers called integers, which includes both positive and negative numbers. You
will also learn how to represent a large set of numbers with just one number, called a
measure of central tendency (such as mean, median, or mode). Finally, you will practice
constructing and interpreting box-and-whisker plots to analyze distribution of data.
Exponents, Factors, and Fractions
In this unit, you will begin working with exponents and learning how to simplify
expressions using the order of operations. You will work with fractions of all sorts—both
proper and improper—as well as mixed numbers. You will learn how to compare and
order fractions and how to write them in simplest form. You will also discover rules and
shortcuts for converting fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions.
Operations with Fractions and Rational Numbers
In this unit, you will perform operations—addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division—on rational numbers like fractions and mixed numbers. You will begin by
extending your estimation skills to include problems involving fractions and mixed
numbers. Finally, you will learn to convert units of measure in both the standard and
metric systems.
Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you'll be using basic algebraic skills to solve an equation for an unknown
quantity called a variable. You'll work up from simple one-step equations to more
advanced two-step equations. Then you will solve inequalities and represent the solutions
on a number line.
Ratios, Rates, and Proportions
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A ratio is a comparison of two things. A proportion is an equation stating that two ratios
are equivalent to each other. In this unit, you will use ratios and proportions to find
unknown quantities. At the end of the unit, you will complete a portfolio project where
you will take measurements and make a map of your kitchen.
Percents
This unit will focus on percents. People use percents often in everyday life, from
calculating the score on a test to the finding the sale price of a shirt. At the end of this
unit, you'll be able to use percents to solve real-world problems. The portfolio assessment
for this unit will be a project in which you will calculate the after-tax sale price of items
you find online.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Gifted and Talented Math 5 B
Description:
For qualifying students, this second-semester course reinforces students’ understanding of
mathematical concepts in preparation for higher level courses. Students learn to create, analyze,
and interpret graphs in their study of statistics. Geometry continues to be explored, with students
classifying polygons and using measurement skills to find the perimeter, area, and volume of
geometric figures. In addition to learning basic probability and permutations, students begin their
algebra studies with solving equations and inequalities.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Geometry
In this unit, you will work with basic geometric ideas. You will learn how to classify
angles, triangles, and polygons and identify the parts of a circle. Lastly, you will
construct different types of geometric figures.
Measurement
This unit will take some of the basic ideas you learned in the previous unit and put them
to work. In this unit, you will be calculating perimeter, area, surface area, and volume of
figures. In addition, you will be introduced to the Pythagorean Theorem and to irrational
numbers. You will demonstrate what you learned in this unit with a portfolio project at
the end where you will calculate the surface area and volume of common household
items.
Patterns and Rules
This unit will review patterns and lay the foundation for your future study with functions.
By the end of this unit, you will be able to create and interpret graphs and calculate
interest on an amount of money.
Graphing in the Coordinate Plane
The functions that you learned about previously can be graphed on a coordinate plane. In
this unit, you will learn to graph points and lines. You will also find lines of symmetry
and graph reflections, translations, and rotations.
Displaying and Analyzing Data
In this unit, you will be working with sets of data and displaying them in a way that they
can be quickly and easily understood. By the end, you'll be able to distinguish a valid
survey from an invalid one, and identify graphical representations that are misleading.
Using Probability
The probability of an event is the likelihood that the event will occur. In this unit, you
will be calculating the probabilities of given events including events that are dependent
on another event occurring first. You will also determine how many possible outcomes
there are for a given set of circumstances.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Math 5 A
Description:
While further refining their skills of the four mathematical operations, students are introduced to
more complex activities, such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing decimals,
fractions, and fractions with mixed numbers. Students are introduced to the order of operations
and learn how to solve and write equations and inequalities. The study of geometry becomes
more involved as students learn about polygons and solid figures. Students also extend their
knowledge of graphing and probability to include circle graphs and using statistics to make
predictions.
Units:
•

•

•

Let's Get Ready to Learn Math!
In this unit, your student will learn about the activities he will do in Math 5. The first
lesson, intended for Learning Coaches, provides advice for using the Lesson Guide to
support your student, and details the resources found in the course. It also offers helpful
tips for building your student’s math skills. The second lesson is intended for students
and their Learning Coaches. This lesson will introduce your student to the concept of
math, and describe the structure of math lessons.
Numeration, Addition, and Subtraction
This unit reinforces a solid comprehension of the base ten numeration system. As your
student delves deeper into place value throughout this course, he will extend his ability to
read, order, compare, round, and represent numbers to the billions and the thousandths
place values. Proficiency of the concepts presented in this unit will provide your student
with the foundation to grasp more complex math concepts.
Also in this unit, your student will apply his knowledge of basic addition and subtraction
facts to solve addition and subtraction problems involving whole numbers and decimals.
As your student learns to estimate and compute whole number and decimal sums, he will
use his background knowledge of place value to model the process of adding and
subtracting with and without regrouping. Several properties of addition and the
compatible numbers strategy are used to further develop your student’s addition skills.
This unit will provide your student with meaningful computational practice through word
problems that are presented in authentic contexts. This unit’s problem-solving
strategies are “look for a pattern,” “draw a picture and write an equation,” and “multiplestep problems.”
Multiplying Whole Numbers
In this unit, your student will use place-value patterns and four properties of
multiplication to multiply whole numbers of greater value. Your student will learn to
simplify multiplication, especially when multiplying with multiples of 10, 100, and
1,000. Your student’s prior mastery of basic multiplication facts will allow her to focus
on new concepts, such as partial products and the traditional algorithm, to solve multi–
digit multiplication problems. The problem solving strategy in this unit is “draw a picture
and write an equation.”
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Dividing by 1-Digit Divisors
In this unit, your student will estimate and divide up to four-digit dividends by singledigit divisors. Your student will learn to simplify division, especially when dividing with
a dividend that is a multiple of 10 and 100. Since relating multiplication to division
serves as an efficient strategy for solving division problems, your student should be fluent
with his multiplication facts. In doing so, your student will be able to concentrate on
learning new skills, such as dividing within the context of money, dividing with zeros in
the quotient, and dividing to find factors of whole numbers. Your student will also study
the concepts of prime and composite numbers. The problem-solving strategies in this unit
are “reasonableness” and “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Dividing by 2-Digit Divisors
In this unit, your student will estimate quotients and divide up to five-digit dividends with
two-digit divisors. The solutions to these division problems include one-digit and twodigit quotients, as well as quotients with a remainder. Basic multiplication facts will help
your student find the quotient to division problems whose dividends and divisors are
multiples of 10. This unit’s problem-solving strategies are “multiple-step problems” and
“missing or extra information.”
Variables and Expressions
In this unit, your student will estimate quotients and divide up to five-digit dividends with
two-digit divisors. The solutions to these division problems include one-digit and twodigit quotients, as well as quotients with a remainder. Basic multiplication facts will help
your student find the quotient to division problems whose dividends and divisors are
multiples of 10. This unit’s problem-solving strategies are “multiple-step problems” and
“missing or extra information.”
Multiplying and Dividing Decimals
In this unit, your student will use mental math strategies to estimate products and
quotients of problems involving decimals. Your student will apply the standard algorithm
to multiply a decimal by a whole number and to multiply a decimal by another decimal.
The steps for dividing decimals using the standard algorithm will also be taught to divide
a decimal by a whole number and to divide a decimal by another decimal. This unit’s
problem-solving strategy is “multiple-step problems.”
Shapes
In this unit, your student will learn about points, lines, and planes, the building blocks
used to describe other geometric figures. Your student will recognize the appropriate
labels that are needed in drawings of lines and rays. Also, your student will examine how
to say specific lines and rays and how to write them with proper notation. Using a
protractor, your student will measure and draw angles of varying degrees. Polygons are
named by the number of sides and angles they possess, and your student will learn to
identify and describe different polygons based on such attributes. While taking a closer
look at triangles, your student will find that triangles fall into classifications according to
the length of their sides or by the size of their angles. Your student will also investigate
the classification system of quadrilaterals.
Fractions and Decimals
In this unit, your student will identify fractional parts of a whole region and whole set.
Your student will learn how division relates to fractions through the process of dividing a
whole into equal parts. This unit will explain how to show equivalent fractions, express
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fractions in simplest form, and write mixed numbers and improper fractions
interchangeably. Your student will also learn how to write tenths, hundredths, and
thousandths as decimals and fractions interchangeably. Determining greatest common
factor and comparing and ordering on a number line are other concepts and skills
included in this unit. The problem–solving strategy in this unit is “writing to explain.”
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 5
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Math 5 B
Description:
While further refining their skills of the four mathematical operations, students are introduced to
more complex activities, such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing decimals,
fractions, and fractions with mixed numbers. Students are introduced to the order of operations
and learn how to solve and write equations and inequalities. The study of geometry becomes
more involved as students learn about polygons and solid figures. Students also extend their
knowledge of graphing and probability to include circle graphs and using statistics to make
predictions.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Adding and Subtracting Fractions and Mixed Numbers
In this unit, your student will use fraction models and computation skills to add and
subtract fractions and mixed numbers with like and unlike denominators. Your student
will study the process of finding the least common multiple of two numbers in order to
change unlike denominators into like denominators for addition and subtraction purposes.
The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “try, check, and revise.”
Multiplying Fractions and Mixed Numbers
In this unit, your student will learn to multiply a fraction by a whole number and by
another fraction. Multiplication of mixed numbers is another concept that is presented in
this unit. Several methods, such as using repeated addition, drawing a picture, and
computing products, are used to develop the concepts of multiplying with fractions and
multiplying with mixed numbers. The problem-solving strategy in this unit is “draw a
picture and write a number sentence.”
Perimeter and Area
In this unit, your student will learn to select appropriate tools and units to measure length
in the customary and metric systems. Your student will measure with greater precision by
finding length to the nearest inch, half inch, quarter inch, and eighth inch in the
customary system and to the nearest centimeter and millimeter in the metric system.
Using formulas, your student will find the perimeter of polygons, area of squares,
rectangles, and triangles, and circumference of circles. Additionally, your student will use
a formula to find the area of a parallelogram and to determine the side-lengths of a
parallelogram, given the area and the length of one side. This unit’s problem-solving
strategy is “draw a picture and make an organized list.”
Solids
This unit allows your student to examine solids in greater detail. To begin, your student
will name the attributes of solid figures by their faces, edges, and vertices. Your student
will identify two-dimensional shapes that constitute solid figures, as he examines nets
that form solid figures upon folding. Also, your student will explore the views of solids
from the various perspectives of looking from the top, front, and side. Determining
volume in cubic units is a concept that is studied in this unit. The problem-solving
strategy in this unit is “use objects and solve a simpler problem.”
Measurement Units
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In this unit, your student will learn to select appropriate tools and units to measure
capacity and weight in the customary system and volume and mass in the metric system.
Using multiplication and division, your student will convert units of measure within the
same system. Next your student will study elapsed time, start time, and end time, and use
models and computations to solve problems involving minutes, hours, days, and weeks.
Your student will also study temperature changes in both degrees Fahrenheit and degrees
Celsius. The use of real measuring tools, such as thermometers, scales, and clocks, as
well as real items, such as cups and daily schedules, will add meaning to your student’s
study of measurement. This unit’s problem-solving strategy is “make a table.”
Solving and Writing Equations
This unit provides your student further practice with variables. The variables in this unit
are used in equations that involve addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division. Your
student will learn to isolate the variable in an equation in order to solve for the unknown
number. Finally, your student will identify and write an equation for the pattern or
relationship that exists between pairs of numbers that are recorded within a table. This
unit’s problem-solving strategy is “draw a picture and write an equation.”
Equations and Graphs
In this unit, your student will study integers. A number line will give your student a
visual of the sequence of positive and negative numbers and develop hers understanding
of integer values. Your student will use number lines on a coordinate plane to graph
ordered pairs of integers. The study of integers will also include determining the distance
between two integers and generating a list of ordered pairs, given the values of one
variable in a given equation. The student will also learn to collect data from surveys and
to display and interpret data in various types of graphs.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Math 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Scott Foresman enVisionMATH 5
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Gifted and Talented Science 5 A
Description:
This exciting course encourages students to see themselves as scientists by empowering them to
make their own discoveries. Students begin by studying the roles of scientists and the scientific
method and then explore the Earth and life sciences in the context of the discoverer. In life
science, they study cells and heredity. In Earth science, students design their own experiments
for investigating the earth’s composition and the factors affecting that composition. A range of
activity-based learning and traditional instruction engages students of diverse learning styles.
Units:
•

•

•

Be A Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who work for the American Museum of Natural History. Your
student will learn how biologists Liliana and Susan use the steps of the scientific method
to explore how diseases affect organisms. He will read how this process helps them study
the parasite that causes a particular disease called malaria. During this unit, your student
will be introduced to several skills that he will use throughout this course. He will learn
how to test a hypothesis and how to analyze data and form conclusions. Your student will
also learn about science safety and why it’s important to follow safety rules in any
science laboratory.
Cells and Kingdoms
In this unit, your student will explore different forms of life on Earth. She will carefully
study plant and animal cells and will identify unicellular and multicellular organisms.
Your student will delve deeper into the subject of organ systems; she will learn about the
specific functions of organs within a system and will conduct an experiment on the
heart. During the unit, your student will review how organisms are classified into the
following groups: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species. She will
differentiate between animals that are vertebrates and invertebrates, and plants that are
vascular and nonvascular. Your student will also take a closer look at bacteria and
viruses. By the end of the unit, your student will have studied plant and animal
classification in great detail. Lesson 12 is a student-selected project. The student will be
able to choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be
used for scoring purposes.
Parents and Offspring
In this unit, your student will explore plant and animal life cycles. He will review the
parts of a flower and will differentiate between perfect and imperfect flowers. He will
also review the stages of complete metamorphosis and will learn how fertilization occurs
in animals. Your student will study sexual and asexual reproduction and will learn why
organisms reproduce in different ways.
During the unit, your student will learn about heredity, or the passing of traits from
parents to offspring. Your student will learn about inherited traits and will explore the
difference between dominant and recessive traits. By the end of this unit, your student
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should be able to explain how an organism can inherit a gene for a specific trait, such as
blue eye color. Three options for a student-selected project are explained in Lesson 7.
Your student will select one of the three options and complete a project relating to the
unit concepts.
Interactions in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will explore connections between organisms in an ecosystem.
She will learn where producers, consumers, and decomposers fall within a food chain and
will identify examples of herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores. Your student will
explore how energy flows through each layer of an ecosystem—how it moves from the
bottom to the top of a food pyramid. During the unit, your student will learn how some
organisms compete with each other for resources, while other organisms do things to help
each other survive. Your student will learn about the following symbiotic relationships:
mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism. She will also learn how organisms develop
structural and/or behavioral adaptations so they can survive in a changing environment.
Lesson 5 gives your student an option of three projects relating to the unit. Your student
will select one of the options and complete the project before submitting it during Lesson
7.
Ecosystems and Biomes
In this unit, your student will explore ecosystems and biomes. He will study cycles in
ecosystems, including the water cycle, the carbon cycle, and the nitrogen cycle; and
he will be able to explain why they are important. Your student will also study changes in
ecosystems and how drastic changes can cause extinction. During the unit, your student
will read about the following biomes: desert, tundra, taiga, tropical rain forest, temperate
rain forest, deciduous forest, and grassland. He will also explore ecosystems that are
composed of fresh water, salt water, or a mixture of both. Your student will gain a clear
understanding of different environments on Earth. Your student will select one of three
project options presented in Lesson 10. Each option relates to the concepts of this unit.
The completed project will be due at the end of the unit.
Our Dynamic Earth
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth’s structure. She will explore features on
Earth’s surface and on the ocean floor, and will define the following terms: atmosphere,
hydrosphere, lithosphere, asthenosphere, and biosphere. Your student will also explore
topography and she will make a model of a topographic map. During the unit, your
student will learn how plate tectonics is related to mountain formation, volcanic
eruptions, and earthquakes. She will watch several movies that explain this relationship in
detail. Finally, your student will study weathering and erosion. She will be able to
differentiate between chemical and physical weathering, and explain the processes of
erosion and deposition. Lesson 7 is a student-selected project. The student will be able to
choose from three options relating to the unit. A rubric is included and will be used for
scoring purposes.
Protecting Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will investigate Earth’s natural resources, including minerals,
coal, oil, natural gas, water, and air. He will explore how fossil fuels formed and how
fossils help scientists determine the age of rock layers. Your student will also learn how
fossil fuels are used and will define renewable and nonrenewable resources. During the
unit, your student will conduct an experiment that will take several days to complete. He
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will determine what kind of soil is best for plant growth. Your student will finish the unit
by reading and watching videos on air and water. He will learn why air and water are
considered resources and how pollution affects them.
Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Science 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 5
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Gifted and Talented Science 5 B
Description:
Students continue their journeys as scientific explorers, studying the living world in life science
and the characteristics of matter, sound, and light in our physical science unit. In the Earth
science unit, students investigate the Earth’s composition and the forces shaping its surface.
Students continue to explore the scientific method and careers in science.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Weather Patterns
In this unit, your student will explore weather patterns. He will learn how clouds form
and why certain types of severe storms occur in specific locations. From the layers of the
atmosphere to global climates, your student will explore the diverse nature of weather on
Earth. During the unit, your student will complete two labs. The first lab will require him
to use the scientific inquiry skill of communication to investigate balloons. The second
lab focuses on evaporation. It includes a follow-up investigation on the rate of
evaporation. The final lesson in this unit introduces the long-term project. In this lesson,
your student will be given the project guidelines as well as the project rubric and a list of
possible topics. Your student will be given opportunities to work on the long-term project
during each remaining unit.
The Universe
In this unit, your student will read and watch movies about various aspects of the
universe. She will learn about the solar system as a whole—and will then explore the
relationship between the Earth, moon, and sun. Your student will read about human
exploration and the solar system. During the unit, your student will study stars. She will
learn about the colors and sizes of stars, and will be able to explain the life cycle of a star
in detail. Your student will also complete a hands-on experiment to determine how
craters form on planets and their moons. By the end of the unit, your student will have a
better understanding of the universe. Your student will complete the project proposal for
the long-term science project and submit it to her teacher for approval during this unit.
Comparing Kinds of Matter
In this unit, your student will begin to explore matter and its properties. Your student will
study the periodic table and will read about different types of elements, including metals
and nonmetals. He will also explore electrical conductivity with relation to metals and
nonmetals. During the unit, your student will learn about the structure of matter and will
be able to identify the parts of an atom. He will learn how to compare different kinds of
matter and will explore matter in its different states. Finally, your student will learn how
to make a scientific inference by completing the Inquiry Skill activity, Infer. Your student
will conduct the experiment for her long-term science project during the course of this
unit.
Physical and Chemical Changes
In this unit, your student will focus on learning about physical and chemical changes in
matter. She will explore how mixtures form and will investigate whether or not a mixture
can be separated into its parts. She will also investigate what temperature of water freezes
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the fastest—hot, warm, cool, or cold. During the unit, your student will complete reading
assignments about chemical changes, as well as acids and bases. She will learn how to
determine whether a reaction is a chemical reaction or a physical reaction. She will also
learn how salts are formed. The experiment for the long-term science project will be
completed and the lab report sheet submitted. The student will choose a product from
three options and begin work on the selected product for the long-range project
presentation.
Using Forces
In this unit, your student will learn about forces and motion. He will complete labs that
will require him to measure the acceleration of a model car and measure the effect of
friction on the energy of an object. Your student will also investigate the six different
types of simple machines. During the unit, your student will learn how motion is affected
by the force of gravity. He will define balanced and unbalanced forces and will explore
Newton’s three laws of motion. Finally, your student will learn how energy is related to
work. The product choice for the long-term science project presentation will be
completed during this unit.
Using Energy
In this final unit, your student will explore various types of energy: heat, sound, light,
electricity, and magnetism. She will complete three labs that will require her to develop a
hypothesis about heat flow, explore the pitch of a sound, and examine the polarity of a
magnet. During the unit, your student will learn how to differentiate between heat and
temperature. She will also learn how light travels and how colors are made. By the end of
this unit, your student will have a better understanding of different forms of energy and
how energy is used. The graded long-term science project will be returned to your
student. Lesson time will be given for suggested revisions. Completed projects will be
shared with other students during a sharing session.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

GT Science 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 5
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Science 5 A
Description:
Science is an ongoing process that constantly renders new discoveries! In this first semester
course, the student will be sharpening his investigative skills and expanding upon his existing
knowledge in order to make his own new discoveries. The McGraw-Hill textbook, Science: A
Closer Look, and the science kit are the primary resources for the course. The opening
unit explores the role of scientists and the scientific method. The life science units explore cells
and heredity. The Earth science units provide an opportunity for the student to design
experiments to investigate Earth's composition and the factors that affect its composition.
The lessons in this course are designed to accommodate many learning styles, and to provide a
variety of opportunities for the entire family to participate in the student’s education. Some
lessons, or groups of lessons, in each unit are activity-centered, which allow the student to
engage the new concepts he encounters through exploration and discovery; others are more
traditional, requiring the student to read, research, and reflect on the underlying theory.
Units:
•

•

•

Be a Scientist
In this introductory unit, your student will learn about the scientific method through the
actions of two scientists who work for the American Museum of Natural History. Your
student will learn how biologists Liliana and Susan use the steps of the scientific method
to explore how diseases affect organisms. He will read how this process helps them study
the parasite that causes a particular disease called malaria. During this unit, your student
will be introduced to several skills that he will use throughout this course. He will learn
how to test a hypothesis and how to analyze data and form conclusions. Your student will
also learn about science safety and why it’s important to follow safety rules in any
science laboratory.
Cells and Kingdoms
In this unit, your student will explore different forms of life on Earth. She will carefully
study plant and animal cells and will identify unicellular and multicellular organisms.
Your student will delve deeper into the subject of organ systems; she will learn about the
specific functions of organs within a system and will conduct an experiment on the heart.
During the unit, your student will review how organisms are classified into the following
groups: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, and species. She will differentiate
between animals that are vertebrates and invertebrates, and plants that are vascular and
nonvascular. Your student will also take a closer look at bacteria and viruses. By the end
of the unit, your student will have studied plant and animal classification in great detail.
Parents and Offspring
In this unit, your student will explore plant and animal life cycles. He will review the
parts of a flower and will differentiate between perfect and imperfect flowers. He will
also review the stages of complete metamorphosis and will learn how fertilization occurs
in animals. Your student will study sexual and asexual reproduction and will learn why
organisms reproduce in different ways. During the unit, your student will learn about
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heredity, or the passing of traits from parents to offspring. Your student will learn about
inherited traits and will explore the difference between dominant and recessive traits. By
the end of this unit, your student should be able to explain how an organism can inherit a
gene for a specific trait, such as blue eye color.
Interactions in Ecosystems
In this unit, your student will explore connections between organisms in an ecosystem.
She will learn where producers, consumers, and decomposers fall within a food chain and
will identify examples of herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores. Your student will
explore how energy flows through each layer of an ecosystem—how it moves from the
bottom to the top of a food pyramid. During the unit, your student will learn how some
organisms compete with each other for resources, while other organisms do things to help
each other survive. Your student will learn about the following symbiotic relationships:
mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism. She will also learn how organisms develop
structural and/or behavioral adaptations so they can survive in a changing environment.
Ecosystems and Biomes
In this unit, your student will explore ecosystems and biomes. He will study cycles in
ecosystems, including the water cycle, the carbon cycle, and the nitrogen cycle–and will
be able to explain why they are important. Your student will also study changes in
ecosystems and how drastic changes can cause extinction. During the unit, your student
will read about the following biomes: desert, tundra, taiga, tropical rain forest, temperate
rain forest, deciduous forest, and grassland. He will also explore ecosystems that are
composed of fresh water, salt water, or a mixture of both. Your student will gain a clear
understanding of different environments on Earth.
Our Dynamic Earth
In this unit, your student will learn about Earth’s structure. She will explore features on
Earth’s surface and on the ocean floor, and will define the following terms: atmosphere,
hydrosphere, lithosphere, asthenosphere, and biosphere. Your student will also explore
topography and she will make a model of a topographic map. During the unit, your
student will learn how plate tectonics is related to mountain formation, volcanic
eruptions, and earthquakes. She will watch several movies that explain this relationship in
detail. Finally, your student will study weathering and erosion. She will be able to
differentiate between chemical and physical weathering, and explain the processes of
erosion and deposition.
Protecting Earth's Resources
In this unit, your student will investigate Earth’s natural resources, including minerals,
coal, oil, natural gas, water, and air. He will explore how fossil fuels formed and how
fossils help scientists determine the age of rock layers. Your student will also learn how
fossil fuels are used and will define renewable and nonrenewable resources. During the
unit, your student will conduct an experiment that will take several days to complete. He
will determine what kind of soil is best for plant growth. Your student will finish the unit
by reading and watching videos on air and water. He will learn why air and water are
considered resources and how pollution affects them.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 5 A and B Course Guide
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 5
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Science 5 B
Description:
Students sharpen their investigative skills and expand their scientific knowledge in order to make
new discoveries. They learn about the living world in the life science units. The physical science
units examine the characteristics of matter, sound, and light. The Earth science units provide an
opportunity for students to investigate Earth’s composition and the factors that shape its surface.
Students continue to explore the scientific method and science careers.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Weather Patterns
In this unit, your student will explore weather patterns. She will learn how clouds form
and why certain types of severe storms occur in specific locations. From the layers of the
atmosphere to global climates, your student will explore the diverse nature of weather on
Earth. During the unit, your student will complete two labs. The first lab will require her
to use the scientific inquiry skill of communication to investigate balloons. The second
lab will give her the opportunity to form a hypothesis and conduct a hands-on experiment
to determine if water vapor is in the air.
The Universe
In this unit, your student will read and watch movies about various aspects of the
universe. He will learn about the solar system, as a whole—and will then explore the
relationship between the Earth, moon, and sun. Your student will read about human
exploration and the solar system. During the unit, your student will study stars. He will
learn about the colors and sizes of stars, and will be able to explain the life cycle of a star
in detail. Your student will also complete a hands-on experiment to determine how
craters form on planets and their moons. By the end of the unit, your student will have a
better understanding of the universe.
Comparing Kinds of Matter
In this unit, your student will begin to explore matter and its properties. Your student will
study the periodic table and will read about different types of elements, including metals
and nonmetals. She will also explore electrical conductivity with relation to metals and
nonmetals. During the unit, your student will learn about the structure of matter and will
be able to identify the parts of an atom. She will learn how to compare different kinds of
matter and will explore matter in its different states. Finally, your student will learn how
to make a scientific inference by completing the Inquiry Skill activity, Infer.
Physical and Chemical Changes
In this unit, your student will focus on learning about physical and chemical changes in
matter. He will explore how mixtures form and will investigate whether or not a mixture
can be separated into its parts. He will also investigate what temperature of water freezes
the fastest—hot, warm, cool, or cold. During the unit, your student will complete reading
assignments about chemical changes, and acids and bases. He will learn how to
determine whether a reaction is a chemical reaction or a physical reaction. He will also
learn how salts are formed.
Using Forces
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In this unit, your student will learn about forces and motion. She will complete labs that
will require her to measure the acceleration of a model car and measure the effect of
friction on the energy of an object. Your student will also investigate the six different
types of simple machines. During the unit, your student will learn how motion is affected
by the force of gravity. She will define balanced and unbalanced forces and will explore
Newton’s three laws of motion. Finally, your student will learn how energy is related to
work.
Using Energy
In this final unit, your student will explore various types of energy: heat, sound, light,
electricity, and magnetism. He will complete three labs that will require him to develop a
hypothesis about heat flow, explore the pitch of a sound, and examine the polarity of a
magnet. During the unit, your student will learn how to differentiate between heat and
energy. He will also learn how light travels and how colors are made. By the end of this
unit, your student will have a better understanding of different forms of energy and how
energy is used.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Science 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText McGraw-Hill Science: A Closer Look 5
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Social Studies 5 A
Description:
Using a thematic and chronological approach to United States history, this course allows students
to trace the nation’s history from the time of the earliest Americans through the 21st century.
Students practice map skills as they learn about the growth of the Unites States, and develop
their abilities to interpret sources, compare, and sequence. Students also learn about geography’s
influence on culture and historical events.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Early Life, East and West
In this unit, your student will learn about the migration of large groups of people many
years ago. He will focus on how past Native American and European groups moved to
and settled in different regions throughout the Americas. He will also understand those
factors that encouraged Europeans to travel to unknown, distant places, far from Europe.
Connections Across Continents
In this unit, your student will learn how European exploration led to settlements along
North America’s east coast. She will first learn how Christopher Columbus’s journeys led
to the establishment of Spanish colonies in the Americas with settlements by the English,
French and Dutch to soon follow. She will also understand how European
settlement affected Native Americans and the worldwide impact of the Columbian
exchange.
Colonial Life in North America
In this unit, your student will learn how resources in the Southern, Middle, and Northern
colonies helped each region prosper. He will recognize the colonists’ desire to seek
additional opportunities by moving to the lands west of the colonies. He will also study
the causes and effects of the French and Indian War.
The American Revolution
In this unit, your student will learn how British rule resulted in conflict with the colonists.
She will learn about the political and economic issues between Great Britain and the
colonies that ultimately led to the American Revolution. She will trace the course of the
war and its impact on the colonies.
Life in a New Nation
In this unit, your student will examine some of the political accomplishments of the new
nation. He will learn how representatives from all states met in Philadelphia to adopt a
new constitution. He will also learn about the birth of political parties, various efforts
taken to expand the political boundaries of the nation westward, and the War of 1812.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText SF Social Studies: The United States
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Social Studies 5 B
Description:
Using a thematic and chronological approach to United States history, this course allows students
to trace the nation’s history from the time of the earliest Americans through the 21st century.
Students practice map skills as they learn about the growth of the Unites States, and develop
their abilities to interpret sources, compare, and sequence. Students also learn about geography’s
influence on culture and historical events.
Units:
•

•

•

•

A Growing Nation
In this unit, your student will learn how the nineteenth century was marked as a time of
change in the United States. She will learn how changes occurred in government,
technology, and civil rights. She will also learn how the southern and western regions of
the United States changed by the migration of people moving to those regions.
War Divides the Nation
In this unit, your student will examine the differences between the Northern and Southern
states. He will study how these differences created tension and conflict between the two
regions of the country. He will learn how such tension led to the succession of many
Southern states. Your student will also understand how constant, ongoing tension
escalated to the U.S. Civil War.
Expansion and Change
In this unit, your student will learn how change impacted human population. She will
understand how innovations in transportation influenced settlement of the Western region
of the United States, but also created tension between Native Americans and settlers.
Your student will also learn how new technologies brought changes to society, including
new jobs, cultural change, and immigration.
The United States and the World
In this unit, your student will learn how the United States increased its involvement in
foreign affairs. He will focus on America’s involvement and participation in World War I
and World War II. He will also explore the reasons behind the Cold War, and your
student will focus on the United States’ involvement during the Cold War era. He will
complete an independent research project on one of the major events of the 20th century.

Lesson Manual/Course Guide
•

Social Studies 5 A and B Course Guide

Online Text/eBook
•

iText SF Social Studies: The United States
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 5
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
In this course, students use appropriate technology tools and resources to complete projects,
manage information, and solve problems. Students use software to write, organize, analyze, and
present information and data. Students learn listening and organizational skills and set attainable
learning goals. Students become responsible communicators and users of technology as they
learn about intellectual property, Internet safety, and effective search and evaluation strategies.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Keyboarding
In this unit, you will identify and type numbers and letters on the keyboard and type
words and phrases. You will demonstrate correct posture and finger position while typing
the letters and symbols, and you will apply proper touch typing skills while practicing the
home row and the rows above and below the home row.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, you will explore features of Microsoft® Word. You will learn how to correct
spelling errors, and decode words using the Spelling and Grammar and Highlighter tools.
While reading, you will identify the main idea of the text and relevant supporting details
in order to construct an outline using Outline View. You will also interpret figurative
language in poetry, and continue practicing text alignment to construct a poem of your
own. Mathematically, you will apply your knowledge of coordinate grids by inserting a
table and text boxes to show an ordered pair.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, you will explore features of Microsoft PowerPoint. You will learn how to
create linear slide shows, ones that proceed from one slide right after another, and nonlinear slide shows, ones that involve choices that affect which slide comes next, using
action buttons and the slide sorter view. You will insert text boxes in order to identify and
define synonyms and antonyms. You will insert SmartArt to create graphic organizers to
aid with comparing and contrasting. Mathematically, you will learn about translation,
rotation, and reflection and insert shapes. In social studies, you will create a slide show
from scratch showing the steps of how a bill becomes a law.
Microsoft® Excel
In this unit, you will explore features of Microsoft® Excel. You will learn to use borders
and colors to display large numbers to represent place value visually and will be able to
use these numbers to compare and order decimals. You will learn to insert formulas to
show patterns in multiplying numbers by powers of 10 and will also be able to use
formulas to convert feet to miles and vice versa, as well as use formulas to find the area
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of regular and irregular shapes. You will also do research on the world's oceans to collect
data and create a table and graph.
Study Skills
In this unit, you will use different software applications to improve your study skills. In
Microsoft® Word, you will create a table to help organize information about listening
skills and a calendar to help manage your time wisely. You will learn about and use
several methods of note taking, and apply note-taking strategies in future lessons. You
will use explore Google Earth as a tool to enhance earning, and you will explore the
benefits of online learning. You will identify and create short- and long-term goals
toward a career goal and organize them in a brochure.
Internet Safety
In this unit, you will learn about Internet safety. You will learn to identify characteristics
of online predators and practice strategies for online safety. You will write a practice blog
to understand how online journaling can be a means of communication, and you will be
able to create a list of rules for proper etiquette during texting and instant messaging. You
will be able to define plagiarism, copyright, and intellectual property, and explain why
another person's information cannot be used by someone else unless proper permission is
obtained.
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6th Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=6&isHiddenTextbook=false

Health and Physical Education 6
Description:
The Health and Physical Education course will provide the student with the foundation for
concepts and skills necessary for lifelong health and physical fitness. In the health portion of the
course, the student will be introduced to and assessed on various topics ranging from body
systems to proper nutrition and fitness, as well as understanding what it means to be healthy. The
student will also be introduced to skills that can be applied toward healthy behaviors. The
physical education portion of the course will offer great freedom as the student will be able to
choose a physical education regimen that will fit the student’s individual needs. The student will
be given a choice of three paths that place emphasis on lifelong activities as well as current
fitness trends. Physical education lessons are geared toward a “physically fit” lifestyle that will
aid the student in the years to come and ensure a higher quality of life.
Units:
•

•

•

Your Health and Wellness
In this unit, you will learn about the health triangle and find out about the difference
between health and wellness. You will also identify the factors that influence health,
skills that will help you stay healthy, and the importance of goals. In the Physical
Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able
to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop Box in the last lesson.
Your Character Counts
In this unit, you will learn about self-concept, the characteristics of a good self-concept,
and ways to show your good character. You will also find out about stress and how to
manage it to stay healthy. At the end of the unit, you will explore emotional problems,
the warning signs of suicide, and how to find help for emotional problems. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will
be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Healthy Relationships
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In this unit, you will learn about different ways to communicate and how to be a better
speaker. You will describe different types of families, the ways families care for each
other, and how to handle family problems. Then you will explore the qualities of good
friends and how to identify good character traits in your friends. At the end of the unit,
you will discover the reason for conflicts and how to protect yourself from violence .In
the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you
will be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy
Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each
day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will
submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Nutrition
In this unit, you will learn the six main classes of nutrients, which foods can be eaten to
obtain nutrients, and which kinds of foods will keep you healthy according to the USDA
food guidance system. You will find out how to choose healthy foods and analyze the key
nutrients in a food product. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on
your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the following physical
activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After
completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE
Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in
the last lesson.
Personal Health
In this unit, you will learn about personal hygiene, including taking care of your teeth,
hair, and skin. You will discover ways to care for your ears and eyes. You will also learn
about consumer products and the influences of advertising. Toward the end of the unit,
you will find out about health care in your community. In the Physical Education portion
of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of
the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or
Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update
Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked
activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Human Body Systems
In this unit, you will identify the body's building blocks, the major body systems, and
ways to care for your body. You will look at the body systems, including the skeletal
system and the muscular system, and find out how they work. You will also look at the
digestive system and respiratory system and what they do to influence your health. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will
be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Tobacco
In this unit, you will learn about tobacco and the dangerous effects it has on the body.
You will understand the influences on teens to try tobacco and how to gather reliable
information on teens and tobacco use. In the last lesson of this unit, you will learn about
ways to say no to tobacco, how to quit smoking if you are addicted, and the rights of
nonsmokers. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for
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this course, you will be able to choose one of the following physical activities:
Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your
physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end
of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Using Alcohol and Other Drugs
In this unit, you will learn about alcohol and drugs. You will learn about why teens use
alcohol and ways to help a friend avoid alcohol. You will learn the cycle of addiction, the
dangers of drug use, and ways to say no to drugs. In the Physical Education portion of the
lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the
following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal
Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity
Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities
using the Drop box in the last lesson.
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Art 6 A
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists. In Semester A, students
explore the wide range and variety of visual arts. They learn the basic elements of art and
principles of design and apply them in their own creative ways. The semester culminates in a
study of factors involved in evaluating and critiquing art.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
What Is Art?
In this unit, you will explore the definition of art. You will gain an understanding of the
different purposes for art in the everyday world, as well as why people create art. The
benefits of art in academics and employment will also be explored through the
investigation of how art relates to other subjects and various careers.
The Elements of Art
In this unit, you will explore the elements of art. These are the founding principles that
assist in understanding how art is made. You will understand what guides artists as they
work. Also, you will gain an understanding of how to interpret finished pieces of art and
how to determine the success of a particular art piece.
Principles of Design
In this unit you will explore the principles of art. Combined with the elements of art,
these are the founding concepts that assist in understanding how art is made and why it is
successful. You will understand what guides artists as they work. Also, you will gain an
understanding of how to interpret finished pieces of art and how to determine the success
of a particular art piece.
Responding to Art
In this unit, you will create works of art based upon preset criteria. You will understand
how to evaluate and present your artwork for others to see and understand. Through these
practices, you will gain an understanding of why art is evaluated differently depending on
situations and needs.

Kit
•

MS Art Kit

Supplies
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Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Art 6 B
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists.
In Semester B, students consider the preservation and protection of art. They then explore how
international, national, and local art influences ideas, actions, cultures, and environments. Using
this information, students build their own ideas of the role art plays in their lives.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
Protecting and Respecting Art
In this unit, you will gain an appreciation for the need to preserve art. You will explore
techniques used to protect art and learn about decisions that must be made when building
and maintaining an art collection. Various careers related to art conservation will be
studied.
The World of Art
During this unit you will interpret art from past and present perspectives, searching for
clues about purpose, meaning, and culture. You will practice responding to art based on
your understanding of a specific time period and culture; create art symbolic of a certain
period/culture; and critique art from varying perspectives. You will then submit one work
of your choice.
Art In Your Community
During this unit you will examine a variety of community art and analyze works that
reveal information about community identity. Evaluating the purposes of community art
will allow you to discover its role in strengthening and uniting a community. You will
design a community mural with a meaningful purpose and message over the course of
two lessons.
Art in Your Life
In this unit, you will investigate the role of art in your everyday life, connect art-related
careers to the products you use daily, and examine the practices of analyzing and
critiquing art. You will have the opportunity to develop and use your own aesthetic
preferences to build a digital art collection. You will reflect on your own growth as an
artist and build your personal art portfolio of artworks and artifacts.

Kit
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MS Art Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 6 A
Description:
In sixth grade, through the study of authors such as Elizabeth Partridge, Gary Soto, and Langston
Hughes, the student will ponder such questions as “Is conflict always bad?”; "How do we decide
who we are?”; and "How much do our communities shape us?" Short- and long-term research
engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is encouraged to support
these ideas with evidence as the student practices narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading roles.
Characters and Conflict
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Is conflict always bad? You will read
stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better understand
the author’s craft. You will read literary texts to explore characterization, analyze plot
elements, and identify theme and tone. You will read nonfiction texts to understand
author’s purpose and explore conflict. Finally, you will distinguish between nouns and
pronouns and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand unknown words.
Life Stories
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is important to know? You will read
nonfiction selections multiple times to deepen your understanding of features of
nonfiction text and better understand the author’s craft. You will read nonfiction texts to
explore main idea, tone, and author’s influence and to distinguish between fact and
opinion. Finally, you will distinguish among action and linking verbs and simple tenses
of verbs and learn new vocabulary words.
Journey to Topaz
In Journey to Topaz, Yuki Sakane, a young Japanese American Nisei living with her
family in Berkeley, California, watches the FBI take her father for questioning after the
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor. This is a story of the emotional and physical
hardships endured by Japanese Americans in a time of fear, stereotyping, and war. Yuki
represents hope and survival through the dark years of World War II. She is a positive
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soul reminding the reader of the country’s reaction to the war with Japan and the terrible
injustice wrought upon its own citizens. Journey to Topaz is the recommended novel for
Gifted and Talented Language Arts 6 A. Travels with Charley may be read instead
of Journey to Topaz with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities for Travels with
Charley will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.
Travels with Charley is a book of travel writing by John Steinbeck. It was published in
1962. John Steinbeck decides that he needs to get back in touch with the real America.
He feels that he has been writing too much from his memory, and not enough from real
experiences. With his dog, Charley, Steinbeck drives around the United States in a
specially built pickup truck. The places he goes and the people he meets help him answer
the question: What is America like? Steinbeck’s travels take him throughout the United
States, all the way from the East Coast to the West Coast and back again. It is not always
clear to him what he is accomplishing, but the book becomes a meaningful record of his
thoughts, memories, and ideas.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 6 B
Description:
In sixth grade, through the study of authors such as Elizabeth Partridge, Gary Soto, and Langston
Hughes, the student will ponder such questions as “Is conflict always bad?”; "How do we decide
who we are?”; and "How much do our communities shape us?" Short- and long-term research
engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is encouraged to support
these ideas with evidence as the student practices narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Rhythm and Rhyme
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Do we need words to communicate well?
You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
better understand the author’s craft. You will read poetry to explore the structure of
poems, figurative language, sound devices, and imagery. You will practice paraphrasing.
Finally, you will use sentence parts, adjectives and adverbs, and coordinating
conjunctions.
Adventures and Imagination
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: How do we decide who we are? You will
read dramas multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better
understand the author’s craft and purpose. You will read to explore the features of
dramas, dialogue and stage directions. You will practice paraphrasing and summarizing.
Finally, you will identify participles and gerunds, use prepositional phrases and
appositives, and practice combining sentences using phrases.
Walk Two Moons
In Walk Two Moons, 13-year-old Salamanca “Sal” Hiddle narrates the story as she and
her grandparents embark on a road trip from Euclid, Ohio, to Lewiston, Idaho. Sal, hurt
and confused, struggles to accept the fact that her mother has left her and her father. The
family heads to Lewiston, Idaho, where Sal hopes to be able to convince her mother to
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return home. While on the road, they stop to visit historic landmarks and experience the
beautiful landscape of the Midwest. To pass the time in the car, Sal tells her grandparents
a peculiar story about her best friend, Phoebe Winterbottom. It is this story within a story
that helps Sal better understand her mother’s decision and begin to heal. This road trip
changes their lives and impacts their family forever. In this unit, you will identify literary
elements, analyze characters, and use comprehension strategies to make connections and
draw conclusions.
Walk Two Moons is the recommended novel for Language Arts 8. Esperanza Rising may
be read instead of Walk Two Moons with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities
for Esperanza Rising will appear on the lower half of the page. Do not proceed
with Esperanza Rising unless you have received approval from your teacher.
In Esperanza Rising, twelve-year-old Esperanza Ortega and her family live on a
sprawling ranch in Mexico. As the only child of a wealthy couple, she is showered with
love and given the best of everything. After a series of tragic events, Esperanza
immigrates to the United States and joins the large population of migrants heading to
California to find work during the Great Depression. After settling in a farm camp in the
San Joaquin Valley, tragedy strikes again, forcing Esperanza to develop the strength and
perseverance needed to hold on to the new life to which she is beginning to adjust.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 6
Description:
The Great Books Roundtable™ program employs the method of interpretive readings and
discussion known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders— teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which students
acquire the habits and strategies of self-reliant thinkers, readers, and learners. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with their students,
helping them work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion, during
which leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a
particular story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, students interact with their peers in Shared
Inquiry™ discussions and presentations of personal writing.
Derived and used with permission from Great Books, Inc. © All rights reserved.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Gaston
In this unit, you will read the story “Gaston.” You will learn about active reading and put
this new skill into practice by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson,
you will share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a
LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to
complete that is connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your
teacher and your class during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Old Man of the Sea
In this unit, you will read “The Old Man of the Sea.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Through the Tunnel
In this unit, you will read “Through the Tunnel.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Raymond's Run
In this unit, you will read “Raymond’s Run.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Witch Who Came for the Weekend
In this unit, you will read “The Witch Who Came for the Weekend.” You will apply the
strategy of active reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson,
you will share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a
LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to
complete that is connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your
teacher and your class during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
As the Night the Day
In this unit, you will read “As the Night the Day.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Parsley Garden
In this unit, you will read “The Parsley Garden.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Veldt
In this unit, you will read “The Veldt.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
A Likely Place
In this unit, you will read “A Likely Place.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Mountain
In this unit, you will read “The Mountain.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Afternoon in Linen
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In this unit, you will read “Afternoon in Linen.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Mysteries of the Cabala
In this unit, you will read “The Mysteries of the Cabala.” You will apply the strategy of
active reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will
share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class
during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
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Language Arts 6 A
Description:
In sixth grade, through the study of authors such as Elizabeth Partridge, Gary Soto, and Langston
Hughes, the student will ponder such questions as “Is conflict always bad?”; "How do we decide
who we are?”; and "How much do our communities shape us?" Short- and long-term research
engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is encouraged to support
these ideas with evidence as the student practices narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Characters and Conflict
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Is conflict always bad? You will read
stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better understand
the author’s craft. You will read literary texts to explore characterization, analyze plot
elements, and identify theme and tone. You will read nonfiction texts to understand
author’s purpose and explore conflict. Finally, you will distinguish between nouns and
pronouns and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand unknown words.
Life Stories
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is important to know? You will read
non-fiction selections multiple times to deepen your understanding of features of nonfiction text and better understand the author’s craft. You will read non-fiction texts to
explore main idea, mood, author’s purpose, and point of view. Finally, you will
distinguish among regular and irregular verbs and perfect tenses of verbs and learn new
vocabulary words.
The Cay
The Cay is narrated by Phillip Enright, a young American expatriate who has moved to
the island of Curaçao with his parents. His family relocated to the island following the
outbreak of World War II, when Phillip’s father was recruited to work for an oil company
and support the war effort. However, when the Germans invade Curaçao, Phillip and his
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mother try unsuccessfully to return to the United States. Their ship is torpedoed, and
Phillip finds himself on a raft with a stranger with whom he has nothing in common.
When the two arrive on a deserted island, Phillip and his fellow castaway must learn to
work together because their survival depends on it. In this unit, you will identify literary
elements, analyze characters, and use comprehension strategies to make connections and
draw conclusions.
The Cay is the recommended novel for Language Arts 6. Scott O'Dell's novel Island of
the Blue Dolphins may be read instead of The Cay with prior teacher approval. Lessons
and activities for Island of the Blue Dolphins will appear on the lower half of the page.
Do not proceed with Island of the Blue Dolphins unless you have received approval from
your teacher.
In Island of the Blue Dolphins, twelve-year-old Karana and the people of her native tribe
live on a small island in the Pacific Ocean. Their lives are changed forever after strangers
come to the island to hunt sea otter. She and her brother are left behind when the
islanders head east in search of a better life. Now Karana must figure out how to survive
despite loneliness, harsh living conditions, and the vicious wild dogs that are a constant
threat. Karana’s courage, perseverance, and intelligence help her discover new things
about herself and the place she has always called home.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6
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Language Arts 6 B
Description:
In sixth grade, through the study of authors such as Elizabeth Partridge, Gary Soto, and Langston
Hughes, the student will ponder such questions as “Is conflict always bad?”; "How do we decide
who we are?”; and "How much do our communities shape us?" Short- and long-term research
engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is encouraged to support
these ideas with evidence as the student practices narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Rhythm and Rhyme
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Do we need words to communicate well?
You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
better understand the author’s craft. You will read poetry to explore the structure of
poems, figurative language, sound devices, and imagery. You will practice paraphrasing
and drawing conclusions. Finally, you will use adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctions, and
use coordinating conjunctions.
Adventures and Imagination
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: How do we decide who we are? You will
read dramas multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better
understand the author’s craft and purpose. You will read to explore the features of
dramas, dialogue and stage directions. You will practice paraphrasing and summarizing.
Finally, you will identify participles and gerunds, use prepositional phrases and
appositives, and practice combining sentences using phrases.
Walk Two Moons
In Walk Two Moons, 13-year-old Salamanca “Sal” Hiddle narrates the story as she and
her grandparents embark on a road trip from Euclid, Ohio, to Lewiston, Idaho. Sal, hurt
and confused, struggles to accept the fact that her mother has left her and her father. The
family heads to Lewiston, Idaho, where Sal hopes to be able to convince her mother to
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return home. While on the road, they stop to visit historic landmarks and experience the
beautiful landscape of the Midwest. To pass the time in the car, Sal tells her grandparents
a peculiar story about her best friend, Phoebe Winterbottom. It is this story within a story
that helps Sal better understand her mother’s decision and begin to heal. This road trip
changes their lives and impacts their family forever. In this unit, you will identify literary
elements, analyze characters, and use comprehension strategies to make connections and
draw conclusions.
Walk Two Moons is the recommended novel for Language Arts 8. Esperanza Rising may
be read instead of Walk Two Moons with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities
for Esperanza Rising will appear on the lower half of the page. Do not proceed
with Esperanza Rising unless you have received approval from your teacher.
In Esperanza Rising, twelve-year-old Esperanza Ortega and her family live on a
sprawling ranch in Mexico. As the only child of a wealthy couple, she is showered with
love and given the best of everything. After a series of tragic events, Esperanza
immigrates to the United States and joins the large population of migrants heading to
California to find work during the Great Depression. After settling in a farm camp in the
San Joaquin Valley, tragedy strikes again, forcing Esperanza to develop the strength and
perseverance needed to hold on to the new life to which she is beginning to adjust.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 6
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Math 6 A
Description:
In this course, the student will use the four operations with decimals, fractions, and integers. The
student will study patterns and variables as a precursor to solving equations and inequalities. The
study of number theory will help the student understand divisibility, prime numbers, factors, and
multiples. The student will learn about ratios, proportions, and percents and apply them in scale
drawings. Throughout the course, the student will engage in many problem-solving strategies,
make real-world connections, and participate in mathematical discussions with peers.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Math 6
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach mathematics. You will
learn how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce anxiety, and review
ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various resources that
are available to you in your Math 6 course.
Whole Numbers and Decimals
In this unit, you will learn how to identify the place value of whole numbers and
decimals, which you will then apply to comparing and ordering these types of numbers.
You will apply estimation strategies as well as the properties of addition and
multiplication as tools for solving problems. Also, you will learn how to use the order of
operations to simplify numerical expressions. You will find the answers of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division problems using whole numbers and decimals.
Finally, you will learn and apply the four-step problem-solving strategy.
Number Theory and Fractions
In this unit, you will be applying your multiplication and division skills to identify
factors, prime factorization, and multiples of numbers. This unit's portfolio assignment
will consist of finding a variety of numbers and identifying the prime factorization of
each number. Also, you will apply the Distributive Property to create equivalent
numerical and algebraic expressions. In the area of fractions, you will apply your skills of
finding factors and multiples to find equivalent fractions, simplify fractions, and identify
the least common denominator. You will also practice converting between various forms,
such as mixed numbers into improper fractions and fractions into decimals.
Adding and Subtracting Fractions
In this unit, you will be rounding and estimating sums and differences of fractions and
mixed numbers. Then you will calculate the actual sums and differences of fractions with
like and unlike denominators. Next, you will apply your skills in solving addition and
subtraction problems with mixed numbers, sometimes needing to rename the mixed
number. Also, you will be solving addition and subtraction equations with fractions and
mixed numbers. Finally, you will solve problems that use elapsed time, and apply these
skills by completing a portfolio assignment with real-world scenarios.
Multiplying and Dividing Fractions
In this unit, you will apply your multiplication and division skills to fractions and mixed
numbers. First, you will learn how to multiply whole numbers, fractions, and mixed
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•

•

numbers. Next, you will learn how to identify the reciprocal of a number and use that
when dividing fractions and mixed numbers. Then you will use your problem-solving
skills to solve equations with fractions. Finally, you will learn about the customary
system of measurement and how to convert from one unit to another.
Patterns and Variables
In this unit, you will be learning about patterns, expressions, and equations. First, you
will be discovering numerical patterns and identifying the rule for the pattern, followed
by using exponents to simplify certain numerical expressions. Then, you will be using
variables to represent unknown numbers in expressions and equations. Next, you will
learn what an equation is and the different strategies to solve it. Then, you will learn
another property, the Distributive Property, which provides another strategy for solving
more complex computation problems. Finally, you will continue to develop your
problem-solving skills by submitting a portfolio assignment in which you will be writing
an equation and solving it after reading a word problem.
Integers
In this unit, you will be working with integers. You will learn what an integer is and how
to find the absolute value of integers. Then you will compare integers as well as order
them from least to greatest. Next, you will work on your computation skills by adding,
subtracting, multiplying, and dividing integers. Then you will solve equations with
integers. Finally, you will learn real-world applications for integers and complete a
portfolio assignment in which you will not only answer questions in regards to integers,
but also find the mean and median of the data as well as graphing the data.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 1, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 1, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Math 6 B
Description:
In this course, the student will explore the foundations of geometry, such as classifying
polygons, and use measurement skills to find the perimeter, area, and volume of geometric
figures. Then the student will study basic probability and explore permutations. By the end of the
course, the student will work with integers using all four operations, solve equations and
inequalities, and solve problems using the Pythagorean Theorem.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Graphing, Equations, and Inequalities
In this unit, you will be learning about graphing, functions, two-step equations, and
inequalities. First, you will plot points in any of the four quadrants on the coordinate
plane, and draw polygons in the coordinate plane when given a set of ordered pairs. Then
you will identify missing values in a function table, find the rule for the function, and
graph it. Next, you will solve two-step equations. Finally, you will write, graph, and solve
inequalities. For your portfolio assignment, you will apply your knowledge of graphing
polygons, functions, and inequalities.
Data and Graphs
In this unit, you will learn how to calculate the mean, median, mode, and range for a
given set of data. You will also practice reading and creating a variety of visual
representations of data, such as frequency charts, line plots, line graphs, bar graphs, boxand-whisker plots, double bar graphs, histograms, and stem-and-leaf plots. In addition,
you will identify how graphs and statistics can be misleading. Finally, you will learn what
makes a statistical question. This unit's portfolio assignment is to develop a double-bar
graph.
Tools of Geometry
In this unit, you will classify lines, angles, and polygons by their size, shape, or
orientation. You will calculate the missing angle measure when given the remaining
angle measurements, particularly in a triangle or quadrilateral. You will distinguish
between shapes that are congruent and shapes that are similar. Next, you will learn about
line symmetry. Then, you will learn about transformations, which include translations,
reflections, and rotations. For your portfolio assignment, you will apply the skills that you
learned in this unit to decorate a bedroom.
Geometry and Measurement
In this unit, you will learn the different units of measurement in the metric system and
convert among units. Then, you will find the perimeter and area of polygons. Next, you
will find the perimeter and area of circles. Later in the unit, you will learn about threedimensional figures and how to find the surface area and volume of rectangular prisms.
As your portfolio assessment, you will be required to locate 5 circles and 5 rectangular
prisms in your home, and use their dimensions to calculate circumference, area, and
volume.
Ratios, Proportions, and Percents
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In this unit, you will identify and write ratios to show the comparison between two
amounts. Then you will use what you learned about ratios to generate equivalent ratios,
find unit rates, and solve proportions. Next, you will learn how to write a percent when
given a fraction or decimal. Finally, you will apply what you learned about percents to
find the percent of a number, interpret circle graphs, and calculate various percentages
found in everyday living.
Exploring Probability
In this unit, you will be developing your skills in the area of probability. You will learn
strategies to count the number of possible outcomes and then apply these skills to identify
the probability of an event. Then you will be calculating the theoretical and experimental
probability of events. For your portfolio assignment, you will be working on identifying
the theoretical and experimental probability of certain situations and identifying the
difference in the results. You will also see how the number of trials may affect the
experimental probability. Next, you will use your prediction skills to predict the
probability of an event using data. Finally, you will identify the probability of
independent events, such as flipping a coin twice.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 1, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 1, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Gifted and Talented Science 6 A
Description:
The Middle School Gifted and Talented program consists of stand-alone, project-based,
semester-long courses. The theme-based courses have simultaneous threads to develop skills for
proposing, creating, and presenting projects as well as to explore scientific topics related to the
course theme. Students will get involved with people in their community as they complete their
projects and set a goal for making a difference and having a positive impact in their hometown.
The second semester of each course will give students a chance to delve further into the course
theme, their specific project, or both. The sixth grade theme is Supporting Sustainability.
Students will focus on such topics as renewable resources, human impact on the environment,
and finding a sustainable balance between supply and demand.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)
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Gifted and Talented Science 6 B
Description:
The Middle School Gifted and Talented program consists of stand-alone, project-based,
semester-long courses. The theme-based courses have simultaneous threads to develop skills for
proposing, creating, and presenting projects as well as to explore scientific topics related to the
course theme. Students will get involved with people in their community as they complete their
projects and set a goal for making a difference and having a positive impact in their hometown.
The second semester of each course will give students a chance to delve further into the course
theme or further into their specific project or both. The sixth grade theme is Supporting
Sustainability. Students will focus on such topics as renewable resources, human impact on the
environment, and finding a sustainable balance between supply and demand.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)
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Science 6 A
Description:
Welcome to Science 6, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction to Science
In this unit, you will explore what it means to think like a scientist and carry out scientific
investigations using the scientific method, a process that is essential to scientific inquiry
and problem solving. You will learn how to design and conduct a sound science
experiment and how to use math skills to take measurements and collect and analyze
data. As you work through the unit, you will gain an appreciation for the attitudes that
scientists possess and for the reason behind using a standard system of measurement in
science. You will identify scientific tools that are used to solve problems and why it is
important to prepare and use caution when carrying out investigations in the laboratory
and in the field.
Structure, Function, and Information Processing
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the characteristics and
basic needs of living things as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will
model the basic building blocks of life, explore the body systems of plants and animals,
and discover how these systems work together to keep organisms alive.
Reproduction and Development of Organisms
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss and investigate the reproduction and
development of organisms as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will
compare types of reproduction, explore how plants use animals to help them reproduce,
and discuss the roles of environment and genetics in the development and growth of
organisms.
Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the relationships between
organisms in an ecosystem as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will
explore the effects of predation, competition, and social interactions on the survival of
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individual organisms and on larger populations, model an ecosystem to determine its
carrying capacity, and evaluate how human activities and biodiversity affect one another.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

interactive Science Grades 6-8 Earth Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Life Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Physical Science SE
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Science 6 B
Description:
Welcome to Science 6, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction to Planet Earth
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of why Earth can be described as a system
with four main parts, and you will explore some of Earth’s properties that make it
suitable for life. You will study Earth’s atmosphere and learn how temperatures on Earth
are just right for various life forms. By studying Earth’s rotation and its revolution, you
will learn what causes day and night and why there are seasonal cycles on the “blue
planet.” By the end of the unit, you will also be able to describe characteristics of Earth’s
moon, list the phases of the moon, and explain why the moon goes through phases. This
unit will give you an introductory look at Earth and its place in the solar system, and it
will prepare you for upcoming units in astronomy and space science.
Weather and Climate
In this unit, you will relate temperature and precipitation from around the globe to
variations in weather. You will assess severe weather events and their likelihood. You
will summarize the influences that cause uneven heating of Earth's surface and the
resulting regional climates. You will relate the sun's energy to greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and their impact on temperature and habitability. You will evaluate carbon
storage within Earth's systems.
Structures and Properties of Matter
In this unit, you will investigate the physical world from a chemical viewpoint. You will
compare the physical and chemical properties of substances, create models of molecules,
and demonstrate how different factors, such as thermal energy, affect substances. You
will have an opportunity to design a procedure to separate a mixture and discuss with
your classmates how thermal energy impacts a substance in different phases.
Forces and Motion
Can you identify three forces acting on you right now? In this unit, you will investigate
forces and motion by engaging in hands-on and virtual activities. You will demonstrate
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that outside forces can affect an object's motion, shape, and orientation. You will also
collect data to verify Newton's third law of motion and explain the cause and effect
relationship between an object's motion and the sum of the forces acting on it.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

interactive Science Grades 6-8 Earth Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Life Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Physical Science SE
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Social Studies 6 A
Description:
Ancient civilizations are the main focus in sixth grade Social Studies. Students begin the course
by examining the role of a historian and analyzing the tools (timelines, geography, and
evaluation of multiple sources) a historian uses to analyze historical events. Then, students learn
about the agrarian revolution as societies moved from hunting and gathering to farming. Students
trace the development of various ancient civilizations, including China, India, Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Students practice critical thinking by interpreting primary sources and
studying history through eyewitness accounts.
Units:
•

•

•

Early Civilizations A
In this unit, you will examine the role of the historian. Focusing on the various tools that
historians use to uncover the past, you will learn how the historian is like a detective. You
will learn about time lines, maps, and sources that historians analyze to learn more about
civilizations and societies. You will trace the origin and development of early hunting
and gathering societies along with the Mesopotamian, Assyrian, and Chaldean
civilizations. You will also explore how the governments, religions, and cultures of these
civilizations are both similar and different.
Early Civilizations B
In this unit, you will learn about the development of ancient Egyptian and ancient
Israelite civilizations. You will also explore how the governments, religions, and cultures
of these civilizations are both similar and different. You will learn about the
achievements and legacies of both civilizations.
The Ancient World A
In this unit, you will trace the origin of the Minoan, Mycenaean, and Greek civilizations
and understand how geography impacted the history of each civilization. You will
examine the development of Athens' and Sparta’s civilizations and the contributions that
each made. You will also understand how Athens and Sparta overcame attacks from
Persia, and how Athens developed into a strong city-state under the leadership of
Pericles.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Glencoe World History: Journey Across Time
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Social Studies 6 B
Description:
Ancient civilizations are the main focus in sixth grade Social Studies. Students begin the course
by examining the role of a historian and analyzing the tools (timelines, geography, and
evaluation of multiple sources) a historian uses to analyze historical events. Then, students learn
about the agrarian revolution as societies moved from hunting and gathering to farming. Students
trace the development of various ancient civilizations, including China, India, Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Students practice critical thinking by interpreting primary sources and
studying history through eyewitness accounts.
Units:
•

•

•

The Ancient World B
In this unit, you will explore the rise of civilizations in the river valleys of ancient China
and ancient India. You will learn about the achievements of each civilization. You will
learn the basic principles of Hinduism and Buddhism and trace the development of each
religion.
New Empires and New Faiths A
In this unit, you will trace the origin, rise, and decline of the Roman Republic and
Empire. You will examine Rome’s culture and its primary achievements. You will study
Rome’s legacies in government and engineering. You will identify the key people who
were responsible for the economic growth and expansion of the Roman Empire. You will
examine the causes of the Western Roman Empire’s decline and fall and you will study
the rise and legacies of the Byzantine Empire.
New Empires and New Faiths B
In this unit, you will learn about the rise of Christianity and Islam, and study how both
religions spread and influenced people and cultures around the world. You will learn
about the key people who helped found and spread Christianity and Islam. You will also
learn the basic beliefs and practices of each religion.

Online Text/eBook
•

eText World History Journey Across Time: The Early Ages
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 6
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
Students progress to more sophisticated work in this course, including the use of electronic
media and software to apply academic concepts in the creation of meaningful organizers,
projects and presentations. Students locate, retrieve and evaluate data in order to construct and
analyze databases. Students produce presentations on Internet safety, online predators, and
cyberbullying. At the end of the course, students become effective communicators and
collaborators as they plan, evaluate and synthesize research emphasizing current issues with
technology.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction
In this unit, you will learn the basics about computers. You will learn how computers
work and how to troubleshoot problems. You will also work on becoming a more
efficient learner as you learn how to manage your files and work to improve your
keyboarding skills.
Microsoft® Word
In this unit, you will increase your understanding of Microsoft® Word as you learn how
to efficiently create quality documents. You will learn to use editing features such as
highlighting, Track Changes, and add comments. You will also become more efficient
using macros, keyboard shortcuts, and outlines. You will explore figurative language as
you read Greek mythology and poetry. You will learn strategies for researching
Alexander the Great online and use your research to create a final product using the
design features within Microsoft® Word.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
In this unit, you will learn advanced features of Microsoft® PowerPoint, including how
to record audio on slides and create nonlinear presentations using Action buttons. You
will learn to create engaging presentations using animations, transitions, SmartArt,
graphics, and the elements of design. You will explore the development of a narrative
story including plot, theme, and character development. You will use PowerPoint to
create a story with alternate endings, an interactive food web, and a modern version of
the “Three Little Pigs.”
Microsoft® Excel
In this unit, you will learn how to use Microsoft® Excel to create a database and graph
data using charts and the histogram add-in. You will work with numerical data using the
rounding function (MROUND) and the adding function (SUM). You will learn to analyze
data and how to work with the data more, using the sort and filter features. You will
create a survey to collect data and use the data to create your own database for analysis.
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•

•

•

Study Skills
In this unit, you will learn various strategies related to time management, organization,
and goal setting. These strategies include color coding by subject, utilizing your student
planner, and scheduling. You will use a process and organizer to evaluate information
you find on the Internet. You will explore mnemonic techniques to assist with
memorization, helpful test-taking tips, and various methods of studying for tests. Finally,
you will explore and evaluate games and simulations as learning tools.
Internet Safety
In this unit, you will learn how to use the Internet in a safe and responsible way as a tool
for communication, research, and collaboration. The unit begins by explaining the
concept of a virtual community and discusses topics such as online bullying and negative
networking. You will recognize Internet safety concerns including the importance of
choosing a safe user name and keeping personal information safe from strangers, risks
associated with online shopping, and the threat of online predators. Finally, you will learn
about intellectual property and copyright concepts. You will also examine the
consequences that are associated with piracy and illegal music downloading.
Digital Publishing
In this unit, you will combine all of the skills you have learned to create a final product of
your choice. You will begin by researching a technology topic, and then you
will investigate design elements and software options to create a multimedia product that
demonstrates what you have learned. You will have the opportunity to discuss your
product with your peers and evaluate their work as well.
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7th Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=7&isHiddenTextbook=false

Health and Physical Education 7
Description:
The Health and Physical Education course will guide the student through material that will
promote healthy, active lifestyles. Health topics include issues that are relevant to the age group,
such as mental and emotional health, conflict resolution, and bullying. The student will also be
immersed in the prevention and avoidance of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco. The student will
receive the necessary strategies to help avoid the pitfalls of unhealthy and risky behaviors. The
physical education portion of the course will offer great freedom as the student will be able to
choose a physical education regimen that will fit the student’s individual needs. The student will
be given a choice of three paths that place emphasis on lifelong activities as well as current
fitness trends. Physical education lessons are geared toward a “physically fit” lifestyle that will
aid the student in the years to come and ensure a higher quality of life.
Units:
•

•

•

Understanding Health and Wellness
In this unit, you will learn about the health triangle, and you will find out how to
differentiate between overall health and wellness. You will also identify the factors that
influence health and the basic but important skills that help you stay healthy. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, you will learn about the President's Challenge.
The President's Challenge is a program created by the U.S. government that rewards
students for being physically active and physically fit. You will learn about the history
and guidelines of the Active Lifestyle Program, why staying active is important, and how
to set activity goals and log results. By the end of this unit, you will have taken your first
steps toward earning the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award.
Food and Nutrition
In this unit, you will learn about food and nutrition. You will learn about the nutrients
required by the body to function properly, how to use the MyPlate plan to recognize
different groups of foods, and how to choose foods for a healthy, balanced diet.
Additionally, you will explore the concepts of body image and healthy weight and learn
the benefits of maintaining a healthy weight. In the Physical Education portion of the
lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the
following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal
Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity
Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities
using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Mental and Emotional Health
In this unit, you will learn about personality, self-esteem, and emotions and how they
affect your mental and emotional health. You will learn about the different types of stress
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•

•

•

•

and how stress affects your body. You will also learn different ways to manage or cope
with stress. Finally, you will learn about mental and emotional disorders. You will learn
to recognize signs of these disorders and understand causes of mental disorders. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will
be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Resolving Conflicts and Preventing Violence
In this unit you will learn about the nature, causes, types, and signs of conflict. You will
learn about negotiation and mediation, conflict resolution strategies, and how conflict can
lead to violence. You will have the opportunity to develop skills to protect against
violence. At the end of the unit you will explore different kinds of abuse and ways of
seeking help if you are being abused. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson,
depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the following
physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness.
After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or
your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the
Drop box in the last lesson.
Tobacco
In this unit you will learn about tobacco—the chemicals it contains and the dangerous
effects it has on your body. You will learn how the respiratory system functions and how
smoking can damage your respiratory system. You will also learn ways to say no to
tobacco, quit smoking if you are addicted, and about the rights of nonsmokers. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will
be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Alcohol
In this unit, you will learn about alcohol and the dangerous effects it has. You will be
able to identify the parts of the nervous system and learn how to keep it healthy. You will
develop refusal skills and learn why teens use alcohol. You will find out what to do if you
or someone you know needs help with alcohol addiction. In the Physical Education
portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose
one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or
Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update
Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked
activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Drugs
In this unit, you will learn about legal and illegal drugs and their effects on your body.
You will learn about the risks of drug abuse, look at treatment options for people who
abuse drugs, and learn steps you can take to stay drug free. In the Physical Education
portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose
one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or
Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update
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Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked
activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
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Art 7 A
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists. In Semester A, students
explore the wide range and variety of visual arts. They learn the basic elements of art and
principles of design and apply them in their own creative ways. The semester culminates in a
study of factors involved in evaluating and critiquing art.
Units:
•

•
•
•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
What Is Art?
The Essentials of Visual Arts
The Application of Art
In this unit you will gain an understanding of how art is applied to many areas of life.
You will evaluate how the concepts, elements, and principles related to art and design
apply to areas such as English, math, social studies, and science. You will have the
opportunity to evaluate how art is used as a tool to enhance those subjects.
Responding to Art
In this unit, you will create works of art based upon defined criteria. You will understand
how to evaluate and present your artwork based on a theme that others will see and
understand. Through these practices, you will gain an understanding of why art is
evaluated differently depending on situations and needs.

Kit
•

MS Art Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Art 7 B
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists.
In Semester B, students consider the preservation and protection of art. They then explore how
international, national, and local art influences ideas, actions, cultures, and environments. Using
this information, students build their own ideas of the role art plays in their lives.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
Protecting and Respecting Art
In this unit, you will gain an appreciation for the changing nature of art. As you examine
World Heritage Sites, you will understand the challenges of large-scale preservation,
recognize responsibilities of artists, and practice characters of an active observer.
The World of Art
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of and appreciation for the symbolism used in
art across various cultures. You will explore and analyze artistic methods for representing
religious figures, and examine ways that art has influenced culture or national identity.
Art in Your Community
Explore community art ranging from ordinary money to architecture and monumental
structures. Learn how both everyday and extraordinary community art are used to express
a message and unify viewers around a common purpose. Discover the process and skills
necessary to create currency or design a monument. Analyze the importance of
memorializing hardships such as war through art, and question the reasons why beauty
and creativity are necessary to human survival. Exercise creative choice by creating two
projects and then choosing between the two for submission as your portfolio assignment.
Art in Your Life
You will investigate art that is present in your everyday landscape. Explore your home to
learn ways that interior design can shape mood and space. Analyze the history of
printmaking to understand its impact on creativity and the world as a whole. Discover
techniques for composing photographs and consider the revolution of photographic
technology and its impact on how images are shared. Look around you to find examples
of advertising and discuss best practices of professionals in the field. Close your study
with the creation of a mixed media piece that combines printmaking and photography to
communicate a personal theme.
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Kit
•

MS Art Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 7 A
Description:
In seventh grade, by studying authors such as Amy Tan, Emily Dickinson, and Laurence Yep,
the student ponders such questions as “Does every conflict have a winner?”; “What is the best
way to communicate?”; and “Do others see us more clearly than we see ourselves?” Short- and
long-term research engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is
encouraged to integrate knowledge and ideas into coursework as the student practices narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Different Perspectives
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Does every conflict have a winner? You
will read stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better
understand the author’s craft. You will read literary texts to explore characterization,
analyze plot elements, identify theme, and point of view. You will read nonfiction texts
to understand author’s purpose and explore conflict. Finally, you will distinguish between
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, and learn ways to use context clues to help you
understand unknown words.
Exploring Ideas
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What should we learn? You will read
nonfiction selections multiple times to deepen your understanding of how authors
communicate main ideas and purposes for writing. You will read literary nonfiction to
classify fact and fiction and analyze how details support main ideas. You will write an
argumentative essay and will distinguish between subjects and predicates within
sentences and use the correct verb tenses in writing and speaking.
The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963
This novel tells the story of the "Weird Watson" family and the humorous events that
occur to them in Flint, Michigan, in 1963. After one too many "adventures" involving
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their oldest son, Byron, the parents decide to take a family trip to Birmingham, Alabama,
to visit the children's grandmother and hopefully encourage Byron to change his ways.
On their way to Alabama, and while there, the Watson children learn that life is different
for African Americans in the South. In this unit, you will identify literary elements,
analyze themes, and develop an understanding of the historical context of the novel.The
Watsons go to Birmingham—1963 is the recommended novel for Language Arts 7A. The
Liberation of Gabriel King may be read instead of The Watsons go to Birmingham—
1963 with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities for The Liberation of Gabriel
King will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages. The Liberation of Gabriel King is
a historical novel about a young boy living in the United States in 1976. Gabriel King
worries about a lot of things, and his best friend, Frita, sets out to help him overcome his
fears. Her plan doesn’t always go the way she hoped, however, and she and Gabriel will
both learn important lessons as they try to figure out what it means to be courageous. In
this lesson, you will identify literary elements and analyze themes.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 7 B
Description:
In seventh grade, by studying authors such as Amy Tan, Emily Dickinson, and Laurence Yep,
the student ponders such questions as “Does every conflict have a winner?”; “What is the best
way to communicate?”; and “Do others see us more clearly than we see ourselves?” Short- and
long-term research engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is
encouraged to integrate knowledge and ideas into coursework as the student practices narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Sounds and Ideas
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is the best way to communicate?
You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
understand the author’s craft better. You will read poetry to explore structure of poems,
figurative language, sound devices, and imagery. You will practice paraphrasing and
drawing conclusions. Finally, you will identify independent and dependent clauses, use
proper subject-verb agreement, and use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.
Dramatic Transformations
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Do others see us more clearly than we see
ourselves? You will read selections from a drama multiple times to deepen your
understanding of literature and to better understand the playwright’s craft. You will read
drama to explore structure of dramas, dialogue, and stage directions. You will practice
setting a purpose for reading and adjusting reading rate to suit your purpose. Finally, you
will identify and use prepositions, appositives, and participles.
Dragonwings
This Newbery Award-winning novel takes place in the San Francisco Bay Area at the
turn of the century. It is the story of a Chinese boy, Moon Shadow, who moves to
Chinatown to be with his father, Windrider, who is working on a flying machine at the
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same time the Wright Brothers are. An historical novel, it depicts not only the lives of
and discrimination against San Francisco's Chinese immigrants in the early 1900s, but
also the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. You will identify literary elements and write
a newspaper article describing a major event in the novel.
Dragonwings is the recommended novel for Language Arts 7B. Where the Mountain
Meets the Moon may be read instead of Dragonwings with prior teacher approval.
Lessons and activities for Where the Mountain Meets the Moon will appear on the lower
half of the lesson pages.
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a fantasy novel about a girl named Minli and her
quest to help her family. The story also follows Minli’s parents as they try to make a
good life and a good home for Minli. The events of the novel take place in China long
ago, in a world where magic is real. Fantastic creatures and impossible events form the
background for a story about family, fortune, and friendship.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 7
Description:
The Great Books Roundtable™ program employs the method of interpretive readings and
discussion known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders— teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which students
acquire the habits and strategies of self-reliant thinkers, readers, and learners. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with their students,
helping them work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion, during
which leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a
particular story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, students interact with their peers in Shared
Inquiry™ discussions and presentations of personal writing.
Derived and used with permission from Great Books, Inc. © All rights reserved.
Units:
•

•

•

•

The White Umbrella
In this unit, you will read the story “The White Umbrella.” You will learn about active
reading and put this new skill into practice by marking passages with notes. At the end of
the first lesson, you will share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story
during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing
assignment to complete that is connected to the story. You will then share your writing
with your teacher and your class during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of
the unit.
Harrison Bergeron
In this unit, you will read “Harrison Bergeron.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The First Day
In this unit, you will read “The First Day.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Props for Faith
In this unit, you will read “Props for Faith.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
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•

•

story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
El Diablo de La Cienega
In this unit, you will read “El Diablo de La Cienega.” You will apply the strategy of
active reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will
share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class
during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Cat and the Coffee Drinkers
In this unit, you will read “The Cat and the Coffee Drinkers.” You will apply the strategy
of active reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will
share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class
during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Box House and the Snow
In this unit, you will read “The Box House and the Snow.” You will apply the strategy of
active reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will
share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson®
session. In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is
connected to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class
during an additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
I Just Kept On Smiling
In this unit, you will read “I Just Kept On Smiling.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Mercedes Kane
In this unit, you will read “Mercedes Kane.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Sandra Street
In this unit, you will read “Sandra Street.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Day of the Butterfly
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In this unit, you will read “Day of the Butterfly.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The White Circle
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Language Arts 7 A
Description:
In seventh grade, by studying authors such as Amy Tan, Emily Dickinson, and Laurence Yep,
the student ponders such questions as “Does every conflict have a winner?”; “What is the best
way to communicate?”; and “Do others see us more clearly than we see ourselves?” Short- and
long-term research engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is
encouraged to integrate knowledge and ideas into coursework as the student practices narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Different Perspectives
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Does every conflict have a winner? You
will read stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
understand the author’s craft better. You will read literary texts to explore
characterization, analyze plot elements, and identify theme and point of view. You will
read nonfiction texts to understand author’s purpose and explore conflict. Finally, you
will distinguish between nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, and learn ways to use context
clues to help you understand unknown words.
Exploring Ideas
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What should we learn? You will read
nonfiction selections multiple times to deepen your understanding of how authors
communicate main ideas and purposes for writing. You will read literary nonfiction to
classify fact and fiction and analyze how main ideas are supported by details. You will
write an argumentative essay and will distinguish between different types and tenses of
verbs to use them correctly in sentences.
The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963
This novel tells the story of the "Weird Watson" family and the humorous events that
occur to them in Flint, Michigan, in 1963. After one too many "adventures" involving
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their oldest son, Byron, the parents decide to take a family trip to Birmingham, Alabama,
to visit the children's grandmother and hopefully encourage Byron to change his ways.
On their way to Alabama, and while there, the Watson children learn that life is different
for African Americans in the South. In this unit, you will identify literary elements,
analyze themes, and develop an understanding of the historical context of the novel. The
Watsons go to Birmingham—1963 is the recommended novel for Language Arts 7A. The
Liberation of Gabriel King may be read instead of The Watsons go to Birmingham—
1963 with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities for The Liberation of Gabriel
King will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages. The Liberation of Gabriel King is
a historical novel about a young boy living in the United States in 1976. Gabriel King
worries about a lot of things, and his best friend, Frita, sets out to help him overcome his
fears. Her plan doesn’t always go the way she hoped, however, and she and Gabriel will
both learn important lessons as they try to figure out what it means to be courageous. In
this lesson, you will identify literary elements and analyze themes.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7
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Language Arts 7 B
Description:
In seventh grade, by studying authors such as Amy Tan, Emily Dickinson, and Laurence Yep,
the student ponders such questions as “Does every conflict have a winner?”; “What is the best
way to communicate?”; and “Do others see us more clearly than we see ourselves?” Short- and
long-term research engages the student’s curiosity and critical-thinking skills. The student is
encouraged to integrate knowledge and ideas into coursework as the student practices narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Sounds and Ideas
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is the best way to communicate?
You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
understand the author’s craft better. You will read poetry to explore structure of poems,
figurative language, sound devices, and imagery. You will practice paraphrasing and
drawing conclusions. Finally, you will use appropriate endmarks in sentences, identify
various sentence structures, and use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.
Dramatic Transformations
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Do others see us more clearly than we see
ourselves? You will read selections from a drama multiple times to deepen your
understanding of literature and to better understand the playwright’s craft. You will read
drama to explore structure of dramas, dialogue, and stage directions. You will practice
setting a purpose for reading and adjusting reading rate to suit your purpose. Finally, you
will identify and use prepositions, appositives, and participles.
Dragonwings
This Newbery Award-winning novel takes place in the San Francisco Bay Area at the
turn of the century. It is the story of a Chinese boy, Moon Shadow, who moves to
Chinatown to be with his father, Windrider, who is working on a flying machine at the
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same time the Wright Brothers are. An historical novel, it depicts not only the lives of
and discrimination against San Francisco's Chinese immigrants in the early 1900s, but
also the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. You will identify literary elements and write
a newspaper article describing a major event in the novel.
Dragonwings is the recommended novel for Language Arts 7B. Where the Mountain
Meets the Moon may be read instead of Dragonwings with prior teacher approval.
Lessons and activities for Where the Mountain Meets the Moon will appear on the lower
half of the lesson pages.
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a fantasy novel about a girl named Minli and her
quest to help her family. The story also follows Minli’s parents as they try to make a
good life and a good home for Minli. The events of the novel take place in China long
ago, in a world where magic is real. Fantastic creatures and impossible events form the
background for a story about family, fortune, and friendship.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 7
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Math 7 A
Description:
In this course, the student will use the four operations with decimals, fractions, and integers to
solve equations and inequalities. The student will simplify expressions with exponents and
rational numbers. In the study of number theory, the student will further strengthen his skills as
he solves problems involving factors and multiples by using divisibility tests and prime
factorization. The student will apply ratios, rates, proportions, and scale drawings to solve
various problems and then solve percent problems, including percent of change and
commission.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Math 7
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach mathematics. You will
learn how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce math anxiety, and
review ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various resources
that are available to you in your Math 7 course.
Decimals and Integers
In this unit, you will learn to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals. You will learn
how to align decimals to find sums and differences and how to properly place decimal
points in products and quotients. You will apply properties of addition and multiplication
as tools for solving problems using mental math. You will perform basic operations using
a set of numbers called integers, which includes both positive and negative numbers. You
will also learn how to represent a large set of numbers with just one number, called a
measure of central tendency (such as mean, median, or mode). Finally, you will practice
constructing and interpreting box-and-whisker plots to analyze distribution of data.
Exponents, Factors, and Fractions
In this unit, you will begin working with exponents and learning how to simplify
expressions using the order of operations. You will work with fractions of all sorts—both
proper and improper—as well as mixed numbers. You will learn how to compare and
order fractions and how to write them in simplest form. You will also discover rules and
shortcuts for converting fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions.
Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you'll be using basic algebraic skills to solve an equation for an unknown
quantity called a variable. You'll work up from simple one-step equations to more
advanced two-step equations. Then you will solve inequalities and represent the solutions
on a number line.
Operations with Fractions and Rational Numbers
In this unit, you will perform operations—addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division—on rational numbers like fractions and mixed numbers. You will begin by
extending your estimation skills to include problems involving fractions and mixed
numbers. Finally, you will learn to convert units of measure in both the standard and
metric systems.
Ratios, Rates, and Proportions
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A ratio is a comparison of two things. A proportion is an equation stating that two ratios
are equivalent to each other. In this unit, you will use ratios and proportions to find
unknown quantities. At the end of the unit, you will complete a portfolio project where
you will take measurements and make a map of your kitchen.
Percents
This unit will focus on percents. People use percents often in everyday life, from
calculating the score on a test to the finding the sale price of a shirt. At the end of this
unit, you'll be able to use percents to solve real-world problems. The portfolio assessment
for this unit will be a project in which you will calculate the after-tax sale price of items
you find online.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Math 7 B
Description:
In this course, the student will explore concepts in geometry including identifying and describing
the properties of geometric figures, as well as the relationships that exist between them. The
student will find perimeter, area, and volume of two-dimensional figures and extend
measurement skills to determine surface area and volume of three-dimensional figures. Next, the
student will use tables, graphs, formulas, and functions to identify and extend number patterns.
The student will graph linear and nonlinear relationships, identify slope, and explore translations.
In the study of statistics, the student will create, analyze, and interpret different data displays. At
the end of the course, the student will study probability and explore dependent events, compound
events, and combinations.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Geometry
In this unit, you will work with basic geometric ideas. You will learn how to classify
angles, triangles, and polygons and identify the parts of a circle. Lastly, you will
construct different types of geometric figures.
Measurement
This unit will take some of the basic ideas you learned in the previous unit and put them
to work. In this unit, you will be calculating perimeter, area, surface area, and volume of
figures. In addition, you will be introduced to the Pythagorean Theorem and to irrational
numbers. You will demonstrate what you learned in this unit with a portfolio project at
the end where you will calculate the surface area and volume of common household
items.
Graphing in the Coordinate Plane
The functions that you learned about previously can be graphed on a coordinate plane. In
this unit, you will learn to graph points and lines. You will also find lines of symmetry
and graph reflections, translations, and rotations.
Patterns and Rules
This unit will review patterns and lay the foundation for your future study with functions.
By the end of this unit, you will be able to create and interpret graphs and calculate
interest on an amount of money.
Displaying and Analyzing Data
In this unit, you will be working with sets of data and displaying them in a way that they
can be quickly and easily understood. By the end, you'll be able to distinguish a valid
survey from an invalid one, and identify graphical representations that are misleading.
Using Probability
The probability of an event is the likelihood that the event will occur. In this unit, you
will be calculating the probabilities of given events including events that are dependent
on another event occurring first. You will also determine how many possible outcomes
there are for a given set of circumstances.

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 2, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Gifted and Talented Science 7 A and 7 B
Description:
The Middle School Gifted and Talented program consists of stand-alone, project-based,
semester-long courses. The theme-based courses have simultaneous threads to develop skills for
proposing, creating, and presenting projects as well as to explore scientific topics related to the
course theme. The student will get involved with people in the community as the student
completes projects and sets a goal for making a difference and having a positive impact in the
student's hometown. The second semester of each course will give the student a chance to delve
further into the course theme or further into a specific project or both.
The seventh grade theme is “Citizen Science.” The student will investigate science-related issues
in hometown communities which might include public green space, recycling programs, power
sources, and development plans which might impact existing populations of people and animals.
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Science 7 A
Description:
Welcome to Science 7, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction to Science
Science is a continuous and ongoing quest to understand the natural world through
observation and experimentation. In this unit, you will be introduced to the nature of
science as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. Just like real scientists, you will
outline an inquiry process and use it to guide you through an experiment. You will
distinguish between the different variables in an experiment. You will also research and
discuss scientific theories with your classmates and summarize ways in which science
and technology have influenced society.
Earth's Interior Systems
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the properties of different
types of rocks and minerals as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will
also have the opportunity to discover and explore pieces of evidence that support the
plate tectonics and continental drift theory. In this unit, you will learn about how
scientists develop and use data to predict and monitor earthquakes, tsunamis, and
volcanic eruptions.
Earth's Surface Systems
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the processes of
weathering, erosion, and deposition as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You
will also have the opportunity to discover Earth’s surface land and water features. In this
unit, you will also learn about soil formation and conservation.
Chemical Reactions
Have you ever seen a chemical reaction before? In this unit, you will perform and
observe chemical reactions, and compare the physical and chemical properties of
reactants and products. You will also design your own experiment to show that reactants
and products are different substances. Finally, you will create a digital poster to model
the events of the carbon cycle.
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Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

eText Earth Science interactive Science
eText Life Science interactive Science
eText Physical Science interactive Science

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Graduated cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Modeling clay (6 colors)
Petri dish
pH paper
Pipette
Safety goggles
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

Earth Science interactive Science
Life Science interactive Science
Physical Science interactive Science
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Science 7 B
Description:
Welcome to Science 7, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

Energy
Energy is everywhere and in everything. In this unit, you will learn about energy by
engaging in hands-on and virtual activities. You will investigate kinetic and potential
energy. You will search your own house for examples of thermal energy transfer. You
will figure out ways to increase or decrease friction in everyday machines, and even
come up with plans for your own device that can operate without producing lots of waste
heat.
Waves and Electromagnetic Radiation
What do spear fishing, wireless devices, and rainbows have in common? In this unit, you
will investigate and describe waves and electromagnetic radiation. You will investigate
the causes of different colors and brightness of light, and determine if sound waves travel
in space. You will also investigate the properties of light that make things like blue
blocker sunglasses and wireless devices work.
Introduction to Genetics
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the passing of biological
information from one generation to the next as you engage in hands-on and virtual
activities. You will compare mitosis and meiosis, discuss the roles of environment and
genetics in the development and growth of organisms, and assess the ways in which
varying genes can affect characteristics.
Natural Selection and Adaptation

•

MS Science Kit

•

•

Kit

Online Text/eBook
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•
•
•

eText Earth Science interactive Science
eText Life Science interactive Science
eText Physical Science interactive Science

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Graduated cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Modeling clay (6 colors)
Petri dish
pH paper
Pipette
Safety goggles
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

Earth Science interactive Science
Life Science interactive Science
Physical Science interactive Science
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Social Studies 7 A
Description:
In this course, students study the political, economic, and social changes from the fifth century to
modern times. Students make connections between historical events, such as the rise and fall of
empires and the rise of democracy, and understand long-term changes and recurring patterns in
world history. Students complete a comprehensive study of the history, geography, nations, and
cultures of North and South America, and they also hone their social studies skills by reading
primary source documents, forming historical hypotheses, and drawing conclusions to the facts
presented.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Focus on History, Part I
In this unit, you will explore the history, religion, and cultures of many parts of the
world. You will learn about the rise of the Byzantine and Islamic Empires and how their
influences spread throughout the globe. You will also study important African kingdoms
and trading centers. You will explore the civilizations of South America, Middle
America, and North America, and discover how those cultures were influenced by the
arrival of European explorers. Finally, you will learn about Asian civilizations, including
China, medieval Japan, and the Great Mughal Empire in India.
Focus on History, Part II
In this unit, you will explore important events in the history of the world from the Middle
Ages up to today. You will learn about life in medieval Europe and explore the powerful
influences of kings, the Church, and feudalism. You will also study the causes and effects
of the Crusades, the Renaissance, and the Reformation. You will examine how Europeans
explored the globe and conquered civilizations in the Americas and Africa. You will also
explore the influences of the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution. You will also
examine the impact of nationalism and imperialism and explore important wars and
revolutions of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. You will conclude your
study with a look at the modern world.
Focus on Geography, Part I
In this unit, you will begin to explore the study of geography. You will learn about the
five themes of geography and discover the tools geographers use. You will also examine
the planet Earth as well as climate, weather, and vegetation. Finally, you will look at
aspects of human geography, including population, migration, and economic and political
systems.
Focus on Geography, Part II
In this unit, you will continue your study of geography. You will take a closer look at the
relationship between humans and the Earth. You will explore culture, society, and
cultural change. You will also learn about natural resources, land use, and people's effect
on the environment.

Online Text/eBook
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•
•

iText World Studies: Medieval Times to Today
iText World Studies: Western Hemisphere

Textbook
•
•

World Studies: Medieval Times to Today
World Studies: Western Hemisphere
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Social Studies 7 B
Description:
In this course, students study the political, economic, and social changes from the fifth century to
modern times. Students make connections between historical events, such as the rise and fall of
empires and the rise of democracy, and understand long-term changes and recurring patterns in
world history. Students complete a comprehensive study of the history, geography, nations, and
cultures of North and South America, and they also hone their social studies skills by reading
primary source documents, forming historical hypotheses, and drawing conclusions to the facts
presented.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Build a Regional Background: The U.S. and Canada
In this unit, you will begin your study of the United States and Canada. You will explore
the geographical features of the countries of North America. You will also examine the
histories of the United States and Canada, from European exploration to independence, to
the status of world powers. Finally, you will learn about the cultures of the United States
and Canada.
Focus on Countries: The U.S. and Canada
In this unit, you will continue your study of the United States and Canada. You will take
a more in-depth look at the geography and history of four regions of the United States:
the Northeast, the South, the Midwest, and the West. You will also explore geographical
and cultural characteristics of Canada's provinces and territories, specifically Ontario and
Quebec, the Prairie Provinces, British Columbia, the Atlantic Provinces, and the Northern
Territories.
Build a Regional Background: Latin America
In this unit you will begin your study of Latin America. You will explore the
geographical features of the countries of Latin America. You will also examine the
histories of South and Central America, from the height of their early civilizations, to
European exploration and conquest, to the achievement of independence. Finally, you
will learn about the cultures of Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central and South America.
Focus on Countries: Latin America
In this unit, you will continue your study of Latin America. You will take a more in-depth
look at the geography and history of several countries that make up Latin America. You
will study the Central American nations of Mexico, Guatemala, and Panama. You will
also explore the history and current events affecting the people in the Caribbean countries
of Cuba, Haiti, and Puerto Rico. Finally, you will examine the South American nations of
Brazil, Peru, Chile, and Venezuela.

Online Text/eBook
•
•

iText World Studies: Medieval Times to Today
iText World Studies: Western Hemisphere
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Textbook
•
•

World Studies: Medieval Times to Today
World Studies: Western Hemisphere
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Educational Technology and Online Learning 7
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course you must have Microsoft® Office, or software that is
equivalent, installed on your computer.

Description:
Students progress to more sophisticated work in this course, including the use of electronic
media and software to apply academic concepts in the creation of meaningful organizers,
projects, and presentations. Students locate, retrieve, and evaluate data to construct and analyze
databases. Students produce presentations on Internet safety, online predators, and cyber
bullying. At the end of the course, students become effective communicators and collaborators as
they plan, evaluate, and synthesize research emphasizing current issues with technology.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Introduction
This unit will provide basic computer and technology skills and information to assist you
in completing work on a computer and the Internet. You will touch on the history of
technology and learn about parts of computers as well as what to do when trouble occurs.
You will also focus on basic keyboarding skills that will assist you not only with this
course but any online computer activities in the future.
Microsoft® Word
This unit focuses on reading and analyzing different types of texts through the many tools
Microsoft® Word has to offer. Personal narratives are developed through the stages
utilizing revising and editing features, highlighting, and underlining. Graphic organizers
are created to compare texts as well as help structure prewriting and brainstorming. The
portfolio assignment stretches across three lessons, the student will learn new skills and
work to complete a personal narrative.
Microsoft® PowerPoint
This unit focuses on creating Microsoft® PowerPoint presentations to share research and
data. It combines math and language skills by providing opportunities for research and
then allowing you to turn that research into observable data. The culminating activity in
this unit becomes the portfolio as you work from the beginning researching a topic and
then turn that into a presentation and timeline.
Microsoft® Excel
This unit contains a combination of math and research skills. Students begin the unit
rounding decimals and then organizing data into input/output tables. Students also work
on balancing a checkbook by inserting formulas. Then they will focus on surveys and
organizing that data to create a graph. The portfolio is based on the final topic in which
students create a graph from self-created surveys.
Study Skills
This unit focuses on various strategies related to time management, organization, and
goal setting. You will create diagrams, and you will use these diagrams to compare and
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•

•

contrast information. You will develop a study plan that will help guide you through your
studies. Finally, you will explore mnemonic techniques to assist with memorization,
helpful test-taking tips, and various methods of studying for tests.
Internet Safety
The focus of this unit is to provide guidance for using the Internet in a responsible way as
a tool for communication, research, and collaboration—in other words, Internet safety.
Good citizenship within virtual communities is presented, as well as topics such as online
bullying and negative networking/gangs online. Internet safety concerns, including the
importance of choosing a safe user name and keeping personal information safe from
strangers, the risks associated with online shopping, and the threat of online predators, are
also touched on. Finally, intellectual property and copyright concepts are discussed. You
will also examine the consequences that are associated with piracy and illegal music
downloading.
Digital Publishing
This unit contains a focus on digital publishing, in which you will conduct Boolean
searches on the Internet, learn about elements of design, and complete a research project.
The research project is the culminating project over several lessons. You will research an
ethical implication of technology, communicate how it may positively or negatively
impact stakeholders, and participate in a collaborative discussion to receive feedback
from peers and use that feedback to self-evaluate and revise your work.
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8th Grade Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=8&isHiddenTextbook=false

Health and Physical Education 8
Description:
The Health and Physical Education course will introduce the student to vital health concepts and
reinforce health skills that promote healthy behaviors. The student will learn the functions and
structures of various body systems as well as the care and prevention of disease to these systems.
The student will learn about communicable diseases and how to prevent the spread of such
diseases. The student will also be able to demonstrate the importance of proper nutrition by
planning and analyzing meals and nutritional values. Proper actions in emergencies and safety
procedures will also be included. The physical education portion of the course will offer great
freedom as the student will be able to choose a physical education regimen that will fit the
student’s individual needs. The student will be given a choice of three paths that place emphasis
on lifelong activities as well as current fitness trends. Physical education lessons are geared
toward a “physically fit” lifestyle that will aid the student in the years to come and ensure a
higher quality of life.
Units:
•

•

Understanding Your Health
In this unit, you will learn about your health and the three sides of the health triangle. The
three sides explain what your body needs to be healthy. You will learn about healthy
habits, physical changes during puberty, and the role of lifestyle factors in a person’s life.
In the Physical Education portion of the lesson, you will learn about the President’s
Challenge. The President’s Challenge is a program created by the U.S. government that
rewards students for being physically active and physically fit. You will learn about the
history and guidelines of the Active Lifestyle Program, why staying active is important,
and how to set activity goals and log results. By the end of this unit, you will have taken
your first steps toward earning the Presidential Active Lifestyle Award.
Mental and Emotional Health
In this unit, you will learn about the importance of good mental and emotional health in
your life. A key component of mental and emotional health is your self-esteem; you will
learn how it changes throughout your life, why healthy self-esteem affects every part of
the health triangle, and ways in which your self-esteem can be improved. You will
investigate different types of emotions, identify ways of dealing with them, and recognize
how stress also affects your overall health. In the Physical Education portion of the
lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the
following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal
Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity
Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities
using the Drop box in the last lesson.
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•

•

•

•

Mental and Emotional Problems
In this unit, you will familiarize yourself with various mental and emotional health
disorders. You will learn how to recognize the signs of depression and teen suicide,
allowing you to better communicate with someone with a mental health disorder. You
will end the unit by investigating the different kinds of therapies available to treat mental
and emotional health disorders. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson,
depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the following
physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness.
After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or
your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the
Drop box in the last lesson.
Nutrition for Health
In this unit, you will learn the importance of nutrition not just as a word, but by the
positive and negative impacts your eating habits can have on your body and overall
health and well-being. You will identify the six major categories of nutrition and describe
their importance. You will be introduced to nutritional guidelines that are essential for
living a healthy lifestyle. You will also have the opportunity to evaluate and plan your
own meals and snacks. This unit enables you to take a real life look at your current
nutritional habits while acknowledging necessary changes to allow yourself to live at a
high level of wellness. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your
plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the following physical activities:
Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your
physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end
of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Your Body Image
Throughout this unit you will have the opportunity to identify why food and physical
activity can influence your weight so significantly. By understanding this concept you
will be able to describe ways to maintain a healthy weight. When weight becomes a
hindrance or displeasure oftentimes eating habits are taken to the extreme and individuals
develop an eating disorder. In this unit you will learn the signs and symptoms and health
risks associated with eating disorders as well as where to seek help for such conditions. In
the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you
will be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy
Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each
day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will
submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Your Body Systems
Throughout this unit, you will take a close look at various body systems. While this may
sound like a science class, choosing healthy behaviors to keep each system functioning
properly is essential to living a healthy and productive life. You will start by looking at
the skeletal system and the important role it plays in offering support and protection for
internal organs. You will then get a closer look at the muscular system, circulatory
system, respiratory system, nervous system, digestive and excretory systems, endocrine
system, and ending with the male and female reproductive systems. Knowing how your
body operates is important, both for your current lifestyle and for future years as you
continue to develop and age. In the Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending
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on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the following physical
activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After
completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity Tracker or your PE
Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities using the Drop box in
the last lesson.
Infectious Diseases
In this unit, you will learn about types of infectious diseases and how they are treated. In
addition, you will learn about your body’s immune system and how it works to defend
against dangerous pathogens. Your body has three lines of defense in the war against
germs, and you will take a closer look at those defenses as you study the immune system.
You will complete the unit by examining what you can do personally to prevent
infectious diseases and keep yourself healthy. In the Physical Education portion of the
lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose one of the
following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal
Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update Activity
Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked activities
using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Safety and Emergencies
In this unit, you will learn about safety and emergencies. You will learn how to keep
yourself safe at home, school, outdoors, in the water, and on the road. We will cover the
steps to take to reduce the risk of an accident occurring and the emergency plan in case
an accident does occur. You will have the opportunity to learn first aid procedures for
common emergencies as well as those that may be life-threatening. This unit will not
make you an expert in responding to emergencies however, it will give you some tools
and resources in case you ever have or approach an emergency. In the Physical Education
portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will be able to choose
one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness, Vinyasa Yoga, or
Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you will update
Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your tracked
activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
Environmental Health
In this unit, you will learn about environmental health. This unit will discuss air, water,
and land pollution and the impact they have on the environment and our health. You will
learn action steps that you can take to protect the environment and reduce your
contribution to the growing problem associated with pollution. Finally, you will learn
how you can have an impact on our planet by reducing, reusing, and recycling. In the
Physical Education portion of the lesson, depending on your plan for this course, you will
be able to choose one of the following physical activities: Connections Academy Fitness,
Vinyasa Yoga, or Personal Fitness. After completing your physical activity each day, you
will update Activity Tracker or your PE Log. At the end of the unit, you will submit your
tracked activities using the Drop box in the last lesson.
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Art 8 A
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists. In Semester A, students
explore the wide range and variety of visual arts. They learn the basic elements of art and
principles of design and apply them in their own creative ways. The semester culminates in a
study of factors involved in evaluating and critiquing art.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
What Is Art?
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of what art is. You will investigate the
concepts of inspiration, creativity, innovation, and communication. Through an
understanding of those concepts, you will identify what you consider art to be and what
type of message you would like to communicate as an artist.
The Essentials of Visual Arts
In this unit, you will explore how elements and principles of art are used interchangeably
to create dynamic imagery. You will work to develop a stronger sense of understanding
through the creation of artwork and the analysis of the process and success of the various
creations.
Art Connections
In this unit, you will gain understanding of how art is applied to many areas of life. You
will evaluate how the concepts presented with the elements and principles will apply to
areas such as language arts, math, social studies, and science, along with careers that stem
from those fields. You will be offered the opportunity to evaluate how art is used as a tool
to enhance those subjects and how careers are connected to and spawned from the
concepts.
Responding to Art
In this unit, you will create works of art based upon preset criteria such as theme. You
will use this work to better understand how to evaluate and present your artwork and
response to critiques. Through these practices, you will gain an understanding of why art
is evaluated differently depending on situations and needs.

Kit
•

MS Art Kit
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Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Art 8 B
Description:
The middle school art program is organized around the three artistic processes of creating,
presenting, and responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art and design can drive
innovation in the same way science, technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout
the courses, students use various media and techniques to construct projects, collaborate with
peers, and critique their own work as well as the work of other artists.
In Semester B, students consider the preservation and protection of art. They then explore how
international, national, and local art influences ideas, actions, cultures, and environments. Using
this information, students build their own ideas of the role art plays in their lives.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the key components of Middle School
Art and reference information that can be used at any time during the semester. You will
learn how to navigate special interactive features and how to be successful in this course.
Protecting and Respecting Art
In this unit, you will gain an understanding of and appreciation for the potential benefits
and drawbacks of art preservation. Complex science and technology for preservation will
be explored. You will analyze cultural messages of artists and understand how art is
picked for preservation and display. You will choose between an opinion piece and nontraditional artwork for submission as your portfolio evaluation.
The World of Art
During this unit, you will analyze art’s purpose and message during conflict. Discover
varied empires, contrasting their styles of architecture and engineering to look for clues
about culture and cultural exchange. As you examine technology from the Industrial
Revolution to the present, you will analyze its impact on art and art’s reaction to
technology. Compare the art of filmmaking to other art forms, and understand the unique
ways that movies have reflected and shaped culture.
Art in Your Community
During this unit, you will explore art careers in the community, ranging from public
space design to art therapy. You will examine ways that artists in communities send
messages about culture and value through various artistic media and investigate ways that
artists have contributed to their community through creative invention. After analyzing
your own personal skills and interests, you will select and practice a career that could
impact the arts in your community.
Art In Your Life
In this unit, you will examine the artistic and cultural role of textiles, furniture design,
and illustration. You will also explore factors that motivate artists to create specific works
of art. Additionally, you will learn about the important place young artists hold in the
history of art, and examine the methods, materials, and subjects of these creators. In this
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unit you will also work on a personal portfolio that describes your preferred artistic
methods, materials, inspirations, and subject matter.
Kit
•

MS Art Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Charcoal Pencils (2) + Eraser Set
Drawing pad (40 sheet)
Paint, acrylic (set of 6 colors)
Paintbrushes, acrylic (4)
Pastels, oil (set of 12 colors)
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 8 A
Description:
In eighth grade, through the study of authors such as Nikki Giovanni, Elie Wiesel, and Mark
Twain, the student will ponder such questions as “Can all conflicts be resolved?”; “Is it our
differences or our similarities that matter most?”; and “Are yesterday’s heroes important today?”
The student will exercise curiosity and critical-thinking skills through short- and long-term
research. The student will refine and reinforce skills by practicing narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Turning Points
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Can all conflicts be resolved? You will
read stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better
understand the author’s craft. You will read literary texts to explore characterization and
analyze plot elements and theme. Through your reading, you will explore the nature of
conflict, especially related to characters. Finally, you will distinguish among different
types of pronouns and verbs and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand
unknown words.
Facts and Visions
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: How much information is enough? You
will read literary nonfiction selections multiple times to deepen your understanding of
literature and to understand the author’s craft better. You will read literary texts to
explore elements of nonfiction and analyze word choice. Through your reading, you will
explore how information is shared and received. Finally, you will distinguish among verb
tenses and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand unknown words.
Johnny Tremain
Johnny Tremain is a Newbery Award–winning historical novel about a young boy in
colonial Boston. Johnny is a talented but arrogant silversmith's apprentice whose life is
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turned upside down when he injures his hand. In time, he becomes a messenger boy on
horseback for the Sons of Liberty and meets several famous Founding Fathers. He later
becomes a spy for the Sons of Liberty, takes part in the Boston Tea Party, and struggles
with loss at the Battles of Lexington and Concord. Throughout the unit, you will identify
literary elements such as setting, characters, plot, and theme, and explore how the
author’s life and background influenced her writing.
My Brother Sam Is Dead is a Newbery Honor-winning historical novel about a young
boy in colonial America. Timothy Meeker is the younger son of a tavern-keeper in the
small village of Redding, Connecticut. On the eve of the Revolutionary War, his brother,
Sam, joins the rebel Continental Army. As the war goes on, Tim and his family face
many challenges, and Tim struggles to decide which side he supports. Throughout the
unit, you will identify literary elements and analyze theme.
Johnny Tremain is the recommended novel for Language Arts 8 A. My Brother Sam Is
Dead may be read instead of Johnny Tremain with prior teacher approval. Lessons and
activities for My Brother Sam Is Dead will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8
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Gifted and Talented Language Arts 8 B
Description:
In eighth grade, through the study of authors such as Nikki Giovanni, Elie Wiesel, and Mark
Twain, the student will ponder such questions as “Can all conflicts be resolved?”; “Is it our
differences or our similarities that matter most?”; and “Are yesterday’s heroes important today?”
The student will exercise curiosity and critical-thinking skills through short- and long-term
research. The student will refine and reinforce skills by practicing narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Voices in Verse
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is the secret to reaching someone
with words? You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of
literature and to better understand the author’s craft. You will read poetry to explore the
structure of poems, sound devices, and different poetic forms. You will practice using
context to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words and practice paraphrasing. Finally,
you will identify object complements, different types of sentences, and subject-verb
agreement.
Dialogue and Discovery
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Is it our differences or our similarities that
matter most? You will read selections from a drama multiple times to deepen your
understanding of literature and to better understand the playwright’s craft. You will read
drama to explore structure of dramas, dialogue, and characters’ motivations. You will
practice identifying cause and effect, drawing conclusions, and comparing adaptations to
originals. Finally, you will identify and use prepositions, participles, and infinitives in
related phrases.
The Giver
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Eleven-year-old Jonas lives in a seemingly ideal world. There is no war or pain, and there
are no choices. Every person is assigned a role in the community. When Jonas turns 12,
he is chosen to receive special training from the Giver himself—a man who alone holds
the key to the true pain and pleasure of life: memories. Now it is time for Jonas to receive
the truth. What will Jonas do once he experiences the power of deep emotions? This
gripping and provocative Newbery Award-winning novel keeps readers turning the pages
and exploring the special qualities that make each of us human. As you read, you will
identify literary elements such as setting, characters, plot, and theme. Ella Minnow Pea
and her family live on the fictional island of Nollop. This tiny independent country has
just one claim to fame: it is the birthplace of Nevin Nollop, the creator of the popular
pangram "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog." Like most of her fellow
citizens, Ella loves the English language and is devastated to learn that the High Council
has banned the use of certain letters of the alphabet in writing or speech. In a race against
the clock, Ella must help create a new pangram consisting of only 32 letters. If she is
successful, the islanders will regain the right to communicate freely, and Ella will be
reunited with her loved ones. As you read Ella Minnow Pea, you will define vocabulary
words in context and analyze literary elements. The Giver is the recommended novel for
Language Arts 8. Ella Minnow Pea may be read instead of The Giver with prior teacher
approval. Lessons and activities for Ella Minnow Pea will appear on the lower half of the
page. Do not proceed with Ella Minnow Pea unless you have received approval from
your teacher.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8
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Gifted and Talented Literature Study 8
Description:
The Great Books Roundtable™ program employs the method of interpretive readings and
discussion known as the Shared Inquiry™ method. This distinctive approach to learning enables
leaders— teachers and Learning Coaches—to foster a vibrant environment in which students
acquire the habits and strategies of self-reliant thinkers, readers, and learners. Through their own
curiosity and attentive questioning, leaders serve as partners in inquiry with their students,
helping them work with other students to discover meaning in a reading selection and to build
interpretations. The process reaches its fullest expression in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion, during
which leaders and students think and talk about an interpretive question that arises from a
particular story. Using LiveLesson® sessions, students interact with their peers in Shared
Inquiry™ discussions and presentations of personal writing.
Derived and used with permission from Great Books, Inc. ©. All rights reserved.
Units:
•

•

•

•

The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse
In this unit, you will read the story “The Summer of the Beautiful White Horse.” You
will learn about active reading and put this new skill into practice by marking passages
with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a Shared Inquiry™
discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second lesson, you will
choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story. You will then
share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional LiveLesson
session at the end of the unit.
Sucker
In this unit, you will read “Sucker.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Possibility of Evil
In this unit, you will read “The Possibility of Evil.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Superstitions
In this unit, you will read “Superstitions.” You will apply the strategy of active reading
by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes
in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the
second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the
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•

•

•

•

•

•

story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Gryphon
In this unit, you will read “Gryphon.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Fellowship
In this unit, you will read “Fellowship.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Approximations
In this unit, you will read “Approximations.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Bet
In this unit, you will read “The Bet.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Secret Lion
In this unit, you will read “The Secret Lion.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
Star Food
In this unit, you will read “Star Food.” You will apply the strategy of active reading by
marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share your notes in a
Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session. In the second
lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected to the story.
You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an additional
LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
A Visit of Charity
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In this unit, you will read “A Visit of Charity.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
The Destructors
In this unit, you will read “The Destructors.” You will apply the strategy of active
reading by marking passages with notes. At the end of the first lesson, you will share
your notes in a Shared Inquiry™ discussion of the story during a LiveLesson® session.
In the second lesson, you will choose a writing assignment to complete that is connected
to the story. You will then share your writing with your teacher and your class during an
additional LiveLesson session at the end of the unit.
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Language Arts 8 A
Description:
In eighth grade, through the study of authors such as Nikki Giovanni, Elie Wiesel, and Mark
Twain, the student will ponder such questions as “Can all conflicts be resolved?”; “Is it our
differences or our similarities that matter most?”; and “Are yesterday’s heroes important today?”
The student will exercise curiosity and critical-thinking skills through short- and long-term
research. The student will refine and reinforce skills by practicing narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Turning Points
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Can all conflicts be resolved? You will
read stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to better
understand the author’s craft. You will read literary texts to explore characterization and
analyze plot elements and theme. Through your reading, you will explore the nature of
conflict, especially related to characters. Finally, you will distinguish among different
types of nouns and verbs and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand
unknown words.
Facts and Visions
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: How much information is enough? You
will read stories multiple times to deepen your understanding of literature and to
understand the author’s craft better. You will read literary text to explore the concept of
and develop the thinking skill of compare and contrast. You will read nonfiction texts to
understand author’s purpose, delineate and evaluate arguments and claims, and determine
validity of claims. You will begin the writing process, writing a compare/contrast essay
from prewrite through to final draft. Finally, you will explore and use verbs in the active
and passive voice and in the conditional and subjunctive mood to achieve particular
effects, and learn ways to use context clues to help you understand unknown words.
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Johnny Tremain
Johnny Tremain is a Newbery Award–winning historical novel about a young boy in
colonial Boston. Johnny is a talented but arrogant silversmith's apprentice whose life is
turned upside down when he injures his hand. In time, he becomes a messenger boy on
horseback for the Sons of Liberty and meets several famous Founding Fathers. He later
becomes a spy for the Sons of Liberty, takes part in the Boston Tea Party, and struggles
with loss at the Battles of Lexington and Concord. Throughout the unit, you will identify
literary elements such as setting, characters, plot, and theme, and explore how the
author’s life and background influenced her writing.
My Brother Sam Is Dead is a Newbery Honor-winning historical novel about a young
boy in colonial America. Timothy Meeker is the younger son of a tavern-keeper in the
small village of Redding, Connecticut. On the eve of the Revolutionary War, his brother,
Sam, joins the rebel Continental Army. As the war goes on, Tim and his family face
many challenges, and Tim struggles to decide which side he supports. Throughout the
unit, you will identify literary elements and analyze theme.
Johnny Tremain is the recommended novel for Language Arts 8 A. My Brother Sam Is
Dead may be read instead of Johnny Tremain with prior teacher approval. Lessons and
activities for My Brother Sam Is Dead will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8
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Language Arts 8 B
Description:
In eighth grade, through the study of authors such as Nikki Giovanni, Elie Wiesel, and Mark
Twain, the student will ponder such questions as “Can all conflicts be resolved?”; “Is it our
differences or our similarities that matter most?”; and “Are yesterday’s heroes important today?”
The student will exercise curiosity and critical-thinking skills through short- and long-term
research. The student will refine and reinforce skills by practicing narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
The student will sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The
student is exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and
excitement. The student will improve comprehension of increasingly complex literature and
informational texts using a multi-draft reading approach as the student discusses, analyzes, and
critiques. The student will learn to make connections between readings, other titles, and the
world. The student will also expand an academic vocabulary and build confidence through
independent reading. The student will write expository and creative compositions and employ
test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Units:
•

•

•

•

MS LA Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn about the
course structure built around the Literature series textbook, and preview the different
icons and assessments included throughout the course. You will also explore and learn
more about interactive reviews, novel units, and Independent Reading characters based
on the Literature Circle model.
Voices in Verse
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: What is the secret to reaching someone
with words? You will read poems multiple times to deepen your understanding of
literature and to better understand the poet’s craft. You will read poetry to explore the
structure of poems, and analyze figurative language and imagery. You will practice using
context clues to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words and practice paraphrasing.
Finally, you will identify and use subject complements and correct pronoun cases.
Dialogue and Discovery
In this unit, you will explore the Big Question: Is it our differences or our similarities that
matter most? You will read selections from a drama multiple times to deepen your
understanding of literature and to understand the playwright’s craft better. You will read
drama to explore structure of dramas, dialogue, and characters’ motivations. You will
practice identifying cause and effect, drawing conclusions, and comparing adaptations to
originals. Finally, you will identify and use prepositions, participles, and infinitives in
related phrases.
The Giver
Eleven-year-old Jonas lives in a seemingly ideal world. There is no war or pain, and there
are no choices. Every person is assigned a role in the community. When Jonas turns 12,
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he is chosen to receive special training from the Giver himself—a man who alone holds
the key to the true pain and pleasure of life: memories. Now it is time for Jonas to receive
the truth. What will Jonas do once he experiences the power of deep emotions? This
gripping and provocative Newbery Award-winning novel keeps readers turning the pages
and exploring the special qualities that make each of us human. As you read, you will
identify literary elements such as setting, characters, plot, and theme. Ella Minnow Pea
and her family live on the fictional island of Nollop. This tiny independent country has
just one claim to fame: it is the birthplace of Nevin Nollop, the creator of the popular
pangram "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog." Like most of her fellow
citizens, Ella loves the English language and is devastated to learn that the High Council
has banned the use of certain letters of the alphabet in writing or speech. In a race against
the clock, Ella must help create a new pangram consisting of only 32 letters. If she is
successful, the islanders will regain the right to communicate freely, and Ella will be
reunited with her loved ones. As you read Ella Minnow Pea, you will define vocabulary
words in context and analyze literary elements. The Giver is the recommended novel for
Language Arts 8. Ella Minnow Pea may be read instead of The Giver with prior teacher
approval. Lessons and activities for Ella Minnow Pea will appear on the lower half of the
page. Do not proceed with Ella Minnow Pea unless you have received approval from
your teacher.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8

Textbook
•

Pearson Common Core Literature Grade 8
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Algebra Readiness A (Pre-Algebra)
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Algebra Readiness. In this course, the student will
be introduced to basic algebraic principles. The student will review properties of expressions and
integers. The student will solve one-step equations and inequalities with positive and negative
integers, decimals, fractions, and exponents. Then the student will explore problems involving
operations of fractions and will apply his knowledge of algebra to solve real-world ratio,
proportion, and percent problems. Finally, the student will examine and evaluate two-step and
multi-step equations and inequalities.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Algebra Readiness
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach mathematics. You will
learn how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce anxiety, and review
ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various resources that
are available to you in your algebra readiness course.
Integers and Algebraic Expressions
In this unit, you will review the foundational concepts necessary for algebra and
mathematical reasoning including integer operations and use of variables to represent
unknown quantities. Emphasis will be placed upon achieving mastery of integer
operations and the skill of rewriting a subtraction expression as addition of an opposite
integer.
Rational Numbers
This unit will focus on the use of fractions and exponents. In this unit, you will order
rational numbers, convert between decimals and fractions, and perform operations using
fractions and mixed numbers. In addition, you will learn to use a formula and to evaluate
a power. At the conclusion of this unit, you will complete a portfolio project using
fractions to adjust portions for more or fewer people in a healthy recipe of your choosing.
Real Numbers and the Coordinate Plane
Previously in your studies, you worked with a set of numbers called the rationals. In this
unit, you will begin to work with another set of numbers called the irrationals. By the end
of this unit, you will be able to estimate the value of an irrational number by comparing it
to one or two rational numbers. You will also use irrational numbers to approximate the
length of lines by applying the Pythagorean Theorem. Finally, you will use a coordinate
plane to create symmetrical figures.
Applications of Proportions
This unit will focus on ratios and proportions. You will use ratios to compare two things,
and then use those ratios to solve proportions. There will be a portfolio project for this
unit, using a real-world scenario. You will take detailed measurements of your bedroom
and create a to-scale map using appropriate measurements.
Applications of Percent
In this unit, you will learn that a percent is a ratio comparing a number to one hundred.
You will then use percents to find and compare amounts of increase or decrease and to
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•

calculate new prices based on markup, discount, and sales tax. The portfolio project at the
end of this unit will require you to find products online and calculate a new price based
upon a percent discount and state sales tax.
Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you will use algebraic skills to solve for an unknown quantity in an equation
or inequality. You will start with two-step equations and work your way through
multiple-step equations to solving equations with variables on both sides of the equal
sign.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 3, Common Core Edition © 2012

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 3, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Algebra Readiness B (Pre-Algebra)
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Algebra Readiness. In this course, the student
will explore basic algebraic principles. The student will also examine and evaluate two-step and
multi-step equations and inequalities and then explore and use graphs to solve linear relations
and functions. Next, the student will be introduced to basic concepts of geometry including angle
relationships, parallel lines, polygons, circles, and transformations. The student will continue to
apply his knowledge of geometry and algebra to solve area and volume problems. Then the
student will explore nonlinear functions and polynomials. Finally, the student will examine
properties of right triangles, data analysis, and probability.
Units:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Geometry
In this unit, you will learn to classify polygons based upon their sides and angles, and
perform computations using related angles and parallel lines. In addition, you will find
the area of common figures and the circumference of circles. Finally, you will use basic
geometry tools to construct angles and parallel lines.
Measurement
This unit focuses on the skills of calculating surface area and volume. By the end of the
unit, you will be able to calculate the exact surface area and volumes of specific 3-D
figures that are based upon rectangles and circles, including spheres. You will display
your knowledge at the end in a portfolio project by finding, measuring, and calculating
the surface area and volume of two items you probably already have at home.
Using Graphs to Analyze Data
In this unit of the course, you will examine, analyze, and construct scatter plots and
tables. With these skills, you will be able to roughly predict the strength and direction of
a pattern of association between two things. You will also find measures of central
tendency and determine which graph and measure of central tendency best represents a
data set.
Probability
In this unit of the course, you will find probabilities and odds of events.
Functions
This unit focuses on the concept of functions. By the end, you will be able to identify a
function as an equation having one output for every input, and you will be able to graph
linear and non-linear functions on a coordinate plane.
Polynomials and Properties of Exponents
In this final unit, you will be working with expressions called polynomials. By the end,
you will be able to add, subtract, and multiply these expressions. You will also simplify
powers and use negative and zero exponents.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 3, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Mathematics: Course 3, Common Core Edition © 2012
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Gifted and Talented Science 8 A and 8 B
Description:
Our Middle School Gifted and Talented program consists of stand-alone, project-based,
semester-long courses. The theme-based courses have simultaneous threads to develop skills for
proposing, creating, and presenting projects as well as to explore scientific topics related to the
course theme. Students will get involved with people in their community as they complete their
projects and set a goal for making a difference and having a positive impact in their hometown.
The second semester of each course will give students a chance to delve further into the course
theme or further into their specific project or both.
The eighth grade theme is “Engineering a Better World.” Students will see the practical
applications of science through the field of engineering. While exploring the design of an
ergonomic device or learning how sports equipment is made more efficient or delving into ways
buildings and highways are made safer, students may become interested in a future career path.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)
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Science 8 A
Description:
Welcome to Science 8, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

•

Introduction to Science
In this unit, you will explore the branches of science and the scientists that study them as
you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will discover how scientists think and
work, investigate the tools they use and how to use them safely, and evaluate how science
and technology influence everyday life.
Our Solar System
In this unit, you will study the solar system and how it is made up of the sun, the planets,
their moons, and a variety of smaller objects, including asteroids, comets, and meteors.
You will learn about the sun’s surface features as well as its interior and its atmosphere
and how the sun fits into the universe. You will study both the inner planets and outer
planets and will be able to describe the unique characteristics that distinguish each planet.
You will learn about the similarities and differences between small bodies in the solar
system, including asteroids, meteors, and comets, and you will study the life cycle of
stars and learn how stars are classified. By the end of the unit, you will be able to identify
major types of galaxies and explain the big bang theory. You will also be able to describe
pieces of evidence that indicate that the universe is expanding, and you will be able to
discuss how space technology has benefitted people.
Earth's History
In this unit, you will learn about Earth’s history through actual evidence of Earth’s past—
fossils. You will learn how fossils are formed and how there are different types of fossils,
depending on environmental conditions that were present during burial and fossilization.
You will learn what it would be like to be a paleontologist and how geologists can use the
rock record to determine the relative age of rock layers and radioactive dating to
determine the absolute age of rock samples that contain radioactive elements. You will
study the geologic time scale and construct your own timeline to get a better idea of how
Earth’s timeline highlights important events throughout history. Finally, you will learn
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•

about major time periods in Earth’s history, including Precambrian time and the
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic eras, and some of the significant events that occurred
during those time periods. By the end of the unit, you will be able to explain how some
species survived changes throughout Earth’s history, while others have become extinct.
Human Impact on the Environment
In this unit, you will appraise the significant impact humans and their activities are
having on Earth's systems and resources. You will design solutions to reduce human
impacts that deplete resources. You will evaluate renewable energy resources and explore
the positive impact these technologies can have. You will evaluate ways in which
technology monitoring assists in creating a well-informed and environmentally
responsible public.

Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

interactive Science Grades 6-8 Earth Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Life Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Physical Science SE
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Science 8 B
Description:
Welcome to Science 8, an innovative course based on the framework for the Next Generation
Science standards (NGSS). NGSS focuses on science and engineering practices; Earth, life and
physical science core ideas; and fundamental crosscutting concepts vital to relating the various
fields of science and developing a scientific world view. The course provides the student
opportunities to engage in inquiry-based investigations, STEM (Science Technology Engineering
Mathematics) projects, and other dynamic activities. Hands-on and online activities encourage
the student to make connections, collaborate, and reflect on his or her learning. Because the
course is designed to meet both national and state-based standards, the sequence of content will
vary by state.
Tip: Links to Pearson® student interactive SCIENCE online textbooks have been added to the
Backpack in the Web Links section. These textbooks are intended as supplemental resources as
they are organized differently than this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Matter and Energy in Organisms and Ecosystems
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate the cycling of matter and
energy through an ecosystem as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will
explore the roles of producers, consumers, and decomposers in an ecosystem, model their
interactions, and discover how changes in an ecosystem affect the organisms that live
there.
The Human Body
In this unit, you will explore, describe, discuss, and investigate structures and functions
of the human body as you engage in hands-on and virtual activities. You will analyze
how the major systems in your body work individually and how all of the systems work
together to maintain overall function of the body. You will also explore the nature of
disease and infection, and how scientists' ideas about disease have changed over time.
Finally, you will discuss the impact antibiotic resistant bacteria can have on human
health.
Interaction of Forces
In this unit, you will continue your study of forces by investigating ways non-contact
forces, like gravity and magnetism, interact with and affect matter. You will use your
knowledge of forces to predict how objects should move in space and on Earth. You will
discover ways to strengthen and weaken electric and magnetic forces. You will also
design your own experiment to investigate ways to move objects without touching them.
Finally, you will create a model to demonstrate the effect of gravitational attractions on
the movements of objects in space.
Energy and the Environment
There are many sources of energy available on Earth, and humans use a lot of it! In this
unit, you will investigate different sources and types of energy, the pros and cons of their
use, and ways to conserve them. You will also research and critique the economic and
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environmental effects of using different energy sources, and discuss your findings with
your classmates.
Kit
•

MS Science Kit

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funnel
Goggles, safety
Graduated Cylinder (10 mL)
Graduated Cylinder (100 mL)
Hand lens (2)
Litmus paper
Modeling Clay (6 colors)
Petri Dish
Pipette
Thermometers (3)

Workbook
•
•
•

interactive Science Grades 6-8 Earth Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Life Science SE
interactive Science Grades 6-8 Physical Science SE
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Social Studies 8 A
Description:
Social Studies 8 examines the American experience from pre-colonial times through
Reconstruction following the Civil War. U.S. political, economic, and social history is explored
from a chronological point of view with lessons that develop the students’ abilities to analyze,
interpret, and evaluate different forms of information. Throughout the course, students make
connections between historical events and their impact on the American people and landscape.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Different Worlds Meet
In this unit, you will learn about the people and places that existed in the Americas before
the arrival of Europeans. You will examine how these civilizations were affected by
European exploration and conquest of the continent. You will also explore the influences
of religion and technology on Europeans' exploration of the globe. Finally, you will study
the roles of Spain and Portugal on the New World and learn about early European
settlements in North America.
Colonial Settlement
In this unit, you will learn how North America was colonized by European nations. You
will explore what life was like in Early English settlements and compare and contrast the
colonies in different regions of North America. You will also study the impact of
government, religion, and culture on colonists in America. Finally, you will examine the
impact of the French and Indian War on England and France's struggle for control of the
continent.
Creating a Nation
In this unit, you will explore the creation of the United States as a new nation. You will
examine the reasons colonists demanded independence from England and why they were
willing to wage a war to achieve freedom from King George III. You will take an indepth look at the Revolutionary War and learn about important people of that time. You
will also learn about the plans of government the nation's founders experimented with
and how they finally agreed on the Constitution. Finally, you will examine the
Constitution, the federal government of the United States, and read about the rights and
responsibilities of American citizens.
The New Republic Part I
In this unit, you will explore the early years of the American Republic up to 1825. You
will learn about early challenges and conflicts faced by the new Union. You will examine
the development of the first political parties in the United States. You will also read about
the War of 1812 and military struggles with Native Americans as settlers moved
west. You will study the factors that made westward expansion possible, such as the
Louisiana Purchase, economic growth, and technological innovation. Finally, you will
look at the development of regional differences in the United States and examine the
foreign policies the nation adopted in the early nineteenth century.

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText The American Republic
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Social Studies 8 B
Description:
Social Studies 8 examines the American experience from pre-colonial times through
Reconstruction following the Civil War. U.S. political, economic, and social history is explored
from a chronological point of view with lessons that develop the students’ abilities to analyze,
interpret, and evaluate different forms of information. Throughout the course, students make
connections between historical events and their impact on the American people and landscape.
Units:
•

•

•

•

The New Republic Part II
In this unit you will explore the early years of the American Republic up to 1825. You
will learn about early challenges and conflicts faced by the new Union. You will examine
the development of the first political parties in the United States. You will also read about
the War of 1812 and military struggles with Native Americans as settlers moved
west. You will study the factors that made westward expansion possible, such as the
Louisiana Purchase, economic growth, and technological innovation. Finally, you will
look at the development of regional differences in the United States and examine the
foreign policies the nation adopted in the early nineteenth century.
The Growing Nation
In this unit, you will continue to explore the growth of the United States between 1820
and 1860. You will examine challenges and changes to the fragile political system. You
will also read about America's continued westward expansion, as well as the effect this
had on Native Americans. You will examine the United States' acquisition of new states
and territories, including the Oregon Country, Texas, California, and Utah. You will also
study the causes and consequences of the United States' war with Mexico. You will
compare and contrast the northern and southern regions of the country. Finally, you will
examine calls for social reform in the mid-nineteenth century and how ideas about
education, women, and slavery changed during this period.
Civil War and Reconstruction
In this unit, you will explore the history of the United States from 1846 to 1896. You will
examine how different ideas about slavery and politics worsened regional tensions in the
nation. You will also explore why many southern states seceded and how their actions
and the government's response led to the Civil War. You will study what life was like
during the Civil War and compare the Union's and Confederacy's goals and
strategies. You will read about how the Union won the Civil War and explore plans for
healing the nation. Finally, you will examine the period of Reconstruction and describe
its effects on both the North and the South.
Modern America Emerges
In this unit, you will preview and explore the history of the United States from 1877 to
the present. You will examine the continued exploration of the West and the effect of the
United States' expansion on Native Americans. You will also explore how the United
States began to expand its influence in world affairs. You will study how technological
advances and immigration influenced life in late nineteenth-century America. You will
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read about calls for political and social reform. You will also explore the causes and
effects of World War I, World War II, and the Cold War period. Finally, you
will examine modern America and its war on terrorism.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText The American Republic
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Elective Offerings: Grades K-8

Elementary Sign Language
Available: Grades K-5
•

Sign Language may qualify as a foreign language in some states.
This is a specialty course that may have a teaching assistant assigned to it in addition to
your student’s homeroom teacher. This allows your school to provide the most
comprehensive set of courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all
instruction is delivered by qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s
education rules and regulations.
The role of the teaching assistant is to provide content-based instruction throughout the
course. Therefore, questions about this particular course should be directed to the
teaching assistant. Your student's teacher will continue to be responsible for regular
review of your student's progress and will issue your student's final course grade.

Description:
In this course, students are introduced to the fundamental concepts of American Sign Language.
Students explore vocabulary, grammar, and conversational skills using basic signing and
fingerspelling techniques.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Intro
In this unit, your student will be introduced to American Sign Language, or ASL. He will
study the history of ASL and learn how it became the standard language for deaf and hard
of hearing people in North America. He will also learn about some of the accepted rules
of etiquette in Deaf culture. This introductory unit also teaches your student how to sign
the letters of the alphabet and the mechanics of fingerspelling.
Numbers
This unit introduces the signing of numbers. Your student will learn how to sign numbers
1–100, as well as the signs for dollars and cents. A variety of fun activities give your
student a chance to practice using ASL to discuss counting and using money.
Time
In this unit, your student will study various aspects of time. Not only will he learn how to
communicate time using ASL, he will also learn the signs for the 7 days of the week and
the 12 months of the year. The signs for various holidays as well as the four seasons are
also taught in this unit.
Nouns
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•

Your student will learn the signs for some commonly used nouns. The categories of
family, places, food, colors, and animals are explored as your student practices these
signs to add to her growing library of American Sign Language knowledge.
Descriptions
The lessons in this unit will teach your student how to sign various descriptions using
American Sign Language. He will learn how to sign descriptive words that express
feelings, sizes, possessions, and locations. In addition, he will combine some previously
taught signs for numbers, time, and nouns, with descriptive signs taught in this unit.
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Experiencing Music I
Available: Grades K-5
Prerequisites:
•

When enrolling your student in a music course, please consider the student’s grade level
and previous music experience. If the student is new to the school and has no prior music
experience, place the student in the level I course in the appropriate grade band. If the
student is new to the school and does have a background in music, please work with the
student’s Caretaker to determine an appropriate placement level.

Description:
Designed for students in grades K–2, this course explores differences between music and
everyday sounds, and also how the body hears and responds to music. Aligning to the National
Core Arts Standards, the course introduces skills that assist the student in making music
individually and with another person. The student will identify characteristics and sounds of
instruments and begin to consider the way music of the student’s own culture might sound
different to a person from another culture. With audio, visual, and interactive technologies, this
course provides a unique and advanced learning experience.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Music and Me!
In this unit, your student will begin to explore the differences between sound and music.
He will begin by differentiating between sounds and musical patterns. Over the course of
the unit, your student will explore ways in which people listen to and create music. This
exploration will include performing simple melodies with his voice and with an
instrument.
Fast and Slow, Stop and Go
In this unit, your student will learn to recognize simple rhythms using ta, ti-ti, and sh.
Your student will use her listening skills to move her body in appropriate ways to match
musical patterns. As she explores rhythm, your student will learn to recognize and
perform rhythmic patterns and melodies with changes in tempo.
High and Low, Loud and Soft
In this unit, your student will use his listening skills to identify high and low pitches, and
soft and loud sounds. He will move his body in appropriate ways to symbolize extremes
of pitch and dynamic contrast. He will also learn the names for the pitches that make up
the scale on the Virtual Xylophone.
Music Around The World
In this unit, your student will identify characteristics and sounds related to a selection of
instruments and music from around the world. She will create instruments from various
cultures. Finally, she will write her own song about her family's background and culture.
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Experiencing Music II
Available: Grades K-5
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Experiencing Music I (offered as Experience
Music in Spring 2013) prior to enrolling in this course.
When enrolling your student in a music course, please consider the student’s grade level
and previous music experience. If the student is new to the school and has no prior music
experience, place the student in the level I course in the appropriate grade band. If the
student is new to the school and does have a background in music, please work with the
student’s Caretaker to determine an appropriate placement level.

Description:
Designed for students in grades K–2, this course introduces younger students to the basic
components of music: melody and rhythm. Aligning to the National Core Arts Standards, the
course teaches the student to explore an individual voice by creating beats and rhythms. In
addition, the student will use critical listening skills to analyze music while participating in
interactive experiences. With audio, visual, and interactive technologies, this course provides a
unique and advanced learning experience.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Singing, Moving, and Shaking!
Focusing on Music Standards 1 and 2, your student will learn how to use the human body
to experience and create music. He will explore the differences between rhythm and beat
by using body percussion and learning about the one instrument people carry everywhere:
the human voice.
A Musical Adventure!
In this unit, students will create melodies and rhythm patterns through basic symbols and
notation. Students will experience these concepts through a variety of instructional
strategies that induce engagement of aural, tactile, and kinesthetic learning components.
High, Low, Loud, Soft!
In this unit, your student will use his listening skills to identify and explain high, low,
soft, and loud sounds.
Sound Familiar?
In this unit, your student will identify characteristics and traits of American folk music
and connect those traits to the music and instruments from three different cultures around
the world.
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WebQuest
Availability: Grades K-5
Description:
Students help scientists monitor frog and toad populations across the country using FrogWatch
USA™. Managed by the Association of Zoos & Aquariums, FrogWatch USA uses data collected
by students to develop new ways to protect amphibians, which are extremely sensitive to
ecological changes. Students visit a local wetland site once a week, make careful observations,
and submit their data online. This online project joins Connections Academy students and
scientists around the country as they gather and analyze data.
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Exploratory Spanish
Availability: Grades 1-5
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course the student must have a PC computer. This course contains
applications that are not compatible with a Mac computer. The use of these applications
is necessary for successful completion of this course.
Throughout the course, you are directed to complete the “Jump Start Spanish” CD-ROM
activities. Make sure your computer has all the necessary video and audio programs up to
date.

Description:
Exploratory Spanish is geared for absolute beginners, introducing many basic words and a few
common Spanish expressions in an informal, fun way. Songs and engaging information about
Hispanic culture encourage students to develop additional Spanish-speaking skills. This course is
designed to prepare students for more structured exploration and mastery of the Spanish
language.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Basic Spanish
In this unit your child will participate in various activities that present the numbers 1–10,
days of the week, and colors in Spanish. Songs, interactive games, and additional
worksheets will reinforce the material.
Objects in Your House
In this unit your student will learn useful, everyday Spanish vocabulary. Four lessons in
this unit focus on vocabulary words for objects found around the house. There are two
leveled interactive games on the CD, and Match and Learn activities will reinforce newly
learned vocabulary. By the end of this unit, your student will know the Spanish words for
many objects found in the home, and will have practiced responding to Spanish
commands on the CD.
Everyday Objects
In this unit your student will learn Spanish vocabulary for parts of the body, articles of
clothing, and accessories. The parts of the body will be introduced by a friendly monster
that highlights and animates specific body parts to help your student learn and memorize
the Spanish terms. The articles of clothing will be introduced by a bear that needs your
student's help to get dressed. Each lesson will be supplemented with worksheets that will
reinforce the vocabulary.
Animals and Toys
This unit focuses on the Spanish names for various toys and animals, and the vocabulary
will be taught mostly through games as opposed to traditional exercises. Your student
will most likely find this unit to be very enjoyable.
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•

•

•

Objects in the City
This unit will focus on introducing the Spanish names of objects that may be found in a
city. Your student will play a CD-based game to learn the Spanish words for the objects.
Those words will then be reinforced by a paper-and-pencil activity, followed by a more
challenging CD-based game. The more advanced game asks your student to respond to a
series of commands given completely in Spanish.
Everyday Enrichment
In this unit, your student will learn the Spanish names of popular foods. Based on these
vocabulary groups, students will create either an illustrated Spanish menu or a grocery
advertisement for a Spanish newspaper. The student will then learn several short,
practical dialogues in Spanish that focus on specific topics such as time and making
introductions.
Exploring Hispanic Culture
This unit will focus on Mexico's culture. The lessons will discuss different customs and
traditions, as well as typical foods, music, and clothing. Your student will have the
opportunity to "taste" Mexico's culture through a variety of fun hands-on activities.
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Home Life
Available: Grades K-5
Description:
Here, students select from a number of projects that develop skills through fun, experiential
learning projects. Activities include cooking, crafts, sewing, home maintenance, family outings,
and genealogy. Recently added projects include Lemonade Stand and Backyard Ecosystems.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•

In the Kitchen
In the Garage
In the Store
In the Garden
In the Family
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Discovering Music I
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

When enrolling your student in a music course, please consider the student’s grade level
and previous music experience. If the student is new to the school and has no prior music
experience, place the student in the level I course in the appropriate grade band. If the
student is new to the school and does have a background in music, please work with the
student’s Caretaker to determine an appropriate placement level.

Description:
Designed for students in grades 3–5, this course teaches fundamental musicianship skills from a
Western-Classical approach, while aligning to the National Core Arts Standards. The course
challenges the student to improve listening, notation, analysis, performance, and improvisation
skills. With audio, visual, and interactive technologies, this course provides a unique and
advanced learning experience.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Expressing Groovy Beats
In this unit, your student will learn the rhythmic notation found in music. Performing at a
steady tempo with proper rhythms is essential to any great musician. Upon learning the
value in beats of basic notes and rests, your student will read, perform, and compose
rhythms at a steady tempo in various time signatures. Your student will also learn
expressive markings in music for dynamic levels and tempo changes. In addition, your
student will explore the Virtual Music Tools, using them to perform, compose, and
improvise music.
Musical Palette
In this unit, your student will learn the notation for pitch found in classical and popular
music. The ability to interpret standard notation will enable your student to read, perform,
and compose music. Pitch-related concepts of music theory will be learned and applied to
these skills. Your student will learn expressive markings in music notation for reading,
composing, and performing music.
Instrument Family Reunion
In this unit, your student will explore the different instrument families found in the
standard orchestra. Your student will learn to identify the sections of the orchestra and
the individual instruments within them. Instruments will be compared by traits including
size, construction, appearance, and sound. The role of the conductor will also be
introduced. Your student will practice reading, performing, and composing music with
the sounds of various instruments.
Traveling Through Time: A Musical Journey
This unit will introduce the historical timeline of western Classical music from the
fifteenth through twenty-first centuries. Students will learn the organization of this
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timeline into major style periods. The important composers, compositional techniques,
and musical characteristics of each style period will be explored.
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Discovering Music II
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Discovering Music I (offered as Discovering
Music in Spring 2013) prior to enrolling in this course.
When enrolling your student in a music course, please consider the student’s grade level
and previous music experience. If the student is new to the school and has no prior music
experience, place the student in the level I course in the appropriate grade band. If the
student is new to the school and does have a background in music, please work with the
student’s Caretaker to determine an appropriate placement level.

Description:
Designed for students in grades 3–5, this course builds on fundamental musicianship skills
introduced in Discovering Music I. Aligning to the National Core Arts Standards, the course
teaches the student to explore new concepts in rhythm and notation, as well as improve listening,
notation, analysis, performance, and improvisation skills. The student will use a basic
understanding of the orchestra to explore instrumentation and orchestration in more depth, and
analyze compositional style from a range of periods. With audio, visual, and interactive
technologies, this course provides a unique and advanced learning experience. Discovering
Music I is a prerequisite for this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Rock-Solid Rhythm
In this unit, your student will review knowledge of rhythm and practice recognizing
rhythmic patterns by sight and sound. New types of note values, rests, rhythmic patterns,
and time signatures will be introduced and explored. These concepts will be used in
combination with previously learned notes and patterns as your student develops a sense
of rhythmic security.
Musical Tapestry
In this unit, your student will improve her ability to recognize pitches on the grand staff.
Your student will review the key signatures and scales she has already learned while also
learning new ones. Learning more about harmony will enable her to change music to
different keys. She will compare the sounds of different articulations, scales, and
harmonies while examining their impact on music.
Colors of the Orchestra
In this unit, your student will review his knowledge of the orchestra. Your student will
take a closer look at the differences among instruments within families of the
orchestra. His ability to recognize their individual sounds will improve. Lastly, your
student will learn about arranging instruments and how instruments interact together.
Musical Makings
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In this unit, your student will get to know some famous composers and explore their
musical styles. She will be introduced to new composers from each time period and learn
more about composers previously studied. Lastly, your student will discover how history
and culture shaped music around the world.
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Elementary Chinese I
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

•

This is a specialty course that may have a teaching assistant assigned to it in addition to
your student’s homeroom teacher. This allows your school to provide the most
comprehensive set of courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all
instruction is delivered by qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s
education rules and regulations.
The role of the teaching assistant is to provide content-based instruction throughout the
course. Therefore, questions about this particular course should be directed to the
teaching assistant. Your student's teacher will continue to be responsible for regular
review of your student's progress and will issue your student's final course grade.

Description:
Chinese I is an introductory-level course that will introduce the student to Mandarin Chinese.
The units are designed to introduce the student to Chinese language and culture through familiar
topics such as my family, my week, and food. Culture is presented throughout the course to help
the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the Mandarinspeaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My World
In this unit, you will begin to study Mandarin, the official language of China and many
other countries. Millions of people around the world speak Mandarin. This unit will teach
you about Mandarin's importance in the world. You will also learn Mandarin words that
describe your family. By the end of the unit, you will know how to introduce yourself and
your family to others.
My Time
How is your life different from the life of a student who speaks Mandarin? In this unit,
you will learn how students spend their time in countries where Mandarin is spoken. You
will look for ways their activities are alike and different from yours. This unit will also
introduce you to the Mandarin words that describe your everyday activities and time at
school.
My Food
All cultures have different traditional foods, these are foods that are eaten for special
occasions or have been eaten since a long time ago. Just like you have your own food
traditions, other cultures have their own food traditions, too. In this unit, you will learn
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about food customs in Mandarin-speaking countries. You will also learn words that
describe food in Mandarin.
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Elementary Chinese II
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

•

This is a specialty course that may have a teaching assistant assigned to it in addition to
your student’s homeroom teacher. This allows your school to provide the most
comprehensive set of courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all
instruction is delivered by qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s
education rules and regulations.
The role of the teaching assistant is to provide content-based instruction throughout the
course. Therefore, questions about this particular course should be directed to the
teaching assistant. Your student's teacher will continue to be responsible for regular
review of your student's progress and will issue your student's final course grade.

Description:
In this course, the student will further develop communication skills in Mandarin Chinese at a
more advanced level. The student will continue to learn about Chinese culture by
exploring historic places in China and other Mandarin-speaking countries, and by learning about
holidays and special traditions celebrated there. In addition, the student will practice Mandarin
Chinese skills by continuing to converse with a native Mandarin speaker.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My Travels
In this unit, you will take a trip through historical places in China and other Mandarinspeaking countries. During this experience, you will learn to describe people, yourself,
places, and types of transportation.
My Holidays
What holidays do you celebrate? The people in the Mandarin-speaking world may
celebrate some of your favorite holidays. They also have their own special holidays, too.
In this unit, you will learn about the important holidays celebrated in China and other
Mandarin-speaking countries. You will learn about why the holiday is celebrated, its
history, and its importance to students your age in the Mandarin-speaking world. You
will compare what you learn about the Mandarin-speaking world with your own country.
My Home
What are homes like in the Mandarin-speaking world? How are they different from
homes in the United States? In this unit, you will learn about a typical home in some
Mandarin-speaking countries, including the uses for different rooms of the home. You
will find out how the activities that happen in the rooms are alike and different from
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yours. In this unit, you will also learn the names of some objects that can be found in a
home, like furniture, clothes, flowers, and pets.
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Elementary Spanish I
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

•

This is a specialty course that may have a teaching assistant assigned to it in addition to
your student’s homeroom teacher. This allows your school to provide the most
comprehensive set of courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all
instruction is delivered by qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s
education rules and regulations.
The role of the teaching assistant is to provide content-based instruction throughout the
course. Therefore, questions about this particular course should be directed to the
teaching assistant. Your student's teacher will continue to be responsible for regular
review of your student's progress and will issue your student's final course grade.

Description:
Elementary Spanish I is an introductory-level course that will introduce the student to Spanish.
The units are designed to introduce the student to Spanish language and culture through familiar
topics such as family and friends, my home, and food. Culture is presented throughout the course
to help the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the
Spanish-speaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My Family and Friends
Did you know that millions of people speak Spanish in countries all around the world? In
this unit, you will begin your study of Spanish, the language of Spain and many other
countries. This unit will teach you about the importance of Spanish to the world at large,
as well as where the language comes from and the different ways it is spoken. You will
also learn the Spanish words for the members of your family, how to say your name and
where you are from, and how to count from 1 to 10. By the end of the unit, you will know
the expressions to introduce yourself and your family to others.
My Home
How does your home life compare to that of a student in the Spanish-speaking world? In
this unit, you will learn about the housing and lifestyle of a Spanish-speaking student.
You will be introduced to the Spanish words for the rooms of a house, as well as the
activities and traditions that relate to those rooms. This unit will also introduce you to the
Spanish words for objects and actions related to each room, how to count from 11 to 19,
and how to count from 20 to 100 by tens.
My Food
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What kinds of food do people eat in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
take a trip through South America to learn about the popular food and drinks of several
Spanish-speaking countries. You will be introduced to Spanish words related to
mealtime, learn about Spanish dining traditions, and compare the dishes eaten in the
Spanish-speaking world with those eaten in the U.S.
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Elementary Spanish II
Availability: Grades 3-5
Prerequisites:
•

•

This is a specialty course that may have a teaching assistant assigned to it in addition to
your student’s homeroom teacher. This allows your school to provide the most
comprehensive set of courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all
instruction is delivered by qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s
education rules and regulations.
The role of the teaching assistant is to provide content-based instruction throughout the
course. Therefore, questions about this particular course should be directed to the
teaching assistant. Your student's teacher will continue to be responsible for regular
review of your student's progress and will issue your student's final course grade.

Description:
Elementary Spanish II enables the student to further develop the communicative skills of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing of Spanish at a more advanced level. The units are
designed to develop the student’s knowledge of Spanish language and culture through familiar
topics such as my school, my clothes, and my community. Culture is presented throughout the
course to help the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the
Spanish-speaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My School
What is a normal day of school like in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
learn about the daily life of a student in Puerto Rico. You will be introduced to the
Spanish words related to school, including people and objects found in classrooms, as
well as activities that take place at school. You will also explore Puerto Rico and other
Spanish-speaking countries to learn about the local cultural traditions, sports, and
wildlife.
My Clothes
How does clothing in the Spanish-speaking world compare to what people wear in the
U.S.? In this unit, you will learn about the different styles of clothing native to the
Spanish-speaking world. You will also explore the widespread influence of Spanish
culture in the U.S. Lastly, you will learn the Spanish words for pieces of clothing for each
season, and you will be introduced to some important Spanish Americans.
My Community
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How important are communities in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
experience life in an average Central American neighborhood and learn about the strong
sense of community in the Spanish-speaking world. You will be introduced to some
Spanish words for the buildings, people, and activities that make a town lively and fun.
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Middle Chinese I
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

This is a specialty course that may be taught by a teacher at National Connections
Academy. This approach allows your school to provide the most comprehensive set of
courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all instruction is delivered by
qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s education rules and
regulations. Your student’s experience will be the same for this course as it is for all
his/her other courses.
As a Caretaker, you will be able to see your student’s National Connections Academy
course content, and the course grade and progress in the grade book, but may have more
limited access to other resources associated with the course. Questions about this
particular course should be directed to the National Connections Academy teacher for
that course.

Description:
Chinese I is an introductory-level course that will introduce the student to Mandarin Chinese.
The units are designed to introduce the student to Chinese language and culture through familiar
topics such as my family, my week, and food. Culture is presented throughout the course to help
the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the Mandarinspeaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•
•

•

My World
My Time
How is your life different from the life of a student who speaks Mandarin? In this unit,
you will learn how students spend their time in countries where Mandarin is spoken. You
will look for ways their activities are alike and different from yours. This unit will also
introduce you to the Mandarin words that describe everyday activities and time at school.
My Food
All cultures have different traditional foods, these are foods that are eaten for special
occasions or have been eaten for a very long time. Just like you have your own food
traditions, other cultures have their own food traditions, too. In this unit, you will learn
about food customs in Mandarin-speaking countries. You will also learn Mandarin terms
that describe food.
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Middle Chinese II
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

This is a specialty course that may be taught by a teacher at National Connections
Academy. This approach allows your school to provide the most comprehensive set of
courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all instruction is delivered by
qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s education rules and
regulations. Your student’s experience will be the same for this course as it is for all
his/her other courses.
As a Caretaker, you will be able to see your student’s National Connections Academy
course content, and the course grade and progress in the grade book, but may have more
limited access to other resources associated with the course. Questions about this
particular course should be directed to the National Connections Academy teacher for
that course.

Description:
Middle Chinese II enables the student to further develop his communication skills as studies
Mandarin Chinese at a more advanced level. The student will continue to learn about Chinese
culture as the student studies about historic places in China and other Mandarin-speaking
countries and learns of the holidays and special traditions celebrated there. The student will
practice his acquisition of Mandarin Chinese skills by continuing to converse with a native
Mandarin speaker.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My Travels
In this unit, you will take a trip through historical places in China and other Mandarinspeaking countries. During this experience, you will learn to describe people, yourself,
places, and types of transportation.
My Holidays
What holidays do you celebrate? The people in the Mandarin-speaking world may
celebrate similar holidays. They also have their own special holidays. In this unit, you
will learn about the important holidays celebrated in China and other Mandarin-speaking
countries. You will learn about why the holiday is celebrated, its history, and its
importance to students your age in the Mandarin-speaking world. You will compare what
you learn about the Mandarin-speaking world with your own country.
My Home
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What are homes like in the Mandarin-speaking world? How are they different from
homes in the United States? In this unit, you will learn about a typical home in some
Mandarin-speaking countries, including the uses for different rooms of the home. You
will find out how the activities that happen in the rooms are alike and different from
yours. In this unit, you will also learn the names of some objects that can be found in a
home, like furniture, clothes, flowers, and pets. Finally, in this unit, you will learn some
stories and traditions about home life in the Mandarin-speaking world.
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Middle Sign Language
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

Sign Language may qualify as a foreign language in some states.
This is a specialty course that may be taught by a teacher at National Connections
Academy. This approach allows your school to provide the most comprehensive set of
courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all instruction is delivered by
qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s education rules and
regulations. Your student’s experience will be the same for this course as it is for all
his/her other courses.
As a Caretaker, you will be able to see your student’s National Connections Academy
course content, and the course grade and progress in the grade book, but may have more
limited access to other resources associated with the course. Questions about this
particular course should be directed to the National Connections Academy teacher for
that course.

Description:
In this course, students are introduced to the fundamental concepts of American Sign Language.
Students explore vocabulary, grammar, and conversational skills using basic signing and
fingerspelling techniques.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Intro
In this unit, your student will be introduced to American Sign Language, or ASL. He will
study the history of ASL and learn how it became the standard language for deaf and hard
of hearing people in North America. He will also learn about some of the accepted rules
of etiquette in Deaf culture. This introductory unit also teaches your student how to sign
the letters of the alphabet and the mechanics of fingerspelling.
Numbers
This unit introduces the signing of numbers. Your student will learn how to sign numbers
1–100, as well as the signs for dollars and cents. A variety of fun activities give your
student a chance to practice using ASL to discuss counting and using money.
Time
In this unit, your student will study various aspects of time. Not only will he learn how to
communicate time using ASL, he will also learn the signs for the 7 days of the week and
the 12 months of the year. The signs for various holidays as well as the four seasons are
also taught in this unit.
Nouns
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•

Your student will learn the signs for some commonly used nouns and pronouns. She will
also be introduced to the ASL concepts of Indexing, Agency, and Nonmanual Markers.
Combining these new concepts and the signs your student has learned will expand her
growing library of American Sign Language knowledge.
Descriptions
This unit will teach your student how to sign various descriptions using American Sign
Language. He will learn how to sign comparative adjectives and show comparison
between two or more nouns or pronouns. Also, he will learn the signs for descriptive
words that express size, shape, possession, color, and location. In addition, he will
combine some previously taught signs for numbers, time, and nouns, with descriptive
signs taught in this unit.
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Middle Spanish I
Availability: Grades 6-8
Description:
Middle Spanish I is an introductory-level course that will introduce the student to Spanish. The
units are designed to introduce the student to Spanish language and culture through familiar
topics such as my family, my week, and food. Culture is presented throughout the course to help
the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the Spanishspeaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My Family and Friends
Did you know that millions of people speak Spanish in countries all around the world? In
this unit, you will begin your study of Spanish, the language of Spain and many other
countries. This unit will teach you about the importance of Spanish to the world at large,
as well as where the language comes from and the different ways it is spoken. You will
also learn the Spanish words for the members of your family, how to say your name and
where you are from, and how to count from 1 to 10. By the end of the unit, you will know
the expressions to introduce yourself and your family to others.
My Home
How does your home life compare to that of a student in the Spanish-speaking world? In
this unit, you will learn about the housing and lifestyle of a Spanish-speaking student.
You will be introduced to the Spanish words for the rooms of a house, as well as the
activities and traditions that relate to those rooms. This unit will also introduce you to the
Spanish words for objects and actions related to each room, how to count from 11 to 19,
and how to count from 20 to 100 by tens.
My Food
What kind of food do people eat in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
take a trip through South America to learn about the popular food and drinks of several
Spanish-speaking countries. You will be introduced to Spanish words related to
mealtime, learn about Spanish dining traditions, and compare the dishes eaten in the
Spanish-speaking world with those eaten in the U.S.
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Middle Spanish II
Availability: Grades 6-8
Description:
Middle Spanish II enables the student to further develop the communicative skills of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing of Spanish at a more advanced level. The units are designed to
develop the student’s knowledge of Spanish language and culture through familiar topics such as
my school, my family, and my neighborhood. Culture is presented throughout the course to help
the student make connections between his culture and the culture of people in the Spanishspeaking world.
Please Note: The World Languages courses require a headset and microphone which is
compatible with the computer being used for the course. This equipment is not provided by
Connections Education.
Units:
•

•

•

My School
What is a normal day of school like in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
learn about the daily life of a student in Puerto Rico. You will be introduced to the
Spanish words related to school, including people and objects found in classrooms, as
well as activities that take place at school. You will also explore Puerto Rico and other
Spanish-speaking countries to learn about the local cultural traditions, sports, and
wildlife.
My Clothes
How does clothing in the Spanish-speaking world compare to what people wear in the
U.S.? In this unit, you will learn about the different styles of clothing native to the
Spanish-speaking world. You will also explore the widespread influence of Spanish
culture in the U.S. Lastly, you will learn the Spanish words for pieces of clothing for each
season, and you will be introduced to some important Spanish Americans.
My Neighborhood
How important are communities in the Spanish-speaking world? In this unit, you will
experience life in an average Central American neighborhood and learn about the strong
sense of community in the Spanish-speaking world. You will be introduced to some
Spanish words for the buildings, people, and activities that make a town lively and fun.
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Home Life
Availability: Grades 6-8
Description:
Here, students select from a number of projects that develop skills through fun, experiential
learning projects. Activities include cooking, crafts, sewing, home maintenance, family outings,
and genealogy. Recently added projects include Lemonade Stand and Backyard Ecosystems.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•

In the Kitchen
In the Garage
In the Store
In the Garden
In the Family
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MS Intro to Entrepreneurship I
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

This is a specialty course that may be taught by a teacher at National Connections
Academy. This approach allows your school to provide the most comprehensive set of
courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all instruction is delivered by
qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s education rules and
regulations. Your student’s experience will be the same for this course as it is for all
his/her other courses.
As a Caretaker, you will be able to see your student’s National Connections Academy
course content, and the course grade and progress in the grade book, but may have more
limited access to other resources associated with the course. Questions about this
particular course should be directed to the National Connections Academy teacher for
that course.

Description:
In this course you will learn the basics needed to plan and launch your own business. Do you
have what it takes to start a new business? Do you have an idea for a business but need the tools
to get started? This course will provide you with the core skills you need to become successful.
In this course you will study the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. You will also learn
about self-employment and basic economic concepts related to small businesses, such as
competition and production. This course will also walk you through the steps of setting up a
business, including developing a business plan, a mission and a vision, attracting investors, and
marketing your company.
Units:
•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn how to
navigate through the course, find and zip files, set up your Web browser, and complete
coursework. You will also learn about using trustworthy sources, avoiding plagiarism,
and making proper citations.
The Role of the Entrepreneur
In this unit, you will receive an introduction to what it means to be an entrepreneur. You
will learn about types of entrepreneurs and the role of entrepreneurs in society. This unit
will also explain basic economic concepts related to entrepreneurship, including
producers and consumers, strong and weak economies, and capitalism and competition.
Entrepreneurship as a Career
In this unit, you will learn more about the life of an entrepreneur. This unit will explore
some of the advantages and disadvantages of self-employment as well as detail the
characteristics, skills, and education of successful entrepreneurs. This unit will also
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

discuss reasons why a person becomes an entrepreneur and career paths that help develop
entrepreneurial skills and characteristics.
Economic Principles
In this unit, you will learn more about some basic economic concepts related to
entrepreneurship. You will learn about profit and loss, profit motive, and competition.
You will also learn about production, goods, scarcity, and the law of supply and demand.
Production and Delivery
In this unit, you will learn how entrepreneurs produce and deliver goods and services to
markets. You will explore some of the different industries and delivery methods. You
will also learn about related economic concepts, including economic utility, economies of
scale, market saturation, and product life cycle.
Small Business Basics
In this unit, you will explore the stages and forms of small businesses. Related to this,
you will learn about how to form departments and factors that contribute to success and
failure. You will also become more familiar with the importance of business ethics.
Business Ideas and Opportunities
In this unit, you will learn the role of entrepreneurs and small businesses in society and
the global economy. Related to this, you will explore how business trends affect
entrepreneurial ideas and opportunities. You will also learn about methods and resources
that will help you generate business ideas and wisely select the best plan based on your
goals, skills, personality, and resources.
Defining Your Business
In this unit, you will learn about the importance and parts of a business plan. Related to
this, you will how to craft a mission and vision statement. You will also learn how to
determine the scope of a business, including the products and services that will be
offered.
Business Organization
In this unit, you will learn about various forms of business organization as well as
accompanying legal and tax procedures. Related to this, you will learn about franchising,
business licenses, and permits. You will also explore ways to organize and manage
employees, records, purchasing, and inventory.
Marketing Basics
In this unit, you will explore basic concepts related to marketing an entrepreneurial
initiative or business, including market positioning, penetration, and research. You will
also learn about establishing a corporate and brand image and the steps involved in
developing a marketing message.
Promoting Your Company
In this unit, you will learn about diverse methods for promoting an entrepreneurial
initiative or business. Related to this, you will explore promotional methods, costs, and
evaluation. You will also learn about advertising methods and goals as well as the parts
of a marketing plan.
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WebQuest
Availability: Grades 6-8
Description:
Students help scientists monitor frog and toad populations across the country using FrogWatch
USA™. Managed by the Association of Zoos & Aquariums, FrogWatch USA uses data collected
by students to develop new ways to protect amphibians, which are extremely sensitive to
ecological changes. Students visit a local wetland site once a week, make careful observations,
and submit their data online. This online project joins Connections Academy students and
scientists around the country as they gather and analyze data.
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MS Business Keyboarding
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

A high-speed Internet connection is necessary to download the program required for this
course.
Note: This course contains applications that are not compatible with a Mac computer.
The use of these applications is necessary for successful completion of this course.

Description:
In this course, the student will explore a variety of keyboarding strategies including learning the
function of all the keys, how to find them quickly, and the importance of keyboarding for his
future career. Major concepts of this course include the alphabetic and numeric keyboard, history
of the keyboard and new technology, and keyboard skill building (speed and accuracy).
Units:
•

•

•

•

Learning the Game Part 1
Learning the Game is an introduction to the course. The game motif is expanded as it
relates learning a new game to learning the rules of the course and the concept of
keyboarding. Welcome to the Keyboarding Game! Working through Unit 1 will be much
like opening the box to a new game and learning the rules and how to use the game board
and game pieces. Here, you will familiarize yourself with the basic rules of the game,
including electronic communication rules (Netiquette), and begin to work on becoming
accustomed to the game board. Finally, you will perform some of the beginning moves in
playing the game of keyboarding. As with any game, learning the rules and becoming
proficient with the moves will make playing the game easier and increase your chance of
success. Remember to have fun!
Learning the Game Part 2
In Unit 1, you focused on learning the Alpha keys. In Unit 2, you will continue to
practice their keying skills while learning the number keys (both alphanumeric and
keypad).
Playing the Game
You have now learned the basics of proper keying. You will now begin to learn about
formatting business documents while they continue to practice your keying skills using
MT3. Now that you have learned the basic skills of the keyboarding game, you are ready
to move on to applying those skills. In Unit 3, you will continue to practice your
keyboarding skills, as well as learning proper formatting for letters, memos, and reports.
In addition, you'll spend some time learning more about your favorite game.
Games in Your Future?
This unit focuses on career choices and is referred to as a reality check (we can't all play
games for a living). You will complete an interest inventory and select a career to
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research. This research project will be the final project for the course, worth 20% of the
course grade when combined with the timed writing score. Instead of taking a single
exam at the end of the course to show that you've mastered all of the skills needed to play
the keyboarding game, you will complete a final project. Unit 4 is that project. All of the
career assignments in Unit 4 must be completed satisfactorily in order for you to receive
a passing grade in this course. The tasks you will be asked to perform include all of the
skills you've been practicing throughout the course. As in the other units of this course,
you will also take a timed writing exam at the end of Unit 4. You will continue to do
some skillbuilding activities to improve your speed throughout this unit.
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MS Digital Arts I
Availability: Grades 6-8
Prerequisites:
•

This is a specialty course that may be taught by a teacher at National Connections
Academy. This approach allows your school to provide the most comprehensive set of
courses possible for your student while still ensuring that all instruction is delivered by
qualified teachers in a manner that complies with your state’s education rules and
regulations. Your student’s experience will be the same for this course as it is for all
his/her other courses.
As a Caretaker, you will be able to see your student’s National Connections Academy
course content, and the course grade and progress in the grade book, but may have more
limited access to other resources associated with the course. Questions about this
particular course should be directed to the National Connections Academy teacher for
that course.

Description:
In this course you will become familiar with basic concepts essentially to visual and digital art,
such as line, shape, form, color, value, space, and texture. Using Inkscape, a free open-source
program, you will also develop core artistic skills through the creation of original digital art. You
will have the opportunity to express yourself as well through a course-long art project
that involves the creation of a still life scene.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will learn how to use the course technology. You will learn how to
navigate through the course, find and zip files, set up your Web browser, and complete
coursework. You will also learn about using trustworthy sources, avoiding plagiarism,
and making proper citations.
Introduction to Digital Art
In this unit, you will learn about basic concepts that inform visual arts, digital arts, and
computer graphics. You will also start to learn how to use Inkscape, a software program
for creating digital art.
Lines
In this unit, you will explore the use of lines in art. Using Inkscape, you will create
different types of lines, including a special kind of curve called the Bezier Curve. You
will also start an art project that you will continue to work on throughout the course. This
project will involve the creation of a still life scene depicting a glass, a decanter, and a
bowl of fruit.
Shape and Form
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•

•

•

•

In this unit, you will explore the use of shapes and forms in art. Using Inkscape, you will
create different types of shapes. You will also continue with your art project, adding
shapes and forms to your still life.
Color
In this unit, you will learn how color is related to light and how color is used in art. You
will use Inkscape’s color sliders to practice using color. You will also continue with your
art project, adding grapes and colors to your still life.
Value
In this unit, you will learn how value, or the lightness or darkness of a color, is used in
art. Using Inkscape, you will create a color value scale. You will also continue with your
art project, adding value to your still life through highlights.
Space
In this unit, you will explore how space and perspective is used in art. Using Inkscape,
you will draw two-dimensional objects that look three-dimensional. You will also
continue with your art project. You will add a table and book to your still life to create
the illusion of 3D space.
Texture
In this unit, you will explore how texture is used in art. You will create different textures
using Inkscape’s filters. You will also complete your art project by adding texture to
different parts of your still life.
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Career Planning
Availability: 8th grade
Description:
In this course, you will focus on your own career planning. Over the span of your school career,
you will cover topics ranging from interest inventories to skill building. The purpose of this
program is to help you explore options for potential careers that would be a good fit for you,
based on your interests, skills, and values. By exploring options during your secondary
schooling, you will have opportunities to prepare yourself for your future, through hands-on
experiences, course work, LiveLessons, and planning exercises.
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High School Core Curricular Offerings
http://www.connectionsacademy.com/curriculum/course-listall?idLocation=98&gradeGroup=9&isHiddenTextbook=false

AP English Language & Composition A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The AP English Language and Composition course will provide the high school student with
college level instruction in studying and writing various kinds of analytic or persuasive essays on
literary and nonliterary topics in language, rhetoric, and expository writing. The student will
become skilled readers of prose written in various periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts.
Both the student's reading and writing should make others aware of the interactions among a
writer’s purposes, audience expectations, and subjects as well as the way writing conventions
and language contribute to effectiveness in writing. This course will effectively prepare the
student for the AP exam by enabling him to read, comprehend, and write about complex texts,
while developing further communication skills on a college level.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Early Edition
Most of Unit 1 is devoted to teaching you how to work in the AP English Language
course. You learn about course organization, submitting work, and much more.
Colonial Revolutionary Edition
In this unit, you learn about early Americans through their writings and speeches, while
sharpening your reading and writing skills. You also work on vocabulary development.
Romantic Edition
In this unit, you study literature from the years 1830-1861. This period is known as
American Romanticism. You learn about Transcendentalism, along with a wide range of
writers and their works as you continue to work on writing skills and vocabulary.
Civil War Edition
In this unit, you will study literature from the years 1830-1861. This period is known as
the Civil War. Along with studying the causes and effects of the Civil War through
readings, you will be exposed to poetry of the era. You will also work on understanding
humor and imagery. As always you will continue working on writing skills and
vocabulary.

Novel
•
•

The Crucible by Arthur Miller
W. Zinsser’s On Writing Well
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AP English Language & Composition B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of AP English Language & Composition A

Description:
The AP Language and Composition course will provide high school students with college level
instruction in studying and writing various kinds of analytic or persuasive essays on literary and
nonliterary topics in language, rhetoric and expository writing. Students will become skilled
readers of prose written in various periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts. Both their
reading and writing should make students aware of the interactions among a writer’s purposes,
audience expectations, and subjects as well as the way writing conventions and language
contribute to effectiveness in writing. This course will effectively prepare students for the AP
Exam by enabling them to read, comprehend, and write about complex texts, while developing
further communication skills on a college level.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Regionalism/Realism/Naturalism
This unit will focus on the three literary movements sweeping the nation after the Civil
War: regionalism, realism, and naturalism. You will look at the influence the Civil War
had on the writings of the time. You will also analyze point of view while working on
your writing skills and vocabulary.
Modern Edition
In this unit, you study literature from the Modern Age. This encompasses the period
between the years 1914-1946. You learn how literature was affected by the economic and
social changes of the time, along with reading about the literary contributions from the
Harlem Renaissance. You also analyze narrative structure while working on writing and
vocabulary.
Contemporary Edition
In this unit, you will study contemporary writers. The period begins after the Second
World War and extends to the present. You will look at how modern writers address the
issues of equality, identity and other issues of humankind, along with rhetorical elements
in nonfiction writing. You will also complete a timed essay to practice for the AP Exam.
Student Edition
This is the last lesson-based unit in the course. You will create your own virtual
newspaper based on your choice of a novel or play from a given list.

Novel
•
•

The Crucible by Arthur Miller
W. Zinsser’s On Writing Well
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AP English Literature & Composition A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
For a year, the student will participate in an AP upscale dining experience in the AP Literature
and Composition course. The student will act as a food critic of exquisite literary cuisine. Menu
items include reading, analyzing, writing, rewriting, and discussing creations by the master
chefs, renowned authors. With intensive concentration on composition skills and on authors'
narrative techniques, this dining experience equips the student with recipes for success in
college, in a career, and on the AP exam.
Units:
•

•

•

•
•

Welcome
Most of Unit 1 is devoted to teaching you how to work in the AP English Literature and
Composition course. You will learn about course organization, submitting work, and
much more.
Beverage Course
You will participate in pre-dinner banter as you sample dramatic poems, develop literary
characters and seek to understand literary devices. Using your critic's voice, you will
learn how to analyze and judge certain aspects of literary works.
Appetizer Course
In this unit, you have the chance to get your fingers on some literature that will tickle
your taste buds. Examining the struggles of humanity, the American dream, community,
and self-identity, you will critique your way through the second course of your feast.
Soup Course
In this unit you will get to dive into a variety of poems.
Salad Course
This unit contains literary works whose primary focus is romantic love. You will really
enjoy this unit, as you have a number of choices in reading materials and you will enjoy
discussing the ups and downs of romance.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iText AP Literature
iText Frankenstein
iText Great Expectations
iText Hamlet
iText Heart of Darkness
iText Jane Eyre
iText Moby Dick
iText Othello
iText Pride and Prejudice
iText Tess of the d'Urbervilles
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•
•
•

iText The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
iText The Awakening
iText Wuthering Heights

Textbook
•

How to Prepare: AP Exam Eng' Lit and Comp 5th Edition
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AP English Literature & Composition B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of AP English Lit A

Description:
For a year, students will participate in an AP upscale dining experience in the AP Literature and
Composition course. The students will act as food critics of exquisite literary cuisine. Menu
items include reading, analyzing, writing, rewriting, and discussing creations by the master
chefs, or renowned authors. With intensive concentration on composition skills and on authors'
narrative techniques, this dining experience equips students with the recipes for success in
college, in a career, and on the AP exam.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Cheese Plate
You will be reading works that examine family dynamics and relationships.
Sorbet
The purpose of a sorbet is as a refreshing, palate cleanser before the arrival of the main
dish. This unit is filled with the tastes of temptation, chance, family tragedy, and
madness. Venture through this section with the Prince of Denmark as your server!
Entrée
If you are looking for a deep dish, the entreé is a great choice. Dine daringly as you
explore the struggles, perceptions, and challenges facing women in this unit.
Dessert
The dessert menu offers you delectable choices swirled with humor, laced with irony, and
drizzled with satire.
Potluck Dinner Party
You will host the dinner party that you have been planning throughout the last couple of
units. As Jay Gatsby says in the unit introduction, you will use this party as a time to
review the dishes you have sampled throughout your dining experience and to
contemplate how the new dishes you have chosen for the party connect to the ones you
have already tasted.
After the Party
There are no new assignments in this unit. Rather, this unit serves to review terms and
concepts for you before you take the AP Exam and complete this course. The semester
two exam is also in this unit.

Online Text/eBook
•
•

iText AP Literature
iText Frankenstein
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iText Great Expectations
iText Hamlet
iText Heart of Darkness
iText Jane Eyre
iText Moby Dick
iText Othello
iText Pride and Prejudice
iText Tess of the d'Urbervilles
iText The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
iText The Awakening
iText Wuthering Heights

Textbook
•

How to Prepare: AP Exam Eng' Lit and Comp 5th Edition
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English 9 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 9. In this course, the student will take an indepth look at a variety of literature selections. In reading and responding to these diverse
selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding of fiction and nonfiction genres,
including short stories, essays, poetry, and drama. The student will also read Jack London's The
Call of the Wild. This selection enables the student to explore universal themes and make
connections between the characters' experiences and his own. Harper Lee's To Kill a
Mockingbird may be read instead of The Call of the Wild. Writing instruction focuses on
analytical and expository writing but also provides opportunities for the student to write
creatively.
Units:
•

•

•

Growing Up
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections focused on the
theme of growing up. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies, such as
making inferences and forming personal connections with the text. You will also learn to
understand and analyze elements of prose and poetry, such as point of view, character,
setting, symbolism, and metaphor. Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for
learning new vocabulary, such as understanding word roots, prefixes, and suffixes.
Grammar instruction will focus on reviewing the eight parts of speech. Finally, you will
develop your writing skills as you create a personal narrative.
The Forces of Nature
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections about the natural
world, with a focus on nonfiction selections. As you read, you will apply active reading
strategies such as analyzing details and using text features and graphics to understand
informational texts. You will also learn to understand and analyze elements of prose and
poetry such as imagery, irony, figurative language, and text structure. Throughout the
unit, you will also learn strategies for learning new vocabulary, with a focus on using
context clues and understanding multiple-meaning words. Grammar instruction will focus
on understanding the components of a sentence and using different sentence types.
Finally, you will develop your writing skills as you create a descriptive essay.
The Call of the Wild
Jack London’s The Call of the Wild follows the journey of Buck, a magnificent St.
Bernard/Scotch shepherd dog, as he is kidnapped from comfortable surroundings and
thrown into the harsh frontier life of the 1897 gold rush in the arctic North. You will read
of how he not only adapts to new conditions but also awakens to ancient instincts as he
triumphs despite and amidst the new challenges of his changing environment. In this unit,
you will identify and analyze literary elements, discover new vocabulary terms, and use
comprehension strategies to make connections and draw conclusions.
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•

•

•

The Call of the Wild is the recommended novel for English 9. Harper Lee's novel To Kill
a Mockingbird may be read instead of The Call of the Wild with prior teacher approval.
Lessons and activities for To Kill a Mockingbird will appear on the lower half of the
page, as seen below. Do not proceed with To Kill a Mockingbird unless you have
received approval from your teacher.
Other Worlds
In this unit, you will read and analyze works of science fiction that depict imaginary
worlds. Additionally, you will read essays that explore how science fiction and video
games have influenced our culture. As you read, you will continue to apply active reading
strategies, such as analyzing details and summarizing, to help prepare you to critique
these texts. You will analyze how the elements of short stories are used in the sciencefiction genre and compare stories within this genre before writing a critical response to a
short story. Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for understanding scientific
and technical vocabulary in context. Grammar instruction will focus on using punctuation
correctly and following standard conventions for using italics and quotation marks.
Crossing Borders
In this unit, you will read and analyze works of fiction and nonfiction that explore the
theme of crossing borders. These borders may be physical—for instance, the
geographical borders between two countries—or psychological. You will apply active
reading strategies such as making predictions, understanding text structures, and
understanding the author’s purpose. You will analyze writers’ use of figurative language,
dialect, and tone, as well as their techniques for developing conflict. As part of your
exploration of the theme of crossing borders, you will write an informational essay about
a cultural tradition. Throughout the unit, you will also practice the strategies for
understanding vocabulary that you have learned throughout the semester. Grammar
instruction will focus on phrases and clauses.
Semester Exam

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•
•

iText E Guide to Language, Writing, & Literature
iText Pathways: Literature for Readers and Writers
iText Romeo and Juliet
iText The Call of the Wild
iText Writing with Power 9 (Gold) - SE
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English 9 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise English 9. In this course, the student continues to
explore a variety of literature selections from world literature, including well-known works. The
student will learn strategies for reading epic poetry and study the characteristics of suspense
stories. Also, the student will analyze the elements of drama as he reads William
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. George Orwell's Animal Farm may be read instead of Romeo
and Juliet.
Writing instruction focuses on analytical and expository writing including in-depth instruction in
the process of writing a research paper. This project teaches the student to critically analyze
primary and secondary sources and to effectively support his ideas with information gathered
from outside sources.
Units:
•

•

•

Echoes from the Past
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections focused on ancient
myths and literature. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies, such as
making inferences and forming personal connections with the text. You will also learn to
understand and analyze elements of epic poetry such as myth, figurative language,
character, and tone. Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for learning new
vocabulary, such as understanding multiple-meaning words and using a dictionary.
Grammar instruction will focus on reviewing the use of pronouns. Finally, you will
develop your writing skills as you create a summary for one of the selections in this unit.
Romeo and Juliet
William Shakespeare’s classic tragedy Romeo and Juliet tells the story of two youths
desperately in love with each other despite the feud that exists between their two families.
They are secretly married, but on the same day as their marriage, Romeo is banished for
killing Juliet’s kinsman. While he is gone, Juliet fakes her death by taking a poisonous
potion in order to avoid an arranged marriage. Romeo does not learn in time that she is
not really dead, and kills himself as a result. Upon waking, Juliet discovers Romeo and
joins him in death. Through Shakespeare’s timeless story, you will identify and analyze
literary and dramatic elements, discover new vocabulary terms, and use comprehension
strategies to make connections and draw conclusions.
Romeo and Juliet is the recommended text for English 9. George Orwell's novel Animal
Farm may be read instead of Romeo and Juliet with prior teacher approval. Lessons and
activities for Animal Farm will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.
The Research Paper
In this unit, you will develop important reading and analytical writing skills as you
research and write about a topic of your choice. The lessons in the unit are planned to
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guide you through the challenging but rewarding process of writing a research paper. You
will complete this project in three main phases:
•
•
•

•

•

forming research questions and gathering information
organizing and analyzing your research findings
combining your own ideas with information from your research to create an effective,
well-supported research paper

This unit differs from other units in the English 9 course in that it includes fewer reading
assignments from your textbooks. Most of the reading you complete will be conducted as
part of your research. Please note that it is especially important that you complete and
turn in writing assignments consistently throughout this unit, since each new assignment
builds on the work completed previously. Completing assignments on time and in order
will help ensure that you have adequate time to develop and refine your ideas and to
incorporate feedback from your teacher.
The Dark Side
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections belonging to the
suspense and horror genres. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies, such as
making predictions and asking questions to better understand the text. You will also learn
to understand and analyze elements of suspense and horror narratives such as
foreshadowing, stock characters and archetypes, and the role of unreliable narrators. You
will also examine literary elements such as poetic devices and tone. Throughout the unit,
you will also learn strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as understanding
denotation and connotation and the use of archaic language. Grammar instruction will
focus on reviewing the rules of subject-verb agreement and the use of adjectives and
adverbs.
Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam for the
concepts you learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it
may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you begin
to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help you
be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•
•

iText E Guide to Language, Writing, & Literature
iText Pathways: Literature for Readers and Writers
iText Romeo and Juliet
iText The Call of the Wild
iText Writing with Power 9 (Gold) - SE
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English 10
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 10. In this course, the student will explore
the timeless themes of world literature, including works from the Americas, Europe, and Africa.
In reading these diverse selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding of fiction
genres, including classics, contemporary fiction, poetry, and drama. The student will also read
Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. John Steinbeck’s novella Of Mice and Men may
be read instead of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. In reading these American literature
selections and creating a multimedia presentation, the student will understand longer works of
literature in their historical and literary context. Writing instruction guides the student through
the process of composing expository and analytical essays. It also provides opportunities for the
student to write creatively; the student will compose a short story and poem.
Throughout the course, the student expands his vocabulary in context. The mastery of both
critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the student become a more thoughtful and effective
reader and writer.
Units:
•

•

The Literature of the Americas
In this unit, you will not only read a selection of literary works from the Western
hemisphere, but you will also analyze literary concepts such as theme, tone, mood, and
dramatic irony. You will explore fictional stories, drama, and poetry as well as nonfiction
essays and famous United States historical documents. During your study of grammar,
you will review the eight parts of speech and apply your knowledge of those as you
compose summaries, multi-paragraph essays and an informal letter. You will use a wide
variety of study skills to master the concepts covered in this unit.
The Literature of the Americas II
In Unit 1, you read selections from several writers in the Americas. You learned about
literary techniques such as tone, theme, imagery, and stage direction. In Unit 2, you will
continue reading short stories and poems written by authors from the Americas.
Selections in this unit include writings by authors from St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago,
Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. The stories cover topics such as
reconciliation, death, acceptance, anger, and relationships. There is a wealth of insight
and emotion in the writings. As you read, you will learn new literary elements such as
paradox, personification, and situational irony. You will also become familiar with
additional techniques such as magical realism and repetition, which enable literature to
engage an audience from beginning to end. In this unit, you will write a compare and
contrast essay on a topic of your choice. You will select a topic, create a rough draft,
revise, and edit your essay over the course of the unit. Additionally, you will review and
apply your knowledge on the components of sentences and common sentence errors.
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•

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is the story of a free-thinking kid, Huck
Finn, and a slave named Jim, both of whom choose to flee their oppressive lives. The two
set out on a trip down the Mississippi River that is filled with adventures and experiences
that are unique to the particular class of characters and setting of the mid-nineteenth
century. The novel’s title is sometimes extended to include Tom Sawyer’s Comrade to
indicate to readers that this is a companion novel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, told
as a first-person narrative from Huck’s point of view. Prior knowledge of Tom Sawyer is
not required. In this unit, you will identify literary elements, analyze characters, use
comprehension strategies to make connections and draw conclusions, and define
unfamiliar vocabulary words. You will also create a multimedia presentation for Unit 3's
portfolio assessment.
Of Mice and Men may be read instead of the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with prior
teacher approval. Lessons and activities for Of Mice and Men will appear on the lower
half of the page. Do not proceed with Of Mice and Men unless you have received
approval from your teacher. Of Mice and Men is the story of two men, George Milton and
Lennie Small, living a hardscrabble existence as migrant workers during the Great
Depression. Smart and practical, George has spent years looking after Lennie. Lennie is
hardworking and kind, but feeble-minded. Each man is the only "family" the other one
has. As George and Lennie move from place to place and job to job, they hope to save
enough money to buy a place of their own. Soon their dream seems within reach, but
forces beyond their control threaten to ruin their hopes forever. In this unit, you will
identify literary elements, analyze characters, use comprehension strategies to make
connections and draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary words. You will
also create a multimedia presentation for Unit 3's portfolio assessment.

•

Europe I
Europe has endured many conflicts that have influenced its literature—world wars, the
Holocaust, and the collapse of the Soviet Union are examples. Writers are among the first
targets of totalitarian regimes. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, who was twice sent to Siberia, is
one of many European authors who were exiled, imprisoned, or silenced. However, he
refused to stop criticizing Russia’s Communist regime, believing that “literature that is
not the breath of contemporary society, that dares not transmit the pains and fears of that
society, that does not warn in time against threatening moral and social dangers—such
literature does not deserve the name of literature; it is only a façade. Such literature loses
the confidence of its own people, and its published works are used as wastepaper instead
of being read.” In this unit, you will read, analyze, and interpret selections that express
some of the hopes, disappointments, and fears of the writers and of the citizens of the
European states, including W.H. Auden and Graham Greene. You will continue to
develop your writing skills as you compose an expository essay.
Selections include writings such as the following:
• “from Ten Songs”, a poem by W. H. Auden, which looks at his perceptions of what
was happening in Germany during the time of Hitler
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•

•

•

•

“The Destructors,” a story by Graham Greene, which offers an English man’s
perspective on the effects of World War II
As you read, you will learn new literary terms, such as rhyme scheme and allusion. You
will be introduced to different character types, such as round characters, flat characters,
and stock characters. You will also write an expository essay—and other type of writing
that you can add to your growing portfolio. Additionally, you will review and apply your
knowledge of a variety of grammatical phrases, such as prepositional, appositive,
participial, gerund, and infinitive.
Europe II
In this unit, you will continue to read selections that express some of the hopes,
disappointments, and fears of the writers and of the citizens of the European states.
Selections you will read include a fable, short stories, one short story adapted from a
play, and poetry from European writers. As you read, you will learn literary devices used
to create compelling stories or poems such as: allegory, author’s purpose, character
development, dialogue, and hyperbole. You will also practice using various clauses and
different kinds of sentence structures to enhance your writing. Additionally, you will
create a personal narrative about a subject of your choice and have the opportunity to
draft a couple of different business communications in the form of a letter of complaint
and a letter of application.
Africa
The African continent includes more than 50 countries and more than 800 languages. The
writers you will study in this unit, who come from various regions of Africa, faced the
challenge of telling their stories in languages that honor their heritage while reaching a
wide audience. Most authors write in French and English, the languages spoken by
European colonizers. But one, Kenyan author Ngugi wa Thiong’o, writes primarily in his
native language, Gikuyu. You will read stories that reflect the authors’ analyses of life
before and after colonization. They deal with subjects such as the griot storytelling
tradition, the clash of European and African cultures, and the pervasive effects of
apartheid. Selections you will read include an epic poem, a first-person narrative, and
several short stories. As you read, you will learn about literary devices that writers use to
create interesting stories and poems. These devices include personification, plot, tone,
characterization, humor, theme, and setting. You will also practice using various verb
forms and learn how to strengthen your writing through the use of vivid verbs.
Additionally, you will learn elements of poetry such as sound devices, rhythm, meter, and
figurative language; you will also explore various forms that poems can take. Finally, you
will use the information you learned about poetry to create a poem.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam on the
concepts you learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it
may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you begin
to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help you
be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Reading the World
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•
•
•

iText The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
iText The Importance of Being Earnest
iText Writing with Power 10 (Yellow) - SE
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English 11 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 11. In this course, the student will focus on
the literary movements that comprise American literature, and trace the chronology of national
literature from the early American and colonial period through the periods of Realism and
Regionalism. In reading these diverse selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding
of fiction, including short stories, poetry and drama; as well as nonfiction genres, including the
oral tradition, seminal historical documents, and speeches. The student will also read Jerome
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s play The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. Arthur Miller’s play The
Crucible may be read instead of The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. In reading these American
plays and composing a dramatic scene, the student will understand drama in its historical and
literary context.
Writing instruction guides the student through the process of composing a descriptive essay and
modeling the style of an American author. Throughout the course, the student expands his
vocabulary in context. The mastery of both critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the
student become a more thoughtful and effective reader and writer.
Units:
•

•

•

Early American and Colonial Literature
In Unit 1, Early American and Colonial Literature, you will examine the concept of a
national literature and read different genres that comprise the national literary heritage of
the United States. You will read and explore the ideas and writing of the New World’s
earliest inhabitants, visitors, and settlers. You will also analyze strategies for persuasive
writing as well as the denotative and connotative meanings of vocabulary words in
context. Additionally, this unit will give you practice in composing timed writings.
American Romanticism
In Unit 2, American Romanticism (1820s–1850s), you will read and analyze the short
stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe as well as the poetry of Walt
Whitman. You will also study the subgenre of Transcendentalism. Henry David
Thoreau's "Walden" will model the descriptive writing you will compose for your first
portfolio assessment.
The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail
In Unit 3, you will read and analyze an American drama. The Night Thoreau Spent in
Jail is a play in two acts written in 1970 by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. The
play is comprised of shifting scenes from the real and imagined life of American writer
and philosopher Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862). Arrested on July 23, 1846 for failure
to pay his taxes, Henry David Thoreau spent one night in jail. The play dramatizes that
night, intercutting scenes in which Henry interacts with his cellmate with flashbacks to
events from the years leading up to the date of his arrest.
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For the second portfolio assessment, you will compose a dramatic scene. The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail is the recommended play for English 11. Arthur Miller's play The
Crucible may be read instead of The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail with prior teacher
approval. Lessons and activities for The Crucible will appear on the lower half of the
lesson pages. Do not proceed with The Crucible unless you have received prior
approval from your teacher.
Realism and Regionalism
In Unit 4, Realism and Regionalism (1860–1914), you will read, analyze, and interpret
the short stories of American Realist and Regionalist authors, as well as the poetry of
Emily Dickinson. As you examine of this literature, you will consider dialect, flashback,
characterization, figurative language, and other devices used by Realist authors. During
this unit, you will gain practice correctly using apostrophes and possessive pronouns. For
your third portfolio assessment, you will select an American short story from Unit 2 or 4
and compose an alternate ending in the style of the original author.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover the following units: Early American and Colonial
Literature, American Romanticism, The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, Realism and
Regionalism. Applying the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can
help you be successful with the multiple choice, matching, short answer, and essay
questions on the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText American Short Stories
iText Multicultural II
iText Writing with Power 11 (Green) - SE
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English 11 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise English 11. In this course, the student will focus
on the literary movements that comprise American literature, and trace the chronology of
national literature from the Modernist through the Contemporary period. In reading and
responding to these diverse literature selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding
of a myriad of fiction and nonfiction genres, including short stories, essays, poetry, drama,
memoirs, and autobiographies. The student will also read F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great
Gatsby. Ernest Hemingway’s novella The Old Man and the Sea may be read instead of The
Great Gatsby. In reading these American literature selections, the student will understand longer
works of literature in their historical and literary context.
Writing instruction guides the student through the process of composing a literary analysis and a
research paper. Throughout the course, the student expands his vocabulary in context. The
mastery of both critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the student become a more
thoughtful and effective reader and writer.
Units:
•

•

•

Voices of Modernism (1920s–1940s)
In this unit, you will study the modernism movement, which occurred from the 1920s to
the 1940s. You will read and analyze the short stories of authors such as John Steinbeck
and F. Scott Fitzgerald and the poetry of authors such as Robert Frost. You will also
practice identifying and using different types of verb forms and clauses, as well as
independent and subordinate clauses. For your portfolio assessment, you will apply your
research and writing capabilities to compose a literary analysis showcasing your
analytical and synthesizing skills.
The Research Paper
In Unit 5, you will have the opportunity to become an authority on a subject by creating
your own research report. Working through the writing process, you will select a topic,
evaluate sources and conduct research, cite sources properly, draft a report, and revise
and edit the report before publishing it and submitting it for your portfolio. You will also
read and analyze several nonfiction essays by writers of diverse backgrounds. In addition,
you will continue to learn about verb forms and tenses.
The Great Gatsby
In this unit, you will examine the narrative structure of The Great Gatsby, a novel that
depicts life among the rich during the Roaring Twenties in New York. As you read, you
will analyze point of view as well as how such literary devices as symbols and allusions
enhance the meaning of the novel. For your portfolio project, you will write a selfimprovement plan for the narrator of the novel. The Great Gatsby is the recommended
novel for English 11. Ernest Hemingway's novella The Old Man and the Sea may be read
instead of The Great Gatsby with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities for The
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Old Man and the Sea will appear on the lower half of the page. Do not proceed with The
Old Man and the Sea unless you have received approval from your teacher.
Post War Voices Emerge (1950s–1960s)
In Unit 2, you will enter the tumultuous times of post-World War II, during which time
many people fought for change and rights were being demanded. This time in history saw
the emergence of literature that voiced people’s discontent with the mundane life of
traditionalism and a desire for a break in conventional living. In this unit, you will read
and analyze the short stories of Kurt Vonnegut and John Updike as well as Martin Luther
King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech and poetry by writers of the Beat Generation. You
will also identify elements of adjectival clauses. Your portfolio assessment for this unit
will be a comparison-and-contrast essay in which you analyze the work of two authors.
Contemporary Postmodernism
In this unit, you will study a variety of voices from contemporary postmodernism
movement. The fight against racial and ethnic injustices took center stage during this
literary movement that took place from the 1960s to the 1980s. You will read poetry and
prose from authors of several different backgrounds whose writings contributed to the
mosaic of the American culture. In this unit, you will also practice identifying the
principal parts of verbs and using the six verb tenses as well as different voices and
moods of verbs. For your portfolio assignment, you will compose a memoir.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover the following units: Modernism, Postmodernism, The
Great Gatsby, and Contemporary Postmodernism. Applying the test-taking strategies that
you have previously learned can help you be successful with the multiple choice,
matching, true/false, and essay questions on the semester exam. Evaluating how you did
on the first semester exam—identifying areas of weakness and strength—can also help
you be successful on this semester’s exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText American Short Stories
iText Multicultural II
iText Writing with Power 11 (Green) - SE
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English 12 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 12. In this course, the student will take an
in-depth look at early British literature from 449 to 1798 and will examine literary forms
including the epic, poetry, drama, and the essay. The student will also read longer selections of
literature that are representative of the historical setting, including Shakespeare's Macbeth. The
student will read to gain an understanding and appreciation of the historical context from which
the literature arose. Vocabulary development and mastery of critical grammar and
communication skills prepare the student for writing creative narratives, and expository and
persuasive essays.
Units:
•

•

•

The Anglo-Saxon Period: 449–1066
In this unit, you will read the earliest works of English literature. More than a millennium
old, many of these works were passed down orally for centuries before they were written
down. Anglo-Saxon literature includes lyric poems that express emotion, as well as the
earliest epic poem of the English language, Beowulf, which presents the adventures of a
hero who is larger than life. Additionally, you will read poems from The Exeter Book, a
collection of Anglo-Saxon poetry preserved in manuscript form and dating back to the
middle of the tenth century. Finally, you will use the writing process to compose a
description based on a scene from Beowulf.
The Middle Ages: 1066–1485
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the medieval era. These
include Chaucer's narrative poem The Canterbury Tales, which presents various figures
of medieval English society and the tales they tell while traveling on a long journey,
and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a narrative poem based on the legends of King
Arthur and his court. As you read, you will learn to analyze such literary elements as
character, the narrator’s voice and perspective, and tone. You will also learn about and
examine the historical, social, and cultural climate of the Middle Ages by identifying
causes and effects. Finally, you will use the writing process to write an allegory, an
extended metaphor in the form of a short story.
Macbeth
In this unit, you will read Shakespeare's tragic tale of the rise and fall of Macbeth, a fierce
and loyal Scottish warrior is tempted by the prophecies of several witches and by his own
ambitions to become king. Macbeth and his wife alternately collaborate and contend over
the proper approach to achieve their ambitions. Macbeth, the tragic hero, discovers too
late the dangers of unchecked ambition. As you read, you will analyze and interpret the
dramatic structure of Macbeth, define words in context, and compose a persuasive essay.
Macbeth is the recommended play for English 12. Shakespeare's comedy Twelfth
Night may be read instead of Macbeth with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities
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for Twelfth Night will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages. Do not proceed
with Twelfth Night unless you have received approval from your teacher.
The Renaissance: 1485–1660
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the English Renaissance. These
include a variety of poetic genres, including sonnets and lyric, pastoral, metaphysical, and
epic poetry. As you read, you will learn to analyze such poetic elements as speaker,
figurative language, and tone. You will also learn about and examine the historical,
social, and cultural climate of the Renaissance by making generalizations about that
period. Finally, you will use the writing process to write an expository essay on a subject
of your choice.
The Restoration and the Enlightenment: 1660–1798
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the Restoration and the
Enlightenment periods. These include a variety of fiction, nonfiction, and poetic genres
including diaries, mock epics, satires, and elegies. As you read, you will learn to analyze
elements such as point of view, irony, and imagery. You will also learn about and
examine the historical, social, and cultural climate of the Restoration and the
Enlightenment by classifying information, or arranging ideas into fitting categories.
Finally, you will use the writing process to write a poem using a specified form.
Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam on the
concepts you learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it
may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you begin
to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help you
be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText British Literature
iText Frankenstein
iText Writing with Power 12 (Teal) - SE
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English 12 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise English 12. In this course, the student continues
to explore a variety of literature selections from British literature, including well-known works.
The student will learn strategies for reading lyric poetry and study the characteristics of reflective
essays. The student will analyze poetry, short stories, and essays from the Romantic Period,
Victorian Age, and Modern Era and will determine how the historical context affected the
thematic material and writing style from each era.
Writing instruction focuses on literary analysis, including in-depth instruction in the process of
writing a research paper. This project teaches the student to critically analyze primary and
secondary sources and to effectively support his ideas with information gathered from outside
sources.
Units:
•

•

The Romantic Period (1798–1832)
This unit explores elements of dialect poetry and lyrical poetry during the Romantic
period, and the Romantic sensibility expressed in the poems of the time.
Frankenstein
Frankenstein is the story of a young man, Victor Frankenstein, who becomes obsessed
with studying anatomy and determined to understand how life is created. Passionate
about science and dedicated to his dream, he creates a living being; however, his success
dramatically affects his life and the lives of his family and friends. The details of Victor’s
life are shared through letters from Robert Walton, an English explorer on an expedition
to the North Pole, to his sister Margaret Seville in England. Robert learns Victor’s tragic
tale when he rescues Victor, who is traveling by himself in the Arctic.
In this unit, you will identify literary elements, analyze characters, use comprehension
strategies to make connections and draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary
words. Frankenstein is the recommended novel for English 12. Jane Austen's novel Pride
and Prejudice may be read instead of Frankenstein with prior teacher approval. Lessons
and activities for Pride and Prejudice will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.
Published in 1813, Pride and Prejudice is the story of a middle-class English family, the
Bennets. Mr. and Mrs. Bennet have five daughters in their teens and early twenties, and
the family's security depends on the girls' prospects for marriage. Austen's novel focuses
primarily on the second-eldest of the sisters, the passionate and outspoken Elizabeth, and
her relationship with Fitzwilliam Darcy, a wealthy bachelor. In relating the romantic
adventures of Elizabeth and her sisters, Austen provides a detailed account of love and
marriage at the end of the eighteenth century. In this unit, you will identify literary
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elements, analyze characters, use comprehension strategies to make connections and
draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary words.
Writing a Research Paper
The Unit guides student through the process of developing a research paper. Students are
asked to create a multimedia presentation based on their paper and learn to interpret and
implement feedback from peers and teacher.
The Victorian Age (1832–1901)
The unit explores elements, genres, and structure of Victorian poetry.
The Modern Era (1901–Present)
This unit explores the historical, social, and cultural context of the twentieth century,
connecting it to the literary works of the time. You will read and analyze a variety of
selections, including short stories, poems, and essays. You will also develop a literary
analysis based on an aspect of the modern era.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover each unit from the semester. Applying the test-taking
strategies that you have previously learned can help you be successful with the multiple
choice, matching, short answer, and essay questions on the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText British Literature
iText Frankenstein
iText Writing with Power 12 (Teal) - SE
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Honors English 9 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Honors English 9. In this course, the student will
take an in-depth look at a variety of literature selections. In reading these diverse selections, the
student will gain a thorough understanding of fiction and nonfiction genres, including short
stories, essays, poetry, and drama. The student will also read Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of
Courage. This selection enables the student to explore universal themes and make connections
between the characters' experiences and his own. Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird may be
read instead of The Red Badge of Courage. Writing instruction focuses on analytical and
expository writing but also provides opportunities for the student to write creatively. The Honors
course includes more rigorous curriculum and provides greater opportunities for students to
explore concepts, engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

Growing Up
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections focused on the
theme of growing up. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies, such as
making inferences and forming personal connections with the text. You will also learn to
understand and analyze elements of prose and poetry such as point of view, character,
setting, symbolism, and metaphor. Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for
learning new vocabulary, such as understanding word roots, prefixes, and suffixes.
Grammar instruction will focus on reviewing the eight parts of speech. Finally, you will
develop your writing skills as you create a personal narrative.
The Forces of Nature
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections about the natural
world, with a focus on nonfiction selections. As you read, you will apply active reading
strategies such as analyzing details and using text features and graphics to understand
informational texts. You will also learn to understand and analyze elements of prose and
poetry such as imagery, irony, figurative language, and text structure. Throughout the
unit, you will also learn strategies for learning new vocabulary, with a focus on using
context clues and understanding multiple-meaning words. Grammar instruction will focus
on understanding the components of a sentence and using different sentence types.
Finally, you will develop your writing skills as you create a descriptive essay.
The Red Badge of Courage
Stephen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage relates a young man’s first experiences with
war. Set during a Civil War battle and covering the space of only a few days, the reader
sees through the eyes of new soldier Henry Fleming, seeing the frontline, hearing bullets
whiz by, smelling the forest through which he tramps, and experiencing first-hand the
mental and emotional challenges he faces. Crane’s novel was groundbreaking at the time
of its publication for both the realism with which he portrayed war and the
impressionistic overtones conveyed through the thoughts of the protagonist. In this unit,
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you will identify and analyze literary elements, discover new vocabulary terms, and use
comprehension strategies to make connections and draw conclusions. The Red Badge of
Courage is the recommended novel for Honors English 9. Harper Lee's novel To Kill a
Mockingbird may be read instead of The Red Badge of Courage with prior teacher
approval. Lessons and activities for To Kill a Mockingbird will appear on the lower half
of the lesson pages.
Other Worlds
In this unit, you will read and analyze works of science fiction that depict imaginary
worlds. Additionally, you will read essays that explore how science fiction and video
games have influenced our culture. As you read, you will continue to apply active reading
strategies, such as analyzing details and summarizing, to help prepare you to critique
these texts. You will analyze how the elements of short stories are used in the science
fiction genre and compare stories within this genre before writing a critical response to a
short story. Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for understanding scientific
and technical vocabulary in context. Grammar instruction will focus on using punctuation
correctly and following standard conventions for using italics and quotation marks.
Crossing Borders
In this unit, you will read and analyze works of fiction and nonfiction that explore the
theme of crossing borders. These borders may be physical—for instance, the
geographical borders between two countries—or psychological. You will apply active
reading strategies such as making predictions, understanding text structures, and
understanding the author’s purpose. You will analyze writers’ use of figurative language,
dialect, and tone, as well as their techniques for developing conflict. As part of your
exploration of the theme of crossing borders, you will write an informational essay about
a cultural tradition. Throughout the unit, you will also practice the strategies for
understanding vocabulary that you have learned throughout the semester. Grammar
instruction will focus on phrases and clauses.
Semester Exam

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•
•

iText E Guide to Language, Writing, & Literature
iText Pathways: Literature for Readers and Writers
iText Romeo and Juliet
iText The Red Badge of Courage
iText Writing with Power 9 (Gold) - SE
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Honors English 9 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Honors English 9. In this course, the student
continues to explore a variety of literature selections from world literature. The student will learn
strategies for reading epic poetry and study the characteristics of suspense stories. Also, the
student will analyze the elements of drama as he reads William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.
George Orwell's Animal Farm may be read instead of Romeo and Juliet.
Writing instruction focuses on analytical and expository writing, including in-depth instruction in
the process of writing a research paper. This project teaches the student to critically analyze
primary and secondary sources and to effectively support his ideas with information gathered
from outside sources.
The Honors course includes more rigorous curriculum and provides greater opportunities for
students to explore concepts, engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking
skills.
Units:
•

•

Echoes from the Past
In this unit, you will analyze fiction and poetry selections focused on ancient myths and
literature. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies such as making inferences
and forming personal connections with the text. You will also learn to understand and
analyze elements of epic poetry, such as myth, figurative language, character, and tone.
Throughout the unit, you will also learn strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as
understanding multiple-meaning words and using a dictionary. Grammar instruction will
focus on reviewing the use of pronouns. Finally, you will develop your writing skills as
you create a summary for one of the selections in this unit.
Romeo and Juliet
William Shakespeare’s classic tragedy Romeo and Juliet tells the story of two youths
desperately in love with each other despite the feud that exists between their two families.
They are secretly married, but on the same day as their marriage, Romeo is banished for
killing Juliet’s kinsman. While he is gone, Juliet fakes her death by taking a poisonous
potion in order to avoid an arranged marriage. Romeo does not learn in time that she is
not really dead, and kills himself as a result. Upon waking, Juliet discovers Romeo and
joins him in death. Through Shakespeare’s timeless story, you will identify and analyze
literary and dramatic elements, discover new vocabulary terms, and use comprehension
strategies to make connections and draw conclusions.
Romeo and Juliet is the recommended text for Honors English 9. George Orwell's novel
Animal Farm may be read instead of Romeo and Juliet with prior teacher approval.
Lessons and activities for Animal Farm will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.
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The Research Paper
In this unit, you will develop important reading and analytical writing skills as you
research and write about a topic of your choice. The lessons in the unit are planned to
guide you through the challenging but rewarding process of writing a research paper. You
will complete this project in three main phases:
•
•
•

•

•

forming research questions and gathering information
organizing and analyzing your research findings
combining your own ideas with information from your research to create an
effective, well-supported research paper

This unit differs from other units in the English 9 course in that it includes fewer reading
assignments from your textbooks. Most of the reading you complete will be conducted as
part of your research. Please note that it is especially important that you complete and
turn in writing assignments consistently throughout this unit, since each new assignment
builds on the work completed previously. Completing assignments on time and in order
will help ensure that you have adequate time to develop and refine your ideas and to
incorporate feedback from your teacher.
The Dark Side
In this unit, you will analyze fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections belonging to the
suspense and horror genres. As you read, you will apply active reading strategies, such as
making predictions and asking questions to better understand the text. You will also learn
to understand and analyze elements of suspense and horror narratives such as
foreshadowing, stock characters and archetypes, and the role of unreliable narrators. You
will also examine literary elements such as poetic devices and tone. Throughout the unit,
you will also learn strategies for learning new vocabulary, such as understanding
denotation and connotation and the use of archaic language. Grammar instruction will
focus on reviewing the rules of subject-verb agreement and the use of adjectives and
adverbs.
Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam for the
concepts you learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it
may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you begin
to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help you
be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•
•

iText E Guide to Language, Writing, & Literature
iText Pathways: Literature for Readers and Writers
iText Romeo and Juliet
iText The Red Badge of Courage
iText Writing with Power 9 (Gold) - SE
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Honors English 10
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 10 Honors. In this course, the student will
study the literature of the Americas, Europe, and Africa. In reading and responding to these
selections, the student will gain an understanding of and appreciation for both the unique
experiences of people from other cultures and the common themes that run through the human
experience regardless of culture. Writing instruction focuses on analysis, exposition, and
narrative writing with expanded opportunities for creative and fiction writing. An increased
focus on higher-order thinking, literary analysis, and vocabulary studies differentiates this course
from its standard-level equivalent.
Units:
•

•

The Literature of the Americas
America is not just the United States of America. It includes the many surrounding
countries from Canada, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Just like in the United States,
they have exciting writers who share the experiences of their country. Each writer has a
unique voice, but the countries the writers represent share a history. It is a history in
which they have been conquered and colonized by European explorers, and have opened
their doors to immigrants from many cultures.
In this unit, you will not only read a selection of literary works from the Western
Hemisphere, but also analyze literary concepts such as theme, tone, mood, and dramatic
irony. You will explore fictional stories, drama, and poetry, as well as nonfiction essays
and famous United States historical documents. During your study of grammar, you will
review the eight parts of speech and apply your knowledge of those as you compose
summaries, multi-paragraph essays and an informal letter. You will use a wide variety of
study skills to master the concepts covered in this unit.
The Literature of the Americas II
In Unit 1, you read selections from several writers in the Americas. You learned about
literary techniques such as tone, theme, imagery, and stage direction. In Unit 2, you’ll
continue reading short stories and poems written by authors from the Americas.
Selections in this unit include writings by authors from St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago,
Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. The stories cover topics such as
reconciliation, death, acceptance, anger, and relationships. There is a wealth of insight
and emotion in the writings. As you read, you will learn new vocabulary, such as
paradox, personification, and situational irony. You will also become familiar with
additional techniques, such as magic realism and repetition, that enable literature to
engage an audience from beginning to end. In this unit, you will write a compare and
contrast essay on a topic related to your reading. You will select a topic, create a rough
draft, revise, and edit your essay over the course of the unit. Additionally, you will
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continue your exploration of grammatical constructs that will enhance your oral and
written communication skills.
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is the story of a free-thinking kid, Huck
Finn, and a slave named Jim, both of whom choose to flee their oppressive lives. The two
set out on a trip down the Mississippi River that is filled with adventures and experiences
that are unique to the particular class of characters and setting of the mid-nineteenth
century. The novel’s title is sometimes extended to include Tom Sawyer’s Comrade to
indicate to readers that this is a companion novel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, told
as a first-person narrative from Huck’s point of view. Prior knowledge of Tom Sawyer is
not required. In this unit, you will identify literary elements, analyze characters, use
comprehension strategies to make connections and draw conclusions, and define
unfamiliar vocabulary words. You will also create a multimedia presentation for Unit 3's
portfolio assessment.
Of Mice and Men may be read instead of the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with prior
teacher approval. Lessons and activities for Of Mice and Men will appear on the lower
half of the page. Do not proceed with Of Mice and Men unless you have received
approval from your teacher. Of Mice and Men is the story of two men, George Milton and
Lennie Small, living a hardscrabble existence as migrant workers during the Great
Depression. Smart and practical, George has spent years looking after Lennie. Lennie is
hardworking and kind, but feeble-minded. Each man is the only "family" the other one
has. As George and Lennie move from place to place and job to job, they hope to save
enough money to buy a place of their own. Soon their dream seems within reach, but
forces beyond their control threaten to ruin their hopes forever. In this unit, you will
identify literary elements, analyze characters, use comprehension strategies to make
connections and draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary words. You will
also create a multimedia presentation for Unit 3's portfolio assessment.

•

Europe I
Europe has endured many conflicts which have influenced her literature—world wars, the
Holocaust, and the collapse of the Soviet Union are examples. Writers are among the first
targets of totalitarian regimes. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, who was twice sent to Siberia, is
one of many European authors who were exiled, imprisoned, or silenced. However, he
refused to stop criticizing Russia’s Communist regime, believing that “Literature that is
not the breath of contemporary society, that dares not transmit the pains and fears of that
society, that does not warn in time against threatening moral and social dangers—such
literature does not deserve the name of literature; it is only a façade. Such literature loses
the confidence of its own people, and its published works are used as wastepaper instead
of being read.”
In this unit, you will read selections that express some of hopes, disappointments, and
fears of the writers and of the citizens of the European states. As you read, you will learn
new literary terms, such as rhyme scheme and allusion. You will be introduced to
different character types, such as round characters, flat characters, and stock characters.
You will also write an expository essay, which will add an additional type of writing to
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your growing portfolio. Additionally, you will review and apply your knowledge and
correct use of phrases and clauses.
Europe II
In this unit, you will continue to read selections that express some of the hopes,
disappointments, and fears of the writers and of the citizens of the European states.
Selections you will read include a fable, short stories, one short story adapted from a
play, and poetry from European writers. As you read, you will learn literary devices such
as: allegory, author’s purpose, character development, dialogue, and hyperbole—all
elements that authors use to create compelling stories. You will also practice using
various clauses and different kinds of sentence structures to enhance your writing.
Additionally, you will create a personal narrative about a subject of your choice you will
draft examples of business communication in the form of a letter of complaint and a letter
of application.
Africa
The African continent includes more than 50 countries and over 800 languages. The
writers you will study in this unit come from various regions of Africa and have faced the
challenge of telling their stories in languages that honor their heritage while at the same
time reaching a wide audience. Most authors write in French and English, the languages
spoken by European colonizers. But one author, Kenyan Ngugi wa Thiong’o, writes
primarily in his native language, Gikuyu. You will read stories that reflect the authors’
analyses of life before and after colonization. They deal with subjects such as the griot
storytelling tradition, clash of European and African cultures, and the pervasive effects of
apartheid. Selections you will read include an epic poem, a first person narrative, and
several short stories. As you read, you will learn literary devices used to create interesting
stories and poems, such as personification, plot, tone, characterization, humor, theme, and
setting. You will also practice using various verb forms and learn how to strengthen your
writing through the use of vivid verbs. You will also learn elements of poetry including
sound devices, rhythm, meter, types of figurative language, and various forms that poems
can take. Finally, you will use the information you learned about poetry to create a poem.
Honors English 10A Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam on the
concepts you learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it
may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you begin
to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help you
be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•
•

iText Reading the World
iText The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
iText The Importance of Being Earnest
iText Writing with Power 10 (Yellow) - SE
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Honors English 11 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Honors English 11. In this course, the student will
focus on the literary movements that comprise American literature, and trace the chronology of
national literature from the early American and colonial period through the periods of Realism
and Regionalism. In reading these diverse selections, the student will gain a thorough
understanding of fiction, including short stories, poetry and drama; as well as nonfiction genres,
including the oral tradition, seminal historical documents, and speeches. The student will also
read Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee’s play The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. Arthur
Miller’s play The Crucible may be read instead of The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail. In reading
these American plays and composing a dramatic scene, the student will understand drama in its
historical and literary context. Writing instruction guides the student through the process of
composing a descriptive essay and modeling the style of an American author. Throughout the
course, the student expands his vocabulary in context. The mastery of both critical vocabulary
and grammar skills helps the student become a more thoughtful and effective reader and writer.
The Honors course includes more rigorous curriculum and provides greater opportunities for the
student to explore concepts, engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking
skills.
Units:
•

•

•

New World, New Voices
In Unit 1, New World, New Voices, you will examine the concept of a national literature
and read different genres that comprise our national literary heritage. You will read and
explore the ideas and writing of the New World’s earliest inhabitants, visitors, and
settlers. You will also analyze strategies for persuasive writing as well as the denotative
and connotative meanings of vocabulary words in context. Additionally, this unit will
give you practice composing timed writings.
American Romanticism (1820s–1850s)
In Unit 2, American Romanticism (1820s–1850s), you will read and analyze the short
stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe and the poetry of Walt Whitman.
You will also study the subgenre of transcendentalism, a school of thought shaped by the
prose of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Henry David Thoreau's Walden will model the
descriptive writing you will compose for your first portfolio assessment.
The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail
In Unit 3, you will read and analyze an American drama. The Night Thoreau Spent in
Jail is a play in two acts written in 1970 by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. The
play is comprised of shifting scenes from the real and imagined life of American writer
and philosopher Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862). Arrested on July 23, 1846 for failure
to pay his taxes, Henry David Thoreau spent one night in jail. The play dramatizes that
night, intercutting scenes in which Henry interacts with his cellmate with flashbacks to
events from the years leading up to the date of his arrest.
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For the second portfolio assessment, you will compose a dramatic scene. The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail is the recommended play for English 11. Arthur Miller's play The
Crucible may be read instead of The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail with prior teacher
approval. Lessons and activities for The Crucible will appear on the lower half of the
lesson pages. Do not proceed with The Crucible unless you have received prior approval
from your teacher.
Realism and Regionalism
In Unit 4, Realism and Regionalism (1860–1914), you will read, analyze, and interpret
the short stories of American Realist and Regionalist authors, as well as the poetry of
Emily Dickinson. In your examination of this literature, you will consider dialect,
flashback, characterization, figurative language, and other devices used by Realist
authors. During this unit, you will gain practice correctly using apostrophes and
possessive pronouns. For your third portfolio assessment, you will select an American
short story from Unit 2 or 4 and compose an alternate ending in the style of the original
author.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover the following units: Early American and Colonial
Literature, American Romanticism, The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, Realism and
Regionalism. Applying the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can
help you be successful with the multiple choice, matching, short answer, and essay
questions on the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText American Short Stories
iText Multicultural II
iText Writing with Power 11 (Green) – SE
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Honors English 11 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise English 11. In this course, the student will focus
on the literary movements in American literature, and trace the chronology of national literature
from the modernist through the contemporary period. In reading and responding to these diverse
literature selections, the student will gain a thorough understanding of a myriad of fiction and
nonfiction genres, including short stories, essays, poetry, drama, memoirs, and autobiographies.
The student will also read F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby. Ernest Hemingway’s
novella The Old Man and the Sea may be read instead of The Great Gatsby. In reading these
American literature selections, the student will understand longer works of literature in their
historical and literary context. Writing instruction guides the students through the process of
composing a literary analysis and a research paper. Throughout the course, the student expands
his vocabulary in context. The mastery of both critical vocabulary and grammar skills helps the
student become a more thoughtful and effective reader and writer. The Honors course includes
more rigorous curriculum and provides greater opportunities for students to explore concepts,
engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

Voices of Modernism (1920s to 1940s)
In this unit, you will study the modernism movement, which occurred from the 1920s to
the 1940s. You will read and analyze the short stories of authors such as John Steinbeck
and F. Scott Fitzgerald and the poetry of Robert Frost, among others. You will also
practice identifying and using different types of verb forms and clauses, as well as
independent and subordinate clauses. For your portfolio assessment, you will apply your
research and writing capabilities to compose a literary analysis showcasing your
analytical and synthesizing skills.
The Research Paper
In Unit 5, you will have the opportunity to become an authority on a subject by creating
your own research report. Working through the writing process, you will select a topic,
evaluate sources and conduct research, cite sources properly, draft a report, and revise
and edit the report before publishing and submitting it as your portfolio project. You will
also read and analyze several nonfiction essays by writers of diverse backgrounds. In
addition, you will continue to learn about verb forms and tenses.
The Great Gatsby
In this unit, you will examine the narrative structure of The Great Gatsby, a novel that
depicts life among the rich during the Roaring Twenties in New York. As you read, you
will analyze point of view as well as how such literary devices as symbols and allusions
enhance the meaning of the novel. For your portfolio project, you will write a selfimprovement plan for the narrator of the novel. The Great Gatsby is the recommended
novel for English 11. Ernest Hemingway's novella The Old Man and the Sea may be read
instead of The Great Gatsby with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities for The
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Old Man and the Sea will appear on the lower half of the page. Do not proceed with The
Old Man and the Sea unless you have received approval from your teacher.
Post-War Voices Emerge (1950s–1960s)
In Unit 2, you will enter the tumultuous times of post–World War II, during which time
many people fought for change and demanded their rights. This time in history saw the
emergence of literature that voiced people’s discontent with the mundane life of
traditionalism and a desire for a break from conventional living. In this unit, you will read
and analyze the short stories of Kurt Vonnegut and John Updike as well as Martin Luther
King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech and poetry by writers of the Beat Generation. You
will also identify elements of adjectival clauses. Your portfolio assessment for this unit
will be a compare-and-contrast essay in which you analyze the works of two authors.
Contemporary Postmodernism
In Unit 4, you will study a variety of voices from the contemporary postmodernism
movement. The fight against racial and ethnic injustices took center stage during this
literary movement, which took place from the 1960s to the 1980s. You will read poetry
and prose from authors of several different backgrounds whose writings contributed to
the mosaic of the American culture. In this unit, you will also practice identifying the
principal parts of verbs and using the six verb tenses as well as different voices and
moods of verbs. For your portfolio assignment, you will compose a personal narrative.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover the following units: Voices of Modernism (1920s to
1940s), Post-War Voices Emerge (1950s–1960s), The Great Gatsby, and Contemporary
Postmodernism. Applying the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can
help you be successful with the multiple-choice, matching, true/false, and essay questions
on the semester exam. Evaluating how you did on the first semester exam—identifying
areas of weakness and strength—can also help you be successful on this semester’s exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText American Short Stories
iText Multicultural II
iText Writing with Power 11 (Green) - SE
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Honors English 12 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise English 12A Honors. In this course, the student will
take an in-depth look at a variety of types of English Literature that span from the Anglo-Saxon
and Medieval Periods through the Restoration and the Enlightenment. In reading and responding
to these selections, the student will gain an understanding of fiction and nonfiction genres
including poetry, short stories, essays, and drama through examining their historical and cultural
contexts, as well as specific literary elements. The student will also read Shakespeare's Macbeth,
exploring elements of drama and common themes of the Renaissance. Writing instruction will
focus on expository and creative writing, but also provides opportunities for the student to write
personal responses to literature. Grammar instruction will focus on verbs and pronouns, as well
as clauses and sentence structure.
Units:
•

•

•

The Anglo-Saxon Period: 449–1066
In this unit, you will read the earliest works of English literature. More than a millennium
old, many of these works were passed down orally for centuries before they were written
down. Anglo-Saxon literature includes lyric poems that express emotion, as well as the
earliest epic poem of the English language, Beowulf, which presents the adventures of a
hero who is larger than life. Additionally, you will read poems from the Exeter Book, a
collection of Anglo-Saxon poetry preserved in manuscript form and dating back to the
middle of the tenth century. Finally, you will use the writing process to compose a
description based on a scene from Beowulf.
The Middle Ages: 1066–1485
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the medieval era. These
include Chaucer's narrative poem The Canterbury Tales, which presents various figures
of medieval English society and the tales they tell while traveling on a long journey,
and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a narrative poem based on the legends of King
Arthur and his court. As you read, you will learn to analyze literary elements such as
character, the narrator’s voice and perspective, and tone. You will also learn about and
examine the historical, social, and cultural climate of the Middle Ages by identifying
causes and effects. Finally, you will use the writing process to write an allegory, or an
extended metaphor in the form of a short story.
Macbeth
In this unit, you will read Shakespeare's tragic tale of the rise and fall of Macbeth, a fierce
and loyal Scottish warrior is tempted by the prophecies of several witches and by his own
ambitions to become king. Macbeth and his wife alternately collaborate and contend over
the proper approach to achieve their ambitions. Macbeth, the tragic hero, discovers too
late the dangers of unchecked ambition. As you read, you will analyze and interpret the
dramatic structure of Macbeth, define words in context, and compose a persuasive essay.
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Macbeth is the recommended play for English 12. Shakespeare's comedy Twelfth
Night may be read instead of Macbeth with prior teacher approval. Lessons and activities
for Twelfth Night will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages. Do not proceed
with Twelfth Night unless you have received approval from your teacher.
The Renaissance: 1485–1660
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the English Renaissance. These
include a variety of poetic genres including sonnets and lyric, pastoral, metaphysical, and
epic poetry. As you read, you will learn to analyze such poetic elements as speaker,
figurative language, and tone. You will also learn about and examine the historical,
social, and cultural climate of the Renaissance by making generalizations about that
period. Finally, you will use the writing process to write an expository essay on a subject
of your choice.
The Restoration and the Enlightenment: 1660–1798
In this unit, you will read literary works composed during the Restoration and the
Enlightenment periods. These include a variety of fiction, nonfiction, and poetic genres
including diaries, mock epics, satires, and elegies. As you read, you will learn to analyze
elements such as point of view, irony, and imagery. You will also learn about and
examine the historical, social, and cultural climate of the Restoration and the
Enlightenment by classifying information, or arranging ideas into fitting categories.
Finally, you will use the writing process to write a poem using a specified form.
Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam on the
concepts you have learned throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam,
it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the course outline before you
begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have previously learned can help
you be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText British Literature
iText Frankenstein
iText Writing with Power 12 (Teal) - SE
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Honors English 12 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise English 12B Honors. In this course, students will
continue to study English Literature of various genres, from the Romantic Period to the Modern
Era. Through reading and responding to these selections, the student will gain further
understanding of fiction and nonfiction including short stories, essays, and poetry. Students will
have the opportunity to analyze the literature and its elements, as well as participate in
discussions with their peers. Writing instruction will focus on the writing of a research paper and
a poem based on characteristics of the Romantic Era. Grammar instruction will focus on
pronouns and their antecedents.
Units:
•

•

The Romantic Period: 1798–1832
This unit explores element of dialect poetry and lyrical poetry during the Romantic
period, and the Romantic sensibility expressed in the poems of the time.
Frankenstein
Frankenstein is the story of a young man, Victor Frankenstein, who becomes obsessed
with studying anatomy and determined to understand how life is created. Passionate
about science and dedicated to his dream, he creates a living being; however, his success
dramatically affects his life and the lives of his family and friends. The details of Victor’s
life are shared through letters from Robert Walton, an English explorer on an expedition
to the North Pole, to his sister Margaret Seville in England. Robert learns Victor’s tragic
tale when he rescues Victor, who is traveling by himself in the Arctic.
In this unit, you will identify literary elements, analyze characters, use comprehension
strategies to make connections and draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary
words. Frankenstein is the recommended novel for English 12. Jane Austen's novel Pride
and Prejudice may be read instead of Frankenstein with prior teacher approval. Lessons
and activities for Pride and Prejudice will appear on the lower half of the lesson pages.
Published in 1813, Pride and Prejudice is the story of a middle-class English family, the
Bennets. Mr. and Mrs. Bennet have five daughters in their teens and early twenties, and
the family's security depends on the girls' prospects for marriage. Austen's novel focuses
primarily on the second-eldest of the sisters, the passionate and outspoken Elizabeth, and
her relationship with Fitzwilliam Darcy, a wealthy bachelor. In relating the romantic
adventures of Elizabeth and her sisters, Austen provides a detailed account of love and
marriage at the end of the eighteenth century. In this unit, you will identify literary
elements, analyze characters, use comprehension strategies to make connections and
draw conclusions, and define unfamiliar vocabulary words.

•

Writing a Research Paper
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In this unit, you will walk through the steps of researching and writing a research paper.
You will then create a multimedia presentation based on your paper and learn to interpret
and implement feedback from your peers and teacher.
The Victorian Age (1832–1901)
In this unit, you will read and analyze a selection of poetry from authors such as
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Thomas Hardy, and Lord Tennyson. The literary trends of
the Victorian age, which were greatly affected by the era’s Industrial Revolution, are
shown through the various poets studied in this unit. As you closely compare and analyze
their works, you will deepen your understanding and knowledge of tone, mood, and
imagery in poetry.
The Modern Era (1901–Present)
In this unit, you will explore the historical, social, and cultural context of the twentieth
century, and analyze how these aspects relate to the literary production of the time. You
will read and analyze a variety of selections, including short stories, poems, and essays.
For your portfolio assignment, you will develop a literary analysis based on an aspect of
the modern era.
English 12 Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the semester exam. Since this is a
comprehensive exam, it will cover each unit from the semester. Applying the test-taking
strategies that you have previously learned can help you be successful with the multiplechoice, matching, short answer, and essay questions on the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•
•
•

iText British Literature
iText Frankenstein
iText Writing with Power 12 (Teal) - SE
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Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will apply knowledge of algebra as he explores topics such as saving
money, spending money, and dealing with debt. The student will apply formulas to determine
account balances, monthly payments, and total costs. As the student applies knowledge in realworld scenarios, he will learn skills that provide a foundation for financial decisions.
Units:
•

•

•

Saving
In the Saving unit you are introduced to the concept of earning interest as opposed to
saving your money in a piggy bank or under the mattress. You discover how interest
allows an account balance to grow and how simple interest is different than compound
interest. You will learn about the different variables that affect the total balance in a
compound interest savings account while making connections between that type of
exponential growth and that of population and other real world scenarios.
Spending
In the Spending unit you will learn about different algebraic models that can be used to
represent data. You also see how a verbal model or written scenario can be translated into
an algebraic equation or two that can then be solved for the missing variable(s). The
examples throughout the unit connect back to the spending theme. When you reach the
middle of the unit you are introduced to the concept of income tax and then to purchasing
and financing options.
Debt
In the Debt unit you will learn about factors that can get you into debt and then how to
get yourself out of it. The unit starts with basics behind credit cards and then moves into
credit scores/reports and cash management. After learning the many ways people can
easily get themselves into debt, you will learn how to create a budget and get out of debt.
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Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In the second part of this course, the student will extend knowledge of the financial applications
of algebra by exploring investments, mortgages, and retirement savings plans. While
participating in real-world scenarios, the student will reflect on learning and evaluate progress as
he continues to exercise financial decision-making skills.
Units:
•

•

•

Mortgage
The Mortgage unit is all about what goes into borrowing a large sum of money to
purchase a home. This is one of the biggest purchases you will make. Knowing some of
the pros and cons will help you to be more knowledgeable for future decision making.
Investment
In the Investment unit you will learn about the basics behind investing. You are given the
opportunity to research some stock prices, make some predictions and calculate rates of
return. By the end of this unit you should be able to describe risk tolerance and provide
advice for someone looking to diversify his investment portfolio.
Retirement
In the Retirement unit you learn about what retirement is, how to plan for it and how to
protect your assets for future dependents and loved ones.
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Algebra 1
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Math 7 and/or Pre-Algebra prior to enrolling in
this course.

Description:
This course is the first of two that comprise Algebra 1. In this course, the student will gain a
foundational understanding of the real number system, expressions, equations, and inequalities.
The student will be taught to solve simple and multi-step equations and inequalities and represent
those solutions graphically. In addition, students will explore linear or nonlinear functions and
represent those functions on the coordinate plane. Finally, the student will solve systems of
equations and inequalities and represent those solutions graphically.
Throughout the course, problem solving, critical thinking, and real-world application of
mathematical concepts will be required.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Ready, Set, Algebra
In this unit, you will focus on new ways to think about and approach mathematics. You
will learn how to set SMART goals, establish study strategies that reduce math anxiety,
and review ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various
resources that are available to you in your Algebra 1 course.
Foundations for Algebra
In this unit, you will be provided with a general introduction to Algebra 1 by reviewing
many concepts from previous math courses including variables, expressions, and realnumber operations. This unit provides you with a solid foundation for the remainder of
Algebra 1.
Solving Equations
In this unit, you will learn how to solve problems using a variety of problem-solving
strategies including tables, graphs, and equations. This unit also includes instruction on
solving one, two, or multi-step equations, a skill that is essential to your learning of
higher-level mathematics. You will complete a variety of assessments in this unit,
including Quick Checks, quizzes, and a unit test.
Solving Inequalities
In this unit, you will learn how to solve inequalities that require one or more steps. You
will also learn how to graph the solutions to inequalities on the number line. Finally, you
will explore absolute value equations.
Introduction to Functions
In this unit, you will explore functions and their applications. You will be introduced to
the characteristics of a function and learn to compare linear and nonlinear functions. You
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will also graph functions on the coordinate plane and write functions given their graph.
Functions are an important part of algebra because they lay a foundation for
understanding higher-level mathematics problems that depend on your understanding of
the characteristics of functions.
Linear Functions
In this unit, you will learn how to use several types of linear equations, including slopeintercept, point-slope, and standard forms. You will use slope to compare parallel and
perpendicular lines and explore relationships between these types of lines.
Systems of Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you will apply what you know about linear equations and inequalities to
systems of linear equations or inequalities. You will solve systems of linear equations by
graphing, substitution, or elimination. You will graph linear inequalities and solve
systems of two linear equalities. Finally, you will apply these topics to solve real-world
scenarios.
Algebra 1 A Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the semester exam.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order
of the course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you
have previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay
questions.
Review of Algebra 1 A
In this unit, you will review the major concepts from Algebra 1A that are applicable to
Algebra 1B. These include working with integers, order of operations, solving linear
equations, working with linear functions, and graphing on a coordinate plane.
Exponents and Exponential Functions
In this unit, you will learn about expressions involving exponents in several forms. You
will learn about zero and negative exponents and use what you know about exponents to
solve problems using standard and scientific notation. You will learn and apply the rules
for multiplication and division of expressions involving exponents. Finally, you will
evaluate exponential functions and use exponential functions to solve real world
problems of exponential growth and decay.
Polynomials and Factoring
In this unit, you will learn how to classify, add, and subtract polynomials. You will also
learn to multiply polynomials and monomials, and how to factor polynomials using GCF.
You will then find the squares of a binomial, the sum and difference of squares, the
product of a sum and difference, and you will factor higher-degree polynomials.
Quadratic Functions and Equations
In this unit, you will learn how to work with quadratic functions and quadratic equations.
You will learn to graph functions in several forms and solve both quadratic equations and
quadratic functions. You will learn to simplify radicals and solve problems using radicals
in expressions and equations. You will also learn to identify extraneous solutions to
radical equations. These topics will be important foundational skills for your study of
higher level mathematics.
Rational Expressions and Functions
In this unit you will work with rational expressions and equations. To begin, you will
learn to simplify rational expressions. Then, you will learn to multiply and divide rational
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expressions and polynomials. You will also learn to simplify complex fractions. You will
learn to define inverse variations and compare direct and inverse variations, as well as
graphing rational functions.
Data Analysis and Probability
In this unit, you will explore data analysis and probability. You will work with various
graphic representations of data including tables, histograms, box-and-whisker plots, and
line graphs. Using data, you will explore measures of central tendency including mean,
median, mode, and range. Finally, you will work with permutations, combinations, and
independent and dependent events.
Semester B Exam and Review
This unit reviews concepts from Semester B of the Algebra 1 course. The unit begins
with a review assignment that will help you recall topics from Units 1–6. You will also
spend time utilizing the one-page review guides created at the end of each unit. These
review guides contain key vocabulary, points to remember, and sample problems that you
can rework. Practice opportunities from the textbook are included. The assessment is
included at the conclusion of the unit in the form of the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Algebra 1: On Level

Workbook
•

Algebra 1 Workbook
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Algebra 2 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1 and Geometry prior to enrolling in this
course.

Description:
In this first semester of Algebra 2, the student will review and expand on her learning from
Algebra 1. The beginning units will focus mostly on the equation and the inequality. The student
will write, solve, and graph these in a variety of real-world scenarios. The last few units will
focus on types of functions. The student will continue her study of quadratic functions from
Algebra 1, but will expand this to include exponential and logarithmic functions. As before, the
student will write, solve, and graph these functions. Use of a graphing calculator is encouraged.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Algebra 2
Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities
In this unit, you will explore algebraic expressions, equations, and inequalities, including
how to model and solve real-world applications using these concepts. Some of these
concepts, such as those involved in simplifying algebraic expressions and solving
equations, are a review from previous math courses, and other concepts, such as those
concerned with writing and solving equations and inequalities involving absolute value,
are new for this course. The concepts presented in this unit will be used throughout this
course, as they are the basics of Algebra 2.
Functions, Equations, and Graphs
In this unit, you will expand your knowledge of equations by exploring relations that can
be represented by special equations, called functions. Direct variation, linear, and
absolute value functions and their graphs will be used to solve a variety of problems. In
addition, you will learn the different forms in which a linear equation can be written as
well as identify transformations of functions, such as vertical and horizontal translations,
reflection, stretching, and compressing.
Linear Systems
In this unit, you will learn about linear systems and how to use them to solve problems
that come up in real situations. Throughout the unit, you will explore the different
methods for solving systems, such as using tables, graphs, or matrices, and the different
ways in which a system can be solved algebraically. Linear programming will be used to
solve real-world problems, such as ones involving maximizing profit.
Quadratic Functions and Equations
In this unit, you will explore quadratic equations and functions. You will see that when a
quadratic equation is graphed, it forms a particular type of curve called a parabola. Some
real-world situations can be modeled by parabolas—for example, the path a baseball
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makes when thrown up in the air. You will learn how to use multiple methods for solving
quadratic equations including graphing, factoring, and applying the quadratic formula.
Lastly, you will explore the set of complex numbers and quadratic systems.
Polynomials and Polynomial Functions
Previously, you explored a specific type of polynomial, a quadratic polynomial. In this
unit, you will explore a variety of polynomials, including monomials, binomials, and
trinomials. You will learn how to identify and describe the properties of polynomials
equations based on the powers of the variable terms they contain. In addition, you will
learn methods to identify and represent factors, zeros, and x-intercepts of polynomial
functions. You will identify the features of polynomial functions and their graphs and use
them to model real-world situations such as maximizing the volume of a box and
representing energy with power functions. You will also be introduced to methods and
theorems that you will apply to solve polynomial equations.
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
In this unit, you will explore two more types of functions, exponential and logarithmic.
You will use exponential functions to model real-world situations and solve real-world
problems, including problems involving interest and population growth or decay. You
will also learn how using logarithms can help you solve exponential equations. Finally,
you will learn to graph both exponential and logarithmic functions.
Semester A Review and Exam
In this unit, you will review concepts from Semester A in order to prepare for the
semester exam, which you will take at the end of this unit.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011
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Algebra 2 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Algebra 2 A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
In this second semester of Algebra 2, the student will strengthen his algebraic problem-solving
abilities and deepen an understanding of mathematics. The student will, among other things,
explore operations, graphs, and real-world applications related to both radical and rational
functions, observe different types of geometric and arithmetic patterns, examine graphs and
equations of conic sections, and calculate probabilities. The course will conclude with an
introduction to trigonometry and its associated functions.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Review of Algebra 2 A
In this unit, you will review the major concepts from Algebra 2 A that are applicable to
Algebra 2 B. These include working with linear systems of equations, quadratic
functions, exponential and logarithmic functions as well as polynomials and polynomial
functions.
Radical Functions and Rational Exponents
In this unit, you will continue to explore functions, specifically radical functions.
Operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division are performed with
radical expressions which you will learn in addition to how to simplify radical
expressions. You will learn that radical functions can be written using a symbol or by
using exponents that are fractions. You will also explore the graphs of radical functions
and their inverses. Finally, you will continue modeling real-world applications using
radical functions, such as calculating voltage or circular velocity.
Rational Functions
In this unit, you will be exploring rational functions beginning with inverse and direct
variations. Next, you will have the opportunity to stretch, compress, reflect, and translate
functions while exploring reciprocal functions. Finally, you will be adding and
subtracting rational expressions, and then solving rational equations. These concepts will
be used to solve real situations that involve two different rates, such as calculating speed
while taking into account the wind.
Sequences and Series
In this unit, you will explore different types of patterns in arithmetic and geometric
sequences. You will identify mathematical patterns and create a rule to describe a pattern.
Finally, you will find the sum of an arithmetic or geometric series, or use the sum of a
series to determine the number of terms.
Quadratic Relations and Conic Sections
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•

•

•

Different types of curves are formed when a plane and a cone intersect, depending on the
angle of intersection. In this unit, you will explore these different types of conic sections,
referred to as parabolas, circles, ellipses, and hyperbolas. You will learn about their
graphs and equations, and how to use these conic sections to model and solve problems.
Statistics
Chances of winning a lottery, batting averages, and surveys are a few of the many places
where probability and statistics appear in real-world situations. In this unit, you will
explore ideas concerning the number of ways events can occur using permutations and
combinations. You’ll learn which sampling methods reduce bias and provide good
statistical information.
Periodic Functions and Trigonometry
In this unit, you will explore periodic functions and trigonometry. The unit will begin
with exploring periodic data, which represent periodic behavior such as a heartbeat or a
sound wave. You will then use the unit circle, radian angle measures, and trigonometric
functions, such as sine, cosine, and tangent. You will learn how to model real-world
situations and solve problems using trigonometric functions. Finally, you will explore
trigonometric identities and equations. Using inverse trigonometric functions and basic
identities, such as reciprocal, tangent, and cotangent identities, you will be able to create
and solve trigonometric equations in order to solve problems.
Semester B Review and Exam
In this unit, you will review concepts from semester B in order to prepare for the
semester exam, which you will take at the end of this unit.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011
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AP Calculus AB A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Precalculus, or
Trigonometry/Analytical Geometry prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing
calculator is required for this course.

Description:
AP Calculus AB is a college-level course covering such concepts as derivatives, integrals, limits,
approximation, applications, and modeling. In the first semester, the student will begin by
reviewing function notation, before exploring absolute value, piecewise, exponential,
logarithmic, trigonometric, polynomial, and rational functions. After studying limits and
continuity, the student will move on to concepts of derivatives, including the chain rule,
differentiation, implicit differentiation, and logarithmic differentiation. Toward the end of the
course, the student will apply what he has learned to solve integration problems.
Units:
•
•

Introduction: Preparation for Calculus
Limits and Continuity
After you complete this unit you should be able to:
• find the limit of a function as x approaches a given value (analytically, numerically,
and graphically)
• determine if a function is continuous at a given point
• find a one sided limit
• determine if a function is approaching infinity as x approaches a given value
• Differentiation
After you complete this unit you should be able to:
• find the derivative of basic functions using the limit definition
• find derivatives of polynomial, rational, radical, and trigonometric functions using the
power rule, product rule, quotient rule, and chain rule
• find derivatives using implicit differentiation
• solve related rates problems
• Applications of Differentiation
After you complete this unit you should be able to:
• use the derivative to identify horizontal tangents
• use the first and second derivative tests to locate relative maximum and minimum
values of a function
• use the second derivative to find the concavity of a function
• use derivatives to determine when the graph of a function is increasing and/or
decreasing and has relative extreme values, inflection points, and asymptotes
• solve optimization problems
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•

calculate the differential of a function
• Integration
After you complete this unit you should be able to:
• find the antiderivative of polynomial and trigonometric functions
• use a Riemann sum to calculate the area under a curve
• explain how the fundamental theorem of calculus allows us to find definite integrals
using the antiderivative of a function
• use substitution to solve integrals where appropriate
• use the trapezoid rule to find the value of a definite integral numerically
Online Text/eBook
•

iText AP Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 4th Ed.
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AP Calculus AB B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete AP Calculus AB A prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or
TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
AP Calculus AB is a college-level course covering such concepts as derivatives, integrals, limits,
approximation, applications, and modeling. The student will begin by reviewing function
notation, before exploring absolute value, piecewise, exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric,
polynomial, and rational functions. After studying limits and continuity, the student will move on
to concepts of derivatives, including the chain rule, differentiation, implicit differentiation, and
logarithmic differentiation. Toward the end of the course, the student will apply what he has
learned to solve integration problems.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Transcendental Functions
After you complete this unit, you should be able to do the following:
• Find the derivatives and integrals of exponential and logarithmic functions including
bases other than e.
• Find the derivatives of inverse functions and inverse trigonometric functions.
Differential Equations
After you complete this unit, you should be able to do the following:
• Solve Differential Equations using Growth and Decay Models and the Separation of
Variables method.
• Use Slope Fields to picture approximate solutions to the differential equation.
Applications of Integration
After you complete this unit, you should be able to do the following:
• Use integrals to find the area under a curve and the area between two curves.
• Use the disc or washer method to calculate the volume of solids or rotation.
• Find the volume of solids with known cross sections.
Integration Techniques
After you complete this unit, you should be able to do the following:
• Determine which of the previously used formulas and integration techniques are
appropriate for solving a given problem.
• Use computer technology to find integrals that do not fit formulas.
• Use L'Hopital's rule to calculate derivatives.
Course Review
Unit 5 uses the AP Review course to help you to prepare for the exam and directs you to
answer specific questions about the activities in the review lessons.
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText AP Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 4th Ed.
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AP Calculus BC A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Precalculus, or
Trigonometry/Analytical Geometry prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing
calculator is required for this course.

Description:
AP Calculus BC is an extension of Calculus AB. The course emphasizes broad concepts and
applicable methods. The student will describe and analyze functions, limits, and graphs, calculate
and apply derivatives, interpret and apply integrals, and study polynomial approximations and
series. The course provides opportunities for the student to apply concepts to real-world
situations.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Limits and Continuity
Unit 1 is AP Calculus AB material. In Unit 1, you are introduced to limits. The concept is
taught first from an intuitive view using graphs and tables and is then followed with an
analytical approach. One-sided limits are addressed and lead to the definition of
continuity.
Differentiation
Unit 2 is AP Calculus AB material. Unit 2 presents the definition of a derivative, follows
up with techniques of differentiation, and concludes with Related Rates problems.
Applications of Differentiation
Unit 3 contains the applications of differential calculus. You'll be applying all those
derivative rules that you learned in unit 2, so be sure that you are comfortable with them!
Integration
Unit 4 is AP Calculus AB material. This is one of the most important units in the course
with the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Make sure students understand the concept
of a Riemann sum.
Transcendental Functions
This unit is mostly AP Calculus AB material. Unit 5 teaches the calculus of
transcendental functions. You will generally not have a lot of trouble with this unit but
need to memorize the formulas. The course does not cover hyperbolic functions
(section A6 in the text). Lesson 6 contains new material to AB students: logarithmic
differentiation.
Differential Equations
This unit covers differential equations. Parts of this unit are AB topics. Not all lessons are
covered in the textbook.

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText AP Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 4th Ed.
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AP Calculus BC B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete AP Calculus BC A prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or
TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
AP Calculus BC is an extension of Calculus AB. The course emphasizes broad concepts and
applicable methods. The student will describe and analyze functions, limits, and graphs;
calculate and apply derivatives; interpret and apply integrals; and study polynomial
approximations and series. The course provides opportunities for the student to apply concepts to
real-world situations.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Unit 1 - Applications of Integrations
In this unit, you will learn about applications of integration. Not all lessons are covered in
the textbook.
Unit 2 - Integrations Techniques
This unit covers techniques of integration, L'Hopital's Rule and improper integrals. Not
all lessons are covered in the textbook.
Unit 3 - Infinite Series Part I
This unit is the first half of chapter 9 in the textbook. This unit covers all the tests for
convergence. You should memorize these tests.
Unit 4 - Infinite Series Part II
Unit 4 covers the first half of chapter 10 in the textbook. This material covers Power,
Taylor and Maclaurin series, Taylor and Maclaurin polynomials and error computation.
You will find this material challenging.
Unit 5 - Parametric and Polar
This unit covers most of chapter 11 in the textbook (we do not do two of the textbook
sections on conics.) Some of this material should be a review from Precalculus. We also
include the AP material on Vectors in this unit, which is not covered in the textbook.
Unit 6 - Getting Ready for the Exam
The purpose of this Unit is to discuss the format and scoring of the AP Calculus BC
Exam and to discuss test-taking techniques.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText AP Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 4th Ed.
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Calculus A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Precalculus or Algebra 2 prior to enrolling. A TI83+ or TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
Calculus A introduces limits, differentiation, and applications of differentiation. The student will
find and evaluate finite and infinite limits graphically, numerically, and analytically. The student
will find derivatives using a variety of methods including the chain rule and implicit
differentiation. Then the student will use the first derivative test and the second derivative test to
analyze and sketch functions. Finally, the student will find derivatives using a variety of methods
including substitution.
The use of a graphing calculator is considered an integral part of the course and the student will
use a graphing calculator throughout this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction
Welcome to Calculus A. This brief unit introduces the course objectives and presents tips
and grading guidelines for the Research Paper, which you will work on throughout the
semester.
Limits and Their Properties
In this unit you will learn how to calculate limits and explore their central role in
calculus. You will study the notation, domain, and range of functions as well as the
families, transformations, and compositions of functions. Throughout the unit you will
apply what you learn to real-world situations. You will also continue to work on your
research paper.
Differentiation
In this unit you will learn how to calculate derivatives, one of the two major tools of
calculus. You will study the rules of differentiation, explore the connection between
differentiability and continuity, use derivatives to find rates of change, distinguish
between functions written in implicit and explicit form, and apply related rates to solve
real-world problems. Also, you will continue to work on your research paper.
Applications of Differentiation
In this unit, you will learn the fundamental applications of differentiation using the first
and second derivatives. You will find extrema over closed intervals, sketch and analyze
the graph of a function, solve applied minimum and maximum problems, and use a
tangent line approximation. In addition, you will apply several tests and theorems
including Rolle's Theorem, the Mean Value Theorem, and the First and Second
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Derivative tests. You will complete your research paper by the end of this unit.
•

Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 13th Edition

Textbook
•

Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 13th Edition
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Calculus B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Calculus A prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or TI-84+
graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
Calculus B introduces integration of functions, differential equations, and applications of
integration. The student will calculate antiderivatives using a variety of methods including
substitution. The student will evaluate integrals using a variety of methods including numerical
integration. Then the student will understand and apply Riemann sums, definite integrals, and the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. In particular, the student will differentiate and integrate
logarithmic, exponential, and inverse trigonometric functions. The student will solve simple
differential equations, which can be solved by separation of variables, and use the calculations to
solve applied problems. The student will use integration to determine the area between two
curves, volume, and surface area. Finally, the student will apply integration to determine work,
center of mass, and fluid force.
The use of a graphing calculator is considered an integral part of the course and the student will
use a graphing calculator throughout this course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Integration
In this unit, you will learn the fundamentals of integration, a key concept of calculus. You
will use integration to find the area of regions, apply the Fundamental Theorem of
Calculus, compare differentiation and integration, and study the Trapezoidal Rule and
Simpson’s Rule. In addition, you will research Georg Riemann, a German mathematician
who made significant contributions to geometry and calculus.
Logarithmic, Exponential, and other Transcendental
In this unit, you will learn to apply integration to different functions, including
trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. You will also explore how integration applies to
the natural logarithmic function. You will learn how to use different functions to solve
real-world problems, including the design of suspension bridges.
Differential Equations
In this unit, you will use differentiation and integration to solve differential equations.
You will use differential equations to solve real-world problems involving cooling and
falling objects, temperature variance, and bacterial growth. In addition, you will learn
how to solve logistic differential equations, first-order linear differential equations, and
Bernoulli differential equations.
Applications of Integration
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•

In this unit, you will continue to apply the technique of integration. Specifically, you will
learn how to calculate the area of a section between two curves; determine volumes, arc
lengths, and areas of a surfaces; and use the disc, washer, and shell methods to solve
problems. In addition, you will learn how calculus applies to physics as you calculate the
work done by a constant force.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the course. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers to
questions before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 13th Edition

Textbook
•

Thomas' Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 13th Edition
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Consumer Math A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Consumer Math. In this course, the student will
learn that money is lost or gained depending upon the information a consumer has to help him
make informed decisions. Retailers, banks, and credit card companies may not provide
consumers with all the information they need to make good decisions. By the end of this course,
the student will understand the history of money, define fixed costs and discretionary spending,
understand the importance of savings, and recognize the dangers of debt. This course will ask the
student to look hard at his financial choices including spending patterns, purchasing motivations,
and how to make some difficult decisions.
Units:
•

•

•

Money and Spending
In this unit, you will learn the necessary skills to establish a solid consumer mathematics
foundation. Concepts emphasized in this unit will reappear throughout the course, so take
the time to complete each lesson carefully.
As you work through the unit, you will explore the history of currency and how it has
changed over time. You will calculate discount, sales tax, and the cost of single items
using many real-world situations. You will learn how to estimate expenses before going
to the register at a store or receiving a check at a restaurant. You will analyze the
information on an invoice and examine the different methods of payment. Finally, you
will explore the fundamentals of creating a budget by estimating your expenses and
saving money.
Controlling Expenses
This unit focuses on calculating total expenses using addition and subtraction of
decimals, multiplication and division of decimals, and percentages of numbers. You will
learn to read tables with specific situational data including time and money to determine
the best plan for using electricity and telephones. You will also learn how to make
estimations when shopping and then use those estimations to calculate the total bill at a
restaurant including sales tax and tip. Then, you will complete activities to keep track of
your expenses and checking balance. Lastly, you will perform computations involving
wage earnings in order to determine how many work hours a purchase requires.
Finances: Income and Debt
Interest, earnings, and savings are the key concepts in this unit. You will solve problems
involving the formula for simple interest to determine various earnings on savings. You
will learn the difference between involuntary and voluntary pay deductions and use a
percentage of a number to determine net income. You will also have an opportunity to
explore the effects of compounding interest on a traditional savings over a long period of
time as compared to a simple interest computation over the same period of time. By the
end of the unit, you will have a greater understanding of how credit cards have an impact
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•

•

•

on your financial health by completing problems using interest calculations and late fees.
Through these calculations, you will compare the final cost of these credit card
purchases, which may change your mind about purchasing items that are wants (luxuries)
rather than needs (necessities).
Dealing with Debt
Debt is an inevitable part of your financial life and this unit focuses on different types of
debt and the mathematical computations involved. You differentiate between fixed
expenses and discretionary expenses, then calculate your total fixed expenses using
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of decimals, and finally determine how
much of your gross pay is allowed for housing and fixed expenses using percentage of a
number. You complete decimal computations again when paying off credit card debt over
a long period of time. Finally, you explore the methods used to calculate your credit score
and your credit scores impact on interest rates involving debt and savings. You will
interpret a data table to complete your calculations, and then compare outcomes based on
several situations.
Review
This unit reviews the information taught in Units 1 – 4 in preparation for the course final.
You review key concepts from Unit 1 such as bartering, exchange rates, and purchasing
goods from grocery and departments stores. You use decimal computations to calculate
final costs and then comparing of decimals to make recommendations on purchases. Unit
2’s review continues the theme of decimal computations but expands to include
controlling your expenses and keeping track of income through utilization of a checking
account. Unit 3 focused on tabulating interest using the I=Prt simple interest formula and
the impact long periods of time can have on savings growth. You also review calculating
gross pay, deductions, and net income. Finally for Unit 4’s review, you complete
comparisons involving credit card debt versus savings lost, the impact of various
payments of paying off debt, the work hours cost of purchases, and the effects of
different credit scores on interest rates.
Final Exam
In this unit, you will take the final exam. The final exam may include any material that
has been presented throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may
be helpful to organize your notes before you begin to review.
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Consumer Math B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Consumer Math. In this course, students will
continue to learn how to make good financial decisions. Retailers, banks, and credit card
companies may not provide consumers with all the information they need to make good
decisions. By the end of this course, the student will differentiate between secured and unsecured
debt, learn how to create a budget, examine a credit report, and discover the best way to increase
income and decrease expenses. This course will provide the student with the skills to make good
financial decisions.
Units:
•

•

•

Debt vs. Savings
In this unit, you learn more about types of debt from credit cards (unsecured debt) to
home mortgages (secured debt). You learn why good credit is an advantage when
acquiring debt and how to avoid bad credit. Using interest rate tables that take credit
scores and secured versus unsecured loans into consideration, you will compute interest
accrued on loans. You will analyze the impacts of maintaining a good credit history on
your long term ability to save. Given various credit situations, you will determine which
financial approach is the best by completing computations involving simple interest,
money, and long term payoff amounts.
Budgeting
Budgets are used to accomplish a variety of financial goals whether you are saving for an
emergency fund or retirement. This unit focuses on the key parts of a budget and the
proper way to develop one. You revisit computations involving housing expenses and
fixed costs and use proportions to determine the realized income needed to stay within
the percentage limits allowed. You will calculate how much of an emergency fund you
need based on housing expenses and fixed costs and then develop a plan of saving
involving either a percentage of your discretionary monies or income from a 2nd job.
Lastly, you will complete computations for how much money an emergency fund can
save you in the case when you need to use it versus if you had used a credit card, and
then how long it will take you to rebuild your emergency fund.
Finances
You have already considered the impact of your credit score on your ability to save and
interest rates on debt. This unit will focus you on increasing your savings through other
ways. You will complete calculations involving paying off high interest debt more
quickly by paying more than the minimum and compare the savings both in money and
time. You will learn about how carpooling can save you and coworkers money on
transportation costs, and compare the benefits of moving from one part-time job to
another even though the base pay rate may be less. Coupons were one form of saving
when shopping but another is bulk or volume purchasing. You learn when it is a good
thing to visit a wholesale club store and the savings that can be had when compared to
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•

•

local store prices by completing multiplication and division problems involving money.
Lastly, you will learn the statistical value of attaining certain educational degrees by
analyzing data from the United States Bureau of Labor and turning your educational level
into money terms.
Savings and Financial Planning
This unit takes a more detailed look at savings plans. You will learn the key element to a
good savings plan and then why it is important to diversify. You will learn about the
stock market and treasury bonds as other options to reach your savings goals but also
identify the advantages and disadvantages of these options. You will make many
calculations using percentages and money, whether to calculate your realized income or
the down payment for a house. You will compare savings outcomes and the effect of
shifting monies from one savings instrument to another. This unit will also explain how a
long-term savings goal can be translated into monthly goals. Lastly, you will examine the
importance of contracts to your life and their specific implications when you loan money
to friends or when your parents rent you an apartment to attend college away from home.
Review
This unit reviews the information taught in Units 1–4 in preparation for the course final.
You will review key concepts from Unit 1, such as the difference between secured and
unsecured debt, the benefits of maintaining good credit, and the effects these items have
on the interest rates you pay. The review for Unit 2 focuses on the development of a
budget and the impact a second job (or in your case, a part-time job) can have on your
ability to save. The review for Unit 3 revisits how to increase your income by obtaining a
job, a part-time job, or gaining more education. You will also review additional ways you
can reduce your spending through sharing of expenses by doing such things as carpooling
or buying items in bulk. Lastly, you will reexamine Unit 4, which looks in more detail at
developing a savings plan, being realistic about your goals, and the importance of
contracts to your financial well-being. Key vocabulary from these
units includes appreciation, assets, depreciation, educational attainment, part-time
job, median income, down payment, and closing costs. Mathematical skills that are
important in this review include the ability to work with money using addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division—computing your net hourly income to
computing how many hours you must work to purchase an item or meet a goal.
Final Exam
In this unit, you will take the final exam. The final exam may include any material that
has been presented throughout the semester. Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may
be helpful to organize your notes before you begin to review.
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Geometry A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1 prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Geometry. Throughout the course, the student
will use virtual manipulatives and tools to explore the principles of logic, proofs, and
constructions. The student will use the midpoint and distance formulas to solve a variety of
problems involving the coordinate plane. The student will also study parallel and perpendicular
lines, including special angle pairs. The student will explore transformations in the coordinate
plane and apply them to other geometrical concepts. This course will conclude with the use
of triangle concepts to find angle measures, prove triangles congruent, and discover relationships
within one and two triangles. Throughout the course, the student will learn concepts through a
variety of instructional strategies, solve real-world applications, and complete an assortment of
activities.
Units:
•

Focus on Success in Geometry
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach geometry. You will learn
how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce anxiety, and review ways
to be an active learner. The goal of this unit is to help you establish a positive mindset at
the start of the course. This includes understanding how effort impacts goal obtainment,
appreciating the importance of taking initiative with learning, and embracing the many
resources available to help you throughout the course, such as your fellow students, your
teacher, online tools, and your Learning Coach.

•

Tools of Geometry
This unit introduces various topics in geometry. The beginning of the unit involves
representing three-dimensional solid figures using nets, isometric drawings, and
orthographic drawings. Special drawing techniques are introduced, such as slanted lines
to represent three-dimensional perspective and dashed lines to represent hidden lines. An
introduction to basic geometry terms such as points, lines, and planes is included. These
are introduced as the building blocks of geometry on which all other geometry terms are
defined. Postulates and axioms are introduced as well as naming techniques. Measuring
segments and angles are introduced along with the Ruler Postulate, Segment Addition
Postulate, Protractor Postulate, and Angle Addition Postulate. Types of angles as well as
special angle pairs and their relationships are included. The degree unit is introduced and
the use of a protractor to find angle measure is included. A ruler is also used to find
segment length. Problems involving algebra, such as solving linear equations, are used to
find segment lengths and angle measures. The concept of creating constructions without
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the use of measurement by using only a straightedge and protractor is introduced in this
unit. Four basic constructions are included, such as constructing congruent segments,
congruent angles, perpendicular bisectors, and angle bisectors. These constructions will
be used to create other constructions, such as an equilateral triangle. They will also be
used to solve problems, such as creating a 45o angle.
The unit concludes with finding the midpoint of segments on a number line and on a
coordinate plane using the midpoint formulas. The distance formula is used to find the
distance between two points in a coordinate plane. Algebra skills are reviewed as
necessary for solving problems using midpoint and distance formulas. Other formulas
included at the end of the unit are formulas used to find perimeter, circumference, and
area of geometric figures such as squares, rectangles, triangles, and circles. The area of a
region is also explored.
Many new vocabulary terms associated with the topics are included. A variety of realworld applications are embedded throughout the unit. A variety of activities are also used
to enhance instruction, such as BrainPOP® movies, Gizmos, Discovery
Education™ streaming movies, SkillsTutor™, and PowerGeometry. Assessments in Unit
1 include quick checks, quizzes, a unit portfolio involving origami, a discussion on how
math is used in daily life, and a unit test.
•

Reasoning and Proof
This unit focuses on reasoning and writing formal proofs. You will explore conditional
and biconditional statements. The conclusion of the unit introduces two types of formal
proofs, two-column proofs and paragraph proofs. Finally, you will complete a portfolio
project about the ancient Greeks' use of deductive reasoning and mathematics, and
participate in a discussion on biconditionals and definitions.

•

Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
In this unit, you will explore concepts associated with parallel and perpendicular lines.
The unit begins with identifying parallel, perpendicular, and skew lines. Parallel and
perpendicular planes will also be introduced, as well as the special types of angles formed
by two lines and a transversal. You will participate in a discovery activity that explores
special properties of angles formed by two parallel lines and a transversal. The theorems
and postulate for the special angle pairs will be proven and used to find angle measures.
Then the converse of these theorems and postulate are introduced and used to prove lines
parallel. Different forms of proofs such as two-column, paragraph, and flow-proofs
involving parallel and perpendicular lines will be included. Theorems involving triangles
are also introduced, such as the triangle angle-sum theorem and triangle exterior angle
theorem. New constructions involving parallel and perpendicular lines are then
introduced, as well as constructions involving special quadrilaterals and a regular
polygon inscribed in a circle.
Activities throughout the unit include dynamic online activities, BrainPOP® movies,
Gizmos, SkillsTutorTM, and Teachlet® tutorials. Practice opportunities such as online
practice, textbook problems, journal entries, and worksheets are included. Assessments
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are included throughout the unit in the form of Quick Checks, quizzes, a unit test, and a
portfolio involving constructions.
•

Transformations
Concepts related to transformations are explored in this unit. Students will explore
translations, reflections (including glide reflection and compositions of reflections),
rotations, and dilations. Students will identify, find, and compose transformations both on
and off the coordinate plane. Students will identify isometries as well as the type of
symmetry in figures and three-dimensional objects. Students will also use reflection to
minimize distance, find angles of rotation, and scale factor for dilation. A variety of
activities are used in lessons throughout the unit to aid instruction. Activities involving
the textbook, Teachlet® tutorials, and movie clips provide information on concepts and
using concepts to solve problems. Real-world examples are incorporated into each lesson.
A variety of worksheets, such as question worksheets based on examples in the textbook,
puzzle worksheets, and practice worksheets involving problem-solving are used to
practice concepts and review vocabulary. Math writing journal activities as well as online
interactive activities provide discovery learning opportunities for students.
A variety of assessment tools are incorporated into each lesson. Online practices, selfcheck activities, and feedback are used throughout. Assessments such as quick checks,
quizzes, and a unit test appear at the end of each lesson. A portfolio involving frieze
patterns is also used for assessment purposes.

•

Congruent Triangles
This unit covers concepts associated with congruent triangles, such as identifying
corresponding parts of congruent triangles, identifying isosceles and equilateral triangles,
proving triangles congruent, and proving parts of triangles congruent. Lessons build
on your understanding and skills related to angles and triangles. Visualization skills will
be used for overlapping triangles. Theorems and postulates such as SSS, SAS, ASA,
AAS, and HL will be introduced throughout the unit. Corresponding parts of congruent
triangles are congruent (CPCTC) are used to prove parts of triangles congruent. You will
use and apply properties of isosceles and equilateral triangles. You will also prove two
triangles congruent using other congruent triangles. A variety of methods will be used
throughout the unit for instruction, practice, and review of concepts. You will complete
worksheets and online practice for various concepts. Math writing journal activities
require you to relate concepts to real-world applications and apply your knowledge in
order to respond to thought-provoking questions. Online and interactive activities, such
as Teachlet® tutorials, SkillsTutor™ exercises, and Gizmos will be used to further your
understanding of concepts.
Various assessments will be used throughout the unit to measure your progress such as
Quick Checks, quizzes, and a unit test. You will also complete a unit portfolio that
involves viewing a Discovery Education™ streaming video on how math played a role in
the design, technology, and construction of ancient Greek architecture and modern
skyscrapers using triangles. You will then complete related tasks involving architecture
and triangles to complete the portfolio.
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•

Triangles
In this unit, you will discover and explore concepts involving relationships within
triangles. You will expand on the skills learned in previous units, such as using the
midpoint formula to find the midsegments of triangles and the distance formula to
examine relationships in triangles. You will learn new theorems, such as the Triangle
Midsegment Theorem, Perpendicular Bisector Theorem, and Angle Bisector Theorem, as
well as theorems related to concurrency in triangles and triangle inequality.
You will also explore relationships within a triangle using the Corollary to the Triangle
Exterior Angle Theorem as well as those theorems related to triangle inequality. Finally,
you will identify and use properties of midsegments, perpendicular bisectors, angle
bisectors, medians, altitudes, and inequalities involving angles and sides of triangles
through a variety of activities.
Activities in this unit include Teachlet® tutorials, worksheets, writing journal activities,
Gizmos, and online interactive activities aligned to the textbook through
PowerGeometry. You will take a variety of assessments throughout the unit to gauge
your comprehension of concepts. You will get instant feedback from self-check
assessments embedded in each lesson. You will also complete a portfolio project. Other
assessments include Quick Checks, quizzes, and a unit test.

•

Geometry A Semester Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the semester exam.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order
of the course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you
have previously learned can help you with both the objective questions and essays.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Geometry: On Level
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Geometry B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Geometry A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Geometry. Throughout the course, the student
will use virtual manipulatives and tools to explore area, surface area, and volume, and study the
concept of similarity as it relates to various figures. The student will begin with an exploration of
polygons, with a focus on different types of quadrilaterals. The student will use Trigonometry
and right triangle concepts, such as 30-60-90, 45-45-90, and the Pythagorean Theorem to solve
problems. The student will learn to use formulas to find the areas of a variety of twodimensional shapes. This course concludes with an exploration of concepts related to circles,
such as arcs, angles, and intersecting lines such as chords, secants, and tangents.
Throughout the course, the student will learn concepts through a variety of instructional
strategies, solve real-world applications, and complete an assortment of activities.
Units:
•

Review of Geometry A
In this unit, you will review the major concepts from Geometry A that are applicable to
Geometry B. These include the basic tools of geometry, reasoning and proof, properties
of parallel and perpendicular lines, and working with congruent triangles.

•

Polygons and Quadrilaterals
In this unit, you will examine properties of quadrilaterals and use the properties to prove
and classify special types of quadrilaterals such as parallelograms, rectangles, rhombuses,
squares, trapezoids, and kites. You will use properties of parallel and perpendicular lines
and diagonals to classify quadrilaterals. You will also use theorems to find angle
measures of polygons, both interior and exterior angles. You will explore geometry in the
coordinate plane through classifying polygons in the coordinate plane with formulas such
as slope, midpoint, and distance as well as naming coordinates using variables for a
general polygon and proving theorems using coordinate proofs.
You will complete various activities throughout the unit to apply your knowledge. You
will create and use Venn diagrams to show the relationships among polygons, equilateral
polygons, equiangular polygons, and regular polygons. You will also complete
interactive Gizmos to explore angle sums of polygons and properties of special
parallelograms, and to classify quadrilaterals. You will watch BrainPOP® movies,
Teachlet® tutorials, and homework video tutors throughout the unit to aid instruction.
Finally, you will engage in online practice and math writing journal activities to further
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reinforce understanding of various concepts.
There are self-check activities, feedback, and assessments embedded throughout the unit.
Assessments include a portfolio on the coordinate grid system throughout history and a
discussion on the coordinate proof, as well as quick checks, quizzes, and a unit test.
•

Similarity
In this unit on similarity, you will learn to use ratios to compare quantities, write
proportions, and solve problems. You will also use ratios and proportions to determine
whether two polygons are similar, to find unknown side lengths of similar figures, and to
solve problems relating to scale factor. You will explore similar triangles and related
postulates and theorems. Finally, you will use similarity to find indirect measurements in
right triangles, as well as the relationship between segments and between lengths.

•

Right Triangles and Trigonometry
In this unit, you will explore concepts related to right triangles. You will use the
Pythagorean Theorem and explore the concept of a Pythagorean triple, as well as
properties of special right triangles. You will use trigonometric ratios to find side lengths
and angle measures of right triangles. To solve real-world scenarios, you will use angles
of elevation and depression. Your activities include a class discussion involving ramp
building codes and a unit portfolio that explores the history and many proofs of the
Pythagorean Theorem.

•

Area
In this unit, you will explore and find the area of polygons and circles. You will use
formulas to find areas of regular polygons, parallelograms, triangles, trapezoids,
rhombuses, kites, and circles, including parts of circles such as sectors and segments.
You will use trigonometry to find the areas of regular polygons and triangles, as well as
the area formula for a triangle given SAS. In addition, you will use 30°-60°-90° and 45°45°-90° special triangles to find area. You will also learn and apply concepts related to
regular polygons, including perimeter and area ratios of similar figures, as well as circle
concepts like naming arcs, finding arc measure and length, and finding the circumference
of a circle. You will use these concepts to find the area of composite figures and missing
dimensions of figures, in addition to using them to solve real-world applications. Finally,
you will complete a portfolio project involving circle graphs, and participate in a
discussion about Heron's Formula.

•

Surface Area and Volume
This unit covers area and volume of three-dimensional solids. The unit begins with
defining the polyhedron space figure, the parts of a polyhedron, and examining cross
sections. Euler's Formula is introduced and used to find the number of faces, vertices, or
edges of a polyhedron. Students will explore and use formulas to find lateral areas,
surface areas, and volume of three-dimensional solids, such as prisms, cylinders,
pyramids, cones, and composite figures. Sphere terminology such as center, radius,
diameter, great circle, hemispheres, and circumference are explored and defined.
Students will use formulas to find the area and volume of spheres. The unit ends with
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exploring the areas and volumes of similar solids, including identifying similar solids,
finding scale factor, and using area and volume ratios to solve problems.
•

Circles
This unit explores concepts related to circles, such as central angles, inscribed angles, and
angles formed by intersecting lines–including chords, tangents, and secants. Students will
examine the relationships between angles both inside and outside of a circle and the
measure of the intercepted arcs. These relationships, as well as properties of tangents,
will be used to solve problems involving angle measure, arc measure, and segment
lengths. Students will also explore circles in the coordinate plane, including writing an
equation of a circle in standard form. Using radius, circle center, or a point on the circle,
students will graph circles in the coordinate plane and be able to identify circle center and
radius in an equation of a circle in standard form. A variety of instructional strategies and
activities are used to engage students and enhance instruction. Such activities include
online Teachlet® tutorials, Gizmo™ activities, math writing journal activities, puzzles,
and practice worksheets. Online practice, self-assessment, and problem feedback are
included throughout the unit. Students will also complete a unit portfolio involving
paper-folding activities to explore properties of chords.

•

Geometry B Semester Exam
This unit reviews concepts from Semester B of the Geometry course. The unit begins
with a review assignment which intends to help the student recall topics from Units 1
through 6. A vocabulary activity explores special terms and properties from the course.
Two Quarter Tests are also given for students to practice the concepts from this semester
in a more formal format. The assessment is included at the conclusion of the unit in the
form of the Semester Exam.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Geometry: On Level
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Honors Algebra 1
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Math 7 and/or Pre-Algebra prior to enrolling in
this course.

Description:
This course is the first of two that comprise Honors Algebra 1. In this course, the student will be
exposed to higher-level mathematics. The student will begin by reviewing basic real number
operations and properties before learning how to translate between verbal descriptions of real-life
situations and data presented in tables, graphs, and equations. Next the student will solve multistep equations and inequalities. The student will write and graph linear equations in various
forms. Other topics in the course include sequences and series, absolute value, rate of change,
and set notation. By the end of the course, the student will solve linear systems of equations and
inequalities. Throughout the course, the student will solve real-world problems and model realworld scenarios.
Throughout the course, the student will be introduced to multiple problem-solving strategies and
will be exposed to various technologies that can be utilized when solving algebra problems.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Ready, Set, Algebra
In this unit, you will focus on new ways to think about and approach mathematics. You
will learn how to set SMART goals, establish study strategies that reduce math anxiety,
and review ways to be an active learner. In addition, this unit introduces the various
resources that are available to you in your Algebra 1 course.
Foundations for Algebra
In this unit, you will gain a general introduction to Algebra 1 by reviewing many
concepts from previous math courses, including variables, expressions, and real-number
operations. This unit will provide you with a solid foundation for the remainder of
Algebra 1. You will complete a unit portfolio project in which you will apply your
knowledge of using variables to represent unknown and variable quantities, and writing
expressions and equations.
Solving Equations
In this unit, you will learn how to solve problems using a variety of problem-solving
strategies including tables, graphs, and equations. This unit also includes instruction on
solving one, two, or multi-step equations, a skill that is essential to your continuing
knowledge of higher-level mathematics. You will complete a variety of assessments in
this unit, including quick checks, quizzes, and a unit test.
Solving Inequalities
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In this unit, you will learn how to solve inequalities that require one or more steps. You
will also learn how to graph the solutions to inequalities on the number line. Finally, you
will explore absolute value equations.
Introduction to Functions
In this unit, you will explore functions and their applications. You will be introduced to
the characteristics of a function and be able to compare linear and nonlinear functions.
You will also graph functions on the coordinate plane and write functions given their
graph. Functions are an important part of algebra because they lay a foundation for
understanding higher-level mathematics problems. This unit will also introduce you to
key vocabulary terms used when describing functions.
Linear Functions
In this unit, you will learn how to use several types of linear equations, including slopeintercept, point-slope, and standard forms. You will use slope to compare parallel and
perpendicular lines and explore relationships between those types of lines.
Systems of Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you will apply what you know about linear equations and inequalities to
systems of linear equations or inequalities. You will solve systems of linear equations by
graphing, substitution, or elimination. You will also be introduced to the topic of matrices
and use them to solve systems of equations. You will graph linear inequalities and solve
systems of two linear equalities. Finally, you will apply these topics to solve real-world
scenarios. In this unit, you will apply what you know about linear equations and
inequalities to systems of linear equations or inequalities. You will solve systems of
linear equations by graphing, substitution, or elimination. You will also be introduced to
the topic of matrices and use them to solve systems of equations. You will graph linear
inequalities and solve systems of two linear equalities. Finally, you will apply these
topics to solve real-world scenarios.
Honors Algebra 1 A Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the semester exam.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order
of the course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you
have previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay
questions.
Exponents and Exponential Functions
In this unit, you will learn about expressions involving exponents in several forms. You
will learn about zero and negative exponents and use what you know about exponents to
solve problems using standard and scientific notation. You will learn and apply the rules
for multiplication and division of expressions involving exponents. Finally, you will
evaluate exponential functions and use exponential functions to solve real world
problems of exponential growth and decay.
Polynomials and Factoring
In this unit, you will learn how to classify, add, and subtract polynomials. You will also
learn to multiply polynomials and monomials, and how to factor polynomials using GCF,
squares of a binomial, sum and difference of squares, and product of a sum and
difference, and how to factor higher-degree polynomials.
Quadratic Functions and Equations
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•

•

•

In this unit, you will learn how to work with quadratic functions and quadratic equations.
You will learn how to graph quadratic functions and solve both quadratic equations and
quadratic functions. You will also learn to choose between different models to display
data, and finally, you will solve systems of linear and quadratic equations. These topics
will be important foundational skills for your study of higher-level mathematics.
Rational Expressions and Functions
In this unit, you will work with rational expressions and equations. To begin, you will
learn to simplify rational expressions. Then you will learn to multiply and divide rational
expressions and polynomials. You will also learn to simplify complex fractions. These
skills will allow you to add and subtract rational expressions, and solve rational equations
and proportions. You will learn to define inverse variations and compare direct and
inverse variations. Finally, you will learn to graph rational functions.
Data Analysis and Probability
In this unit, you will explore data analysis and probability. You will work with various
graphic representations of data including tables, histograms, box-and-whisker plots, and
line graphs. Using data, you will explore measures of central tendency including mean,
median, mode, and range. Finally, you will work with permutations, combinations, and
independent and dependent events.
Semester B Exam and Review
This unit reviews concepts from Semester B of the Honors Algebra 1 course. The unit
begins with a review assignment to help you recall topics from Units 1–6. You will also
spend time utilizing the one page review guides created at the end of each unit. These
review guides contain key vocabulary, points to remember, and sample problems that you
can rework. Practice opportunities from the textbook are included. The assessment is
included at the conclusion of the unit in the form of the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Algebra 1: On Level

Workbook
•

Algebra 1 Workbook
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Honors Algebra 2 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1 and Geometry prior to enrolling in this
course.

Description:
In this first semester of Honors Algebra 2, the student will review and expand on their learning
from previous math courses. This honors-level course will challenge the student to work at an
accelerated pace and to take learning beyond what is required in the standard-level course. The
beginning units will focus mostly on the equation and the inequality, which the student will
write, solve, and graph in a variety of real-world scenarios. The last few units will focus on types
of functions. The student will continue their study of quadratic functions from Algebra 1, but
will expand this to include exponential and logarithmic functions. As before, the student will
write, solve, and graph these functions. Use of a graphing calculator is encouraged.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

Focus on Success in Algebra 2
Expressions, Equations, and Inequalities
In this unit, you will explore algebraic expressions, equations, and inequalities, including
how to model and solve real-world applications using these concepts. Some of these
concepts, such as those involved in simplifying algebraic expressions and solving
equations, are a review from previous math courses, and other concepts, such as those
concerned with writing and solving equations and inequalities involving absolute value,
are new for this course. The concepts presented in this unit will be used throughout this
course, as they are the basics of Algebra 2.
Functions, Equations, and Graphs
In this unit, you will expand your knowledge of equations by exploring relations that can
be represented by special equations, called functions. Direct variation, linear, and
absolute value functions and their graphs will be used to solve a variety of problems. In
addition, you will learn the different forms in which a linear equation can be written as
well as identify transformations of functions, such as vertical and horizontal translations,
reflection, stretching, and compressing.
Linear Systems
In this unit, you will learn about linear systems and how to use them to solve problems
that come up in real situations. Throughout the unit, you will explore the different
methods for solving systems, such as using tables, graphs, or matrices, and the different
ways in which a system can be solved algebraically. Linear programming will be used to
solve real-world problems, such as ones involving maximizing profit.
Quadratic Functions and Equations
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•

•

•

In this unit, you will explore quadratic equations and functions. You will see that when a
quadratic equation is graphed, it forms a particular type of curve called a parabola. Some
real-world situations can be modeled by parabolas—for example, the path a baseball
makes when thrown up in the air. You will learn how to use multiple methods for solving
quadratic equations including graphing, factoring, and applying the quadratic formula.
Lastly, you will explore the set of complex numbers and quadratic systems.
Polynomials and Polynomial Functions
Previously, you explored a specific type of polynomial, a quadratic polynomial. In this
unit, you will explore a variety of polynomials, including monomials, binomials, and
trinomials. You will learn how to identify and describe the properties of polynomial
equations based on the powers of the variable terms they contain. In addition, you will
learn methods to identify and represent factors, zeroes, and x-intercepts of polynomial
functions. You will identify the features of polynomial functions and their graphs and use
them to model real-world situations such as maximizing the volume of a box and
representing energy with power functions. You will also be introduced to methods and
theorems that you will apply to solve polynomial equations.
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
In this unit, you will explore two more types of functions, exponential and logarithmic.
You will use exponential functions to model real-world situations and solve real-world
problems, including problems involving interest and population growth or decay. You
will also learn how using logarithms can help you solve exponential equations. Finally,
you will learn to graph both exponential and logarithmic functions.
Semester A Review and Exam
In this unit, you will review concepts from Semester A in order to prepare for the
semester exam, which you will take at the end of this unit.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011
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Honors Algebra 2 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Honors Algebra 2 A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
In this second semester of Honors Algebra 2, the students will strengthen his algebraic problemsolving abilities and deepen his understanding of mathematics. An emphasis will be placed on
rigorous instruction to prepare students for success in higher-level mathematics courses like
Statistics and Calculus. The student will, among other things, explore operations, graphs, and
real-world applications related to both radical and rational functions, observe different types of
geometric and arithmetic patterns, examine graphs and equations of conic sections, and calculate
probabilities. The course will conclude with an introduction to trigonometry and its associated
functions.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Radical Functions and Rational Exponents
In this unit, you will continue to explore functions, specifically radical functions.
Operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division are performed with
radical expressions that you will learn, in addition to how to simplify radical expressions.
You will learn that radical functions can be written using a symbol or by using exponents
that are fractions. You will also explore the graphs of radical functions and their inverses.
Finally, you will continue modeling real-world applications using radical functions, such
as calculating voltage or circular velocity.
Rational Functions
You are designing a rectangular garden. You have enough soil for a garden that is 64
square feet in area. Think about the different possible dimensions for the length and
width of a rectangular-shaped garden with this area. The table shows that as the length of
the garden increases, the width decreases, and as the width of the garden increases, the
length decreases. In other words, the length and width vary inversely. As one side
increases, the other side decreases. In this lesson, you will learn how to recognize inverse
variation functions and apply inverse variation to solve problems.
Sequences and Series
In this unit, you will explore different types of patterns in arithmetic and geometric
sequences. You will identify mathematical patterns and create a rule to describe a pattern.
Finally, you will find the sum of an arithmetic or geometric series, or use the sum of a
series to determine the number of terms.
Quadratic Relations and Conic Sections
Different types of curves are formed when a plane and a cone intersect, depending on the
angle of intersection. In this unit, you will explore these different types of conic sections,
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•

•

•

referred to as parabolas, circles, ellipses, and hyperbolas. You will learn about their
graphs and equations, and how to use these conic sections to model and solve problems.
Probability and Statistics
Chances of winning a lottery, batting averages, and surveys are a few of the many places
where probability and statistics appear in real-world situations. In this unit, you will
explore ideas concerning the number of ways events can occur using permutations and
combination. You’ll learn which sampling methods reduce bias and provide good
statistical information.
Periodic Functions and Trigonometry
In this unit, you will explore periodic functions and trigonometry. The unit will begin
with exploring periodic data, which represent periodic behavior such as a heartbeat or a
sound wave. You will then use the unit circle, radian angle measures, and trigonometric
functions, such as sine, cosine, and tangent. You will learn how to model real-world
situations and solve problems using trigonometric functions. Finally, you will explore
trigonometric identities and equations. Using inverse trigonometric functions and basic
identities, such as reciprocal, tangent, and cotangent identities, you will be able to create
and solve trigonometric equations in order to solve problems.
Semester B Review and Exam
In this unit, you will review concepts from semester B in order to prepare for the
semester exam, which you will take at the end of this unit.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011

Textbook
•

Prentice Hall Algebra 2 © 2011
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Honors Geometry A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 1 prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
This course is the first of two that comprise Honors Geometry. In this course, the student will
explore geometry concepts and apply them to real-world problems. The student will begin by
defining basic geometric terms, postulates, and theorems before learning how to apply them to
parallel and perpendicular lines. Next, the student will learn about the different types of
transformations and apply them to geometry. Finally, the student will explore relationships in
triangles, quadrilaterals, and other polygons.
Throughout the course, the student will be introduced to many higher mathematical concepts and
applications.
Units:
•

•

Focus on Success in Geometry
In this unit, you will focus on ways to think about and approach geometry. You will learn
how to set personal goals, establish study strategies that reduce anxiety, and review ways
to be an active learner. The goal of this unit is to help you establish a positive mindset at
the start of the course. This includes understanding how effort impacts goal obtainment,
appreciating the importance of taking initiative with learning, and embracing the many
resources available to help you throughout the course, such as your fellow students, your
teacher, online tools, and your Learning Coach.
Tools of Geometry
This unit introduces various topics in geometry. The beginning of the unit involves
representing three-dimensional solid figures using nets, isometric drawings, and
orthographic drawings. Special drawing techniques are introduced, such as slanted lines
to represent three-dimensional perspective and dashed lines to represent hidden lines. An
introduction to basic geometry terms such as points, lines, and planes is included. These
are introduced as the building blocks of geometry on which all other geometry terms are
defined. Postulates and axioms are introduced as well as naming techniques. Measuring
segments and angles are introduced along with the Ruler Postulate, Segment Addition
Postulate, Protractor Postulate, and Angle Addition Postulate. Types of angles as well as
special angle pairs and their relationships are included. The degree unit is introduced and
the use of a protractor to find angle measure is included. A ruler is also used to find
segment length. Problems involving algebra, such as solving linear equations, are used to
find segment lengths and angle measures. The concept of creating constructions without
the use of measurement by using only a straightedge and protractor is introduced in this
unit. Four basic constructions are included, such as constructing congruent segments,
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congruent angles, perpendicular bisectors, and angle bisectors. These constructions will
be used to create other constructions, such as an equilateral triangle. They will also be
used to solve problems, such as creating a 45o angle.
The unit concludes with finding the midpoint of segments on a number line and on a
coordinate plane using the midpoint formulas. The distance formula is used to find the
distance between two points in a coordinate place. Algebra skills are reviewed as
necessary for solving problems using midpoint and distance formulas. Other formulas
included at the end of the unit are formulas used to find perimeter, circumference, and
area of geometric figures such as squares, rectangles, triangles, and circles. The area of a
region is also explored.
Many new vocabulary terms associated with the topics are included. A variety of realworld applications are embedded throughout the unit. A variety of activities are also used
to enhance instruction, such as BrainPOP® movies, Gizmos, Discovery
Education™ streaming movies, SkillsTutor™, and PowerGeometry. Assessments in Unit
1 include quick checks, quizzes, a unit portfolio involving origami, a discussion on how
math is used in daily life, and a Unit Test.
•

•

•

Reasoning and Proof
This unit focuses on topics related to reasoning and writing formal proofs. In the
beginning of this unit, conditional statements are explored, including converses, inverses,
and contrapositives. Biconditionals are used to help define and create good definitions.
Formal notation is emphasized in the use of a truth table to examine the validity of an
argument. Students will then use deductive reasoning and the Properties of Equality to
justify steps when solving an equation.
The conclusion of the unit introduces two types of formal proofs, two-column proofs and
paragraph proofs. Properties of Congruence as well as theorems involving angles are
included. Students will learn how to set up a two-column proof and will be given tips on
writing formal proofs. Acceptable reasons to use in proofs are specified. Students will be
assessed throughout the unit with a variety of assessments, such as quick checks, quizzes,
a portfolio project involving how Greeks used deductive reasoning and mathematics, a
discussion on biconditionals and definitions, and a unit test.
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
In this unit, you will explore concepts associated with parallel and perpendicular lines.
You will begin by identifying parallel, perpendicular, and skew lines, as well as parallel
and perpendicular planes. You will prove the theorems and postulate for the special angle
pairs and use them to find angle measures. Then you will use the converse of these
theorems and postulate to prove lines parallel. You will also learn the different forms of
proofs, such as two-column, paragraph, and flow proofs. Finally, you will practice using
different theorems and making new constructions.
Transformations
You will explore concepts related to transformations in this unit: translations, reflections
(including glide reflection and compositions of reflections), rotations, and dilations. You
will identify, find, and compose transformations both on and off the coordinate
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plane. You will then identify isometries as well as the type of symmetry in figures and
three-dimensional objects. You will also use reflection to minimize distance, find angles
of rotation, and find scale factor for dilation. Finally, you will explore how
transformations are made in the three-dimensional coordinate graphing system, evaluate
polygons to see if they form a tessellation, and complete a portfolio involving frieze
patterns.
Congruent Triangles
This unit covers concepts associated with congruent triangles, such as identifying
corresponding parts of congruent triangles, identifying isosceles and equilateral triangles,
proving triangles congruent, and proving parts of triangles congruent. Lessons build on
students' understanding and skills related to angles and triangles. Visualization skills are
used for overlapping triangles. Theorems and postulates such as SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS,
and HL are introduced throughout the unit. The definition corresponding parts of
congruent triangles are congruent (CPCTC) is used to prove parts of triangles congruent.
Students will use and apply properties of isosceles and equilateral triangles. Students will
also prove two triangles congruent using other congruent triangles. The difference
between congruence and similarity is introduced for further units of study.
A variety of methods are used throughout the unit for instruction, practice, and review of
concepts. Students will complete worksheets and online practice for various concepts.
Math writing journal activities require students to relate concepts to real-world
applications and apply their knowledge in order to respond to thought-provoking
questions. Hands-on exploration activities are provided through the Concept Byte
activities in the textbook. Online and interactive activities, such as Teachlet® tutorials,
SkillsTutor™, and Gizmos are used to further students' understanding of concepts.

•

Various assessments are used throughout the unit to measure student progress such as
Quick Checks, quizzes, and a unit test. Students will also complete a unit portfolio which
involves viewing a Discovery Education™ streaming movie about the role of math in the
design, technology, and construction of modern skyscrapers and ancient Greek
architecture using triangles. Students will then complete related tasks involving
architecture and triangles to complete the portfolio.
Triangles
In this unit, students will be discovering, exploring, and learning concepts involving
relationships within triangles. Students will expand on the skills learned in previous units,
such as using the midpoint formula to find the midsegments of triangles and the distance
formula to examine relationships in triangles. New theorems are introduced, such as the
Triangle Midsegment Theorem, Perpendicular Bisector Theorem, and Angle Bisector
Theorem. Also included are theorems related to concurrency in triangles and triangle
inequality. There will be an emphasis on coordinate geometry and applications to linear
equations. Students will explore relationships within a triangle using the Corollary to the
Triangle Exterior Angle Theorem, as well as those theorems related to triangle
inequality.
Students will identify and use properties of midsegments, perpendicular bisectors, angle
bisectors, medians, altitudes, and inequalities involving angles and sides of triangles
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through a variety of activities. These activities are designed and used for instruction,
review, and practice of concepts in order to engage students throughout the Unit.
Activities in this unit include Teachlet® tutorials, worksheets, writing journal activities,
Gizmos, and online interactive activities aligned to the textbook through
PowerGeometry.

•

A variety of assessments are used throughout the unit to gauge student comprehension of
concepts. Self-check assessments are embedded in each lesson and provide students with
feedback. Students will also complete a portfolio project. Other assessments include
quick checks, quizzes, and a unit test.
Semester A Exam and Review
This unit reviews concepts from Semester A of the Geometry course. The unit begins
with a review assignment that helps students recall topics from Units 1–6. A matching
and vocabulary activity explores special terms and properties from the course. Practice
opportunities such as online practice, textbook problems, and worksheets are included.
The assessment is included at the conclusion of the unit in the form of the semester exam.
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Honors Geometry B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Honors Geometry A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
This course is the second of two that comprise Honors Geometry. In this course, the student will
expand his or her knowledge of geometric relationships. The student will begin with an
exploration of polygons, with a particular focus on different types of quadrilaterals. The student
will also develop relationships between similar figures. Next, the student will be introduced to
the trigonometric relationships in right triangles, and the area and volume of figures. Finally, the
student will explore characteristics of circles. Throughout the course, the student will be
introduced to many higher mathematical concepts and applications.
Units:
•

Polygons and Quadrilaterals
In this unit, students will examine properties of quadrilaterals and use the properties to
prove and classify special types of quadrilaterals, such as parallelograms, rectangles,
rhombuses, squares, trapezoids, and kites. Properties of parallel and perpendicular lines
and diagonals will be used to classify quadrilaterals. Students will use theorems to find
angle measures of polygons, both interior and exterior angles. Geometry in the coordinate
plane will be explored through classifying polygons in the coordinate plane using
formulas such as slope, midpoint, and distance, as well as naming coordinates using
variables for a general polygon and proving theorems using coordinate proofs. Students
will be exposed to the polar graphing system.
Various activities are used throughout the unit to support student learning. Students are
encouraged to create and use Venn diagrams to show the relationships among polygons,
equilateral polygons, equiangular polygons, and regular polygons. Interactive Gizmos are
used throughout the unit to explore angle sums of polygons, properties of special
parallelograms, and to classify quadrilaterals. Worksheets will help to review vocabulary,
enhance instruction, and practice concepts. Students will view a BrainPOP® movie clip
on the types of triangles. Teachlet® tutorials and homework video tutors are used
throughout the unit to aid instruction. Online practice and math writing journal activities
are used to encourage student thinking and understanding of various concepts.

•

Self-check activities, feedback, and assessments are embedded throughout the unit. A
portfolio on the coordinate grid system throughout history and a discussion on the
coordinate proof serve as assessments. Other assessments include Quick Checks, quizzes,
and a unit test.
Similarity
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The focus of this unit is similarity. You will use ratios to compare quantities, write
proportions, and solve problems. Next, you will use ratios and proportions to determine
whether two polygons are similar, to find unknown side lengths of similar figures, and to
solve problems relating to scale factor. You will also explore similar triangles and the AA
Similarity Postulate, SAS Similarity Theorem, and SSS Similarity Theorem to prove
triangles similar. You will next use similarity to find indirect measurements using
geometric mean relationships in right triangles where the altitude is drawn to the
hypotenuse. The relationship between the segments formed when two or more parallel
lines intersect other lines, and the relationship between lengths formed by an angle
bisector in a triangle are further concepts you will practice, as well as the Side-Splitter
Theorem and the Triangle-Angle-Bisector Theorem. Finally, you will explore fractals and
the golden ratio, and complete a portfolio project involving a scale drawing.
Right Triangles and Trigonometry
In this unit, you will explore concepts related to right triangles. You will use the
Pythagorean Theorem and explore the concept of a Pythagorean triple, as well as
properties of special right triangles. You will use trigonometric ratios to find side lengths
and angle measures of right triangles. To solve real-world scenarios, you will use angles
of elevation and depression. Your activities include a class discussion involving ramp
building codes and a unit portfolio that explores the history and many proofs of the
Pythagorean Theorem.
Area
In this unit, you will explore and find the area of polygons and circles. You will use
formulas to find areas of regular polygons, parallelograms, triangles, trapezoids,
rhombuses, kites, and circles, including parts of circles, such as sectors and segments.
You will use trigonometry to find the areas of regular polygons and triangles as well as
the area formula for a triangle given SAS. In addition, you will use 30°-60°-90° and 45°45°-90° special triangles to find area. You will also learn and apply concepts related to
regular polygons, including perimeter and area ratios of similar figures, as well as circle
concepts like naming arcs, finding arc measure and length, and finding the circumference
of a circle. You will use these concepts to find the area of composite figures and missing
dimensions of figures as well as to solve real-world applications. Finally, you will
complete a portfolio project involving circle graphs and participate in a discussion about
Heron's Formula.
Surface Area and Volume
This unit covers area and volume of three-dimensional solids. You will begin with the
definition of a polyhedron space figure, the parts of a polyhedron, and its cross sections.
You will then use Euler's Formula to find the number of faces, vertices, or edges of a
polyhedron. You will also explore and use formulas to find lateral areas, surface areas,
and volume of such three-dimensional solids as prisms, cylinders, pyramids, cones, and
composite figures. The revolution of regions to create three-dimensional objects like
cylinders and cones will help you visualize the creation of these models. You will explore
the sphere concepts of center, radius, diameter, great circle, hemispheres, and
circumference, and use formulas to find the area and volume of spheres. Finally, you will
finish the unit by exploring the areas and volumes of similar solids, including identifying
similar solids, finding scale factor, and using area and volume ratios to solve problems.
Circles
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This unit explores concepts related to circles, such as central angles, inscribed angles, and
angles formed by intersecting lines, including chords, tangents, and secants. You will
examine the relationships between angles both inside and outside of a circle and also the
measure of the intercepted arcs. You will then use these relationships, as well as
properties of tangents, to solve problems involving angle measure, arc measure, and
segment lengths. Next, you will explore circles in the coordinate plane, including writing
an equation of a circle in standard form. Finally, using radius, circle center, or a point on
the circle, you will graph circles in the coordinate plane and be able to identify circle
center and radius in an equation of a circle in standard form.
Geometry B Semester Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the Geometry B Semester Exam.
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Honors Precalculus A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 2 prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
This course, which includes a more rigorous curriculum and opportunities for critical thinking
and enrichment, is an in-depth study of functions and a review of algebraic, geometric, and
trigonometric principles and techniques. Students investigate and explore the characteristics of
linear, polynomial, and trigonometric functions, and use graphing calculators to solve and
evaluate various functions, equations, and inequalities.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Linear Relations and Functions
In this unit, you will review previously learned mathematical principles and extend prior
mathematical knowledge. Concepts emphasized in this unit will reappear throughout the
course, so take the time to complete each lesson carefully. As you work through the unit,
you will have the opportunity to review properties and operations of linear and nonlinear
relations and functions. You will focus on the concepts of function composition and use
these concepts to graph functions. You will also review how to write linear equations as
well as equations for parallel and perpendicular lines. Then, you will use these concepts
to model real-world situations that involve linear functions. Finally, you will identify and
graph piecewise functions.
Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you will evaluate and graph systems of equations with two and three
variables. You will review how to add, subtract, and multiply matrices. Then, you will
use matrices to model motion and solve systems of equations using the inverses of
matrices. You will also solve systems of linear inequalities by graphing and locating the
minimum and maximum values. Finally, you will be introduced to linear programming
procedures and use these procedures to solve real-world linear programming problems.
The Nature of Graphs
In this unit, you will analyze and create graphs to solve many real-world situations. First,
you will perform tests on a graph to determine if the graph of a relation is symmetrical.
You will also identify and sketch linear and nonlinear families of graphs, including
transformations, polynomials, absolute value, and radical inequalities. Then, you will
solve and graph inverses of relations and functions problems. You will identify and
evaluate continuity, end behavior, critical points, and extrema of functions. Finally, you
will graph radical functions and solve direct, inverse, and joint variation problems.
Polynomial and Rational Functions
In this unit, you will continue your study of polynomial and rational functions. You will
find the roots of polynomial equations as well as use the discriminant to describe the
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roots of quadratic equations. You will calculate the factors of a polynomial using the
Remainder, Factor, and Rational Root Theorems. Then, you will solve rational equations
and decompose a fraction into partial fractions. You will also solve radical equations and
inequalities using the same procedures you learned throughout this unit. Finally, you will
use polynomial functions to solve real-world situations.
The Trigonometric Functions
In this unit, you will explore trigonometric functions. You will review angle and degree
measure concepts as well as how to calculate the values for the trigonometric ratios using
a right triangle. You will find the values of the six trigonometric rations using the unit
circle. Then, you will apply your knowledge of trigonometry to determine inverse
trigonometric functions, to find missing angle and side measures, and to solve right
triangles. Finally, you will explore and solve problems using the Law of Sines and the
Law of Cosines.
Graphs of Trigonometric Functions
In this unit, you will continue your study of trigonometry by examining graphs of
trigonometric functions. You will review angle and radian measure concepts including
radian and degree measure, arc length, and area of a sector. You will explore linear and
angular velocity. Then, you will examine the graphs for the sine and cosine functions. In
addition, you will learn how to calculate the amplitude and period as well as translate the
graphs for the sine and cosine functions. Finally, you will graph other trigonometric
functions including secant, cosecant, tangent, and cotangent functions as well as graph
inverse trigonometric functions.
Trigonometric Identities and Equations
In this unit, you will identify trigonometric identities and solve trigonometric equations.
You will explore reciprocal, quotient, Pythagorean, symmetry, and opposite-angle
trigonometric identities and use them to verify other trigonometric identities. Then, you
will learn and solve trigonometric equations and inequalities using the sum, difference,
double-angle, and half-angle identities. Finally, you will learn how to write a linear
equation in normal form and find the distance from a point to a line.
Honors Precalculus A Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Honors Precalculus B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Honors Precalculus A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
The second course in Honors Precalculus examines vectors and parametric equations, complex
numbers, and exponential and logarithmic functions. The final unit introduces students to the
fundamentals of calculus. Mathematical reasoning and problem solving skills are stressed as
students prepare for future high school or college coursework in calculus. This Honors level
course includes more rigorous curriculum and greater opportunities for students explore concepts
and demonstrate critical thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

Vectors and Parametric Equations
In this unit, you will review previously learned mathematical principles and extend prior
mathematical knowledge. Concepts emphasized in this unit will reappear throughout the
course, so take the time to complete each lesson carefully. As you work through the unit,
you will be introduced to vectors and parametric equations. You will explore vector
notation, including terms such as magnitude, direction, and resultant. You will learn how
to add, subtract, and multiply vectors algebraically and geometrically. Then, you will
determine if two vectors are perpendicular by finding their cross product. You will write,
solve, and graph two-dimensional and three-dimensional vector and parametric equation
problems. Finally, you will use your knowledge of vectors to solve real-world
applications involving vectors.
Polar Coordinates and Complex Numbers
In this unit, you will expand your knowledge of complex numbers and be introduced to
polar coordinates. You will continue your study of polar coordinates by graphing polar
equations, converting polar and rectangular coordinates, and writing the polar form of a
linear equation. Then, you will learn how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide complex
numbers in rectangular form as well as multiply and divide complex numbers in polar
form. Finally, you will use De Moivre’s Theorem to calculate the powers and roots of
complex numbers.
Conics
In this unit, you will review and expand your knowledge of geometry. You will review
how to find the distance and midpoint using a coordinate plane and prove geometric
relationships. Then, you will use algebra to write and graph the standard and general form
of an equation for circles, ellipses, hyperbolas, and parabolas. You will explore
rectangular and parametric forms of conic sections. You will identify the discriminant
and graph conic transformations. Finally, you will solve systems of second-degree
equations and inequalities.
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Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
In this unit, you will explore exponential and logarithmic functions. You will evaluate
and simplify rational exponent expressions and equations, graph exponential equations
and functions, and solve exponential growth and decay problems using the number e.
Then, you will solve equations and inequalities involving common and natural
logarithms. Finally, you will model real-world situations with exponential and
logarithmic functions.
Sequences and Series
In this unit, you will continue your study of sequences and series. You will identify and
use formulas to generate mathematical patterns, arithmetic sequences, and geometric
sequences. You will explore limits and use them to evaluate infinite arithmetic and
geometric sequences and series. Then, you will analyze a series to determine if it
convergent or divergent. You will write a series in sigma notation using the nth term.
You will learn the Binomial Theorem and use it to solve special sequences and series.
Finally, you will solve and graph functions using iteration and prove conjectures using
mathematical induction.
Combinatorics and Probability
In this unit, you will extend your knowledge of probability. You will review the Counting
Principle, independent and dependent events, permutations, and combinations. You will
explore permutations with repetitions and circular combinations. Then, you will solve
problems that involve the probability of an event, odds, probability of a compound event,
and conditional probability. Finally, you will find the probability of an event using the
Binomial Theorem.
Statistics and Data Analysis
In this unit, you will explore statistics and data analysis methods. You will draw and
interpret data using bar graphs, line plots, back-to-back bar graphs, three-dimensional bar
graphs, and histograms. You will calculate measures of central tendency for a set of data.
Then, you will analyze data using measures of variability including range, quartiles,
interquartile range, semi-interquartile range, mean deviation, and standard deviation. You
will explore normal distributions. Finally, you will determine the standard error of the
mean and level of confidence for a sample set of data.
Calculus
In this unit, you will be introduced to the fundamental concepts in calculus. You will
calculate limits for polynomial and rational functions. Then, you will explore derivatives
and antiderivatives in polynomial functions. You will calculate the area under a curve
using integrals. Finally, you will evaluate definite and indefinite integrals of a polynomial
function using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Honors Precalculus B Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Pre-Algebra B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Pre-Algebra. In this course, the student will
explore basic algebraic principles. The student will examine and evaluate two-step and multistep equations and inequalities and then explore and use graphs to solve linear relations and
functions. Next, the student will be introduced to basic concepts of geometry including angle
relationships, parallel lines, polygons, circles, and transformations. Next, the student will apply
their knowledge of geometry and algebra to solve area and volume problems. Finally, the
students will examine data analysis and probability.
Units:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Geometry
In this unit, you will learn to classify polygons based upon their sides and angles, and
perform computations using related angles and parallel lines. In addition, you will find
the area of common figures and the circumference of circles. Finally, you will use basic
geometry tools to construct angles and parallel lines.
Measurement
This unit focuses on the skills of calculating surface area and volume. By the end of the
unit, you will be able to calculate the exact surface area and volumes of specific 3-D
figures that are based upon rectangles and circles, including spheres. You will display
your knowledge at the end in a portfolio project by finding, measuring, and calculating
the surface area and volume of two items you probably already have at home.
Using Graphs to Analyze Data
In this unit of the course, you will examine, analyze, and construct scatter plots and
tables. With these skills, you will be able to roughly predict the strength and direction of
a pattern of association between two things. You will also find measures of central
tendency and determine which graph and measure of central tendency best represents a
data set.
Probability
In this unit of the course, you will find probabilities and odds of events.
Functions
This unit focuses on the concept of functions. By the end, you will be able to identify a
function as an equation having one output for every input, and you will be able to graph
linear and non-linear functions on a coordinate plane.
Polynomials and Properties of Exponents
In this final unit, you will be working with expressions called polynomials. By the end,
you will be able to add, subtract, and multiply these expressions. You will also simplify
powers and use negative and zero exponents.
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Precalculus A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion Algebra 2

Description:
This course is an in-depth study of functions and a review of algebraic, geometric, and
trigonometric principles and techniques. Students investigate and explore the characteristics of
linear, polynomial, and trigonometric functions, and use graphing calculators to solve and
evaluate various functions, equations, and inequalities.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Linear Relations and Functions
In this unit, you will review previously learned mathematical principles and extend prior
mathematical knowledge. Concepts emphasized in this unit will reappear throughout the
course, so take the time to complete each lesson carefully. As you work through the unit,
you will have the opportunity to review properties and operations of linear and nonlinear
relations and functions. You will focus on the concepts of function composition and use
these concepts to graph functions. You will also review how to write linear equations as
well as equations for parallel and perpendicular lines. Then, you will use these concepts
to model real-world situations that involve linear functions. Finally, you will identify and
graph piecewise functions.
Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities
In this unit, you will evaluate and graph systems of equations with two and three
variables. You will review how to add, subtract, and multiply matrices. Then, you will
use matrices to model motion and solve systems of equations using the inverses of
matrices. You will also solve systems of linear inequalities by graphing and locating the
minimum and maximum values. Finally, you will be introduced to linear programming
procedures and use these procedures to solve real-world linear programming problems.
The Nature of Graphs
In this unit, you will analyze and create graphs to solve many real-world situations. First,
you will perform tests on a graph to determine if the graph of a relation is symmetrical.
You will also identify and sketch linear and nonlinear families of graphs, including
transformations, polynomials, absolute value, and radical inequalities. Then, you will
solve and graph inverses of relations and functions problems. You will identify and
evaluate continuity, end behavior, critical points, and extrema of functions. Finally, you
will graph radical functions and solve direct, inverse, and joint variation problems.
Polynomial and Rational Functions
In this unit, you will continue your study of polynomial and rational functions. You will
find the roots of polynomial equations as well as use the discriminant to describe the
roots of quadratic equations. You will calculate the factors of a polynomial using the
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Remainder, Factor, and Rational Root Theorems. Then, you will solve rational equations
and decompose a fraction into partial fractions. You will also solve radical equations and
inequalities using the same procedures you learned throughout this unit. Finally, you will
use polynomial functions to solve real-world situations.
The Trigonometric Functions
In this unit, you will explore trigonometric functions. You will review angle and degree
measure concepts as well as how to calculate the values for the trigonometric ratios using
a right triangle. You will find the values of the six trigonometric rations using the unit
circle. Then, you will apply your knowledge of trigonometry to determine inverse
trigonometric functions, to find missing angle and side measures, and to solve right
triangles. Finally, you will explore and solve problems using the Law of Sines and the
Law of Cosines.
Graphs of Trigonometric Functions
In this unit, you will continue your study of trigonometry by examining graphs of
trigonometric functions. You will review angle and radian measure concepts including
radian and degree measure, arc length, and area of a sector. You will explore linear and
angular velocity. Then, you will examine the graphs for the sine and cosine functions. In
addition, you will learn how to calculate the amplitude and period as well as translate the
graphs for the sine and cosine functions. Finally, you will graph other trigonometric
functions including secant, cosecant, tangent, and cotangent functions as well as graph
inverse trigonometric functions.
Trigonometric Identities and Equations
In this unit, you will identify trigonometric identities and solve trigonometric equations.
You will explore reciprocal, quotient, Pythagorean, symmetry, and opposite-angle
trigonometric identities and use them to verify other trigonometric identities. Then, you
will learn and solve trigonometric equations and inequalities using the sum, difference,
double-angle, and half-angle identities. Finally, you will learn how to write a linear
equation in normal form and find the distance from a point to a line.
Precalculus A Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Precalculus B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Precalculus A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
The second course in Precalculus examines vectors and parametric equations, complex numbers,
and exponential and logarithmic functions. The final unit introduces students to the fundamentals
of calculus. Mathematical reasoning and problem solving skills are stressed as students prepare
for future high school or college coursework in calculus.
Units:
•

•
•

•

•

Vectors and Parametric Equations
In this unit, you will review previously learned mathematical principles and extend prior
mathematical knowledge. Concepts emphasized in this unit will reappear throughout the
course, so take the time to complete each lesson carefully. As you work through the unit,
you will be introduced to vectors and parametric equations. You will explore vector
notation, including terms such as magnitude, direction, and resultant. You will learn how
to add, subtract, and multiply vectors algebraically and geometrically. Then, you will
determine if two vectors are perpendicular by finding their cross product. You will write,
solve, and graph two-dimensional and three-dimensional vector and parametric equation
problems. Finally, you will use your knowledge of vectors to solve real-world
applications involving vectors.
Polar Coordinates and Complex Numbers
Conics
In this unit, you will review and expand your knowledge of geometry. You will review
how to find the distance and midpoint using a coordinate plane and prove geometric
relationships. Then, you will use algebra to write and graph the standard and general form
of an equation for circles, ellipses, hyperbolas, and parabolas. You will explore
rectangular and parametric forms of conic sections. You will identify the discriminant
and graph conic transformations. Finally, you will solve systems of second-degree
equations and inequalities.
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
In this unit, you will explore exponential and logarithmic functions. You will evaluate
and simplify rational exponent expressions and equations, graph exponential equations
and functions, and solve exponential growth and decay problems using the number e.
Then, you will solve equations and inequalities involving common and natural
logarithms. Finally, you will model real-world situations with exponential and
logarithmic functions.
Sequences and Series
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In this unit, you will continue your study of sequences and series. You will identify and
use formulas to generate mathematical patterns, arithmetic sequences, and geometric
sequences. You will explore limits and use them to evaluate infinite arithmetic and
geometric sequences and series. Then, you will analyze a series to determine if it
convergent or divergent. You will write a series in sigma notation using the nth term.
You will learn the Binomial Theorem and use it to solve special sequences and series.
Finally, you will solve and graph functions using iteration and prove conjectures using
mathematical induction.
Combinatorics and Probability
In this unit, you will extend your knowledge of probability. You will review the Counting
Principle, independent and dependent events, permutations, and combinations. You will
explore permutations with repetitions and circular combinations. Then, you will solve
problems that involve the probability of an event, odds, probability of a compound event,
and conditional probability. Finally, you will find the probability of an event using the
Binomial Theorem.
Statistics and Data Analysis
In this unit, you will explore statistics and data analysis methods. You will draw and
interpret data using bar graphs, line plots, back-to-back bar graphs, three-dimensional bar
graphs, and histograms. You will calculate measures of central tendency for a set of data.
Then, you will analyze data using measures of variability including range, quartiles,
interquartile range, semi-interquartile range, mean deviation, and standard deviation. You
will explore normal distributions. Finally, you will determine the standard error of the
mean and level of confidence for a sample set of data.
Precalculus B Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Statistics A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Student should successfully complete a HS level Algebra prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or
TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
In this course, the student will become familiar with the vocabulary, method, and meaning in the
statistics, which exist in the world around them. This is an applied course in which students
actively construct their own understanding of the methods, interpretation, communication, and
application of statistics. Each unit is framed by enduring understandings and essential questions
designed to allow students a deep understanding of the concepts at hand rather than
memorization and emulation. The TI-83+/84 OR 89 calculator and computers will be used to
explore the world of data and the patterns which can be found by analyzing this information as
well as statistical relationships. General topics of study include exploring data, planning and
design of a study, and anticipating patterns.
Units:
•

•

•

Univariate Data and Graphical Displays: Part 1
This unit begins with an introduction to univariate data, beginning with a video that
covers the basics of statistics using real-world examples. Next, you will learn about
different kinds of data, such as qualitative and quantitative. Different ways to display data
is introduced, such as bar charts, pie graphs, plots, and histograms. You will begin to
learn about data distribution in regards to center, shape, and spread. Then you will have
the opportunity to practice displaying data using different methods, including using an
interactive histogram. Finally, you will review and use all the information introduced in
this unit prior to taking the unit test.
Univariate Data and Graphical Displays: Part 2
In this unit, you will continue the process of describing distributions by using quantities
to describe the data set. Specifically, you will learn how to describe the center using the
mean or the median and the spread using the range, quartiles, variance, and standard
deviation. You will learn how this information contributes to the five-number summary
and how to display this information in a boxplot. You will also learn about Tukey's Rule
which can be used to determine if a data point is an outlier.
Introduction to Bivariate and Categorical Data
This unit provides an introduction to bivariate data beginning with classifying and
identifying different types of variables, such as explanatory and response variables. You
will then learn how to plot bivariate data using a scatterplot to determine if there is a
relationship between the two variables. Interpreting scatterplots involves identifying and
describing associations such as direction, form and strength and identifying any data
points that do not seem to follow the pattern, called outliers. You will learn about
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correlation, such as how to calculate and interpret, and the difference between correlation
and causation. Using a scatterplot, you will learn how data can be modeled with a least
squares regression line and use this model to make predictions. Regressions will be
evaluated through the use of residuals, as well as influential points and coefficient of
determination.
Exploring Bivariate and Non-linear Data
In this unit, you will continue working with modeling and interpreting bivariate data.
However, the focus will be on data in which linear regression is not the best model. You
will learn about exponential data and the power function and how these can be used to
model and interpret bivariate data. You will also get an opportunity to analyze bivariate
data that is categorical rather than quantitative. Other concepts will include Simpson's
Paradox, lurking variables, causation, and extrapolation.
Conducting Studies - Samples and Surveys
This unit introduces how reliable data can be obtained for studies, experiments, and
simulations. You will learn how a sample can be used to represent a population and how
to identify bias, including its effect on any conclusions drawn from the collection of data.
Opportunities are provided for you to design samples and surveys, including how
randomization should be used in order to obtain reliable data. You will also learn about
the different types of good sampling methods that should be used to obtain reliable data
as well as sampling cautions that can contribute to sampling error.
Semester Review and Exam

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Stats: Modeling the World, AP Edition

Textbook
•

Stats: Modeling the World
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Statistics B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Student should successfully complete a HS level Algebra prior to enrolling. A TI-83+ or
TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this course.

Description:
In this course, the student will become familiar with the vocabulary, method, and meaning in the
statistics, which exist in the world around them. This is an applied course in which students
actively construct their own understanding of the methods, interpretation, communication, and
application of statistics. Each unit is framed by enduring understandings and essential questions
designed to allow students a deep understanding of the concepts at hand rather than
memorization and emulation. The TI-83+/84 OR 89 calculator and computers will be used to
explore the world of data and the patterns which can be found by analyzing this information as
well as statistical relationships. General topics of study include exploring data, planning and
design of a study, and anticipating patterns.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Conducting Experiments
In this unit, you will learn about experiments and what information you can expect to
obtain. Terminology related to experiments such as experimental units, treatments,
factors, and levels are explained. You will learn about the different kinds of experiments
and experimental designs. Experimental cautions are explained as well as how to conduct
a simulation. The concept of generalizability, making generalizations about a population,
is covered as well as how to control for variables that you know will affect the results,
such as blocking.
Probability
In this unit, you will learn the meaning of probability and how to calculate probability.
You will use various methods for finding probability based on the circumstances, such as
using the counting principle, the multiplication principle, and the addition rule. You will
learn how working with and without replacement affects probability. Concepts such as
disjoint events, independence and conditional probability are explained as well as how
Venn diagrams and tree diagrams can be used to determine probability.
Random Variables
In this unit you will learn about random variables, such as discrete random variables and
continuous random variables, including notation convention and probability distributions
related to each. You will also learn how to calculate expected values and determine if a
game is fair using mean, standard deviation, and variance.
Binomial and Geometric Distributions
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In this unit you will learn that certain events can be described and predicted using
binomial and geometric models. The criteria for each model is introduced as well as how
to find the probabilities of each using mean, standard deviation, and formulas.
Sampling Distributions
This unit explores sampling distributions which provide descriptive measurements, such
as mean, median, and standard deviation of a sample. You will learn how sampling
statistics relate to the population through the Central Limit Theorem, normal
approximations, and sample proportions and means.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to review and pull together all the information
introduced in the second semester of the course in order to prepare for the semester exam.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Stats: Modeling the World, AP Edition

Textbook
•

Stats: Modeling the World
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AP Biology A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra I, Biology, and Chemistry prior to
enrolling in this course.

Description:
AP Biology A is taught at the same level as a first-year college biology class. In this course, the
student will develop a framework for biology and gain a deeper understanding of science as a
process. Some of the major themes throughout this course include organic molecules and free
energy changes, prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, cellular energetics, heredity, and molecular
genetics.
This course adheres closely to the College Board standards for AP Biology and will prepare the
student to take the AP Biology Exam.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

Getting Started
This unit will introduce students to the AP Biology Framework.
Evolution
Unit 2, titled “Evolution,” is based on the College Board learning objectives that
surround Big Idea #1: The process of evolution drives the diversity and unity of life. This
unit introduces new content, based on reading and activities from the e-text. The AP
Review lesson introduces you to grid-in response questions that will be found in Part I of
the AP Biology Exam.
Cells & Homeostasis
Unit 3, “Cells and Homeostasis,” introduces you to foundational knowledge essential for
Big Idea #2: Biological systems utilize free energy and molecular building blocks to
grow, to reproduce and to maintain dynamic homeostasis.
Capturing & Using Energy
Unit 4, “Capturing and Using Energy,” continues to cover learning objectives for Big
Idea #2: Biological systems utilize free energy and molecular building blocks to grow, to
reproduce and to maintain dynamic homeostasis.
Biological Responses
Unit 5 is called “Biological Responses,” because it addresses the feedback and response
component of Big Idea #2: Biological systems utilize free energy and molecular building
blocks to grow, to reproduce and to maintain dynamic homeostasis. You will learn about
biological responses to internal and external stimuli.

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText AP Edition, Campbell Biology, Ninth Edition
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AP Biology B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

AP Biology A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
AP Biology B is taught at the same level as a first-year college biology class. In this course, the
student will develop a framework for biology and gain a deeper understanding of science as a
process. Some of the major themes throughout this course include diversity of organisms, the
structure and function of plants and animals, population dynamics, and global issues with
ecology. This course adheres closely to the College Board standards for AP Biology and will
prepare the student to take the AP Biology Exam.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

Getting Started
The Getting Started unit will serve as an introduction to the AP Biology Framework.
Genetics
Unit 2, “Genetics,” introduces students to Big Idea #3: Living systems store, retrieve,
transmit and respond to information essential to life processes. In this module, students
will explore the processes of cell division and transcription and translation. They will also
explore chromosomal inheritance through examples of Mendelian and non-Mendelian
genetics.
Transmission
Unit 3, “Transmission,” continues to address Big Idea #3: Living systems store, retrieve,
transmit and respond to information essential to life processes. This unit addresses how
living systems transmit and respond to information, including signal transduction
pathways and cell communication.
Systems & Populations
Unit 4, “Systems and Populations,” introduces students to Big Idea #4: Biological
systems interact, and these systems and their interactions possess complex properties.
This unit concentrates on biological interactions at various levels, from molecular, to
cellular, to systems and organs, to populations and communities.
Change & Biodiversity
Unit 5, “Change and Biodiversity,” continues to address Big Idea #4: Biological systems
interact, and these systems and their interactions possess complex properties. This unit
addresses the effects of variation and diversity, phenotypic expression, and human and
environmental impacts on an ecosystem.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText AP Edition, Campbell Biology, Ninth Edition
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AP Environmental Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra I and two-years of laboratory sciences
prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
The goal of AP Environmental Science is to provide the student with the scientific principles,
concepts, and methodologies required to understand the interrelationships of the natural world
and to identify and analyze environmental problems that are natural and made my humans. The
student will evaluate the relative risks associated with these problems and examine alternative
solutions for resolving or preventing problems. Laboratory experiments support student content
mastery in both hands-on and virtual experiences.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Environmental Problems
Unit 1 provides you with an overview of environmental issues. You will experience the
interdisciplinary nature of the course, with lessons on politics, economics, and
history. Unit 1 is challenging, especially if you are new to AP courses. It is one of the
longer units, with both lab and field work components. Working closely during this unit,
providing help resources through pro-active feedforward, and lots of encouraging
feedback is the best practice to insure your success. Unit 1 also introduces the semester 1
collaborative project.
The Living World
In Unit 2, you will investigate the components of the living world: species, populations,
symbiotic relationships like predator-prey, food webs, and the energy involved in the
living systems. This unit draws on your previous knowledge from your Biology courses.
Biogeochemical cycles and biodiversity are included in this unit.
The Physical World
In Unit 3, the physical world is the focus. Climate, biomes, ocean circulation, and the
structure of the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere are included in this unit.
Population
In Unit 4, Population, you are introduced to population dynamics, demographics, and
urbanization. Although this unit appears short with five lessons, it is important to your
success on the AP Exam and includes math skills that will be tested.
Energy
Unit 5 is a very important unit that introduces all types of energy: energy units of
measurement, calculations and conversions, fossil fuels, nuclear power, and alternative
energy sources. A great deal of information is included in this unit and it is one of the
longer parts of the course. This unit is also the end of the first semester of the course, so
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the semester 1 final exam occurs at the end of unit 5. The collaboration project for the
first semester is due in this unit.
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AP Environmental Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Environmental Science A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
The goal of AP Environmental Science is to provide the student with the scientific principles,
concepts, and methodologies required to understand the interrelationships of the natural world
and to identify and analyze environmental problems that are natural and made by humans. The
student will evaluate the relative risks associated with these problems and examine alternative
solutions for resolving or preventing problems. Laboratory experiments support student content
mastery in both hands-on and virtual experiences.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Atmosphere & Climate Change
Unit 1 deals with the atmosphere and climate change. It is the beginning of semester 2
and the semester 2 collaborative assessment is introduced. Topics discussed in this unit
include the atmosphere, air pollution, global climate change, acid deposition and ozone
layer thinning.
Land and Food
Soil, soil pollution, agriculture, pesticides and land conservation are the main topics of
Unit 2. The unit is intensely hands-on, with four of the five lessons requiring active
participation in the form of labs, model construction or surveying family and friends.
Water
Unit 3 is all about water: water pollution, water supply, and water quality. Although
the unit is shorter than others, the lessons are critically important to the AP Exam.
Toxicology & Risk
Toxicology is the topic of this unit. Human health and risk are also important topics
included here.
Recycling and Sustainability
Unit 5 is the last unit in the course. The semester 2 final exam is included in Unit 5 and
the semester 2 collaborative assessment is due in this unit. Topics described in this unit
are solid waste, hazardous waste, and recycling. The final lesson of the course
emphasizes the theme of sustainability, which has been woven throughout the course.
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Biology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 1.00
Description:
In this course, the student will study the science of life. The student will explore the idea that
living things are extremely diverse in form, yet are unified by certain core characteristics that
they all share. In learning about these core characteristics, the student will be able to critically
evaluate data and information related to biological problems, connect many ideas to the student's
own life, and see the world in a new way.
Units:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The Nature of Life
In this unit, you will begin by considering the fundamental nature of science and the role
it plays in the study of biology. You will lay a foundation for the remainder of the course
by exploring the unifying factors that are common to all living things.
Cells
In this unit, you will focus on the cell as the smallest unit of life. You will investigate cell
size, structure, and organization, and link these characteristics to the many functions that
the cell performs. As a unit portfolio assessment, you will carry out a lab exercise to
study the effect of cell size on diffusion of materials into the cell.
Genetics
In this unit, you will learn how biological information is encoded and passed from an
organism to its offspring. You will begin with the work of Gregor Mendel to understand
the basis for the patterns of inheritance that can be observed any time the features of
parents and their young are compared. You will move on to develop an understanding of
the basic unit of biological information, the gene, as a sequence of DNA. As part of this
unit, you will complete a portfolio assessment in which you will make and present a
model to describe the process of meiosis.
Midyear Review and Exam
Evolution
In this unit, you will consider the observations Charles Darwin made that led him to
propose his theory of evolution. You will explore the range of diversity of living
organisms as well as the methods biologists use to classify them, which are rooted in
evolutionary theory. As a portfolio assessment, you will develop a dichotomous key for
identifying a group of organisms in your local area.
Ecology
In this unit, you will study the environmental factors, both living and non-living, that
affect the survival of organisms. You will learn how matter and energy move in and
between ecosystems, creating networks and links that connect all of the organisms on
Earth. You will complete a unit portfolio assessment in which you measure the
biodiversity of organisms in a simulated ecosystem.
From Microorganisms to Plants
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In this unit, you will explore the structure, function, reproduction, and evolution of
viruses and the organisms in the kingdoms of Eubacteria, Archaebacteria, “Protista,”
Fungi, and Plantae. You will discover the ways in which plants respond to their
environments and why they do so. You will research and prepare a presentation about an
organism that causes human disease as a portfolio assessment.
Animals
In this unit, you will explore the evolution and diversity of the animal kingdom. You will
discover how scientists classify animals, how their body systems work together to
maintain homeostasis, and how animal behavior affects their survival. You will research
and prepare a presentation explaining how animal body structures are related to their
function and as a portfolio assignment, and you will explore some trends in animal
evolution.
Biology Year-End Review and Test

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Miller and Levine Biology © 2010

Textbook
•

Miller and Levine Biology © 2010
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Chemistry A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students complete a standard Algebra course before enrolling in
this course.

Description:
Chemistry A is the first of two comprehensive courses incorporating math support and problemsolving alongside the chemistry curriculum. The first course provides a foundation in elemental
chemistry; students explore the atoms and elements, concepts in chemical bonding, and how
atoms and elements react to one another.
Units:
•

•
•

•

•

Introduction to Chemistry
Chemistry can help explain much of what is happening in the world around you. This
branch of science is vast because it deals with the study of matter, which is present just
about everywhere. In this introductory unit, you will study the different areas of
chemistry, identify how chemistry affects various industries, review the steps of the
scientific method, and examine the measurement system that all scientists use. You will
also learn how to measure, convert, and calculate accurately to solve chemistry problems.
You will repeatedly apply these math concepts throughout the course.
An Overview of Matter and Change
Atoms and Elements
In order to understand the composition of matter, you need to understand the structure of
an atom, the smallest particle of an element that has all the characteristics of that element.
In this unit you will study the composition of atoms and elements. You will examine
various historic models of the atom, learn how to write an electron configuration for an
atom, compare atoms of different elements, and learn how an atom becomes an ion. In
addition, you will review how elements are organized in the periodic table and analyze
trends in the table.
Chemical Bonding
Atoms and molecules constantly combine to form new substances. In this unit you will
learn how different types of chemical bonding occur. You will examine how atoms
become charged ions; compare ionic, metallic, and covalent bonds; model how atoms
combine; describe the properties of different types of compounds; and evaluate the
strength of bonds. It is important that you to understand how chemical bonding occurs
before you study chemical reactions.
Chemical Formulas and Reactions
In order to understand many core chemistry concepts, you must be able represent and
analyze chemical reactions. In this unit you will practice doing so as you apply rules for
naming and writing chemical formulas, balance equations, compare and interpret
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empirical and molecular formulas, and predict the products of different types of reactions.
In addition, you will learn how to convert one quantity of a substance, such as mass or
volume, to another, such as moles or number of particles, and calculate percent
composition of a compound.
Stoichiometry
In order to thoroughly understand chemical equations, you need to be able to
mathematically interpret them. In this unit you will apply math concepts in order to
analyze chemical equations in terms of moles, particles, mass, and volume. You will also
learn how to calculate the maximum amount of product that reaction can produce.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your Science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Chemistry
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Chemistry B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students complete a standard Algebra course and the first half of a
standard Chemistry course before enrolling in this course.

Description:
Visual learning and hands-on exercises help reinforce the concepts covered in Chemistry B,
which include the properties of matter, solutions, and energy. Students are also introduced to the
principles of electrochemistry, organic chemistry, and nuclear chemistry.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Solids, Liquids, and Gases
In this unit you will analyze the states of matter in terms of particles and use the kinetic
theory of matter to describe the behavior of matter in each state. You will predict how
temperature, volume, and the number of particles affect gas pressure, and how to quantify
these effects using Boyle’s, Charles’s, and the combined gas laws. You will have the
opportunity to perform a virtual lab to investigate the relationship between the pressure
and volume of a gas. Finally, you will learn how solutions form and compare different
types of solutions.
Solutions, Acids, and Bases
In this unit you will continue to learn about different types of solutions as you examine
some special properties of solutions and solve problems involving solubility and
concentration. You will explore acids and bases as you compare acid-base theories,
calculate acid and base concentrations, and describe what happens during neutralization
reactions. You will have the opportunity to perform a virtual and a hands-on titration lab
at the end of the unit.
Heat, Energy, and Reactions
In this unit you will continue to explore chemical reactions in terms of heat and energy as
you learn how scientists measure the heat of a reaction and solve problems involving heat
transfers in chemical reactions. You will identify factors that affect the rate of a reaction
and design an experiment to test these factors. Finally, you will learn how amounts of
reactants and products change in a chemical system at equilibrium and identify stresses
that can change the equilibrium of a chemical reaction.
Electrochemistry
In this unit you will study electrochemistry, the branch of chemistry that deals with the
relationship between electricity and chemical changes. You will examine how reactants
and products gain and lose electrons, learn how to determine the oxidation number of an
atom, and compare different types of electrochemical cells, which convert electrical
energy into chemical energy or vice versa. In addition, you will have the opportunity to
perform a virtual redox titration.
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Organic Chemistry
Many everyday items, such as clothes, food, and containers, are carbon-based, or organic
compounds. Throughout this unit you will classify organic compounds, model their
structures, examine how they form, and identify the organic compounds that certain
common products contain. In addition, you will learn about the roles that carbon plays in
biochemical processes.
Nuclear Chemistry
Although nuclear materials are fairly common, most people do not know exactly what
they are or what makes them both beneficial and dangerous. In this unit, you will explore
different types and uses of radioactivity and analyze the various changes that nuclear
particles may undergo. Also, you will learn how nuclear waste is stored and how
scientists detect radiation.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your Science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Chemistry
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Earth Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Earth Science. This course is designed to prepare
the student to confidently enter and complete college-level Earth science courses. The Prentice
Hall text, Earth Science, provides the basis for the course content. This course consists of varied
curriculum that provides the student the opportunity to explore, compare, research, reflect, and
make real-world connections. The student will engage in hands-on explorations and virtual
simulations, which will enhance traditional lesson formats.
During this course, the student will identify the branches of Earth science, locate geographic
features on topographic maps, conduct hands-on experiments with minerals and rocks, compare
and contrast weathering and erosion, explore plate tectonics with relation to earthquakes and
volcanoes, and investigate the formation of mountains.
Units:
•

•

•

Introduction to Earth Science
Earth Science is a vast branch of science that covers many subject areas, including
geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy. Earth scientists study physical and
chemical aspects of Earth and its place in the solar system, using various mapping
techniques and advanced global positioning technology. Because Earth contains so many
interactive parts, scientists often study Earth as a system. The Earth system is powered by
energy from the sun and by geologic forces inside Earth. In this introductory unit, you
will learn about Earth’s composition and internal structure. You will read about different
techniques that scientists use to study Earth and other planets in the solar system and you
will learn how the theory of plate tectonics influences the field of Earth science. You will
explore Earth’s four major spheres—the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and
biosphere—and you will determine how human activity impacts the Earth system.
Minerals
Did you know that close to 4,000 different minerals have been identified on Earth? When
scientists discover a new mineral, they study its physical characteristics and try to
determine how it may have formed. Once a mineral has been named, it can be grouped
with other minerals that share similar properties. In this unit, you will examine some of
the more common mineral groups on Earth, including silicates, carbonates, oxides,
sulfates, sulfides, halides, and native elements. You will learn about mineral properties
and the tests that scientists conduct to classify minerals. You will also study elements,
atoms, and subatomic particles, and you will learn how atoms of different elements
combine to form compounds.
Rocks
When different minerals mix together, they form rocks. There are three main types of
rocks on Earth—igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic—each of which forms in a
unique way. Rocks can change from one type to another because of the rock cycle, which
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you will learn about, and the constant changes within Earth’s interior. In this unit, you
will study each rock type in great detail. You will learn how each one forms and where
scientists usually find that type of rock on Earth. You will explore the rock cycle and the
natural processes that influence rock transformations. At the end of the unit, you will
conduct an investigation using various samples from your rock kit.
Earth's Resources
Earth contains valuable resources—such as air and water—that are used every day by
plants, animals, and humans. These resources are categorized into two main groups:
renewable resources and nonrenewable resources. Since there are limited amounts of
nonrenewable resources on Earth, scientists have determined alternative ways to extract
energy from resources such as wind, water, and the sun. In this unit, you will explore
different forms of renewable and nonrenewable resources. You will read about fossil
fuels and the ways they are used to produce energy for various human activities. You will
identify alternative energy resources and their advantages and disadvantages, and you
will explore how Earth’s natural resources can be protected from harmful pollutants
and overuse.
Sculpturing Earth's Surface
Geologically, Earth is constantly changing. Earth’s surface is influenced by internal
forces that create mountains and external forces that weather and erode Earth’s crust.
Some geologic changes occur over long periods of time, while others happen quickly,
drastically changing landscapes in minutes. In this unit, you will study processes that
sculpt Earth’s surface, including weathering, erosion, deposition, and even human
activities such as logging and construction. You will learn how and why mass movements
occur, and you will explore the various ways water can shape landscapes over time.
Glaciers, Deserts, and Wind
Glaciers cover and shape approximately 10 percent of the total land area on Earth. As a
glacier moves—or flows—it erodes rock from valley floors and walls. In sharp contrast,
deserts are areas that lack moisture and have very little organic material. Desert
ecosystems are easily shaped by running water and wind. In this unit, you will learn
about glaciers and deserts. You will study different types of glaciers and how they move,
and you will read how sand- and pebble-covered deserts are affected by the processes of
weathering and erosion. At the end of the unit, you will take a closer look at exactly how
wind erodes desert landscapes.
Earthquakes and Earth's Interior
Caused by the rapid release of energy stored inside Earth, earthquakes can greatly
damage Earth’s surface, particularly if they occur near a large city. Earthquakes can
create various hazards, including seismic shaking, landslides, and even tsunamis. In this
unit, you will explore earthquakes and why they occur. By completing the lab Locating
an Earthquake you will learn how scientists are able to determine an earthquake’s
epicenter and its focus. In order to understand how scientists measure earthquakes, you
will study two types of seismic waves: body waves and surface waves.
Plate Tectonics and Other Igneous Activity
The hypothesis of continental drift, followed by the theory of plate tectonics, significantly
changed scientists’ understanding of Earth’s geologic forces. As scientists began to
accept new ideas about movement within Earth’s layers, they were able to explain many
other geologic forces, such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and even seafloor
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spreading. In this unit, you will explore the theory of plate tectonics and how it impacted
the field of geology. You will learn what causes tectonic plate motion and you will
examine different types of plate boundaries. During the unit, you will read how volcanic
eruptions are directly related to activity within Earth’s interior. You will learn about
different types of volcanism and you will study the three main types of volcanoes: shield,
cinder cone, and composite cone.
Mountain Building
Mountains are classified into four main types: volcanic, folded, fault-block, and dome.
These types of mountains can be found in various places on Earth’s surface. The
mountain-building process occurs mostly at convergent plate boundaries, where colliding
plates result in massive forces that create mountains. In this unit, you will explore how
and where mountains are built on Earth’s surface. You will identify the four main types
of mountains and at which convergent plate boundary they usually occur. During the unit,
you will complete an investigation of anticlines and synclines, which will help you better
understand the different types of folded mountains.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Earth Science
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Earth Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Earth Science. This course is designed to prepare
the student to confidently enter and complete college-level Earth science courses. The Prentice
Hall text, Earth Science, provides the basis for the course content. This course consists of varied
curriculum that provides the student the opportunity to explore, compare, research, reflect, and
make real-world connections. The student will engage in hands-on explorations and virtual
simulations, which will enhance traditional lesson formats. During this course, the student will
explore Earth’s history by studying fossils and rock layers; investigate oceanic productivity and
features on the sea floor; learn about atmospheric processes, including the water cycle; infer how
severe storms form; study the Earth-moon-sun relationship; and explore other celestial bodies,
such as stars.
Units:
•

•

•

Geologic Time and Earth's History
In this introductory unit, you will explore Earth's early history by studying fossils, the
rock record, and the geologic time scale. You will learn how scientists are able to date
rock layers using radiometric dating, and how they are able to develop theories of past
environments using fossils. In addition, you will learn how the geologic time scale is
organized and how it was originally developed by scientists in the 1800s. During this
unit, you will complete a lab on fossils, which will enable you to understand how fossils
can be used to define rock sequences. At the end of the unit, you will study Precambrian
Time and the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic Eras. You will learn how Earth
changed biologically and geologically during these important time periods in history.
Oceanography
In this unit, your reading assignments and activity components will immerse you in
the field of oceanography. From physical features of the ocean floor to ocean productivity
and the diversity of marine life, you will find that you cover most aspects of the world's
oceans throughout this unit. During this unit, you will study the density of seawater. You
will be asked to complete a Virtual Lab in which you will experiment with different
solids and liquids, to better understand density. At the end of the unit, you will learn
about waves, tides, and how ocean waters circulate throughout the world. You will also
learn about shoreline processes and how various features are created due to natural
causes.
Meteorology: Part 1
In this unit, you will study various topics within the field of meteorology. You will learn
how to differentiate between weather and climate, and you will compare and contrast heat
and temperature. When studying heat, you will complete an investigation about the
specific heat of land and water. During this unit, you will also explore how clouds form.
You will learn about the four processes that lift air—orographic lifting, frontal wedging,
convergence, and localized convective lifting—and you will study how different types of
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precipitation form. At the end of the unit, you will study air pressure and wind. You will
learn how air pressure is exerted on objects and how local and regional wind patterns
form.
Meteorology: Part 2
In this unit, you will continue your study of meteorology. First you will learn about air
masses and how they are classified. Then you will explore fronts, including: warm fronts,
cold fronts, stationary fronts, and occluded fronts. You will also study severe storms and
you will identify the conditions in which they form. During this unit, you will explore
global climates and the characteristics that define them. You will learn about some of the
natural processes that can cause changes in climate, and you will study global warming.
Upon completion of the unit, you will have a better understanding of the consequences of
global warming and climate change.
Astronomy: Part 1
In this unit, you will begin to study outer space. You will first learn how early
astronomers viewed Earth's place in the solar system, and you will study famous
contributors to early astronomy, such as Galileo and Newton. Next you will study the
Earth-moon-sun system and you will identify different features on the surface of the
moon. During this unit, you will examine the solar system and its interrelated parts. You
will learn about the terrestrial and Jovian planets, as well as other bodies such as
asteroids, meteors, and comets. By the end of the lesson, you will be able to explain why
Pluto is no longer considered one of the planets in our solar system.
Astronomy: Part 2
In this unit, you will study light and how it applies to the field of astronomy. You will
examine the electromagnetic spectrum and you will learn how the Doppler effect can be
used to study stars. You will also study the following types of telescopes: refracting,
reflecting, radio, and space. During this unit, you will investigate the orbital speed of the
planets in our solar system. You will also learn about star properties and the birth, life,
and death of stars. Finally, you will learn about the universe on a greater scale; you will
discover that scientists believe in universal expansion and you will study the big bang
theory.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Earth Science
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Honors Biology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 1.00
Description:
In this course, the student will study the science of life. The student will explore the idea that
living things are extremely diverse in form, yet are unified by certain core characteristics that
they all share. In learning about these core characteristics, the student will be able to critically
evaluate data and information related to biological problems, connect many ideas to the
student's own life, and see the world in a new way. This Honors level course includes ample
opportunities for the student to engage in open-ended extension activities and independent
research and demonstrate critical thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

•
•

•

The Nature of Life
In this unit, you will begin by considering the fundamental nature of science and the role
it plays in the study of biology. You will lay a foundation for the remainder of the course
by exploring the unifying factors that are common to all living things.
Cells
In this unit, you will focus on the cell as the smallest unit of life. You will investigate cell
size, structure, and organization, and link these characteristics to the many functions that
the cell performs. As a unit portfolio assessment, you will carry out a lab exercise to
study the effect of cell size on diffusion of materials into the cell.
Genetics
In this unit, you will learn how biological information is encoded and passed from an
organism to its offspring. You will begin with the work of Gregor Mendel to understand
the basis for the patterns of inheritance that can be observed any time the features of
parents and their young are compared. You will move on to develop an understanding of
the basic unit of biological information, the gene, as a sequence of DNA. As part of this
unit, you will complete a portfolio assessment in which you will make and present a
model to describe the process of meiosis.
Midyear Review and Exam
Evolution
In this unit, you will consider the observations Charles Darwin made that led him to
propose his theory of evolution. You will explore the range of diversity of living
organisms as well as the methods biologists use to classify them, which are rooted in
evolutionary theory. As a portfolio assessment, you will develop a dichotomous key for
identifying a group of organisms in your local area. You will also begin a long-term
science project.
Ecology
In this unit, you will study the environmental factors, both living and non-living, that
affect the survival of organisms. You will learn how matter and energy move in and
between ecosystems, creating networks and links that connect all of the organisms on
Earth. You will complete a unit portfolio assessment in which you measure the
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biodiversity of organisms in a simulated ecosystem. You will also continue to develop
your long-term research project. During this checkpoint, Checkpoint 2, of the long-term
project, you will finish writing the body of your paper and create a conclusion, appendix,
and bibliography. You will also begin to proofread and edit your rough draft.
From Microorganisms to Plants
In this unit, you will explore the structure, function, reproduction, and evolution of
viruses and the organisms in the kingdoms of Eubacteria, Archaebacteria, “Protista,”
Fungi, and Plantae. You will discover the ways in which plants respond to their
environments and why they do so. You will research and prepare a presentation about an
organism that causes human disease as a portfolio assessment. You will also continue to
develop your long-term research project. During this unit, you will work on applying
feedback to your rough draft and synthesizing a visual presentation of the research you
have completed.
Animals
In this unit, you will explore the evolution and diversity of the animal kingdom. You will
discover how scientists classify animals, how their body systems work together to
maintain homeostasis, and how animal behavior affects their survival. You will research
and prepare a presentation describing animal diversity and evolution, and will also
continue to work on the Biology long-term project.
Biology Year-End Review and Test

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Miller and Levine Biology © 2010

Textbook
•

Miller and Levine Biology © 2010
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Honors Chemistry A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students complete a standard Algebra course before enrolling in
this course.

Description:
Honors Chemistry A is the first of two comprehensive courses incorporating math support and
problem-solving alongside the rigorous chemistry curriculum. The first course provides a
foundation in elemental chemistry; students explore the atoms and elements, concepts in
chemical bonding, and how atoms and elements react to one another. This Honors level course
also includes greater opportunities for independent research and the demonstration of critical
thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction to Chemistry
Chemistry can help explain much of what is happening in the world around you. This
branch of science is vast because it deals with the study of matter, which is present just
about everywhere. In this introductory unit, you will study the different areas of
chemistry, identify how chemistry affects various industries, review the steps of the
scientific method, and examine the measurement system that all scientists use. You will
also learn how to measure, convert, and calculate accurately to solve chemistry problems.
You will repeatedly apply these math concepts throughout the course.
An Overview of Matter and Change
Chemistry is the study of matter and the changes it undergoes. In this unit you will begin
to examine the basic types of matter and the factors that may alter it. You will learn how
to classify matter, review the chemical naming system of elements, describe the physical
and chemical properties of different substances, and analyze chemical and physical
changes of matter. You will further explore some of these concepts later in the course.
Atoms and Elements
In order to understand the composition of matter, you need to understand the structure of
an atom, the smallest particle of an element that has all the characteristics of that element.
In this unit you will study the composition of atoms and elements. You will examine
various historic models of the atom, learn how to write an electron configuration for an
atom, compare atoms of different elements, and learn how an atom becomes an ion. In
addition, you will review how elements are organized in the periodic table and analyze
trends in the table.
Chemical Bonding
Atoms and molecules constantly combine to form new substances. In this unit you will
learn how different types of chemical bonding occur. You will examine how atoms
become charged ions; compare ionic, metallic, and covalent bonds; model how atoms
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combine; describe the properties of different types of compounds; and evaluate the
strength of bonds. It is important that you to understand how chemical bonding occurs
before you study chemical reactions.
Chemical Formulas and Reactions
In order to understand many core chemistry concepts, you must be able represent and
analyze chemical reactions. In this unit you will practice doing so as you apply rules for
naming and writing chemical formulas, balance equations, compare and interpret
empirical and molecular formulas, and predict the products of different types of reactions.
In addition, you will learn how to convert one quantity of a substance, such as mass or
volume, to another, such as moles or number of particles, and calculate percent
composition of a compound.
Stoichiometry
In order to thoroughly understand chemical equations, you need to be able to
mathematically interpret them. In this unit you will apply math concepts in order to
analyze chemical equations in terms of moles, particles, mass, and volume. You will also
learn how to calculate the maximum amount of product that reaction can produce.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your Science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Chemistry
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Honors Chemistry B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students complete a standard Algebra course and the first half of
an advanced Chemistry course before enrolling in this course.

Description:
Visual learning, hands-on exercises, and independent research help reinforce the concepts
covered in Honors Chemistry B, which include the properties of matter, solutions, and energy.
The more rigorous curriculum includes the exploration of concepts and principles in the fields of
electrochemistry, organic chemistry, and nuclear chemistry.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Solids, Liquids, and Gases
In this unit you will analyze the states of matter in terms of particles and use the kinetic
theory of matter to describe the behavior of matter in each state. You will predict how
temperature, volume, and the number of particles affect gas pressure, and how to quantify
these effects using Boyle’s, Charles’s, and the combined gas laws. You will have the
opportunity to perform a virtual lab to investigate the relationship between the pressure
and volume of a gas. Finally, you will learn how solutions form and compare different
types of solutions.
Solutions, Acids, and Bases
In this unit you will continue to learn about different types of solutions as you examine
some special properties of solutions and solve problems involving solubility and
concentration. You will explore acids and bases as you compare acid-base theories,
calculate acid and base concentrations, and describe what happens during neutralization
reactions. You will have the opportunity to perform a virtual and a hands-on titration lab
at the end of the unit.
Heat, Energy, and Reactions
In this unit you will continue to explore chemical reactions in terms of heat and energy as
you learn how scientists measure the heat of a reaction and solve problems involving heat
transfers in chemical reactions. You will identify factors that affect the rate of a reaction
and design an experiment to test these factors. Finally, you will learn how amounts of
reactants and products change in a chemical system at equilibrium and identify stresses
that can change the equilibrium of a chemical reaction.
Electrochemistry
In this unit you will study electrochemistry, the branch of chemistry that deals with the
relationship between electricity and chemical changes. You will examine how reactants
and products gain and lose electrons, learn how to determine the oxidation number of an
atom, and compare different types of electrochemical cells, which convert electrical
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energy into chemical energy or vice versa. In addition, you will have the opportunity to
perform a virtual redox titration.
Organic Chemistry
Many everyday items, such as clothes, food, and containers, are carbon-based, or organic
compounds. Throughout this unit you will classify organic compounds, model their
structures, examine how they form, and identify the organic compounds that certain
common products contain. In addition, you will learn about the roles that carbon plays in
biochemical processes.
Nuclear Chemistry
Although nuclear materials are fairly common, most people do not know exactly what
they are or what makes them both beneficial and dangerous. In this unit, you will explore
different types and uses of radioactivity and analyze the various changes that nuclear
particles may undergo. Also, you will learn how nuclear waste is stored and how
scientists detect radiation.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your Science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Chemistry
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Honors Earth Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Honors Earth Science. This course is designed to
prepare the student to confidently enter and complete advanced college-level Earth science
courses. The Prentice Hall text, Earth Science, provides the basis for the course content. This
course consists of rigorous curriculum that provides students the opportunity to deeply explore
Earth science concepts and engage in independent research. The student will conduct hands-on
explorations and virtual simulations, which will enhance traditional lesson formats. During this
course, the student will identify the branches of Earth science, locate geographic features on
topographic maps, conduct hands-on experiments with minerals and rocks, compare and contrast
weathering and erosion, explore plate tectonics with relation to earthquakes and volcanoes, and
investigate the formation of mountains.
Units:
•

•

•

Introduction to Earth Science
Earth Science is a vast branch of science that covers many subject areas, including
geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy. Earth scientists study physical and
chemical aspects of Earth and its place in the solar system, using various mapping
techniques and advanced global positioning technology. Because Earth contains so many
interactive parts, scientists often study Earth as a system. The Earth system is powered by
energy from the sun and by geologic forces inside Earth. In this introductory unit, you
will learn about Earth’s composition and internal structure. You will read about different
techniques that scientists use to study Earth and other planets in the solar system and you
will learn how the theory of plate tectonics influences the field of Earth science. You will
explore Earth’s four major spheres—the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and
biosphere—and you will determine how human activity impacts the Earth system.
Minerals
Did you know that close to 4,000 different minerals have been identified on Earth? When
scientists discover a new mineral, they study its physical characteristics and try to
determine how it may have formed. Once a mineral has been named, it can be grouped
with other minerals that share similar properties. In this unit, you will examine some of
the more common mineral groups on Earth, including silicates, carbonates, oxides,
sulfates, sulfides, halides, and native elements. You will learn about mineral properties
and the tests that scientists conduct to classify minerals. You will also study elements,
atoms, and subatomic particles, and you will learn how atoms of different elements
combine to form compounds.
Rocks
When different minerals mix together, they form rocks. There are three main types of
rocks on Earth—igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic—each of which forms in a
unique way. Rocks can change from one type to another because of the rock cycle, which
you will learn about, and the constant changes within Earth’s interior. In this unit, you
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will study each rock type in great detail. You will learn how each one forms and where
scientists usually find that type of rock on Earth. You will explore the rock cycle and the
natural processes that influence rock transformations. At the end of the unit, you will
conduct an investigation using various samples from your rock kit.
Earth's Resources
Earth contains valuable resources—such as air and water—that are used every day by
plants, animals, and humans. These resources are categorized into two main groups:
renewable resources and nonrenewable resources. Since there are limited amounts of
nonrenewable resources on Earth, scientists have determined alternative ways to extract
energy from resources such as wind, water, and the sun. In this unit, you will explore
different forms of renewable and nonrenewable resources. You will read about fossil
fuels and the ways they are used to produce energy for various human activities. You will
identify alternative energy resources and their advantages and disadvantages, and you
will explore how Earth’s natural resources can be protected from harmful pollutants
and overuse.
Sculpturing Earth's Surface
Geologically, Earth is constantly changing. Earth’s surface is influenced by internal
forces that create mountains and external forces that weather and erode Earth’s crust.
Some geologic changes occur over long periods of time, while others happen quickly,
drastically changing landscapes in minutes. In this unit, you will study processes that
sculpt Earth’s surface, including weathering, erosion, deposition, and even human
activities such as logging and construction. You will learn how and why mass movements
occur, and you will explore the various ways water can shape landscapes over time.
Glaciers, Deserts, and Wind
Glaciers cover and shape approximately 10 percent of the total land area on Earth. As a
glacier moves—or flows—it erodes rock from valley floors and walls. In sharp contrast,
deserts are areas that lack moisture and have very little organic material. Desert
ecosystems are easily shaped by running water and wind. In this unit, you will learn
about glaciers and deserts. You will study different types of glaciers and how they move,
and you will read how sand- and pebble-covered deserts are affected by the processes of
weathering and erosion. At the end of the unit, you will take a closer look at exactly how
wind erodes desert landscapes.
Earthquakes and Earth's Interior
Caused by the rapid release of energy stored inside Earth, earthquakes can greatly
damage Earth’s surface, particularly if they occur near a large city. Earthquakes can
create various hazards, including seismic shaking, landslides, and even tsunamis. In this
unit, you will explore earthquakes and why they occur. By completing the lab Locating
an Earthquake you will learn how scientists are able to determine an earthquake’s
epicenter and its focus. In order to understand how scientists measure earthquakes, you
will study two types of seismic waves: body waves and surface waves.
Plate Tectonics and Other Igneous Activity
The hypothesis of continental drift, followed by the theory of plate tectonics, significantly
changed scientists’ understanding of Earth’s geologic forces. As scientists began to
accept new ideas about movement within Earth’s layers, they were able to explain many
other geologic forces, such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and even seafloor
spreading. In this unit, you will explore the theory of plate tectonics and how it impacted
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the field of geology. You will learn what causes tectonic plate motion and you will
examine different types of plate boundaries. During the unit, you will read how volcanic
eruptions are directly related to activity within Earth’s interior. You will learn about
different types of volcanism and you will study the three main types of volcanoes: shield,
cinder cone, and composite cone.
Mountain Building
Mountains are classified into four main types: volcanic, folded, fault-block, and dome.
These types of mountains can be found in various places on Earth’s surface. The
mountain-building process occurs mostly at convergent plate boundaries, where colliding
plates result in massive forces that create mountains. In this unit, you will explore how
and where mountains are built on Earth’s surface. You will identify the four main types
of mountains and at which convergent plate boundary they usually occur. During the unit,
you will complete an investigation of anticlines and synclines, which will help you better
understand the different types of folded mountains.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Earth Science
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Honors Earth Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Honors Earth Science. This course is designed to
prepare the student to confidently enter and complete advanced college-level Earth science
courses. The Prentice Hall text, Earth Science, provides the basis for the course content. This
course consists of rigorous curriculum that provides students the opportunity to deeply explore
Earth science concepts and engage in independent research. The student will conduct hands-on
explorations and virtual simulations, which will enhance traditional lesson formats. During this
course, the student will explore Earth’s history by studying fossils and rock layers; investigate
oceanic productivity and features on the sea floor; learn about atmospheric processes, including
the water cycle; infer how severe storms form; study the Earth-moon-sun relationship; and
explore other celestial bodies, such as stars.
Units:
•

•

•

Geologic Time and Earth's History
In this introductory unit, you will explore Earth's early history by studying fossils, the
rock record, and the geologic time scale. You will learn how scientists are able to date
rock layers using radiometric dating, and how they are able to develop theories of past
environments using fossils. In addition, you will learn how the geologic time scale is
organized and how it was originally developed by scientists in the 1800s. During this
unit, you will complete a lab on fossils, which will enable you to understand how fossils
can be used to define rock sequences. At the end of the unit, you will study Precambrian
Time and the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic Eras. You will learn how Earth
changed biologically and geologically during these important time periods in history.
Oceanography
In this unit, your reading assignments and activity components will immerse you in the
field of oceanography. From physical features of the ocean floor to ocean productivity
and the diversity of marine life, you will find that you cover most aspects of the world's
oceans throughout this unit. During this unit, you will study the density of seawater. You
will be asked to complete a Virtual Lab in which you will experiment with different
solids and liquids, to better understand density. At the end of the unit, you will learn
about waves, tides, and how ocean waters circulate throughout the world. You will also
learn about shoreline processes and how various features are created due to natural
causes.
Meteorology: Part 1
In this unit, you will study various topics within the field of meteorology. You will learn
how to differentiate between weather and climate, and you will compare and contrast heat
and temperature. When studying heat, you will complete an investigation about the
specific heat of land and water. During this unit, you will also explore how clouds form.
You will learn about the four processes that lift air—orographic lifting, frontal wedging,
convergence, and localized convective lifting—and you will study how different types of
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precipitation form. At the end of the unit, you will study air pressure and wind. You will
learn how air pressure is exerted on objects and how local and regional wind patterns
form.
Meteorology: Part 2
In this unit, you will continue your study of meteorology. First you will learn about air
masses and how they are classified. Then you will explore fronts, including: warm fronts,
cold fronts, stationary fronts, and occluded fronts. You will also study severe storms and
you will identify the conditions in which they form. During this unit, you will explore
global climates and the characteristics that define them. You will learn about some of the
natural processes that can cause changes in climate, and you will study global warming.
Upon completion of the unit, you will have a better understanding of the consequences of
global warming and climate change.
Astronomy: Part 1
In this unit, you will begin to study outer space. You will first learn how early
astronomers viewed Earth's place in the solar system, and you will study famous
contributors to early astronomy, such as Galileo and Newton. Next you will study the
Earth-moon-sun system and you will identify different features on the surface of the
moon. During this unit, you will examine the solar system and its interrelated parts. You
will learn about the terrestrial and Jovian planets, as well as other bodies such as
asteroids, meteors, and comets. By the end of the lesson, you will be able to explain why
Pluto is no longer considered one of the planets in our solar system.
Astronomy: Part 2
In this unit, you will study light and how it applies to the field of astronomy. You will
examine the electromagnetic spectrum and you will learn how the Doppler effect can be
used to study stars. You will also study the following types of telescopes: refracting,
reflecting, radio, and space. During this unit, you will investigate the orbital speed of the
planets in our solar system. You will also learn about star properties and the birth, life,
and death of stars. Finally, you will learn about the universe on a greater scale; you will
discover that scientists believe in universal expansion and you will study the big bang
theory.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions in your science journal before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Earth Science
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Honors Physical Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Honors Physical Science. The course consists of
rigorous curriculum that provides the student the opportunity to deeply explore chemistry
concepts so that he may confidently enter and complete formal honors chemistry high school
courses. The course extends the student's prior knowledge of the properties, states, and structure
of matter, explores the dynamics of chemical bonding and reactions, and introduces the student
to organic and nuclear chemistry. Honors Physical Science A includes hands-on explorations and
virtual simulations to enhance the student's comprehension of key concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Science Skills
In this introductory unit, you will learn that physical science is a vast branch of science
that covers the physics and chemistry of nonliving things. You will explore how the
major branches of science overlap and you will learn how scientists solve problems using
the scientific method. By completing this unit, you will have a general understanding of
the International System of Units (SI) and how to present scientific data.
Properties and States of Matter
In this first unit on chemistry, your studies will focus on the physical and chemical
properties of matter. You will learn how to classify matter and how to identify physical
and chemical changes in matter. By completing this unit, you will have a better
understanding of the different states of matter, the gas laws, and the processes by which
phase changes occur.
Atoms, Elements, and Bonds
In this unit, you will learn how scientists' theories and models of the atom changed over
time. You will study atomic structure, focusing on atomic number, mass number, and
isotopes. By completing this unit, you will be more comfortable with how elements are
organized within the modern periodic table of elements. You will also have a better
understanding of chemical bonds.
Chemical Reactions, Acids, and Bases
In this unit, you will study different types of chemical reactions, energy changes that
occur during chemical reactions, and how to describe chemical reactions using chemical
equations. You will learn about reaction rates and how to identify physical and chemical
equilibrium. You will also study the physical properties of a solution and the general
properties and strengths of acids and bases. By completing this unit, you will have a
better understanding of changes that occur during chemical reactions.
Nuclear Chemistry
In this unit, you will learn about nuclear chemistry—the study of the processes that take
place within an atom's nucleus. You will focus on the decay processes of a radioactive
substance, half-life, radiocarbon dating, and artificial transmutation. You will also study
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nuclear fission and nuclear fusion; by completing this unit, you will be able to recognize
the conditions that are required for these nuclear processes to occur.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the final exam. The exam may include any
material that has been presented throughout the semester. Since the final exam is
comprehensive, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers to the section and
chapter assessments before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Physical Science: Concepts in Action

Textbook
•

Physical Science: Concepts in Action
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Honors Physical Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Honors Physical Science. The course consists of
rigorous curriculum that provides the student the opportunity to deeply explore physics concepts
so that he may confidently enter and complete formal honors physics high school courses. The
course extends the student's prior knowledge of motion, force, work, power, energy, wave
mechanics, electricity, magnetism, and the electromagnetic spectrum. In addition, the course
includes a unit that focuses on earth science content. Honors Physical Science B includes handson explorations and virtual simulations to enhance the student's comprehension of key concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Forces and Motion
In this unit, you will study forces and motion. You will focus on distance, displacement,
speed, velocity, and acceleration, and then move on to balanced and unbalanced forces,
momentum, and universal forces. You will also examine Newton's three laws of motion
as well as Pascal's principle and Bernoulli's principle. Finally, you will learn how to
calculate pressure and analyze the effects buoyancy has on the apparent weight of an
object.
Work and Energy
In this unit, you will study work, power, machines, and energy. You will begin by
learning how to calculate work and power; later on, you will learn how to calculate
mechanical advantage and efficiency. You will study the six types of simple machines
and learn how to identify compound machines. You will learn about heat, temperature,
and thermal energy, and you will study conductors, insulators, and the laws of
thermodynamics in order to better understand heat and how it can be used.
Waves
In this unit, you will study the properties and behavior of waves. You will learn about
different types of mechanical waves and examine how waves are affected by reflection
and refraction. You will learn how sound is produced and how the ear is able to detect
sound. As you study the electromagnetic spectrum, you will focus on the characteristics
of electromagnetic waves and how different waves of the electromagnetic spectrum are
used. You will study how light behaves, how light is produced, and how color is
determined.
Electricity and Magnetism
In this unit, you will study electricity and magnetism. You will primarily focus on electric
charge, current, and circuits; however, you will also learn about common electronic
devices and how they work. You will identify the two types of electric current and you
will study circuit diagrams for series and parallel circuits. In the latter part of the unit,
you will study magnets, magnetic fields, and how electromagnets work. By completing
this unit, you will have a better understanding of how electricity and magnetism are
related.
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•

Earth in the Universe
In this unit, you will explore various aspects of the solar system, including the different
models of the solar system, the Earth-moon system, the eight planets, and the origin of
the solar system. You will also study the sun and stars. By completing this unit, you will
have a better understanding of how the sun produces energy for the solar system and how
stars form.
Semester Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the final exam. The exam may include any
material that has been presented throughout the semester. Since the final exam is
comprehensive, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers to section and
chapter assessments before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Physical Science: Concepts in Action

Textbook
•

Physical Science: Concepts in Action
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Physical Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise Physical Science. The course is designed to provide
students with an understanding of essential chemistry concepts. The course extends the student's
prior knowledge of the properties, states, and structure of matter, explores the dynamics of
chemical bonding and reactions, and introduces the student to nuclear chemistry. Physical
Science A includes hands-on explorations and virtual simulations to enhance the student's
comprehension of key concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Science Skills
In this introductory unit, you will learn that physical science is a vast branch of science
that covers the physics and chemistry of nonliving things. You will explore how the
major branches of science overlap and you will learn how scientists solve problems using
the scientific method. By completing this unit, you will have a general understanding of
the International System of Units (SI) how to present scientific data.
Properties and States of Matter
In this first unit on chemistry, your studies will focus on the physical and chemical
properties of matter. You will learn how to classify matter and how to identify physical
and chemical changes in matter. By completing this unit, you will have a better
understanding of the different states of matter, the gas laws, and the processes by which
phase changes occur.
Atoms, Elements, and Bonds
In this unit, you will learn how scientists' theories and models of the atom changed over
time. You will study atomic structure, focusing on atomic number, mass number, and
isotopes. By completing this unit, you will be more comfortable with how elements are
organized within the modern periodic table of elements. You will also have a better
understanding of chemical bonds.
Chemical Reactions, Acids, and Bases
In this unit, you will study different types of chemical reactions, energy changes that
occur during chemical reactions, and how to describe chemical reactions using chemical
equations. You will learn about reaction rates and how to identify physical and chemical
equilibrium. You will also study the physical properties of a solution and the general
properties and strengths of acids and bases. By completing this unit, you will have a
better understanding of changes that occur during chemical reactions.
Nuclear Chemistry
In this unit, you will learn about nuclear chemistry—the study of the processes that take
place within an atom's nucleus. You will focus on the decay processes of a radioactive
substance, half-life, radiocarbon dating, and artificial transmutation. You will also study
nuclear fission and nuclear fusion; by completing this unit, you will be able to recognize
the conditions that are required for these nuclear processes to occur.
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•

Physical Science A Review and Exam
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the final exam. The exam may include any
material that has been presented throughout the semester. Since the final exam is
comprehensive, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers to section and
chapter assessments before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Physical Science: Concepts in Action

Textbook
•

Physical Science: Concepts in Action
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Physical Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Physical Science. The course is designed to
provide the student with an understanding of essential physics and earth science concepts. The
physics-focused lessons cover motion, force, work, power, energy, wave mechanics, electricity,
magnetism, and the electromagnetic spectrum. Earth science topics include an exploration of the
Earth, sun, and planets. Physical Science B includes hands-on explorations and virtual
simulations to enhance the student's comprehension of key concepts.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Forces and Motion
In this unit, you will study forces and motion. Your studies will focus on distance,
displacement, speed, velocity, and acceleration—moving on to balanced and unbalanced
forces, momentum, and universal forces. You will examine Newton's three laws of
motion as well as Pascal's principle and Bernoulli's principle. You will also learn how to
calculate pressure and what effects buoyancy has on the apparent weight of an object.
Work and Energy
In this unit, you will study work, power, machines, and energy. You will begin by
learning how to calculate work and power; later on, you will learn how to calculate
mechanical advantage and efficiency. You will study the six types of simple machines
and learn how to identify compound machines. You will learn about heat, temperature,
and thermal energy, and you will study conductors, insulators, and the laws of
thermodynamics in order to better understand heat and how it can be used.
Waves
In this unit, you will study the properties and behavior of waves. You will learn about
different types of mechanical waves and examine how waves are affected by reflection
and refraction. You will learn how sound is produced and how the ear is able to detect
sound. As you study the electromagnetic spectrum, you will focus on the characteristics
of electromagnetic waves and how different waves of the electromagnetic spectrum are
used. You will study how light behaves, how light is produced, and how color is
determined.
Electricity and Magnetism
In this unit, you will study electricity and magnetism. You will primarily focus on electric
charge, current, and circuits; however, you will also learn about common electronic
devices and how they work. You will identify the two types of electric current and you
will study circuit diagrams for series and parallel circuits. In the latter part of the unit,
you will study magnets, magnetic fields and how electromagnets work. By completing
this unit, you will have a better understanding of how electricity and magnetism are
related.
Earth in the Universe
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In this unit, you will explore various aspects of the solar system, including the different
models of the solar system, the Earth-moon system, the eight planets, and the origin of
the solar system. You will also study the sun and stars. By completing this unit, you will
have a better understanding of how the sun produces energy for the solar system and how
stars form.
Semester Exam and Review
In this unit, you will prepare for and take the final exam. The exam may include any
material that has been presented throughout the semester. Since the final exam is
comprehensive, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers to section and
chapter assessments before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Physical Science: Concepts in Action

Textbook
•

Physical Science: Concepts in Action
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Physics A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Algebra 2 prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
The goal of physics is to describe the physical world using a small number of basic assumptions,
concepts, and equations. In this course, emphasis is placed on relating physics to the everyday
world. The student will explore the concepts involved with motion in one- and two-dimensions,
forces, work and energy, momentum and collisions, circular motion and gravitation. The students
will recognize the importance of the laws of thermodynamics.
Approximately 40 percent of the course involves virtual laboratory investigations. Some
activities will require ordinary household items such as rulers, meter sticks, balls or marbles,
string, paper, and pencils. Physics A focuses on understanding motion. The student will learn
kinematic equations and apply them to various situations. The student will explore forces, work,
and energy and apply these concepts in the special case of circular motion. Heat and the laws of
thermodynamics are covered.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Introduction
Welcome to Physics A. This unit introduces the course objectives and explains the
grading guidelines for research assignments and laboratory reports. In addition, the unit
reviews the scientific method.
Physics and the Laws of Motion
Throughout this unit you will explore the motion of objects. Most of the types of motion
described in this unit are likely familiar to you. You will learn about these common types
of motion by studying laws of motion, performing calculations, and conducting virtual
laboratory experiments.
Energy and Motion
In this unit you will learn about work, energy, and motion. You will study the different
kinds of energy that are involved when things move and learn how energy is converted
from one form to another during collisions. In addition, you will learn about the forces
involved with circular motion and gravitation. You will continue to solve real-world
problems and conduct virtual laboratory experiments.
Heat and Thermodynamics
In the previous unit you studied energy. In this unit you will learn about a particular form
of energy: heat. Thermodynamics involves understanding how the transfer of heat affects
the work done by a system. You will also study the first and second laws of
thermodynamics and continue to solve real-world problems and conduct virtual
laboratory experiments.
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Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Holt Physics
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Physics B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Algebra 2 and Physics A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
The goal of physics is to describe the physical world using a small number of basic assumptions,
concepts, and equations. In this course, emphasis is placed on relating physics to the everyday
world. The student will learn the characteristics of waves and describe the behavior of waves
with emphasis on light and sound. The student will understand the relationship between
electricity and magnetism. Finally, the student will gain a simple understanding of atomic
physics. Approximately 40 percent of the course involves virtual laboratory investigations. Some
activities will require ordinary household items such as rulers, meter sticks, balls or marbles,
string, paper, and pencils.
Physics B focuses on waves, in particular sound and light. Then the course moves to
understanding electricity and magnetism and the relationship between the two. It concludes with
a basic exploration of atomic physics.
Units:
•

•

•

Waves
In this unit you will explore the behavior of oscillations and waves. You will study
periodic motion, analyze the characteristics of sound and light, and learn how waves
transport energy. You will perform virtual labs to investigate the relationship between the
length and period of a pendulum, and the correlations among frequency, speed, and
amplitude of sound waves.
Electricity
In this unit you will explore the properties of electric charges. You will calculate the
electric force produced by point charges, interpret electric field lines, learn how
capacitors store electrical energy, and compare series and parallel circuits. You will
perform a virtual lab to investigate the relationships between voltage and current and
resistance and current. In an interactive discussion with your classmates, you will debate
if using hybrid electric vehicles may help to solve some of our energy problems and
discuss some of the environmental problems associated with carbon emissions.
Magnetism and Atomic Physics
In this unit you will explore the relationship between electricity and magnetism. You will
learn how electromagnets work, analyze the forces exerted on charges in a magnetic
field, and study a field of physics known as quantum mechanics, which describes the
physics of the particles that make up atoms. You will perform virtual labs to investigate
the magnitude of the magnetic fields of solenoids and the relationship between kinetic
energy, emitted electrons, and the wavelengths of light.
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Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes and answers
to questions before you begin to review.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Holt Physics
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American Government A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
An in-depth examination of American government and its fundamental principles and
organization, American Government A promotes understanding and participation in government
by presenting information in a context relevant to students. Students examine government
concepts such as the growth of democracy, federalism, separation of powers, and checks and
balances. The branches of government—legislative, executive, and judicial—are studied in
detail, and activities develop students’ abilities to question, analyze, and evaluate different forms
of information.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Foundations of American Government
In this unit, you will explore the beginnings of government in the United States. You will
learn about the political and economic features of American government. You will
discover how the American colonies won independence from Great Britain and what
models they looked to in creating a new nation. You will study the Constitution, the three
branches of government, and the principle of federalism.
The Legislative Branch
In this unit, you will learn about the powers and functions of the legislative branch of the
United States government. You will explore the House of Representatives, the Senate,
and additional committees and agencies. You will study how Congress works with the
president, as well as how new laws are made.
The Executive Branch
In this unit, you will explore the powers and functions of the executive branch of the
United States government. You will learn about the responsibilities of the president, vice
president, and the cabinet. You will also study the seven major roles of the president and
styles of leadership that lead to presidential success. Finally, you will learn about the
bureaucratic and civil service systems of the executive branch.
The Judicial Branch
In this unit, you will explore the powers and functions of the judicial branch of the United
States government. You will learn about the judicial systems of federal and state
courts. You will study the Supreme Court, and learn about how it selects, hears, and
decides cases. Finally, you will investigate how the Supreme Court shapes public policy
as well as the factors that influence the Court's decisions.
American Government A Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
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iText United States Government
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American Government B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The second of two courses, American Government B starts with an overview of the basic rights
and responsibilities of U.S. citizens. Students explore constitutional freedoms, citizen
requirements, and aspects of American law. Following units examine the participants in
government, including the media, political parties, and interest groups. Students learn about local
and state government structures, and complete the course with a unit in comparative politics.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Liberty and Justice for All
In this unit, you will learn about the basic rights and responsibilities of U.S. citizens. You
will explore the freedoms granted by the Bill of Rights. You will also study U.S.
immigration policy as well as the requirements for U.S. citizenship. Finally, you will
learn about aspects of American law, including the concepts of equal protection, privacy,
and equal opportunity.
Participating in Government
In this unit, you will explore the different ways in which Americans participate in the
political system. You will learn about the role and organization of political parties. In
addition, you will study the election process in the U.S. You will also explore the roles
and responsibilities of voters, and discover how they influence and are influenced by the
political system. Finally, you will learn about the roles of interest groups, public opinion,
and the media in American government.
Public Policies and Services
In this unit, you will explore public policies and services of the U.S. government. You
will learn about how the government raises and manages money. You will also study the
government's policies on business, the environment, public health, education, housing,
and transportation. Finally, you will learn about the nation's foreign policy, and how it
has changed over time.
State and Local Government
In this unit, you will learn about different roles and responsibilities of state and local
governments. You will explore the similarities and differences in their history and
organization. Finally, you will learn about the ways in which state and local government
influences your daily life.
Political and Economic Systems
In this unit, you will identify the characteristics of different types of political systems.
You will evaluate the relationship between economic decision-making and political
freedom. Finally, you will compare capitalism, socialism, and communism.
American Government B Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
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course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText United States Government
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AP United States Government
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete HS level government course prior to enrolling in
this course.

Description:
AP U.S. Government surveys the complex subjects of the United States government and politics.
Students will make detailed analyses of the processes and institutions (both formal and informal)
by which the political system functions and policy decisions are made. These analyses include
the Constitutional structure of government, participatory politics, the formal institutions of power
(and extra-constitutional influences on them), and public policy and individual rights and
liberties.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Constitutional Foundations
The study of American politics involves not only the study of the U.S. Constitution, but
also the many factors that influenced its development and implementation. When the
Constitution was written, the framers could not possibly foresee the changes in the
country, its people and the available technology. In this unit we will evaluate sources of
information, begin looking at the beliefs of the American population and then consider
the making of the U.S. Constitution.
Civil Liberties and Rights
Americans have been protesting and asking for "redress of grievances" since before the
revolutionary war. They considered it their right as Englishmen to demand change as do
Americans today. Throughout our history people have recognized injustice and worked to
change it through peaceful means. The middle of the twentieth century saw our liberty to
petition government come together again, this time with the demand for civil rights for
all. In this unit, we will examine our liberties and our civil rights and the policies and
court cases designed to protect them both.
People and Politics
Our government is based on the belief that the ultimate power in our system rests with
"We the People." In this unit you will study how the people are linked to the institutions
of government and how they exercise their political power.
The Policymakers
Who takes action in response to a problem in our country? Our policymakers, Congress,
the president, the federal bureaucracy, and the federal courts, all respond to the issues of
"We the People." In our system of government there are many voices to be heard and no
one policymaker can act alone. The challenge for policymakers is to work together to
make the best decisions for the country’s health and prosperity. In this unit you will
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•

•

examine how the three branches of American government influence and create public
policy.
Public Policy
When there is a problem in our country, many Americans expect the government to "do
something" especially when the problem is widespread. At the same time, many
Americans distrust government and want to limit its power. This contradictory political
culture leads to a narrow range of options for policymakers. In this unit we will look at
how policy is created, implemented, evaluated, and then revised or terminated.
AP U.S. Government Exam

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Gov't in America: People, Politics, and Policy
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AP United States History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students successfully complete World History prior to enrolling in
this course.

Description:
The student will learn about the history of the United States while preparing for the College
Board Advanced Placement exam in May. The student will use interactive assignments, write
essays, study primary source documents and engage in critical analysis on topics ranging from
Colonial America to the Civil War to the Cold War to the present. The student will be required to
show competency in analyzing, evaluating, and synthesizing information from primary and
secondary sources. Using historical thinking skills, the student will engage in inquiry
into concepts and issues related to seven themes. Advanced Placement United States History is a
college-level course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Can the Colonies Survive?
Unit 1 covers the age of exploration and the colonial era. You will begin learning about
the requirements for the AP Exam including essay writing and document-based questions
(DBQs).
The Constitutional Challenge
Unit 2 focuses on the birth of a new nation and the creation of the Constitution. You will
research and write about the events that led to the founding of this new nation of
colonies, as well as the founding fathers and colonists who helped determine the path of
the nation.
The Dawn of a New Nation
In Unit 3, you will closely follow the first several presidents and the establishment of a
two-party political system. You will also spend some time learning how to analyze maps,
political cartoons, and court documents.
Antebellum America
In Unit 4, you will study the growth of the country in several areas, including population
and culture. You will try your hand at creative writing, and you will get a bit more
practice analyzing documents in preparation for a big article you will be writing (a DBQ).
Sectional Strife Rising
In Unit 5, you will learn about sectional strife by conducting historical research, writing a
standard essay, and analyzing primary-source documents.
The United States of America?
In Unit 6, you will go beyond the battlefields and into the lives of the Americans who
experienced the conflict of the American Civil War firsthand. You will be writing about
the aftermath of the war and examining its effects on U.S. society.
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText By the People: A History of the United States AP Edition

Textbook
•

By the People: A History of the United States AP Edition - SE
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AP United States History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

It is recommended that students successfully complete World History prior to enrolling in
this course.

Description:
The student will learn about the history of the United States while preparing for the College
Board Advanced Placement exam in May. The student will use interactive assignments, write
essays, study primary source documents and engage in critical analysis on topics ranging from
Colonial America to the Civil War to the Cold War to the present. The student will be required to
show competency in analyzing, evaluating, and synthesizing information from primary and
secondary sources. Using historical thinking skills, the student will engage in inquiry
into concepts and issues related to seven themes. Advanced Placement United States History is a
college-level course.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

The Gilded Age
Reconstruction came to an end with the Compromise of 1877, but was it really over? In
Unit 1, you will research the post-Reconstruction Era. Slavery was no longer an issue in
America, although its effects would linger for years to come. The country would soon see
an increase in growth, both in its population and geographic size. You will focus on
bringing this new reality to your US History, AP readers through the use of primarysource documents.
Progressive or Regressive? The Road to World War
Unit 2 focuses on the expansion of the United States, a reform movement that improved
the lives of many Americans, and victorious American war effort.
It Was the Best of Times, It Was the Worst of Time
Unit 3 covers the Roaring Twenties. It was a decade filled with social, cultural, moral,
and technological change. However, it was also a decade filled with racial tension and
discrimination, intolerance of immigrants and minorities, and fear of new ideas. You will
cover the financial collapse at the end of the 1920s and the onset of the Great Depression,
the great leaders of the time, and the struggle to come to grips with economic reality.
World War Once Again Plagues the Planet
The decades after World War I were even more devastating than the original "war to end
all wars." Despite the United States' attempts to take an isolation position in world affairs,
others' aggression forced the nation's hand. In this unit, you will learn that the World War
II era included the largest genocide in world history, while on the home front, in the
midst of war, the government restricted civil rights guaranteed to citizens in the
Constitution. You will be challenged to view and write from both sides of the issues.
The Postwar Era
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After World War II, the nation was a bundle of contradictions. The 1950s and '60s were
decades in which many people considered family, conformity, and "getting ahead" their
chief priorities. Yet for others, the uncertainty of the nuclear age created a heavy burden.
It was a time of rebellion by those who cast aside the chains of second-class status:
African Americans, women, and young people. Two wars with identical goals resulted in
more than 100,000 casualties and a world no safer than that which ushered in atomic
weapons. News, sports, and political violence arrived in the American living room via
television, and families could not escape wrestling with thorny issues at the dinner table.

•

You will focus on the challenges confronting America in the postwar world and sharpen
your understanding of international events that affected Americans at home in very direct
ways.
A New Age... A New Era
The United States continued to face challenges both at home and abroad in the late years
of the twentieth century. Richard Nixon’s presidency saw the end of the Vietnam War
and the possibility of a fresh start, but those hopes were dashed in the greatest scandal to
rock the presidency in the nation's history. In its wake, Americans became dissatisfied
with the political system and its leaders, and a serious economic recession affected the
country. Into this atmosphere came Ronald Reagan, one of the most popular presidents in
history. For many Americans, he restored faith in the presidency and inspired a "can-do"
attitude throughout the nation.
In a more globally connected world, foreign relations came to play a much bigger role in
the United States’ health and continued prosperity. Although no further wars were
declared by Congress, American troops still saw action in numerous spots around the
globe. Two serious military conflicts with Iraq and a third in Afghanistan required
tremendous commitment of resources and tough decisions about how to keep order and
preserve individual liberties simultaneously. Although the 1990s marked the end of
strong communist influence in Europe, other, more shadowy, opponents appeared in the
form of terrorists. They successfully struck the United States both at home and abroad,
reshaping people's conceptions of safety, vulnerability, and the role of government.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText By the People: A History of the United States AP Edition

Textbook
•

By the People: A History of the United States AP Edition - SE
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Economics
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
From the stock market to the intricacies of U.S. monetary policy, Economics explores how
modern capitalism and the global economy works, and introduces students to concepts in both
macro- and microeconomics. Students learn about supply and demand, labor issues, financial
markets, taxes, and international trade.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Introduction to Economics
In the first unit of Economics, you will be introduced to the basic ideas of economics.
You will study scarcity, the factors of production, decision making, and opportunity cost.
You will also examine how societies have developed different economic systems to make
choices about resource allocation. Finally, you will study the American free enterprise
system.
How Markets Work
In this unit, you will study the factors that affect the way markets perform. You will learn
about demand, consumer desire for a product, and how it is affected by other economic
factors. In addition, you will examine supply and its role in the market. Both supply and
demand affect prices, which you will also learn about in this unit. Finally, you will study
the four types of market structures and identify their advantages and disadvantages.
Business and Labor
In this unit, you will learn about how the world of work is organized. You will develop
an understanding of the types of business organizations, including sole proprietorships,
partnerships, and corporations. You will also examine the history and development of
organized labor as well as factors that determine wages. Finally, you will learn about
trends in the labor force and in wages and benefits.
Money, Banking, and Finance
In this unit, you will learn about money, banking, and finance. You will examine the
characteristics of money, the historic role of banks, and trends in banking today. You will
also study the world of finance and develop an understanding of savings and investment,
including investment options, such as stocks and bonds.
Measuring Economic Performance
In this unit, you will discover how economic performance is measured. You will learn
about the calculation and use of gross domestic product and the significance of business
cycles. In addition, you will study economic growth and the factors that contribute to it.
You will examine the economic challenges of unemployment, inflation, and poverty, and
the effect of these challenges on the economy.
Government and the Economy
In this unit, you will learn about the ways the government obtains and spends resources
as well as how it intervenes in the economy. You will study taxes and federal spending.
You will also learn about fiscal policy and the different ways economists view the role of
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•

government in the economy. Finally, you will examine monetary policy, the money
creation process, bank regulation, and the role of the Federal Reserve.
The Global Economy
In the final unit of Economics, you will learn about international trade and economic
development. You will study reasons why nations trade, barriers to trade, international
cooperation, and ways in which trade is measured. Finally, you will study levels of
economic development and the changes that are occurring throughout much of the world
today.
Economics Final Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Prentice Hall Economics: Principles in Action
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Geography and Society
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Students build the skills they acquired in World Geography. In addition, students delve into
different aspects of geography, such as culture, government, and economics. Students also build
practical skills using geographic concepts such as weather forecasting and map creation.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Geography Workshop
In this unit, you will begin by learning about the different perspectives that underpin the
science of geography. Once you have become familiar with those concepts, you will
work extensively with the primary tool of a geographer: maps. From examining how
maps have evolved over centuries, their different forms and uses, and utilizing maps, you
will gain an appreciation for the work that geographers do in our society.
Physical Systems
In this unit, you will examine the physical systems that shape and affect our everyday
lives through weather and climate. You will begin by examining the major components
of Earth's physical systems and how the Earth's relationship with the Sun plays a
dramatic role in our world. Once you have completed your study of those systems, you
will study how those systems affect the climate and weather all over the planet.
Environmental Issues
In this unit, you will examine the environmental issues that affect the biodiversity of our
planet. You will examine the impact that humans have on the environment as well as
what can be done to honor and protect it. Your study of population growth, land use,
conservation, and climate change will identify factors that can positively influence and
protect the planet. You will watch a multimedia presentation in order to investigate the
available sources of renewable and nonrenewable energy and explore which sources have
the least impact on the natural world.
Human Systems
In this unit, you will examine components of culture and how cultures change over
time. You will learn about the primary world religions and belief systems of the eastern
and western hemispheres. Your exploration of how societies govern themselves will
include an analysis of political maps. By the end of this unit, you will draw your own
conclusions about the electoral process governing the United States.
Migration and Cultural Exchange
In this unit, you will examine what makes the United States a melting pot. You will
interpret population patterns and consider solutions for managing population
growth. Your study of the causes and effects of migration will include two primary
accounts, one from a Mexican migrant and one from an Afghan refugee. Your study of
cultural diffusion and multiculturalism will identify factors that unite and divide humans
living in the United States and around the world.
Resources and Conflict
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In this unit, you will study and learn how to examine ongoing conflicts all over the globe.
Using critical thinking and analysis, you will learn what kinds of conflicts exist, who the
key players or groups in those conflicts are, and why conflicts may be happening.
Through learning how to apply these critical analysis skills, you will also learn how to
compare and contrast existing conflicts in order to gain a greater and more complex
understanding of future conflicts around the world.
Geography and Society Final Exam
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Honors American Government A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
A rigorous, in-depth examination of American government and its fundamental principles and
organization, Honors American Government A promotes understanding and participation in
government by presenting information in a context relevant to students. Students examine
government concepts such as the growth of democracy, federalism, separation of powers, and
checks and balances. The branches of government—legislative, executive, and judicial—are
studied in detail, and activities develop students’ critical thinking skills, including the ability to
question, analyze, and evaluate different forms of information.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Foundations of American Government
In this unit, you will explore the beginnings of government in the United States. You will
learn about the political and economic features of American government. You will
discover how the American colonies won independence from Great Britain and what
models they looked to in creating a new nation. You will study the Constitution, the three
branches of government, and the principle of federalism.
The Legislative Branch
In this unit, you will learn about the powers and functions of the legislative branch of the
United States government. You will explore the House of Representatives, the Senate,
and additional committees and agencies. You will study how Congress works with the
president, as well as how new laws are made.
The Executive Branch
In this unit, you will explore the powers and functions of the executive branch of the
United States government. You will learn about the responsibilities of the president, vice
president, and the cabinet. You will also study the seven major roles of the president and
styles of leadership that lead to presidential success. Finally, you will learn about the
bureaucratic and civil service systems of the executive branch.
The Judicial Branch
In this unit, you will explore the powers and functions of the judicial branch of the United
States government. You will learn about the judicial systems of federal and state
courts. You will study the Supreme Court, and learn about how it selects, hears, and
decides cases. Finally, you will investigate how the Supreme Court shapes public policy
as well as the factors that influence the Court's decisions.
Honors American Government A Final
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
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iText United States Government
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Honors American Government B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The second of two courses, Honors American Government B starts with an overview of the basic
rights and responsibilities of U.S. citizens. Students explore constitutional freedoms, citizen
requirements, and aspects of American law. Following units examine the participants in
government, including the media, political parties, and interest groups. Students learn about local
and state government structures, and complete the course with a unit in comparative politics.
This Honors level course includes more rigorous curriculum and greater opportunities for
students explore concepts, engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking
skills.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Liberty and Justice for All
In this unit, you will learn about the basic rights and responsibilities of U.S. citizens. You
will explore freedoms granted by the Bill of Rights. You will also study U.S. immigration
policy as well as the requirements for U.S. citizenship. Finally, you will learn about
aspects of American law, including the concepts of equal protection, privacy, and equal
opportunity.
Participating in Government
In this unit, you will explore the different ways in which Americans participate in the
political system. You will learn about the role and organization of political parties. In
addition, you will study the election process in the U.S. You will also explore the roles
and responsibilities of voters, and discover how they influence and are influenced by the
political system. Finally, you will learn about the roles of interest groups, public opinion,
and the media in American government.
Public Policies and Services
In this unit, you will explore public policies and services of the U.S. government. You
will learn about how the government raises and manages money. You will also study the
government's policies on business, the environment, public health, education, housing,
and transportation. Finally, you will learn about the nation's foreign policy, and how it
has changed over time.
State and Local Government
In this unit, you will learn about different roles and responsibilities of state and local
governments. You will explore the similarities and differences in their history and
organization. Finally, you will learn about the ways in which state and local government
influences your daily life.
Political and Economic Systems
In this unit, you will identify the characteristics of different types of political systems.
You will evaluate the relationship between economic decision-making and political
freedom. Finally, you will compare capitalism, socialism, and communism.
Honors American Government B Final
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In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText United States Government
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Honors United States History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two Honors courses that comprise United States History. The student begins
by examining early American history focusing on key events of the American Revolution up to
the causes and conclusion of the American Civil War. The student will then study the Gilded
Age in which many changes took place in political and business practices, immigration and
demographic changes, to the equality of African Americans, and the effect of labor unions. Next,
the student will examine the emergence of the United States as a world power focusing on
imperialism and how that shaped financial and political policies in the United States and abroad.
The student will also focus on the United States policy on World War I. Finally, the student will
address the impact of economic, social, and political change on American culture during the two
decades following World War I. The main focus will be the Great Depression and how Franklin
Roosevelt and his New Deal policies led the United States out of economic disaster.
Units:
•

•

•

The Early American Republic
In this unit, you will review your knowledge of early American history by surveying key
events from the Revolutionary War to the Civil War. You will investigate the causes of
the American Revolution, including the influence of the Enlightenment. You will analyze
America’s founding documents such as the Articles of Confederation, Declaration of
Independence, The United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Early English
documents such as Magna Carta and the English Bill of Rights will be examined to show
how they influenced our system of government in the new world. You will trace the
realities of economic power, racial prejudice, and conservatism of the time period.
Through an analysis of various plans for Reconstruction, students will assess the nature
of the power struggle over how to restore the nation following the Civil War. Students
will apply previously-developed historical thinking skills and be introduced to new skills
such as document analysis, making comparisons, analysis of subtext, and conducting
historical research.
Industrialization of the United States
In this unit, you will study key historical events from the Gilded Age. You will
demonstrate how American culture was transformed by economic, social, and political
changes during the late 19th century. Using a regional approach, the unit explains
industrialization in the North, West and South. Topics and case studies include business
and political practices, demographic changes, impacts on urban and rural areas, and the
dynamics of interactions among different immigrant and cultural groups. You will
evaluate the efforts of farmers’ organizations and labor unions to improve working
conditions. You will also examine African-American organizations created to advocate
social and political equality, and the role of government reform at the local, state, and
national levels.
Emergence of the Modern United States
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•

This unit covers the United States during the Progressive Era, from the late 1800s to the
end of World War I. You will learn about the reforms enacted during the Progressive Era
focusing on election reform, regulation of business, environmental protection, and
women’s suffrage. Students will also examine how and why the United States emerged as
a world power. From early attempts to acquire territories, to land gained in the SpanishAmerican War, to establishment of spheres of influence, and to the participation in World
War I, students will analyze the United States’ rise as an imperialistic power.
Prosperity and Depression
This unit addresses the impacts of economic, social, and political change on American
culture during the two decades following World War I. Students will analyze various
reactions during the 1920s including significant changes in economic behaviors and
cultural conflicts. Students will have the opportunity to analyze multiple causations and
devastating effects of the Great Depression. Students will determine the reasons for
political victories of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the subsequent embrace of the New
Deal. Students will investigate the general goals of the New Deal and examine criticisms
of increased government intervention. Students will conclude the unit by evaluating the
effectiveness of the New Deal in addressing the many problems of depression in a
modern economy.
Review & Final
You will review and study for your U.S. History A Honors exam by completing the given
review activities and studying your notes and assignments.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText United States History: Survey Edition
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Honors United States History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise Honors U.S. History. In this course, the
student will learn about the people, events, and ideas that shaped the United States from World
War II on. The student will begin by exploring the causes, events, and effects of World War II.
Then the student will study the Cold War era and the tumultuous events of the 1950s and 1960s,
including the civil rights movement and the Vietnam War. Next the student will learn about the
latter part of the twentieth century, including the scandals and economic troubles of the 1970s,
the rebirth of the conservative movement and end of the Cold War in the 1980s, and the
information revolution of the 1990s. Finally, the student will consider the challenges of the
twenty-first century. Throughout this course, the student will study primary sources, and use both
primary and secondary sources as a basis for a semester-long research project.
Units:
•

•

•

•

World War II and Postwar America
This unit focuses on the events of World War II and the beginning of the Cold War. You
will learn about the causes, events, and effects of World War II. You will learn about
changes in the United States as World War II ended and the Cold War began. You will
examine how tensions developed between the Soviet Union and the United States and
how those tensions affected foreign policies and life at home. In this unit, you will also
start a semester-long project, the writing of a research paper.
Challenges and Change
This unit focuses on the major changes in the United States during the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s. You will begin the unit by examining the events of the civil rights movement. You
will learn about the policies of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, including the war in
Vietnam. You will learn about the protests that swept the nation for women's and
minorities' rights and against the Vietnam War. Finally, you will learn about key events
of the 1970s, including the Watergate scandal, stagflation, and the Iran hostage crisis.
Throughout the unit, you will continue to work on your major research project.
Changing and Enduring Issues
This unit focuses on the events of the last 30 years in American history. You will learn
about the resurgence of conservative Republicanism and the presidencies of Ronald
Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and George W. Bush—in addition to the Democratic
presidency of Bill Clinton. You will also learn about the main domestic and international
events of the 1990s. Finally, you will look at the events that have shaped the beginning of
the twenty-first century, including global terrorism and immigration. At the end of the
unit, you will finish and submit your major research project.
Semester Review
In this unit, you will review for and take your U.S. History Semester B exam.

Online Text/eBook
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•

iText United States History: Survey Edition
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Honors World History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Honors World History A includes more rigorous curriculum and greater opportunities for
students to explore concepts, engage in independent research, and demonstrate critical thinking
skills. Comprehensive in scope, the course begins with a review of ancient civilizations, and then
moves through the emergence of modern nation-states, concluding with the Napoleonic Wars.
Primary source documents bring the past to life, introducing students to people and cultures
across the world and across time.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Reading and Writing for History
In this unit, you will practice skills that will make you a better historian. You will hone
your critical reading skills and develop a process for preparing and writing a research
paper. Finally, you will learn how to identify reliable research sources and avoid
committing plagiarism.
Geography and History
In this unit, you will learn about the relationship between geography and historic events.
You will learn more about the purpose and uses of globes and maps and examine the
themes and elements associated with the study of geography.
The World Before Modern Times
In this unit, you will learn about the emergence of civilizations from prehistory to about
1500. You will study ancient societies of Western Asia, Egypt, India, and China. You
will also examine the contributions of the Greek, Roman, Arab, African, and Asian
empires to world history. Finally, your study of ancient American civilizations will
conclude the first unit of the course.
The Early Modern World - Part I
In this unit, you will learn about world cultures between 1400 and 1800. You will study
the Renaissance and its impact on people's interpretation of the world around them. In
addition, you will explore the role of religion and study the effect of the Protestant
Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Reformation. You will also look at various
societies' explorations around the globe. Finally, you will examine social and political
struggles in Europe between 1550 and 1715.
The Early Modern World - Part II
In this unit, you will continue to study the contributions of world cultures between 1400
and 1815. You will examine the expansion of Muslim Empires throughout the world and
the impact of the religion of Islam. Additionally, you will learn about cultures of the East
Asian world, including China, Japan, and Korea. You will also examine the causes and
effects of the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment and study their impact on the
American colonies. You will conclude World History A by learning about the French
Revolution and its consequences, as well as studying the contributions of Napoleon.
Honors World History A Final Exam
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In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Glencoe World History: Modern Times
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Honors World History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Honors World History A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
The second of two courses, Honors World History B starts with the Industrial Revolution and the
social and technological changes that swept across Europe and North America. The advances and
turmoil of the 20th century are studied in depth, and the course ends with the opportunities and
challenges of today’s global networked society. A more rigorous curriculum and independent
research opportunities allow for an in-depth exploration of concepts and the development of
critical thinking skills.
Units:
•

•

•

•

An Era of European Imperialism
In this unit, you will explore the causes and effects of European Imperialism between
1800 and 1914. You will examine how industrialization and nationalism influenced
empire-building around the globe. In addition, you will learn about European colonies in
Southeast Asia, Africa, India, and Latin America, and consider the consequences of
imperialism on indigenous peoples. Finally, you will study social and political challenges
in China and Japan in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
The Twentieth Century Crisis
In this unit, you will study social, political, and military struggles throughout the world
between 1914 and 1945. You will examine the causes and effects of World War I, and
study how the outcome of that world laid the foundation for a second world war.
Additionally, you will study world cultural trends between the world wars. You will also
explore the role of nationalism in the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
Finally, you will learn about the reasons for and consequences of World War II.
Toward a Global Civilization
In this final unit of World History, you will learn about developments throughout the
world between 1945 and the present. You will examine the causes and consequences of
the Cold War and trace the influence of communism throughout the postwar world. You
will also learn about the emergence of new economies and independent nations in Latin
America, Africa, and Asia. Finally, you will consider the challenges facing the global
civilization and how nations try to achieve peace.
Honors World History B Final Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText Glencoe World History: Modern Times
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United States History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the first of two courses that comprise United States History. This course will explore the
growth of American society and the emergence of the United States as a world power. The
course covers the significant developments in America's past from Reconstruction to World War
I with a brief review of early settlement, colonization, and the development of America as an
independent nation. The student will focus on American political, economic, and social history
from a chronological point of view. Activities in this course are designed to develop the student's
abilities to question, read, analyze, interpret, and evaluate different forms of information, as well
as to communicate his or her ideas to others. Geography skills will be interwoven in the lessons,
as the student makes connections between the evolution of America's geography and its
historical impact.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

The Early American Republic
In this unit, you will review your knowledge of early American history by surveying key
events from the Revolutionary War to the Civil War. You will investigate the causes of
the American Revolution, including the influence of the Enlightenment. You will analyze
America’s founding documents. You will trace the growing sectionalism during the
1800s, ending in the Civil War. Finally, you will determine the effects of the Civil War
and Reconstruction on the United States.
Industrialization of the United States
In this unit, you will study key historical events from the Gilded Age. Studying
inventions, business practices and labor unions, you will trace the effects of the Second
Industrial Revolution. You will learn about the effect of immigration and urbanization on
America’s landscape. You will examine the changes in the South and the West during
this period, and growing political and social movements throughout the country.
Emergence of the Modern United States
This unit covers the United States during the Progressive Era, from the late 1800s to the
end of World War I. In this unit, you will learn about the reforms enacted during the
Progressive Era. You will explore the United States’ first steps toward imperialism. The
unit will finish with your study of the causes, events, and effects of World War I.
Prosperity and Depression
This unit focuses on the United States during the 1920s, and the 1930s. You will examine
the cultural, economic, and political trends of the 1920s. You will learn about the causes
of the Great Depression, its effect on everyday Americans and efforts to bring the country
back to prosperity. You will particularly evaluate the effects of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s New Deal on the United States.
Review & Final
You will review information from Units 1–4 and take your Semester A Exam.
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Online Text/eBook
•

iText United States History: Survey Edition
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United States History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This is the second of two courses that comprise United States History. This course will continue
the study of American history, tracing the changes in American society from World War II
through the present. This course will continue to follow the chronology of American political,
economic, and social history. Every unit will provide practice with critical social studies skills,
including analyzing primary sources, recognizing point of view, identifying cause and effect,
evaluating different forms of information, and communicating ideas to others. Geography skills
are interwoven in the lessons, as the student makes connections between the evolution of
America's geography and its impact on historical events.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

World War II and Postwar America
This unit focuses on the events of World War II and the beginning of the Cold War. You
will learn about the causes, events, and effects of World War II. You will learn about
changes in the United States as World War II ended and the Cold War began. You will
examine how tensions developed between the Soviet Union and United States and how
those tensions affected foreign policies and life at home. In this unit, you will also start a
semester-long project, the writing of a research paper.
Challenges and Change: Part 1
This unit focuses on the major changes in the United States during the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s. You will begin the unit by examining the events of the civil rights movement. You
will learn about the policies of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, including the war in
Vietnam. Finally, you will learn about the protests that swept the nation for women's and
minorities' rights and against the Vietnam War. Throughout the unit, you will continue to
work on your major research project.
Challenges and Change: Part 2
This unit continues to focus on the major changes in the United States during the 1960s
and 1970s. You will begin the unit by examining the events of the women's rights
movement. You will learn about the policies of Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter.
Finally, you will learn about key events of the 1970s, including the Watergate scandal,
stagflation, and the Iran hostage crisis. Throughout the unit, you will continue to work on
your major research project.
Changing and Enduring Issues
This unit focuses on the events of the last thirty years in American history. You will learn
about the resurgence of conservative Republications and the presidencies of Ronald
Reagan and George H.W. Bush. You will learn about the main domestic and international
events of the 1990s. Finally you will look at the events that have shaped the beginning of
the 21st century, including global terrorism and immigration. You will finish your major
research project.
U.S. History B Semester Review
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In this unit, you will review for the U.S. History B Semester Exam. You will study by
using the graphic organizers from each unit, by taking a practice test, and by choosing
from a list of other review strategies. Finally, you will take the exam itself.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText United States History: Survey Edition
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World Geography
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Students master basic geography skills and principles in this course, which covers major
locations, the United States, world economic activity, and understanding and using maps.
Students acquire an understanding of multiculturalism and the relationships between people and
their environment.
Units:
•

People and Places
In this unit, you'll gain some background in the origins of geography in order to get a
sense of where and how this science began. This brief history will also give you some
perspective on just how much our knowledge of geography has changed and grown.
Glimpses into the travel journals of Marco Polo and the epic story of Odysseus, among
others, reflect how imagination took the wheel when facts could go no further. You'll also
follow a timeline of maps, from the Babylonians simplistic clay-tablet world map to the
minutely detailed satellite maps of today.
After delving in the beginnings of geography, you will familiarize yourself with the
basics of physical geography, a necessary prerequisite to exploring human geography.
You will scrutinize the anatomy of our planet, from its interior to its ionosphere. The
science of plate tectonics will be introduced, and then you will dive into the topics of
oceans and continents. You'll also examine the concepts of the latitude and longitude,
hemisphere, equator, and prime meridian. Climate and its effects on human populations.

•

•

You will learn what defines human geography and how it is different than physical
geography. You will also familiarize yourself with the aspects of study that fall under the
umbrella term of human geography, how each in some way is intricately woven into the
natural landscape of the planet.
Europe
In this unit, you'll first examine the topographical characteristics of Europe and become
acquainted with its flora and fauna (the plants and animals) of the continent, and take a
trip in the process. You'll then get an overview of the many nationalities that make up
Europe and pay a virtual visit to a selected country, keeping a travel journal of your stay.
In the final lesson of the unit, you'll learn about the European Union, a group of 27 (to
date) European nations that have made a commitment to work together as one entity to
keep peace and grow economically.
Africa
In this unit, you will examine the topographical characteristics of Africa and discover its
incredible animals and plants. In the process, you will take a virtual field trip to an
African nation to study one of its ecosystems. You will get an overview of the many
peoples and tribes that make up Africa and pay a virtual visit to a selected country,
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•

•

•

•

keeping a travel journal of your stay. Finally, you will learn about the economic and
political climates in Africa, and the efforts being made to include this continent into the
globalization movement.
Asia
In Unit 4, you have a lot of ground to cover—millions of miles, in fact. Your virtual trek
now takes you to the vast and extraordinarily diverse continent of Asia. Because Asia
encompasses vast stretches of the planet, scores of countries, and hundreds of individual
cultures, economies, and governments, the first lesson in this unit will include a general
introduction to Asia through video clips. Once you have an overview of the region, you
will explore its physical geography. In lesson 2, you'll explore the culture of India, in
which ancient traditions and religions meet modern technology and lifestyles. China's
economic and political identity will be examined in lessons 3 and 4, as this country rides
the fast track to becoming a global economic superpower.
North America
In this unit, you will first examine the physical terrain of the continent and become
acquainted with its rich biodiversity. You will also have the chance to pay a virtual visit
to one of the few mega diverse countries in the world. Then, you will get an overview of
the many peoples and cultures that make up North America and take another virtual trip
to a selected country, keeping a travel journal of your stay. In the final lesson of the unit,
you will learn about the political and economic landscape of this continent's major
players and take a look at the economic phenomenon of free trade agreements, in
particular, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).If you are from North
America, this unit gives you the grand tour of your own backyard. If you are from
another part of the world, it may provide a rich and informative guide to this amazing
continent.
South America
With this unit, you arrive on the next continent in your whirlwind virtual world tour:
South America. Like all the other continents you've studied thus far, South America has
its own character, both physically and culturally. Its culture is similar to that of Central
America, but with a stronger Latin influence. Even with all the cultural diversity found
throughout this continent's 13 nations, the Latin flavor is ever present.
For starters, you'll take a look at the physical features of South America, which presents a
varied landscape and holds several "world's no. 1" titles in the physical geography hall of
fame (longest mountain range, biggest river, to name two). In the first lesson, you'll also
take a little excursion off the coast of Ecuador to discover the weird and wonderful flora
and fauna of the Galapagos Islands. In Lesson 2, you will learn how the story of the
Spanish invasion of Mexico and Central America was continued into South America, and
how its effects are evident in today's South American culture. Yet the continent has
attracted an ethnic rainbow of people from throughout the world, and you'll discover how
these immigrants have adapted while still maintaining their cultural identities. For the
unit's final lessons, you will review the frequently changing political scene in South
America and learn how South America, too, is working to facilitate economic growth
Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands
In this unit, you will study the final region in your virtual world tour: Oceania. You will
learn more about its diverse and beautiful physical geography, as well as the diversity of
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cultures that have shaped Oceania's history. You will examine Australia, New Zealand,
and some of the Pacific Island nations of Oceania.
Current Issues
In Unit 8, you will gain an understanding of the characteristics of populations, including
how they are distributed over the land, what spurs populations to grow, and the stages of
growth—known as demographic transition. You will then study the topic of
overpopulation, learn about exponential growth, and learn the world’s population— 6.6
billion. As well, you will explore the causes and consequences of human overpopulation.
In lessons 3 and 4, you will delve into what is arguably the most dire environmental issue
we face—global warming. You will examine such questions as how did this phenomenon
happen. Then you will be introduced to possible ways to mitigate this predicament while
exploring what sustainability entails.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with the questions.
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World History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Comprehensive in scope, the World History courses begin with a review of ancient civilizations,
and then moves through the emergence of modern nation-states, concluding with the Napoleonic
Wars. Primary source documents bring the past to life, introducing students to people and
cultures across the world and across time.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Reading and Writing for History
In this unit, you will practice skills that will make you a better historian. You will hone
your critical reading skills and develop a process for preparing and writing a research
paper. Finally, you will learn how to identify reliable research sources and avoid
committing plagiarism.
Geography and History
In this unit, you will learn about the relationship between geography and historic events.
You will learn more about the purpose and uses of globes and maps and examine the
themes and elements associated with the study of geography.
The World Before Modern Times
In this unit, you will learn about the emergence of civilizations from prehistory to about
1500. You will study ancient societies of Western Asia, Egypt, India, and China. You
will also examine the contributions of the Greek, Roman, Arab, African, and Asian
empires to world history. Finally, your study of ancient American civilizations will
conclude the first unit of the course.
The Early Modern World - Part I
In this unit, you will learn about world cultures between 1400 and 1800. You will study
the Renaissance and its impact on people's interpretation of the world around them. In
addition, you will explore the role of religion and study the effect of the Protestant
Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Reformation. You will also look at various
societies' explorations around the globe. Finally, you will examine social and political
struggles in Europe between 1550 and 1715.
The Early Modern World - Part II
In this unit, you will continue to study the contributions of world cultures between 1400
and 1815. You will examine the expansion of Muslim Empires throughout the world and
the impact of the religion of Islam. Additionally, you will learn about cultures of the East
Asian world, including China, Japan, and Korea. You will also examine the causes and
effects of the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment and study their impact on the
American colonies. You will conclude World History A by learning about the French
Revolution and its consequences, as well as studying the contributions of Napoleon.
World History A Final Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
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course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Glencoe World History: Modern Times
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World History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The second of two courses, World History B starts with the Industrial Revolution and the social
and technological changes that swept across Europe and North America. The advances and
turmoil of the 20th century are studied in depth, and the course ends with the opportunities and
challenges of today’s global networked society.
Units:
•

•

•

•

An Era of European Imperialism
In this unit, you will explore the causes and effects of European Imperialism between
1800 and 1914. You will examine how industrialization and nationalism influenced
empire-building around the globe. In addition, you will learn about European colonies in
Southeast Asia, Africa, India, and Latin America, and consider the consequences of
imperialism on indigenous peoples. Finally, you will study social and political challenges
in China and Japan in the 19th and early 20thcenturies.
The Twentieth Century Crisis
In this unit, you will study social, political, and military struggles throughout the world
between 1914 and 1945. You will examine the causes and effects of World War I, and
study how the outcome of that world laid the foundation for a second world war.
Additionally, you will study world cultural trends between the world wars. You will also
explore the role of nationalism in the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
Finally, you will learn about the reasons for and consequences of World War II.
Toward a Global Civilization
In this final unit of World History, you will learn about developments throughout the
world between 1945 and the present. You will examine the causes and consequences of
the Cold War and trace the influence of communism throughout the postwar world. You
will also learn about the emergence of new economies and independent nations in Latin
America, Africa, and Asia. Finally, you will consider the challenges facing the global
civilization and how nations try to achieve peace.
World History B Final Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Glencoe World History: Modern Times
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High School Elective Curricular Offerings

Personal Finance
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Through real-world applications and clear, engaging lessons, Personal Finance prepares students
for making sound financial decisions. Exercises illustrate the influence of economics in daily life
and how financial decisions made today affect the future.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Money Management and Career Planning
In the first unit of Personal Finance, you will define personal financial planning, and
explore the six steps of financial planning. You will also identify economic factors that
affect personal financial decisions and explain how opportunity costs are associated with
personal financial decisions. Finally, you will identify strategies for achieving financial
goals at different stages of life.
Taxes, Retirement, and Health Insurance
In Unit 2 of Personal Finance, you will learn to identify the personal issues to consider
when choosing and planning your career. You will also understand how education and
training affect career advancement. You will study tax strategies, insurance and risk
management, health insurance and financial planning, and culminate with a discussion of
retirement planning.
Consumer Credit and Investing
In this unit, you will identify different types of financial services, and calculate the cost
and benefits of different savings plans. You will study how to build and protect your
credit rating. You will discuss ways to obtain funds for investing and identify the factors
that affect their investment choices. You will also identify the main types of savings and
investment alternatives and explain the steps involved in developing a personal
investment plan. As you explore your own personal plan, you will identify sources of
financial information.
Starting a Business
In this unit, you will study the three essential types of business arrangements, namely sole
proprietorship, general and limited partners, and types of corporations. As you study how
to form a corporation and explore its advantages and disadvantages, you will consider the
broader concern of financial management for a business. As the lessons progress, you
will formulate a business plan and explain its components. Similarly, you will describe
the aspects of a financial plan and explain the importance of accounting in financial
management. Finally, you will explore the primary functions of accounting.
Operating your Business
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•

In this unit, you will be defining terms such as: start-up costs, operating costs, and reserve
funds, and you will show how this is related to entrepreneurship. You will also identify
sources of personal and private financing, and discuss the options available through bank
funding. Additionally, you will examine the role of accounting and record keeping.
Finally, you will explore the nuances of accounting, and you will apply this analysis to
how businesses run from their inception to their perpetuation and growth.
Review and Final Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review.
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Business Information Systems
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student is introduced to various information and communications
technologies. The student will examine and explain how information systems are used to solve
problems and make better business decisions.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Using MIS, 8th Edition
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HS Introduction to Entrepreneurship I
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course you will learn the basics needed to plan and launch your own business. Do you
have what it takes to start a new business? Do you have an idea for a business but need the tools
to get started? This course will provide you with the core skills you need to become successful.
In this course you will study the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. You will also learn
about self-employment and basic economic concepts related to small businesses, such as
competition and production. This course will also walk you through the steps of setting up a
business, including developing a business plan, a mission and a vision, attracting investors, and
marketing your company.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn how to
navigate through the course, find and zip files, set up your Web browser, and complete
coursework. You will also learn about using trustworthy sources, avoiding plagiarism,
and making proper citations.
The Role of the Entrepreneur
In this unit, you will receive an introduction to what it means to be an entrepreneur. You
will learn about types of entrepreneurs and the role of entrepreneurs in society. This unit
will also explain basic economic concepts related to entrepreneurship, including
producers and consumers, strong and weak economies, and capitalism and competition.
Entrepreneurship as a Career
In this unit, you will learn more about the life of an entrepreneur. This unit will explore
some of the advantages and disadvantages of self-employment as well as detail the
characteristics, skills, and education of successful entrepreneurs. This unit will also
discuss reasons why a person becomes an entrepreneur and career paths that help develop
entrepreneurial skills and characteristics.
Economic Principles
In this unit, you will learn more about some basic economic concepts related to
entrepreneurship. You will learn about profit and loss, profit motive, and competition.
You will also learn about production, goods, scarcity, and the law of supply and demand.
Production and Delivery
In this unit, you will learn how entrepreneurs produce and deliver goods and services to
markets. You will explore some of the different industries and delivery methods. You
will also learn about related economic concepts, including economic utility, economies of
scale, market saturation, and product life cycle.
Small Business Basics
In this unit, you will explore the stages and forms of small businesses. Related to this,
you will learn about how to form departments and factors that contribute to success and
failure. You will also become more familiar with the importance of business ethics.
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•

•

•

•

•

Business Ideas and Opportunities
In this unit, you will learn the role of entrepreneurs and small businesses in society and
the global economy. Related to this, you will explore how business trends affect
entrepreneurial ideas and opportunities. You will also learn about methods and resources
that will help you generate business ideas and wisely select the best plan based on your
goals, skills, personality, and resources.
Defining Your Business
In this unit, you will learn about the importance and parts of a business plan. Related to
this, you will how to craft a mission and vision statement. You will also learn how to
determine the scope of a business, including the products and services that will be
offered.
Business Organization
In this unit, you will learn about various forms of business organization as well as
accompanying legal and tax procedures. Related to this, you will learn about franchising,
business licenses, and permits. You will also explore ways to organize and manage
employees, records, purchasing, and inventory.
Marketing Basics
In this unit, you will explore basic concepts related to marketing an entrepreneurial
initiative or business, including market positioning, penetration, and research. You will
also learn about establishing a corporate and brand image and the steps involved in
developing a marketing message.
Promoting Your Company
In this unit, you will learn about diverse methods for promoting an entrepreneurial
initiative or business. Related to this, you will explore promotional methods, costs, and
evaluation. You will also learn about advertising methods and goals as well as the parts
of a marketing plan.
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HS Introduction to Entrepreneurship II
FIX!!!
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Introduction to Business
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Do you have a business idea, but are unsure about how to market your ideas to customers? Do
careers in business appeal to you? In this Introduction to Marketing class, you’ll master the
basics of marketing, including core concepts such as financing, pricing, distribution, product
management, and more. Throughout the course you’ll learn about the basics of economics and
economic systems, managing business finances accounting practices, operating a business in the
global marketplace, generating business ideas and seeking out business opportunities, creating a
business plan, and promoting and advertising a business.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will receive a basic overview of the course. You will learn how to
navigate through the course, find and zip files, set up your Web browser, and complete
coursework. You will also learn about using trustworthy sources, avoiding plagiarism,
and making proper citations.
Economics
In this unit, you will learn about basic economic concepts involving scarcity, markets,
goods and services, producers and consumers, and supply and demand. You will also
learn about capitalism and other types of economic systems.
Costs and Profit
In this unit, you will learn about business costs, including revenue and profit. You will
also learn about concepts related to efficiency and productivity, including specialization,
division of labor, and economies of scale. This unit also teaches the concepts of value and
economic utility.
Business Types
In this unit, you will learn about owning and running a business. You will learn about
types of industries, goods and services, liability, and taxation. You will also learn about
business ownership, the stages and structures of a business, market saturation, and the
product life cycle.
Money Management
In this unit, you will learn about managing your money. Income, economic goals, and
budgeting will be covered. You will also learn about banking risks and security,
investing, equity and debt investments, and investment income.
Taxes and Credit
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•

•

•

•

•

In this unit, you will learn about taxes, including payroll withholding. You will also learn
about credit and debit. Related to this, you will learn about loans, credit history, and
credit scores.
Business Finance
In this unit, you will learn about business finance and accounting. Related to this, you
will learn about funding, financial health, bookkeeping, financial statements, risk and risk
management, and opportunity cost.
Business and Society
In this unit, you will learn about globalization, including importing and exporting. You
will also learn about government agencies and regulations that affect businesses. This
unit also discusses issues of law related to business, including contracts, intellectual
property, ethics, and conflicts of interest.
Business Planning
In this unit, you will learn about how to plan and realize business ideas and opportunities.
Related to this, you will learn about the importance of business trends. You will also
explore how to develop mission, vision, and value statements and establish the scope of a
business.
Marketing
In this unit, you will learn about the importance of marketing to business. Related to this,
you will learn about developing a brand, corporate image, marketing message, and
marketing plan. You will also become familiar with various marketing tools and the
concepts of market share and market penetration.
Promotion
In this unit, you will learn about promoting a business. You will learn about promotional
and advertising methods. You will also learn about evaluating promotions and
advertisements.
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Introduction to Communication
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The student will examine the communication process, including elements of listening and verbal
and nonverbal communication. The course also explores how these communication elements
operate between self, individuals, and groups. Communication concepts and skills are explored
through a variety of methods and activities. At the end of this course, the student will be able to
do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the communication process
Analyze the influence of ethics on communication
Discuss the relationship between critical thinking and communication
Explain how perception influences the communication process
Analyze self-concept and self-esteem in relation to effective communication
Explain how communication influences interpersonal relationships
Examine the communication processes within groups and among different cultures

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Communication: Principles for a Lifetime, 5th Edition
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Leadership and Supervision in Business
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, students are introduced to core functions related to leadership and supervision.
The student will examine the supervisory role and the skills required to act in the capacity of
supervisor. The student will also gain insight into contemporary issues related to supervising in
today’s work environment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examine the supervisory role
Examine human resource issues that impact supervisory roles in the work place
Determine effective communication and mediums to facilitate productivity in the work
environment
Distinguish between various methods employed to appraise employee performance
Distinguish between various motivation techniques used to achieve work environment goals
Determine what is considered a safe workplace and the requirements of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act
Determine effective approaches to contract negotiation with labor unions

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Supervision Today! 7th Edition
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Principles of Marketing
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will explore factors influencing how marketing decisions are made,
including the impact of marketing decisions on an organization and its customers. Throughout
the course, the student will gain a working knowledge of practical marketing and business
vocabulary. The student will also evaluate how the actions of competitors influence marketing
decisions in the global marketplace.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Marketing: An Introduction, 11th Edition
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Sports Management
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course will introduce you to the fast-growing field of sports management. You will explore
topics such as sports marketing, branding, ticket sales, public relations, broadcasting, and
breaking into the business of sports management. This course will also discuss the role of sports
in society and the importance of an ethical approach to sports management.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Introduction to Sports Management
This unit will serve as an introduction to the entire course. You will be introduced to
basic terms and phrases associated with sports management. You will also learn the
differences between leagues and levels of play, key roles in front offices, revenue for
teams, the relationship between teams and the facilities they play in, and most
importantly, what sports management is in industry terms.
Sports Marketing and Sales
In this unit you will become more familiar with sports marketing, brand management,
and the major revenue streams of ticketing and sponsorship. Additionally, you will learn
about pricing of those revenue streams, how they are promoted, and what profit margins
are involved.
Media and Public Relations
This unit will illustrate the role the media plays in sports management and the
relationship between the media and sports franchises. You will learn how teams work
with various forms of media to communicate with the public. Lastly, you will learn the
importance of public relations in sports management and why it is one of the most
important aspects of sports management. You may not hear much about the role of public
relations in sports, but it is one of the most important aspects of sports management.
Ethics in Sports Management
This unit will demonstrate why ethical business practices are important for sports
franchises. Additionally, you will learn how a team's actions, policies, and business
practices can impact its local community, both fans and non-fans alike.
Careers in the Sports Industry
In this unit you will learn the most common ways to start a career in sports management.
You will also learn the financial and workload realities of working in the industry. Lastly,
you will learn how to prepare yourself and differentiate yourself to be more attractive as a
potential employee.
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Administrative Duties and Office Management
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course you will learn the skills and knowledge required to perform tasks in the
administrative department of a medical office. Topics include, but are not limited to, receiving
patients, scheduling appointments, handling medical records, and processing insurance claims.
By the end of the course, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employ the steps for basic medical office operating procedures
Produce clear written communication in the administrative department
Prepare plans for the medical office facility, office layout, office equipment, and supplies
Identify the types of computers and systems used in the medical office
Employ basic security procedures for the medical office computer system
Describe the function, duties, and procedures of patient reception
Describe and employ bookkeeping procedures in the medical office
Employ procedures for processing medical insurance claims

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Comprehensive Medical Assisting: Administrative and Clinical Competencies
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Anatomy and Physiology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will learn about anatomical structures and physiology of the human
body. Body systems are discussed in terms of how each participates in homeostasis of the body.
Students learn about selected major pathologies, including causes, symptoms, diagnostic
procedures, and treatments, as well as common changes that occur through the life span. By the
end of the course the student will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the organization of the human body
Explain the contribution that each body system makes to homeostasis of the body
Identify the major anatomical structures and the purposes of each body system
Explain the basic physiological processes in each of the body systems
Describe selected human diseases in terms of definition, cause, signs and symptoms,
diagnostic procedures
Describe common issues or changes that occur in each body system throughout the
lifespan

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology, 10th Edition
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Career Planning
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.25
Description:
In this course, you will focus on your own career planning. Over the span of your school career,
you will cover topics ranging from interest inventories to skill building. The purpose of this
program is to help you explore options for potential careers that would be a good fit for you,
based on your interests, skills, and values. By exploring options during your secondary
schooling, you will have opportunities to prepare yourself for your future, through hands-on
experiences, course work, LiveLessons, and planning exercises.
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Criminal Investigation
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will examine the process of identifying and arresting criminal suspects,
types of crimes and offenses, and preparing for court. The student will study the history of
criminal investigation and explore the relationship between investigation and the courtroom
process by examining case studies. By the end of the year, the student will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Define terms related to criminal investigation
Outline the history of criminal investigation
Analyze the process of criminal investigation
Examine types of criminal offenses
Explain the relationship between criminal investigation and the courtroom process

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Criminal Investigation: The Art and the Science, 7th Edition
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Internship & Work Study A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50, available for conservatory only
Description:
There is a lot you can learn about your future from your first experiences in the workplace. In
this course, you will learn how to apply the lessons you learn on the job to your future career.
Topics include how to search for jobs, the application process, creating resumes and cover
letters, and interviews.
Units:
•

•

•

Workforce Readiness Skills
This course will help you prepare yourself for the world of work whether you are
graduating and going straight into the workforce or going on to a two- or four-year
college. As the course progresses, your field supervisor at your workplace will evaluate
your performance and growth on the job. You will also be asked to provide the same
evaluation of your performance in addition to writing several reflection assignments. The
course also has a job readiness learning component that involves completing
SkillsTutor™ lessons on workforce readiness skills, career decision making skills, and
job seeking skills.
Career Decision Making
In this unit, you will begin to discover how your personal traits and interests can enhance
your career search. By considering your personal attributes and values, you will be able
to determine what kind of a career path you wish to pursue. When you have found that
path, you will also examine the benefits of that career path and how to overcome any
barriers that come up along the way.
Job Seeking Skills
Now that you have found a career path you wish to follow, you will need to know how to
get to where you want to be. In this unit, you will learn about the different types of
documents you are going to encounter and the different skills you will need to employ as
you begin. Examples of these documents include applications, résumés, and business
letters. You will also learn how to search for a position and how to prepare for interviews.
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Internship & Work Study B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50, available for conservatory only
Description:
There is a lot you can learn about your future from your first experiences in the workplace. In
this course, you will learn how to apply the lessons you learn on the job to your future career.
Topics include searching for and applying for jobs, creating resumes and cover letters, and
doing interviews.
Units:
•

•

Work Maturity Skills
In this unit, you will learn about what employers will expect from you in the workplace
and how to monitor and improve your performance on the job. You will also learn more
about how to be a responsible employee.
Work Effectiveness
In this unit, you will examine issues such as self-esteem and proper work place
behavior. You will also learn more about teamwork, leadership, and problem solving as a
means of improving your performance in the workplace.
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Medical Terminology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will learn medical terminology, symbols and abbreviations, and the
application of this language in the field of health care. Although the student will analyze terms
related to body structure and function, the main focus will be on medical vocabulary and being
able to construct terms using word parts such as roots, suffixes, and prefixes.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Medical Language, 2nd Edition
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Health, Fitness, and Nutrition A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The benefits of nutrition and exercise are among the many health-related topics covered in this
course. Students gain awareness of their own fitness level and nutritional needs through the study
of the body’s musculature and respiratory system.
Units:
•

•

•

Unit 1
In this unit, you will learn about the different aspects of being fit and why these aspects
are important. You will also learn factors that determine fitness but are out of your
control. Various tests, components, and guidelines for exercise, joints, flexibility,
stretching, and the mind-body connection are covered.
Unit 2
In this unit, you will study the anatomy of the heart and its relation to exercise and
muscle strengthening. Aerobic training and the importance of training properly will also
be discussed. You will discover why developing positive exercise habits at young age
will help increase longevity and quality of life.
Final Exam
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Health, Fitness, and Nutrition B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In the second of two courses, students learn first aid, personal wellness, and the dangers of
alcohol and drug use. Students learn how to adopt long-term, healthy habits and lifestyle changes
to improve and inspire an overall state of well-being. Students also explore how fitness can
influence self-image and how to develop social strategies to understand peer pressure.
Units:
•

•

•

Unit 1
Students will begin to explore the causes of obesity and the steps to prevent obesity and
other diseases that arise from a sedentary lifestyle. You will learn about weight control
and the different types of diets that are common today. You will also be able to determine
which diets can and cannot work. Stress and stress management will also be explored in
this unit.
Unit 2
In this unit, you will learn about first aid, personal wellness, and the dangers of alcohol
and drug use. Students will discover myths that surround exercise and identify ways to
prevent injury while exercising. You will also explore how fitness can influence selfimage and how to develop and design a personal exercise program.
Final Exam
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Personal Fitness
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The lessons in Personal Fitness help students gain an understanding of the proper ways to
exercise and diet, as well as learn how to assess their own fitness level. The course also teaches
strategies to attain the highest possible fitness level.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Fitness Awareness and Understanding
In this unit, you will learn about the importance of fitness and be able to describe your
fitness level. Topics covered include the five health-related factors and the six skillrelated factors. You'll be able to define and perform a series of fitness tests to evaluate a)
cardiovascular fitness, b) body composition measurements, and c) body fat evaluation.
You will also be able to explain the principles of overload, progression, and specificity.
With this knowledge, you will learn how to plan your own exercise sessions, including
the warm-up and cool down. Flexibility, the different kinds of joints, and how to apply
principles to flexibility will also be covered.
Cardiovascular Fitness
In this unit, you will be able to define cardiovascular fitness, describe the functioning of
the cardiovascular system, and will be familiar with the major structural features of the
heart. You will learn about blood pressure, the respiratory process, features of the lungs,
benefits of aerobic exercise, the types of muscle fibers, how to develop cardiovascular
fitness and muscular strength and endurance, oxygen transport, how blood is carried, and
body fat.
Nutrition
You will learn about the best food sources for the six major nutrients as well as the basic
food groups to optimize your health benefits. Sports nutrition myths are debunked. Other
topics include: hydration, weight control, fad diets, eating disorders, and the effect of
stress.
Designing Your Personal Exercise Program
You will learn about common exercises and how to avoid injuries. You will learn how to
track your progress and as well as how to reach specific goals. This program design will
improve a) cardiovascular endurance, b) muscular strength and endurance, and c)
promote positive changes in flexibility.
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Physical Education
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course places priority on self-motivated physical activities that students can participate in
throughout life. Students’ proficiency in the activities most important for personal development
are measured with written assignments, class evaluations, and demonstrated physical skill
competencies.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Fitness
You will learn about the mechanics of several muscle specific stretches, the benefit of
cardiovascular fitness, self-evaluations of personal fitness level, and proper technique and
spotting for safe weight lifting.
Team Sports
In this unit, you will learn the rules and regulations of various team sports, including
basketball, volleyball, softball, baseball, and soccer. You will also acquire the skills that
accompany these activities.
Individual Sports
You will learn various activities that can be performed on your own that promote lifelong
fitness. Included in the unit are lessons on hiking, swimming, and running, among other
activities. You will gain an appreciation for fitness and how it contributes to a higher
quality of life.
Final Exam
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3D Art I - Modeling
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course will introduce you to 3D modeling tools and concepts. Using Blender, a popular
open-source 3D modeling package, you will learn the basics of creating shapes, adding textures
and lighting, and rendering. By the end of the course, you will have produced a series of
increasingly sophisticated projects for your 3D portfolio. This course is suitable for students with
no prior experience in 3D design or digital media authoring tools.
Units:
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will learn what you need your computer to have in order to take the
course and software you will have to download. You will also learn about creating the 3D
model and navigating through 3D space.
Project 1: Make a Hat
In this unit, you'll make a hat for Suzanne the monkey.
Project 2: Build a House
This unit will help you learn to build a house using basic shapes, manipulated vertices
and used image files. You will also create an animation in which a camera will follow a
path.
Project 3: Create a Creature
In this unit, you will begin creating the creature by using a background image as a guide
to get started. You will have a completed creature by applying modifiers, materials and
textures you will learn about as you get through the lessons.
Project 4: Animate a Character
In this unit, you will be able to make the creature you created in the previous unit walk.
Project 5: Create Terrain
In this unit, you will use various tools to create a terrain with a daytime and nighttime
sky.
Project 6: Build a Car
In this unit, you will build a car from top to bottom. In addition, you will create asphalt
for the car to drive on and make a movie of the car driving.
Project 7: Make a Scene
In this unit, you will create an animated scene in which the door of the house you built in
Unit 2 will open. The creature you created and rendered in Units 3 and 4 will then walk
in the house.
Build Your Own Project
In this unit, you will create your own original project.
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AP Art History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course is designed to provide college-level instruction in art history and prepares the student
for the AP exam. The student will examine major forms of artistic expression from the past and
present and from a variety of cultures. The student will learn to look at works of art critically,
with intelligence and sensitivity, and to articulate what he sees or experiences.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

Introduction to AP Art History
Unit 1 covers an introduction to AP Art History, course navigation, course features,
College Board AP Art History Exam information, basic art vocabulary, how to
understand a prompt, write a short or long response to a prompt and to learn how to
interpret a floor plan.
The Art of the Ancient Near East and Ancient Egypt
Unit 2 covers major works of art and architecture from the Ancient Near East, Egypt,
China, and Japan. Ancient Near East works of art and architecture that expressed power
over nature, in civic life, and in the realm of the gods are explored. The use of a canon of
style is examined and why it was temporarily abandoned during the time of Akhenaten.
Common features in the early cultures of China and Japan are explored through a study
of their art and architecture.
Art of Early Greece, Rome, Mesoamerica and South A
Unit 3 covers works of art from the Ancient Greece, Rome, Early South America and
Early Mesoamerica. The art of early Aegean cultures and the Cycladic, Minoan, and
Mycenaean civilizations are explored along with the art and architecture of ancient
Greece from the Geometric through the Archaic periods. How the ancient Roman fused
their own innovations with Greek artistic ideals to form a distinctly new style is
discussed. The aesthetic and cultural differences between Western and non–Western
civilizations are analyzed as early South American and Mesoamerican works of art are
examined.
Early Christian, Byzantine, Islamic, Asian, and Me
Unit 4 covers Early Christian, Byzantine, Islamic, and Early Medieval works of art. How
the imagery and styles of Early Christian art were influenced by earlier spiritual and
artistic practices, as well as how the art from this time period drew on preceding artistic
styles is investigated. How the art of the Byzantine Empire reflects its beliefs and values
as a Christian society with Muslims and Jews existed within its framework is analyzed.
How the art and architecture in the early Middle Ages reflected a synthesis of old Rome
and a new, Christian focus is explored. The religious and international influences that
affected the early art and architecture of Indian and Islamic cultures is investigated.
Romanesque, Gothic, Early African, and North American
Unit 5 covers Romanesque, Gothic, Early African and North American works of art. How
Romanesque churches were the beneficiaries of innovations in architecture as well as the
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influence of pilgrimage, the growth of the monastic orders, and the rise of powerful
patrons is examined. The defining features of Gothic architecture—high, thin walls, large
stained-glass windows, intricate ribbed vaulting, and pointed arches—which introduces
the emergence of the early French Gothic style at Saint-Denis, Notre Dame, Laon, and
Chartres is explored. How the concepts of the spiritual world, sociopolitical realities, and
materials valued in Africa and the Americas differ from Western tradition is investigated.
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AP Art History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course is designed to provide college-level instruction in art history and prepare the student
for the AP exam. The student will examine major forms of artistic expression from the past and
present and from a variety of cultures. The student will also learn to look at works of art
critically, with intelligence and sensitivity, and to articulate what he sees or experiences.
Units:
•

•

•

•

14th and 15th Century Art in Italy and Northern Eu
Unit 1 covers 14th and 15th Century Italy, Northern Europe works of art and later works
of art from South America and Mesoamerica. 14th century Italian art was a time of
transition that included previous traditions and a revival of interest in the Greco–Roman
past. 15th century Italian Renaissance art with its renewed interest in the natural world,
changes in status of the artist, and issues of patronage is examined. The 15th century
Northern Renaissance embodied an interest in observable subjects, in contrast to the
Italian Renaissance that emulated Greco–Roman idealism. The concept that the
Mesoamerican and South American cultures had no contact with one another and how
each provides a unique world view is investigated.
16th Century Art in Italy and Northern Europe
Unit 2 covers 16th works of art in Italy, Northern Europe and Oceania. 16th century
Italian art was the High Renaissance period which was characterized by an artistic
emphasis on balance and reason. The great High Renaissance artists: Michelangelo,
Raphael, and Leonardo da Vinci created works of art during this time. 16th century
Northern European art showed a different economy and social structure that resulted in
religious change which led to changes in the subjects of art and new sources of patronage.
The art of Oceania is narrative conveying the history and tradition of the diverse cultures
while sharing several commonalities.
17th and 18th Century Art
Unit 3 covers 17th and 18th century, Later Islamic and South Asian works of art. 17th
century was commonly known as the Baroque period. Baroque art subjects were depicted
with realism and drama. Landscape and still life were common subjects in Northern
European works of art while religious subjects remained important in Italian, Flemish and
Spanish works of art. 18th century art changes from the sensuously ornate Rococo style
to the Neoclassical style which looked back to ancient Greece and Rome for inspiration.
The later Islamic and South Asian works of art are often religious in nature and includes
works of art from three major religions: Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism.
19th Century Art
Unit 4 covers art from the 19th Century and from Japan after 1336 and China after 1279.
19th century art covers many different styles of art such as Romanticism, influences of
the Royal Academy of Arts and the Paris Salon, Realism, Impressionism,
Postimpressionism, Symbolism, Art Nouveau and new trends in architecture. The
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•

invention of photography and its impact on art is examined. After 1885, the
Postimpressionists tried new techniques and subjects in their art. The influence of
Japanese art on 19th century art such as Impressionism and Postimpressionism is
investigated along the study of later Chinese and Japanese works of art.
20th and 21st Century Art
Unit 5 covers 20th and 21th centuries works of art and Native North American works of
art created after 1300 and African works of art created after 1800. Astounding scientific
discoveries, technological breakthroughs, tumultuous political and social events all
affected the artworks of the 20th century. Works of art reflected the horrors of WWI and
WWII in a variety of ways. American Modernists sought to differentiate their art from
that of Europeans, and New York became the new center of the international art world.
The turbulent episodes in politics and society, including the Vietnam War, in the 1960s
and 1970s led to extremes in artistic expression. Recent artists have revised definitions of
art as they put old techniques to new uses and employed new materials and technologies
to create art. North American tribes created ornate, beautiful and refined utilitarian
objects. African tribes created religious, moral, and sacred objects; the aesthetic of their
art was to be beautiful or fierce according to the spiritual reasons.
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AP Spanish Language A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Spanish III prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
The main objective of the AP Spanish Language course is to develop the student's interpersonal
communication skills in Spanish and to prepare the student for the AP Language examination. In
this course, the student will develop a strong command of the Spanish language with proficiency
in integrating language skills and synthesizing written and aural materials, the formal writing
process, extensive interpersonal and presentational speaking and writing practice, and aural
comprehension skills through quality, authentic, and level-appropriate audio and video
recordings. This objective is achieved through highly engaging course content and interactive
simulations, which gives the student ample opportunities throughout the course to integrate
reading, writing, and speaking.
The student will be exposed to literature, historical, and current events of Spanish-speaking
countries through authentic newspapers and magazines, music, movie, radio and television
productions, literary texts, and virtual visits online.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

AP Spanish - Introduction
Unit 1 is an introduction to the course, including navigation, user interface, assessments,
and more.
Escuelas del Mundo
This unit deals with education: schools of the world, educational systems, extracurricular
activities, standardized tests, academic integrity, and choosing the right college. You are
also introduced to your first Mi Voz activity.
Introduccion a la literatura: El cuento y poesia
Unit 3 deals with Literature and the arts. You will use a lot of comparison/contrast when
dealing with the authors and artists.
La juventud y sus valores
Unit 4 deals with teen life and coming of age. Lives of teenagers are compared in the US,
the Caribbean, Spain, Israel, Japan, and Latin American countries.
La tecnologia en el pasado
Unit 5 deals with technology, both in the US and in other countries. It also deals with
technology in the future.
Historia de los medios de communicacion
Unit 6 deals with communication. The first lesson is about means of communication,
followed by censorship of communication in China and the Arab countries, Hispanics in
the US and their means of communication, publicity and communication and publicity
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and you. Unit 6 marks the end of Semester 1. There is a Unit 6 test, as well as a semester
exam.
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AP Spanish Language B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Spanish III prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
The main objective of the AP Spanish Language course is to develop the student's interpersonal
communication skills in Spanish and to prepare the student for the AP Language examination. In
this course, the student will develop a strong command of the Spanish language with proficiency
in integrating language skills and synthesizing written and aural materials, the formal writing
process, extensive interpersonal and presentational speaking and writing practice, and aural
comprehension skills through quality, authentic, and level-appropriate audio and video
recordings. This objective is achieved through highly engaging course content and interactive
simulations, which gives the student ample opportunities throughout the course to integrate
reading, writing, and speaking.
The student will be exposed to literature, historical, and current events of Spanish-speaking
countries through authentic newspapers and magazines, music, movie, radio and television
productions, literary texts, and virtual visits online.
Units:
•

•

•

•

El medio ambiente en Espana y China
Global Environment is the theme of Unit 1. You will visit Spain, China, India, the US,
and then recycling around the world and where you live.
La sociedad global
Unit 2 deals with global society and immigration. The unit starts by introducing what a
global society is, then focuses on Spain. It is then tied to the US, and immigration is
presented.
Las oportunidades de empleo en dos culturas
Unit 3 deals with employment and finances. The unit begins talking about the job market
in other countries, and then focuses on the US. You will talk about how much money you
dream of making, what to do to reach that dream, and then how to plan a budget.
El sistema de salud en dos culturas
Unit 4 deals with health. It talks about health care in the 3 countries, and then in the US.
The final focus is on you and your health. This is the last unit of AP Spanish. There is a
Unit 4 test, 2 practice AP exams, and the Semester Exam.
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Art History A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In Art History, students explore the basic elements and principles of art and its role in human
history and the development of early cultures. Students look at how art impacted cultures from
Paleolithic times to ancient Egypt, and explore the factors that affect the analysis and
interpretation of art.
Units:
•

•
•

•

•

Journey Through Ancient Art History
This unit offers a foundation of the elements and principles of art and the knowledge of
what to look for when the student critiques and explores various works of art. Creating art
is an important part of experiencing life. It allows the student the opportunity to express
himself in a unique form. It forces the student to seek out new ways to convey his
thoughts and feelings to others. Studying the art that has been created by others helps the
student to understand the thoughts and feelings that motivated them to create. It opens the
student's mind to the similarities and differences among cultures and societies.
Art at the Start: Early Civilization
Prehistoric Expression and Early Art and Architecture of the Fertile Crescent
This unit explores Prehistoric art as well as the art and architecture of the civilizations of
the fertile crescent. Historians usually consider works of art to be prehistoric if they were
produced more than 5,000 years ago. This is the case with the works you will study in
this unit. However, it is important to note that not all societies and cultures developed at
the same time in history. You will study the Sumerians who were responsible for the first
forms of writing, law, a complex economy, irrigation methods, and singular expressions
of art and architecture. The visual arts of the Sumerians were so influential that their
legacy carried on in the cultures that followed: those of the Assyrians, the Babylonians,
and the neo-Babylonians.
Egypt: Art on the Nile
Images of ancient Egypt abound in our imagination. The great treasures of the ancient
world, such as the pyramids and the Sphinx, are instantly recognizable. In this particular
unit, the student will begin by familiarizing himself with the geography and history of
ancient Egypt. Then, the student will build a foundation of knowledge by getting an
overview of the ancient art and architecture of this amazing civilization through the Old,
Middle, and New Kingdoms.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Art History B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In Art History, students embark on a journey of discovery examining the artistic endeavors of
early Western civilizations. Students use art theory to analyze works from ancient Greece and the
Roman Empire. Students gain an enhanced understanding of ancient history, as well as how art is
both a reflection and engine of history.
Units:
•

•

•

Greece: Gods and Glory
In this unit, you will discover the world of Ancient Greece and the many wonders that
have stemmed from this civilization. Ancient Greece is such an integral part of our
modern view of the world that we see the evidence nearly everywhere we look, in our
institutions and civil organizations as well as behind our ideas about beauty in art and
architecture. The distinguishing periods of the ancient Greek civilization: the Archaic, the
Classical, and the Hellenistic, will also be explored.
You will also look at the architecture of Ancient Greece and understand how its different
styles reflect the different periods of ancient Greek history. You will explore the
individual buildings and temples of Ancient Greece, namely those found on the
Acropolis, the "sacred hill." In the last lesson of the unit, the history and beauty of Greek
pottery will be explored. More than mere containers, the vases, amphorae, and other
ceramics of this culture were beautiful objects that often told stories, myths, and legends
on their painted surfaces.
Ancient Rome: Art of an Empire
Unit 2 embarks on a journey toward understanding life and artistic developments in
ancient Rome. Early Rome, during the Roman republic, sheds light on a driving desire
for territorial expansion, military initiatives, an advantageous geographical position, and
views on citizenship. These topics set the stage for a gaining a deeper insight into the
people, culture, and artistic legacy of ancient Rome. You will learn that Roman portrait
sculptures not only serve as beautiful art pieces, but also serve as models for learning
artistic influences from other societies, individualized national innovation, and esteemed
ideals and perspectives. The concluding lessons on Roman architecture will demonstrate
Roman ingenuity in its purest and highest manifestation.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. Since
this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes in the order of the
course outline before you begin to review. Using the test-taking strategies that you have
previously learned can help you be successful with both objective and essay questions.
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Digital Photography
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course contains lessons in digital photography and graphic design. Students learn general
photographic concepts and composition skills, elements of graphic design, and digital imageediting and special effects techniques. Students are introduced to the fields of photography,
advertising, and illustration as possible career choices.
Units:
•

Photo Essentials
In this introductory unit, you will be given a basic overview of digital photography. You
will learn how the composition of a photograph is defined by framing, the angle at which
the photo was taken, and the photographer’s intended perspective. You will also learn
how pixels and resolution determine file size and the quality of your photographs.
While completing this unit, you will be asked to take a photograph of an object from
three different angles. You will also be asked to choose one of your photos and try
different cropping techniques on it. Finally, you will experiment with saving photo files
in specific file formats.

•

•

•

Exploring Color and Shape
In this unit you will explore color and shape with regard to digital photography. You will
study the color wheel—defining primary, secondary, analogous, and complementary
colors. In addition, you will explore saturation, value, and contrast, and you will complete
activities on image adjustment and capturing different shapes in photographs. At the end
of the unit, you will complete a lesson on abstract art. You will learn that abstract art
relies on shape, color, and brush stroke to convey a particular theme. You will be asked
to use the GIMP image-editing program to create and save your own sample of abstract
art.
Drawing with GIMP
In this unit, you will practice drawing in GIMP. You will learn how to use layers in
drawings and how to create different effects with a variety of brush types. You will be
asked to make a drawing from a photograph of your choice. This activity will show you
just how creative you can be when experimenting with digital photography. At the end of
the unit, you will complete a lesson on pattern and texture. You will learn how different
design programs can help you show depth and contrast in your work. You will be asked
to identify patterns and textures in various objects and photographs. Finally, you will
complete a lab, Creating a Desktop Tile, which will require your creativity.
Creating Special Effects
In this unit, you will be introduced to filters, or effects that can be applied to an image so
that it is changed in unusual ways. You will explore a variety of special-effect filters in
GIMP before completing the lab Adding Filters and Effects. You will also learn how to
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•

•

•

cut around a part of your image with the ellipse selection tool in GIMP. At the end of the
unit, you will complete the lab Experimenting with Filters. This lab will give you the
opportunity to play with up to nine filters at once. By completing this lab, you will learn
how the overuse of filters can completely distort an image.
Combining Images
In this unit you will learn how to make a composite image, or an image formed by
combining two or more images to make a unified picture. You will be asked to use
photographs of yourself and someone else to complete this activity. Next, you will
complete the lab Creating a Double Exposure. In this lab you will learn how to combine
two photographs to create a new photograph. At the end of the unit, you will build your
own panoramic picture. You will be asked to shoot a series of photos, which you will
then combine to form a panorama in GIMP. Finally, you will use your imagination and
creativity to create a visual hoax in GIMP.
Experimenting with Type Effects
In this unit, you will study typefaces, or fonts. You will experiment with type effects,
including pattern overlays, filter effects, and perspective. In addition, you will learn how
to use text effectively with font type, spacing, color, and positioning. As part of this unit,
you will complete the lab Creating Text Effects. In the lab you will experiment with
different text-modifying tools in GIMP. You will find that you can change the mood of
your chosen text in a variety of ways.
Building Your Portfolio
In this final unit you will begin to create your own portfolio. First, you will learn how to
optimize your images for viewing, which means making your image file size as small as
possible. Smaller file sizes take up less computer space. Next, you will learn how to
create a web gallery of your photographs in the photo-sharing program Picasa. At the end
of the unit, you will be able to share your portfolio with your teacher, family, and
friends.
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French I A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The goal of this course is to give the student basic listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills
through interesting and engaging activities. This course is organized into five topics including
greetings, calendar, weather, time, and colors. The student will learn to talk about himself and
other people, describe his surroundings, and use numbers for dates and times. The student will be
introduced to regular verbs in the present tense and will practice simple grammatical structures in
innovative and interesting ways with a variety of learning styles in mind. Culture is presented
throughout the course to help the student understand the context of the language and the
perspectives of the French-speaking world.
Units:
•

•

•

Bonjour
In this unit, students will learn to:
1. introduce themselves to someone and ask their name
2. ask how someone is
3. ask where someone lives
4. ask others for some basic information in real conversations
5. recognize and recite the French alphabet
6. spell words out loud using the French alphabet
7. use appropriate basic vocabulary to greet people at different times of the day
8. choose the right farewell for the situation
9. begin to learn about the complex nature of language
10. understand French culture and how it differs from others
11. recognize the contributions that French-speaking countries have made to the world
Le Jour et La Date
This unit covers the following:
1. talking about days of the week and months
2. expressing dates
3. expressing likes and dislikes
4. using subject pronouns
5. numbers from 1–31
6. cultural aspects
Le Temps
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about the weather
2. talk about the seasons
3. convert degrees from the Fahrenheit scale to Centigrade and vice versa
4. express possession
5. learn the indefinite articles
6. manipulate regular -er verbs
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•

•

•

7. talk about what to wear in various situations
8. learn about Switzerland
L'Heure
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about places in a town
2. talk about things to do in school
3. talk about things people do at different places in a town
4. manipulate some irregular verbs
5. manipulate regular -ir and -re verbs
6. learn to ask yes/no and information questions
7. learn about French-speaking Canada
Les Couleurs
In this unit, students will learn:
1. to describe themselves and others using être and adjectives
2. to describe things using colors
3. that adjectives in French have different forms based on gender and number
4. that most adjectives in French are placed differently than in English
5. additional people nouns
6. how to talk about basic things that might be in a school, desk, or backpack
7. how to talk about their school day
8. about Côte d'Ivoire (Ivory Coast)
Exam
This unit contains the Semester Exam
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French I B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of French I A

Description:
The goal of this course is to continue to give the student basic listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills through a variety of activities. Throughout the course, the student will learn to talk
about himself and other people, describe his surroundings, and use numbers for dates and times.
The student will be introduced to irregular verbs in the present tense and will practice simple
grammatical structures in innovative and interesting ways with a variety of learning styles in
mind. In this course, the student will also begin to learn some complex grammar. Culture is
presented throughout the course to help the student understand the context of the language and
the perspectives of the French-speaking world.
Units:
•

•

•

Les Endroits
In this unit, students will learn to:
1. talk about their cities or towns
2. talk about additional stores or places in their towns
3. describe where things are in relation to other things in a town
4. talk about things they do, like to do, need to do, want to do, or have to do
5. talk more about cognates
6. research and gather information about Québec
7. understand more about cities in French-speaking countries
La Famille
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about their family members
2. talk about family members' birthdays and ages
3. review dates and numbers
4. investigate cultural practices in French families
5. learn possessive adjectives
6. research holidays in the French-speaking world
7. learn additional cognates
8. learn additional verbs and how they work in French
La Cuisine
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about foods
2. learn to order food and converse in a restaurant
3. learn the partitive article in French
4. learn additional factors in making a sentence negative in French
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•

•

•

5. learn about dining habits in the French-speaking world
Les Passetemps
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about sports and leisure time activities in the French-speaking world
2. learn how to talk about what they like to do
3. learn the verb "jouer"
4. learn what activities they might be able to do in the French-speaking world
5. learn to talk about what games they like to play
6. learn to talk about how frequently they do activities
7. learn the stress pronouns and additional prepositions to use them with
8. learn additional cognate patterns
L'Ecole
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about schools and school activities in the French-speaking world
2. learn to talk about their school day in more detail
3. learn to talk about their house
4. learn to talk about chores and responsibilities they have at home
5. learn to talk about their plans
6. review verb structures they have had in this year of French
7. learn additional cognate patterns
Semester Exam
This unit contains the Semester Exam
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French II A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of French I

Description:
This course builds on the skills the student learned in French I. In this course, the student will be
introduced to a variety of areas of language learning. The student will learn listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills through a variety of activities. This course is organized into five
topics: daily routine, animals, hobbies, the body, and descriptions. Throughout this course, the
student will learn to express himself using an ever increasing vocabulary, present-tense verbs,
articles, and adjectives. Grammar is introduced and practiced in innovative and interesting ways
with a variety of learning styles in mind. Elements of the French-speaking world and culture
appear throughout the course, including people, geographical locations, and histories.
Units:
•

•

•

•

La Routine
In this unit, students will learn to:
1. talk about what they do in a typical day
2. review telling time
3. continue to develop conversational skills
4. learn about important geographical regions in France
Les Animaux
In this unit, students will:
1. learn to talk about farm animals
2. learn to talk about tropical forest animals
3. compare nouns
4. form the superlative in French
5. use demonstrative adjectives to talk about which things they prefer
6. learn additional cognate patterns
7. learn about Corsica, another of France's regions
Les Distractions
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about their hobbies
2. talk about sports and other pastimes
3. make comparison statements
4. make superlative statements
5. learn direct object pronouns and placement
6. study another of France's regions
Le Corps
In this unit, students will:
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•

•

1. talk about the body
2. talk about what different body parts do
3. talk about a doctor's visit
4. talk about various illnesses
5. learn indirect object pronouns
6. begin to learn the preterit (past tense) verb forms
7. learn about the Midi-Pyrenées region in France
La Description
In this unit, students will:
1. describe themselves and others using être and adjectives
2. learn more of the past tense verbs in French
3. learn to use the passé composé with être
4. learn to talk about people's nationalities
5. learn about the French region of Aquitaine
Semester Exam
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French II B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of French II A

Description:
This course is a continuation of French II A. The student will continue to be introduced to a
variety of areas of language learning. In this course, the student will learn listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills through a variety of activities. This course is organized into five
topics: house, shopping, entertainment, spare time, and travel. In this course, the student will
learn to express himself using an ever increasing vocabulary, present-tense verbs, articles, and
adjectives. Grammar is introduced and practiced in innovative and interesting ways with a
variety of learning styles in mind. Elements of the French-speaking world and culture appear
throughout the course, including people, geographical locations, and histories.
Units:
•

•

•

•

La Maison
In this unit, students will learn to:
1. talk about their house (rooms and furnishings)
2. learn additional expressions to talk about things that are happening now
3. learn additional cognate patterns
4. learn about homes in other countries
5. continue to develop conversational skills in French
Les Achats
In this unit, students will:
1. learn to talk about shopping
2. compare things and people
3. talk about fashion
4. talk about their preferences
5. learn the numbers beyond one hundred
6. talk about activities that happened in the past
7. learn additional cognate patterns
Les Loisirs
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about events they can go to
2. talk about eating at a restaurant
3. learn negative expressions
4. talk about things that they enjoy
5. talk about how frequently they do things
6. talk about when things happen (today, yesterday, tomorrow)
Le Temps Libre
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•

•

In this unit, students will:
1. talk about sports and other activities
2. learn additional expressions to talk about how they feel
3. learn additional cognate patterns
4. learn additional expressions to talk about who items belong to
5. talk about activities that happened in the past
6. talk about what hobbies or activities they like to do in their spare time
Le Transport
In this unit, students will:
1. learn to talk about taking a trip internationally
2. plan an international trip
3. learn to ask about where things are located in a city
4. learn to talk about things that are going to happen in the near future
5. talk about things that happened in the past
6. talk about things you know and about people/places you are familiar with
7. learn additional false cognates
8. review telling time
Semester Exam
This unit contains Semester Exam
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French III A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete French II prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
French III A is a continuation of the first two years of French instruction. The student will
continue to improve his listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through a variety of
activities. The course is organized into five topics: feelings, transportation, work, countries, and
the future. Throughout this course, the student will build on his previous French knowledge. The
student will learn additional vocabulary, verb tenses, and grammatical structures that are
appropriate to his level. Grammar is introduced and practiced in innovative and interesting ways
with a variety of learning styles in mind. Exposure to the culture of France and other Frenchspeaking countries can be found throughout the course in order to help the student understand
French, which is a dynamic language that is used by millions of people throughout the world.
Course Objectives
• Identify important events in French history, from prehistoric times to the present
• Identify where French is spoken in the world; describe historical and cultural
aspects of francophone countries
• Identify the historical and cultural significance of the European Union; use
vocabulary and expressions to discuss international relations
• Identify and describe tourism, transportation, education, and businesses in France
• Use vocabulary and expressions to discuss a variety of topics, including sports
and leisure activities, travel, transportation, professions, and the environment
• Apply the imperfect tense; determine when to use the passé composé and when to
use the imperfect when speaking about the past
• Use the future and conditional tenses
• Use pronouns appropriately, including relative, interrogative, and demonstrative
pronouns
• Use the imperative to give commands
• Use expressions of obligation, necessity, and possibility
Units:
•

Les Sentiments
In this unit, students will learn:
1. Additional negative expressions
2. Adverbs used in negative expressions
3. New idiomatic expressions
4. New concepts with the Passé Composé
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•

•

•

•

•

5. Cultural information about France
6. Talking about free-time activities
7. Describing people in more detail
Le Transport
In this unit, students will learn:
1. Formation of adverbs
2. Adverbs of place
3. Commands
4. Vocabulary about transportation
5. Cultural issues having to do with travel
6. The Michelin Guide
7. The Chunnel
Au Travail!
In this unit students will learn:
1. Interrogative pronouns
2. Pronouns with commands
3. Relative pronouns
4. Imperfect tense
5. Expressions of obligation
Les Pays et les Nationalités
In this unit, students will learn:
1. More on relative pronouns
2. When to use the passé composé or the imperfect
3. Interrogative pronouns
4. Vocabulary
5. Qui,Que, Quoi, Dont
6. The pronoun Y
L’Avenir
In this unit, students will learn:
1. Pronoun en
2. Placement of pronouns
3. Vocabulary on the French Educational System
4. About Canada
5. How to write a letter
6. The future tense
7. The conditional tense
8. "Si" clauses
Semester Exam
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French III B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

French III A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
French III B is a continuation of the first two and a half years of French instruction. The student
will continue to sharpen his listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through a variety of
activities. This course is organized into five topics: health, home, measurement, professions, and
my history. The student will learn to express himself using an ever-increasing vocabulary, verbs
in various tenses, articles, and adjectives. The student will review all verb tenses, including
present tense, past tense, future tense, conditional tense, the passive voice, imperative verbs, and
more. The student will learn to use two-object pronouns and review grammar from previous
French instruction. Grammar is introduced and practiced in innovative and interesting ways with
a variety of learning styles in mind. Elements of the French-speaking world and culture appear
throughout the course, including people, geographical locations, and histories. The student will
also learn about the various countries where French is spoken.
Course Objectives
• Identify key events in French history from the French Revolution to the twentieth
century
• Describe the French department system; identify cultural aspects of francophone
countries around the world
• Identify major French contributions to art, writing, and music
• Identify characteristics of the French health care and education systems
• Apply the present, future, conditional, and past tenses
• Use reflexive and reciprocal verbs
• Use comparative and superlative forms
• Use pronouns appropriately in sentences; use pronouns and prepositions to ask and
answer questions
Units:
•

•

La Santé
In this unit, students will be introduced to:
1. The health professions vocabulary
2. Vocabulary and expressions to talk about physical and mental health
3. Reflexive and reciprocal verbs
4. Speaking in the past tense review
La Maison
This unit covers the following:
1. Reviewing uses of "en"
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2. Irregular verb vivre
3. Difference between vivre and habiter
4. Talking about your house and where things are located in your house; what things
are used for in your house
5. Adverbs
6. Conditional
7. Command form
8. Comparative/Superlative
New concepts:
9. The conditional to express desire
10. The passive voice
11. Giving and understanding directions
12. Vocabulary about housing and related topics
13. Cultural and historical issues
Les Mesures
This unit covers the following:
1. Review of verb tenses
2. Review of numbers
3. Comparatives and superlatives
4. Causative faire
5. Expressions with faire
6. Cultural practices with regard to measuring distance, volume and weight
Les Professions
This unit covers the following:
1. Vocabulary related to working
2. Vocabulary related to education
3. Review of relative pronouns
4. Pronouns—how to ask and answer questions with pronouns.
5. Using prepositions with pronouns
6. Review of vocabulary related to weather and units of time
Mon Histoire Personnelle
This unit covers the following:
1. Vocabulary and expressions to talk about yourself
2. Expressions of time
3. The passive voice
4. Expressing quantities
5. A review of the pronouns y and en
6. A review of all the tenses learned so far
7. Talking about things you used to do
8. An overview of what the European Union is
Semester Exam
This unit contains the Semester Exam
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French IV A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete French III prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
In the first semester, students cover present-tense verbs, past-tense verbs, future tense,
conditional tense, subjunctive mood, articles, and adjectives while delving more deeply into
French culture. This course, rich in authentic reading material, uses native speaker recordings to
enrich culture, grammar, and vocabulary lessons.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Les Gens
In this unit, students will be introduced to:
1. French historical and cultural information
2. Additional family members they might wish to talk about
3. Irregular plural noun patterns
4. Irregular feminine adjective formations
5. Adjective and adverb placement
6. Cultural information about families and weddings
7. Well-known French-speaking personalities
La Réalisation
In this unit, students will learn:
1. To explain about things they have accomplished
2. To talk about activities that involve uncertainty or doubt
3. To express what you want others to do, what they wish others would do, etc.
4. To express what others wish or want for them to do.
5. To gather information about a French-speaking city
6. Cultural and historical issues
Les Désirs
In this unit, students will be introduced to:
1. Talking about what their desires are
2. Talking about things they hope will happen
Les Activités
In this unit, students will review:
1. Talking about things they like to do in the outdoors
2. Talking about things they want others to do
3. Expressing that others want them to do certain things
4. Talking about things related to the outdoors and to cities in general
They will be introduced to:
5. How to talk about what has happened by a certain time
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Les Fêtes
In this unit, students will review:
1. How to talk about things that are happening
2. How to talk about things that will happen
3. How to talk about things that happened in the past
4. How to talk about dates and days
Students will be introduced to:
1. Special dates and holidays in the French-speaking world
2. How to talk about what will have happened by a certain time
Semester Exam
This unit contains the semester exam.
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French IV B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

French IV A is a prerequisite for this course.

Description:
In the second semester students continue to cover present-tense verbs, past-tense verbs, future
tense, conditional tense, subjunctive mood, articles, and adjectives while delving more deeply
into French culture. This course, rich in authentic reading material, uses native speaker
recordings to enrich culture, grammar, and vocabulary lessons.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Possibilités
In this unit, students will:
1. Review talking about the future and things that would happen (if other conditions
were met)
2. Learn patterns in words
3. Analyze proverbs in French
4. Learn about France and their contributions, musically and artistically, to the
French-speaking world
Le Passé
In this unit, students will:
1. Use adverbs to talk about how frequently or how well they do things
2. Talk about their past and things that happened in the past
3. Students will be introduced to:
4. Verbs in the past tense that take on a special meaning
5. New proverbs in French
6. Additional suffix patterns that will help them expand their vocabulary in French
7. Additional food vocabulary
Les Arts
In this unit, students will learn to:
1. Learn to talk about what others have said
2. Learn about the fine arts in the French-speaking world
3. Review the correct sequencing of tenses for expressing thoughts in the past,
present, and future
4. Learn additional proverbs or sayings that are well known in the French-speaking
world and that will help them gain insight to the French thought process
5. Learn about artists, both contemporary and historic, of great significance
6. Learn to talk about other art forms and learn ways in which they relate to the
French-speaking world
Maintenant
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In this unit, students will:
1. Learn vocabulary that will allow them to talk about electrical items that are very
common in today's world
2. Learn to talk about actions that happen that were not planned
3. Review irregular verbs in French in order to be able to use them in conversation
4. Learn shortcuts in order to be able to use colloquial expressions instead of always
using the noun
5. Learn additional idioms and sayings in French and learn to analyze them for
understanding
6. Sharpen listening skills
C'est Fini!
In this unit, students will:
1. Review talking about happenings in the past, present, and future
2. Review "shortcuts" for talking about others using a variety of pronouns
3. Review ways to talk about how they do things
4. Learn of additional writers important to the French, both contemporary and
historical
5. Learn of additional traditions that are important to the French-speaking world
Semester Exam
This unit contains the Semester Exam
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HS Digital Arts I
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course you will become familiar with basic concepts essentially to visual and digital art,
such as line, shape, form, color, value, space, and texture. Using Inkscape, a free open-source
program, you will also develop core artistic skills through the creation of original digital art. You
will have the opportunity to express yourself as well through a course-long art project
that involves the creation of a still life scene.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will learn how to use the course technology. You will learn how to
navigate through the course, find and zip files, set up your Web browser, and complete
coursework. You will also learn about using trustworthy sources, avoiding plagiarism,
and making proper citations.
Introduction to Digital Art
In this unit, you will learn about basic concepts that inform visual arts, digital arts, and
computer graphics. You will also start to learn how to use Inkscape, a software program
for creating digital art.
Lines
In this unit, you will explore the use of lines in art. Using Inkscape, you will create
different types of lines, including a special kind of curve called the Bezier Curve. You
will also start an art project that you will continue to work on throughout the course. This
project will involve the creation of a still life scene depicting a glass, a decanter, and a
bowl of fruit.
Shape and Form
In this unit, you will explore the use of shapes and forms in art. Using Inkscape, you will
create different types of shapes. You will also continue with your art project, adding
shapes and forms to your still life.
Color
In this unit, you will learn how color is related to light and how color is used in art. You
will use Inkscape’s color sliders to practice using color. You will also continue with your
art project, adding grapes and colors to your still life.
Value
In this unit, you will learn how value, or the lightness or darkness of a color, is used in
art. Using Inkscape, you will create a color value scale. You will also continue with your
art project, adding value to your still life through highlights.
Space
In this unit, you will explore how space and perspective is used in art. Using Inkscape,
you will draw two-dimensional objects that look three-dimensional. You will also
continue with your art project. You will add a table and book to your still life to create
the illusion of 3D space.
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Texture
In this unit, you will explore how texture is used in art. You will create different textures
using Inkscape’s filters. You will also complete your art project by adding texture to
different parts of your still life.
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Spanish I A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Students cover basic vocabulary, grammar, spelling, and punctuation to build a solid foundation
for further study. Assignments include engaging in simple conversation, writing paragraphs, and
listening to Spanish dialogue. Students also study the history and culture of Spanish-speaking
peoples.
Units:
•

•

•

•

¡Bienvenidos!
In this introductory unit, you will learn vocabulary related to greeting and saying
goodbye, numbers, time, parts of the body, classroom objects, the date, the calendar, the
weather, the seasons, and how to ask for help. You will also learn about several grammar
topics: the lexical use of estar, ser, and hacer, plural commands, nouns, and singular
definite articles. Finally, in terms of culture, you will examine appropriate behavior when
greeting someone in the Spanish-speaking world, as well as the reversed seasons in the
Northern and Southern hemispheres. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work
through the unit so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Lo que nos gusta
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to activities that you and others like and
don't like to do. You will also examine three grammar concepts: infinitives, making
affirmative and negative statements, and expressing agreement or disagreement. In terms
of culture, you will explore the similarities and differences between the popular activities
of the Spanish-speaking world and the United States, as well as notable aspects of Spain,
Argentina, and Mexico, including their popular destinations, activities, and social life. Be
sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes
and answer activity questions as you go.
¿Cómo somos?
In this unit, you will learn about personality traits and how to describe what people are
like. You will also examine three grammar concepts: adjectives, definite and indefinite
articles, and word order: the placement of adjectives. In terms of culture, you will
compare cultural perspectives on friendship, explore the geographical and cultural
characteristics of Cuba, and examine popular games and famous works of art and
literature from the Spanish-speaking world. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you
work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you
go.
Mis clases
In this introductory unit, you will learn vocabulary related to school schedules, subjects
you study in school, and school supplies. You will also learn about several grammar
topics: subject pronouns and how to use -ar verbs in the present tense. Finally, when we
talk about culture, you will examine how schools in the Spanish-speaking world compare
with schools in the United States in terms of daily routines, classes, buildings, and
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graduation ceremonies. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit
so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
A estudiar
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to communication, computer-related
activities, and Internet and digital products. You will also examine two grammar
concepts: how to use the present tense of pedir and servir and how to use the
verbs saber and conocer. In terms of culture, you will explore the technological and
occupational characteristics of several Spanish-speaking regions of the United States,
including the technology institutes that characterize Silicon Valley, California, and the
aerospace centers found in Houston, Texas, and Cape Canaveral, Florida. You will also
examine how to prepare for a technological career, including the role of Spanish-speakers
and outreach programs such as The Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley. Lastly, you
will examine the lives and works of Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa, a physician, author, and
researcher, Ellen Ochoa and José Moreno Hernández, notable space engineers, and Luis
Walter Álvarez, an experimental physicist, inventor, professor, and winner of the Nobel
Prize in Physics. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that
you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Mis comidas
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to foods and beverages for breakfast and
lunch, as well as adverbs of frequency and expressions to show surprise. You will also
examine two grammar concepts: the present tense forms of -er and -ir verbs and how to
indicate preferences for what you like and don’t like using me gustan and me encantan.
Finally, in terms of culture, you will explore the concept of meals in the Spanishspeaking world, including cultural practices and traditions related to meal schedules and
table manners, as well as the cultural significance of staple foods such as rice and chiles.
You will also examine the lives and works of several Nobel Prize winners throughout the
Spanish-speaking world and analyze the ability of food to inspire artistic creation. Be
sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes
and answer activity questions as you go.
Comida y salud
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to foods and beverages for dinner and
dessert, as well as adjectives to describe food and expressions to discuss health and
indicate preference, agreement, disagreement, and quantity. You will also examine two
grammar concepts: the plural forms of adjectives and the use of the verb ser. Finally, in
terms of culture, you will express and compare cultural opinions regarding diet and health
in the Spanish-speaking world with those in the United States and examine the traditional
foods and exercise routines of various Spanish-speaking countries. Be sure to keep a
notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Mi tiempo libre
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to leisure activities and social locations in a
community. You will also examine two grammar concepts: the use of the verb ir and
interrogative words used to ask questions about where and with whom someone is going.
Finally, in terms of culture, you will explore the concept of leisure activities in the
Spanish-speaking world, including popular activities and places to go, as well as how
these activities compare to those in the United States. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand
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as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as
you go.
Vamos a jugar
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to sports and other after-school activities, as
well as expressions used for extending, accepting, and declining invitations and
expressions to tell when something happens. You will examine two grammar concepts:
the use of the grammatical construction ir + a + infinitive and the verb jugar. Finally, in
terms of culture, you will explore the role of sports in the Spanish-speaking word,
including traditional games, famous athletes, and the significance of fan clubs. Be sure to
keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and
answer activity questions as you go.
Semester Test
In this unit, you will review vocabulary related to greetings, activities, words used to
describe people, school and classroom items, food, places for leisure activities, and
playing sports. You will review grammar concepts related to asking for help, infinitives,
adjectives, subject pronouns, plurals of nouns and articles, regular –ar, –er, and –ir verb
conjugations, and ir + a + infinitive phrases Finally, in terms of culture, you will review
characteristics of the Spanish language, popular activities, Pan American games, the
diversity of meal schedules, baseball in the Caribbean, and other leisure activities
throughout the Spanish-speaking world. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work
through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
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Spanish I B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Students cover basic vocabulary, grammar, spelling, and punctuation to build a solid foundation
for further study. Assignments include engaging in simple conversation, writing paragraphs, and
listening to Spanish dialogue. Students also study the history and culture of Spanish-speaking
peoples.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Una Fiesta de Cumpleaños
In this introductory unit, you will learn vocabulary related to family members, pets,
celebrations, and party decorations. You will also learn about the verb tener and
possessive adjectives. In terms of culture, you will learn about family celebrations, and
one special celebration in the Spanish-speaking world, the quinceañera. You will also
learn about the culture, tradition, and places of interest in Perú. Then you will learn about
Peruvian painter and writer, Teodoro Núñez Ureta. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand
as you work through the unit so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as
you go.
Vamos al restaurante
In this introductory unit, you will learn vocabulary related to describing people and
things. You will also learn words and expressions related to eating out in a restaurant, and
food and table settings. You will also learn how to express basic needs. You will also
learn about the verbs venir, ser, and estar and some of their uses in context. In terms of
culture, you will learn about dining out in Asunción, Paraguay, and traditional foods of
Paraguay. You will also examine Paraguay's second official language, Guaraní, and
discover Ñacunday National Park. The life and work of artist Rosa Brítez will give you a
look into the Guaraní language as well. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work
through the unit so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Me gusta mi dormitorio
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to bedroom items, electronic equipment,
colors, and descriptions. You will also learn about several grammar topics: comparing
and contrasting, using the superlative and some stem-changing verbs in Spanish. You will
learn about some cultural characteristics of Bolivia, such as traditional musical styles, and
popular attractions. You will also examine the similarities and differences between
bedrooms in Bolivia and the U.S. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work
through the unit so you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
En nuestra casa
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to houses, apartments, rooms, and
household chores. You will also examine two grammar concepts: the use of affirmative tú
commands and how to use the present progressive tense. In terms of culture, you will
explore the cultural and historical characteristics of Panamá, including its demographics,
cuisine, popular attractions, housing, and traditional art. You will also examine the life
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and work of Spanish historian Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, including his role
in the Spanish colonization of the Caribbean. Lastly, you will compare and contrast
various types of housing in Panamá, including traditional mud houses in the countryside
and modern apartments in the downtown area, as well as other traditional homes such as
Ngäbes and quinchas. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit
so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
En la tienda
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to shopping, clothing, prices, and numbers.
You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the stem-changing
verbs pensar, querer, and preferir, and how to use demonstrative adjectives in the
Spanish language. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and historical
characteristics of El Salvador and Honduras, including their demographics, geography,
history, clothing, fashion styles, and places to shop. You will also examine Mayan culture
in Central America, including Mayan numerals and the Site of Copán in Honduras.
Lastly, you will learn about the life and work of Enrique Salaverría, a famous
Salvadorian sculptor. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so
that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Comprar un regalo
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to stores, online shopping, gifts, clothing
accessories, and expressions used to describe past events. You will also examine two
grammar concepts: how to use the preterit of verbs that end in -ar, -car, and –gar, and
how to use direct object pronouns in the Spanish language. In terms of culture, you will
explore the cultural and historical characteristics of Argentina, including its
demographics, popular activities, art, major cities, and cuisine. You will also examine the
life and musical work of Ástor Piazzolla, a famous tango composer, as well as the lives
and literary works of Horacio Quiroga, a short story writer, and Alfonsina Storni, a
celebrated poet. Lastly, you will examine the shopping and eating habits of Argentinians,
including what they buy and how their cuisine reflects Italian influences. Be sure to keep
a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Mis vacaciones
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to vacation destinations and activities,
modes of transportation, attractions, parks, animals, and expressions to talk about a trip or
vacation. You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the preterite tense of
-er and -ir verbs, including the verb ir, and how to use the personal a in the Spanish
language. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics
of the Dominican Republic, including its demographics, geography, popular activities,
cuisine, wildlife, and modes of transportation. You will also examine the Taíno culture
and the ways it has influenced life in the Dominican Republic. Lastly, you will examine
the lives and works of Eugenio De Jesús Marcano Fondeur, a celebrated Dominican
biologist, and Salomé Ureña de Henríquez, a Dominican poet and pedagogist. Be sure to
keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and
answer activity questions as you go.
Ayudar a los demás
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to recycling, places in the community, and
volunteer work. You will also examine three grammar concepts: how to use the present
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tense of decir, the use of indirect object pronouns in the Spanish language, and the
preterite tense of hacer and dar. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and
historical characteristics of México, including its demographics, geography, popular
activities, cultural traditions, community programs, and geology. You will also examine
the important work performed by various disaster relief and volunteer recycling programs
in México. Lastly, you will examine the lives and works of activist and writer Elena
Poniatowska and impressionist painter Joaquín Clausell Throup. Be sure to keep a
notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
La televisión y las películas
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to television programs, movies, and words
and expressions used to give opinions. You will also examine two grammar concepts:
how to use acabar de + infinitive phrases and how to use the verb gustar and similar
verbs. In terms of culture, you will explore cultural and historical characteristics of Spain,
including its films, television programs, entertainment awards and honors, and notable
Spanish filmmakers, actors, directors, and writers. Lastly, you will examine the lives and
works of Emilia Pardo Bazán, a Galician novelist, journalist, essayist, critic, and activist,
and Fernando Fernán-Gómez, a Spanish writer, poet, actor, screenwriter, and film and
theater director. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you
can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Computadoras y tecnología
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to communication, computer related
activities, and Internet and digital products. You will also examine two grammar
concepts: how to use the present tense of pedir and servir and how to use the verbs saber
and conocer. In terms of culture, you will explore the technological and occupational
characteristics of several Spanish-speaking regions of the United States, including the
technology institutes that characterize Silicon Valley, California and the aerospace
centers found in Houston, Texas and Cape Canaveral, Florida. You will also examine
how to prepare for a technological career, including the role of Spanish speakers and
outreach programs like The Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley. Lastly, you will
examine the lives and works of Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa, a physician, author, and
researcher, Ellen Ochoa and José Moreno Hernández, notable space engineers, and Luis
Walter Álvarez, an experimental physicist, inventor, professor, and winner of the Nobel
Prize in Physics. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you
can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Semester Test
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Spanish II A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
As they engage in more advanced conversations, write paragraphs and stories, and translate to
and from Spanish, students improve their vocabulary and grammar. Intense listening
comprehension exercises aid in understanding more complex thoughts and subjects.
Units:
•

•

•

•

¿Cómo soy?
In this introductory unit, you will learn vocabulary you can use to describe yourself and
others in terms of your personalities and the kinds of things you like to do. You will also
learn about the uses of the verb ser. Finally, you will learn about the culture and history
of Nicaragua, including its traditions, celebrations, and general demographics, as well as
the life and work of Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío and his literary influence throughout
the Spanish-speaking world. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the
unit so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
¿Cómo estudias?
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to traditional school activities, objects,
supplies, and rules. You will also examine three grammar concepts: how to use stemchanging verbs and how to make affirmative and negative statements. Finally, in terms of
culture, you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics of the U.S.-Mexican
border region, including the demographics, geography, popular activities, and
bilingualism of the Southern regions of California, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico.
You will also examine the life achievements of famous Hispanic baseball and basketball
players in Texas and other states. Lastly, you will analyze the importance of exhibiting
good manners throughout the Spanish-speaking world. Be sure to keep a notebook on
hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity
questions as you go.
Después de clases
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to extracurricular activities, making
comparisons, and talking about how long people have been doing things. You will also
learn about several grammar topics: saber vs. conocer, hace+expressions of
time, and tan…como. Finally, in terms of culture, you will examine the demographics,
geography, environment, and popular cultural activities of Central American countries.
Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can take
notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Para prepararse
In this unit you will learn vocabulary related to daily events and getting ready for an
event. You will also learn to use reflexive verbs, possessive adjectives, and the verbs ser
and estar. In terms of culture, you will learn about Cuba, its geography, environment, and
places of interest. Then you will learn about writer Jose Martí and his impact on Latin
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American literature. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so
you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
De compras
In this unit you will learn vocabulary related to shopping and clothing. You will learn
about the preterit tense of regular verbs, and you will learn how to use demonstratives as
adjectives and adjectives as nouns. In terms of culture, you will learn more about the
Caribbean as we focus on Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. You will learn about
popular places to visit as well as different events in each place. Be sure to keep a
notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can take notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Ayer hice...
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to running errands around town as well as
different places in town, and the items found there. You will also learn about several
grammar topics: the use of direct object pronouns in Spanish, and the preterit tense of
some irregular verbs. Finally, in terms of culture, you will learn about Colombia,
including tourist attractions in its major cities as well as look at several important
Colombians. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that
you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
: ¿Cómo llegamos?
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to driving and the giving or receiving of
driving advice and directions. You will also examine three grammar concepts: the direct
object pronouns me, te, and nos, the use of irregular, affirmative tú commands, and how
to use the present progressive tense for irregular verb forms. Finally, in terms of culture,
you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics of Venezuela, including its
demographics, environment, popular activities, traditions, transportation, and geography.
You will also examine cultural activities and locations found in cities such as Caracas,
Santa Ana de Coro, Maracaibo City, and Sinamaica Lagoon, including public squares,
Avila Mountain, and Canaima National Park. Lastly, you will examine the life and work
of famous Venezuelan public figures, including Jacinto Convit García, Andrés Bello, and
Milka Duno. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that
you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Niños y niñas de ayer
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to childhood toys and things you used to do.
You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the imperfect tense of regular
and irregular verbs and how to use indirect object pronouns. Finally, in terms of culture,
you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics of Chile, including its
demographics, environment, popular activities, traditions, celebrations, main cities,
indigenous people, and geography. You will also compare and contrast school breaks in
Chile and other Spanish-Speaking countries with those of the United States. Lastly, you
will examine the lives and accomplishments of notable Chilean women and other
significant public figures, including Antonia Tarragó e Isabel Lebrun, Eloísa Díaz
Insunza, Matilde Throup, Claudio Bravo Camus, and José Donoso. Be sure to keep a
notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Los días de fiesta
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In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to common etiquette and holiday
celebrations. You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the preterite tense
and imperfect tense in order to describe a situation and how to communicate reciprocal
actions. Finally, in terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and historical
characteristics of Spain and Equatorial Guinea, including their demographics,
environments, popular activities, traditions, celebrations, main cities, and geography. You
will also compare and contrast common practices for wedding celebrations in small
Spanish villages to those of the United States. Lastly, you will examine the life and work
of Juan Tomaso Ávila Laurel, an Annobonese writer from Equatorial Guinea. Be sure to
keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Semester Review
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Spanish II B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
As they engage in more advanced conversations, write paragraphs and stories, and translate to
and from Spanish, students improve their vocabulary and grammar. Intense listening
comprehension exercises aid in understanding more complex thoughts and subjects.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Las noticias
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to natural disasters, including extreme
weather and fire, as well as vocabulary used in news reports about these events and the
heroic men and women involved in emergency rescue operations. In the grammar
sections, you will learn to use the preterite and imperfect verb tenses to express actions
that occurred in the past, with special emphasis on the verbs oír, leer, creer, and destruir.
In terms of culture, you will learn about the country of Uruguay, its geography and
weather, and some of the natural disasters it has faced. You will also learn about
Uruguay’s first national hero, Atilio Pelossi. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you
work through the unit so that you can take notes and answer activity questions as you go.
Los accidentes
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to medical treatments, accidents, and body
parts. You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the irregular preterite
tense of venir, poner, and traer, and how to use the imperfect progressive and preterite
tenses. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics of
Ecuador, including its demographics, geography, and environment, as well as the
transportation system of downtown Quito. You will also examine the cultural traditions
and lifestyles of the indigenous peoples of Ecuador. Lastly, you will examine the life and
work of Matilde Hidalgo, an Ecuadorian physician and activist, and Eugenia María del
Pino Veintimilla, a prominent Ecuadorian biologist. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand
as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as
you go.
Los deportes en la televisión
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to sporting events, contests, and emotions.
You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the preterit of -ir stemchanging verbs and how to use other reflexive verbs. In terms of culture, you will explore
the cultural and historical characteristics of Colombia and Venezuela, including the
demographics, geography, traditions, popular activities and locations, and history of the
Columbian-Venezuelan border. Lastly, you will examine the cultural traditions and
lifestyles of the Wayuu people, the indigenous cultures of Venezuela and Colombia. Be
sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so that you can take notes
and answer activity questions as you go.
Mis películas favoritas
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In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to movies and making movies. You will
also examine two grammar concepts: how to use verbs that use indirect object pronouns
and how to use the present perfect tense. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural
and historical characteristics of Argentina, primarily the demographics, geography,
wildlife, and popular activities of the La Pampa province. You will also examine
culturally significant Argentinian and Uruguayan films and festivals. Lastly, you will
compare and contrast Argentinian estancias with ranches, plantations, and other farming
areas in the United States. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the
unit so that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
¡Me encanta la paella!
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to foods and other items found in kitchens,
recipes, and food preparation. You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use
negative tú commands and how to use the impersonal se. In terms of culture, you will
explore the cultural and historical characteristics of Northern Spain, including its
demographics, geography, and popular activities. You will also examine popular meals
and restaurants in various Spanish and Mediterranean coastal cities, including those
which blend traditional and modern foods. Lastly, you will learn about the life and work
of Diego Velázquez, a Spanish still-life and portrait painter. Be sure to keep a notebook
on hand as you work through the unit so that you can make notes and answer activity
questions as you go.
Vamos a comer al aire libre
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to camping, eating outdoors, and food in
general. You will also examine two grammar concepts: the uses of por and how to use
formal usted and ustedes commands. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and
historical characteristics of southern México, including its demographics, geography,
tourist destinations, indigenous cultures, and traditional foods. You will also examine
outdoor activities to do in southern México, including visiting the Limontitla Botanical
Garden, Lacandona Rain Forest, Sumidero Canyon, and Palenque National Park. Be sure
to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you can make notes and
answer activity questions as you go.
Quiero viajar en avión
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to travel plans and airports. You will also
examine two grammar concepts: how to use the present subjunctive tense and how to use
irregular verbs in the subjunctive tense. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural
and historical characteristics of the Caribbean region, including its demographics,
geography, and climate. You will also examine popular travel and vacation activities in
the Caribbean, including Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Yucatán Peninsula, and other minor
Caribbean islands. Lastly, you will examine the life and work of Francisco Oller, an
impressionist painter of landscapes, and the ancient Mayan Books of Chilam Balam. Be
sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you can make notes and
answer activity questions as you go.
¡Buen viaje!
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to sites of interest in a city, staying in a
hotel, and tourist activities and behaviors. You will also examine two grammar concepts:
how to use the present subjunctive tense with impersonal expressions and how to use the
present subjunctive of stem-changing verbs. In terms of culture, you will explore the
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cultural and historical characteristics of Costa Rica, including its demographics,
geography, major cities, wildlife, and tourist destinations and activities. You will also
examine geographical and cultural characteristics of various national parks, reserves, and
historical sites of Costa Rica, including the Tortuguero National Park and the Monteverde
Cloud Forest. Lastly, you will examine common Costa Rican Spanish expressions and
regional dialects. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as you work through the unit so
that you can make notes and answer activity questions as you go.
¿Cuál será mi profesión?
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to professions and talking about the future.
You will also examine two grammar concepts: the future tense and how to use it with
both regular and irregular verbs. In terms of culture, you will explore the historical and
geographical characteristics of areas of volcanic activity throughout the Spanish-speaking
world, including prominent volcanic sites in México, Ecuador, Chile, and Colombia. You
will also examine the significance and effects of El Cinturón de Fuego (the Pacific Ring
of Fire) on Spanish-speaking countries and become familiar with the important work of a
volcanologist. Lastly, you will examine the life and work of Gerardo "Dr. Atl" Murillo, a
painter and writer with a passion for volcanoes. Be sure to keep a notebook on hand as
you work through the unit so you can make notes and answer activity questions as you
go.
Un futuro mejor
In this unit, you will learn vocabulary related to the planet Earth, energy, and the
environment. You will also examine two grammar concepts: how to use the future tense
for other irregular verbs and how to use the present subjunctive tense with expressions of
doubt. In terms of culture, you will explore the cultural and historical characteristics of
Belize, the Philippines, and Western Sahara, including their demographics, geography,
environment, and language trends. Lastly, you will examine the Ladino or Judeo-Spanish
language that is spoken by Sephardic communities around the world. Be sure to keep a
notebook on hand as you work through the unit so you can make notes and answer
activity questions as you go.
Semester Review
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Spanish III A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Spanish II

Description:
Spanish III A is a continuation of the first two years of Spanish instruction. The student will
continue to sharpen his listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through a variety of
activities. This course is organized into five topics: feelings, transportation, work, countries, and
the future. The student will learn to express himself using an ever-increasing vocabulary,
present-tense verbs, past-tense verbs, articles, and adjectives. Elements of the Spanish-speaking
world and culture appear throughout the course, including people, geographical locations, and
histories.
Content in Connections Education courses is accessible to all learners in a variety of ways.
Our personalized instruction may include text readers, closed captioning, or an illustrative
script. For more information or accessibility support, please call (888) 639-5960
Units:
•

•

Los Sentimientos
In this unit, students will review the following:
1. Describing people and things
2. Talking about things that happened in the past
3. Talking about things that they and others do
4. Using appropriate expressions to express everyday things they would like to say
5. Expressing things they do not do with the correct negative expressions
6. Talking about your daily routine
Students will be also be introduced to the following:
7. Reviewing and discussing cultural practices of the Hispanic people
8. Reviewing historical details about Spain
9. How to say that they do something with other people
La Transportación
In this unit, students will review the following:
1. Describing things and people
2. Talking about things that happened in the past
Students will be introduced to the following:
3. Talking about how frequently or how they do things
4. Talking about where things are
5. Making commands
6. Talking about transportation and getting from one place to another and how
7. New cultural and historical issues in the Spanish-speaking world
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A Trabajar
In this unit, students will review the following:
1. Telling others what to do and giving advice
2. Making negative statements and negative advice
Students will be introduced to the following new concepts:
1. Asking questions
2. Talking about the past, what they used to do
3. Expressing what things they may be obligated to do
4. Talking about various professions that people have and their responsibilities in
these professions
Los Países Y Las Nacionalidades
In this unit, students will review the following:
1. Talking about and describing actions that happened in the past
2. Talking about what they or someone are doing right now
3. Talking about things, people and places they know
They will be introduced to the following:
4. New vocabulary having to do with international affairs
El Futuro
In this unit, students will review the following:
1. Talking about things happening in the present
2. Talking about things that happened in the past
They will be introduced to the following:
1. Learning to write a letter in Spanish
2. Talking about things that will happen in the future
3. Talking about things that might happen (if other conditions are met)
4. Talking about the environment
Examen
This unit contains the Semester Exam.
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Spanish III B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Spanish III A

Description:
Spanish III B is a continuation of the first two and a half years of Spanish instruction. The
student will continue to sharpen his listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through a
variety of activities. Throughout the five topics covered in this course, the student will learn to
express himself using an ever-increasing vocabulary, present-tense verbs, past-tense verbs,
future-tense verbs, conditional-tense verbs, articles, and adjectives. Grammar is introduced and
practiced in innovative and interesting ways with a variety of learning styles in mind. Elements
of the Spanish-speaking world and culture appear throughout the course, including people,
geographical locations, and histories.
Units:
•

•

•

La Salud
In this unit, students will review...
1. talking about themselves, how they feel, how others feel
2. asking questions about how others feel
3. expressing things that happened in the past
4. talking about the future
New concepts:
5. Talking about health professions
6. Talking about things that can be wrong or hurting
7. Talking about your daily routine and things they do with or to other people
La Casa
In this unit, los estudiantes van a estudiar lo siguiente:
1. They will review talking about how they do things or how frequently or how well
they do them.
2. They will review talking about things that would happen (if other things were to
happen).
3. They will review telling people what to do.
New concepts:
4. Expressing what they would like
5. Giving directions
6. Additional ways to talk about their homes
7. Cultural issues about Argentina
Las Medidas
This unit covers the following:
1. a review of talking about past, present, and future activities
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2. a review of numbers
3. a review of comparing people, things, and activities
4. using a variety of expressions to express things in Spanish
Las Profesiones
In this unit, students will:
1. talk about professions and jobs.
2. talk about getting an education.
3. reviewing the use of pronouns to talk about things and people.
4. reviewing weather and units of time.
Mi Historia Personal
In this unit, students will review:
1. vocabulary and expressions to talk about themselves
2. expressions of time and talking about the past
3. more with the passive voice
4. expressing quantities
5. a review of talking about the present, past, and future
Examen
This unit contains the Semester Exam.
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Spanish IV A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Spanish III

Description:
This fourth year of Spanish covers advanced grammar including present-tense verbs, past-tense
verbs, future tense, conditional tense, subjunctive mood, articles, and adjectives. In the first
semester, students focus on the Spanish-speaking world, including culture, people, geographical
locations, and histories.
Units:
•

•

•

•

La Gente
In this unit, students will review:
1. Describing people and things
2. Talking about what they like to do
3. Talking about what their day is like
4. Talking about the activities they like to do
Students will be introduced to:
5. Spanish historical and cultural information
6. Additional family members they might wish to talk about
Los Logros
In this unit, students will review:
1. Telling people how to do things
2. Talking about things they do or have done
3. Talking about their accomplishments
4. Reviewing the use of numbers in Spanish
Students will learn: To explain about things they have accomplished
5. Talking about activities that involve uncertainty or doubt
6. Cultural and historical issues
Los Deseos
In this unit, students will review:
1. Talking about things they want others to do
2. Talking about the environment
3. Talking about things they should do to be responsible in the environment
4. Talking about their homes and things they do in their homes
Students will be introduced to:
5. Talking about what their desires are
6. Talking about things they hope will happen
Actividades
In this unit, students will review:
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1. Talking about things they like to do in the outdoors
2. Talking about things they want others to do
3. Expressing that others want them to do certain things
4. Talking about things related to the outdoors and to cities in general
Students will be introduced to:
5. How to talk about what has happened by a certain time
Celebraciones
In this unit students will review:
1. How to talk about things that are happening
2. How to talk about things that will happen
3. How to talk about things that happened in the past
4. How to talk about dates and days
Students will be introduced to:
5. Días de fiesta in Spanish-speaking America
6. How to talk about what will have happened by a certain time
Examen
This unit contains the Semester Exam.
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Spanish IV B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Spanish IV A

Description:
This fourth year of Spanish covers advanced grammar including present-tense verbs, past-tense
verbs, future tense, conditional tense, subjunctive mood, articles, and adjectives. In the second
semester students continue to focus on the Spanish-speaking world, including culture, people,
geographical locations, and histories.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Posibilidades
In this unit, students will:
1. Review talking about the future and things that would happen (if other conditions
were met)
2. Learn patterns in words
3. Analyze proverbs in Spanish
4. Learn about Puerto Rico and its contributions, musically and artistically, to the
Spanish-speaking world
El Pasado
In this unit, students are going to review:
1. How to use adverbs to talk about how frequently or how well they do things
2. Talking about your past and things that happened in the past
Students will be introduced to:
5. Verbs in the past tense that take on a special meaning
6. New proverbs in Spanish
7. Additional suffix patterns that will help to expand their vocabulary in Spanish
8. Additional food vocabulary
Las Artes
In this unit, the student will:
1. Learn to talk about what others have said
2. Learn about the fine arts in the Spanish-speaking world
3. Review the correct sequencing of tenses for expressing thoughts in the past,
present and future
4. Learn additional proverbs or sayings that are well known in the Spanish-speaking
world and will help gain insight to the Hispanic thought process
5. Learn about artists, both contemporary and historic, of great significance
6. Learn to talk about other art forms and learn ways in which they relate to the
Spanish-speaking world
Ahora
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In this unit students will:
1. Learn vocabulary that will allow them to talk about electrical items that are very
common in today's world
2. Learn to talk about actions that happen that were not planned
3. Review irregular verbs in Spanish in order to be able to use them in conversation
4. Learn shortcuts in order to be able to use colloquial expressions instead of always
using the noun
5. Learn additional idioms and sayings in Spanish and learn to analyze them for
understanding
6. Sharpen listening skills
Se Acaba
In this unit, the student will:
1. Review talking about happenings in the past, present, and future
2. Review "shortcuts" for talking about others using a variety of pronouns
3. Review ways to talk about how you do things
4. Learn of additional writers important to the Latin Americans, both contemporary
and historical
5. Learn of additional traditions that are important to Hispanics
Examen
This unit contains the semester exam.
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Journalism A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
From examining the guidelines of proper journalism to firsthand practice in writing news, sports,
and feature articles, students experience the media writing process and how it applies to today’s
world of journalism. In Journalism A, students review the guidelines for good journalism and
learn the elements of news, feature, and sports writing.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Guidelines of Good Journalism
This unit introduces the guidelines for good journalism. In addition, you learn how to
manage time and research so that publication deadlines are met on time. More
importantly, you will learn about the legal issues that are important to avoid when using
sources and information. To avoid these problems, skills such as summarizing,
paraphrasing and attributing sources are practiced.
Learning the Process
This unit provides you with the skills and applications for mastering the process of
writing a story for publication. You will learn to use a variety of sources to brainstorm for
story ideas and sources as well as develop some strategies for designing and
implementing surveys and interviews to provide primary sources for your stories.
Overall, by the completion of this unit, you will be prepared to be a well-informed,
efficient, and effective reporter.
News Writing
Within each lesson of this unit, you apply the process of thinking about stories, writing,
brainstorming for ideas and sources, researching sources, drafting the first versions,
copyediting, and writing the final stories. Each type of reporting has its own unique
organization and writing style. To provide audience interest in your story, you may use
published data, statistics, and survey results, as well as your own interviews and surveys.
Sports Writing
Whether or you are personally involved in a specific sport, you will find so many
interesting topics to write about. If you are not interested in sports, you still have the
ability to write about them. At the heart of all journalism is a similar set of skills that can
be used to write about a football game, a bank robbery, a new film, or a tax bill. First, you
will learn the criteria of sports reporting. Once you understand the criteria, story ideas are
developed.
Feature Writing
In this unit, you use interviews and surveys for primary sources by using observations of
an event or setting, including "on-the-spot" interviews. One of the best ways to make a
feature story come to life is through photographs of the places and events covered, so if
you are handy with a camera, you will be asked to start thinking about a story idea and
looking for good photo opportunities.
Journalism A Review and Final Exam
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Journalism B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The second course in Journalism reviews the evolution of journalism and its role in today’s
world. Students learn critical writing (reviews) as well as the steps for crafting editorials. The
final unit introduces students to the basics in media design, including topics in multimedia
presentation.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Evolution in Journalism
In this unit, you will understand the evolution of competitive journalism by analyzing the
motives of William Randolph Hearst. You will explain how yellow journalism shaped the
Spanish-American War. Later in this unit, you will define media and identify ways media
changed in the 20th Century, including how television affected the habits and opinions of
the American family. You will learn how new forms of media have changed journalism
and analyze how the Internet has impacted the power of media.
Journalism in the World Today
In this unit, you will examine the reciprocal effect that media have on political and
international events. It might be said that a successful global community hinges on fair
and accurate reporting. Communication among people of the world is dependent on the
commitment and honesty of its journalists. When those factors are missing,
communication breaks down.
Review Writing
In this unit, you will conduct evaluations of the two products or services about which you
will write. Time-management is important for setting up surveys or interviews, so make
sure you have enough time to gather the information and determine your opinion. For
most students, review writing is a rewarding and enjoyable endeavor!
Opinion Writing (Op-eds)
In this unit, you have the opportunity to express your opinion on a variety of topics of
your choice. The first two lessons will give you lots of ideas and links for forming an
opinion about a written opinion or even creating your own opinion cartoon.
Copy and Design
In this unit you will learn some of the criteria for being an editor. You will learn more
about the roles of the various editorial positions and what each entails. You will also
consider the importance of honing your grammar and writing skills, and you will spend
time practicing each. Finally, you will learn about writing good headlines.
Journalism B Final Exam and Review
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Speech and Debate
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, students learn how to apply visuals, style, stories, organization, and nonverbal
communication to speeches. Students will learn tactics to help overcome fear, participate in
debates, and rehearse effectively. Students will also learn how to evaluate great speeches from
history as well as more modern media messages.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Style and Nonverbal Communication
Fear of Public Speaking
Organizing a Presentation
Making Presentations Memorable
Using Visuals
Debate and Persuasion
Great Speeches in History
Media Communication
Preparation, Rehearsal and Continual Improvement
Final Exam
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Driver's Education
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will learn the fundamental skills for responsible driving. The emphasis
of this course is placed upon the mechanics of driving, execution of driving operations, and rules
of safe driving. The student will identify and recognize traffic laws, signs and other markings,
and basic checks on a vehicle, and the student will learn the rules for sharing the roadway,
responding to weather conditions, and other vehicle emergencies.
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Life Management Skills
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course provides an opportunity for the student to explore important decisions he may have
to make as a teenager. The course provides important information pertaining to issues such as
nutrition, substance abuse, coping with stress, and sexual abstinence. In this course, the student
will also learn how to be a savvy consumer in a world of advertising and credit cards as well as
review Earth-friendly practices.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Construction Site
Unit 1 is an introduction to the course and includes four assessments. Caution: Life Skills
Under Construction is the signpost and it will be used to construct and enhance self-esteem,
build strong families and explore basic parenting responsibilities.
The Crosswalk
This unit includes an overview of nutrition, which addresses eating disorders, nutrient needs,
dietary guidelines, food preferences, and alternatives to junk foods. Learning about nutrition
will help you establish and maintain a healthier lifestyle.
Two-Way Street
After successfully completing this unit, you will know techniques for communicating
effectively and for dealing with hostile, threatening, or dangerous situations. In addition, you
will know methods for effectively expressing your feelings and opinions.
Warning: Dangerous Chemicals
In this unit, you will learn various strategies to employ when making decisions related to
health issues. Peer pressure skills will be practiced to help equip you with personal skills
needed to help you refuse alcohol, tobacco, and other harmful substances.
Points of Interest
Unit 5 teaches you that coping skills are essential in a world that can be filled with constant
stress and decision making. In this unit you'll discover some decision-making techniques,
goal-setting activities, time management strategies, and stress management skills. This unit
will aid you in facing the many "curves" they receive in life by equipping them with coping
skills.
Turn Right for Consumer Savvy
Love to shop? Influenced by advertising? This section of Life Management Skills will
help you make sound consumer decisions by evaluating consumer information,
advertisements, services, and products. Consumer savvy is a must in an economy that
encourages spending.
Plastic cards, interest rates, checkbooks, advertising fraud, consumer rights and other
consumer issues will be addressed to help you make the right turn when deciding how to
spend money.
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Mixed Messages
It may often seem that peers, society, parents, school, media, and clergy are giving you
many mixed messages about your body and sexuality. In this unit, you explore some facts
and factors that affect adolescent sexuality and the consequences of making misinformed
turns.
The Safe Way is the Best Way
"It can't happen to me." This unit will provide you with facts about the dangers of
believing that you are invincible. This section can be a "life saver" for you and your
friends. The unit explores the HIV immune response, medications, and other relevant
information, as well as a study of other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). This unit
will also target injury prevention and safety habits.
The Passing Zone
The last sign post will guide you in the completion tasks for this course. This unit will
include instructions for CPR certification submission and the final exam review. Pat
yourself on the back; you have followed the signposts to course completion!
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Earth Space Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Why did early explorers risk their lives to reach the North Pole? Why does Earth look so
beautiful when seen from space? What is really down at the bottom of the ocean? Discovering
new things about Earth has been the dream of scientists and explorers for centuries. Today, it is
your turn to continue that journey of discovery. Earth Space Science is a laboratory course
focusing on the study of space and the geologic and atmospheric forces that shape the world.
Through experimentation and investigation, the student will explore Earth cycles including the
geosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere, and the carbon cycle. The student will learn
about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration, the solar system, and the universe. The
student will use web 2.0 tools, interactive experiences, higher-order thinking, collaborative
projects, and real-world application through labs and a variety of assessments. Upon completion
of the course, the student will have a clear understanding of the dynamic forces at work in the
surrounding world, becoming better caretakers of planet Earth.
Course Objectives
1. Define Earth science and identify skills that scientists use to solve problems
2. Explain why Earth is studied as a system of structures and spheres
3. Relate solar energy and the water cycle to weather and climate
4. Describe the composition of Earth's water
5. Describe the impact of water pollution
Units:
•

•

•

Introduction and Foundation
This unit is an introduction to the course. Some items covered include the motif, pace, lab
safety, Scientific Method, and basic skills.
Weather and Climate
In this unit, you will learn about the atmosphere of our planet, weather factors, and severe
weather.
The Waters
In this unit, you will learn about the water cycle and the processes involved in that cycle;
watersheds and their importance; sea water; ocean currents; maps; and sea floor features.
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Earth Space Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Why did early explorers risk their lives to reach the North Pole? Why does Earth look so
beautiful when seen from space? What is really down at the bottom of the ocean? Discovering
new things about Earth has been the dream of scientists and explorers for centuries. Today, it is
your turn to continue that journey of discovery. Earth Space Science is a laboratory course
focusing on the study of space, and the geologic and atmospheric forces that shape the world.
Through experimentation and investigation, the student will explore Earth cycles including the
geosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere, and the carbon cycle. The student will learn
about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration, the solar system, and the universe. The
student will use web 2.0 tools, interactive experiences, higher order thinking, collaborative
projects, and real-world application through labs and a variety of assessments. Upon completion
of the course, the student will have a clear understanding of the dynamic forces at work in the
surrounding world, becoming better caretakers of planet Earth.
Course Objectives
1. Summarize the theory of plate tectonics and related phenomena
2. Describe the composition of Earth's surface and interior
3. Explain the rock and carbon cycles; explain the causes and impact of erosion
4. Describe and differentiate energy sources
5. Explain geologic time and differentiate relative and absolute dating techniques
6. Describe components of the solar system and the universe and theories related to the
origin of the universe
7. Explain Earth/moon/sun relationships that relate to time, tides, and seasons
8. Discuss pros and cons of space exploration
Units:
•

•

•

The Lands
In this unit, you will learn about the theory of plate tectonics, volcanoes, earthquakes, and
other phenomena related to this theory. You will also learn about minerals, rocks and the
rock cycle.
The Past
In this unit, you will learn about geologic time; relative and absolute dating techniques;
the principles and laws by which geologists make assumptions about time; and fossils.
Space: The Final Frontier
In this unit, you will learn about the scientific beliefs about the origin of the universe; the
components of the universe; galaxies; our galaxy; our solar system; the planets; and will
take a closer look at earth/moon/sun relationships that result in our year, day, tides, and
seasons.
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Environmental Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Environmental Science A offers students the opportunity to understand the concepts fundamental
to ecology and measures to prevent damage to the environment. Lessons in the A course review
the scientific method, discuss biodiversity, and review earth processes, including the rain and
carbon cycles. Students take a detailed look at the various types of pollution and study how to
safeguard resources.
Units:
•

•

•

The Methods and Nature of Environmental Science
Welcome to environmental science, the study of the interactions between the physical,
chemical, and biological components of the environment, including their effects on all
types of organisms. In this opening unit you will learn about the job of an
environmentalist, review the scientific method, and explore how organisms are classified.
Earth's Processes
Several natural processes and cycles affect organisms that inhabit the Earth. In this unit,
you will learn about such phenomena as you analyze the water and carbon cycles,
examine the greenhouse effect, and explore causes of air, water, and food chain pollution.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes before you
begin to review.
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Environmental Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In the second course of Environmental Science, students learn about environmental programs
and policies, including waste management and conservation. Students study the effect of
environmental organizations as well as government agencies charged with protecting the
environment. The final unit examines technology and its impact on the environment; topics
include energy production, modern agriculture, and public land management.
Units:
•

•

•

Environmental Science Programs and Policies
The United States has several agencies and departments that are dedicated to monitoring
and protecting the nation’s natural resources. In this unit, you will learn about how these
local and federal agencies work together to effect policy changes, regulate environmental
concerns, and prevent further harm to the environment as we move into the future.
The Effects of Environmental Science Technology
There have been many recent advancements in environmental science technology. Many
of the previous methods of energy and fuel production have caused harm to the world
around you. Today, there are new and innovative methods geared towards preserving and
protecting the environment. In this unit you will examine these technological advances
and learn how environmental science is changing.
Final Review and Exam
In this unit, you will have the opportunity to prepare for and take the final exam. The
final exam may include any material that has been presented throughout the semester.
Since this is a comprehensive exam, it may be helpful to organize your notes before you
begin to review.
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Honors Earth Space Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Why did early explorers risk their lives to reach the North Pole? Why does Earth look so
beautiful when seen from space? What is really down at the bottom of the ocean? Discovering
new things about Earth has been the dream of scientists and explorers for centuries. Today, it is
your turn to continue that journey of discovery. Earth Space Science is a laboratory course
focusing on the study of space and the geologic and atmospheric forces that shape the world.
Through experimentation and investigation, the student will explore Earth cycles including the
geosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere, and the carbon cycle. The student will learn
about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration, the solar system, and the universe. The
student will use web 2.0 tools, interactive experiences, higher-order thinking, collaborative
projects, and real-world application through labs and a variety of assessments. Upon completion
of the course, the student will have a clear understanding of the dynamic forces at work in the
surrounding world, becoming better caretakers of planet Earth.
Units:
•

•

•

Introduction and Foundation
This unit is an introduction to the course. Some items covered include the motif, pace, lab
safety, Scientific Method and basic skills.
Weather and Climate
In this unit, you will learn about the atmosphere of our planet, weather factors, and severe
weather.
The Waters
In this unit, you will learn about the water cycle and the processes involved in that cycle;
watersheds and their importance; sea water; ocean currents; maps; and sea floor features.
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Honors Earth Space Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
Why did early explorers risk their lives to reach the North Pole? Why does Earth look so
beautiful when seen from space? What is really down at the bottom of the ocean? Discovering
new things about Earth has been the dream of scientists and explorers for centuries. Today, it is
your turn to continue that journey of discovery. Earth Space Science is a laboratory course
focusing on the study of space and the geologic and atmospheric forces that shape the world.
Through experimentation and investigation, the student will explore Earth cycles including the
geosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere, and the carbon cycle. The student will learn
about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration, the solar system, and the universe. The
student will use web 2.0 tools, interactive experiences, higher-order thinking, collaborative
projects, and real-world application through labs and a variety of assessments. Upon completion
of the course, the student will have a clear understanding of the dynamic forces at work in
the surrounding world, becoming better caretakers of planet Earth.
Units:
•

•

•

The Lands
In this unit, you will learn about the theory of plate tectonics, volcanoes, earthquakes, and
other phenomena related to this theory. You will also learn about minerals, rocks and the
rock cycle.
The Past
In this unit, you will learn about geologic time; relative and absolute dating techniques;
the principles and laws by which geologists make assumptions about time; and fossils.
Space: The Final Frontier
In this unit, you will learn about the scientific beliefs about the origin of the universe; the
components of the universe; galaxies; our galaxy; our solar system; the planets; and will
take a closer look at earth/moon/sun relationships that result in our year, day, tides, and
seasons.
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Honors Marine Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Biology

Description:
As our amazing planet continues to change over time, it becomes increasingly more apparent
how human activity has made environmental impacts. In the marine science course, you will
delve deep into Earth’s bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they impact the
oceans. You will investigate characteristics of various populations, patterns of distribution of life
in our aquatic systems, and ongoing changes occurring every day in our precious ecosystems.
You will be amazed and enlightened at just how much our oceans and lakes affect climate,
weather, and seasonal variations. You will have the opportunity to explore the relationships
among living organisms and see how they are affected by our oceans currents, tides, and waves.
Hold on, it is one amazing journey.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Nature of Science
Unit 1 reviews the scientific method, how to write a hypothesis, independent and
dependent variables, the properties of water, origins of the earth's oceans, and
information about the Bay of Fundy.
Ocean Exploration
Unit 2 covers navigation, early ocean expeditions, the rocky shore habitat, crustaceans,
and ocean zones. This unit gets you started on your voyage around the world, so it starts
with navigation, then discusses earlier ocean research. You will explore the rocky shores
of New England, and the organisms that live there. The end of the unit looks at the
different ocean zones beginning at the continental shelf and moving outward.
Sea Turtles and Sandy Beaches
In Unit 3, you continue to travel south along the east coast of the United States and
explore the sandy beach ecosystem. In Lessons 1-4, you will begin learning about sea
turtles. Lesson 5 deals with the problems of the shrimping industry related to turtles, and
then Lessons 6 and 7 deal with the sandy beach. Lessons 8 and 9 deal with pollution on
the beach, and Lesson 9 with oil spills specifically.
Phytoplankton and Energy
Unit 4 has you traveling through the Panama Canal into the Pacific Ocean where you will
explore the Galapagos Islands and then travel down the coast of South America. During
the end of the unit, you will look at organisms in the Galapagos, and complete some
assessments looking at organisms adapting to the environment. At the very end of the
unit, you will learn about food webs, and the energy pyramid.
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Honors Marine Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Successful completion of Biology and Marine Science A.

Description:
As our amazing planet continues to change over time, it becomes increasingly more apparent
how human activity has made environmental impacts. In the marine science course, you will
delve deep into Earth’s bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they impact the
oceans. You will investigate characteristics of various populations, patterns of distribution of life
in our aquatic systems, and ongoing changes occurring every day in our precious ecosystems.
You will be amazed and enlightened at just how much our oceans and lakes affect climate,
weather, and seasonal variations. You will have the opportunity to explore the relationships
among living organisms and see how they are affected by our oceans currents, tides, and waves.
Hold on, it is one amazing journey.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Currents and the Antarctic
In Unit 1 you travel to the Antarctic and explore the different ocean currents, El Nino and
La Nina, hurricanes, and organisms in the Antarctic, and their adaptations.
Mollusks and Estuaries
In Unit 2 you will travel past Madagascar and then on to Australia. In this unit, you will
look at coral reefs, mollusks, estuaries, and nutrient cycles. You will also complete a
dissection lab where you dissect a squid and an oyster.
What We Do Not See Under The Sea
Unit 3 has you traveling from Australia to Hawaii. You will look at the abyss, waves,
tides, plate tectonics as well as fish classification and adaptations.
Marine Mammals
Unit 4 takes you from Hawaii to the west coast of the US, up the coast into Alaska. This
unit covers marine mammal classification and characteristics, human involvement with
marine mammals, the kelp ecosystem, and the commercial fishing industry.
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Introductory Astronomy
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course the student will explore a broad range of astronomy topics, including the planetary
system, stars, galaxies, and the universe. The student will also apply the scientific method and
examine the evolution of scientific ideas.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Astronomy: A Beginner's Guide to the Universe, 7th Edition
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Marine Science A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Biology prior to enrolling in this course.

Description:
As our amazing planet continues to change over time, it becomes increasingly more apparent
how human activity has made environmental impacts. In the marine science course, you will
delve deep into Earth’s bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they impact the
oceans. You will investigate characteristics of various populations, patterns of distribution of life
in our aquatic systems, and ongoing changes occurring everyday in our precious ecosystems.
You will be amazed and enlightened at just how much our oceans and lakes affect climate,
weather, and seasonal variations. You will have the opportunity to explore the relationships
among living organisms and see how they are affected by our oceans currents, tides, and waves.
Hold on, it is one amazing journey.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Nature of Science
Unit 1 reviews the scientific method, how to write a hypothesis, independent and
dependent variables, the properties of water, origins of the earth's oceans, and
information about the Bay of Fundy.
Ocean Exploration
Unit 2 covers navigation, early ocean expeditions, the rocky shore habitat, crustaceans,
and ocean zones. This unit gets you started on your voyage around the world, so it starts
with navigation, then discusses earlier ocean research. You will explore the rocky shores
of New England, and the organisms that live there. The end of the unit looks at the
different ocean zones beginning at the continental shelf and moving outward.
Sea Turtles and Sandy Beaches
In Unit 3, you continue to travel south along the east coast of the United States and
explore the sandy beach ecosystem. In Lessons 1-4, you will begin learning about sea
turtles. Lesson 5 deals with the problems of the shrimping industry related to turtles, and
then Lessons 6 and 7 deal with the sandy beach. Lessons 8 and 9 deal with pollution on
the beach, and Lesson 9 with oil spills specifically.
Phytoplankton and Energy
Unit 4 has you traveling through the Panama Canal into the Pacific Ocean where you will
explore the Galapagos Islands and then travel down the coast of South America. During
the end of the unit you will look at organisms in the Galapagos, and complete some
assignments looking at organisms adapting to the environment. At the very end of the
unit, you will learn about food webs, and the energy pyramid.
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Marine Science B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Biology and Marine Science A are prerequisites for this course.

Description:
As our amazing planet continues to change over time, it becomes increasingly more apparent
how human activity has made environmental impacts. In the marine science course, you will
delve deep into Earth’s bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they impact the
oceans. You will investigate characteristics of various populations, patterns of distribution of life
in our aquatic systems, and ongoing changes occurring everyday in our precious ecosystems.
You will be amazed and enlightened at just how much our oceans and lakes affect climate,
weather, and seasonal variations. You will have the opportunity to explore the relationships
among living organisms and see how they are affected by our oceans currents, tides, and waves.
Hold on, it is one amazing journey.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Currents and the Antarctic
In Unit 1 you travel to the Antarctic and explore the different ocean currents, El Nino and
La Nina, hurricanes and organisms in the Antarctic and their adaptations.
Mollusks and Estuaries
In Unit 2 you will travel past Madagascar and then on to Australia. In this unit you will
look at coral reefs, mollusks, estuaries, and nutrient cycles. You will also complete a
dissection lab where you dissect a squid and an oyster.
What we do not see under the Sea
Unit 3 has you traveling from Australia to Hawaii. You will look at the abyss, waves,
tides, plate tectonics, as well as fish classification and adaptations.
Marine Mammals
Unit 4 takes you from Hawaii to the west coast of the US, up the coast into Alaska. This
unit covers marine mammal classification and characteristics, human involvement with
marine mammals, the kelp ecosystem, and the commercial fishing industry.
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AP Psychology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
This course is the equivalent of an introductory college course, including an overview of current
research methods and theories. Students explore therapies used by professionals and examine the
way people learn and think. Human reactions, instincts, aggression, intimacy, altruism, and
information retention are also studied.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Psychology
The Biological Basis of Behavior
Human Development and Awareness
Human Cognition
Human Motivation and Emotion
Human Interaction
Course Review
It’s time to get started preparing for your final exam. As students review for the exam in
this course, they will also be studying for the AP Psychology exam administered by the
College Board in May of each year. The AP Psychology exam is comprised of two
sections, a multiple choice section and a free response section. For the multiple choice
section, students are provided with 70 minutes for 100 questions, and for the free
response section, students have 50 minutes to answer two questions.
This unit will describe the test and give students some review strategies to help them be
successful on the AP Psychology exam.

Online Text/eBook
•

iText Psychology, AP Edition
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Introduction to Homeland Security
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course you will examine the elements involved in the homeland security function, as well
as the challenges managers in government and industry can face while maintaining mission
operations and staff accountability in the midst of multiple overlapping roles and responsibilities.
The key functions of threat prevention, asset protection, crisis response, and operations recovery
are addressed from a variety of perspectives. By the end of the course, you will be able to
1. Compare national security policy before and after 9/11
2. Describe the formation, purpose, and organization of the Department of Homeland
Security
3. Examine the types and effects of terrorism
4. Analyze intelligence
5. Describe the United States’ approach to emergency management
6. Describe the purpose, structure and function of the Incident Command System (ICS)
7. Examine the role of various fields in preparing for and responding to emergencies
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Introduction to Homeland Security
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Introduction to Sociology
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will examine the sociological processes that underlie everyday life,
focusing on globalization, cultural diversity, critical thinking, new technology, and the growing
influence of mass media.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Essentials of Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach
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Psychology A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The exploration of psychology begins with a historical review of how man has sought to explain
human behavior from ancient times to today. Students learn about the research methods and how
the scientific method of inquiry moved psychology from hypnosis and mesmerism to serious
inquiry utilizing hard science to prove theories.
Units:
•

•

•

Introducing Psychology
In this introductory unit, you will learn about the importance of psychology as a field of
inquiry and how for thousands of years man has sought to understand the inner workings
of the human mind. You will explore psychology's early roots in philosophy, religion,
and mythology; marvel in the strange early "pseudo sciences;" and begin to understand
how the rise of science set the stage for psychology as we know it today. The unit begins
with an exploration of the value of psychology as a field of study through its practical
applications to your everyday life. Through this, you will develop an appreciation for the
goals of psychology and an understanding of its scientific basis. The road to modern day
psychology is a long and twisting one that is marked by various conflicting perspectives.
Because of this, our journey through this unit will take us through the last few centuries
where we will meet the major players and the various schools of thought they represent.
By building on these early perspectives you will come to understand how modern
psychology is indeed a reflection of our current view of the world.
Research Methods Statistics
In the last unit, you learned about the scientific method and that psychologists rely on
formal systematic observations to address their questions. It is this methodology that
makes psychology scientific. In this unit, we will deepen your understanding of these
methods so that you will be able to evaluate the research-based information that is
presented to you in your daily life. It is important to think critically about data because
you are bombarded with research findings nearly every day. The government, advertisers,
scientists and others use research data to draw conclusions about everything from the
state of the economy and the safety of products to how to improve your health. Learning
how to evaluate these reports from a research perspective will help you use this
information wisely and to know which reports you should disregard because of flaws
and/or limitations with the study.
Basics of the Nervous System
In this unit, you will explore the depths of the nervous system and its components. You
will begin by understanding the form and functions of the most basic unit of the nervous
system, the neuron. You will discover how electrochemical impulses stimulate neurons
and nervous system pathways that affect both physical activities and thoughts. You will
dissect the human brain in all its beauty and explore the amazing findings that have
occurred as a result in technological advances in modern medicine and neuroscience.
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You will also examine the effects of other factors on behavior, both hormonal and
genetic.

•

•

•

•

This investigation of the nervous system and the brain will further your understanding of
the biological bases of behavior and lay the foundation for understanding how people
think and perceive the world, and how drugs, sleep, and dreams affect the brain and
behavior.
Altered States
The phrase "altered state of consciousness" was coined in the 1970s and describes
intentionally, unnaturally induced changes in one's mental state, sometimes attained
through the use of recreational drugs and psychedelic substances such as LSD and
marijuana. To understand altered states of consciousness, you will build on what you
have learned about the normal functioning of the brain and the nervous system and will
explore what occurs in the brain during unconscious states. In this exploration, you will
attempt to understand the mysteries of the most common unconscious states: sleep and
dreams. You will discover that dreams are a language of imagery and that this imagery
ranges from the normal to the surreal and can include frightening nightmares. You will
come to realize that although this is an area of psychology research that has intrigued
scientists and has been the subject of considerable research, no one is actually certain
about the function of dreams and sleep.
Sensation and Perception
How do you obtain reliable and useful information about the environment through your
senses? That is to say, how do you come to be aware of the stimuli in your surroundings?
What can illusions tell you about how the visual system normally works? In this unit, you
will look at behavior (how does an outfielder catch a fly ball?) and neurophysiological
evidence (what parts of the brain are most active when we view a spot of red light?). You
will explore the anatomical structure of the various sensory systems (how is light
transformed into a neural signal within the eye?); the functional architecture of the
perceptual parts of the human brain; psychophysics (the quantitative measurement of
perceptual experience); form, depth, and motion perception; color vision; visual attention;
perceptual memory; auditory perception, and the sense of touch. You will learn about
conscious awareness.
Development Theories
In this unit, you will be introduced to the field of developmental psychology, which is the
study of behavior across the life span. You will survey the major theorists of this field
and discern the key themes of various theoretical perspectives on human development
related to cognitive, social, and emotional development, from birth through adolescence.
You will learn that psychologists face two critical problems in understanding human
development: 1) determining how environmental variables (such as parental attitudes)
and biological characteristics (such as health) interact and influence behavior, and 2)
understanding how behavioral changes influence one another. Finally, you will look at
current research trends that stress the interaction of environmental events and biological
traits that influence behavior and development, and understand how and why this
research provides methods for helping children with risk factors to develop more
normally.
Final Review and Exam
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Psychology B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In Psychology B, students investigate the brain personality theories in order to understand the
complex mental processes of learning, memory, thought, and language. Mental health issues,
ranging from stress to disorders, are discussed, and the last unit reviews various methods of
therapy.
Units:
•

•

•

Psychological Testing
What is the nature of intelligence? All of us have some vague notion as to what
intelligence means, but do we really know? In this unit, you will look at how
psychologists seek to define this elusive notion of intelligence and how the various
definitions of this phenomenon influence the development of instruments used to
measure intelligence. Some of the instruments for measuring intelligence that you will
look at will be very familiar. In fact, you have probably taken a few or more of these
tests. You will learn what these tests really seek to measure and how such tests measure
different things. In this unit, you will learn about the difference between objective and
projective tests, and you will begin to understand the difference between what an SAT or
MMPI measures in contrast to some other measurement devices such as the Rorschach
Ink Blot tests. Finally, you will have an opportunity to take a few of these tests online
and see what the experts say about your personality.
Theories of Personality
In this unit, on personality theories, you will examine a number of theories from Sigmund
Freud's psychoanalysis to Carl Roger's cognitive theory of "self." While the sheer volume
of personality theories will amaze you, you might find this area a bit confusing. You
might ask, "who's right?" Interestingly, this aspect of psychology is the least amenable to
research and provides a great number of complimentary and sometimes conflicting
theories. Another interesting thing about the exploration of personality theories is that
you might expect it to be the easiest of all since we all come to it with direct access to our
own thoughts and feelings and since we have plenty of experience dealing with people.
But do not mistake familiarity with knowledge. In fact, the topic of theories of
personality is probably one of the most difficult and most complex in the field of
psychology. Finally, in this unit, you will come to realize that the study of personality
theories is less scientific than you might hope. There will be theories that fit in better with
your experiences of self than others. You will also find that there will be times that
several theorists say similar things, even though they are taking very different
approaches.
Learning, Memory, and Motivation
Learning is involved in almost every phenomenon psychologists study and occurs in
many different ways. In this unit, you will explore the major learning theories that shape
your understanding of learning principles and applications. Once you have an
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•

•

•

•

understanding of how learning occurs, you will begin your study of memory including
the memory processes and systems and the nature of forgetting. In the later lessons, you
will apply the foundational principles of learning and memory to explore the various
forms of human thought and reasoning. This exploration will culminate in your study of
the most complex cognitive product that humans have – language.
Stress, Coping, and Mental Health
What is stress? We think that we know what it means, but what does it have to do with
psychology or mental health? In this unit, you will not only look at how psychologists
define stress, but also what role stress plays in our psychological and physical well-being.
You will be very familiar with some of the ways that stress is defined. However, you will
also look at the positive and necessary role that stress plays in our lives through functions
such as "fight or flight" and "eustress." And since it seems that people are constantly
looking for ways to reduce the amount of stress in their lives, you will also investigate
various methods of stress management.
Disorders
In this unit, you will learn about the various disorders that can strike during a lifetime.
Yet, while you will examine a range of disorders from schizophrenia to drug
addiction, you will begin your exploration of disorders by considering an age-old
question: "What is normal?" You will discover and learn to evaluate what constitutes
normalcy within any given society. You will find that there are many more distinct,
recognized disorders than you could have imagined, and you will learn the general
characteristics of each. Along the way you will also gain some insight into the cause and
prevalence of these disorders. You might be surprised to find which of them are
influenced by biological factors (such as genetics and chemical imbalance) as well as
how many of them strike adolescents and very young adults.
Therapy and Change
If you are at all familiar with Greek mythology, you will know or recognize the story of
Pandora's Box. In the story, Pandora, in her curiosity, briefly released from the box all
Disease, Sorrow, Vice, and Crime that plague humanity. Yet, among all of the evil
unfurled upon humanity was Hope. And Hope's mission was to heal the damage that was
caused by the other inhabitants of the box. This story is especially fitting for this unit on
therapy and change because that is exactly what it represents: hope. With this idea in
mind, you will learn about the history and modern practice of various methods of therapy,
such as Psychoanalytic, Cognitive, and many others. You will also investigate the
potential for change that these methods, and the therapists who practice them, bring to the
millions of people who suffer everyday with emotional and mental disorders.
Final Review and Exam
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Research Methods
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course the student will explore and apply the fundamentals of scientific research
methodology by examining a social issue. The student will develop a research question, find and
evaluate existing research, and design and implement an objective research method. By the end
of the course, the student will be able to
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Demonstrate an understanding of the fundamentals of qualitative research
Design an original research question to draw valid conclusions
Gather data using an appropriate method
Synthesize research
Evaluate the methodology, evidence, and conclusions of others' research
Analyze the challenges and ethical issues in social research
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Engineering Design I
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this introductory course you will learn computer-aided design skills necessary for a career in
engineering. To this end, you will learn the basics of using CAD software to draw engineering
plans and diagrams. Using CAD, you will become familiar with creating points, lines, geometric
forms, drawings, and 3-D models. As you learn these basics, you’ll gain the foundation that you
need to translate abstract concepts into functional designs, a core engineering skill. During this
course, you will create a diverse portfolio of projects that include orthographic projections,
sectional views of 3-D objects, isometric drawings, and 3-D walkthroughs. Through these
projects, you’ll develop the skills you need to design and create CAD projects of your own.
Units:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Course Overview
Create Shapes
In this unit, you will learn how to set up and use CAD tools to draw lines and shapes.
Using CAD, you will learn how to edit, copy, mirror, and rotate lines. You will also learn
how to draw lines and shapes at specific points on other lines and shapes.
Create Orthographic Drawings
In this unit, you will learn how to create orthographic projections that show threedimensional (3-D) objects in a two-dimensional drawing. You will learn how to define
layers, dimensions, scale, and layout. You will also learn how to use visible lines,
construction lines, hidden lines, and center lines. Additionally, you will draw an
orthographic drawing of an object with a hole in it.
Draw Sectional Views
In this unit, you will learn how to draw sectional views of 3-D objects in CAD. You will
also draw cutting plane lines that reveal the most important features of 3-D objects.
Create an Isometric Drawing
In this unit, you will analyze different types of pictorial drawings that create a realistic 3D effect. You will also learn to use distance and angles to create isometric drawing.
Create an Oblique Drawing
In this unit, you will learn to use foreshortening to make oblique drawings look more
realistic.
Create a Perspective Drawing
In this unit, you will learn about perspective drawing and vanishing points. To this end,
you will analyze how vanishing points make things look realistic. You will also create a
two-point perspective drawing.
Draw an Auxiliary View
In this unit, you will learn about the purpose of auxiliary views. You will also create an
auxiliary view of a 3-D object.
Dimension Drawings
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•

•

In this unit, you will learn and apply guidelines and CAD standards for dimensioning.
You will learn to add dimensions to a rectangular block and interpret drawings with
complex features. You will also learn about baseline dimensioning and use this
knowledge to dimension a three-view orthographic drawing. Additionally, you will learn
to apply a leader line to dimension a circle.
Create Working Drawings
In this unit, you will learn about the types of information that goes into working
drawings. You will add a title block with text to a blank drawing. You will also create a
bill of materials for your set of working drawings. Additionally, you will learn about
working with clients, including how to save files in appropriate formats for client usage.
Create a 3-D Design
In this unit, you will learn how to navigate a 3-D CAD environment and use basic shapes
to create 3-D objects. To this end, you will learn how to draw edges and surfaces in
SketchUp to create a house. Additionally, you will create objects with specific
dimensions—a swimming pool and a bird bath—as well as learn how to import a chair.
Finally, you will learn about ways to view your design and share it with other.
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Game Design
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course students must have a PC computer. The software used in this
course is only PC compatible. MAC users will not be able to complete this course
without using a PC emulator.

Description:
This course is for anyone who loves gaming and wants to design games. You’ll learn how to use
popular game design software to create engaging, interactive games in a variety of genres. In
addition, you’ll get a solid foundation in the basic concepts of game development. By the end of
this course, you will have a variety of polished games for your game development portfolio.
Units:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Game Design Overview
In this unit, you will learn what you need your computer to have in order to take the
course and how to move through the course.
Ping
In this unit, you will create a two-player video game called Ping.
Ice Breakers
In this unit, you will create a one-player video game called Ice Breakers.
Cat Burglar
In this unit, you will create a one-player maze game called Cat Burglar.
Alien Attack
In this unit, you will learn how to create a one-player shooter game called Alien Attack.
Pest Busters
In this unit, you will learn how to create a one-player version and a two-player version of
a shooter game called Pest Busters.
Amazon Adventure
In this unit, you will learn how to create a one-player platform game called Amazon
Adventure.
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Intro to Computers & Information Technology: IC3 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will gain an understanding of computing and common features of
popular applications. The student will practice and apply computer skills needed in today’s
academic and business environments including word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation
applications. Skills needed for working in an Internet or networked environment are also
covered. This course prepares the student for the three Internet and Computing Core Certification
(IC3) tests.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 1: Exploring Computers
Unit 2: Exploring Input and Output
Unit 3: Analyzing Storage
Unit 4: Exploring Systems Software
Unit 1: Analyzing Applications
Unit 2: Word Processing
Unit 3: Spreadsheets
Unit 4: Databases
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Intro to Computers & Information Technology: IC3 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
In this course, the student will continue to practice and apply computer skills needed in today’s
academic and business environments including word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation
applications. Skills needed for working in an Internet or networked environment are also
covered. This course prepares the student for the three Internet and Computing Core Certification
(IC3) tests.
Units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 5: Graphics
Unit 6: Presentation Programs
Unit 7: Multimedia
Unit 8: Review
Unit 1: Communications
Unit 2: Networks
Unit 3: The Internet
Unit 4: The World Wide Web
Unit 5: E-mail and Other Messaging Systems
Unit 6: Online Safety
Unit 7: Certification Exam Review
In Unit 7, you have the opportunity to complete practice exams in Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, and Access.
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Java Programming I
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Description:
The student explores programming fundamentals, variables and assignments, conditional
expressions, selection statements, loops, arrays, methods, string manipulation, program
troubleshooting, and the basics of class design, object creation, and object interaction. The
student will use Oracle’s Java programming language throughout this course.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Introduction to Java Programming, Brief Version
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Java Programming II
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students should successfully complete Java Programming I prior to enrolling in this
course.

Description:
The student will learn essential object-oriented programming concepts, exception handling,
recursion, generics, and important data structures in the Java Collections Framework. Advanced
topics include algorithm analysis using Big O notation, a comparison of major sorting
algorithms, and creation and traversal of a binary search tree. Lessons are accompanied by
frequent programming exercises.
Online Text/eBook
•

iText Introduction to Java Programming, Comprehensive Version
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Learning Microsoft Office 2010 A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in Learning Microsoft Office 2010, you must have Microsoft® Office
2010 Professional installed on your computer.

Description:
In the Learning Microsoft Office® 2010 course, the student will learn, practice, and apply the
practical capabilities of the Microsoft Office productivity suite. The course begins with an
introduction to essential Microsoft Office skills, including using the mouse and keyboard, as well
as basic tools and functions. Through guided practice, the student will then learn to create,
format, edit, and revise a variety of document types in Microsoft Word. Finally, the student will
learn and use the tools and features of Microsoft PowerPoint to create engaging presentations. As
the student learns the most commonly used software in today’s academic and business
environments, he prepares for Microsoft Office Specialist Core certification testing.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Office Basics: Common Features in Microsoft Office
In Unit 1, Office Basics, Chapter 1: Using the Common Features of Microsoft® Office®,
you will learn to use tools and features that are common to all applications in Microsoft
Office 2010.
Getting Started with Microsoft Word 2010
In Unit 2, Chapter 1, Getting Started with Microsoft® Word® 2010, you will learn how
to format and edit documents, adjust alignment and spacing, and insert and format
graphics into a Word document.
Editing Documents and Working with Tables
In Unit 3, Chapter 2, Editing Documents and Working with Tables, you will use the
spelling and grammar check functions, create tables, use the find and replace and
autocheck functions, and work with document templates.
Creating Reports and Newsletters
In Unit 4, Chapter 3, Creating Reports and Newsletters, you will change case, manage
document properties, create columns, and use other features to enhance a document. You
will also create mailing labels.
Learning More About Merge and the World Wide Web
In Unit 5, Chapter 4, Learning More About Merge, and Exploring the World Wide Web,
you will continue applying your knowledge of mail merge and begin exploring the World
Wide Web.
Getting Started with Microsoft PowerPoint
In Unit 6, Chapter 1, Getting Started with Microsoft® PowerPoint® 2010, you will insert
and arrange slides, format, edit, and add slide transitions in creating PowerPoint
presentations.
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•

•

•

Working with Lists and Graphics
In Unit 7, Chapter 2, Working with Lists and Graphics, you will insert graphics, text
boxes, and symbols. You will also apply your knowledge of WordArt and SmartArt in
the creation of a photo album.
Enhancing a Presentation
In Unit 8, Chapter 8, Enhancing a Presentation, you will modify themes and backgrounds
and use effects and animations when creating your presentation.
Finalizing a Presentation
In Unit 9, Chapter 4, Finalizing a Presentation, you will fine-tune your work by
customizing, enhancing, reviewing, finalizing, and distributing your presentation.
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Learning Microsoft Office 2010 B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in Learning Microsoft Office 2010, you must have Microsoft® Office
2010 Professional installed on your computer.

Description:
In this course, the student will continue to learn, practice, and apply the practical capabilities of
the Microsoft Office® productivity suite. The student will use Microsoft Access to use, create,
build, and modify databases. Within a database, the student will view, add, navigate, manipulate,
and report information. In Microsoft Excel, the student will learn tools, features, and navigation
of spreadsheets. The student will work with cells, ranges, and formulas and will display data in a
variety of formats. As the student learns the most commonly used software in today’s academic
and business environments, he prepares for Microsoft Office Specialist Core certification testing.
Units:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Getting Started with Microsoft Excel 2010
In Unit 1, Chapter 1, Getting Started with Microsoft® Excel® 2010, you will learn the
basics of Excel by creating worksheets and formatting cells.
Working with Formulas, Functions, and Charts
In Unit 2, Chapter 2, Working with Formulas, Functions, and Charts, you will explore
functions, use tables, and manage worksheet operations.
Charting Data
In Unit 3, Chapter 3, Charting Data, you will build, format, and enhance charts by adding
special effects and elements. You will also utilize the charts to compare and analyze data.
Advanced Functions, PivotCharts, and PivotTables
In Unit 4, Chapter 4, Advanced Functions, PivotCharts, and PivotTables, you will use
advanced functions to create pivot tables and charts to predict trends and analyze data.
Advanced Printing, Formatting, and Editing
In Unit 5, Chapter 5, Advanced Printing, Formatting, and Editing, you will work with
graphics and web data. You will also link data between workbooks and work with 3-D
formulas.
Getting Started with Microsoft Access 2010
In Unit 6, Chapter 1, Getting Started with Microsoft Access 2010, you will create a
database, modify fields, add data, import and protect data, and use table templates.
Working with Queries
In Unit 7, Chapter 2, Working with Queries, you will manipulate and summarize data,
create queries, use comparison operators, and calculated fields.
Working with Forms and Reports
In Unit 8, Chapter 3, Working with Forms and Reports, you will create and use lists and
forms, reports, and tables.
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Web Design I A
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

To participate in this course students using Mac must have a PowerPC® processor for
Mac OS X, not an Intel® processor.

Description:
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the essentials of website design. From
creating page layouts to coding with CSS and JavaScript, the student will create a complete
website. Through real-world design scenarios and hands-on projects, the student will create
compelling, usable websites using KompoZer, one of the Internet's easiest to use open source
editing tools.
Units:
•

•

•

•

Course Overview
In this unit, you will learn to use the Procedure Library, make your course folder and to
change your folder view. Also you will learn to show file name extensions.
Favorite Page
Throughout this unit, you will create a web page while navigating in KompoZer, the
website creation program used in this course. Also, you will have the opportunity to add
text and images to your website.
Linked Site
In this unit you will explore setting up the navigation and color palette for your web page.
You will learn to format your site and to make thumbnail images.
HTML Portfolio
In this unit, you will learn to write HTML code, add headings, and add body text to the
web page.
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Web Design I B
Grades: 9, 10, 11, 12 Credits: 0.50
Prerequisites:
•

Students using Mac must have a PowerPC® processor for Mac OS X, not an Intel®
processor.

Description:
This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the essentials of web design, from creating
page layouts to coding with CSS and JavaScript to create a complete website. Through realworld design scenarios and hands-on projects, the student will create compelling, usable websites
using KompoZer, one of the Internet's easiest to use open source editing tools.
Units:
•

•

•

Styled Site
Your web page has been created, and now you will have the opportunity to style the page
as you wish. You will learn how to title and name pages as you create your navigation
bar. This unit will introduce cascading style sheets (CSS) and their usage in web page
creation.
CSS Code
In this unit you work exclusively with cascading styles sheets (CSS). You will explore
inline, external and second style sheets.
JavaScript
The final unit introduces you to JavaScript including how to add image links, dialog
boxes, and rollover images to your web page. You will also be able to create dynamic
web pages by the end of this unit.
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Attachment D
Random Sample of Lesson Plans

CCA Charter Renewal Application

Kindergarten Lesson Plan –
Name: Janae Cardel
Subject: Math
Concept: 3 Dimensional Shapes
Common Core Standard/Eligible Content:

Date of Lesson: 4-15-14

CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.A.3
Identify shapes as two-dimensional (lying in a plane, "flat") or threedimensional ("solid").
CCSS.Math.Content.K.G.B.4
Analyze and compare two- and three-dimensional shapes, in different sizes
and orientations, using informal language to describe their similarities,
differences, parts (e.g., number of sides and vertices/"corners") and other
attributes (e.g., having sides of equal length).
Instructional Outcomes:
-Students will identify a cone, cylinder, cube, and sphere
-Students will demonstrate understanding of the terms vertices, face, and edge
by identifying the number and/or location of vertices, faces, and edges on
three-dimensional shapes
-Students will be able to determine a targeted shape after hearing a list of
characteristics of the shape
-Students will relate three-dimensional shapes to objects they find in their
environment
Unit Essential Question (UEQ): What are the attributes of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional shapes?
Lesson Essential Question (LEQ): What are three-dimensional shapes?
Vocabulary: three-dimensional, face, edge, vertices (or vertex), cube, cylinder,
cone, sphere
Activating Strategy: In the week prior to this lesson, my students have learned
about two-dimensional shapes. We have talked about how they have length
and width and how they have corners and sides. We have identified a
rectangle, square, circle, triangle, and hexagon. We will begin this lesson by
reviewing the definition of a flat shape and identifying some flat shapes. We
will then see how adding the dimension of height makes a shape threedimensional.
Teacher Activities/Strategies/Differentiation/Guided Practice: Prior to the
lesson, students will be asked to gather concrete three-dimensional objects

for this lesson. Students will touch and explore these items as we discover the
meaning of faces, edges, and vertices. Students will trace around the bottom
of a cylinder to see how it creates the two-dimensional shape of a circle. This
will launch a discussion about how three-dimensional shapes are made up of
two-dimensional shapes.
We will then explore a cube, cylinder, cone and sphere to see the number of
faces, the number of vertices, and if the faces are flat or curved. Students will
have a worksheet to write this information down. Students will then be
challenged to determine a “mystery” three-dimensional shape by listening to
clues including:
1. I have curves. I have 1 vertex. I look like an ice cream cone. (Cone)
2. I have flat sides and no curves. I have 6 faces. I have 8 vertices. All six of
my faces are squares. (Cube)
3. I have curves. I have no vertices. I have a circle on each end of me.
(Cylinder)
Summarizing Strategy: I will review the names of the three dimensional
shapes with students along with the vocabulary words edge, vertices (vertex),
and face.
Independent Practice: Students will have a practice slide to match threedimensional shapes to real life objects. At the end of the lesson, I will provide
a follow up activity on BrainPOP Jr.

Lesson Plan
Name: Lori Boccella
Subject: 1st Grade Math
Topic: Symmetry

Date of Lesson: December 3, 2014

PA Common Core Standard: 2.9.1.B: Identify and draw lines of symmetry.
Lesson Objective: Students will identify and draw lines of symmetry on shapes.
Vocabulary: line of symmetry, matching parts (review vocabulary from previous lesson:
congruent)
Activating Strategy:
Entry Activity: Math warm up: word problem, calendar, place value mat
Symmetry video form the Scott Foresman series
Teacher Activities/Strategies/Differentiation/Guided Practice:
Introduction: Symmetry video from the Scott Foresman series.
Body: Students will look at shapes that have lines of symmetry and others that do not. They
will be asked to explain and describe what they see when the lines are drawn. Are the two
sides the same shape and same size? Are they different?
The students will also be asked to bring along the worksheet that was emailed to them to help
them follow along with the lesson. We will review shapes and have students take turns
drawing lines of symmetry. They will be asked to explain how they know they got the best
answer. Students will also be encouraged to share a “new idea” or different way to draw a line
of symmetry for a shape.
Have students ask themselves the following questions as they are working on finding and
drawing lines of symmetry:
When I draw the line, are the two sides the same shape and same size? Are they congruent?
Students will join a friend in a breakout room to collaborate and draw lines of symmetry. They
will have opportunities to ask their friends questions and see if they come up with the same
answers.
Summarizing Strategy: Students will return to the large group room and help me identify and
answer the following questions by looking at shapes on the board:
1. Which shows a line of symmetry? How do you know?
2. Which is not a line of symmetry? How do you know?
The students will also have an opportunity to complete a poll statement:
A line of symmetry is drawn to show _____________.
a. two parts that match

b. parts that DO NOT match
They should be able to state that a line of symmetry shows two matching parts.
Independent Practice: Children will work in breakout rooms with a partner to find lines of
symmetry for 8 different shapes. I will monitor their work and help extend their learning by
asking if they are able to identify and draw more than one line of symmetry on certain shapes.
I will also ask them to explain how they knew that the lines they were drawing were in fact
lines of symmetry.
PowerPoint partner work slide attached below:

Lesson Plan Format
Name: Alyssa Villanueva
Grade/Course: 2nd / Language Arts
Concept: Compare and Contrast
Core Standards/Eligible Content: CC.1.2.2.I: Compare and contrast the most important points presented by
two texts on the same topic. CC.1.2.2.J: Acquire and use grade-appropriate conversational, general academic, and
domain-specific words and phrases.
CC.1.4.2.H: Identify the topic and state an opinion. CC.1.4.2.I: Support the opinion with reasons that include details
connected to the opinion.
Objectives: Use prior and newly obtained knowledge to identify the season related to each concerto and create an
opinion with support from piece. Compare and Contrast the 4 Concertos. Students will gain understanding of the use
of Compare and Contrast beyond the classroom.

Unit Essential Questions (UEQ): How can the skills of comparing and contrasting be used in
the world outside of your lessons?

Lesson Essential Question (LEQ):Compare and Contrast Vivaldi’s “The Four Seasons”.
Vocabulary: Composer, Concerto, Compare, Contrast, Opinion
Activating Strategy: Students were asked to define the terms opinion and fact. They were then
asked to provide an example of each. Students were prompted to define what the term
“compare and contrast” means in their own words.
Teaching Activities / Strategies / Differentiation / Guided Practice:
Mini lesson is provided for students introducing vocabulary and Composer information.
Class Discussion: Students are asked to listen to each concerto. These are placed in random
order. After a three minutes of each concerto they are prompted to identify the season they
believed it represented and give supporting information from the concerto.
Students are asked to provide this in the discussion chat box and share with the class using
their microphone.
Students are then prompted to listen to one minute of each concerto and compare and
contrast them in the three chat boxes provided. They are asked to share their thoughts and
opinions using their microphones.

Summarizing Strategy / Assessment: Students are prompted with the question “How can the
skills of comparing and contrasting be utilized in everyday situations?” Class discussion
utilizing the chat box and microphone.

Lesson Plan Format
Name: Alyssa Villanueva
Grade/Course: 2nd / Mathematics
Date: 3/20/2015
Concept: Pictographs and Bar graphs
Core Standards/Eligible Content: CC.2.4.2.A.4: Represent and interpret data using line plots, picture graphs,
and bar graphs. CC.2.2.2.A.2: Use mental strategies to add and subtract within 20.
Objectives: Make and use a pictograph to solve problems.
Use data in a tally chart to make a bar graph and answer questions about the data represented in a bar
graph.

Unit Essential Questions (UEQ): Unit 5 Graphs and Probability/How does using given
information on a graph help you predict the occurrence of a certain event?
Lesson Essential Question (LEQ): How does showing data in a pictograph and a tally
chart help you compare that data?
How can you use the data in a tally chart to make a bar graph?

Vocabulary: Pictograph, Symbol, Bar Graph
Activating Strategy : Minute Math- Students will have one minute for each of their review
questions that are covering the past lessons. These will allow for growth and connections with
today’s lesson.
Teaching Activities / Strategies / Differentiation / Guided Practice:
Class Discussion: How can you use data in a Tally chart to make a bar graph?
Using the table provided, how does showing data in a tally chart and a bar graph help you
compare data?
Academic Vocabulary: Shown in Live Lesson and on Note Pod
Students will be given instruction using visuals of pictographs. We will dissect pictographs and
discuss why they are called pictographs.
Students will then be guided through one problem with a pictograph and then will be given
practice problems using the question and answer pod to ensure understanding.
Students will be given instruction on bar graphs using visuals. We will dissect bar graphs and
discuss why they are called bar graphs. Students will be given practice problems using the
question and answer pod to ensure understanding.
Students will then compare and contrast both Pictographs and bar graphs and how they can
help us represent data from tally charts.
Guided practice of pictographs will be given as a wrap up from their text book. Page 484 # 1-3
and guided practice from bar graphs pg. 488 #1-3.
There is a portfolio with this lesson. As a class we will do a walk-through of the portfolio and the
expectations of the portfolio.

Students will be given independent practice pages 485 ( # 4-7) and 486 ( #10) as well as pg. 489490 (# 4-10).

Summarizing Strategy / Assessment: Guided practice of pictographs will be given as a wrap up
from their text book. Page 484 # 1-3 and guided practice from bar graphs pg. 488 #1-3.
Using poll pods.
Independent Practice / Homework: Students will be given independent practice pages 485 ( #
4-7) and 486 ( #10) as well as pg. 489-490 (# 4-10).
Portfolio

Third Grade

MATH VOCAB:

Math: Unit 8: Lesson 3, Writing Rules for Situations

Multiplication
Product
Division

Essential Question: What is a math rule for the situation?
Objective: Find the rule and extend the table, given a table of number pairs
Materials needed: Student whiteboards, function machine graphics

Break: pictures, video clips, music, games, etc.*

Divisor
Dividend
Quotient
Function Machine
Rule

1. Must Do:
-MINUTE MATH

Pattern

Multiply.
1. 4 x 4 =
2. 11 x 9 =
Divide.
3. 42 / 7 =
4. 15 / 5 =
5. Eli took 21 notecards and arranged them in piles of 3. How many piles did Eli make?
*Students work independently on minute math and submit their answers via the short answer pod.
*After 2-3 minutes, students act as presenters to input their answer, draw arrays or explain their
reasoning.
2. Brainstorming/Warming Up:
-PROBLEM OF THE DAY
- What happens when you put a coin in a vending machine and make a selection?
- What do you think happens in the machine for you to get the item?
*Students brainstorm and share responses via the chit-chat pod
3. Mini-Lesson:
-Review and introduce new Math vocabulary—add to word wall
- Introducing a function machine/table and patterns
*Teacher uses Hershey kisses and bag for a concrete model on webcam

-If 3 Hershey kisses go in, and the rule is to multiply by 2, how many kisses should come out?

-Modeling for whole group:

3. Today's Highlights:
- Find the rule and extend the table, given a table of number pairs
- Students check out Connexus video: Patterns: Writing Rules for Situations
*keeping open chit-chat pod for questions, a response pod for ‘light bulb’ moments
*Stopping periodically to check in for understanding
-Students try:

4. Small group practice
-Students break into differentiated break out rooms to work on different function machines and
finding the rule. Skills and difficulty will vary based on groupings.

5. Ticket out the door
-Students apply their knowledge by creating a table/ function machine using a rule of “x 2” or “x 5”

6. Students who are struggling stay for more practice.

Lesson Plan Format
Name: Kelly Ospina
Grade/Course: Math 4A
Date: 11/11/14
Concept: Using mental math to divide and estimate quotients. Dividing by 1-Digit Divisors.
Core Standards/Eligible Content: Use place-value understanding and properties of operations
to perform multi-digit arithmetic (CC.2.1.4.B.2)
Objectives: Use basic facts and patterns of zeros to solve division problems with 3-digit dividends
and 1-digit divisors
Use compatible numbers and rounding to estimate quotients
Unit Essential Questions (UEQ): How can you use place value and patterns to help you divide
mentally?

Lesson Essential Question (LEQ): When and how do you estimate quotients to solve problems?
Vocabulary: Mental Math, Estimate, Round, Divide, Divisor, Dividend, Quotient, Remainder,
Fact families, Partial product, Factors, Inverse Operation.
Activating Strategy: Activate prior knowledge of students’ ability to use mental math to solve
real life problems. What kinds of objects might come in hundreds? Examples: pencils, paper
clips, CDs, money. Next, students will answer the essential question in order to guide them in
solving the math problem of the day on the whiteboard.
Teaching Activities / Strategies / Differentiation / Guided Practice:
Activity and Guided Practice: José has 270 hockey cards to arrange in 9 boxes. Each box is to hold
the same number of cards. How many cards should he place in each box? Why do you need
division to solve this problem? How many cards are in boxes? Now there are 30 cards in each
box. How do you know that José has no more cards? (9 X 30=270. Jose has 270 cards)
Differentiated Instruction: Use a drawing to help solve the problem. Draw 9 large rectangles to
represent the 9 boxes. Write 10 inside each rectangle. Write two more sets of 10 in each box. 9
x 30=270 and 270 divided by 9=30. 270=27 tens, 27 tens divided by 9 equals 3 tens. 3 tens equal
30. So 270 divided by 9 equals 30.
Break out Room Activity: Group work –Suppose now, Jose has 242 hockey cards arranged in 3
boxes. Each box still holds the same number of cards. About how many cards are in each
box?(Round 242 to 240 divided by 3=80. 80x 3=240. Use a bar graph to Illustrate the answer
along with a number sentence.)
Summarizing Strategy / Assessment: Exit ticket poll pod question. Mr. Diaz wants to divide 400
erasers among 8 classes. How many erasers will each class get? 50 erasers
Independent Practice / Homework: EnVision Math Lesson 8-1 page 164. Numbers 5-23

Monday – Unit 1, Lesson 15 - Island of the Blue Dolphins: Lesson 5
Key Words

•
•
•
•

Objectives

•
•
•
•

PreActivity
Video

Instruction

dependent clause
glossary
independent clause
survival
Identify setting and theme to improve comprehension
Use setting to visualize parts of the story
Use independent and dependent clauses in writing
Spell words with long vowel digraphs ai, ee, ea, oa, and ow

1. After white settlers took there land many Native Americans lived on
reservations.
2. With little land, it was dificult to hunt with bow and arow.
BrainPop – Test-Taking Skills
Review Questions from Friday:
1. What challenges did Lessie and her family face as African Americans living in
the South in the early 1900s? Answers will vary. Possible response: Your student
may point out details such as the following: Papa lost jobs because he does not
allow white employers to treat him like a child (p. 64); the Ku Klux Klan burns a
cross near the narrator's home (p. 74); the cafe where Mama works has
segregated seating (p. 75).
2. What are three words you would use to describe Mama? Explain your answer.
Answers will vary. Possible responses: proud; hardworking; strict
3. What themes, or underlying meanings, does the writer address in this section
of the book? Support your answer with details from the book. Answers will vary.
Your student may note how the writer addresses themes of family affection,
racial prejudice, and working hard to survive.
Reading: Continue reading Childtimes. Read pp. 90–117. Then answer the
following questions and discuss your answers with your Learning Coach:
1. How do you think Lessie felt when Mama went to live with Mama Ridley?
Explain your answer.
2. How were Lessie's experiences at school different from Pattie's experiences at
school? How were they similar?

Writing
Follow-Up

3. Why do you think Lessie, Lillie, and Annie Lee did not like it when the farmer
referred to a black woman as "aunt" instead of "miss"?
Writing Review independent and dependent clauses by completing p. 65 in The
Grammar & Writing Book.
Word Study: Take the spelling test. Have your Learning Coach correct your test.
Review any misspelled words.

Tuesday – Unit 1, Lesson 16 – Satchel Paige – Lesson 1
Key Words

Objectives

Pre-Activity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

challenges
complex sentences
compound sentences
feature articles
sequencing
Listen to draw conclusions about a character or an event
Use clue words to determine sequence
Ask questions to remember sequence
Identify qualities of a feature article about a famous person
Define and identify compound and complex sentences
Spell words that end with –ed and –ing

Correct the sentences:
1. Wich sport do you like best.
2. I love baseball but im not a good baseball player?
Discovery Ed – Compound Sentences & Complex Sentences

Instruction

Video
Review Childtimes questions from Monday:

1. How do you think Lessie felt when Mama went to live with Mama Ridley? Explain your answer.
Possible response: I think that Lessie felt sad and lonely because she loved being around Mama.
She liked to sit near the stove and talk to Mama while she cooked, and she liked being around
her when she was scared.
2. How were Lessie's experiences at school different from Pattie's experiences at school? How
were they similar?
Lessie's experiences were different because there was more than one school in Parmele. Lessie
learned about black history. They were similar because they both went to school in Parmele.
3. Why do you think Lessie, Lillie, and Annie Lee did not like it when the farmer referred to a black
woman as "aunt" instead of "miss"? Possible response: I think that they got upset because the
farmer was being disrespectful. He would probably not have called a white woman "aunt."

Reading: Listen to the selection "Jane Goodall…." Pay careful attention to how the words
in prepositional phrases are grouped together.
www.connexus.com/content/play.aspx?idMedia=84570&width=350&height=500
Then respond to the following questions:
1. What did Jane do after working as a secretary?
2. Before Jane started to speak around the world, where had she been living
mostly?
Read p. 90 in Reading Street. Practice the skill and strategy as you read "A Special
League". Complete the first Write to Read activity on the bottom of the page.

Review the vocabulary words in the Check the Word You Know box and complete the
activity on p. 34 in the Practice Book.
Writing: Read about compound and complex sentences and complete the
activities on p. 68 in the Grammar & Writing Book.
Writing
Follow-Up

Read about feature articles on p. 73 in the Grammar & Writing Book.
Word Study: Complete the spelling pretest. Correct your pretest. Complete p. 13
in the Word Study and Spelling Practice Book.

Wednesday - Unit 1, Lesson 17 – Satchel Paige – Lesson 2
Key Words

Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PreActivity

Video

Instruction

Writing

Follow-Up

antonym
biography
challenge
tone
Track the sequence of events to improve comprehension
Ask questions to understand the sequence of events
Use context clues to determine word meaning
Identify qualities of a feature article about a famous person
Punctuate compound and complex sentences correctly
Effectively and efficiently find, evaluate, and communicate information
related to an inquiry question using electronic sources
Spell words that end with –ed and –ing

1. For years black player were denyed the right to play in the white major
leagues.
2. The league beginned admiting themin 1947.
Click on the link below to watch the How to Read Informational Texts Teachlet®
tutorial.
www.connexus.com/content/play.aspx?idMedia=30657&width=720&height=540
Reading: Read the vocabulary strategy for antonyms on p. 92 in Reading Street.
Apply the strategy as you read "Play Ball!" on p. 93.
Preview the title and illustrations on pp. 94–95 in Reading Street. Discuss the
subject of the biography with your Learning Coach. Read pp. 94–103. Answer
the following questions:
1. In 1923, baseball was a segregated sport. An antonym for segregated is
integrated. What does integrated mean? Integrated means "brought together."
On an integrated team, all races play together.
2. The author talks about Satchel's grin. What is she trying to tell you about him?
Possible response: The grin shows Satchel's joy for the game and his confidence.
3. Read the last paragraph on p. 99. Compare and contrast the effect cheers
and boos have on a ballplayer. Possible response: Cheering makes players feel
good about themselves, but booing makes them feel nervous or less confident.
4. What caused Satchel to get married and start a family? He longed for a more
settled life and was tired of being on the road.
Writing: Read about tone and complete p. 72 in The Grammar & Writing Book.
In the next lesson, you will begin writing a feature article. For your article, you
should choose a topic that interests you. Decide on your topic. Make sure your
topic is specific enough that you can easily research it using EBSCO and Grolier
Online™ databases.
Brainstorm key words you can use to research your topic. Then use those key
words to conduct research using EBSCO and Grolier Online™ databases.
Remember to take notes and list your sources. You will have the opportunity to
finish your research in the next lesson.
Using EBSCO & Grolier file from the SS Research Paper
Word Study: Identify the base of each of the spelling words. Complete p. 14 in
the Word Study and Spelling Practice Book.

Thursday - Unit 1, Lesson 18 – Satchel Paige – Lesson 3
Key Words

Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PreActivity
Video

Instruction

Writing
Follow-Up

biography
challenge
feature article
Track the sequence of events to improve comprehension
Ask questions to understand the sequence of events
Use context clues to determine word meaning
Effectively and efficiently find, evaluate, and communicate information
related to an inquiry question using electronic sources
Write a feature article with a recognizable tone
Use compound and complex sentences in writing
Spell words that end with -ed and –ing

1. Jackie Robinson becomed the first African American player in the white major
leagues.
2. His many talents showed that him was more than qualifid.
Narrative Essay Writing teachlet
www.connexus.com/content/play.aspx?idMedia=30770&width=720&height=540
Reading: Finish reading the biography, "Satchel Paige" on pp. 104–108 in
Reading Street. Complete questions 1–4 on p. 108.
1. A good biographer must select which details to include about the subject’s
life. How do you think Lesa Cline-Ransome decided what to include about the
life of Satchel Paige? Possible response: She chose details that showed why
Satchel Paige was one of the greatest pitchers of all time.
2. Reread pp. 104–106. In your own words, describe how Satchel Paige defeated
Josh Gibson, in sequence from start to finish. Possible response: First Satchel
issued a "reminder challenge"; then, with each pitch, he taunted Gibson; while
he was pitching, Satchel avoided Gibson's eyes and stared straight at his knees.
3. Ask yourself this question: How did fans feel about Satchel Paige? Look back
at p. 99 and answer it. Possible response: Fans liked Satchel Paige. They saw him
as a talented and entertaining pitcher.
4. To understand the story of Satchel Paige, it helps to know the game of
baseball. Which words on the Words to Know list are baseball terms? Choose
three other words from the text that could be used to talk about baseball. List
words: outfield, windup, fastball. Other terms: home plate, World Series
Writing: Today you will begin writing a feature article. Read the prompt on p.
109. If you have not finished your research, do so before you begin planning
your writing. You may wish to use an Outline or the Story Sequence organizer to
plan your writing.
Word Study: Complete p. 15 in the Word Study and Spelling Practice Book.

Friday - Unit 1, Lesson 19 – Satchel Paige – Lesson 4

Key Words

•
•
•
•
•

Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•

PreActivity
Video
Instruction

Writing

Follow-Up

challenge
complex sentence
compound sentence
feature article
word choice
Track the sequence of events to improve comprehension
Write a feature article with a recognizable tone
Focus on word choice
Punctuate compound and complex sentences correctly
Use compound and complex sentences correctly in writing
Spell words that end with –ed and –ing

1. Nobody culd hit you're curve ball.
2. Touch the runer with the ball and tag she out.
Discovery Education™ streaming movie - Revising
-----Writing: Edit and revise your feature article. Refer to the checklist below:
Editing/Revising Checklist
• Does the tone of the writing fit the subject?
• Do my word choices show how I feel about the subject?
• Have I used some compound and some complex sentences?
• Are words that end with -ed and -ing spelled correctly?
Word Study: Complete p. 16 in the Word Study and Spelling Practice Book.

Lesson Plan –L. Nolker
Name: Lonnie Nolker
Grade/Course: 6th grade/Science
Date: 11.07.14
Concept: Flowers and Fruit – Reproduction and Development of Organisms
Core Standards/Eligible Content:
Objectives
•Understand that some plants have developed specialized features that enhance
animal behaviors that aid in the plant’s reproduction
•Analyze how flower structure is related to its function
•Analyze empirical evidence that explains how the chance of successful reproduction
depends on animal behaviors
Unit Essential Questions (UEQ):
• Life question:
Lesson Essential Question (LEQ):
• 1. Describe the process of pollination.
• Answers: In order for pollination to occur, the pollen from the stamen of one flower
must be carried to the pistil of another flower. A grain of pollen grows a thin tube that
travels down the pistil until it gets to an ovule. When the male pollen and female
ovule combine, fertilization occurs. The fertilized ovule becomes a seed, which can
become a new plant.
• 2. How is pollen carried from one plant to another? Explain how animals assist
plants in their reproduction.
• Answer: Pollen can be blown by the wind or carried by water. Insects may pick up
pollen from one flower and carry it to another flower. The colors, shapes, smells, and
nectar of a flower might attract animals that will carry the plant’s pollen.
Vocabulary:
•adapt
•carpel
•egg
•fertilization
•flower
•fruit
•gamete
•nectar
Activating Strategy :
Post poll pod question to gain Open ended response
Show video on flowers/ fruit
Teaching Activities / Strategies / Differentiation / Guided Practice:
I will be using the following key to identify the use of each above term when I believe it is
provided to my students.
TA: Teaching Activities S: Strategies D: Differentiation GP: Guided practice
Lesson: Flowers and Fruits

1. Welcome Students into the room- Play provided music and place the
countdown into the room- Determine best when to start science video based
on class dynamics
2. Review pod questions with STs when the lesson begins – Answer any
questions
3. Allow students a choice to either hear the song about flowers or to watch the
video (TA, S, D)
4. Use PowerPoint presentation that is provided – follow notes below. While
progressing through the lesson ask questions to the students about content. I
like students to see how SCIENCE impacts their lives.. real world though
processes 
The presentation will involve Lesson 1: Flowers and fruit from the Connexus
program. Below is the basic slide set up:
Here is what you will find in the lesson:
• Basic introduction Review materials needed and the standard that will be
addressed
• Have students focus on the pictures and recall anything that they
remember from the basic introduction of plants (TA, S and D)
• Check previous knowledge- encourage discussion in chat pod with
questions- Teacher will read questions (TA, S and D)
• Essential Questions/ Objectives: Review what each student should be able
to complete by the end of the lesson – Encourage all learners to try their
best and ask questions (TA, S and D)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary words were already reviewed on Tuesday but can review
again- microphone rights provided for student volunteers- Encourage STs
to participate- If they are shy have them write in their notes and maybe
send you a webmail about their answers when the lesson is completeAfter STs have had time for their answers review the correct answers on
the slide (TA, S and D)
Getting started- Read about fruits and flowers select volunteers
Set up your notes- Explain headings for notes
Instruction: There will be a few slides that explain the instruction - Flowers
and Fruit Encourage chat pod interaction- Teacher will read material/
student volunteers (TA, S and D)
Application portion : Students will apply what they have learned- teacher
directed- use poll pods (TA, S, GP and D)
Think About-Provide student process time and call for volunteers (TA, S
and D)
Review Fruits and Flowers – with questions
Explain independent practice (TA, S and D) Sing song 
What have we learned… teacher reads objectives reached
Send students to the Ticket End Zone for assessment - -use Live Lesson
page –encourage students to participate – only you can see the answers

Summarizing Strategy / Assessment:
Use power point slide and answer questions via answer pods – this will provide an answer
from each student privately
Slide 32-35- Show YOU Know—answer the key questions to the lesson
Slide 31 and 36 - Let’s Recap- Review the objectives and ask any questions
Independent Practice / Homework:
Answer questions via webmail – bonus points- open ended questions will be provided on
Power Point slide
Slide 37- provides the assignment that is worth 5 points – must be received before Live
Lesson on Friday for credit

Biology Lesson Plan
Topic: Mendel’s experiment - Unit 4 Lesson 1
Unit Essential Question: How does the study of genetics explain the transfer of biological information from
one generation to the next?
What do students need to learn to answer essential question:
Describe the experiments and conclusions of Gregor Mendel
Analyze results of genetic crosses
Describe the process of segregation of alleles
Activating strategies: Think About the quote: Nothing in Life is certain In genetics this is so true. We cannot
be sure which gene an offspring will inherit but we can do something almost as useful. We can figure out the
odds.
Watch this short video. https://connect.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=342118BA-10594350-9DC6-15181A36248D&cdPartner=MDC1-45TH&cdUser=1eff-c931&blnPopup=1
Vocabulary:
allele
fertilization
gamete
gene
genetics
genotype
heterozygous
homozygous
hybrid
phenotype
principle of dominance
segregation
trait
Introduction:
Gregor Mendel was intrigued by the patterns of traits emerging from one generation to the next. He was so
intrigued that he set out to design and run experiments to establish patterns and then explain them. Mendel
began with simple experiments. He knew that something was going on inside the plants to carry traits, but he
didn’t know the nature of this process. He wanted to eventually be able to predict the results of a particular
cross between two plants. To do this, he knew that he would have to make many observations. Mendel found
the results of his cross between two tall pea plants puzzling. Why would two plants with the tall trait be able to
produce offspring with the short trait? Mendel went back to designing new experiments to find the answer.
Mendel could not see what was going on inside the cells of the plants he studied. He could not know that DNA
is the molecule that contains genes. However, Mendel was able to figure out that for any trait, there are two
copies of a gene—one that comes from the mother and one that comes from the father.

Discussion:
In a pure-breeding line of organisms, the two copies of a gene are the same, as in the example of the TT plants
and the tt plants. When two different pure-breeding individuals are crossed, their offspring are called hybrids.
Hybrids have two different forms of a gene. These different forms are called alleles. Therefore, a Tt plant has
the T allele and the t allele.
For any gene, there are two copies in the cells of an organism. The copies of the gene may be the same form;
that is, they may be the same allele. Alternatively, the copies may be different in form; that is, they may be
different alleles. The genotype is a description of the alleles present in an organism. This outward expression
of a trait is called the phenotype.
The term homozygous means that a genotype carries the same allele in both copies of the gene. The
term heterozygous means that a genotype carries different alleles in the two copies of the gene.
Summary strategy
•
•

Complete genetic SpongeBob punnet square worksheet.
Review the essential questions as ticket out the door.

Describe the experiments and conclusions of Gregor Mendel
Analyze results of genetic crosses
Describe the process of segregation of alleles

Algebra 2B 3.4 Ellipses
** Warm Up
Label the legs and hypotenuse of the right triangle. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the missing side.

3

5

** STAR Question
How does a whispering gallery work?

** Definition
An ellipse is the set of all points in a plane such that the ____________ of the distances from P to two fixed points F1
and F2 is a constant.

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

** Writing Equations
Center: (0,0)

Vertex: (-6,0)

Co-vertex: (0,3)

Center: (0,0)

Vertex: (0,5)

Co-vertex: (2,0)

** Finding the Foci
Consider 2 right triangles where

d1 =d 2 . Then, ____________________. Therefore,

Find the foci of the ellipse with the following equation. Graph to check.

36 x 2 + 100 y 2 = 3600

How far apart are the foci of an ellipse with a major axis of 26 feet and a minor axis of 10 feet?

** Going backwards
Write the equation for the ellipse with foci at (0,±10) and vertices at (0,±11).

** Word Problem
The whispering gallery in Grand Central Station, NYC is an ellipsoid. (A 3D ellipse). If the major axis is 40 ft long and the
minor axis is 25 ft long, how far apart are the whispering corners, which are located at the foci? Write the equation for
the ellipse.

** Exit Ticket
Write the equation for the ellipse. Find the foci.

Algebra 2B U5L2: Matrix Multiplication
Add Calculator > Matrix & Vector > Create > Matrix
** Warm Up


Can you perform the following operations? If so, what is the answer and its dimensions?

1)  2 

− 8 + 3 7  =
  5 − 2

 6  

2) 9

0 3  3 4 − 5
1 − 8 6 + 5 2 7  =

 


** STAR Question


How are adding matrices and multiplying matrices different?

** Scalar Multiplication - Just like the ______________________ property

 0 7
A=

− 2 5
a. Find 4A

− 3 5
B=

 − 1 3
b. Find 3A + 2B

** Solving Equations – Solve like a normal equation.

− 1 5  17 − 13
3X − 2 
=

 7 0  − 7 0 

 1 3 − 3 11 
4X + 
=

 − 7 9  5 − 7 

Dimensions are labeled __________________ by ____________________.
** Matrix Multiplication
To multiply matrices A and B, the number of _______________ in B must equal the number of ________________ in A.

3 − 1
 2 0  × 2 3 6 − 4 =
 1 0 − 5 3 


5 7  

The dimensions of the product are ___________.
Do these products exist? If so, what are their dimensions?

 1 4
A=

− 3 5
AB

 4 2 0
C=

1 3 5 

B = [− 1 1]
BA

AC

CA

BC

** Matrix Multiplication – Karate Chop Action!!
Multiply numbers that land ________ ____________ of each other. _______________ the products.

1 2 5 6
3 4 7 8 =




2 − 1 − 3 1 
 3 4   0 2 =




3 − 1
 2 0  ×  2 3 6 − 4 =
 1 0 − 5 3 


5 7  

The table summarizes the scoring of a football game between Team A and Team B. A touchdown (TD) is worth 6 points,
a field goal (FG) is worth 3 points, a safety (S) is worth 2 points, and a point after touchdown (PAT) is worth 1 point. Use
matrix multiplication to find the final score.
TD

FG

S

PAT

Team A

5

3

0

4

Team B

3

1

2

3

Exit Ticket
What are the dimensions of the following product?

5 
− 1 3 − 3  
 2 − 2 1   4

  3
 

SIOP® Lesson Plan Template
Topic:
Writing Workshop—Literary Analysis
Rough Draft

Class:
English 11

Date:
2/15/15

Content Objectives:
• Identify prewriting strategies
and techniques for literary
analysis
• Define vocabulary words
associate with literary
analysis
• Compose an outline based on
a working thesis statement

Language Objectives:
- Students will analyze one story from the Modernism Unit
and determine the theme of this story as it pertains to the
Modern Era of Literature.

Key Vocabulary:

Materials (including supplementary and adapted):

Content Vocabulary:
• literary analysis
• literary knowledge
• theme
• conflict
• atmosphere
• thesis

•
•
•
•

PowerPoint (Literary Analysis Guidelines)
Literary Analysis Guidelines (word document)
LiveLesson Room
Teacher-created rubric

Higher-Order Questions:
•
•
•

Create an outline of the major events of the short story being analyzed
Develop a thesis statement based on the theme of the story
Evaluate how the theme connects to the Modern Era of literature

Lesson Sequence

Activities
Building Background
• Discuss what elements of the Modern Era are found in the
short story
• Review the elements of plot to determine how they
contribute to the theme
•

Lesson Sequence

Student Activities (Check all that apply for activities throughout lesson):

Scaffolding:
Grouping:

Teacher Modeling
Whole Class

Small Group

Language Processes:
Reading
(some students who use their mic)
Lesson Sequence

Strategies:

Hands-on

Guided (Small Group/Partner)
Independent

Writing

Meaningful

Listening

Speaking

Links to Objectives

Review and Assessment (Check all that apply):
Individual

Group

Written

Oral

(Include methods of assessment throughout Lesson Sequence)
Review Key Vocabulary: How and When?
+ At the beginning and end of the lesson as a large group
Review Key Content Concepts: How and When?
+ At the beginning of the end of the lesson as a large group
Review of all content and language objectives: How and When?
+ Prior to the start of the lesson as a large group

Reflection: What worked? What didn’t? Why?

(Adapted from lesson plan created by John Seidlitz.)
Echevarria, Vogt, and Short, 2013. Making Content Comprehensible for English Learners: The SIOP® Model. (4th ed).
Pearson Education, Inc.
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Your dreams.

Your journey.

Your future.

What does the future hold?
At Connections Academy, the possibilities are
endless. Connections Academy helps students
advance along the path to success with a
strong academic foundation, the flexibility to
pursue new interests, and teachers and friends
to keep them inspired and engaged along the
way. It’s a well-rounded, personalized online
school experience designed for families like
yours. Read on and see how the Connections
Academy program comes together for kids who
are going places.

Welcome!
I’m pleased that you are exploring Connections
Academy. Being involved in your child’s education
and watching him or her learn daily is very rewarding.
This guide will show you how a personalized, online
approach can help your son or daughter prepare for
academic and personal success.
Since our schools first opened in 2002, we’ve nurtured
and challenged students to help them achieve their
highest potential. As cofounder, I have had the
honor of helping build Connections Academy into a recognized national leader in
virtual education. Our curriculum, technology, and methods are proven. Our parent
satisfaction ratings are unmatched. Most importantly, Connections Academy students
develop confidence, learn new skills, and go on to achieve great things personally and
professionally.
While we celebrated continued growth and many student accomplishments in 2014, it
was also a time of sadness for the Connections Academy community. In September,
we mourned the passing of our president and CEO, Barbara Dreyer, whose life and
accomplishments we pay tribute to on page 13. The entire leadership team is committed
to upholding the high standards she set for innovation and educational quality.
Thank you for your interest. I encourage you to learn more by connecting with us on
social media, attending an information session, or talking to a current Connections
Academy family. We look forward to helping your student learn and grow!
Sincerely,

Steven Guttentag, PhD
President, Connections Academy

TABLE OF
4

Contents

WELCOME TO CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
- Discover student-centered education with
parental involvement
- Get to know our teachers, and learn about
the curriculum and technology

18

WHAT TO EXPECT AT EACH GRADE LEVEL
- Meet real Connections Academy students
- Explore parent and student roles at every age

28

PERSONALIZING THE PROGRAM FOR YOU
- Consider the benefits of personalized learning
- Take a sneak peek at extracurricular activities

38

MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION
- Focus on making a smooth start
- Find out if Connections Academy is right for you

44

ADDITIONAL EDUCATION OPTIONS
- Learn about our private school, iNaCA
- Discover blended learning at Nexus Academy schools

Explore Courses, Clubs, and Activities
52
70
78

Grades K–5
Grades 6–8
Grades 9–12

A positive path to an

unlimited
future.
Welcome to Connections Academy!
As parents, we all wish to prepare our children for a bright
future filled with promise. Yet finding a school that fits a
student’s individual needs can be a challenge. While virtual
school may be new to you, a high-quality Connections
Academy education is a proven choice that has helped many
parents unlock their children’s potential.
Here, as part of this welcoming community of parents,
teachers, and classmates, you will quickly see how your
involvement and our personalized approach can transform
your student’s learning and outlook. And while more than
60,000 students are currently enrolled, our success is not just
measured in numbers. It’s shown in the superb education
Connections Academy students receive—and the success
they achieve personally and academically.

Welcome to Connections Academy
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CONNECT WITH A
STUDENT-CENTERED
PROGRAM
AT CONNECTIONS ACADEMY, WE UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR STUDENT IS SPECIAL

and has unique gifts and abilities. With full-time, tuition-free public schools in half
of the United States, we’ve made it our mission to help each child develop these
strengths and to provide support in areas of concern. To achieve this, we apply a
student-centered approach to everything we do. With the student at the heart of
every decision, lessons can be customized to make learning a rewarding experience—
and to achieve the best possible results.
With Connections Academy, the teacher, curriculum, and parent or Learning Coach
work together to support, enrich, and personalize the student’s learning. We call this
approach the Learning Triad. In the pages that follow, you’ll learn more about each
element of the Learning Triad and how these elements interact.

Proven AND Accredited
Founded in 2001, Connections Academy is a division of Connections Education LLC.
Connections Education, which is a part of global learning company Pearson, is proud
to supply Connections Academy schools with the proven program, curriculum, and
resources we develop. Each Connections Academy school is operated independently,
either by a governing board or in conjunction with a school district.
All established Connections Academy schools are accredited by either a local
accrediting body or a regional organization recognized by the Council for Higher
Education Accreditation and the U.S. Department of Education, while newer schools are in the
process of being accredited. Connections Academy schools typically begin the accreditation process
after operating for a full year. Additionally, Connections Education is accredited by the national
accreditation agency AdvancED.
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OUR LEARNING TRIAD:

A Seamless Combination
T E AC HE R S

LEARNING COACHES

personalize lessons, provide
feedback and assistance, and
encourage students. Periodically,
teachers instruct in real-time
virtual sessions and evaluate
student progress.

support and motivate
the student and monitor the
schedule. The parent/Learning
Coach also communicates and
collaborates with the teachers.

®

is the online system
that facilitates learning.
Students and Learning
Coaches use it to
connect with teachers,
curriculum, and a
wide range of resources.

ST U DE N T S

CURRICULUM
delivers engaging,
interactive content,
multimedia tools, and
superb resources. It
also provides teachers
continuous information
on students’ progress.

explore, create, and learn
from home, accessing
curriculum and resources
via the Internet. Students can
contact teachers for assistance
by WebMail or phone.
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OUR CURRICULUM:
BUILT FOR SUCCESS
EDUCATION SHOULD HELP PREPARE STUDENTS for work, college,

and life. And at the foundation of a good education, you’ll find a
strong curriculum.
Over the past 12 years, we have developed, tested, and refined the Connections
Academy curriculum to ensure that it meets state, national, and international
standards as well as those set by leading educational organizations. Most importantly,
our curriculum is designed to meet the diverse needs of our students.
But the work doesn’t stop there. We’re committed to continuous improvement,
reviewing and revising our curriculum regularly. As part of this ongoing review, we ask
students and parents in the Connections Academy community to rate each lesson on
a five-star scale. We’re very proud that nearly five million reviews have resulted in an
average lesson rating of 4.2 out of 5.

Curriculum Development Experts Bringing Lessons to Life

THE
RATINGS
ARE IN!

We have a team of experts dedicated to the

Families consistently
give Connections
Academy high ratings
in our annual Parent
Satisfaction Survey.
We are pleased to
share these ratings
with you throughout
the guide.

Our curriculum development team works with

design, evaluation, and improvement of our

our talented in-house videographers, graphic

curriculum. With classroom teaching experience,

designers, and computer programmers to bring

subject matter expertise, and advanced degrees

the curriculum to life in a multidimensional way.

in instructional design, curriculum development,

They also review and select the best texts and

and technology education, the team is dedicated

instructional materials from leading publishers

to developing a high-quality online curriculum

to weave into units, lessons, and activities. Then,

that delivers real results.

we deliver these high-quality resources right to

They start by identifying the skills and objectives

each student’s home.

students need to learn. Then they create lessons

The resulting curriculum engages students in

to help students practice and develop those skills,

individual study as well as collaboration with

along with assessments to measure their progress

their classmates. As a result, students learn

along the way. That way, Connections Academy

to think independently and to work together

students don’t just learn a subject—they master it.

through our online system.

VIEW A SAMPLE LESSON: ConnectionsAcademy.com/Curriculum
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CURRICULUM

Awards &
Achievements

ComputED Gazette Education Software Review Awards (EDDIE Awards)

The Software & Information Industry
Association (SIIA) CODiE Awards

Kindergarten Science:
Best Early Elementary Science Website, 2014

Connexus® Education Management System:
Finalist, Best K-12 Course or Learning Management
Solution, 2014

Middle School Art:
Best Middle School Art Website, 2014

Connections Education:
Finalist, Best Education Cloud-Based Solution, 2014

Science 8:
Best Middle School Science Website, 2013
Career and Technology Education:
Best High School Vocational Training Website, 2013

EdTech Digest Awards
Connexus Education Management System:
Finalist, Cool Tool Award, 2014

ComputED Gazette Education Best
Educational Software Awards (BESSIE Awards)
Middle School Science:
Best Middle School Science Website, 2014

c

reate

Middle School Math:
Best Middle School Math Website, 2013

95%
of parents
agree that
the program’s
curriculum
is high
quality.

Hundreds of Proven Courses
The Connections Academy curriculum includes
core courses in math, science, language arts/
English, and social studies for every grade.
Electives are also offered at every grade level,
allowing students to broaden their skills
and explore new interests. Our electives
cover a wide range of subjects such as world
languages, music, game design, digital arts,
sign language, and more. We also offer Gifted
and Talented, Honors, and AP courses.*

A list of Connections Academy electives for each
grade level can be found beginning on page 66.
* These offerings vary by state.
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TEACHERS
WHO CONNECT
WE ATTRACT CARING, TALENTED TEACHERS who have a genuine respect

for young people and believe strongly in collaborating with parents to
prepare each student for success. Often, teachers get to know the entire
family. These close bonds enable teachers to make life-changing connections with
their students.
Because they know their students well, Connections Academy teachers can
personalize lessons and coursework to ensure that each student receives the right
degree of challenge and support. They continually monitor student participation and
performance and provide important timely feedback.

96%
of parents
are satisfied
with the
helpfulness
of their child’s
teacher.

Inside the Virtual Classroom

Timely Intervention

Students enjoy a rich online learning experience

When additional help is needed, teachers

because Connections Academy teachers receive

may modify instruction or lessons, provide

intensive training in online instruction. They

meaningful ways to practice skills, and offer

know how to put our multimedia resources and

helpful resources. They may arrange to work

powerful interactive tools to work in order to

with a student in a small group or even one-on-

motivate and engage students.

one. This personal attention empowers students

Connections

Academy

teachers

create

the

lively personal interactions of a traditional
classroom in an online setting. In a LiveLesson®
session, teachers may explain or demonstrate
new concepts, lead discussions, write on a
whiteboard, and show videos or other visuals.
They can also create virtual “breakout” rooms
where classmates can meet to collaborate on
group projects.

to do their best and achieve their goals.

“Students are at the center of
what we do every day. Teachers
and staff bring the components
of our program together to
support students’ unique
learning needs and their
journey to becoming successful,
confident learners.”
–Pat Hoge, PhD,
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Chief Academic Officer

Welcome to Connections Academy

Meg Kirby

Teacher

Middle School • Arizona Connections Academy

Profiles

Seeking to connect to students and families in a more meaningful
way, Meg Kirby began teaching at Connections Academy after 14
years in traditional school settings. Meg has enjoyed watching her
students progress from elementary to middle school. “It’s great
to witness that ‘aha’ moment—the moment where the light bulb
turns on and they get it.”
Meg also likes that Connections Academy allows students’ families
to partner in their academic journeys through active engagement in
daily learning. To establish a relationship among students and help
those who are struggling, Meg started a peer mentoring program
that encourages leadership within their virtual community.
Meg received her BA in interdisciplinary studies from Tarleton State
University, with an endorsement in special education and specializations
in reading and English. She has received numerous awards, including the
Arizona Future City Educator of the Year, 2013-2014.

James Spaulding
High School • South Carolina Connections Academy
After a year of teaching in a brick-and-mortar school, James Spaulding
realized that various distractions prevented some students from
being their authentic selves. “In my seven years with Connections
Academy, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed getting to know the ‘real’ students
I teach,” James says.
During LiveLesson sessions, James strives to help his students build
confidence by letting them read aloud through the microphone so
they can get used to talking in front of peers. Additionally, he uses
interactive games to liven and engage the virtual classroom.
Like many other Connections Academy teachers, James believes that
virtual education lets students take charge of their education
by stimulating independence and initiative.
James received his BA in middle childhood education
from Ohio University and is working on his master’s
degree in school counseling.
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COMMITTED
TO EXCELLENCE
CONNECTIONS ACADEMY TEACHERS ARE CERTIFIED in their grade levels and subject

areas. All have bachelor’s degrees, and many have master’s or other advanced degrees.
They continue their learning through ongoing training, coaching, and professional
development. Teachers also collaborate regularly with other teachers to share best
practices, subject matter tips, and teaching methods, as well as to coordinate their
efforts to meet students’ needs.
Our complete school program also includes licensed school counselors. They are
ready to advise students and families about academic matters, personal or social
issues, college preparation, and career development.

TEACHER AND STAFF
The Connections Academy community celebrates

Lea Ann Lockard, executive director of Texas

the talented team members who were recognized

Connections Academy @ Houston, honored with

recently for outstanding achievement.

an International Distance Learning Award for

Steven Guttentag, Connections Education
president, finalist for EdTech Digest’s Leadership
Award in the Edupreneurs and EdTech Startups
category, 2014

Mickey Revenaugh, Connections Education
executive vice president, recipient of EdTech
Digest’s Visionary Award, 2014

Indiana Connections Academy, awarded the
Indiana Gold Star School Counseling Award by the
Indiana Department of Education (IDOE), 2014
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Awards &
Achievements
outstanding leadership, 2014

Bryan Klochack, principal of Michigan Connections
Academy, recipient of an International Distance
Learning Award for outstanding leadership, 2014

Allison Reaves, Connections Academy director of
schools, honored for outstanding leadership by the
United States Distance Learning Association, 2013

Daniel Wakefield, Ohio Connections Academy
teacher, recognized as a national runner-up for
the National American Pioneer of Teaching Award
presented by PublicSchoolOptions.org, 2013

FAREWELL TO AN

Inspiring
LEADER
In 2014, Connections Academy’s president and CEO,
Barbara J. Dreyer, passed away after a courageous battle
with cancer. Since cofounding the company in 2001, she was
consistently recognized as an innovator in education technology.
While leading Connections Education, she kept her focus
on creating an education system in which all students can
succeed and where students are at the heart of every decision.
We all miss Barbara very much and are committed
to upholding her values at Connections Education.
By continuing to offer our students the educational
opportunities that Barbara helped make possible, we
strive to honor her legacy. We know that she would be
proud of all the great things our students go on to achieve.

Awards &
Achievements
Barbara Dreyer was honored with numerous awards

“She was tenacious, thick-skinned, and
resolute in her service to the students.”
–Frank Bonsal,
Director of Entrepreneurship at Towson
University, where Dreyer served 12 years
on the Board of Visitors

over the course of her career in recognition of her
contribution to online learning, including:
The Baltimore Sun’s Top Leadership Award, 2013
Center for Education Reform’s Service Award, 2013
Florida Virtual School’s Pioneer of Access to Education
Award, 2013

“Connections Academy is a virtual school,
but Barbara was always adamant that
its success lay in the fact that every one
of its students had a personal champion,
there each day to talk about how they
were getting on in their studies; to
support, to encourage, and to challenge.”

Florida Virtual School’s “Opening Doors to the World”
Award for Worldwide Education Innovation, 2013
AdvancED’s “Excellence in Education Award,”
Corporation and Distance Learning category, 2011
The United States Distance Learning Association’s
International Distance Learning Award, 2010

–John Fallon,
Chief Executive of Pearson
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PARENTAL
INVOLVEMENT
WE BELIEVE THAT A STUDENT LEARNS BEST as part of an inclusive

and welcoming community of teachers, parents, and other students—
all working together to chart a path to student success. That’s why
one of the hallmarks of our program is parental involvement.
A parent (or other trusted adult) plays a vital role by guiding daily learning activities.
At Connections Academy, the person who supports the child’s education in the home
is called a Learning Coach. The Learning Coach helps keep students motivated
and on track and regularly communicates with Connections Academy teachers.
This active support at home reinforces to students that education is a top priority.
Many Connections Academy Learning Coaches tell us that participating in
their students’ learning process and sharing more time together makes virtual
school very rewarding.

93%
of parents
recommend
Connections
Academy to
other parents.

Establishing Goals and Schedules

A Learning Coach is most often a parent, but can

A Learning Coach provides the structure a student

Students should be supervised in order to benefit

needs by establishing and managing the daily

fully from our program.

routine. Our handy online scheduling tool makes
it easy to keep track of lessons for each subject.

Supporting Student Development

The Learning Coach helps monitor attendance

Understanding the role of the Learning Coach

and

attends

is key to the success of your online student. In

examinations, as required by each state. In

general, the age of your student determines how

addition, the Learning Coach helps maintain a

much hands-on time you will spend as a Learning

safe, comfortable environment that enables the

Coach. In the early stages of academic growth, he

student to focus on learning.

or she will most likely need more daily guidance

The Learning Coach stays in touch with teachers

develop valuable academic skills and become

ensures

that

the

student

by phone, WebMail (our secure, internal email
messaging system), and online meetings. Each
student’s teacher contacts the Learning Coach
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be another family member or other trusted adult.

from you to remain motivated. As students
more independent, the Learning Coach is able to
step back and take an advisory role.

early in the school year to discuss how they will

Connections Academy also has many resources

work together to help the student reach his or

to help you become a confident and an effective

her academic and personal goals.

Learning Coach.

Parent
Profile

G

s
l
a
o

Randy Figueroa

Pictured with David, grade 5; wife, Rachel;
Sarah, grade 3; and Matthew, grade 6

Learning Coach • California Connections Academy
After trying private school and homeschooling for their kids, Randy and Rachel Figueroa were looking for an online-based
option that would allow them to stay connected and involved as a family. All three of their students have adjusted well to
online school and are excelling in their courses.
Being computer-savvy has really helped Sarah, the youngest of the Figueroa clan,
adapt easily to the program. David, the middle child, is achieving above grade
level work as an independent and goal-oriented student. Matthew, the eldest,
has gained confidence with the help of his caring teachers. All three students

Learn more about the role of
the Learning Coach starting
on page 20.

have made high honor roll.
Randy continues to enjoy watching his children grow into independent learners. He says, “I love seeing them take the
initiative to independently reach out to their teachers. It brings joy to me as a parent to hear them say they have dreams
of attending USC and UCLA.” Randy is passionate about Connections Academy’s mission and often advocates for other
families to join the virtual school community.
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TECHNOLOGY THAT
BOOSTS LEARNING
WE BELIEVE EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY WORKS BEST when it makes learning more

relatable, meaningful, and fun. That’s why we develop many of our own engaging
virtual tools and resources. It all starts with our education management system, which
brings the school experience right to students.

Connexus: Your New Home Base

93%
of parents
say that our
technology
improves their
child’s learning
experience.

Connexus is the online engine that makes

Available 24 hours a day, Connexus is accessible

learning at Connections Academy possible. At

on the Internet from your own computer or,

home or wherever the Internet is accessible, this

in some cases, from a computer that will be

user-friendly system connects students with

supplied by your school.* Upon enrollment,

their lessons, their teachers, and a wide range of

families receive step-by-step training to get

educational resources.

them up to speed with the system’s features. For

We designed Connexus from the ground up to
meet the needs of our students and their families.
From their personalized Connexus home page,
students and caretakers can:
• Access daily lessons and assignments

ongoing assistance and support, our expert tech
team is just a phone call away.

LEARN MORE

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
ConnexusDemo

• Monitor progress through the online
grade book
• Create and update monthly or daily schedules
• Connect with teachers and other students
and families via secure WebMail and
Message Boards
• Access videos, web applications, and other
instructional tools
• Provide feedback on courses and the
overall school experience

* Some Connections Academy schools provide a computer and/or an Internet subsidy. For more information, including computer and connectivity
requirements, please visit ConnectionsAcademy.com/hardware.
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Multimedia Tools
Our

instructional

tools

add

dimension

to

students’ coursework. As students engage and
explore, they deepen their understanding of
complex concepts and also master everyday skills.

Video from award-winning middle
school art class

For example, our Guardians of Grammar tool
helps students analyze parts of speech and build
and create sentences. Our award-winning middle
school art classes feature a series of videos that
show real artists at work painting, creating
digital graphics, making pottery, and more.
Many more tools are at students’ fingertips—
cutting-edge tools that bring curriculum to life and
promote learning through practice and discovery.

LEARN MORE

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
CoolTools
LiveLesson Sessions
Our LiveLesson sessions recreate the interaction
of a traditional classroom in an online setting.
Using conferencing technology and dynamic onscreen tools, teachers conduct real-time sessions.

Guardians of Grammar
learning tool

By typing or speaking into a microphone,
students can ask and answer questions. They
also take part in class discussions and work with
other students in small-group sessions.
Teachers also use this powerful technology,
sometimes enhanced with web cameras, to hold
office hours during which students can receive
additional one-on-one instructional support.

LEARN MORE

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
LiveLesson
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What

to expect
at each grade level.
The Connections Academy program tailors the right combination
of top-notch teachers, courses, and resources for students at each
grade level—all in support of student success. And as students
grow and progress, the Learning Coach can adjust the degree of
support to foster this new independence. The result? Every day,
Connections Academy students of all ages are discovering new
things, gaining confidence, and achieving their goals.
Your student can, too.

GRADES K–5: GETTING
THE BEST START ON A
BRIGHT FUTURE
IN GRADES K–5, CONNECTIONS ACADEMY HELPS YOUNG STUDENTS learn the basics,

acquire study skills, and develop a love of learning that will last a lifetime.
We introduce K–5 students to the building blocks for success in school—reading, writing,
and mathematics. We weave in science, social studies, technology, art, and physical fitness
to provide a well-rounded core curriculum. We supply students with hands-on instructional
resources, including virtual tools, kits, and workbooks. To encourage further exploration,
we offer exciting electives, activities, and clubs. Students can take world language courses,
learn basic music concepts, conduct home experiments, and much more.

Learning Coach
Responsibilities

Online and Offline Activity
Since the majority of the work is done

A Learning Coach provides a high level of

offline, including reading books and writing,

oversight

which

students have a very flexible schedule. A

requires a commitment of about five hours

minimum of 30 hours per week is spent learning,

per day. Duties include:

and about 15-30% of the school day is centered

for

elementary

students,

• Setting a schedule with varied activities

on interactive online courses.

Expert Elementary
Teachers

and breaks
• Assisting with lessons
• Monitoring student comprehension and grades
• Communicating frequently with the teacher

Students in grades K–5 are assigned one
expert

elementary

teacher

who

brings

it

all together by motivating students online
and personalizing lessons. A school counselor is
also available.

To see a full list of courses
and clubs for grades K–5,
go to page 54.
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What to Expect at Each Grade Level

Student

Grow

Profile

Marshawney Quinn
Grade 4 • Ohio Connections Academy
Raised in a close-knit household, Marshawney Quinn likes
that Connections Academy gives her more family time.
“It’s cool to work at home with my brother,” she
says. Marshawney’s stay-at-home mom, Maria, is
thrilled to be her daughter’s Learning Coach. “I can
help keep her on track and be there when she has
questions, but also direct her to her teachers,” she says.
While her favorite subjects are sign language, science,
and art, Marshawney admits she learns a lot in math, too.
“My teachers are always there to help and to encourage
me to do my best,” she explains.
Marshawney adds, “I’ve also made new
friends on school field trips.” Outside
of school, the family stays busy with
faith-based activities, and Marshawney
is learning how to play the piano.
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GRADES 6–8:
THE ON-RAMP
TO SUCCESS
STUDENTS ENTER A NEW WORLD OF ACADEMIC GROWTH AND PERSONAL DISCOVERY

in middle school.* Connections Academy helps them reach their potential and prepare
for the endless opportunities available to them.
In grades 6–8, students sharpen their language arts, math, and critical thinking skills
through a blend of online and offline work. They also deepen their understanding
of history and science. Through exciting electives, students learn new skills, find art
in everyday life, and explore new technologies. They can also join clubs that enrich
them in new ways, like learning about robotics or writing for the school newspaper.
Gifted students can even start earning high school credits early.**

Learning Coach
Responsibilities

Online and Offline
Activity

The role of the Learning Coach changes as the

We provide students with a prescribed schedule,

student becomes more independent and takes

which requires a minimum of 30 hours per week.

increased ownership of his or her learning.

Students work with teachers as needed to create

The Learning Coach should base his or her time

more accommodating schedules. About 50

commitment on the student’s progress. For most

75% of the school day is centered on interactive

students, the Learning Coach spends about 2-3
hours per day overseeing learning. Duties include:
• Supporting the transition to more
independent learning

online courses.

Subject-Specific Teachers
Connections Academy middle school* students
begin working directly with subject-specific

• Assisting with some lessons
• Monitoring student comprehension and grades
• Communicating with teachers and referring
student to teacher as needed
* Grades 7-8 in some schools.
** Not available in all schools. Requires the school counselor’s approval.
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teachers and a homeroom or advisory teacher
who monitors and assists with all subjects. A
school counselor is also available.

To see a full list of courses
and clubs for grades 6–8,
go to page 70.

What to Expect at Each Grade Level

Explore

Student
Profile

Peyton Hamilton
Grade 7 • Indiana Connections Academy
Peyton Hamilton enrolled at Indiana Connections Academy
in the fourth grade after being homeschooled for a few years.
She and her family were seeking access to certified teachers
and a well-rounded curriculum in a nurturing
and flexible environment. Since then, Peyton has
developed great relationships with her teachers,
and she still keeps in contact with her favorite
teacher from fifth grade. She is also able to
further explore her passion for writing through Gifted and
Talented language arts courses.
At Connections Academy, Peyton has had the opportunity to
build confidence and pursue her interests. Peyton’s favorite
part about attending Connections Academy is that she gets to
work self-sufficiently. “I really like being able to work at my
own pace without being distracted. I feel more
independent since I started the program,”
she says. Her mom, Pam, has also noticed
a change: “Peyton used to be so quiet, but
now she has the confidence to speak up and
share her opinions and ideas.”

Confidence
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GRADES 9–12:
REACHING GOALS AND
PREPARING TO SOAR
HIGH SCHOOL IS ABOUT SETTING GOALS AND REACHING THEM. We encourage

students to aim high—and then soar.
Connections Academy’s 9–12 education features a core curriculum including
math, science, English, and social studies. Electives in varied topics such as digital
photography, marine science, game design, and world languages encourage students
to explore and grow to become well-rounded individuals. Honors and Advanced
Placement® courses provide the challenge needed for college preparation. In some
states, early college credit is available. Students can also prepare for the future by
joining college and career clubs.

Learning Coach
Responsibilities
The

Learning

student

Coach

transitions

Online and Offline Activity
Students

role
into

changes
high

maintain

their

prescribed

schedule, spending a minimum of 30 hours per

as

the

school

and

week learning. Students may work with teachers

Learning

to create modified schedules. About 80-90%

Coach should continue to base his or her time

of the school day is centered on interactive

commitment on the student’s progress. For

online courses.

more

independent

learning.

The

most independent students, the Learning Coach
spends about 30 minutes per day overseeing
learning. Duties include:
• Encouraging and supporting a teen’s
growing independence

Subject-Specific Teachers
Students are guided by outstanding
subject-specific teachers and school counselors.
All students meet with an advisory teacher who
continues to monitor advancement and helps to

• Verifying that lessons and assessments
are completed
• Communicating with teachers and referring
student to teacher as needed
• Attending regular teacher conferences
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develop a Personalized Learning Plan that will
prepare them for success in their chosen path.

To see a full list of courses
and clubs for grades 9–12,
go to page 80.

What to Expect at Each Grade Level

Future

Student

Eion Ortiz

Profile

Grade 11 • New Mexico Connections Academy
Visual learner Eion Ortiz switched to New Mexico
Connections Academy in his sophomore year of high school
to better fit his learning style. Eion’s favorite parts of the
program are the LiveLesson sessions because they allow
him to retain information visually. His teachers inspire him
to work hard by emphasizing the importance of applying
himself to succeed.
Most significantly, Eion has developed a passion for writing
through his AP English course. “I can see myself growing as
a writer through the essays I write,” he says. “My teacher
is showing me how to write for several different genres,
and it’s helping to expand my horizons in both writing and
vocabulary.” He also has more time to help out with his
sibling’s little league team and work to
save money for college. After graduation,
Eion plans to study journalism in the hope
of becoming a news anchor or reporter.

CHECK OUT OUR TEENS-ONLY SITE!

ConnectionsAcademy.com/Teens
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SUCCESS AFTER
CONNECTIONS
ACADEMY
SUCCESS CAN BE DEFINED IN MANY WAYS. We are proud of the countless ways that

Connections Academy students go on to shine. One student may go on to an Ivy
League university, while another may pursue specialized career training, and a third
may enter the workforce the day after graduation. The Connections Academy program
is designed to establish a strong foundation for success in whatever a student wishes
to pursue.
Our personalized instruction means that we meet students at their own levels, helping
them develop their individual gifts and talents and overcome challenges. As they work
toward personal excellence, students also enjoy opportunities to exercise creativity and
critical thinking, build character, and develop valuable collaboration and communication
skills. Our goal is to help all Connections Academy students prepare for the next phase
of their life.
A wide range of measures show that Connections Academy is succeeding at helping
students thrive:
• Parents give Connections Academy
consistently high satisfaction ratings.
• Our students’ average SAT combined score
is higher than the national average.
• Our graduates have been accepted by leading
colleges and universities across the United
States and around the world, including

• In 2014, our students received scholarships
totaling more than $18 million—more than
double the amount awarded in 2013.
• Graduates tell us the time management,
organization, and study skills they developed
through Connections Academy help them
succeed at college and in the workforce.

Duke University, Harvard University, and
Yale University.
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FIND OUT WHAT CONNECTIONS ACADEMY GRADUATES HAVE
TO SAY: ConnectionsAcademy.com/AskAGrad

What to Expect at Each Grade Level

Then & Now

King and Mac Roy
King • Former Student at Texas Connections Academy @ Houston
Mac • 2013 Graduate of International Connections Academy
Hardworking athletes and brothers King and Mac Roy
enrolled with Texas Connections Academy
@ Houston (TCAH) to accommodate their
demanding tennis schedules while
continuing to receive an excellent
education. Both students appreciated
the strong academic foundation
provided by Connections Academy,
though each took a different path.
For King, TCAH was the perfect
short-term solution to help him stay
competitive in school and on the tennis
court. He liked being able to take his
schoolwork with him to tournaments

Mac and King
Roy in 2011

without falling behind. After a few
years at Connections Academy,
he returned to a traditional

brick-and-mortar school. “When I went back,
I noticed my ability to focus was so much better,” he says.
“I block out distractions in my class and get my work done
much quicker than before.” King, now a high school junior,
continues to play tennis. After graduation, he plans to attend
college, majoring in business with a minor in kinesiology.
Mac continued with virtual school, transferring to International
Connections Academy, which offers even more scheduling
flexibility. He remained there through graduation and grew
to be a self-reliant and responsible student, fully prepared
for college. He explains, “No one was reminding me to do my
work every day. I was always traveling and had to stay on top
of my daily tasks. That helps me now that I’m in college.”
Now majoring in movement kinesiology and competing on the
tennis team at Michigan State University, Mac plans to pursue
his dream of owning a gym.
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Personalized school
for a ±

CUSTOM fIT.
You know your child best, and at Connections Academy, teachers and
staff recognize the importance of your insights. Using your input
along with knowledge about your student’s academic and personal
development, they create and fine-tune a learning plan to best meet
your child’s needs. Scheduling flexibility gives you the ability to
personalize your child’s learning even more with hands-on activities
in your community, field trips, clubs, and activities.

STUDENTS SHINE
WITH PERSONALIZED
LEARNING
EACH STUDENT HAS UNIQUE ABILITIES, and all students perform better when they

receive individual attention in a nurturing learning environment. These guiding
principles are the foundation of Connections Academy’s Personalized Performance
Learning approach.
We adapt each student’s instructional program to his or her abilities, interests, and
learning styles. By doing so, we give every student the best chance to succeed
and to become a confident learner.

Getting to Know Our Students

94%
of parents
say that
their child is
satisfied with the
Connections
Academy program.

Before we can personalize a student’s learning

interest, and approaches using various learning

plan, we need to fully understand that student.

styles enrich the school experience. These

To begin, we conduct assessments to identify

modifications engage students more fully in their

and evaluate his or her strengths, weaknesses,

courses and help unlock their potential.

talents, and learning styles. We uncover skills
that may need improvement and tailor each
student’s instruction appropriately. We also look
for ways to enhance the student’s learning potential.

When students struggle, we don’t just help them
catch up—we help them move ahead. Connections
Academy teachers are trained to detect skill gaps
and develop plans to improve those skills. They

We monitor progress regularly to ensure that

provide the extra time, attention, and practice

each student is on track. Regular testing and

each student needs to succeed. This enables

evaluation of student work helps us know how we

students to master skills, build knowledge, and

should modify a student’s personalized program

achieve meaningful academic progress.

for continued success.

Connections

Academy

also

provide

Progress for Every Learner

effective learning resources used by school

Even students who are already making progress in

on track. These resources include Pearson

school can learn more effectively with customized

Education’s award-winning SuccessMaker® for

learning. Small changes in instruction, projects of

students in grades 3–8 and MathXL® for high

districts nationwide to help students get back

school students.
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schools

Personalizing the Program for You

Student
Profile

PREPARED

Brad MacDonald
Grade 12 • Arizona Connections Academy
For tech-savvy Brad MacDonald, Connections Academy was the ideal
school choice when his family switched from homeschooling. As an
honor student at the top of his class, Brad values the opportunity to
manage his own time and study at home, free of distractions. With a
flexible schedule, he’s been able to pursue a wide range of changing
interests, from scouting and sports to gaming and programming.
Brad plans to major in electrical engineering in college. He appreciates
how learning independently, participating in group discussions, and
communicating directly with his Connections
Academy teachers “seems like a modern
collegiate environment.” His mom, Lynn,
agrees: “The skills he’s learned will be very
valuable for college. He’s more than prepared.”

Extra Help in Reading and Math Extra Challenge for
Gifted Learners
Our proven multitiered instructional approach
helps students master critical math and reading

Our Gifted and Talented program allows gifted

skills and concepts. Our teachers help students

students to deepen, broaden, and accelerate

build a strong foundation of basic reading and

their learning. Challenging advanced courses

math skills. They work to strengthen a student’s

are available in a broad range of subjects. Gifted

specific weaknesses and help him or her reach

students may have the option to work above their

grade-appropriate proficiency.

grade level, engage in special enrichment projects,
or perform independent research.
The Gifted and Talented program is available
for students who qualify, starting in third grade.

* This question was asked of families who had a student enrolled in a
Gifted and Talented or Honors/AP course.

When appropriate, advanced younger students

94%
of parents are
satisfied with
our Gifted and
Talented or
Honors/
Advanced
Placement
courses and
instruction.*

may have the opportunity to enroll in these
courses or work at a higher grade level.
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MORE TIME
TO CONNECT
EDUCATION, EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES, AND FAMILY TIME—these are all

important parts of a student’s life. We give families a foundation of academic
excellence with the flexibility to layer in exploration, personal interests, new
experiences, and passions.
With Connections Academy, students and families find more time to connect
with what is important to them. Opportunities for social development and handson learning experiences can be worked into the school day. These could include
volunteer work, sports, performing arts, or participating in scouting, 4-H, or other
community organizations.
Some coursework and LiveLesson sessions do need to take place at fixed times.
In addition, each state has set requirements regarding the minimum required hours
of instruction. But there is greater flexibility in how and
when your student spends that time. This combination
of structure and flexibility ensures that students have
time to master their studies and pursue their interests.

1 st

SOCCER
CHAMPS

360
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Personalizing the Program for You

Learning
Schedule

THE

Time

ISABELLA

Grade 2

JACOB

Grade 8

Many families turn to Connections Academy because
it allows them to create a customized learning
schedule. Below are examples of how our students
connect with what is important to them.

MICHAEL

Grade 10

8

Meets friends
at the gym to
exercise

9
10
11

EMILY

Grade 12

Schoolwork
at home

Piano practice
and lessons

Schoolwork
at home

Schoolwork
at home

Completes
schoolwork

Completes
schoolwork

Begins
schoolwork

12
1
2
3

Completes
schoolwork

Completes
schoolwork

4
5

Trains with club
soccer team

Playdate with
friends

6
7
8
9

Ballet class

Swim team
practice

Part-time job
Volunteers
at community
center
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STUDENTS
CONNECT WITH
EACH OTHER AND
THE WORLD
CONNECTIONS ACADEMY SCHOOLS offer many ways for students to stretch and grow beyond their

daily coursework. Students can explore the world around them and form friendships with other
students in their area on school field trips and at special events. They can also meet like-minded
students online and pursue their passions through a broad variety of clubs and activities.
Connections Academy allows students and their families to choose the type and amount of social
interaction they want—whether it’s through one of our activities or in their community. Each
student’s experience at Connections Academy is unique thanks to these wide-ranging opportunities.
And here’s the best news: In addition to enhancing the day-to-day lives of students, extracurricular
activities help them prepare for success in the future.

Think Beyond the Classroom
Student gatherings and activities round out the
school experience. Through them, students
learn life lessons that build upon their course
lessons. These experiences help students gain
social confidence, learn teamwork, and develop
leadership and communication skills.
Plus, they’re lots of fun.

Students from MTS Minnesota Connections
Academy visited the Tri-County Humane
Society, where they helped to socialize a
new litter of puppies as part of the school’s
Service Day.
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Personalizing the Program for You

Students and teachers from Nevada
Connections Academy gathered at Lone
Mountain Park for a face-to-face math
tutoring event that included outdoor activities.

Real-World Exploration
We give families many chances to connect with
our supportive community. Students, teachers,
and parents take learning on the road with a
variety of school-sponsored field trips. Journeys
to museums, farms, state capitals, and firehouses
give

students

real-world

experiences

that

simply can’t be matched in a textbook or online.
Other fun gatherings, like picnics and scavenger
hunts, also provide students and families with
opportunities to socialize and connect.
In addition, middle and high school students
can choose from events such as college fairs and
campus or business tours to help them prepare
for life after graduation.

Parents
Tell Us

CONNECTIONS
ACADEMY

“I love that there are field trips
and events throughout the year
where we have been able to meet
the teacher and other students in
my child’s class. We’re part of a
real community.”
“Regular field trips and activities
keep the children active physically
and socially.”

LEARN MORE

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
OurCommunity
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CLUBS AND
ACTIVITIES MAKE
LEARNING FUN
OUR CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES encourage students to pursue their interests, sharpen

their skills, and make new friends. These rich extracurricular offerings are an
important part of our commitment to providing a well-rounded education and are
open to students at every grade level.

OUR STUDENTS
REALLY SHINE!
The Commonwealth
Connections Academy
Innovators won
the Pennsylvania
Real World Design
Challenge (RWDC)
for the fourth year
in a row in 2014 and
will represent the
state at the national
competition.

Calling All Interests

Student-to-Student Exchange

Students can explore their creativity through

At Connections Academy, we believe every

clubs dedicated to arts and crafts, poetry,

student can benefit from being involved in a club

music, and movies. They can join The Monitor,

or other extracurricular activity. That’s why we

Connections Academy’s student newspaper,

recently launched our new Clubs Ambassador

or Pens and Lens, our student literary magazine,

Program. This program empowers students who

and they can contribute to the online yearbook.

have been enrolled in clubs in recent years to

With nearly 30 clubs available, students can
also pursue interests in sports, broadcasting
and theater, the environment, leadership and

When students join our clubs, they interact

global awareness, and digital storytelling. Other

with other students from all over the country,

students might prefer to delve into gaming and

in every state where Connections Academy has

technology, math competitions, chess club,

a school, as well as with students who attend

science experiments, or robotics.

International Connections Academy. Bringing

Students of all ages can tackle brainteasers,
write letters to pen pals, or demonstrate their
knowledge of trivia through the Quiz Bowl club.
Our career and college planning clubs inspire
middle and high school students to examine
their options and set goals for the future.
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help guide our newest members into the fun and
exciting world of clubs and activities.

students together, sparking their passions, and
pointing them toward a successful future are
what clubs and activities are all about.

LEARN MORE

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
ClubsAndActivities

Personalizing the Program for You

NETWORKS FOR
TALENTED STUDENTS
CONNECTIONS ACADEMY OFFERS THREE TALENT NETWORKS for middle and high school
students who are actively involved in competitive sports, the visual and performing arts, or science
and technology. Talented students may apply to the networks. Once accepted, they can connect with
like-minded students, take part in engaging activities, and interact online with professionals in their
field—all with an eye toward future accomplishments.

Visual and Performing
Arts Talent Network

Science and Technology
Talent Network

This

Students with advanced abilities in

aspiring

network

welcomes

students

Sports Talent Network
Committed student athletes—including
Olympians—network

and

who excel in theater, music, dance,

science and technology gain exposure

make friends with other competitive-

fine arts, photography, videography,

to today’s cutting-edge innovations

sports enthusiasts. While collaborating

and writing. Creative students hone

through guest experts from robotics,

on

their talents as they interact and

cybersecurity, environmental science,

training tips and strategies for success.

collaborate

students

astronomy, and other fields. A variety

Activities include fitness challenges,

in their disciplines. Students may

of competitions and learning activities

athletic training workshops, virtual

also benefit from interactions with

keeps students challenged and inspired.

interviews,

performers in their fields.

Students this year earned first place at

athletic professionals.

with

other

projects,

the regional level in the CyberPatriot
program, a cybersecurity competition.

Student Profile

Grade 8 • California Connections Academy

Nicole Townsend aspires to become a principal dancer in the New York or San
Francisco Ballet. With three hours or more of practice a day, Nicole is grateful
for the flexibility Connections Academy provides to balance her dance and
school schedules. Nicole really likes being able to complete assignments on
her own time at home. Her mom, Iris, says, “The program enables her
to tailor her schoolwork around her dance commitments by making
up missed lessons on the following day or the weekends. As a
result, she is happier and much better rested.” Nicole also
enjoys the LiveLesson sessions because she gets to
interact with her classmates and teachers.
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exchange

interacting
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Making an

informed
decision.
Switching to Connections Academy can be a life-changing
decision for many families, so it’s important to learn as
much as you can about virtual school before you start.
While adjustments are necessary, this change gives you the
power to transform your child’s outlook on learning—for
the better! Parents also tell us that being involved in their
child’s education is tremendously rewarding and enhances
family closeness.

MAKING A
SMOOTH START
ONLINE EDUCATION CAN STRENGTHEN FAMILY TIES and provide the individual

attention children need to thrive, but getting started can be a big change for parents.
That’s why Connections Academy offers a robust assortment of orientation activities
and resources. Our onboarding program helps ensure that every family receives the
support and tools they need to effectively transition to online school.

Orientation

New!

Resources for New Families

Our brief online orientation program is designed

Prepare for Success, a special website specifically

to familiarize new Connections Academy families

for new families, offers a wealth of online

with how virtual school works. Recorded training

resources and reference materials to familiarize

sessions for both parents and students are

you with our school and how it works. You’ll also

available at your convenience, 24/7.

find links to our blog, Virtual Learning Connections,

New!

Learning from Parent Experts

A series of live online Parent-to-Parent Orientations
connects new families to experienced virtual
school parents. Using the same technology that
links students to their teachers, new virtual

and to exciting learning activities.

EXPLORE THIS RESOURCE!

ConnectionsAcademy.com/
Prepare-For-Success

school parents can learn more about being
Learning Coaches, absorb parent-tested tips
for daily routines and organization, and watch a

Support When It’s Needed

guided tour of the education management system.

Families also gain access to our searchable

They can also ask questions!

online help system, available 24/7. The Learning
Coach can also call a toll-free number to speak
with a Connections Academy technical support
representative for assistance with installation
and troubleshooting. And, naturally, support
and encouragement is available from your child’s
teacher and other school staff.

Journey

Make an Informed Decision

Parent
Profile

h

Crystle Barton

Flouris

Pictured with David, grade 1; and
Kristyanna, grade 8
Learning Coach • Commonwealth Connections Academy
For Crystle Barton, Connections Academy provides homebased learning with the quality curriculum and individualized
support she wants for her son and daughter. She also loves
being involved in their education and guiding them on a daily
basis. “It’s fun to see how their brains work, and how they
flourish and grasp the material. There’s no place I’d rather
be,” she says. “And their teachers have been warm, friendly,
and helpful. They made my daughter’s transition to middle
school so much easier.”
In addition to valuing the strong academic foundation the
school provides, the Bartons enjoy attending school field
trips. Crystle loves the scheduling flexibility, which
enables her children to pursue their interests. “We can
travel without missing school, and the children have
more time to participate in horseback riding, as well
as community and church activities.”
Connections Academy has been a great choice for
the Barton family. Crystle even serves as a family
mentor, helping families transition to the school
by offering tips and advice.

Become a Booster
Club ORANGE, our parent booster club, is a fun way to get involved in your child’s
school. Members help spread the word about Connections Academy in their local
communities. With more than 5,000 members, Club ORANGE is also a great way to
connect with other virtual school families.

LEARN MORE: ConnectionsAcademy.com/ClubORANGE
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IS CONNECTIONS
ACADEMY RIGHT
FOR YOU?
FOR MANY STUDENTS AND FAMILIES, virtual school provides the ideal way to learn.

Because we have worked with students and families since 2002, we have learned a lot
about which factors improve the likelihood of success. Read on to determine if Connections
Academy is a good fit for your family.

Connections Academy Works
Well for Families Who:

Connections Academy Is a Good
Fit for Students Who:

• Desire a strong role in their child’s education

• Are motivated to chart their own path to the future

• Prefer to have regular contact with their
student’s teachers

• Want to be part of a welcoming, inclusive community
• Are academically on track or advanced

• Want to help monitor student comprehension
and progress

• Are open to working both independently and
collaboratively with others

• Can dedicate time to keeping their student
motivated

• Like the flexibility to learn from home or in
various locations

• Will provide ongoing guidance and encouragement

• Seek a rigorous academic curriculum to prepare

• Can help organize and structure the learning day

for college
• Will encourage students to interact with others
through field trips, clubs, and community activities

Students who can enroll early will have a proven

Students who are behind academically often stabilize

advantage, as they have more time to prepare for

or

success. Families who need to enroll after the semester

Achieving this type of success requires strong

has started will benefit from consulting with teachers

commitment. Students must attend school regularly

and counselors within the first few days.

and

improve

their

complete

performance

remediation

after

enrolling.

activities. Ongoing

communication between students, parents, and
teachers is also important.
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Make an Informed Decision

READY TO LEARN MORE?
HERE’S HOW:
Attend an information session in person or online, and find answers to your
questions! Visit ConnectionsAcademy.com/Events to find a session near you.
Talk with an experienced parent/Learning Coach by phone or email. Go to
ConnectionsAcademy.com/ContactParent and we’ll put you in touch!
Connect with us via social media:

®

FACEBOOK

Facebook.com/ConnectionsAcademy

PINTEREST

Pinterest.com/ConnectionsAcad

®

TWITTER

Twitter.com/ConnectionsAcad
@ConnectionsAcad

YOUTUBE

YouTube.com/ConnectionsAcademy
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Great

options
for every student. ±
Not every student has a Connections Academy public school
available where he or she lives. Other students prefer to
combine the traditional school experience with the flexibility
of online learning.
We have options for all of these students. International
Connections Academy delivers our high-quality curriculum
all over the world. And Nexus Academy offers a blended
approach, combining the best of online and classroom
instruction in select states. So, every student can choose his
or her ideal path and enjoy a great learning experience.

PRIVATE SCHOOL
ANY TIME, EVERYWHERE
INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS ACADEMY (iNaCA) is a global accredited online

private school for students in grades K–12. We connect students worldwide to
everything they need for successful learning. Expert online teachers, award-winning
curriculum, and personalized instruction come together to meet the needs of families
who are seeking an excellent academic experience with great flexibility.
Many students enroll in iNaCA because they live in an area where a Connections
Academy public school is not available or because they need to attend part-time or
in the summer. Many other iNaCA students are athletes, actors, or others who want a
flexible learning schedule to accommodate the demands of training, travel, or family
work schedules.
In fact, flexibility is a hallmark of the iNaCA program. Students and families have
the freedom to tailor their learning schedules to meet their needs and preferences.
They can also take advantage of flexible start dates.

Class of 2014 Profile
• 67 students from 30 states and four countries
• 99% graduation rate
• 97% college acceptance rate
• 71% scored 3+ on AP Exams
• 1604 combined average SAT score

International Connections
Academy is proud to have
a chapter of the National
Honor Society.
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Additional Education Options

Student Profile

Sydni Hornick

Independence

Grade 11 • International Connections Academy
To accommodate her flourishing career as a professional singer
and songwriter, Sydni Hornick opted for a more flexible learning
environment. Sydni is thankful that she now has extra time to
sing and write songs in honor of her sister who battled cancer.
She is also able to sing at charitable events, such as March of
Dimes and Relay for Life fundraisers.
In addition to the flexibility, Sydni likes being challenged.
“I feel like I’m taking college classes because of the work I have
to put in, especially in my English Honors courses. I definitely
feel prepared for graduation.” Sydni’s mom,
Brandi, is pleased about her daughter’s growth in
confidence and independence. “She learned that
she can do anything she puts her mind to,” she
explained. Sydni plans to graduate early to pursue a career in
digital photography or pediatric oncology.

OUR PRIVATE SCHOOL COULD BE IDEAL FOR
YOUR STUDENT IF:
• Your family travels or moves frequently and could benefit from
accommodating classes and study times.
• Your student requires ultimate flexibility to pursue other interests
and talents.
• Your student wants to take an online course during the summer.
• A Connections Academy public school is not available in your state.
• Your homeschooler wants exciting electives or challenging Honors
and Advanced Placement courses.
• Your student wants to pursue a dual credit or dual diploma program
to get a head start on college requirements.
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GET A HEAD START ON
COLLEGE WITH iNaCA
iNaCA STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE FROM TWO WAYS to earn college credit while

earning a high school diploma.

Dual Diploma Program

Dual Credit Program

Your student can work toward a high school diploma

Qualifying seniors can take up to seven credits of first-

and an associate’s degree at the same time through our

year college courses while pursuing a high school diploma.

partnership with American Public University (APU).

iNaCA’s relationships with leading online providers

The program starts in the freshman year of high school,
when students begin a defined course track. Once the
junior year is successfully completed, students are
granted a year’s worth of college credit—for the cost
of only one year of high school tuition!

like DeVry University and the University of Maryland
University College enable students to take classes at these
institutions and gain college credits while also receiving
high school credits. This allows students to graduate
high school with college credits already earned toward a
bachelor’s degree at an institution of higher learning.

Seniors are then admitted directly into APU, bypassing
the usual admissions process and completing their
sophomore year of college during their senior year of
high school. At the end of the program, graduating
seniors will receive their high school diplomas from

VISIT

InternationalConnectionsAcademy.com/
CollegePrep

iNaCA and their associate degrees from APU. That’s a
significant savings on tuition—and a two-year head
start on a college degree.

Student Profile

Lucas Barker
Grade 3 • International Connections Academy
Looking for a school that would allow him the scheduling flexibility to pursue his
acting career, Lucas Barker made the switch to International Connections Academy.
Lucas sometimes spends long hours on set for his acting roles—including upcoming
parts on The Mentalist on CBS, Justified on FX, and several national commercials—
so he takes his schoolwork with him. “I’m often attending auditions, in rehearsal,
or on set during the day, so I really like that I can complete my work anywhere.
I also like being able to hit pause on the lesson at any time and finish it up later,
even on the weekend,” he says. His mom, Kim, is pleased that iNaCA’s learning
approach gives him incentive to work hard. “He is very independent now.
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He is dedicated to getting his work done because he knows he has to be a
good student if he wants to continue acting.”

Additional Education Options

A PRIVATE SCHOOL
WITH FLEXIBILITY
WHILE MOST STUDENTS ARE ENROLLED IN iNaCA FULL-TIME, we also have many students

who enroll on a part-time basis to take a few classes. Whether attending part-time or full-time,
each iNaCA student receives high-quality instruction tailored to his or her needs.

Take Summer Courses While Still
Enjoying Summer

Thr

With nearly 100 courses to choose from and
flexible start dates, iNaCA makes it possible to fit
schooling around summer activities. Our summer

ive !

program includes:
• Complete high school courses to satisfy
graduation requirements or accelerate your
student’s academic progress
• Credit recovery courses to help your student
stay on track and acquire skills for success
• “Summer Smarts” courses for grades K–8 to help
your student catch up or enhance existing skills

Respected
Accreditation
International Connections Academy
is accredited by:
• The Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools (MSA)
• The Southern Association of Colleges &
Schools Council on Accreditation and

QUESTIONS?
READY TO ENROLL?

1-888-440-2899
InternationalConnectionsAcademy.com

School Improvement (SACS CASI)
• The Northwest Accreditation
Commission (NWAC)
Connections Education is accredited
by AdvancED.
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EXPECT MORE
NEXUS ACADEMY PROVIDES A FRESH APPROACH TO HIGH SCHOOL for students

who want more. Our unique blend of in-person and online learning is just
one of the many things that transform the typical high school experience from
ordinary to extraordinary.

94%
of Nexus
Academy
parents
say they’re
satisfied
with the
helpfulness
of their
child’s
teacher.

Blended Learning:
The Best of Both Worlds

coursework and virtual classes in team zones.
They work under the guidance of Success

Online education is a natural fit for today’s teens.
Students at Nexus Academy gain the computer

Coaches, who also meet with them to talk about
their goals, progress, and challenges.

proficiency they will need in college and in a career,

When they’re off campus, students spend

while learning in a school setting that offers its

approximately 12 hours a week completing online

own benefits. Nexus Academy schools combine

lessons. The built-in flexibility in scheduling is

top-quality online learning with a supportive

ideal for students who have jobs or internships,

in-person atmosphere to deliver a complete,

want to take college courses, or are pursuing

well-rounded education.

personal interests.

There’s no tuition because Nexus Academy

A Space that Does More

schools are public schools. To ensure individual
attention, just 150 students attend at a time.

At Nexus Academy, an open seating selection of
couches, café-style tables, and study stations

What’s a Typical Day Like at a
Nexus Academy School?

lets students work individually, in small groups,

For their time on campus, students can choose to

best in motion.

or as a whole team. There are even exercise bikes
and balance-ball chairs for students who work

attend during the morning or afternoon session,
each offered four days a week. Extra time on

Classrooms are comfortable and equipped with

campus is available for those who need it.

high-tech instructional tools to keep learning

During each school day, students have an

make up each class so they can work with and

advisory period dedicated to team activities

focus on the lessons, the teacher, and each other.

fun and engaging. An average of 15 students

and college skill-building work. While on-site,
students attend small-group classes with their
English and math teachers.
When they’re not engaged with their on-site
teachers,
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students

complete

their

online

REQUEST A TOUR ONLINE

NexusAcademySchool.com/
Events

Additional Education Options

Student Profile

Jaina Cox

Discover

Grade 10 • Nexus Academy of Indianapolis

As a self-driven and independent learner, Jaina Cox sought a more challenging
educational experience. At her previous school, Jaina “didn’t feel challenged at all.”
At Nexus Academy, she greatly benefits from college preparation classes and
appreciates that the environment is similar to her older sister’s college. Jaina loves
the freedom Nexus Academy gives her to do things on her own, and she is involved
in several school activities, including student council, book club, and poetry club.
Jaina’s mom, Sherri, says, “Nexus Academy allows her to open up and be herself.
It brings out individuality in each child.” Receiving a top-quality education
has reinforced Jaina’s dreams of working in a school and becoming a teacher.

Students Who Expect More

NEXUS ACADEMY IS THE PERFECT
CHOICE FOR STUDENTS WHO:

By enrolling in Nexus Academy, students open
themselves up to a world of possibilities. They

• Are willing to work hard and have the motivation to take
charge of their learning

may seek out additional challenges or get a head
start on college. They learn to take charge of

• Want to gain the strong technology skills needed in college
and the workplace

their education and develop self-motivation and
independent learning skills.

• Want a rigorous academic curriculum to prepare for college
• Possess strong reading comprehension skills

94%

of Nexus Academy parents
say our school environment
is warm and inviting.

• Prefer smaller class sizes with opportunities for personal
attention from teachers and staff
• Like the ability to learn from home or in various locations

WHERE CAN I FIND
NEXUS ACADEMY?
Indiana

Michigan

Ohio

Indianapolis

Grand Rapids

Cleveland

Lansing

Columbus

Royal Oak

Toledo

HOW CAN I
FIND OUT MORE?
1-888-533-6360
NexusAcademySchools.com

MI

IN

OH
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Courses, Clubs,
and Activities

Designed
for
SUCCESS.
Connections Academy delivers a comprehensive, high-quality
curriculum. At each grade level, we lay the groundwork for
future success by building a solid foundation in required
courses, developing lifelong learning and analytical skills, and
encouraging exploration, critical thinking, and problem solving.
With the best resources at their fingertips, students master core
subjects: language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Our broad range of electives, Gifted and Talented courses, and
Honors and AP classes allow students of diverse abilities to thrive
and grow. And our wide variety of clubs and activities help foster
well-rounded individuals who are prepared to flourish personally
and professionally.

Explore Courses, Clubs, and Activities
54–69
70–77
78–100

Grades K–5
Grades 6–8
Grades 9–12

KINDERGARTEN
The kindergarten curriculum provides students with everything they need to get started on
a lifetime of learning. The texts, stories, and activities cover the basics of reading, writing,
science, social studies, and math while providing young students with a fun and interactive
learning experience.
Language Arts

In kindergarten, students build a

Math

Mathematical thinking and problem solving are

foundation for successful reading as they explore topics

introduced in kindergarten. Students explore topics and

and apply reading, writing, speaking, and listening

apply mathematical practices outlined in national and

skills outlined in national and state standards. Learning

state standards. They learn how to identify numbers, write

activities combine phonics, listening, comprehension,

numbers zero to 20, and count to 100 by ones and tens.

and vocabulary instruction with daily exposure to

They also describe, sort, and compare objects and learn

books, including literature and informational texts.

basic shapes. Stories and activities introduce addition and

A combination of interactive and hands-on exercises

subtraction. A combination of interactive and hands-on

encourages the development of fine motor skills. Students

exercises teaches students about money, time, fractions,

learn language skills as well as letter formation, and they

and measurement.

practice these by drawing, dictating, and writing. By the

enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley

end of kindergarten, many students will be reading, and all
students should be able to recognize consonants as well as
long and short vowel sounds.
Reading Street, Scott Foresman

Science
A

The key to science is stimulating curiosity.

combination

of

interactive

and

hands-on

exercises encourages students to observe, describe,
measure, and question the world around them.
Life, Earth, and physical sciences are introduced.
Students investigate living things, such as plants
and animals, and nonliving things, such as matter
and mixtures.
Interactive Science, Pearson
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Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Social Studies Students learn the concepts of community,
nation, and world in this course. They answer essential
questions including “How do people get what they
need?”; “How is culture shared?”; and “How does life
change throughout history?” A combination of interactive
and hands-on exercises teaches students about personal
responsibility, good citizenship, and basic geography.
While learning about America’s past and important
historical figures, students research their personal history
and heroes.
myWorld Social Studies, Here We Are, Pearson

Educational Technology and Online Learning

In this

course, students explore the features of a draw and paint
program as a tool to support emerging reading, writing,
and mathematics skills. They learn to locate letters and
numbers on the keyboard. A study skills unit introduces
them to listening and visualization techniques that
support learning. Students also learn to recognize safe
and responsible use of technology resources so they can
become model digital citizens.

Art

In art, students explore color, line, and shape.

A combination of interactive and hands-on studio
projects encourages students to create art. They sharpen
their fine motor skills and explore the areas of art
they find interesting. Artistic modes include drawing,
painting, assembling, and sculpting.

Physical Education

In

kindergarten,

physical

education encourages students to develop their fine
motor skills, movement, and confidence to enjoy
healthy physical activity regularly. A combination
of

interactive

students

and

essential

hands-on
skills.

activities

Students

teaches

learn

how

Curriculum
Supplements
Digital and Interactive Resources
BrainPOP Jr.®
TM
Discovery Education streaming
EBSCO
Google Earth®
Grammar Jammers
TM
Grolier Online

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools
Activity Tracker
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Pan Balance

Books
Abuela
Farfallina and Marcel
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Language Arts K Course Guide
Little Books Package
Little Quack
Math K Course Guide
Mayday! Mayday! A Coast Guard Rescue
My Lucky Day
My Skills Buddy Workbooks
Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook
Science K Course Guide
Social Studies K Course Guide
This Is the Way We Go to School!

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Letter Tiles
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit

to respect themselves and others while playing.

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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FIRST GRADE
The curriculum for grade one builds on the foundation established in kindergarten.
The focus is on developing reading skills and learning the basics of math, science, and
social studies. Students strengthen their communication skills and explore the concepts
of number sense, addition, subtraction, and basic geometry. They also develop an
understanding of both the United States and the world.
Language Arts Students explore topics and apply reading,

Math

writing, speaking, and listening practices outlined in

apply mathematical practices outlined in national and

national and state standards. Students are taught to attack

state standards. While building strategies for addition

new words using a variety of decoding and contextual

and subtraction of whole numbers, students also develop

strategies, and they are given daily opportunities to apply

their problem-solving and reasoning skills. Students

these skills to literature and informational texts. They are

use hands-on activities and tools to practice money and

taught to think about what they read by implementing

measurement concepts. They also explore geometry

various guided reading strategies. Their handwriting

topics—shapes, congruence, and symmetry—and learn to

improves and their writing skills strengthen as they

analyze picture graphs, data, and bar graphs.

compose narrative, informational, and opinion pieces.

In first grade math, students explore topics and

enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley

Reading Street, Scott Foresman

Science

This course encourages students to explore the

natural world. They study Earth, its resources, ways to
protect the planet, and how plants and animals grow and
change. They create a model of a mountain and investigate
the way sunlight affects leaves. Students also learn about
the scientific method and explore careers in science.
Science: A Closer Look, McGraw-Hill

Math Manipulatives Kit
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Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Curriculum
Supplements
Digital and Interactive Resources
BrainPOP Jr.®
Discovery Education™ streaming
EBSCO
Grammar Jammers
Grolier Online™
SkillsTutor®
Take Me to Your Readers

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools

Social Studies

Students learn about the ways in which

people contribute to their communities and work together
to the benefit of all. This course explores the concepts
of good citizenship, neighborhoods, and economics.
Students also study maps, photographs, biographies,
illustrations, poetry, and music to help explain the concept
of communities and extend it to the larger world.
Social Studies: All Together, Scott Foresman

Educational Technology and Online Learning In this
course, students build on foundational skills while using
software to draw, type, and format text. They also create
presentations to support academic skills. Students learn
listening and organizational skills and set attainable
learning goals. Students become responsible users
of technology as they learn about Internet safety and
appropriate online behavior.

Art

Students expand their understanding of color, line,

and shape. Activities include drawing, cutting, creating
designs, and paper construction. The concepts of texture
and three-dimensional forms are introduced.

Physical Education

Activity Tracker
Connect-a-Majig®
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Pan Balance

Books
The Grammar and Writing Practice Book
Ira Sleeps Over
Language Arts 1 Course Guide
Language Arts: Practice Book 1 (Volume 1)
Language Arts: Practice Book 1 (Volume 2)
Math 1 Course Guide
Math: Interactive Homework Workbook
Math: Transitioning to Common Core
Student Lessons
Phonics and Spelling Practice Book
Science 1 Course Guide
Science: Building Skills Reading and
Writing Workbook
Social Studies 1 Course Guide
Social Studies: All Together Workbook
Zaner-Bloser Handwriting

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Jump Rope
Letter Tiles
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit
Yoga DVDs

Each week, students learn new

games and activities that are grouped into thematic units
including Making Healthy Choices and Games Around the
World. In addition to completing the activities described
in the lessons, students have the option of participating

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.

in yoga or an individual or a team sport.
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SECOND GRADE
The language arts focus in grade two is on improving students’ comprehension and fluency
along with their grammar, spelling, and handwriting skills. Students explore basic history,
geography, economics, and government concepts in social studies. In math, they continue
to expand their understanding of numbers and operations and are introduced to basic
concepts in algebra, geometry, and measurement. In science, students explore energy and
the changing states of matter.
Language Arts Students explore topics and apply reading,

Science

This course stimulates students’ curiosity

writing, speaking, and listening practices outlined in

about the world around them. They investigate

national and state standards. They apply word-attack

energy and changing states of matter, such as liquid

skills to increasingly complex texts and build their oral

water changing to water vapor, and they create a weather

and sight vocabularies through daily instruction. While

chart. Students enjoy hands-on and virtual activities as

practicing new skills, students take part in activities based

they investigate the importance of water and vegetation

on selections they are reading. Students apply handwriting

in life science and explore forces in physical science.

and grammar skills to narrative, informational, and
opinion pieces.
Reading Street, Scott Foresman

Math

Science: A Closer Look, McGraw-Hill

Social Studies

Students explore basic concepts of

history, geography, economics, and government while
Students explore topics and apply mathematical

discovering more about world cultures. Students

practices outlined in national and state standards. Students

practice basic map, chart, graph, and critical-thinking

use hands-on activities to study time, money, geometry,

skills. They also learn about ordinary people who

and fractions. They connect numbers to statistics using

demonstrate good citizenship and famous people

basic algebraic concepts and simple graphs. Students also

who have influenced the United States and the world.

investigate measurement topics such as weight, mass,

Social Studies: People and Places, Scott Foresman

capacity, time, and temperature.
enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley

B UL
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C

Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

State History All students are introduced to the history
of their state. They trace the timeline from Native
Americans to the present while focusing on the state’s
people, government, economy, resources, and geography.
Throughout the course, students are introduced to
analytical skills such as recognizing change and continuity
over time, as well as identifying cause and effect. (This
course may be offered in second, third, or fourth grade
depending on the student’s state requirements.)

Educational Technology and Online Learning

In

this course, students use appropriate technology tools
and resources to complete projects and solve problems.
Students use software to draw, write, organize, and present
information. Students learn listening and organizational
skills and set attainable learning goals. Students become
responsible users of technology as they learn about
Internet safety and appropriate online behavior.

Art

Students learn how the elements and principles of art

are combined to create unique and expressive artwork. They
explore how art is connected to other subjects such as science
and math. Students also learn the basics of drawing,
painting, and three-dimensional design.

Physical Education Each week, students learn a new game
or activity based on thematic units including games they
can make and games from around the world. In addition
to doing the activities described in the lessons, students
have the option of participating in yoga or an individual
or a team sport.

Curriculum
Supplements
Digital and Interactive Resources
BrainPOP Jr.®
Discovery Education™ streaming
EBSCO
Grammar Jammers
Grolier Online™
SkillsTutor®

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools
Activity Tracker
Connect-a-Majig®
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Pan Balance

Books
Amelia Bedelia and the Cat
Frog and Toad Are Friends
The Grammar and Writing Practice Book
Language Arts 2 Course Guide
Language Arts: Practice Book 2 (Volume 1)
Language Arts: Practice Book 2 (Volume 2)
Math 2 Course Guide
Math: Interactive Homework Workbook
Math: Transitioning to Common Core
Student Lessons
Phonics and Spelling Practice Book
Science 2 Course Guide
Science: Building Skills Reading and
Writing Workbook
Social Studies 2 Course Guide
Social Studies: People and Places Workbook
Zaner-Bloser Handwriting

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Jump Rope
Letter Tiles
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit
Yoga DVDs

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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THIRD GRADE
In grade three, the goal in language arts is to strengthen students’ comprehension skills as
they read and analyze more complex texts. In science, students use hands-on activities and
observation to further their understanding of the scientific method. In math, they explore
various strategies for multiplication and division. In social studies, students compare
communities, learn basic economics, and more.
Language Arts

Students explore topics and apply

reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills outlined in
national and state standards. As they read critically and
analyze literary and informational texts, they also learn
and apply new word-study skills. Writing progresses to
paragraphs and, eventually, longer compositions. As they
compose, students learn the five stages of writing: planning,
drafting, revising, editing, and publishing. Students also
begin to conduct short research projects.
Reading Street, Scott Foresman

Math

Third grade math provides the opportunity for

students to explore topics and apply math skills outlined in
national and state standards. Multiplication and division
are introduced as well as adding and subtracting decimals.
Students’ understanding of these operations continues
to develop as they apply problem-solving strategies
and mathematical reasoning to their work. Students
use hands-on activities to explore geometric patterns,
shapes, and solids. They also use tools to determine
measurements such as time and temperature. In the
probability unit, students gather data, create graphs, and
perform experiments.
enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley

Science

Students explore the living world and the sky

above. In life science, students begin by analyzing things
that make up the living world and then study life cycles
and ecosystems. They study the composition of Earth
as well as its location in relation to the sun and moon.
In physical science, students investigate the properties
of matter.
Science: A Closer Look, McGraw-Hill
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Social Studies

This course focuses on the theme

of community, with an emphasis on history, civics,
economics, and geography. Students compare communities
and examine the American political system, including the
Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and
the three branches of government, all within the context
of a citizen’s rights and responsibilities. Students are
introduced to economics by studying money, prices, and
supply and demand, with a special emphasis on making
good personal economic decisions.
Social Studies: Communities, Scott Foresman

Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

State History All students are introduced to the history
of their state. The history ranges from the time of
Native Americans to the present. While focusing on the
state’s people, government, economy, resources, and
geography, the course intertwines analytical skills such
as recognizing change and continuity over time and
identifying cause and effect. (This course may be offered in
second, third, or fourth grade depending on the student’s
state requirements.)

Educational Technology and Online Learning In this
course, students use appropriate technology tools and
resources to complete projects, manage information, and
solve problems. Students use software to write, organize,
analyze, and present information. They learn listening
and organizational skills and set attainable learning
goals. Students become responsible users of technology
as they learn about Internet safety and appropriate
online behavior.

Art

Digital and Interactive Resources
BrainPOP®
BrainPOP Jr.®
Discovery Education™ streaming
EBSCO
Grammar Jammers
Grolier Online™
SkillsTutor®

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools
Activity Tracker
Lemonade Stand
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Spring Scale

Books

Students engage in arts and crafts that explore the

characteristics of the four seasons. As they study the art
of various cultures, they are introduced to art history and
art criticism. Students also use a variety of media to create
two- and three-dimensional projects.

Physical Education

Curriculum
Supplements

By third grade, students are

expected to understand and demonstrate clearly defined
combinations of movements, and they learn one or more
new activities each week. Students learn the importance
of nutrition as it relates to health and physical fitness.
They also have the option of participating in yoga or an
individual or a team sport.

Get Fit Handbook
The Grammar & Writing Book
Language Arts 3 Course Guide
Language Arts: Practice Book 3 (Volume 1)
Language Arts: Practice Book 3 (Volume 2)
Math 3 Course Guide
Math: Interactive Homework
Workbook
Novels
Phonics and Spelling Practice Book
Science 3 Course Guide
Science: Building Skills Reading and
Writing Workbook
Social Studies 3 Course Guide
Social Studies: Communities Quick Study
Zaner-Bloser Handwriting

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Jump Rope
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit
Yoga DVDs

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
A Gifted and Talented course is available at some
schools. Gifted and Talented math courses include
above-grade-level content that may not be noted
in the summaries above.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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FOURTH GRADE
The fourth grade language arts curriculum continues to advance students’ study of literature
and informational texts. Students enhance their exploration of life, physical, and Earth
sciences; apply geography skills in social studies; and advance their math skills by working
with fractions, decimals, and units of measurement.
Language Arts

Students explore topics and apply

reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills outlined
in national and state standards. They learn to understand
vocabulary and read more independently. Basic writing
skills are reinforced as students write longer, wellorganized narrative,

informational,

and opinion

compositions. Spelling, handwriting, and proper language
usage are emphasized. Daily spelling activities help
students learn to spell and use words correctly.
Reading Street, Scott Foresman

Math

Students explore topics and apply math

skills outlined in national and state standards. Mastery
of basic skills helps students multiply two-digit
numbers and divide three-digit numbers by onedigit divisors. Measurement covers both customary
and metric units. Students also study geometry
concepts including lines, angles, polygons, perimeter,
area, and congruence. Fourth grade math also covers
equations, statistics using data and graphing techniques,
and probability concepts. Throughout the course,
students practice problem-solving strategies and explain
mathematical reasoning.
enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley

Science

geography and history of the United States in this course.
During their studies, students learn how to use different
types of maps and apply geographic skills and concepts.
The course emphasizes the role of the individual in the
community and the concept of change over time. (Course

Students in this course use the scientific

method to perform hands-on and virtual explorations. In
the area of life science, they explore the differences and
similarities among organisms. In Earth science, students
investigate the differences between rocks and minerals
and explore forces and forms of energy. Students are also
introduced to the idea of a career in science.
Science: A Closer Look, McGraw-Hill
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Social Studies A regional approach is used to examine the

may vary by state.)
Social Studies: Regions, Scott Foresman

Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

State History All students are introduced to the history
of their state. The timeline stretches from Native
Americans to the present while focusing on the state’s
people, government, economy, resources, and geography.
Students are also introduced to analytical skills such as
recognizing change and continuity over time as well as
identifying cause and effect. (This course may be offered in
second, third, or fourth grade depending on the student’s
state requirements.)

Educational Technology and Online Learning
In this course, students use appropriate technology
tools and resources to complete projects, manage
information,

and

solve

problems.

Students

use

software to write, organize, analyze, and present
information. Students become responsible users
of technology as they learn about Internet safety,
appropriate online behavior, and effective search and
website evaluation strategies.

Art

In this course, students are introduced to works of art

from several continents. As they become more familiar
with art elements and the principles of design, they learn
how these are applied in creating visual art in diverse
cultures around the world. In addition, students use various
media to create two- and three-dimensional projects.

Physical Education

By fourth grade, students have

improved hand–eye coordination, and they understand
rules and the importance of following them. This prepares
them for more advanced instruction in both individual
and partner activities. Students learn the importance of
nutrition and exercise as they relate to health and physical
fitness. They also have the option of participating in yoga
or an individual or a team sport.

Curriculum
Supplements
Digital and Interactive Resources
6 Trait Power Write®
BrainPOP®
Discovery Education™ streaming
EBSCO
Grammar Jammers
Grolier Online™
SkillsTutor®

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools
Activity Tracker
Lemonade Stand
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Spring Scale

Books
Get Fit Handbook
The Grammar & Writing Book
Language Arts 4 Course Guide
Language Arts: Practice Book 4
Math 4 Course Guide
Math: Interactive Homework Workbook
Novels
Science 4 Course Guide
Science: Building Skills Reading and
Writing Workbook
Social Studies 4 Course Guide
Social Studies: Regions Quick Study
Word Study and Spelling Practice Book

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Jump Rope
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit
Yoga DVDs

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
A Gifted and Talented course is available at some
schools. Gifted and Talented math courses include
above-grade-level content that may not be noted
in the summaries above.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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FIFTH GRADE
In fifth grade, students continue to strengthen their reading comprehension and build reading
proficiency. They sharpen their investigative skills while expanding their knowledge of life,
physical, and Earth sciences. Students are also introduced to more-advanced mathematical
operations, learn American history up to the present day, and chart the growth of the nation.
Language Arts

Students explore topics and apply

Science

Students continue to sharpen their

reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills outlined in

investigative skills. In life science, students examine

national and state standards. Writing instruction focuses

the living world; in physical science, they explore

on structure, format, and grammar. Students use effective

characteristics of matter, sound, and light. Students also

planning tools such as graphic organizers and outlines to

learn about the Earth’s composition and the forces that

create narrative, informational, and opinion compositions.

shape its surface. The scientific method is reinforced, and

Reading Street, Scott Foresman

careers in science are discussed.
Science: A Closer Look, McGraw-Hill

Math

Students explore topics and apply math skills

outlined in national and state standards. The order of
operations is discussed, and students learn to solve and
write equations and inequalities. Students advance in
geometry as they classify two- and three-dimensional
solids, calculate the surface area and volume of regular and
irregular figures, explore graphing and probability, create
circle graphs, and make predictions based on statistics.
Throughout the course, students practice problem-solving
strategies and explain their mathematical reasoning.
enVisionMATH, Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley
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Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Social Studies In this course, students trace the history
of the United States from the earliest Americans to the
21st century. Students practice map skills as they chart
the growth of the nation and develop their ability to
compare, sequence events, and interpret sources. Students
also study how geography has affected culture and
historic events.
Social Studies: The United States, Scott Foresman

Educational Technology and Online Learning In this
course, students use appropriate technology tools and
resources to complete projects, manage information, and
solve problems. Students use software to write, organize,
analyze, and present information. Students learn listening
and organizational skills and set attainable learning
goals. Students become responsible communicators and
users of technology as they learn about intellectual
property, Internet safety, and effective search and
evaluation strategies.

Art

Students are introduced to various works of art, and

they become familiar with the elements of art and the
principles of design. They examine how these elements
and principles were applied to create visual art in different
time periods and cultures. Students use assorted media to
create two- and three-dimensional projects.

Physical Education

By fifth grade, students understand

the concepts of fair play and playing by the rules.
Respecting themselves and others is emphasized during
cooperative physical education activities. Students learn
the importance of nutrition and exercise as they relate to
health and physical fitness. They also have the option of
participating in yoga or an individual or a team sport.

Curriculum
Supplements
Digital and Interactive Resources
6 Trait Power Write®
BrainPOP®
Discovery EducationTM streaming
EBSCO
Grammar Jammers
Grolier Online™
SkillsTutor®

Connections Academy Exclusives!
Instructional Tools
Lab Investigator: Rocks and Minerals
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard
Virtual Spring Scale

Books
Get Fit Handbook
The Grammar & Writing Book
Language Arts 5 Course Guide
Language Arts: Practice Book 5
Math 5 Course Guide
Math: Interactive Homework Workbook
Novels
Science 5 Course Guide
Science: Building Skills Reading
and Writing Workbook
Social Studies 5 Course Guide
Social Studies: The United States
Workbook
Word Study and Spelling Practice Book

Learning Supplies
Art Kit
Jump Rope
Math Manipulatives Kit
Science Kit
Yoga DVDs

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
A Gifted and Talented course is available at some
schools. Gifted and Talented math courses include
above-grade-level content that may not be noted
in the summaries above.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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ELECTIVE COURSES K–5
Chinese (I and II)

Students learn Mandarin Chinese

Home Life In this course, students select from a number

through conversations with a native speaker. Cultural

of activities that develop their skills through fun,

explorations lead students to make connections between

experiential learning projects. Activities include cooking,

their culture and that of people in the Mandarin-speaking

crafts, sewing, home maintenance, family outings,

world. These introductory courses use many interactive

and genealogy.

components to engage students with the Chinese language
and culture. (The courses are offered to students in third,

Sign Language

fourth, and fifth grade.)

fundamentals of American Sign Language through the use

Experiencing Music (I, II, and III)

This course introduces students to the

of vocabulary, grammar, and conversation as well as basic
Designed for students

signing and fingerspelling techniques. Special activities

in grades K–2, these courses introduce younger students

and exercises help students understand the culture of the

to the basic components of music: melody and rhythm.

deaf and hard-of-hearing community.

Students use these components to explore their own voices
by creating beats and rhythms. In addition, students use

Spanish (I and II) These highly interactive courses enable

critical-listening skills to analyze music they hear as they

students to communicate with a native speaker and make

participate in interactive experiences. With audio, visual,

connections between their culture and the culture of

and interactive technologies, these courses provide a

people in the Spanish-speaking world. Students further

unique and advanced learning experience for students in

develop their Spanish communication skills as they study

these grades.

familiar topics such as school, clothes, and community.

Discovering Music (I, II, and III)

(These courses are offered for students in third, fourth,
Designed for students

and fifth grade.)

in grades 3–5, these courses teach students fundamental
musicianship skills from a Western Classical approach

WebQuest

while aligning to national music education standards. The

to participate in a unique and individual WebQuest

courses challenge students to improve their listening,

experience. The course is primarily based on students’

notation, analysis, performance, and improvisation skills.

collecting, submitting, and tracking their own data. In

With audio, visual, and interactive technologies, these

addition, students are able to share online their collected

courses provide a unique and advanced learning experience

information with other students.

This interactive elective allows students

for students in these grades.

Gifted and Talented Literature Study 2

This course is new, revised, or expanded.

This course,

for second graders only, is organized around the themes
of friendship, responsibility, and bravery. The Junior
Great Books® program, which is the basis for this course,
employs the Shared Inquiry™ method. This method
enables students to discuss these themes and make
interpretations. This approach to learning fosters a vibrant
environment where students acquire the habits and
strategies of self-reliant thinkers, readers, and learners.
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Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

CLUBS & ACTIVITIES K–5
Arts and Crafts

This club encourages students to

Digital Storytelling Club

Students use a variety of

create crafts using materials found at home and

computer programs to tell their original tales through

in n ature. Th rough t he s tudy o f cu lture, science,

pictures and audio. They share stories in their LiveLesson

and math, students work on projects such as lava lamps,

sessions and through Message Board discussions to get

suncatchers, and bunny poppers.

feedback from peers. Students also share their final
products in the Virtual Library for all to enjoy.

Book Club Participants read selected books and share their
observations with each other in online forums. LiveLesson

Environmental Club

sessions allow students to meet and discuss themes and

awareness of their contribution to and effect on the

plots with professional writers and artists.

environment. Members exchange ideas about ways to

Students develop an individual

keep our planet clean and discuss global issues such

Brainteasers Club Members solve anagrams, riddles, crack

as alternative energy, trash collection and recycling,

the code challenges, logic grids, rebus puzzles, and more—

and

all delivered to them through a weekly newsletter. Students

show

are also encouraged to create their own brainteasers and

issues on a local level. Members also hear from experts and

share them on the Connexus Message Boards.

professionals who work on environmental issues.

Chess Clubs

Members learn, socialize, and play in an

allocating
students

limited
how

they

resources.
can

Activities

influence

these

This club or activity is new, revised, or expanded.

atmosphere of friendly competition using an exclusive
gaming site, available 24/7. After completing a tutorial,
students request games through the gaming system at
their desired skill level, and the online chess play begins.
Monthly presentations enhance learning and build
friendships, while a second-semester tournament allows
for more intensive competition. Introduction to Chess and
Advanced Chess Clubs are both available.
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CLUBS & ACTIVITIES K–5
Math Club I

First In Math ® online harnesses the

Movie Club

(CONTINUED)

Members learn about film genres,

power of digital gaming to expose students to a natural

acting, special effects, and musical compositions

form of learning far more engaging than traditional,

around monthly themes. Student film buffs gain

rote drills. Online practice reinforces a wide range of

opportunities

skills, from simple addition to algebraic equations.

and collaborate with others to create their own movies as

Flexibility within the program allows club facilitators

part of a virtual showcase.

to

demonstrate

their

creativity

to encourage students to participate in activities that
meet their learning needs and skill levels, while still

Music Club Students who enjoy performing, composing,

providing autonomy within the program, resulting

or listening to music explore various musical genres,

in increased engagement and motivation. Monthly

lyrics, and instruments. Members have opportunities

meetings provide opportunities for enriched and

to collaborate and exercise their creativity by designing

collaborative learning.

their own musical instruments or participating in a virtual

Math Club II

showcase and talent show.
Fourth and fifth graders compete in the

International Mathematical Olympiad. These gifted and

Pen Pals It’s a classic way to build friendships. Students

talented math students meet twice a month: first to review

develop their skills in letter writing, written expression,

high-level problem-solving strategies and techniques,

and penmanship while making friends with other students

and next to apply their skills in the official competition

across the country. Once a month, students meet online to

and accrue points that will determine annual winners.

share personal experiences and personal favorites, such as
favorite foods and favorite celebrations.

Pens and Lens: Student Literary Magazine The monthly
Pens and Lens magazine recognizes and publishes original
student-created poetry, short stories, and photographs.
This recognition encourages and inspires other students
to pursue both writing and photography.
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Grades K–5: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Quiz Bowl Students have access to trivia questions within

Science in the Kitchen Young students are encouraged

Connexus, allowing them to test their knowledge of fun

to apply their research skills and scientific knowledge

facts. Student winners with the highest percentage of

by conducting experiments using household items.

correct answers are announced at the end of the year.

Students’

kitchens

double

as

laboratories

for

conducting safe, simple experiments. Club members

Robotics Club

Members learn how robots are used in

popular culture, scientific studies, and commercial

then discuss their results online with fellow students.

enterprises. Students work together to program a

Sports Club Students who enjoy athletics explore a variety

robot to navigate an obstacle course. Their creativity

of sporting activities. Members discuss the similarities

is en couraged as th ey plan , design, and s ubmit

and differences of various seasonal sports and have the

drawings of their ultimate robots. No previous

opportunity to learn about training techniques and fitness

computer coding experience is required, and no

programs. Monthly fitness challenges in LiveLesson

materials are required for participation. Club members

sessions encourage friendly competition and emphasize

in some states may have the opportunity to participate in

the importance of regular exercise.

state or regional robotic competitions.
Students and Learning Coaches will receive information about
signing up for clubs and activities after the school year begins.
Additional school-based clubs may also be available.
This club or activity is new, revised, or expanded.
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LANGUAGE ARTS 6–8
Students sharpen and strengthen skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking. They are
exposed to a wide variety of writing styles to create a sense of curiosity and excitement.
Students improve comprehension of increasingly complex literary and informational texts
as they discuss, analyze, and critique these texts. They learn to make connections between
their reading and the world. Students also expand their academic vocabularies and build
confidence through independent reading. They write expository and creative compositions
and employ test-taking strategies that are effective for different types of learners.
Language Arts 6

Through the study of authors such

as Elizabeth Partridge, Gary Soto, and Langston Hughes,
students ponder such questions as “Is conflict always
bad?”; “How do we decide who we are?”; and “How much
do our communities shape us?” Short-term research
engages students’ curiosity and critical-thinking skills.
Students are encouraged to support their ideas with
evidence as they practice narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
Pearson Common Core Literature, Grade 6

Language Arts 7

By studying authors such as Amy

Tan, Emily Dickinson, and Laurence Yep, students ponder
such questions as “Does every conflict have a winner?”;
“What is the best way to communicate?”; and “Do others
see us more clearly than we see ourselves?” Short- and
long-term research engages their curiosity and criticalthinking skills. Students are encouraged to integrate
knowledge and ideas into their work as they practice
narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
Pearson Common Core Literature, Grade 7

Language Arts 8 Through the study of authors such
as Nikki Giovanni, Elie Wiesel, and Mark Twain, students
ponder such questions as “Can all conflicts be resolved?”; “Is
it our differences or our similarities that matter most?”; and
“Are yesterday’s heroes important today?” Students
exercise their curiosity and critical-thinking skills through
short- and long-term research. They refine and reinforce
their skills by practicing narrative, informative, and
persuasive writing.
Pearson Common Core Literature, Grade 8

Textbooks may vary by state.
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Curriculum
Supplements
Language Arts 6

The Cay
Guardians of Grammar
Journey to Topaz
Walk Two Moons
WriteToLearn

Language Arts 7

Dragonwings
Guardians of Grammar
The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963
WriteToLearn

Language Arts 8

Activity Tracker
The Giver
Guardians of Grammar
Johnny Tremain
WriteToLearn

Grades 6–8: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

MATH 6–8
The middle school math program provides interactive, engaging content that encourages
students to think critically, make real-world connections, and collaborate with peers.
These courses contain a variety of online instructional resources such as virtual tools,
educational games, and tutorials that enable students to manipulate and make sense
of mathematical problems. Throughout the program, students reason abstractly and
quantitatively, engage in mathematical discussions, strategically apply concepts, and
express their reasoning.
Math 6

Students connect ratio and rate to whole

number multiplication and division and also use the
concepts of ratio and rate to solve problems. In addition,
they expand their ability to divide fractions and to write,
interpret, and apply expressions and equations. They also
develop an understanding of statistical thinking.
Mathematics: Course 1, Prentice Hall

Math 7

Students build on their knowledge of

proportional relationships and operations with rational
numbers. They solve real-world problems involving scale
drawings, geometric constructions, area, surface area, and

Curriculum
Supplements
Algebra Readiness (Pre-Algebra)
Online Course Guide
Math 6 Online Course Guide
Math 7 Online Course Guide
Online Equation Editor
Virtual 2-D/3-D Shapes
Virtual Geoboard

volume. Students also draw inferences about populations
based on samples.
Mathematics: Course 2, Prentice Hall

Algebra Readiness (Pre-Algebra) Students prepare for

BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Gizmos, Grolier
Online™, and SkillsTutor® are available
in grades 6–8 for applicable subjects.

algebra as they expand their understanding of expressions
and equations. They solve linear equations and systems of
linear equations, use functions to describe quantitative
relationships, and analyze two- and three-dimensional
space and figures.
Mathematics: Course 3, Prentice Hall

Algebra 1 In this course, students explore the properties

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
A Gifted and Talented course is available
at some schools. Gifted and Talented math courses
include above-grade-level content that may not be
noted in the summaries above.
An Honors course is available.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
Textbooks may vary by state.

of real numbers and apply this knowledge to equations,
inequalities, and multi-step equations. Students learn to
identify, write, and graph functions and equations, simplify
radical expressions, and solve quadratic equations. They
learn to factor and perform operations with binomials
and polynomials. Students calculate slope and use slopeintercept form to graph linear equations. They also learn
to solve systems of equations and inequalities both
graphically and algebraically. This course is offered to
qualified students.
Algebra 1, Prentice Hall
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SCIENCE 6–8
The middle school science program covers life science, Earth science, and physical science
using a variety of online resources as well as meaningful hands-on activities. Students
explore fundamental concepts relating to the various fields of science, and they begin to
develop a scientific worldview.
These media-rich science courses enable students
to engage actively in inquiry-based investigations and
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
projects, as well as cross-disciplinary and cross-curricular
activities. Students are encouraged to make connections,
collaborate, and reflect on their learning as they work
through the content.
As students advance through the courses, they receive
an internationally benchmarked science education that
covers the topics listed below. Because each course is
designed to meet state-based standards, the sequence of
content will vary by state and may include the following:
• Structure of the cell

Curriculum
Supplements
Lab Investigator: Rocks and Minerals
Lab Investigator: Virtual Dissection
Science Kit
Virtual Digital Scale
Virtual Spring Scale
BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Gizmos, Grolier
Online™, and SkillsTutor® are available
in grades 6–8 for applicable subjects.

• Organism systems and information processing
in the body
• Transfer of matter and energy in organisms and
ecosystems
• Interdependent relationships in ecosystems
• Natural selection and adaptations
• Growth, development, and reproduction
of organisms
• Earth and space systems
• Earth’s surface and interior processes
• Weather and climate
• Human impact on Earth
• Structure and properties of matter
• Chemical reactions
• Forces, energy, and motion
• Waves and electromagnetic radiation
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A Gifted and Talented course is available
at some schools.

Grades 6–8: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

SOCIAL STUDIES 6–8
Our technology-enriched social studies curriculum provides students with the opportunity
to engage with technology and explore history from ancient China, Egypt, and Greece
to modern America. To develop 21st century skills, students utilize their critical- and
creative-thinking abilities as they communicate and collaborate with peers to connect
what they are learning with the world around them.
Social Studies 6 Students focus on ancient civilizations.
They begin by understanding a historian’s role and
utilizing the tools and skills he or she would use, including
analyzing timelines, studying geography, and evaluating
multiple sources. Students trace how societies shifted
from hunting and gathering to farming. They also trace the
development of ancient China, India, Mesopotamia, Egypt,
Greece, and Italy. Students enhance their critical thinking
by interpreting primary sources and reading eyewitness
accounts to draw conclusions.
World History: Journey Across Time: The Early Ages,
Glencoe

Social Studies 7 Students study political, economic, and
social changes from the fifth century to modern times.
They utilize their critical-thinking skills by making
connections between historical events, such as the rise
and fall of empires and the rise of democracy, and by
analyzing long-term changes and recurring patterns
in world history. Students complete a comprehensive
study of the history, geography, and cultures of nations
in North and South America. Thinking as historians, they
analyze timelines, read primary source documents, form
hypotheses, and draw conclusions.
World Studies: Medieval Times to Today, Prentice Hall
World Studies: Western Hemisphere, Prentice Hall

Social Studies 8 The first segment of American history
focuses on precolonial times and extends through the Civil
War and Reconstruction. Using a chronological approach,
students make connections among historical events and
analyze the impact on the American people. They hone
their critical-thinking skills as they interpret primary
sources, create and analyze timelines and graphs, compare
and contrast multiple viewpoints, and recognize bias in
historical accounts.
The American Republic to 1877, Glencoe

Curriculum
Supplements
Social Studies 6

Active Reading Note-Taking Guide
Google® Earth
Social Studies 6 Online Course Guide
Virtual Timeline

Social Studies 7

Google® Earth
Social Studies 7 Online Course Guide
Virtual Timeline

Social Studies 8

Google® Earth
Social Studies 8 Online Course Guide
Virtual Timeline

BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Gizmos, Grolier
Online™, and SkillsTutor® are available in
grades 6–8 for applicable subjects.

State history or alternative social studies courses may be
offered in sixth, seventh, or eighth grade depending on the
student’s state requirements.

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
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ADDITIONAL
REQUIRED COURSES 6–8
Art

The middle school art program is organized around

Educational Technology and Online Learning Students

the three artistic processes of creating, presenting, and

use electronic media and software to apply academic

responding. In addition, the program emphasizes how art

concepts as they create meaningful organizers, projects,

and design can drive innovation in the same way science,

and presentations. Students locate, retrieve, and evaluate

technology, engineering, and mathematics do. Throughout

data in order to construct and analyze databases.

the courses, students use various media and techniques

They produce presentations on Internet safety, online

to construct projects, collaborate with peers, and critique

predators, and cyberbullying. Students become effective

their own work as well as the work of other artists.

communicators and collaborators as they plan, evaluate,

Students explore how local, national, and international

and synthesize research emphasizing current issues

art influences ideas, actions, cultures, and environments.

in the field of technology.

Health and Physical Education

Students determine

current personal fitness levels and learn to improve them,
providing them with the foundation for lifelong health and
physical fitness. Students learn safety rules for exercise,
how different activities target different body parts, how
to set and reach a goal, and how to make healthy choices.
Activity choices are plentiful, leading students to a healthy
and physically active lifestyle. Students keep a log of
physical fitness activities so they can monitor and reflect
on personal progress. A yoga DVD is provided.

Art: Students learn about color variations
by completing an interactive activity.

Health and Physical Education: This interactive tool enables students to
engage with the content as they review health-related topics.
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Grades 6–8: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

ELECTIVE
COURSES 6–8
Business Keyboarding

Students begin by learning the

Sign Language

This course introduces students to

functions of all the keys and how to find them quickly.

the fundamentals of American Sign Language. They

They explore the alphabetic and numeric keyboard, study

explore vocabulary, grammar, and conversation by using

the history of the keyboard (and new technology), and

basic signing and fingerspelling techniques. Special

build speed and accuracy. Proper formatting for various

activities and exercises help students understand

academic and business documents, a discussion o n

the culture of the deaf and hard-of-hearing community.

business ethics, and the importance of keyboarding in
virtually every career are also covered.

Chinese (I and II) In Chinese I and II, students have the

Spanish (I and II)

Spanish I and II introduce students

to Spanish language and culture. Student guides share
information on topics such as family and friends, home,

opportunity to “see it, hear it, say it, and write it” as

food, clothing, and neighborhoods. Culture is presented

they interact with content and communicate with native

throughout the courses to help students make connections

speakers throughout the courses. Familiar characters

between their culture and the culture of people

introduce students to lesson content and serve as tour guides

in the Spanish-speaking world. Opportunities for students

as students visit the Great Wall, meet pandas in Sichuan,

to communicate with native speakers throughout these

and celebrate the Lantern Festival.

courses provide a real-world context.

Digital Arts I

WebQuest

Students learn basic concepts essential

This interactive elective allows students to

to visual and digital art, such as line, shape, form, color,

participate in a unique online experience. The course

value, space, and texture. They use Inkscape, a vector

is primarily based on students’ collecting, submitting,

drawing application, to create original digital art and also

and tracking their own data. In addition, students are

complete a still-life scene for a course-long art project.

able to share the collected information with other

(This may be considered an arts course at some schools.)

students online.

Exploring Music (I, II, and III) This series of courses is

This course is new, revised, or expanded.

designed to teach students fundamental musicianship
from a Western Classical approach while aligning to
national music education standards. Through the use
of virtual tools and an analysis of classic repertoire,
students improve their rhythm, listening, notation,
analysis, performance, and im provisation s kills.
With audio, visual, and interactive technologies, the
course sequence provides a unique and progressively
more advanced learning experience for students
in grades 6–8.

Home Life

In this course, students select from a

number of fun, experiential learning projects that develop
their skills. Activities may include cooking, crafts,
sewing, home maintenance, family outings, photography,
and genealogy.

Introduction to Entrepreneurship I Students learn the
basics to plan and launch their own business by studying
successful entrepreneurs and basic economic concepts such
as competition and production, setting up a business plan,
and marketing a company.
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CLUBS & ACTIVITIES 6–8
Art Club The Art Club sparks imagination and creativity

Chess Clubs

by exploring techniques and styles associated with two-

atmosphere of friendly competition using an exclusive

dimensional and three-dimensional art, photography, and

gaming site, available 24/7. After completing a tutorial,

graphic design. Students have the opportunity to create

students request games through the gaming system at their

original designs and artwork, share their artwork with

desired skill level, and the online chess play begins. Monthly

peers, learn about appropriate critique guidelines, and

presentations by the Grandmaster from the University

provide feedback to other club members.

of Maryland, Baltimore County enhance learning for all

Members learn, socialize, and play in an

students, and a second-semester tournament provides the

Arts and Crafts

This club encourages students to

opportunity for more intensive competition. Introduction

create crafts using materials found at home and

to Chess and Advanced Chess Clubs are both available.

in nature. Through the study of culture, science,
and math, students work on projects such as lava lamps,

Debate Club

suncatchers, and bunny poppers.

debate procedures and put them into practice when they

Members learn internationally recognized

meet in LiveLesson sessions and take part in Message Board

Book Club Participants meet monthly to discuss reviews

discussions. Members also learn the art of public speaking

on books from designated genres. Sharing themes, plots,

and critical thinking while working in collaborative

and opinions allows students the opportunity to strengthen

teams. Research, reasoning, and understanding opposing

public speaking skills while honing their ability to analyze

perspectives form the foundation for moderated debates.

and summarize literary content during online meetings.

Brainteasers Club

Digital Storytelling Club

Students use computer

A weekly brainteasers newsletter

programs to tell their original tales through pictures and

provides students with the opportunity to solve a

audio. They share stories in group meetings and through

variety of puzzles and problems, including anagrams,

Message Board discussions, where they get feedback. Final

crossword puzzles, crack the code, and logic grids.

versions of student work are available in the Virtual Library

In

for all to enjoy.

addition,

students

are

encouraged

to

create

their own brainteasers to share on the Connexus
Message Boards and in student-made publications.

Environmental Club

Members exchange ideas about

keeping our planet clean and also hear from environmental

Broadcast and Theater Arts Club

Members learn about

choreography, set design, and tech crew for on- and offBroadway productions. Working both individually and

experts. They discuss global issues and learn how they can
influence issues on a local level.

collaboratively, students are encouraged to write and

Gaming and Technology Club

share plays. Students also learn about history and trends

an affinity for technology and gaming explore and

in broadcast media while exploring print, audio, and video

discuss gaming styles and genres as well as careers in

mediums. LiveLesson sessions provide opportunities

the gaming and technology industry. They share their

for students to share their theatrical talents as well

original work in LiveLesson sessions. Individual and

as presentations similar to segments on television

collaborative projects may include creating elements

news magazines.

of video games and investigating Internet safety and

Students who have

cyber threats.

Career Club

Students learn about potential careers

and explore fields that interest them. The club

Leadership and Global Awareness Club

enables students to enter high school with a direction

challenges students who are natural leaders in their

in mind, making them more likely to embrace

communities to take on a leadership role at the state,

and succeed in a high school program that prepares them

national, and international levels. Students meet regularly

for pursuing their career interests.

to discuss, plan, and share service learning projects and

This club

outcomes. Additionally, students learn about historic and
current global cultures in order to better prepare them for
careers and lives in our global economy.
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Grades 6–8: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Math Club I

First In Math® online harnesses the

Pens and Lens: Student Literary Magazine The monthly

power of digital gaming to expose students to a natural

Pens and Lens magazine recognizes and publishes original

form of learning far more engaging than traditional,

student-created poetry, short stories, and photographs.

rote drills. Online practice reinforces a wide range of

This recognition encourages and inspires other students to

skills, from simple addition to algebraic equations.

pursue both writing and photography.

Flexibility within the program allows club facilitators
to encourage students to participate in activities that

Poetry Corner

meet their learning needs and skill levels, while still

explore the language of poetry. Twice a month, forums are

providing autonomy within the program, resulting

held for students to share and critique original work.

Middle school writers work together to

in increased engagement and motivation. Monthly
meetings provide opportunities for enriched and

Quiz Bowl

collaborative learning.

Connexus, allowing them to test their knowledge of fun

Math Club II

Students have access to trivia questions within

facts. Student winners with the highest percentage of
Middle school students compete in the

correct answers are announced at the end of the year.

International Mathematical Olympiad. These gifted and
talented math students meet twice a month: first to review

Robotics Club

high-level problem-solving strategies and techniques,

in robotics, how robots are built and controlled,

and next to apply their skills in the official competition

and how to make one navigate an obstacle course.

and accrue points that will determine annual winners.

No previous computer coding experience or materials are

The Monitor: Student Newspaper

Students focus on the latest trends

needed. Members in some states may have the opportunity
The Monitor is

to participate in state or regional competitions.

Connections Academy’s student-managed, studentstaffed newspaper. Our writers and editors work together

Science Club

to write and organize content for sections of the newspaper

by planning experiments and observing the world. They

including news, entertainment, sports, and school

experiment at home and share the processes and results

happenings.

with their peers. Through synchronous group meetings,

Movie Club

Students work with the scientific method

students also predict outcomes and alter variables in
Members learn about film genres, acting,

experiments they conduct together.

special effects, and musical compositions centered around
monthly themes. Student film buffs demonstrate their

Science in the Kitchen

creativity and collaborate with others to create their own

laboratories where they conduct safe, simple experiments.

movies as part of a virtual showcase.

Then, they discuss these experiments online with

Music Club Students who enjoy performing, composing,

Students’ kitchens double as

fellow students.

or listening to music explore various musical genres,

Sports Club

lyrics, and instruments. Members have opportunities to

variety of sporting activities from around the world.

collaborate with others and exercise their creativity by

Members discuss the similarities and differences of

designing their own musical instruments or participating

various seasonal sports and have the opportunity to learn

in a virtual showcase and talent show.

about training techniques and fitness programs. Monthly

Pen Pals Students develop skills in letter writing, written
expression, and penmanship while making friends with

Students who enjoy athletics explore a

fitness challenges in LiveLesson sessions encourage
friendly competition and emphasize the importance of
regular exercise.

students across the country. Once a month, students meet
online to share personal interests and experiences.

Students and Learning Coaches will receive information
about signing up for clubs after the school year begins. Special
activities and events will also be shared with families throughout
the school year. Additional school-based clubs may also
be available.
This club or activity is new, revised, or expanded.
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THE CONNECTIONS ACADEMY

HIGH SCHOOL ADVANTAGE
Online education is a natural fit for today’s teens. High school students have grown up with
the Internet, and they already use technology to connect with each other and their interests
every day. Who better to take advantage of the benefits and possibilities of virtual schooling?
Here’s what makes Connections Academy a great match for teens today, and as they prepare
for the future.
Flexibility Connections Academy offers more flexibility

Counselors who care Connections Academy’s counseling

than a traditional high school. Students involved in sports

team holds national LiveLesson sessions that are focused

or the arts can schedule their lessons around practice or

on students’ development during high school and

rehearsals. Connections Academy allows students to make

beyond. The sessions are presented frequently with topics

time for volunteering and other community activities.

focused on academic achievement, personal and social

And, students who have jobs can plan their lessons to

development outside the classroom, and college and career

accommodate their work schedules.

readiness. The National Counseling series also includes
a sneak peek at different jobs during career “fireside

Support Licensed or certified school counselors support

chats.” These chats feature guest speakers who explain

students in the areas of academic development, personal

the choices they made, how they realized their dreams,

and social growth, and career exploration and future

and much more. All sessions are recorded and available

planning. This includes assisting with college applications

to high school students who cannot attend the

and providing official transcripts for those applying to

LiveLesson sessions.

college. They also provide guidance for students entering
the workforce or the military. Connections Education

Acceleration options Our placement specialists consult

uses the American School Counselor Association model, a

with students, parents, and school counselors to determine

framework that helps ensure that all students receive the

correct course assignments and whether standard,

support needed to achieve postsecondary goals.

Honors, or Advanced Placement classes are appropriate.
The student’s counselor can also tell him or her whether

Personalized Learning Plan When a student enrolls, an
advisor works with him or her to shape a Personalized

college dual credit is available in the state.

Learning Plan and to make sure that graduation

A wide range of Advanced Placement courses

requirements are being met. We use a questionnaire that

Connections Academy offers a full array of College

determines the student’s learning style, followed by a

Board–approved AP courses to prepare talented students

review of his or her academic transcript. Finally, we work

for the national AP exams. High scores on these tests

to help the student:

could enable students to earn early college credit or

• Maximize academic achievements in high school
• Achieve personal and social goals

placement in advanced classes, depending on the
individual college’s policies.

• Set goals for college and/or a career
Most importantly, a student’s Personalized Learning
Plan is reviewed regularly and can be adjusted to meet
changing needs.

Transferring from another school?
If your student is joining us from another accredited high
school, our counselors will review transcripts to place
him or her in the appropriate courses. If you have been
homeschooling your student, you will need to submit a
High School Home School Credit form. Counselors will
use this to determine placement.
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Our College Board–approved AP offerings include:
AP Art History
AP Biology
AP Calculus AB
AP Calculus BC
AP Computer Science A
AP English Language
and Composition
AP English Literature
and Composition
AP Environmental
Science

AP Human Geography
AP Macroeconomics
AP Microeconomics
AP Psychology
AP Spanish Language
AP Statistics
AP United States
Government and Politics
AP United States History

iNaCA Dual Diploma Program
High school students in International Connections
Academy private school have access to the Dual
Diploma Program that lets them earn a high school
diploma and an associate (AA) degree in four years!
Learn more about this program on page 48 or by visiting
InternationalConnectionsAcademy.com/CollegePrep

NCAA and California a-g courses Most of our high
school courses are approved by the NCAA Eligibility
Center and meet its eligibility requirements. Also,
many courses are certified as fulfilling the “a-g”
subject requirements for freshman admission to the
University of California.
For more details on a-g and NCAA-approved courses,
visit: ConnectionsAcademy.com/CourseApprovals

SAT/ACT preparation courses Students can prepare for
college by enrolling in the Official SAT Online Course™
or navigating the ACT’s Online Prep™ website and
taking several practice tests. These courses also include
Teachlet tutorials devoted to other critical aspects of the
college application process, including writing effective
personal essays and understanding the financial
aid process.

Social events Our high school program includes many
social opportunities. Students can meet classmates
through clubs, extracurricular activities, and field trips,
plus business and college campus tours that provide a
glimpse of life beyond high school.

Pomp and circumstance To celebrate the successful
completion of high school, most Connections
Academy schools hold live graduation ceremonies.
From virtual education to higher education Our
graduating seniors are accepted to some of America’s
finest colleges and universities, such as Cornell
University, Duke University, Harvard University,
United States Air Force Academy, University of
California Los Angeles, University of Notre Dame, and
Wellesley College. To see a list of college acceptances,
visit ConnectionsAcademy.com/Colleges

Special Website
for Teens!

Learn more:
ConnectionsAcademy.com/JustForTeens
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ENGLISH 9–12
The aim of our high school English courses is to enable students to analyze and critique
written works, think critically, conduct research independently, and understand how
their writing relates to the literature they are reading. Throughout each course, students
read a wide range of literature, write in a variety of genres, and reinforce and expand
their skills in grammar, usage, mechanics, and vocabulary. Students have access to
online and offline tutorials and tools.
English 9 Classic and contemporary works of American,

English 11 Students focus on the literary movements

British, and world literature in a variety of genres are

that comprise American literature and trace the

introduced in English 9. Students analyze short fiction,

chronology of national literature from the early American

nonfiction, and poetry selections. Students also read and

and colonial period through the contemporary period.

analyze novels and other major literary works. Reading and

Students read selections from the Native American oral

writing assignments strengthen students’ understanding

tradition, seminal historical documents and essays,

of literary elements in poetry, fiction, and drama; the

as well as fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and drama. The

characteristics of narrative, expository, and persuasive

survey of American authors includes Mark Twain,

writing; correct grammar and usage; and research skills.

Ralph Ellison, and Julia Alvarez. Students continue to

The thematic units include works by Homer, Gabriel García

strengthen and apply higher-level critical reading,

Márquez, and Leslie Marmon Silko.

literary analysis, and research skills through the use

Pathways: Literature for Readers and Writers, Perfection
Learning

American Short Stories, Perfection Learning

The Essential Guide to Language, Writing, & Literature,

A Multicultural Reader: Collection Two, Perfection

Perfection Learning

Learning

Writing with Power, Perfection Learning

Writing with Power, Perfection Learning

English 10

The timeless themes in world literature

English 12 Students study classical and contemporary

are emphasized in English 10, drawing from literature of

British literature from the Anglo-Saxon period to the

the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific

modern era. They examine how the historical, social,

Rim, and Africa. A classic world literature selection

and cultural contexts of each period influenced writers.

introduces each region, followed by short fiction,

Particular attention is given to the form and function of

nonfiction, poetry, and/or drama. Students explore the

different types of literature, including epic poetry, allegory,

cultures surrounding each piece of literature and consider

lyric poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and drama. The survey of

the similarities that unite the human family. The survey

British literature includes excerpts from Geoffrey Chaucer,

of world literature includes works by Margaret Atwood,

William Shakespeare, and Virginia Woolf. Students write

Pablo Neruda, and Eugène Ionesco. Students continue

creative and analytical compositions and participate in

to strengthen their mastery of the writing process

collaborative discussions to refine their writing products.

and compose for various purposes. Skills are further
developed,

including

the

research

oral communication.
Reading the World, Perfection Learning
Writing with Power, Perfection Learning
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of graphic organizers and note-taking strategies.

process

and

British Literature, Perfection Learning
Writing with Power, Perfection Learning

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

AP English Language and Composition

This course

provides high school students with college-level instruction
in language, rhetoric, and exposition. Students study and
write various kinds of analytic and persuasive essays on
literary and nonliterary topics. Students become skilled
readers of prose written in various periods, disciplines,
and rhetorical contexts. Both reading and writing
assignments

are

designed

to

make

students

aware of the interaction among a writer’s subject
and purpose and the audience’s expectations, as
well as the way in which conventions and language

Curriculum
Supplements
6 Trait Power Write®
Novels (digital or print)
SAS® Curriculum Pathways®
BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Grolier Online™,
and SkillsTutor® are available in
grades 9–12 for applicable subjects.

contribute to effectiveness in writing. This course
prepares students for the AP English Language and
Composition exam by enabling them to read, comprehend,
and write about complex texts while developing further

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.

communication skills at a college level.

An Honors course is available.

AP English Literature and Composition

This course

prepares high school students for the AP English
Literature and Composition exam by providing them
with college-level instruction in various kinds of analytic
and persuasive essays on literary and nonliterary topics.
Students become skilled readers of prose written in various
periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts. Through their
integrated reading and writing activities, students analyze
and evaluate the interaction among a writer’s subject
and purpose and the audience’s expectations, as well as
the way in which conventions and language contribute to
effectiveness in writing.
How to Prepare: AP Exam English Literature and
Composition, Barron’s Educational Series

Writing with Power
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MATH 9–12
Our math courses are designed to enable students to develop and apply mathematical
concepts, skills, and problem-solving strategies. Students are taught to use interactive online
tools, think critically, and utilize helpful test-taking strategies. They review math concepts
frequently and apply what they are learning to real-word situations. Students are provided
with enrichment opportunities as well.
Pre-Algebra

In this course, students are provided with
a solid foundation for success in future high school
mathematics. They refine their operational skills as they
work with exponents, fractions, decimals, and integers,
and they learn to use variables and expressions to write and
solve equations and inequalities. Students are introduced
to relations and functions, as well as multi-step equations,
which they learn to solve and graph. Units on geometric
skills focus on development of spatial thinking and an
understanding of basic geometric terms and formulas.
(This course is not offered at all schools.)
Mathematics: Course 3, Prentice Hall

Algebra 1

Students learn about the properties of
real numbers and apply their knowledge to equations,
inequalities, and multi-step equations. They move on to
identify, write, and graph functions and equations; simplify
radical expressions; solve quadratic equations; and factor
and perform operations with binomials and polynomials.
Students calculate slope and use the slope-intercept
form to graph linear equations. They also learn to solve
systems of equations and inequalities both graphically and
algebraically.
Mathematics: Algebra 1, Prentice Hall

Algebra 2 Students engage in high-level mathematical
discussions and apply algebraic concepts to real-world
scenarios as they build on prior knowledge of functions,
systems of equations, the quadratic formula, and factoring.
Students also continue to study arithmetic and geometric
sequences and series, probability and statistics, and
trigonometric identities and equations.
Mathematics: Algebra 2, Prentice Hall
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Geometry This course guides students through the
exploration of geometric figures. They analyze plane
figures and three-dimensional figures and apply formulas
to calculate area, surface area, and volume. They learn
how to use inductive and deductive logic to conduct formal
proofs through predictions, counterexamples, and drawing
conclusions. Students also conduct detailed analyses of the
properties of parallel and perpendicular lines, triangles,
polygons, quadrilaterals, and circles, including similarity
and transformations.
Mathematics: Geometry, Prentice Hall

Precalculus This course includes an in-depth study of
functions. Students review the principles and techniques
of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, and they learn to
explore, solve, and evaluate various functions, equations,
and inequalities. Mathematical reasoning and problem
solving are stressed to prepare students for calculus at the
high school or college level. A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing
calculator is strongly recommended, but it is not provided
by Connections Academy.
Advanced Mathematical Concepts: Precalculus with
Applications, Glencoe

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Calculus

Students study limits, continuity, and
differentiation while exploring integrated algebraic,
trigonometric, and transcendental functions and the
applications of derivatives and integrals. Major topics
and concepts include differentiation and integration
rules, rates of change, derivative tests, and differential
equations. A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing calculator
is strongly recommended, but it is not provided by
Connections Academy.
Thomas’ Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 13th Edition,
Pearson

AP Calculus AB

This college-level course covers such
concepts as derivatives, integrals, limits, approximation,
applications, and modeling. In the first semester, students
begin by reviewing function notation, then they explore
absolute value, piecewise, exponential, logarithmic,
trigonometric, polynomial, and rational functions.
After studying limits and continuity, students move
on to concepts of derivatives, including the chain rule,
differentiation, implicit differentiation, and logarithmic
differentiation. Toward the end of the course, students
apply what they have learned to solve integration problems.
This course prepares students for the AP Calculus AB exam.
A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this
course, but it is not provided by Connections Academy.
Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, Fourth Edition,
Prentice Hall

AP Calculus BC This course, an extension of AP Calculus
AB, emphasizes broad concepts and applicable methods.
Students describe and analyze functions, limits, and
graphs; calculate and apply derivatives; interpret and
apply integrals; and study polynomial approximations
and series. The course provides opportunities
for students to apply concepts to real-world situations.
This course prepares students for the AP Calculus BC exam.
A TI-83+ or TI-84+ graphing calculator is required for this
course, but it is not provided by Connections Academy.
Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, Fourth Edition,
Prentice Hall

Consumer Math

Students focus on math skills and
problem-solving strategies that are relevant to practical
financial applications. Topics include planning and
managing a budget, avoiding common financial pitfalls,
and posing questions to businesses and companies.
Students also learn to examine their own spending
behavior and evaluate purchasing decisions.

Explorations in Mathematics

Students delve into
fundamental math concepts and apply them to real-life
situations. Topics covered include prime factorization,
operations with rational numbers and integers, solving
equations, properties of real numbers, and basic statistics.
The goal of this course is to establish a solid base for the
study of more-advanced math.

Statistics In this course, students are introduced to the
major concepts of collecting, organizing, and drawing
conclusions from data. Students have the opportunity to
observe patterns and departures from patterns, plan a
study, produce models using probability and simulation,
and use statistical inference to confirm models.
Stats: Modeling the World, Addison-Wesley Professional

AP Statistics

Students gain an understanding of the
vocabulary, method, and meaning of statistics. They
explore data and patterns found in the world around them by
analyzing information and noting statistical relationships.
They apply their knowledge to relevant, open-ended tasks
requiring them to connect multiple statistical topics
together. To demonstrate their comprehension, students
actively construct experiments to understand, interpret,
communicate, and apply statistical methods. General
topics of study include planning and designing a study,
anticipating patterns, and making statistical inferences.
This course prepares students for the AP Statistics exam.
Stats: Modeling the World, Addison-Wesley Professional

Curriculum
Supplements
Online Equation Editor
Online Graphing Calculator
Power Algebra
Power Geometry
BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Grolier Online™,
and SkillsTutor® are available in
grades 9–12 for applicable subjects.

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
An Honors course is available.
This course is new, revised, or expanded.
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SCIENCE 9–12
Our science courses challenge students with a rigorous curriculum that includes
opportunities to explore and apply concepts in depth. In addition to designing and
conducting experiments and engaging in independent research, students complete
active, inquiry-oriented lessons and participate in online tutorials and virtual labs.
Students have frequent opportunities to

Earth Science Students look at our planet’s place in

debate scientific findings and analyze how biology

Biology

the universe, at its composition, and at the many changes

impacts society as they study topics such as ecology,

it may undergo. In addition, they study Earth’s history

genetics, and anatomy. Using both hands-on experiments

by comparing landforms, investigating the properties

and interactive tools, they also study cells, compare

of rocks and minerals, analyzing weather patterns, and

microorganisms, investigate plant and animal structure

examining the relationships between the Earth, moon,

and function, and explore the history of life on Earth.

and sun.

Miller and Levine Biology, Pearson

AP Biology This challenging course is designed to provide

AP Environmental Science

a college-level experience and prepare students for the AP

is to provide students with the scientific principles,

Biology exam. Students are engaged in a wide variety of

concepts, and methodologies required to understand

activities with substantial emphasis on interpreting and

interrelationships in the natural world, identify and

collecting data in virtual labs, writing analytical essays,

analyze environmental problems that are natural and

mastering biology concepts, and making connections. The

human-made, and prepare for the AP Environmental

key themes in the course include the scientific processes;

Science exam. Students evaluate the relative risks

the effects of science on technology and society; the

associated with these problems and examine alternative

chemistry and makeup of living organisms; and genetics,

methods for resolving or preventing problems. Hands-on

diversity, and evolution.

and virtual lab experiences support students’ ability to

Campbell Biology, Ninth Edition, Pearson

Chemistry Students are given the opportunity to model
atomic structure and to observe, represent, and interpret
reactions between atoms and molecules. Students
investigate the properties of solutions and analyze the
nature of solids, liquids, and gases using interactive tools.
They describe and calculate the energies of different types
of reactions and explore electrochemistry.
Chemistry, Prentice Hall
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Earth Science, Prentice Hall

master the content.

The goal of this course

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Physical Science
the
The

basic

concepts

Students explore and learn
of

chemistr y-focused

chemistr y
lessons

and

physics.

e x tend

prior

knowledge of the properties, states, and structure of
matter; explore the dynamics of chemical bonding and
reactions; and introduce students to nuclear chemistry.
The physics-focused lessons enable students to explore
motion, force, work, power, energy, wave mechanics,
electricity, magnetism, optics, and the electromagnetic
spectrum. Additional content includes Earth science units.
Hands-on explorations and virtual simulations enhance

Curriculum
Supplements
Lab Investigator: Chemical Reactions
Lab Investigator: Rocks and Minerals
Lab Investigator: Virtual Dissection
BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Grolier Online™,
and SkillsTutor® are available in
grades 9–12 for applicable subjects.

students’ comprehension of key science concepts.
Physical Science: Concepts in Action, Prentice Hall

Physics

Students apply the math and science skills

they have already learned to explain the laws of motion,

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
An Honors course is available.

analyze the laws of thermodynamics, describe the
behavior of waves, and investigate the relationship
between electricity and magnetism. They are introduced
to quantum physics and are asked to apply physics
concepts to real-life situations.
Physics, Holt, Rinehart, & Winston

Cell Structure and Function
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SOCIAL STUDIES 9–12
In these courses, students receive an overview of important cultural, socioeconomic, and
political events in United States and world history. They also study the most influential
people of critical historical periods. All high school social studies courses are designed to be
thought-provoking, sharpening the student’s ability to question, read, analyze, and interpret
different forms of information and better communicate ideas to others.
Economics

This course provides an introduction to

Geography and Society

Students explore geography

macroeconomics and microeconomics and covers such

skills and principles as they examine several case studies

basics as supply and demand, labor issues, financial

with geographic implications. They gain an understanding

markets, taxes, and international trade. Students also

of the ways in which geography influences the daily lives of

examine how capitalism and the global economy work.

people around the world. This course covers the concepts
of physical geography, human and environmental

Economics: Principles in Action, Prentice Hall

AP Macroeconomics

interaction, human systems, and the movement of peoples

Students learn about the overall

economy and explore the gross domestic product
(GDP) and other indicators. Students also examine
inflation,

unemployment,

world

trade

patterns,

and the role of the Federal Reserve. Working with a
theoretical economy, they also use fiscal and monetary
policy to create high employment and a higher standard
of living. This course prepares students for the AP
Macroeconomics exam.
Foundations of Economics, Pearson

AP Microeconomics

This course introduces the ways

in which people make use of limited resources. Students
examine supply and demand, factors of production, the
roles of labor and management, the relationship between
the environment and the economy, and the impact of
government policies on individuals’ economic decisions.
Students also study the stock market and track the
progress of various stocks. This course prepares students
for the AP Microeconomics exam.
Foundations of Economics, Pearson

and their culture.

World Geography Students explore the world’s cultural
regions by focusing on location, physical characteristics,
demographics, historical changes, economic activity,
and land use. They are encouraged to examine real-life
situations, develop an understanding of multiculturalism,
and explore the relationship between people and their
environment.

AP Human Geography This course is designed to provide
college-level instruction on the patterns and processes
that impact the way humans understand, use, and change
Earth’s surface. Students use geographic models, methods,
and tools to examine human social organization and its
effect on the world. They are challenged to use maps and
geographical data to discern spatial patterns and analyze
the changing interconnections between people and
places. This course prepares students for the AP Human
Geography exam.

American Government

This course focuses on the

basic principles and organization of the U.S. government.

Personal Finance

Through real-world applications

Students examine the growth of democracy, federalism,

and clear, engaging lessons, Personal Finance prepares

separation of powers, checks and balances, and public

students for making sound financial decisions. Exercises

policies and services. They are provided with an overview

illustrate the influence of economics in daily life and

of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches and are

how financial decisions made today affect the future. The

encouraged to understand and participate in the nation’s

course covers topics such as financial and career planning;

government.

banking, savings, and investment programs; and stocks,
bonds, and mutual funds.
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United States Government: Democracy in Action, Glencoe

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

AP United States Government and Politics

Students

survey the complex subjects of the U.S. government and
politics. They make detailed analyses of the processes
and institutions (both formal and informal) by which
the political system functions and policy decisions are
made. These analyses take into account the constitutional
structure of government, participatory politics, the
formal institutions of power (and extra-constitutional
influences on them), public policy, and individual rights
and liberties. This course prepares students for the

World History

Beginning with a review of ancient

civilizations, this course moves through the emergence of
nation-states and the age of exploration and colonization,
culminating in the advances and turmoil of the 20th
century and its evolution into today’s global, networked
society. Students use primary sources to bring the past
to life through the words and experiences of those
who lived it.
World History: Modern Times, Glencoe

AP United States Government and Politics exam.
Government in America: People, Politics, and
Policy, Pearson

United States History Students follow the significant
developments in America’s history. They explore the
growth of American society from early settlement
and colonization to the emergence of America as an
independent nation. The causes and aftermath of the Civil
War are discussed, as is America’s involvement in World
War I. Students explore the social and economic whirlwind
of the Roaring Twenties and the subsequent Great
Depression, World War II, the Cold War, and the turmoil
and societal changes of the 1960s and 1970s. The final part
of the course explores America’s history from Watergate to
the early 21st century. Throughout this course, geography
and government concepts are introduced and discussed.
United States History, Prentice Hall

AP United States History

Students learn about what

makes America great as they use interactive assignments,
write essays, study primary source documents, and engage
in discussions on topics ranging from colonial America to
the Civil War to the present. They investigate learning
objectives covering seven major themes while applying
the historical thinking skills that are central to the study
and practice of history, including chronological reasoning,
comparison and contextualization, crafting historical
arguments from historical evidence, and historical
interpretation and synthesis. This course prepares
students for the AP United States History exam.
By the People: A History of the United States,
AP Edition, Pearson

Curriculum
Supplements
Economics Guided Reading and Review
Workbook (electronic format)
World History: Modern Times
Active Reading Note-Taking Guide
(electronic format)
BrainPOP®, Discovery Education™
streaming, EBSCO, Grolier Online™,
and SkillsTutor® are available in
grades 9–12 for applicable subjects.

This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
An Honors course is available.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12

CTE

Connections Academy provides students with more than 30 Career Technical Education
(CTE) courses. These courses help prepare students for career or college success by giving
them a solid academic foundation, technical knowledge, and skills training in a wide
variety of fields.
Accounting I

This course provides students with an

Business Law Students explore principle areas of business

introduction to accounting concepts and principles,

law and topics such as torts, crimes, intellectual property,

financial statements, internal control design, and

contracts, negotiable instruments, agency, employment,

accounting for partnerships.

and forms of business organization. They learn rules of

Accounting II

Students build upon knowledge gained

in Accounting I and continue to explore topics such

business-related challenges.

as corporate accounting and financial statements,

Business Math Students explore topics such as business

long-term

statistics, profit calculations, payroll, banking, interest

liabilities,

cash

flow

and

financial

statement analysis, managerial accounting, budgeting,
and using financial data to make business decisions.

calculations, insurance, taxes, and other business topics.

Criminal Investigation

Students examine the process

Administrative Duties and Office Management Students

of identifying and arresting criminal suspects, types of

learn the skills and knowledge required to perform tasks

crimes and offenses, and preparing for court. They study

in the administrative department of a medical office.

the history of criminal investigation and explore the

Topics include, but are not limited to, receiving patients,

relationship between investigation and the courtroom

scheduling appointments, handling medical records, and

process by examining case studies.

processing insurance claims.

Anatomy and Physiology

Developmental

Writing

Students

apply

the

Students learn about the

fundamental tools and techniques needed to write

anatomical structures and physiology of the human

clear sentences, effective paragraphs, and well-

body. Body systems are discussed in terms of how each

organized essays for general education courses and

participates in homeostasis of the body. Students learn

employment settings. Using Standard American English,

about selected major pathologies, including causes,

students learn to organize, clarify, and communicate

symptoms, diagnostic procedures, and treatments, as well

written ideas, as well as how to use correct sentence

as common changes that occur throughout the life span.

structure, grammar, and parts of speech in written

Business Communication

Students explore business

communication, including letters, memos, electronic

communication. Students also develop skills in revising
and editing to clarify voice, tone, style, and mode.

communication, written reports, oral presentations, and

Health, Safety, and Nutrition

interpersonal communication. Resumes, application

the physical and psychological needs of children from

letters, interviewing tips, and employment follow-up are

birth to age eight and how to meet these needs in group

also covered.

settings. Topics include wellness of young children;

Business Information Systems This course introduces
students to various information and communications
technologies and explains how information systems are
used to solve problems and make better business decisions.
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law and legal terminology as well as legal solutions to

Students learn about

standards, guidelines, and national initiatives; children’s
nutritional needs; safe and healthy environments;
emergency response; child abuse and neglect; educational
experiences; and partnering with families.

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Human Resource Management Students learn important

The key functions of threat prevention, asset protection,

human resource management skills used by business

crisis response, and operations recovery are addressed

managers in day-to-day operations. While focusing on

from a variety of perspectives.

various aspects of human resource management and
practices, problem-solving and critical-thinking skills
are applied.

Introduction to Business

Introduction to Law

Students receive an overview of

substantive and procedural areas of law and legal practice.
They explore the legal profession, courts, ethics, sources

Students explore business

of law, and alternative dispute resolution systems. They

in global society, learning terminology, concepts,

also analyze an application of law to factual circumstances.

systems, strategies, and current issues. Topics include
the business environment, ethics, entrepreneurship and
global business, management, marketing, production,
information systems, and financial elements.

Introduction to Medical Assisting Students explore the
role of the medical assistant, including professionalism,
duties and responsibilities, and medical specialties.
Also, information about medical law and ethics, office

Introduction to Communication Students examine the

management, and compliance and regulatory issues

communication process, including elements of listening

affecting the role of the medical assistant is included.

and verbal and nonverbal communication. The course
also explores how these communication elements operate
between self, individuals, and groups. Communication
concepts and skills are explored through a variety of
methods and activities.

Introduction to Criminal Justice Students explore law
enforcement, the courts, and the correctional system.
They study what crime is, how crime is measured, and
theories of crime causation. They also examine issues
and challenges within the criminal justice system and its
future directions.

Introduction to Paralegal Profession Students explore
the role of paralegals in the legal system, paralegal skills,
legal working environments, ethical considerations, and
career opportunities. They are introduced to the sources
of law, an overview of courts, and alternative dispute
resolution systems.

Introduction to Psychology

Students gain an

understanding of human behavior, including biological
foundations and the brain, sensation, motivation, and
perception. Students explore the relationship between
learning and memory, various personality theories,

Introduction to Early Childhood Education This course

emotions, states of consciousness, cognition, life-span

provides the historical, theoretical, and developmental

development, and applied psychology.

foundations for educating young children, with
emphasis on creating inclusive environments and curricula
for diverse children and their families. Topics include
historical influences, program types, guidance strategies,
professionalism, current trends and issues, and advocacy.

Introduction to Finance Students gain an understanding
of financial management, including key language and
terminology, time–value of money, financial markets and
securities, financial statements, financial analysis, risk and
return, valuation of stocks and bonds, capital budgeting
and valuation, cost of capital and capital structure, working
capital management, dividend policy, and international
finance. Students apply financial tools and understand
how they impact financial decision making.

Introduction to Homeland Security This course provides
an overview of the elements involved in the homeland
security function, as well as the challenges managers in
government and industry may face while maintaining

Introduction to Sociology

Students examine the

sociological processes that underlie everyday life, with a
focus on globalization, cultural diversity, critical thinking,
new technology, and the growing influence of mass media.

Introductory Astronomy

Students explore a broad

range of astronomy topics, including the planetary
system, stars, galaxies, and the universe. Students also
learn about the scientific method and the evolution of
scientific ideas.

Java Programming I

Students explore programming

fundamentals, basic problem solving, variables and
assignments, math, conditionals, control flow, methods
and functional abstraction, objects and data abstraction,
inheritance and polymorphism, exception handling,
graphical user interfaces, and external libraries. Students
use Sun’s Java programming language throughout
this course.

mission operations and staff accountability in the midst
of multiple overlapping roles and responsibilities.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12

(CONTINUED)

CTE

Java Programming II Students explore essential object-

Principles of Management

oriented programming concepts, exception handling,

to common management philosophies and issues

recursion, generics, and important data structures in

in today’s changing world. They study globalization,

Students are introduced

the Java Collections Framework. They also learn more

ethics, diversity, customer service, and innovation from

advanced topics including algorithm analysis using Big O

a managerial perspective.

notation, a comparison of major sorting algorithms, and
the creation and traversal of a binary search tree.

Leadership and Supervision in Business
course

examines

the

roles

and

Principles of Marketing

Students explore factors that

influence how marketing decisions are made, including
This

the impact of marketing decisions on an organization and

responsibilities

its customers. They gain a working knowledge of practical

public

marketing and business vocabulary. They also evaluate

organizations. Students gain an understanding of

how the actions of competitors influence marketing

the expanded scope of supervisory responsibilities

decisions in the global marketplace.

of

supervisors

in

private,

service,

and

for business personnel ranging from first-time, first-line
supervisors to top-level executives.

Public Speaking

Medical Law and Ethics Students gain an understanding

Students learn strategies to effectively communicate, to

Students gain a basic understanding

of public speaking and the basic elements of a speech.

of the legal and ethical issues that can impact professional

adapt to different audiences, and to practice organizational

roles in health care settings. Laws that regulate the

methods to create engaging speech content. Throughout

health care industry, such as HIPAA, the Patient’s Bill of

the course, students develop and present original speeches

Rights, and standard of care, are introduced. Students are

to their classmates.

encouraged to consider the impact of personal ethics and
morals on decision making.

Medical Terminology

Research Methods Students practice the fundamentals
of scientific research methodology by examining a social

Students explore medical

issue. They develop a research question, find and evaluate

terminology, its symbols and abbreviations, and the

existing research, and design and implement an objective

application of this new language in health care. They learn

research method.

medical terms relating to body structure and function and
how to construct terms using word parts such as roots,
suffixes, and prefixes.

CERTIFICATION PREP
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Introduction to Computers and Information Technology:
IC3 Students gain an understanding of computing and the

Learning Microsoft® Office 2010 In this course, students

common features of popular applications. They practice

Microsoft Office productivity suite, including Word, Excel®,

and apply computer skills needed in today’s academic

PowerPoint®, and Access®. They also learn key computing

and business environments, including word processing,

terms and gain an overview of computing and Internet

spreadsheet, and presentation applications. Skills needed

concepts. As students learn the most commonly used

for working in an Internet or networked environment

software in today’s academic and business environments,

are also taught. This course prepares students

they prepare for Microsoft Office Specialist Core certification

for the three Internet and Computing Core Certification

testing. Students must have Microsoft Office 2010 to

(IC3) tests.

take this course.

learn, practice, and apply the practical capabilities of the

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

ADDITIONAL COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

ENGLISH

Introduction to Entrepreneurship (I and II)

Journalism

Students learn the basics to plan and launch their own

news, sports, and feature articles and following proper

business by studying successful entrepreneurs and basic

journalism guidelines. The activities and assignments

economic concepts such as competition, production,

simulate an actual newsroom. In addition, students

setting up a business plan, and more. In course II, students

can contribute to the school newspaper and other

continue to develop skills, including setting goals,

monthly publications.

applying financial concepts, working with others, and
managing employees.

Students gain firsthand experience writing

Speech and Debate

Using video tutorials, students

study verbal and nonverbal techniques—including

Introduction to Marketing Students master the basics

those of famous orators—to use when presenting

of marketing, including core concepts such as financing,

simple and complex ideas and when speaking to a

pricing, distribution, product management, and more.

group. Using an audiovisual tool to record their speeches,

Throughout the course, students explore the basics of

students learn how to speak persuasively, develop position

economics and economic systems, managing business

statements, support their arguments, and think analytically.

finances, accounting practices, operating a business in the

Brainstorming techniques, media analysis, research

global marketplace, generating business ideas and seeking

skills, and presentation strategies are also discussed.

out business opportunities, creating a business plan, and
promoting and advertising a business.

Sports Management

In this introduction to the

fast-growing field, students explore topics such as sports
marketing, branding, ticket sales, media relations, and
ethics. They also learn tips for breaking into the industry.
The activities and assignments require students to respond
to real-world sports management scenarios.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health, Fitness, and Nutrition This course covers first
aid, the benefits of good nutrition, and the dangers of
alcohol and drug use. Students learn how to evaluate
their own fitness and nutritional needs and how to make
changes that lead to a healthier lifestyle over the long run.
Also discussed are strategies for resisting peer pressure
and ways fitness can influence self-image and overall
well-being.

Personal Fitness

Students learn the proper ways to

exercise and eat healthy, how to assess their fitness level,
and strategies for reaching their highest possible fitness
level. They have the option of learning yoga in this course.

Physical Education This course emphasizes self-directed
activities that a student can participate in for a lifetime.
This includes the option of learning and practicing
yoga. Students’ skill levels are measured with written
assignments, class evaluations, and demonstrations of a
particular skill.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12

(CONTINUED)

MATH AND SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications

Psychology The course begins with a review of the ways

Students explore topics such as saving money, spending
money, and dealing with debt. Formulas to determine
account balances, monthly payments, and total costs
are evaluated and applied. Incorporating real-world
scenarios, students learn about mortgages, investments,
and retirement, which serves as a foundation for making
future financial decisions.

Earth Space Science Students focus on the study of
space and the geologic and atmospheric forces that shape
our world. Through experimentation and investigation,
students explore Earth’s layers including the geosphere,
hydrosphere, cryosphere, and atmosphere. They learn
about scientific inquiry, geologic time, space exploration,
the solar system, and the universe. Students use Web 2.0
tools, interactive experiences, higher-order thinking,
collaborative projects, and real-world application through
labs and a variety of assessments.

Environmental Science Students have an opportunity to
study the fundamentals of ecology and investigate ways
to protect the environment. They review the scientific
method and the water and carbon cycles. Students also
take a look at various kinds of pollution and ways to
safeguard our natural resources.

Marine Science

Students delve deep into Earth’s

bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they
impact oceans. They investigate characteristics of various
populations, patterns of distribution of life in our aquatic
systems, and ongoing changes occurring every day in the
ecosystems. Students have the opportunity to explore the
relationships among living organisms and see how they
are affected by the oceans’ currents, tides, and waves.
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in which people have sought to explain human behavior
from ancient times to today. Students explore research
methods and discover how the scientific method has
moved psychology from hypnosis and mesmerism to using
serious inquiries to prove theories. They also investigate
brain personality theories to help understand such
complex mental processes as learning, memory, thought,
and language.

AP Psychology The equivalent of an introductory college
course, this course includes an overview of current research
methods and theories. Students explore therapies used
by professionals and examine the way people learn and
think. Human reactions, instincts, aggression, intimacy,
altruism, and information retention are studied. The
course prepares students for the AP Psychology exam.
AP Edition: Psychology, Pearson

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Internship and Work Study Students taking this course

Career Exploration From writing an effective resume to
giving the perfect interview, students learn how to get
started and succeed in their chosen careers. This course
introduces possible career options and helps prepare
students for the transition from high school to college and
from college to the workplace.

College Prep with ACT

site, or pursuing placement. In this course, students
learn how to apply the lessons learned on the job to
a future career. Topics include searching for and applying
for jobs, creating resumes and cover letters, and preparing
for interviews. Students also learn about the rights
of employees, and they build budgeting skills while

Students learn test-taking

strategies and complete practice tests. Students also
develop college resumes, write effective personal essays,
and request letters of recommendation as part of the
college admissions process.

College Prep with SAT

should be currently working in an internship or at a work

completing activities in SkillsTutor®.

Life Management Skills

This course provides an

opportunity for students to explore important decisions
they may have to make as teenagers. It includes important
information pertaining to nutrition, substance abuse,

Students complete several

practice quizzes and tests and develop test-taking
strategies as they prepare for the SAT. Also, students
develop college resumes, write effective personal essays,
and request letters of recommendation as part of the
college admissions process.

Critical Thinking and Study Skills

coping with stress, sexual issues, and more. The course
teaches students how to be savvy consumers in a world
of advertising and credit cards, and it reviews Earthfriendly practices.

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
3-D Art I–Modeling

This course introduces students

In this course,

to three-dimensional modeling tools and concepts.

students implement thinking strategies, learn test-taking

Using Blender, a popular open-source 3-D modeling

strategies and time-management and organization skills,

package, students learn the basics of creating shapes,

build verbal competence, and sharpen their mathematics

adding textures and lighting, and rendering. By the end

reasoning. Specifically, students learn strategies for

of the course, students produce a series of increasingly

acquiring, storing, and retrieving knowledge, and methods

sophisticated projects for their portfolio. This course is

for linking new information with prior knowledge.

suitable for students with no prior experience with threedimensional design or digital media authoring tools.

Driver’s Education

Students study the Highway

Transportation System, road signs, rules of the road,

Business Keyboarding

accident avoidance, and making good choices behind

functions of all the keys, how to find them quickly, and

the wheel. They begin to develop the skills necessary to

the importance of keyboarding in virtually every career.

become safe, responsible drivers. Throughout the course,

They explore the alphabetic and numeric keyboard, study

students will increase their knowledge of real-world

the history of the keyboard and new technology, and

driving. (Additional time is required for driving experience,

build their speed and accuracy. Students learn proper

which is not included in this course.)

formatting for various academic and business documents

Students begin by learning the

and participate in discussions of business ethics.
This textbook is available as an etext. Students in
some schools may also receive printed texts.
An Honors course is available.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12

(CONTINUED)

AP Computer Science A Students develop the skills to

Introduction to Computer Applications

write programs or parts of programs in order to correctly

course, students use electronic media and software to

solve specific problems. There is an emphasis on the design

apply academic concepts in the creation of meaningful

issues that make programs understandable, adaptable,

organizers, projects, and presentations. Students locate,

and, when appropriate, reusable. The development of

retrieve, and evaluate data in order to construct and analyze

useful computer programs and classes is used as a context

databases. Students produce presentations on Internet

for introducing other important concepts of computer

safety, online predators, and cyberbullying. At the end

science, including the development and analysis of

of the course, students become effective communicators

algorithms, the development and use of fundamental

and collaborators as they plan, evaluate, and synthesize

data structures, and the study of standard algorithms and

research emphasizing current issues with technology.

typical applications. This course prepares students for the

(This course is for ninth grade students who are new to

AP Computer Science A exam.

Connections Academy.)

In this

Digital Arts I Students learn basic concepts essential to

Web Design I

visual and digital art, such as line, shape, form, color,

introduction to the essentials of website design. From

value, space, and texture. They use Inkscape, a vector

designing page layouts to coding with CSS and JavaScript®,

drawing application, to create original digital art and also

students learn how to create a complete website. Through

complete a still-life scene for a course-long art project.

study of real-world design scenarios and hands-on

(This may be considered an arts course at some schools.)

projects, students create compelling, usable websites

This course provides a comprehensive

using KompoZer, one of the Internet’s easiest-to-use

Emergent Computer Technology In this course, students
learn the basics of building safe websites, including the
use of hypertext markup language (HTML). They then plan
their own sites and learn how to link and navigate pages.
As they progress to more complex design techniques,
students also learn how graphics can make a site
more attractive.
Students apply computer-aided

design skills to draw plans and diagrams by creating points,
lines, three-dimensional models, and more. They also
learn how to translate abstract concepts into functional
designs and create a diverse portfolio of projects.
This course introduces students to the

basic skills necessary for game design. Students study the
various games in the industry, explore the processes and
art of making game elements, and develop a prototype
showing their understanding of the game design process.
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
Art History Students begin exploring the basic elements
of art and its role in history through their examination of
works from Paleolithic times to the Roman Empire. The
goal is to enhance students’ understanding of ancient

Engineering Design I

Game Design

open-source editing applications.

history and show how art reflects historical events.

AP Art History This course is designed to provide collegelevel instruction in art history and prepare students for
the AP Art History exam. Students examine major forms
of artistic expression from the past to the present and
from a variety of cultures. They learn to look at works
of art critically, with intelligence and sensitivity, and to
articulate what they see or experience.

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Digital Photography

This course covers both digital

photography and graphic design. Students learn basic
photographic concepts and composition skills, elements
of graphic design, digital image editing, and special effects
techniques. They also explore the fields of photography,
advertising, and illustration as possible career choices.

Living Music (I and II)

This series of courses teaches

students fundamental musicianship from a Western
Classical approach while aligning to national music
education standards. Students use classic repertoire to
analyze compositional style and are challenged to improve
their rhythm, listening, notation, analysis, performance,
and improvisation skills using virtual tools. With audio,
visual, and interactive technologies, the course sequence
provides a unique and progressively more advanced
learning experience for students in grades 9–12.

WORLD LANGUAGES
Chinese I Spoken by one-fifth of the world’s population,
Mandarin is the dialect of Beijing and the basis for Modern
Standard Chinese. This course emphasizes listening skills,
including the mastery of Chinese tones and tonal changes,
as well as vocabulary and grammar skills. Students also
begin to identify and write Chinese characters.

Chinese II This course enables students to further develop
the skills of listening to, speaking, reading, and writing
Mandarin Chinese at a more advanced level. As they are
immersed in Chinese culture, students expand their
vocabulary, practice interacting with others, and learn
the use of appropriate terms to communicate in various
everyday situations.

Chinese III Students continue to expand their knowledge
of Mandarin Chinese in this course. They build their
knowledge of vocabulary, sentence patterns, and grammar
points through communicative texts; enhance their
listening and speaking skills through pronunciation and
intonation; and work to improve their reading ability.
Students advance their skills by learning to write in
various formats, such as journals, essays, and letters, and
by composing simplified Chinese characters. By studying
Chinese culture, including origins, histories, anecdotes,
and more, students learn to compare and contrast various
aspects of this other culture with their own.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES
COURSES
AND ELECTIVES 9–12

(CONTINUED)
(C
ONTINUED)

French I This course introduces students to basic French

German III Students learn to express themselves using an

vocabulary and grammar. Lessons and assignments focus

ever-increasing vocabulary, present-tense verbs, articles,

on simple speaking and reading, comprehension, and

and adjectives. Grammar is introduced and practiced in

composition. Students also study the history and culture

innovative and interesting ways with a variety of learning

of French-speaking peoples around the world.

styles in mind, including listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. Culture is sprinkled throughout the course in

French II Students are exposed to more complex reading,

order to help the learner focus on the German-speaking

writing, and listening coursework. They explore advanced

world and its culture, people, geographical locations,

grammatical structure and apply vocabulary and word

and history.

usage to various situations.

French III

Japanese I In today’s business world, learning Japanese

This course is designed for students with

can be extremely valuable. This course focuses on spoken

strong listening and speaking skills plus a solid vocabulary

and written Japanese with a thorough grounding in

base. The focus is on verb conjugation, direct and indirect

Japanese culture. Using warm-up activities, reading,

object pronouns, and tenses. Students also improve their

vocabulary studies, games, and multimedia presentations,

writing and speaking skills as they study the culture, art,

students gain the foundation to communicate successfully

and governments of French-speaking countries.

in Japanese.

French IV

Students cover present, past, future, and

Japanese II

Students practice listening, speaking,

conditional tense verbs, subjunctive mood, articles, and

reading, and writing skills as they express themselves

adjectives while delving more deeply into French culture.

using new vocabulary, present-tense verbs, and

This course, rich in authentic reading material, uses

adjectives. Grammar is introduced and practiced in

native-speaker recordings to enrich the student’s culture,

innovative and interesting ways and with a variety of

grammar, and French vocabulary lessons.

learning styles in mind. Students learn about the culture
by focusing on the people, lifestyle, geography, and history

German I Students use discussions and other activities
to learn how to speak, read, write, and understand basic
German. Simple grammar, punctuation, and spelling are
reinforced with interactive lessons, games, and activities.
Students also study German culture and history, as well as
the influence of the German language.

German II

In this course, students are introduced to

increasingly complex vocabulary and grammar. There is
more emphasis on improving spoken communication and
listening comprehension.
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of Japan.

Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Latin I

Students gain a foundation in Latin grammar

Spanish II

As they engage in more advanced

and vocabulary as well as an appreciation and

conversations, write paragraphs and stories, and translate

understanding of the Roman culture as the foundation

to and from Spanish, students improve their vocabulary

for much of Western culture. Through the study of

and grammar. Intense listening comprehension exercises

Latin, students will gain an appreciation for and

aid in understanding more complex thoughts and subjects.

understanding of the grammatical constructs of

Students also practice their speaking skills through

the English language as they increase their vocabulary and

conversations with a native speaker.

understanding of word origins.

Latin II

Spanish III

Students build their vocabulary and

Students build on their knowledge of Latin

communication skills even further in Spanish III.

grammar and vocabulary and gain a solid foundation in

Advanced grammar, including the study of tenses,

the structure of the language as well as an understanding

sentence structure, and punctuation, is covered. Students

of the life and times of ancient Romans. They learn to

also practice correct accents and learn to comprehend

appreciate how Roman engineering, art, commerce, and

real-world native speech.

law systems were all supported by a clear, expressive, and
flexible language.

Latin III

Spanish IV

The fourth year of Spanish covers

advanced grammar, including present, past, future,
Students expand their knowledge of Latin by

and conditional tense verbs, subjunctive mood,

exploring prose written and spoken by Roman figures

articles, and adjectives. Students focus on the Spanish-

such as Caesar, Cicero, and Catullus. Through exposure to

speaking world and its culture, people, geographical

authentic texts, students strengthen their vocabulary as well

locations, and history.

as their understanding and appreciation of well-crafted

AP Spanish Language The main objective of this course

writing.

Sign Language I In this course, students are introduced

is to develop students’ interpersonal communication
skills and prepare them for the AP Spanish Language

to the fundamental concepts of American Sign Language.

exam. Students develop a strong command of the Spanish

Students explore vocabulary, grammar, and conversational

language and become very proficient in reading, writing,

skills using basic signing and fingerspelling techniques.

and speaking. Students are exposed to Spanish literature,

They are exposed to activities and exercises that

historical and current events, music, movies, radio, and

help them understand the culture of deaf and hard-of-

television.

hearing people.
Additional electives are offered to students and may vary

Sign Language II In this course, students continue their

by school.

study of American Sign Language (ASL). Students expand
their ASL vocabulary, grammar, and conversational skills.
In addition, students complete activities and exercises that
help them understand the culture of the deaf and hardof-hearing community, including analyzing Deaf View/
Image Art (De’VIA).

Spanish I

Students cover basic vocabulary, grammar,

spelling, and punctuation to build a solid foundation for
further study. Assignments include engaging in simple
conversation, writing paragraphs, and listening to Spanish
dialogue. Students also converse with a native speaker and
study the history and culture of Spanish-speaking peoples.
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CLUBS & ACTIVITIES 9–12
Art Club

The Art Club sparks imagination and

Chess Clubs

Members learn, socialize, and play in an

creativity by exploring techniques and styles associated

atmosphere of friendly competition using an exclusive

with two-dimensional and three-dimensional art,

gaming site, available 24/7. After completing a tutorial,

photography, and graphic design. Students have the

students request games through the gaming system at

opportunity to create original designs and artwork, and

their desired skill level, and the online chess play begins.

they share their artwork with peers, learn about

Monthly presentations by the Grandmaster from the

appropriate critique guidelines, and provide feedback to

University of Maryland, Baltimore County enhance learning

other club members.

for all students, and a second-semester tournament
provides the opportunity for more intensive competition.

Book Club Participants meet monthly to discuss reviews

Introduction to Chess and Advanced Chess Clubs

of books from designated genres. Sharing themes, plots,

are both available.

and opinions allows students the opportunity to strengthen
public speaking skills while honing their ability to analyze

College Planning Club This club, designed for students

and summarize literary content during online meetings.

in grades 9–12 who are interested in college, guides
members through the college preparation and admissions

Brainteasers Club

A weekly brainteasers newsletter

process and discusses college planning, building a

provides students the opportunity to solve a variety of

resume, identifying career interests and potential majors,

puzzles and problems including anagrams, crossword

researching colleges, completing applications, and

puzzles, crack the code, and logic grids. In addition, students

identifying financial aid and scholarship opportunities.

are encouraged to create their own brainteasers to share

LiveLesson sessions and Message Boards provide

on the Connexus Message Boards and in student-

support and encourage discussion as students develop

made publications.

a portfolio that includes elements sought by college
admissions committees.

Broadcast and Theater Arts Club

Members learn

about choreography, set design, and tech crew for
on- and off-Broadway productions. Working both
individually and collaboratively, students are encouraged
to write and share plays. Students also learn about
history and trends in broadcast media while exploring
print,

audio,

and

sessions

provide

to

their

share

video

mediums.

opportunities

theatrical

talents

LiveLesson

for
as

students
well

as

presentations similar to segments on television
news magazines.

Career Club

Students learn about potential careers and

explore fields that interest them. Members identify
and develop skills that will help them be successful in
high school, college, and the workplace. The club enables
high school students to better focus on their goals
after high school, including applying to appropriate
colleges or applying for jobs which align with their
interests and goals.
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Grades 9–12: Courses, Clubs, and Activities

Debate Club

Members learn internationally recognized

Leadership and Global Awareness Club

This club

debate procedures and put them into practice when

challenges students who are natural leaders in their

they meet in LiveLesson sessions and engage in

communities to take on a leadership role at the state,

Message

the

national, and international levels. Students meet regularly

art of public speaking and critical thinking while

to discuss, plan, and share service learning projects and

working in collaborative teams. Research, reasoning,

outcomes. Additionally, students learn about historic and

and understanding form the foundation for weekly

current global cultures in order to better prepare them for

moderated debates.

careers and lives in our global economy.

Digital Storytelling Club Students use computer programs

The Monitor: Student Newspaper

to tell their original tales through pictures and audio. They

Connections Academy’s student-managed, student-

share stories and receive feedback through group meetings

staffed newspaper. Our writers and editors work

and Message Board discussions. Final versions of student

together to write and organize content for sections of the

work are available in the Virtual Library for all to enjoy.

newspaper, including news, entertainment, sports, and

Board

discussions.

Members

learn

The Monitor is

school events.

Environmental Club Members develop an awareness of
the environment as they exchange ideas about keeping

Movie Club

our planet clean. They discuss such global issues as

special effects, and musical compositions centered around

alternative energy, recycling, and allocating limited

monthly themes. Student film buffs gain opportunities to

resources, learning how they can influence these issues on

demonstrate their creativity and collaborate with others

a local level. Students also hear from experts who work on

to create their own movies as part of a virtual showcase.

Members learn about film genres, acting,

environmental issues.

First-Generation Club

Music Club Students who enjoy performing, composing,
Designed for high-achieving

or listening to music explore various musical genres,

students who aspire to be the first in their families to

lyrics, and instruments. Members have opportunities to

graduate from college, this club provides mentoring,

collaborate with others and exercise their creativity by

advice, and personal development activities to help

designing their own musical instruments or participating

them prepare for a challenging and successful career.

in a virtual showcase and talent show.

LiveLesson sessions and Message Boards support and
encourage discussion as members are guided through the

Pen Pals It is a classic way to build friendships. Students

college admissions process, including applying for

develop their skills in letter writing, written expression,

scholarships and financial aid. Participants develop a

and penmanship while making friends with other students

portfolio that includes elements sought by college

across the country. Once a month, students meet online to

admissions committees.

share personal interests and experiences.

Gaming and Technology Club

Students who have an

Pens and Lens: Student Literary Magazine The monthly

affinity for technology and gaming explore and discuss

Pens and Lens magazine recognizes and publishes original

gaming styles and genres as well as careers in the gaming

student-created poetry, short stories, and photographs.

and technology industry. They share their original work

This recognition encourages and inspires other students

in LiveLesson sessions. Individual and collaborative

to pursue both writing and photography.

projects may include creating elements of video games
and investigating Internet safety and cyber threats.

This club or activity is new, revised, or expanded.
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CLUBS & ACTIVITIES 9–12
Poetry Corner

High school writers work together to

Sports Club

(CONTINUED)

Students who enjoy athletics explore a

explore the language of poetry, and forums are held to

variety of sporting activities from around the world.

share and critique original work twice a month.

Members discuss the similarities and differences of
various seasonal sports and have the opportunity to

Quiz Bowl Students have access to trivia questions within

learn about training techniques and fitness programs.

Connexus, allowing them to test their knowledge of fun

Monthly fitness challenges in LiveLesson sessions

facts. Student winners with the highest percentage of

encourage friendly competition and emphasize the

correct answers are announced at the end of the year.

importance of regular exercise.

Robotics Club Members of this club focus on the origins,

Students and Learning Coaches will receive information about

applications, and latest trends in robotics. They learn how

signing up for clubs after the school year begins. Special activities

robots are built and controlled, and then they move on

and events will also be shared with families throughout the

to the challenge of programming a robot to navigate an

school year. Additional school-based clubs may also be available.

obstacle course. No previous computer coding experience
is needed, and no materials are required for participation.
Club members in some states may have opportunities
to participate in state or regional robotic competitions.

Science Club Students gain hands-on experience with the
scientific method, planning experiments, and observing
the world. They are encouraged to engage in experiments
at home and share the process and results with their peers
in LiveLesson sessions. Through online group meetings,
students also predict outcomes and alter variables in
experiments they conduct together.
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This club or activity is new, revised, or expanded.

COURSE LISTING 9–12
ENGLISH

English 9 A*
English 9 B*
English 10 A*
English 10 B*
English 11 A*
English 11 B*
English 12 A*
English 12 B*
Journalism A
Journalism B
Speech and Debate

MATH

Pre-Algebra A
Pre-Algebra B
Algebra 1 A*
Algebra 1 B*
Algebra 2 A*
Algebra 2 B*
Advanced Algebra with
Financial Applications A
Advanced Algebra with
Financial Applications B
Precalculus A*
Precalculus B*
Calculus A
Calculus B
Consumer Math A
Consumer Math B
Explorations in Mathematics A
Explorations in Mathematics B
Geometry A*
Geometry B*
Statistics A
Statistics B

SCIENCE

Biology A*
Biology B*
Chemistry A*
Chemistry B*
Earth Science A*
Earth Science B*
Earth Space Science A*
Earth Space Science B*
Environmental Science A
Environmental Science B
Marine Science A*
Marine Science B*
Physical Science A*
Physical Science B*
Physics A
Physics B

SOCIAL STUDIES

American Government A*
American Government B*
Economics
Geography and Society
Personal Finance
Psychology A
Psychology B
United States History A*
United States History B*
World Geography
World History A*
World History B*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Introduction to
Entrepreneurship I
Introduction to
Entrepreneurship II
Introduction to Marketing
Sports Management

CAREER TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

Accounting I
Accounting II
Administrative Duties and
Office Management
Anatomy and Physiology
Business Communication
Business Information Systems
Business Law
Business Math
Criminal Investigation
Developmental Writing
Health, Safety, and Nutrition
Human Resource Management
Introduction to Business
Introduction to Communication
Introduction to Criminal Justice
Introduction to Early Childhood
Education
Introduction to Finance
Introduction to Homeland
Security
Introduction to Law
Introduction to Medical
Assisting
Introduction to Paralegal
Profession
Introduction to Psychology
Introduction to Sociology
Introductory Astronomy
Java Programming I
Java Programming II
Leadership and Supervision
in Business
Medical Law and Ethics
Medical Terminology
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
Public Speaking
Research Methods

CERTIFICATION PREP

Introduction to Computers and
Information Technology: IC3 A
Introduction to Computers and
Information Technology: IC3 B
Learning Microsoft Office 2010 A
Learning Microsoft Office 2010 B

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Health, Fitness, and Nutrition A
Health, Fitness, and Nutrition B
Personal Fitness
Physical Education

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

College Prep with SAT
Critical Thinking and Study Skills
Driver’s Education
Internship and Work Study A
Internship and Work Study B
Life Management Skills

Spanish II B
Spanish III A
Spanish III B
Spanish IV A
Spanish IV B

TECHNOLOGY AND
ENGINEERING

AP Art History†
AP Biology†
AP Calculus AB†
AP Calculus BC†
AP Computer Science A†
AP English Language and Composition†
AP English Literature and Composition†
AP Environmental Science†
AP Human Geography†
AP Macroeconomics
AP Microeconomics
AP Psychology
AP Spanish Language†
AP Statistics†
AP United States Government
and Politics
AP United States History†

3-D Art I–Modeling
Business Keyboarding
Digital Arts I
Emergent Computer Technology
Engineering Design I
Game Design
Introduction to Computer
Applications
Web Design I A
Web Design I B

VISUAL AND PERFORMING
ARTS
Art History A
Art History B
Digital Photography
Living Music I
Living Music II

WORLD LANGUAGES
Chinese I A
Chinese I B
Chinese II A
Chinese II B
Chinese III A
Chinese III B
French I A
French I B
French II A
French II B
French III A
French III B
French IV A
French IV B
German I A
German I B
German II A
German II B
German III A
German III B
Japanese I A
Japanese I B
Japanese II A
Japanese II B
Latin I A
Latin I B
Latin II A
Latin II B
Latin III A
Latin III B
Sign Language I A
Sign Language I B
Sign Language II A
Sign Language II B
Spanish I A
Spanish I B
Spanish II A

ADVANCED PLACEMENT

* Also offered as an Honors course
† Two-semester course; must begin
in fall semester
Designates a new, revised, or
expanded course
Not all courses are available in all states.
See ConnectionsAcademy.com for details.

To see which courses are
approved by either the
University of California
a-g program or the NCAA
Eligibility Center, visit
ConnectionsAcademy.com/
CourseApprovals

Career Exploration
College Prep with ACT
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School Calendars
(SYs 2015-16 and 2016-17)

CCA Charter Renewal Application

COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
2015-2016
SCHOOL CALENDAR

EVENT

First Day for New Teachers Only
First Day for All Teachers
Staff Development and Teacher Inservice

DATE(s)

8/17/2015
8/18/2015
Aug 19, 20, 21,24,25,26,27,28,31 2015

First Day for Students

9/1/2015

Labor Day Holiday

9/7/2015

Columbus Day Holiday

10/12/2015

Thanksgiving Vacation

11/26/15 through 11/30/15

Winter Break

12/24/15 through 1/1/2016

Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday

1/18/2016

Teacher Inservice

1/22/2016

President's Day

2/15/2016

Spring Break
Memorial Day
Last Day for Students
Staff Development and Teacher Inservice

Last Day for First Year Teachers
Last Day for Teachers

3/24/2016 through 3/28/2016
5/30/2016
6/3/2016
June 6,7,8,9,10,
13,14,15,16 2016
6/15/2016
6/16/2016

COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
2016-2017 SCHOOL CALENDAR
Status: Not yet Board Reviewed/Approved

Event

Date

First Day for New Teachers Only

August 18, 2016

First Day for All Teachers

August 19,2016

Staff Development and Teacher Inservice

August 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 2016

First Day of School

September 6, 2016

Columbus Day

October 10, 2016

Thanksgiving Break

November 24-28, 2016

Winter Break

December 26, 2016 - January 2, 2017

Martin Luther King Jr. Day

January 16, 2017

Teacher In- Service

January 19, 2017

First Semester End Date

January 20, 2017

Second Semester Start Date

January 23, 2017

Presidents’ Day

February 20, 2017

Spring Break

April 13-17, 2017

Memorial Day

May 29, 2017

Last Day of School for Students

June 6, 2017

Last Day of School for New Teachers

June 19, 2017

Last Day of School for All Teachers

June 20, 2017

COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
2016-2017 SCHOOL CALENDAR
Status: Not yet Board Reviewed/Approved

Student/Teacher Days

Students

Teachers

August

0

9

September

19

19

October
November

20
19

20
19

December

17

17

January

20

21

February

19

19

March

23

23

April

17

17

May

22

22

June
Total

4
180

14
200

Marking Periods
November 8, 2016
January 19, 2017
March 27, 2017
June 6, 2017

Attachment F
School Improvement Plan

CCA Charter Renewal Application

Commonwealth Connections Academy CS
Improvement Plan
07/01/2014 - 06/30/2017
Improvement Revision 2014-2015: Submitted On
06/26/2015
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Assurances
Title I Schools
Title I Priority or Focus Schools
All Title I Schools required to complete improvement plans must assure to the Pennsylvania
Department of Education the school's compliance with the following expectations by developing
and implementing an improvement plan or otherwise taking actions that meet the expectations
described by the Assurances listed below.
Assurances 1 through 12
The school has verified the following Assurances:


Assurance 1: This School Improvement Plan contains Action Plans that address each
reason why this school failed to make Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs) and/or is
identified in the lowest 10% of Title I schools.



Assurance 2: The resources needed for full implementation of the action plans herein
documented have been identified and the necessary approvals obtained to allow the
procurement and allocation of these resources.



Assurance 3: Documentation of the resources needed for full implementation of the
action plans herein documented; including specific, related budgetary information, is
available for review upon request by the LEA or SEA.



Assurance 4: If designated as a Priority or Focus School the district has determined
whole-school meaningful interventions directly associated with the unmet AMO(s).



Assurance 5: The school improvement plan covers a two-year period.



Assurance 6: The school has adopted and/or continued policies and practices
concerning the school's core academic subjects that have the greatest likelihood of
improving student achievement.



Assurance 7: High performing LEAs with varied demographic conditions have shown
they share common characteristics. The following nine characteristics are embedded in
the plan:
o

Clear and Shared Focus

o

High Standards and Expectations
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o

Effective Leadership

o

High Levels of Collaboration and Communication

o

Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Aligned with Standards

o

Frequent Monitoring of Teaching and Learning

o

Focused Professional Development

o

Supportive Learning Environment

o

High Levels of Community and Parent Involvement

Assurance 8: Focus Schools must implement locally developed interventions associated
with a minimum of one of the below principles, while Priority Schools must implement
all seven:
o

Providing strong leadership by: (1) reviewing the performance of the current
principal; (2) either replacing the principal if such a change is necessary to
ensure strong and effective leadership or demonstrating to the State Education
Agency that the current principal has a track record in improving achievement
and has the ability to lead the turnaround effort; and (3) providing the principal
with operational flexibility in the areas of scheduling, staff, curriculum and
budget.

o

Ensuring that teachers are effective and able to improve instruction by: (1)
reviewing the quality of all staff and retaining only those who are determined to
be effective and have the ability to be successful in the turnaround effort; and
(2) preventing ineffective teachers from transferring to these schools.

o

Redesign the school day, week, or year to include additional time for student
learning and teacher collaboration

o

Strengthen the school’s instructional program based on student needs and
ensuring that the instructional program is research-based, rigorous, and aligned
with state academic content standards.

o

Use data to inform instruction and for continuous improvement, including
providing time for collaboration on the use of data.

o

Establish a school environment that improves school safety and discipline and
addresses other non-academic factors that impact student achievement, such as
students’ social, emotional and health needs.

o

Provide ongoing mechanisms for family and community engagement
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Assurance 9: The school improvement plan delineates responsibilities fulfilled by the
school, the LEA and the SEA serving the school under the plan.



Statement 10: Establish specific annual, measurable targets for continuous and
substantial progress by each relevant subgroup, which will ensure all such groups of
students, update to align with the new AMOs to close the achievement gap



Statement 11: A mentoring/induction program used with teachers new to the school
exists; the essential elements of the mentoring/induction program are documented and
the documentation is available for review upon request by LEA or SEA authorities.



Statement 12: All parents with enrolled students will receive an annual notification
letter which includes the reasons for its identification as Priority or Focus and the
school’s plan to improve student achievement.

Assurance 13
The school is communicating with parents regarding school improvement efforts via the
following strategies:






School web site
District report card
Yearly letter to parents
Regular Title 1 meetings
Parent advisory committee meetings

Assurance for Priority Schools (Annually Updated SIP)
The school has indicated the following response to indicate if it has completed an evaluation
with the assistance of our Academic Recovery Liaison:
No
Title I Schoolwide program
The school has indicated the following response as to whether or not it intends to run a Title I
Schoolwide program :
Yes
A completed Title I Schoolwide program planning addendum is required if the school is running
a Title I Schoolwide program.
DOCX file uploaded.
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Needs Assessment
School Accomplishments
Accomplishment #1:
91.4% of our families rated the Commonwealth Connections Academy program a grade of B or
better.

Accomplishment #2:

100% of our families would recommend Commonwealth Connections Academy to parents whose
children are not enrolled in the program.

Accomplishment #3:
93.3% of families feel that their child is making good progress with CCA.

Accomplishment #4:
95.5% of our families indicate that they are satisfied with the Commonwealth Connections
Academy educational program.

Accomplishment #5:
81.6% of families indicate that their child's attitude toward learning has improved with
Commonwealth Connections Academy.

Accomplishment #6:
88.8% of families indicate that their children are able to learn at his/her own pace.

Accomplishment #7:
96.8% of families indicate that they are satisfied with the helpfulness of the Commonwealth
Connections Academy teachers.

Accomplishment #8:
94.6% of our families feel that Commonwealth Connections Academy curriculum is high quality.

School Concerns
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Concern #1:
Over the last five (5) years, between 37% and 44% of CCA families withdraw from our school.
Of those that withdraw, 22% are first-year students who do not return for a second year.

Concern #2:
Since we are a cyber school, when we test students, it is a challenging environment. Students
travel from up to an hour away, battling traffic and weather conditions, and the students report to
a community meeting rooms, sometimes for the first time, and they are tested by strangers. This
environment causes anxiety with most of our students.

Concern #3:
CCA did not meet the AMOs for the following groups:
Mathematics/Algebra I Proficiency - All Students (46.31)
Reading/Literature Proficiency - All Students (57.13)
Science/Biology - All Students (47.17)
Writing - All Students (28.96)

Concern #4:
Our teachers have so much data at their fingertips, that they are challenged to use the data
effectively to improve instruction.

Concern #5:
CCA did not meet the AMO for Graduation Rate: All Students (74.82)

Prioritized Systemic Challenges
Systemic Challenge #1 (Guiding Question #3) Ensure that there is a system within the school
that fully ensures consistent implementation of a standards aligned curriculum framework across
all classrooms for all students.

Aligned Concerns:
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CCA did not meet the AMOs for the following groups:
Mathematics/Algebra I Proficiency - All Students (46.31)
Reading/Literature Proficiency - All Students (57.13)
Science/Biology - All Students (47.17)
Writing - All Students (28.96)

Systemic Challenge #2 (Guiding Question #1) Ensure that there is a system in the school and/or
district that fully ensures the principal is enabled to serve as a strong instructional leader who, in
partnership with the school community (students, staff, parents, community, etc.) leads
achievement growth and continuous improvement within the school.

Aligned Concerns:
Over the last five (5) years, between 37% and 44% of CCA families withdraw from
our school. Of those that withdraw, 22% are first-year students who do not return for
a second year.

Since we are a cyber school, when we test students, it is a challenging environment.
Students travel from up to an hour away, battling traffic and weather conditions, and
the students report to a community meeting rooms, sometimes for the first time, and
they are tested by strangers. This environment causes anxiety with most of our
students.

CCA did not meet the AMOs for the following groups:
Mathematics/Algebra I Proficiency - All Students (46.31)
Reading/Literature Proficiency - All Students (57.13)
Science/Biology - All Students (47.17)
Writing - All Students (28.96)
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Our teachers have so much data at their fingertips, that they are challenged to use the
data effectively to improve instruction.

CCA did not meet the AMO for Graduation Rate: All Students (74.82)

Systemic Challenge #3 (Guiding Question #4) Ensure that there is a system within the school
that fully ensures consistent implementation of effective instructional practices that meet the
needs of all students across all classrooms and aligns with the Pennsylvania Framework for
Teaching

Aligned Concerns:
Over the last five (5) years, between 37% and 44% of CCA families withdraw from
our school. Of those that withdraw, 22% are first-year students who do not return for
a second year.

CCA did not meet the AMOs for the following groups:
Mathematics/Algebra I Proficiency - All Students (46.31)
Reading/Literature Proficiency - All Students (57.13)
Science/Biology - All Students (47.17)
Writing - All Students (28.96)

Our teachers have so much data at their fingertips, that they are challenged to use the
data effectively to improve instruction.

CCA did not meet the AMO for Graduation Rate: All Students (74.82)
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Systemic Challenge #4 (Guiding Question #6) Ensure that there is a system within the school
that fully ensures a safe and supportive environment for all students.

Aligned Concerns:
Over the last five (5) years, between 37% and 44% of CCA families withdraw from
our school. Of those that withdraw, 22% are first-year students who do not return for
a second year.

Since we are a cyber school, when we test students, it is a challenging environment.
Students travel from up to an hour away, battling traffic and weather conditions, and
the students report to a community meeting rooms, sometimes for the first time, and
they are tested by strangers. This environment causes anxiety with most of our
students.

CCA did not meet the AMO for Graduation Rate: All Students (74.82)

Systemic Challenge #5 (Guiding Question #2) Ensure that there is a system within the school
that fully ensures school-wide use of data that is focused on school improvement and the
academic growth of all students

Aligned Concerns:
CCA did not meet the AMOs for the following groups:
Mathematics/Algebra I Proficiency - All Students (46.31)
Reading/Literature Proficiency - All Students (57.13)
Science/Biology - All Students (47.17)
Writing - All Students (28.96)
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Improvement Plan
Action Plans
Goal #1: Establish a system within the charter school that fully ensures the implementation of a
student attendance policy that delineates expectations for student attendance, consequences
for students who do not comply with the policy, expectations for professional staff members
regarding record keeping and monitoring of both student attendance and student participation
in the learning process, and that fully ensures professional staff members will respond with
classroom and school-wide interventions when students are chronically absent or disengaged.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
Type: Interim
Data Source: CBAs and LiveLesson attendance
Specific Targets: Student performance on formative and summative
assessments.

Strategies:
Differentiating Instruction
Description: Empirical validation of differentiated instruction as a package was
not found; however, a large number of testimonials and classroom examples
of positive effects have been reported. (Sources: Learning Styles: Concepts
and Evidence,
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/journals/pspi/PSPI 9 3.pdf ;
Differentiated Instruction: Effective classroom practices report,
http://www.cast.org/system/galleries/download/ncac/DifInstruc.pdf ;
Learning Styles, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning styles#cite note-33 ;
WWC: Assisting Students Struggling with Reading: Response to Intervention
and Multi-Tier Intervention in the Primary Grades,
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/practice guides/rti reading pg 021809.pdf
Differentiated Instruction Reexamined, http://www.hepg.org/hel/article/499;
Investigating the Impact of Differentiated Instruction in Mixed Ability
Classrooms, http://www.icsei.net/icsei2011/Full%20Papers/0155.pdf )
SAS Alignment: Instruction
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Professional Learning Community Development
Description:
Teachers will enroll in the online PLC through the PLCR to analyze student data
and discuss possible instructional interventions and create PLPs (Personalized
Learning Plans) for all students, specifically targeting at-risk students.
SAS Alignment: Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction, Materials &
Resources, Safe and Supportive Schools

Implementation Steps:
Elementary Daily LiveLessons
Description:
All CCA enrolled elementary students are invited to either of the following: 68 LiveLessons per week for students doing a blended program or for students
doing the asyncronis program, there will be 2 daily Livelessons. LiveLessons
contain the daily studies that is taught and reviewed. Daily LiveLessons take
place in both the subjects of math and reading. Students who do not attend
the daily LiveLesson are provided with a recording of the lesson to watch. The
recording has an embedded assessment which is submitted by the student to
the teacher.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Student Services
Supported Strategies:


Differentiating Instruction

Data Warehouse
Description:
Grade book data is discussed in Professional Learning Community meetings
weekly. The grade book provides data on the students and their progression
through the curriculum so that students who are demonstrating failing grades
in a course are addressed at the weekly meeting. Teachers can drill down to a
specific skill need within that course for additional instructional support.
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At the elementary level, DIBELS assessment is administered three times per
year for students in grades K-6. For students who fall below benchmark,
teachers use this data to determine tiered interventions for struggling readers
on an ongoing basis.
In grades K-8, the LEAP assessment is used three times each year to determine
student growth and acheivement.
In Middle & High School grades, Study Island is used to determine benchmarks
as indicators of student growth and acheicement.
In High School grades, the Scantron Assessment is used 2-3 times each year to
determine student growth and acheivement.
All teachers use Curriculum Based Assessments (CBAs) to determine if
students are mastering the skills and standards taught on an ongoing basis.
Teachers utilize biweekly phone contact (at a minimum), contact within the
LiveLesson room, daily student/teacher webmail with students to determine
skill mastery.

Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Gifted Education,
Educational Technology
Supported Strategies:


Differentiating Instruction

Curriculum Quality Analysis
Description:
100% of families have access to the STARR rating system. The STARR rating
system enables parents and students to provide feedback on each particular
lesson addressing a state standard or skill. Lessons are reviewed and revised
by Connections Education, the curriculum developer, as well as by
Connections Academy as needed.
100% of teachers have access to an internal tracking system for each course to
provide teacher feedback. This feedback is used to further align the curriculum
with state standards in an effort to meet the diverse needs of every student.
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CCA has been taking part in an Independent Analysis of Curriculum to verify
that the curriculum is aligned to the PACC. We will be identifying any gaps in
the curriculum and addressing those within the updated charter.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Student Services, Educational
Technology
Supported Strategies:


Differentiating Instruction

Informal and Formal LiveLesson Observations
Description:
Every semester (at a minimum), Principals and Assistant Principals will
informally and formally observe LiveLessons taught by every certified
teacher. Instructional coaches are provided to assist teachers in establishing
effective and engaging LiveLesson instruction tied directly to the Pennsylvania
state standards. Recorded LiveLessons are available for 100% of students who
are unable to attend the LiveLesson offered during the set lesson time. The
recordings are also utilized when a student is struggling in a skill, as they can
review the skill instruction multiple times until mastery is reached.
100% of teachers who demonstrate a "needs improvement" is recommended
to utilize an instructional coach to help improve the quality of instruction and
provide them with the skills they need to reach the needs of their students.
Additionally, administrators work with these teachers on a weekly basis in an
effort to provide instructional leadership and best instructional practices.
CCA has been part of the development of the Danielson Framework Online
Rubrik.
In addition to LiveLessons, Teachers use the following to track student
progress and acheivement: CBAs, lesson objectives, Message Boards, Dropbox,
webmail communication.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Student Services,
Gifted Education, Educational Technology
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Supported Strategies:


Differentiating Instruction

Goal #2: Ensure that there is a system within the school that fully ensures consistent
implementation of a standards aligned curriculum framework across all classrooms for all
students.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
Type: Interim
Data Source: Connexus and CE Data
Specific Targets: Growth demonstrated on each administration of
standardized tests (Keystones, PSSAs) by all eligible students enrolled by 10/1
in grades 3-8 along with Keystone testing subjects/courses.

Type: Interim
Data Source: Ongoing discussions as a SI Team
Specific Targets: Ongoing discussions as a SI Team

Strategies:
Differentiating Instruction
Description: Empirical validation of differentiated instruction as a package was
not found; however, a large number of testimonials and classroom examples
of positive effects have been reported. (Sources: Learning Styles: Concepts
and Evidence,
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/journals/pspi/PSPI 9 3.pdf ;
Differentiated Instruction: Effective classroom practices report,
http://www.cast.org/system/galleries/download/ncac/DifInstruc.pdf ;
Learning Styles, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning styles#cite note-33 ;
WWC: Assisting Students Struggling with Reading: Response to Intervention
and Multi-Tier Intervention in the Primary Grades,
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/practice guides/rti reading pg 021809.pdf
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Differentiated Instruction Reexamined, http://www.hepg.org/hel/article/499;
Investigating the Impact of Differentiated Instruction in Mixed Ability
Classrooms, http://www.icsei.net/icsei2011/Full%20Papers/0155.pdf )
SAS Alignment: Instruction

Professional Learning Community Development
Description:
Teachers will enroll in the online PLC through the PLCR to analyze student data
and discuss possible instructional interventions and create PLPs (Personalized
Learning Plans) for all students, specifically targeting at-risk students.
SAS Alignment: Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction, Materials &
Resources, Safe and Supportive Schools

Instructional Coaching
Description: The purpose of Instructional Coaching is to bring evidence-based
practices into classrooms by working with teachers and other school leaders.
The Pennsylvania Institute for Instructional Coaching focuses on evidencebased literacy strategies and claims instructional coaching has a positive
impact upon student achievement. (Source:
http://piic.pacoaching.org/index.php/piic-coaching/what-is-an-instructionalcoach ) WWC has identified at least one instructional coaching model that has
a positive impact on achievement at the secondary level. )Source:
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/pdf/quick reviews/myteachingpartner 022212.p
df )
SAS Alignment: Instruction

Curriculum Mapping
Description: Empirical evidence of a positive statistical correlation of the use
of curriculum mapping with student achievement is scarce. There was a 2001
study by the Indiana Center of Evaluation conducted for the Ohio DOE that
determined curriculum alignment (defined as curriculum mapping with
subsequent change in instructional practice) was the “single greatest factor in
achieving improved test scores.” The following link provides a list of resources
supporting the positive contributions of curriculum mapping to educational
processes: http://www.curriculummapping101.com/materials/curriculummapping-research ; the following link provides an overview of curriculum
mapping: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curriculum mapping
SAS Alignment: Standards, Materials & Resources
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Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building
Description: Support of the relationship of distributive leadership with student
achievement is anecdotal and inferential and substantially reported. (Sources:
http://www.learningpt.org/pdfs/leadership turnaround schools.pdf , and
http://www.pakeys.org/docs/SL%20PP%201.pdf )
SAS Alignment: Safe and Supportive Schools

Professional Development
Description:
Professional development is determined by each of the PLC groups. Whole
group trainings will be provided in implementing PLCs, establishing norms, and
developing SMART goals all focused on improving student achievment.
Administration and teachers have the ability to participate in Connections
Education professional development on a monthly basis. New and returning
teachers participate in teacher orientations.
SAS Alignment: Standards, Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction,
Materials & Resources

Differentiating Instruction
Description:
CCA provides students with multiple avenues of learning based on student
needs. CCA utilizes small group instruction, breakout rooms in Live Lesson,
the Chat Box in Live Lesson, Quick checks within the curriculum, Peer
mentoring, and tutoring (face-to-face, online, or group). Every student
enrolled at CCA completes a PLP (Personalized Learning Plan).

SAS Alignment: Standards, Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction,
Materials & Resources

Onboarding for Students and Learning Coaches
Description:
CCA is developing an onboarding program for all newly enrolled students and
learning coaches. Students and LCs will attend a Great Start program where
they will get hands-on knowledge of CCA's instructional platform. During this
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program, students will be given an assessment to measure resilliency and
literacy. CCA is exploring through the enrollment process how Instructional
Coaches are able to assist teachers in guiding new students and learning
coaches through resilliency and literacy issues. Student attendance is
explained during the program and is also listed in the student handbook.
CCA's truancy plan is also discussed and escalation metrics are used as a
guideline for student attendance and success. Throughout the year, LCs are
assigned to a mentor (a seasoned LC) to help and guide the newly enrolled
families through their first year at CCA.
SAS Alignment: Standards, Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction,
Materials & Resources

Implementation Steps:
Data Warehouse
Description:
Grade book data is discussed in Professional Learning Community meetings
weekly. The grade book provides data on the students and their progression
through the curriculum so that students who are demonstrating failing grades
in a course are addressed at the weekly meeting. Teachers can drill down to a
specific skill need within that course for additional instructional support.
At the elementary level, DIBELS assessment is administered three times per
year for students in grades K-6. For students who fall below benchmark,
teachers use this data to determine tiered interventions for struggling readers
on an ongoing basis.
In grades K-8, the LEAP assessment is used three times each year to determine
student growth and acheivement.
In Middle & High School grades, Study Island is used to determine benchmarks
as indicators of student growth and acheicement.
In High School grades, the Scantron Assessment is used 2-3 times each year to
determine student growth and acheivement.
All teachers use Curriculum Based Assessments (CBAs) to determine if
students are mastering the skills and standards taught on an ongoing basis.
Teachers utilize biweekly phone contact (at a minimum), contact within the
LiveLesson room, daily student/teacher webmail with students to determine
skill mastery.
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Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Gifted Education,
Educational Technology
Supported Strategies:



Instructional Coaching
Professional Learning Community Development

Instructional Coaching and Distributive Leadership
Description:
CCA has employed 6 instructional coaches, with 100% of their efforts to help
teachers improve their instruction. The end result is that students reach 100%
student skill mastery. The instructional coaches act as liaisons in teacher-led
Professional Learning Ccommunities. These Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs) focus on the four critical questions: What is it we expect
them to learn? How will we know when they have learned it? How will we
respond when they don't learn? How will we respond when they already know
it? Professional Learning Communities provide a time for teacher
collaboration that evolve around student learning. It is in these PLC meetings
where data is presented and an action plan is developed by the teachers to
address each of the four critical questions. PLCs exist K-12, at the elementary
grade levels there are two PLCs per grade level. At the middle school level,
PLCs are comprised of the two teaching teams. At the high school level PLCs
are content based. 100% of teachers K-12 belong to at least one PLC group
focusing 100% of their efforts on student learning.
Instructional coaches participate in team teaching opportunities as well as
provide professional development in differentiating instruction and in best
instructional strategies, and technology to actively engage students in the
learning process. Administration reviews the SMART goals and progress
toward achieving the goals on a quarterly basis.
CCA is exploring through the enrollment process how the Instructional
Coaches can assist teachers in guiding new students through resiliency and
literacy issues.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Teacher Induction
Supported Strategies:
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Instructional Coaching
Professional Development
Professional Learning Community Development
Onboarding for Students and Learning Coaches

Curriculum Quality Analysis
Description:
100% of families have access to the STARR rating system. The STARR rating
system enables parents and students to provide feedback on each particular
lesson addressing a state standard or skill. Lessons are reviewed and revised
by Connections Education, the curriculum developer, as well as by
Connections Academy as needed.
100% of teachers have access to an internal tracking system for each course to
provide teacher feedback. This feedback is used to further align the curriculum
with state standards in an effort to meet the diverse needs of every student.
CCA has been taking part in an Independent Analysis of Curriculum to verify
that the curriculum is aligned to the PACC. We will be identifying any gaps in
the curriculum and addressing those within the updated charter.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Student Services, Educational
Technology
Supported Strategies:







Curriculum Mapping
Differentiating Instruction
Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building
Professional Development
Differentiating Instruction
Onboarding for Students and Learning Coaches

Goal #3: Ensure that there is a system within the school that fully ensures school-wide use of
data that is focused on school improvement and the academic growth of all students
Related Challenges:
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Ensure that there is a system within the school that fully ensures consistent
implementation of effective instructional practices that meet the needs of all
students across all classrooms and aligns with the Pennsylvania Framework for
Teaching

Indicators of Effectiveness:
Type: Interim
Data Source: Study Island Benchmark Assessment and LEAP Assessment
Specific Targets: A universal screening process is in place to proactively
identify students at risk. Teachers are required to track interventions used for
students who were flagged "at risk". Teachers met with their team leads
monthly to discuss the students and the interventions used to provide them
with support. Extensive staff development was provided, and CCA has begun
to implement Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) to identify every
student by skill to answer the four guided questions.

Type: Annual
Data Source: PSSA
Specific Targets: A universal screening process is in place to proactively
identify students at risk. Teachers are required to track interventions used for
students who were flagged "at risk". Teachers met with their team leads
monthly to discuss the students and the interventions used to provide them
with support. Extensive staff development was provided, and CCA has begun
to implement Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) to identify every
student by skill to answer the four guided questions.

Type: Annual
Data Source: Diagnostic Assessment
Specific Targets: CCA gives a diagnostic assessment to all newly enrolled
students in grades 6-12. The results of this assessment will help to determine
student resiliency and literacy needs.

Strategies:
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Professional Learning Community Development
Description:
Teachers will enroll in the online PLC through the PLCR to analyze student data
and discuss possible instructional interventions and create PLPs (Personalized
Learning Plans) for all students, specifically targeting at-risk students.
SAS Alignment: Assessment, Curriculum Framework, Instruction, Materials &
Resources, Safe and Supportive Schools

Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building
Description: Support of the relationship of distributive leadership with student
achievement is anecdotal and inferential and substantially reported. (Sources:
http://www.learningpt.org/pdfs/leadership turnaround schools.pdf , and
http://www.pakeys.org/docs/SL%20PP%201.pdf )
SAS Alignment: Safe and Supportive Schools

Implementation Steps:
Instructional Coaching and Distributive Leadership
Description:
CCA has employed 6 instructional coaches, with 100% of their efforts to help
teachers improve their instruction. The end result is that students reach 100%
student skill mastery. The instructional coaches act as liaisons in teacher-led
Professional Learning Ccommunities. These Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs) focus on the four critical questions: What is it we expect
them to learn? How will we know when they have learned it? How will we
respond when they don't learn? How will we respond when they already know
it? Professional Learning Communities provide a time for teacher
collaboration that evolve around student learning. It is in these PLC meetings
where data is presented and an action plan is developed by the teachers to
address each of the four critical questions. PLCs exist K-12, at the elementary
grade levels there are two PLCs per grade level. At the middle school level,
PLCs are comprised of the two teaching teams. At the high school level PLCs
are content based. 100% of teachers K-12 belong to at least one PLC group
focusing 100% of their efforts on student learning.
Instructional coaches participate in team teaching opportunities as well as
provide professional development in differentiating instruction and in best
instructional strategies, and technology to actively engage students in the
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learning process. Administration reviews the SMART goals and progress
toward achieving the goals on a quarterly basis.
CCA is exploring through the enrollment process how the Instructional
Coaches can assist teachers in guiding new students through resiliency and
literacy issues.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Teacher Induction
Supported Strategies:


Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building

Leadership Team Meetings
Description:
Elementary, Middle and High School Leadership Team meetings occur once
per week. During these leadership team meetings, Assistant Principals for
each grade provide an update on students who are invited to the targeted
LiveLessons (those students who are failing). Each student is addressed and
the administrators collaborate on the next step to be taken to get those
students to skill mastery.
Assistant Principals progress monitor through monthly meetings (K-12
Leadership Team, Elementary Leadership Team, Secondary Leadership Team)
with teachers to collaborate on instructional practices and supplemental
programs to meet the needs of all students struggling with the weekly
skill/standard.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Student Services,
Gifted Education
Supported Strategies:


Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building

PLC Communication Framework
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Description:
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) meeting weekly, focus on the four
critical questions: What is it we expect them to learn? How will we know when
they have learned it? How will we respond when they don't learn? How will
we respond when they already know it? Professional Learning Communities
provide a time for teacher collaboration that evolve around student learning.
It is in these PLC meetings where data is presented and an action plan is
developed by the teachers to address each of the four critical questions. PLCs
exist K-12, at the elementary grade levels there are two PLCs per grade level.
At the middle school level, PLCs are comprised of the two teaching teams. At
the high school level PLCs are content based. 100% of teachers K-12 belong to
at least one PLC group focusing 100% of their efforts on student learning.

Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/9/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Educational Technology
Supported Strategies:


Professional Learning Community Development

Professional Learning Communities Implementation
Description:
CCA has implemented Professional Learning Communities K-12. At the
elementary level, each grade level consists of two PLCs. At the secondary
level, PLCs are comprised of teachers at each of the Keystone content areas,
and at the middle school level, by teams. A systematic process has been put
into place to address struggling students in conjunction with the SST and RTII
process.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/9/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Special Education, Student Services,
Gifted Education
Supported Strategies:
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Professional Learning Community Development

Professional Development
Description:
Formative data such as LEAP, Study Island Benchmarks, and curriculum
embedded assessments will indicate whether students are demonstrating
mastery in skills. PLC groups will collectively respond to students needs. These
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) focus on the four critical questions:
What is it we expect them to learn? How will we know when they have
learned it? How will we respond when they don't learn? How will we respond
when they already know it? Professional Learning Communities provide a time
for teacher collaboration that evolve around student learning. It is in these
PLC meetings where data is presented and an action plan is developed by the
teachers to address each of the four critical questions. PLCs exist K-12, at the
elementary grade levels there are two PLCs per grade level. At the middle
school level, PLCs are comprised of the two teaching teams. At the high school
level PLCs are content based. 100% of teachers K-12 belong to at least one PLC
group focusing 100% of their efforts on student learning. PLC groups dictate
the type or topic of professional development they need. The instructional
coaches provide professional development on using data to drive instruction,
developing engaging LiveLessons, and other opportunites to demonstrate best
practices. A survey is given to teachers on an annual basis to determine
professional development needs.
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/30/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Student Services
Supported Strategies:


Professional Learning Community Development

Instructional Coach Support
Description:
Instructional coaches create on-demand Professional Development for
teachers in an effort to improve instructional quality to ensure every teacher
has the tools needed to meet the needs of their diverse learners. These
professional development opportunites are requested by individual teachers,
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by school administration, as well as in PLC groups. Ongoing collaboration
between staff and coaches will be provided biweekly (at a minimum).
Start Date: 8/27/2012

End Date: 6/9/2017

Program Area(s): Professional Education, Educational Technology
Supported Strategies:



Instructional (Distributed) Leadership Capacity Building
Professional Learning Community Development
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Appendix: Professional Development Implementation
Step Details
No Professional Development Implementation Steps have been identified for Commonwealth Connections Academy CS.
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Assurance of Quality and
Accountability
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that the school level plan for Commonwealth Connections
Academy CS has been duly reviewed by a Quality Review Team convened by the Superintendent
of Schools and formally approved by the district's Board of Education, per guidelines required by
the Pennsylvania Department of Education.
We hereby affirm and assure the Secretary of Education that the school level plan:


Addresses all the required components prescribed by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education



Meets ESEA requirements for Title I schools



Reflects sound educational practice



Has a high probability of improving student achievement



Has sufficient District leadership and support to ensure successful implementation

With this Assurance of Quality & Accountability, we, therefore, request that the Secretary of
Education and the Pennsylvania Department of Education grant formal approval to implement the
school level plan submitted by Commonwealth Connections Academy CS for the 2014-2017
school-year.
Affirmed by Maurice Flurie on 6/26/2015
Superintendent/Chief Executive Officer
Affirmed by Ralph Dyer on 6/26/2015
Board President
No signature has been provided
IU Executive Director
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Evaluation of School Improvement
Plan
Describe the success from the first year plan
CCA continued to fine tune the Family Mentor Program. We were able to increase the numbers
of mentors to 62. Each FM has a caseload of 30-75 new families.
CCA has incorporated the TRYP program to suport struggling learners.
CCA has begun to involve parents through Parent University live lessons
Describe the continuing areas of concerns from the first year plan
Continuing to process what mastery means in a virtual environment.
Describe the initiatives that have been revised
CCA realizes that student mastery needs to be adjusted in the way it is measured in a virtual
environment.

Attachment G
Teacher Turnover Chart

CCA Charter Renewal Application

Attachment H
Certification Level Chart

CCA Charter Renewal Application

PPID

Staff #

Name of Employee
(List in alpha. Order)

All areas of Certification Type of
Certificate

Grades
# of Hours
All Areas of Assignment Subject Areas
Teaching or
Worked in
Teaching or Services Provided
Serving
Assignment

% of Time in % of Time in
Certified
Areas Not
Position
Certified

1 Abbey, Christine

Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-9
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450)

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

2 Ackerman, Carey

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-6
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225)
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
K-5
Instructional II Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK- 7-12
12 (1603)
Educational Specialist I Secondary School 7-12
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional II Health & Physical Educ PK- 9-12
12 (4805) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
7-9
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800) , 7-9
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-9
Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450)

Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day

100%

0%

Assistant or Vice Elementary Principal
Business Education, Secondary

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Technology Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

Assistant or Vice Secondary Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

School Program Specialist

8 per day

100%

0%

11 Angelopulos, Maureen
12 Anselmo, Toni

Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
10-12
Program Specialist English as a Second
4-6
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
II Elementary K-6 (2810) , Instructional II
Reading Specialist PK-12 (7650)

English/Communication
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6/
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3/ English as
Second Language, K-12 Resource (Take
student out for language support)

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

13
14
15
16

Instructional I Chemistry 7-12 (8420)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)

Physical Science, Intermediate, 10-12
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

Business Manager
Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%

100%
0%

3 Adkins, Diane
4 Ague, Kevin
5 Albert, Adrienne
6 Alex, James

7 Alger, Madeleine
8 Allen, Jennifer

9 Alumbaugh, Adam

10 Amen, Kurt

Armstrong, Matthew
Azzalina, Andrea
Azzolina, Joseph
Bair, Stacie

17 Baker, Ryan
18 Bannister, Melissa

7-12
1-3
7-9
K

K-12
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level English 69 (2850)

19 Bechtel, Sara
20 Begis, Marsha
21 Behofcist, Rita

22 Bennett, Christopher
23 Bentzel, Meg

24 Bernstein, Emily
25 Bianchi, Kristen

26 Bich, Caitlin

27 Bieber, Paula

28 Bihoreau, Stephan
29 Bingaman, Sara
30 Boccella, Bernard

31 Boccella, Lori

Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Letter of Equivalency Master's
Equivalency - (1185)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450)

10-12
7-12
7-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Biology
Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

4-6
1-3

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

7-9
4-6

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

4-6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Biology

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II French PK-12 (4410) ,
Instructional II Spanish PK-12 (4490)

7-12

French/ Spanish

8 per day

100%

0%

Coordinator, Specially Funded Programs
Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%

100%
0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

Supervisor, School Social Services
Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9
English/Communication

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
10-12
(2850) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860) , Instructional II
Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , 1-3
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

32 Bonura, Sharilyn
33 Bost, Stephanie

34 Boyd, Amy
35 Boyer, Megan
36 Brace, Michael

K-12
Instructional I Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK- 7-9
12 (1603) , Program Specialist English as a
Second Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
K-12
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
7-12
Instructional II Citizenship 7-12 (8825) ,
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Special Education 7-12
(9227) , Instructional II Reading Specialist
PK-12 (7650)

10-12

37
38
39
40
41

Bradwell, Bianca
Brady, Lauren
Brandt, Janna
Breithaupt, Ann
Brenizer, Shari

42 Bridgens, Anna
43 Briggs, Michael

44 Briody, Jeanette
45 Brogan, Amanda

46 Brognia, Jaclyn
47 Bueno, Lora

48 Burns, Stacey

49 Butler, Tim

50 Caggiano, Krissy
51 Camp, Ann
52 Campbell, Sarah

53 Cardel, Janae
54 Carfagno, Christi

Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860) , Instructional II
Special Education PK-12 (9225) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
HOUSSE Designation Social Studies 7-12
(8875)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Educational Specialist I Elementary School
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Educational
Specialist I Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Private School - Teacher Elementary
Education K-8 (12810) , Instructional I
Elementary K-6 (2810) , Instructional I
Special Education PK-12 (9225)

K-12
4-6
1-3
1-3
K-12

English/Communication
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Supervisor, Special Education

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

10-12
7-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Secondary School Counselor

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

10-12
K-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Music PK-12 (7205) ,
Instructional II Spanish PK-12 (4490) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional II Music PK-12 (7205) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837) , Instructional I
Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Health & Physical Educ PK12 (4805)

10-12

English/Communication

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Music, Secondary/ Spanish

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Supervisor, Special Education

8 per day

100%

0%

9-12

Assistant or Vice Secondary Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6
7-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Chemistry

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

7-12

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

100%

0%

K
7-12

Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)
Health and Physical Education, Secondary/
Physical Education

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

55 Carnes, Andrew

Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450)

10-12

Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
K-12

English/Communication
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

7-12

Earth and Space Science, Advanced

8 per day

100%

0%

60 Cherinchak, Rheanna

Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)

7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

61 Christ, Ashley
62 Christman, Sarah
63 Christy, Ryan

Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Private School - Teacher Mathematics: Sec.
Ed. 9-12 (16800)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)

7-12
4-6
10-12

Alternate Education, Middle Level English, 79/ Middle Level English, 7-9
Middle Level Science, 7-9
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

1-3

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

8 per day

100%

0%

56 Carr, Sarah
57 Carroll, Erica
58 Cass, Melissa

59 Chehovich, Michael

64 Chuff, Kyle

65 Ciarlanto, Alicia

66 Clarke, Jennifer
67 Clarke, Stephanie
68 Collarini, Christa

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Grades PK-4 (2825)

K-12
K-6

69 Comegna, Brian

Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional I Citizenship 7-12 (8825)
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Private School - Teacher
Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
Handicapped K-12 (9235)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405)

7-12

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Instructional Support Teachers
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6 ,
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Secondary School Counselor

10-12
10-12
K-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Social Studies, 10-12
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

7-9
K-12

Middle Level English, 7-9
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

10-12
K-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Other Not Listed Above (certificated
personnel)
Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)

8 per day
8 per day

100%
0%

0%
100%

8 per day

0%

100%

70 Comegna, Patty
71 Conigliaro, Michael
72 Conrad, Heather

73 Coone, Michael
74 Coppes, Anne

75 Cote, Michael
76 Crawshaw, Sara
77 Crenshaw, Tanaja

K-12

78 Curtis, Diana
79 Darring, Paul
80 Davidson, Janel
81 Davis, Melissa

82 DeBaise, Diane

83 DeBarr, Amber
84 Debose, Cindy

85 Demshick, Meghan

86
87
88
89

Derr, Alicia
DiCola, Daniel
Dierolf, Matthew
Dietz, Louann

90 DiPersio, Kinsie
91 Ditmer, Karen
92 Doland, Steven

93 Dolder, Lisa

94 Dormer, John

Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Mid-Level English 6-9 (2850)
, Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880) , Instructional I Social Studies 7-12
(8875)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) , Private
School - Teacher Biology: Sec. Ed. 9-12
(18405) , Instructional I General Science 712 (8450)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , HOUSSE Designation English 7-12
(3230) , HOUSSE Designation General
Science 7-12 (8450) , HOUSSE Designation
Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Spanish PK-12 (4490) ,
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional II Library Science PK-12 (6420)

K-12

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

7-9

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12

General Science, Advanced, 10-12/ General
Science, Intermediate, 10-12/ Supervisor,
Secondary Education

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
K-12

Social Studies, 10-12
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

K

Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)

8 per day

100%

0%

7-9
7-9
10-12
7-12

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Middle Level English, 7-9
English/Communication
Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

7-9
10-12
10-12

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Mathematics, 10-12
Special Ed, Secondary English, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

7-12

Spanish

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880)

7-9

Other Not Listed Above (certificated
personnel)

8 per day

100%

0%

95 Dress, Lisa

96 Duran, Carmon
97 Eastburn, Rebecca

98 Eckel, Abigail

99 Eckert, Jennifer
100 Eisenhauer, Jenny
101 Emmons, Sara

102 Erler, William

103 Ernyei, Karen

104 Everitt, Sarah
105 Eyer, Cassie
106 Fabbri, Noelle
107 Fernez, Jennifer
108 Ferraro, Paul

109 Ferry, Brian

110 Fields, Keely
111 Flannery, Alyssa

112 Flurie, Maurice
113 Flynn, Molly

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450), 7-9
Instructional I Music PK-12 (7205)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
1-3
Private School - Teacher
Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
Instructional II Art PK-12 (1405) ,
7-12
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Educational Specialist I School Psychologist K-12
PK-12 (1875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-6
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Earth and Space Science 7- 7-12
12 (8440) , Instructional II General Science
7-12 (8450)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880) , Instructional I Special Education PK12 (9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
7-9
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
K-12
(9225) , HOUSSE Designation Mathematics
7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK- 7-12
12 (1603) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
1-3
Instructional I Library Science PK-12 (6420)
, Instructional I Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850)
Letter of Eligibility Superintendent PK-12 K-12
(1150)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650) , Instructional I Special Education PK12 (9225)

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

Art, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

School Psychologist

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Earth and Space Science, Intermediate

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Mathematics, 10-12
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Business Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

Social Studies, 10-12
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Chief Administrative or Chief Executive
Officer (charter schools only)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day

100%

0%

114 Folkemer, Ashlee
115 Ford, Amy
116
117
118
119
120

Fowler, Nate
Fox, Lauren
Fraser, Adam
Fraser, Jill
Frederickson, David

121 Fredo, Katrina

122 Freeland, Lauren

123 Frey, Brittany
124 Frey, Michelle
125 Friess, Daniel

126 Frishmuth, Cheryl
127 Gaiski, Jamie

128 Garber, Stacy

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Citizenship 7-12 (8825)
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional I Safety Ed/Driver Ed 7-12
(5215)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450)
, Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 69 (2860)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional II Environmental Educ PK-12
(4820) , Instructional II General Science 712 (8450)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

1-3
7-9

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

4-6
10-12
K-5
K-12
7-9

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Social Studies, 10-12
Elementary Principal
Coordinator, Specially Funded Programs
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
0%
100%

0%
0%
0%
100%
0%

7-9

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Biology/ Supervisor, Science

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Technology Education PK-12
(6075)
Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

7-12
7-9

Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9
Biology
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Secondary School Counselor/ Supervisor,
School Guidance Services
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Physical Science, Advanced, 10-12/ Physics,
10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12
1-3

130 Garthwaite, Jon

Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
7-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level Science 69 (2880) , Instructional II Social Studies 712 (8875) , Instructional II Environmental
Educ PK-12 (4820)
Instructional II Physics 7-12 (8470) ,
10-12
Instructional II Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
K-12

131 Gehman, Andrew

Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

129 Garing, Michael

10-12

132 Geisel, Jeffrey

133 George, Susan

134 Gerdy, Matthew
135 Gettle, Greg

136 Giantini, Theodore
137 Gill, Anita
138 Gill, Rebecca
139 Gilroy, Amanda
140 Gintz, Joy

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

Glotfelty, Kelly
Goforth, Stephanie
Goodnow, Shelbie
Grafton, Heather
Grimes, Joel
Grove, Kenneth
Grudzinski, Laura
Gutshall, Carrie
Gutshall, Jennifer

150 Hakes, Christine
151 Haley, Natalie

152 Hall, Stacy
153 Hampton, Crystal

Administrative II Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
6-8
HOUSSE Designation English 7-12 (3230) ,
HOUSSE Designation Mathematics 7-12
(6800) , Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
Handicapped K-12 (9235) , Instructional II
Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
10-12
Instructional II Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450)

Assistant or Vice Middle School Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Chemistry/ Physical Science, Advanced, 1012/ Physical Science, Intermediate, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Administrative II Secondary Principal 7-12
(1105) , Program Specialist School Program
Specialist PK-12 (1175) , Instructional II
Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Art PK-12 (1405)
Instructional I Spanish PK-12 (4490)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Administrative Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)

4-6
7-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Secondary Principal

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

7-9
1-3
K-5

Middle Level English, 7-9
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Assistant or Vice Elementary Principal

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
K-12
7-12
1-3
10-12
9-12
7-9
1-3
K-12

English/Communication
School Program Specialist
Spanish
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
English/Communication
Assistant or Vice Secondary Principal
Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

K-12

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

English/Communication
Assistant or Vice Middle School Principal

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
10-12
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800) , 6-8
Administrative II Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
HOUSSE Designation Elementary K-6 (2810)

154 Hancz, Jennifer

155 Handford, Sharon
156 Hanford, Katie
157 Harbold, Roy
158 Harper, Vincent

159 Harr, Brian
160 Hartman, Ellen
161 Hartman, Nichole
162 Hawksworth, Lindsay

163 Henahan, Jaclyn

164
165
166
167

Henry, Laurie
Hess, Drew
Hiles, Jennifer
Hoffman, Colleen

168 Hoffman, Sean
169 Hook, Richard
170 Howard, Keith

171 Hummel, April

172 Hunter, Anne
173 Hurley, Amy

174 Hurst, Krista

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
K-12
Instructional I Health & Physical Educ PK-12 6
(4805)
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 7- 7-9
12 (8440)
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
9-10
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
10-12
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
K-12
(9225)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-12
Instructional I Family-Consumer Sci PK-12
(5600) , Instructional I Health & Physical
Educ PK-12 (4805)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional II Reading Specialist
PK-12 (7650)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
10-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
K
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
K-12
(9225)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
7-9
Instructional II Communications 7-12
K-12
(3200)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
10-12
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
7-12
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional I Art PK-12 (1405)
7-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Business Manager
Health and Physical Education, Elementary

8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%

100%
0%

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Secondary Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
English/Communication
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Health and Physical Education, Secondary, 7- 8 per day
12

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Mathematics, 10-12
English/Communication
Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Biology/ Physical Science, Intermediate, 10- 8 per day
12

100%

0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day

100%

0%

Art, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

175 Hutchings, Jamie

Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-9
Instructional I Environmental Educ PK-12
(4820) , Instructional I General Science 7-12
(8450)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional II Citizenship 7-12 (8825)
10-12
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
7-9
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
K-5
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
7-9
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional I Special Education PK12 (9225)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
1-3
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850)
Instructional I Communications 7-12 (3200) 10-12
, Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Mathematics, 10-12
History, 10-12
Supervisor, Special Education

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Mathematics, 10-12
Middle Level English, 7-9
Mathematics, 10-12
Assistant or Vice Elementary Principal

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

Government, 10-12
English as Second Language, Middle Level
English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

English/Communication

8 per day

100%

0%

188 Kavulich, Ariel

Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450) 10-12

Physical Science, Intermediate, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

189
190
191
192

Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Health & Physical Educ PK-12
(4805)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
Handicapped K-12 (9235)

7-9
10-12
10-12
K-12

Middle Level English, 7-9
English/Communication
Social Studies, 10-12
Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

7-12

Health and Physical Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
K-6

English/Communication
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

176 Isom, Andrew
177 Jachowicz, Justin
178 Jachowicz, Kristin

179
180
181
182

Jackson, Christina
Jackson, Yahne
Jenkins, Keri
Johnson, Samantha

183 Jones, Brian
184 Kalahanis, Andrew

185 Kalogris, Christine

186 Kaminski, Sarah

187 Kautz, Jamie

Keim, Debbie
Keller, Benjamin
Kimble, Nathan
Kinney, Breah

193 Knurowski, Renee
194 Koehle, Stephanie
195 Krebs, Angela

196 Kreiger, Emily

197 Kreiser, Valerie
198 Kuhns, Joseph
199 Kysela, Daniel

200 Lack, Jessica
201 Ladislaw, Daniel

202 Landers, Amy
203 Lang, Stacy

204 Larsen, Kirsti
205 Laszczyk, Whitney

206 Lavelle, Rachel
207
208
209
210

Laviola, Joseph
Lawrence, Edward
Leibowitz, Brooke
Lenno, Frank

211 Lick, Amanda
212 Lipchik, John

213 Litzke, Jeffrey
214 Lockard, Christina
215 Locklin, Ashly
216 Longenecker, Thomas

Educational Specialist I Elementary School
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Educational
Specialist I Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Health & Physical Educ PK-12
(4805)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Citizenship 7-12 (8825) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Physics 7-12 (8470) ,
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Private School - Teacher
Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
Instructional I Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK12 (1603)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional I Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880)
Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Educational Specialist II Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Administrative I Secondary Principal 7-12
(1105) , Instructional II Social Studies 7-12
(8875)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Earth and Space Science 712 (8440)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Commission Qualification Letter
Superintendent PK-12 (1150)

K-6

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6
K-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
0%

0%
100%

10-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Other Not Listed Above (certificated
personnel)
Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
9-12

Mathematics, 10-12
Assistant or Vice Secondary Principal

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

10-12

Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Technology Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

7-9

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

K-6

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
7-9
7-9
K-6

Government, 10-12
Middle Level English, 7-9
Middle Level English, 7-9
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

7-12

Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12

Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

10-12
7-12

Social Studies, 10-12
Earth and Space Science, Intermediate

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

K-12
K-12

Instructional Support Teachers
8 per day
Assistant to the Superintendent in Charge of 8 per day
Business Affairs

100%
100%

0%
0%

217 Lutz, Sara

218 Mack, Dana

219 Maholick, Elizabeth

220 Malsberger, Lisa
221 Manda, Christopher
222 Mangiacarne, Katie

223 Manning, Mary

224 Mariano, Rocco
225 Marrara, Kelly

226 Marruso, Becky
227 Marsiliano, Judy
228 Martin, Audrey

229 Martin, Cari
230 Martindell, Jonathan
231 Matrishion, Deanna
232 Mauser, Rebecca

Instructional I Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK12 (1603) , Instructional I Social Studies 712 (8875)
Administrative II Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 712 (8440) , Instructional I Library Science
PK-12 (6420)
Instructional I Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK12 (1603)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)

7-12

Business Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

6-8

Assistant or Vice Middle School Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12

Business Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

8 per day

0%

100%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
II Ment and/or Phys Handicapped K-12
(9235) , Administrative Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

4-6

Other Not Listed Above (certificated
personnel)
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Supervisor, Special Education

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12
7-9

Biology
8 per day
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects/ Special Ed, 8 per day
Middle Level Math, 7-9

100%
100%

0%
0%

4-6
7-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Instructional II Spanish PK-12 (4490) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880) , Program Specialist English as a
Second Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional I Social Studies 7-12
(8875)

K-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9
English as Second Language, K-12 Resource
(Take student out for language support)/
Spanish

8 per day

100%

0%

7-9
K-12

Middle Level English, 7-9
English/Communication

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

10-12
10-12

English/Communication
Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

233 McClurg, Meghan

234 McConnell, Kelley

235 McConnell, Kim

236 McDonald, Lauren
237 McFarland, Michelle
238 McGlinn, Jessica

239 McGovern, Kelsey

240 McGuire, Amanda
241 McMahon, Brady
242 Melusky, Sheila

243 Mendicino, Krista

244 Micco, Michael

245 Miedel, Douglas

246 Miedel, Jamie
247 Milam, Amanda
248 Miller, Jennifer Lynn

249 Miller, Laura
250 Miller, Stacy
251 Miloszewski, Lynden

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional I Special Education K-12
(9925) , Instructional I Special Education PK12 (9225)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
7-9
Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
K
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
7-9
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , 4-6
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6/
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3/ Gifted
Classes, Elementary
Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)
Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

K-6

Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day

100%

0%

K
4-6
K-6

Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6 ,
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880) , Educational Specialist I Inst
Technology Specialist PK-12 (1825) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional II Citizenship 7-12 (8825) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Instructional II Social Studies 7-12
(8875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Art PK-12 (1405)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)

7-12

Special Ed, Middle Level English, 7-9/ Special 8 per day
Ed, Secondary English, 10-12

100%

0%

7-9

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Coordinator, Marketing/Distributive
Education

8 per day

0%

100%

1-3
7-12
4-6

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Art, Secondary
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

10-12
K-6
4-6

English/Communication
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

252 Mitchell, Lorraine

253 Morgan, Janine
254 Moser, Diane

255 Murray, Rachel

256 Nadzan, Melissa

257 Natale, Gregory

258 Nauman, Daniel
259 Nayduch, Natasha

260 Neidig, Erin
261 Nolker, Lonnie

262 Ntiamoah, Kwame

263 Odell, Sarah
264 Offutt, Jodi

265 Olbrish, Nicole

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
10-12
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 712 (8440) , Instructional I Mid-Level Science
6-9 (2880) , Instructional I Physics 7-12
(8470)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , K-6
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Instructional I Special Education PK8 (9226)
Instructional II General Science 7-12 (8450) 7-12
, Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405)

Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Government, 10-12/ Social Studies, 10-12
Physical Science, Intermediate, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Mathematics, Staff Coach

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day

100%

0%

Biology/ Environmental Education

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
7-9
Educational Specialist II Elementary School K-12
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Educational
Specialist II Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837)
K-12

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9
Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional I Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880) , Instructional I Special Education PK12 (9225)
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875) , K-12
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) K-6
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875) , 10-12
Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
II Special Education PK-12 (9225)

266 Olivetti, Dreon

Private School - Teacher Elementary
7-12
Education K-8 (12810) , Private School Teacher Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
, Private School - Teacher Art K-12 (11405) ,
Instructional I Art PK-12 (1405)

Art, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

267 Oneal, Heather

Instructional I Art PK-12 (1405) ,
7-9
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
II Mid-Level English 6-9 (2850)

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

10-12
10-12
10-12
7-12

Mathematics, 10-12
English/Communication
English/Communication
Secondary School Counselor

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

4-6
K-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day
8 per day

100%
0%

0%
100%

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day
8 per day

100%
0%

0%
100%

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

268 Ospina, Kelly

269
270
271
272

Owen, Amy
Palm, Kimberly
Palomba, Diana
Parker, Rachel

273 Pearson, Malena
274 Penner, Cheryl
275 Perez, Sheila

Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , K-3
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , HOUSSE Designation English 7-12
(3230) , HOUSSE Designation General
Science 7-12 (8450) , HOUSSE Designation
Mathematics 7-12 (6800) , HOUSSE
Designation Social Studies 7-12 (8875)

276 Perrotto, Anthony
277 Pesavento, Susan

Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)

10-12
K-12

278 Petula, Patricia
279 Phillips, Erin
280 Phillips, Lindsay

Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK12 (1603) , Instructional I Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)

10-12
10-12
K-3

Social Studies, 10-12
Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
English/Communication
Social Studies, 10-12
Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6
7-9

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

281 Piekara, Kimberly

282 Pizzani, Jennifer
283 Pollner, Andrew

284 Primus, Aimee

285 Pulizzi, Christine

286 Rams, Jessica

287 Rankin, Jeffrey

288 Raptosh, Jenna
289 Reese, Sasha

290 Reilly, Keri
291 Reist, James

292 Remai, Stephen

293 Revell, Krista

294 Rieger, Jennifer

295 Ritter, Joni

296 Rivera, Renee
297 Robb, Lacey
298 Roberts, Shelley
299 Roberts, Timothy
300 Robinson, Melissa

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
1-3
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level English 69 (2850)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Letter of Equivalency Master's Equivalency - 7-9
(1185) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
K-12
(9225)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
K-12
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
K
Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
K-12
Handicapped K-12 (9235) , Vocational
Instructional II Vocational Instruction 7-12
(2600)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800) , 10-12
Private School - Teacher Mathematics: Sec.
Ed. 9-12 (16800)
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-12
Instructional II Health & Physical Educ PK12 (4805) , Instructional II Safety Ed/Driver
Ed 7-12 (5215)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , 4-6
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
10-12
Instructional I Health & Physical Educ PK-12 8
(4805)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Science 6-9
K-12
(2880) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225)

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3/ Hearing
Impaired Elementary

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Health and Physical Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Mathematics, 10-12
Health and Physical Education, Secondary

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

301 Robins-Thompson,
Nikita
302 Rogusky, Kimberly
303 Rohrbaugh, James
304 Roman, Stacey
305 Ross, Christine

306 Roth, Jennifer
307 Roth, Katie

308 Rothermel, Sarah

309 Rottet, Thomas

310 Roy, Amanda

311 Rudy, Shawn

312 Rusnak, Anthony

313 Russo, Faith
314 Rux, Anna

315 Sangram, Veena
316 Sarniak, Katie

317 Saul, Abigail

Educational Specialist I Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
Educational Specialist II Secondary School
Counselor 7-12 (1837)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
Instructional I General Science 7-12 (8450)

7-12

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

0%

100%

7-12

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6
7-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Secondary School Counselor

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

7-9

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

1-3
4-6

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

4-6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

7-9

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Secondary Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Business Manager
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%

100%
0%

Middle Level English, 7-9/
English/Communication
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6 ,
Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
K-12
(2850) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225) , Instructional II Early
Childhood N-3 (2840) , Instructional II
Elementary K-6 (2810) , Administrative I
Principal PK-12 (1115) , Supervisory Supvr
Special Education PK-12 (9215)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II German PK-12 (4420) ,
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Administrative II Secondary Principal 7-12 11-12
(1105) , Letter of Eligibility Superintendent
PK-12 (1150)
K-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
7-9
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
6-12
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
7-9

318 Schaaf, Thomas

319 Schatz, Michael
320 Schemel Wilkie, Alexis

321 Schmick, Paige

322 Schmitt, Lauren

323 Schweinsburg, Julianna

324 Scott, James

325 Sechrist, Christina

326 Sekeres, Jason
327 Selby, Marianne
328 Seymore, Debra

329
330
331
332

Shane, Natasha
Sharp, Heather
Shearer, Donald
Shelley, Brock

Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
K-12
(2870) , Instructional II Elementary K-6
(2810)
Administrative II Secondary Principal 7-12 6-8
(1105)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-9
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
K-12
Handicapped K-12 (9235) , HOUSSE
Designation Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , HOUSSE Designation Mid-Level
Science 6-9 (2880) , HOUSSE Designation
Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
10-12
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
7-12
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 712 (8440) , Instructional I General Science 712 (8450) , Instructional I Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Letter of Eligibility Superintendent PK-12 K-12
(1150) , Administrative II Secondary
Principal 7-12 (1105) , Administrative I
Elementary Principal K-6 (1100) ,
Instructional II Communications 7-12
(3200) , Instructional II Health & Physical
Educ PK-12 (4805)
Instructional I Mid-Level English 6-9 (2850) 10-12
, Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)

Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)

Marketing/Sales

8 per day

0%

100%

Assistant or Vice Middle School Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

English/Communication

8 per day

100%

0%

Biology

8 per day

100%

0%

Assistant to the Superintendent in Charge of 8 per day
Instruction

100%

0%

History, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12
10-12
4-6

Computer Technology Specialist
English/Communication
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%
100%

100%
0%
0%

K-12
4-6
10-12
K-12

Coordinator, Specially Funded Programs
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Mathematics, 10-12
Instructional Support Teachers

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%
100%
100%

100%
0%
0%
0%

333 Shelley, Joanna

337 Skinner, James

Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , K-12
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405) ,
10-12
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 712 (8440) , Instructional I General Science 712 (8450)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional II Special Education
PK-12 (9225)
K-12

338 Slattery, Sean

Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

339 Sloand, Janet

348 Snyder, Susan

Instructional II Speech Correction K-12
K-12
(9270) , Letter of Eligibility Superintendent
PK-12 (1150) , Supervisory Supvr Special
Education PK-12 (9215)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
7-9
Instructional II Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK- 7-12
12 (1603) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Health & Physical Educ PK- 7
12 (4805) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
6-8
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Private School - Teacher Social Studies:
K-12
Sec. Ed. 9-12 (18875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II Spanish PK-12 (4490) ,
K-6
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
HOUSSE Designation English 7-12 (3230) 7-9

349 Sommer, Krista
350 Sorrentino, Anthony

Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405)
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

334 Sherman, Sally
335 Shumbres, Erin

336 Simek, Janine

340 Smith, Grace
341 Smith, Jordann

342 Smith, Krista

343 Smith, Nicole
344 Smith, Sevien
345 Smith, Shantara
346 Smolens, Rebecca
347 Snively, Jennifer

7-12

7-9
7-12

Literacy, Staff Coach

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Environmental Education

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
8 per day
personnel)
Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
8 per day
Mathematics, 7-9
Assistant to the Superintendent in Charge of 8 per day
Instruction

0%

100%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Middle Level English, 7-9
Technology Education, Secondary

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Health and Physical Education, Secondary

8 per day

100%

0%

Assistant or Vice Middle School Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (certificated
personnel)
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Spanish, Elementary

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Alternate Education, Middle Level Math, 79/ Special Ed, Elementary Subjects/ Special
Ed, Middle Level English, 7-9
Middle Level Science, 7-9
Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

351 Spencer, Donita

352 Spencer, MaryBeth
353 Springer, Seth

354 Stackhouse, Diane

355 Stahl, Molly

356 Stevenson, Lindsey

357 Stevenson, Rebecca

358 Still-Fink, Cheryl
359 Stine, Emily
360 Stoll, Courtney

361 Stuckey, Elizabeth
362 Stumpf, Samantha
363 Sussman, Kellie
364 Sweigart, Katie

365 Sypolt, Bonnie

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level English 69 (2850) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860) , Instructional II
Mid-Level Science 6-9 (2880)
K-12

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

Special Ed, Elementary Subjects

8 per day

100%

0%

Kindergarten, age 5 (K5)

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
1-3
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , 4-6
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115) ,
7-9
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Educational Specialist II School
K-12
Psychologist PK-12 (1875)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
10-12
Instructional II Library Science PK-12 (6420)
, Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)

Middle Level Social Studies, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

School Psychologist

8 per day

100%

0%

English/Communication

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 7- 7-12
12 (8440)
Instructional I Biology 7-12 (8405)
7-9
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-5
Instructional II Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional II Mid-Level English 69 (2850) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Middle Level Science, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Middle Level Science, 7-9
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Assistant or Vice Elementary Principal

8 per day

100%

0%

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Educational Specialist I Elementary School
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Administrative I
Principal PK-12 (1115) , Educational
Specialist I Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-6
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , K-6
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)

366 Taggart, Jacqueline
367 Tavani, Meghan

368 Taylor, Jordon
369 Tepsich, Alana
370 Texter, Catherine

Instructional II Communications 7-12
(3200)
Educational Specialist II Elementary School
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Educational
Specialist II Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837) , Instructional II Ment and/or
Phys Handicapped K-12 (9235) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , HOUSSE Designation Social Studies
7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Art PK-12 (1405)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)

10-12

English/Communication

8 per day

100%

0%

K-6

Secondary School Counselor

8 per day

100%

0%

7-12
10-12
7-12

Art, Secondary
English/Communication
Mathematics, 10-12/ Middle Level
Mathematics, 7-9
Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

0%
100%
0%

100%
0%
100%

10-12
7-9

School Program Specialist
Middle Level English, 7-9
Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Mathematics, 10-12
Special Ed, Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

371 Thiel, Kathleen

Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
7-9
(7650) , Instructional II Social Studies 7-12
(8875) , Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)

372 Thiel, Lauren

Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional I Mid-Level Citiz. Ed 6-9
(2870) , Instructional I Mid-Level English 69 (2850) , Instructional I Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
10-12
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Instructional II Mid-Level Science 69 (2880)
K-12
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
7-9
K-12

373 Thorn, Mary Frances

374 Thornton, Dawna
375 Titus, Christine
376 Town, Emily
377 Trautmann, James
378 Trego, April

379 Tribbitt, Steven
380 Troxell, Elizabeth

Instructional I Mathematics 7-12 (6800)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Educational Specialist I Elementary
School Counselor K-6 (1836)
Instructional II Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Science 6-9
(2880)

381 Tunis, Shayna

382 Tyson, Christina

383 Ulsh, Shannon
384 Utter, Amanda

385 Van Fleet, Alanna

386 Van Ostenbridge, Sara
387 Verner, Liliana
388 Viebrock, Kathryn

389 Villanueva, Alyssa
390 Voitek, Cayce

391 Volciak, Samantha
392 Wagner, Emily

393 Wagner, Frank

394 Wallace, Denise
395 Watson-Fisher, Sherri
396 Weaver, Kathryn

Instructional I Citizenship 7-12 (8825) ,
10-12
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Program Specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499) , Instructional
I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional I Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)
K-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Library Science PK-12 (6420)
, Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Educational Specialist I Inst
Technology Specialist PK-12 (1825)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional II Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional I Chemistry 7-12 (8420) ,
7-12
Instructional I Earth and Space Science 712 (8440)
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230)
7-9
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Private School - Teacher
Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
Instructional II Bus-Computer-Info Tech PK- 10-12
12 (1603) , Instructional II Mathematics 712 (6800)
Instructional II English 7-12 (3230)
10-12
Instructional II Biology 7-12 (8405)
7-12
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
HOUSSE Designation English 7-12 (3230) ,
HOUSSE Designation General Science 7-12
(8450) , HOUSSE Designation Mathematics
7-12 (6800) , Administrative I Principal PK12 (1115) , HOUSSE Designation Social
Studies 7-12 (8875) , Instructional II Special
Education PK-12 (9225)

Social Studies, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

0%

100%

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
History, 10-12
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Physical Science, Intermediate, 10-12

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Middle Level English, 7-9
8 per day
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6/ Gifted 8 per day
Classes, Elementary

100%
100%

0%
0%

Mathematics, 10-12

8 per day

100%

0%

English/Communication
Biology
Supervisor, Special Education

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

397 Weigel, Stephen
398 Weintraub, Megan

399 Welty, Amanda

400 White, Kelly

401 White, William
402 Wiest, Kerry

403 Wiley, Alex

404 Williamson, Brianne
405 Wilson, Michael
406 Winchell, Natalie

407 Wissinger, Cassie

408 Wolfe, Amanda

409 Wolfe, Chad

410 Wolfinger, Suzanne

Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional II Early Childhood N-3 (2840) , 1-3
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional II Reading Specialist PK-12
(7650)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Instructional II Mid-Level Science 69 (2880)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mathematics 7-12 (6800) ,
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860)
Instructional I Social Studies 7-12 (8875)
10-12
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
9-12
(9225) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Grades PK-4 (2825) ,
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Private School - Temporary
Approval Learning Disabled K-12 (19245) ,
Private School - Temporary Approval Soc
and Emotionally Dist K-12 (19260)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
K-12
K-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I English 7-12 (3230) ,
Instructional I Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9
(2860) , Private School - Teacher
Nursery/Kindergarten N-K (12833)
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
Instructional I Special Education PK-12
(9225)
Instructional II Special Education PK-12
(9225) , Instructional II Mid-Level
Mathematics 6-9 (2860) , Instructional II
Safety Ed/Driver Ed 7-12 (5215) ,
Administrative I Principal PK-12 (1115)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)

Social Studies, 10-12
Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

Middle Level Mathematics, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Geography, 10-12
Assistant or Vice Secondary Principal

8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%

0%
0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

8 per day
8 per day

100%
0%

0%
100%

K-12

Instructional Support Teachers
Other Not Listed Above (non-certificated
personnel)
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

1-3

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

K-12

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

4-6

Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6

8 per day

100%

0%

411 Wolszczenski, Emily

412 Woods, Ann
413 Wyllie, Bryan
414 Yerkes, Christopher

415 Young, Casie
416 Zangaro, Jodie

417 Zero, Erika
418 Zilla, Gina

Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
7-9
Instructional II Mid-Level English 6-9
(2850) , Program Specialist English as a
Second Language (ESL) PK-12 (4499)
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
1-3
Instructional II Elementary K-6 (2810)
4-6
Instructional II Mid-Level Mathematics 6-9 6-8
(2860) , Instructional II Mid-Level Science 69 (2880) , Instructional II Elementary K-6
(2810) , Administrative I Principal PK-12
(1115)
Instructional II Ment and/or Phys
K-12
Handicapped K-12 (9235)
Educational Specialist I Elementary School K-6
Counselor K-6 (1836) , Educational
Specialist I Secondary School Counselor 712 (1837)
K-12
Instructional I Elementary K-6 (2810) ,
K-12
Instructional I Special Education PK-8
(9226)

Middle Level English, 7-9

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3
Elementary, Intermediate Grades 4-6
Principal, K12 or Middle School

8 per day
8 per day
8 per day

100%
100%
100%

0%
0%
0%

Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

8 per day

100%

0%

Elementary, Primary Grades 1-3, Elementary, 8 per day
Intermediate Grades 4-6

100%

0%

Coordinator, Specially Funded Programs
Special Ed, Resource PreK-12

0%
100%

100%
0%

8 per day
8 per day

Attachment I
Most Recent Financial Statements
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COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
BALANCE SHEET - UNAUDITED
June 30, 2013
ASSETS:
PNC--Community Outreach
Petty Cash
PNC Checking
PNC Money Market
PNC Money Market-Federal Funds
Total Cash

$

Receivables
Enrollment Based Receivables
Enrollment Based Receivable 2012-2013
Reserve
Net Receivables

3,208.68
100.00
507,639.30
7,738,814.99
126,762.50
8,376,525.47

11,686,655.31
(73,000.00)
11,613,655.31

Grants Receivable
Title I-013
Title I-042
Title II-A
IDEA
Total Grants Receivable

725,033.72
(4,489.22)
9,386.76
581,851.81
1,311,783.07

Other Receivables
PSERS Reimbursements
Total Other Receivables

308,983.56
308,983.56

Prepaid & Deposits
PPD Health Insurance
Utilities and Deposits
Prepaid Rent
Total Prepaid & Deposit

317,685.40
75,020.07
94,278.33
486,983.80

Fixed Assets
Building
Furniture & Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation
Net Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

2,511,729.36
14,779,580.60
(6,226,523.57)
11,064,786.39
$

33,162,717.60

LIABILITIES:
Due to CA
May Fast ForWord
May Live Speech
May Invoice
June Blended
June Fast ForWord
June Live Speech
June Invoice
June Invoice - Revised
Total due to CA

$

Other Liabilities
Accrued Expenses
Accrued Payroll
Other Payroll Liabilities
Summer School
Employee PSERs - Current month (Due Next Month)
Employer PSERs - April - June (Due in Sept)
Total Other Liabilities

36,683.61
4,160.00
2,761,078.48
163,557.03
23,840.82
2,400.00
4,045,312.14
15,469.30
7,052,501.38

98,192.09
2,795,630.43
7,981.52
118,228.21
124,907.51
623,255.17
3,768,194.93

TOTAL LIABILITIES

10,820,696.31

FUND BALANCE

22,342,021.29

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE

$

33,162,717.60

Commonwealth Connections Academy
Revenue and Expense Statement - Unaudited - Fiscal Year 2013
Period Ended June 30, 2013
June

YTD

Annual

Variance

Actual

Actual

Budget
6,500

Actual vs Budget
440

Forecasted Average Enrollment
Revenue
District Funding for Regular Ed Students

1,055,337.67

50,836,839 29

48,555,545.00

2,281,294

District Funding for Special Ed Students

395 286.76

23 719 915 20

21,671,157.00

2 048 758

1,450,624.43

74,556,754.49

70,226,702.00

4,330,052

Subtotal
Revenue Reserve

-

Prior Year Revenue

1,256.94

Other

(72,000 00)
(107,399 53)

(140,453.00)

(107,400)

-

104,120

10,999.82

104,120 09

Title I - Improving Basic Programs

1,002,070.09

1,703,335.72

1,208,000.00

Title II - Improving Teacher Quality

21,239.29

60,385 92

124,000.00

Title V - Innovative Education
Title I - School Improvement Project - 042
Interest Income

(5,450.00)

46,180 00

68,453

-

495,336
(63,614)

4,200.00

(4,200)

72,000.00

(25,820)
(1,317)

1,432.26

15,482 58

16,800.00

E-Rate

32,171.55

191,054.13

190,744.00

310

DEA

83,954.46

1,184,754 00

983,000.00

201,754

349,505.06

1,055,531.17

770,241.00

285,290

1 497 179.47
2,947,803.90

4 181 444 08
78,738,198.57

3,228,532.00
73,455,234.00

952 912
5,282,965

211,333

PSERS Reimbursements
Subtotal
Total Revenue
Compensation Expense
Salaries - CA Administration*

83,198.34

399,511 80

610,845.00

799,232.13

4,521,357 03

4,499,549.00

22,463.55

107,868.18

164,928.00

231 604.39

1 705 959 90

1,673,382.00

(32 578)

1,136,498.41

6,734,696 91

6,948,704.00

214,007

Salaries - Regular Teachers**

2,519,168.39

12,220,414.16

11,643,561.00

(576,853)

Salaries - Special Education**

399,369.50

1,896,206 91

2,053,097.00

156,890

Benefits - Regular Teachers**

983,656.92

4,730,412 06

4,323,612.00

(406,800)

Salaries - CCA Administration**
Benefits - CA Administration*
Benefits - CCA Administration**
Subtotal Administration

Benefits - Special Education**
Subtotal Instructional Staff
* ADM Salary/Benefit Expense Paid by CA
** Salary/Benefit Expense Paid by CCA
Total Compensation Expense

148,291.66

718,205.18

762,378.00

4,050,486.47

19,565,238 31

18,782,648.00

(21,808)
57,060

44,173
(782,590)

105,661.89

507,379 98

775,773.00

5 081 322.99
5,186,984.88

25 792 555 24
26,299,935.23

24,955,579.00
25,731,352.00

(836 976)
(568,583)

268,393

72,472.15

874,433.70

819,000.00

(55,434)

9.18

92,187 09

345,105.50

4,163,970 00

Enrollment/Unit Based Fees
Educational Resource Center
Direct Course Instruction Support
Special Education Charge
Short Term Substitute Teaching Services
School Curriculum Supplies

-

3,000 00

3,900,000.00
-

(92,187)
(263,970)
(3,000)

12,958.34

144,500 00

140,535.00

(3,965)

Student Technology Assistance

556,734.08

2,785,594 39

2,308,811.00

(476,783)

Connexus Annual License

345,105.50

4,163,970 00

3,900,000.00

(263,970)

ISP Processing Fee

62,935.00

278,560 00

258,444.00

(20,116)

Hardware/Software - Employees

27,800.00

234,600 00

220,704.00

(13,896)

4,172.49

42,975 00

42,900.00

(3,815)

67,301.00

10,049,490 00

9,215,221.00

(834,269)

Printer Cartridge Logistics Mgt.
Tangible and Intangible Instructional Materials
Community Outreach

125,000.00

1,500,000 00

1,500,000.00

Technical Support and Repairs

86,276.37

1,044,732 50

975,000.00

(65,993)

Enrollment and Records Management

41,725.00

467,150 00

429,000.00

(38,150)

Human Resources Support

60,233.34

508,300 00

478,192.00

(30,108)

7,500.00

90,000 00

90,000.00

-

28,758.79

346,997 50

325,000.00

(21,998)

27,538.49
1,871,625.23

308,319 00
27,098,779.18

283,140.00
24,885,947.00

(25,179)
(2,212,832)

Treasury Services

101,600.88

938,101 57

881,261.00

(56,841)

Marketing Services

101,600.88

938,101 57

881,261.00

(56,841)

Special Education Oversight and Liability

211,668.50

1,954,378 25

1,835,961.00

(118,417)

846 673.99
1,261,544.25

7 817 513 00
11,648,094.39

7,343,843.00
10,942,326.00

(473 670)
(705,768)

Facility Support Services
Accounting and Regulatory Reporting
Curriculum Postage
Total Enrollment/Unit Based Fees

-

Revenue Based Fees

School Administration
Total Revenue Based Fees

Commonwealth Connections Academy
Revenue and Expense Statement - Unaudited - Fiscal Year 2013
Period Ended June 30, 2013
June

YTD

Annual

Variance

Actual

Actual

Budget

Actual vs Budget

34,941.32

307,678 37

240,000.00

87.26

7,907.75

2,000.00

(5,908)

5,600.00

52,825 00

68,000.00

15,175

Pass-Through Expenses
Office Supplies
Office Supplies (Title)
Community Coordinators
Copiers/Reproduction
Office Postage
Student Testing & Assessment
Student Testing & Assessment (Title)
Staff Recruiting
Staff Training / Prof. Dvlpmt.

(67,678)

3,271.51

51,253.75

55,000.00

3,746

16,698.04

136,999.15

134,000.00

(2,999)

192,152.92

326,261.13

175,000.00

(151,261)

3,026.75

1,500.00

(1,527)

1,910.69

24,299 92

52,000.00

27,700

39,801.20

281,676 23

110,000.00

(171,676)

Staff Training / Prof. Dvlpmt. (Title)

2,694.87

46,991 54

25,000.00

(21,992)

Team Building

3,055.87

38,903 52

20,000.00

(18,904)

71,937.42

285,516.78

225,000.00

(60,517)

32,422.46

15,000.00

(17,422)

1,631,370.15

1,458,650.00

(172,720)
(18,062)

Travel and Conferences
Travel and Conferences (Title)
ISP Payment Reimbursement
Maintenance & Repair

574,831.43
5,042.71

78,062.18

60,000.00

High Speed Internet

24,833.63

143,440 51

150,000.00

6,559

Phone

24,935.22

209,704 29

150,000.00

(59,704)

418,148.00

Rent - Harrisburg

34,623.62

391,077.47

Rent - Harrisburg Blended Learning Center

19,421.66

105,329 97

-

27,071
(105,330)

Rent - Lehighton

6,107.52

75,432 56

78,023.00

2,590

Rent - Pittsburgh

15,074.88

146,544 33

126,780.00

(19,764)

Rent - Scranton

2,203.99

31,116 85

59,812.00

28,695

Rent - Williamsport

3,525.30

42,251 50

42,252.00

13,321.36

157,084 61

156,212.00

128,000.00

1,286,000 00

1,286,500.00

500

35,557.03

179,178.43

686,000.00

506,822

10,000.00

10,000

Rent - Philadelphia (Bryn Mawr)
Philadelphia Blended Learning Center/sublease
Harrisburg Blended Learning Center/sublease
Building Safety Program

-

-

M&T Credit Card Suspense

(242,981.41)

-

-

PNC Credit Card Suspense

(700.53)

-

-

Utilities

1
(873)

-

4,664.41

30,023 83

25,000.00

(5,024)

1,020,611.92

1 750 00
6,104,129.03

11,000.00
5,840,877.00

9 250
(263,252)

Banking fees

532.51

5,717 54

4,000.00

(1,718)

Payroll Processing Fees

116.46

1,899.46

20,000.00

18,101

Bookkeeping & Audit

8,600.00

141,559 94

130,000.00

(11,560)

Dues

1,326.42

42,494.74

45,000.00

2,505

(5,290.35)

79,607 65

40,000.00

(39,608)
(20,703)

Contract School Staff
Total Pass-Through Expenses
Other School Expenses

Workers Compensation Insurance
Directors and Officers Insurance

22,202 80

1,500.00

49,580.20

106,168 37

120,000.00

Board-Related Expenses

1,810.37

21,054 07

12,000.00

(9,054)

Community Involvement

58,486.56

220,344 98

200,000.00

(20,345)

Field Trips and Other School Events

62,722.72

382,845 69

400,000.00

17,154

Legal

Parent Outreach Activities
Title I Expenses - 013(SES)
School Improvement - 042
Co-Curricular Activities

-

-

-

13,832

35,000.00

35,000
(80,761)

19,364.90

154,761 30

74,000.00

7,665.20

58,738 54

75,000.00

16,261

125.00

80,323 27

50,000.00

(30,323)

School District Sponsored Activities

-

-

1,000.00

1,000

Leadership Camp

-

-

60,000.00

60,000
(237,183)

Targeted Outreach and New Programs Introduction
Curriculum - Other
Curriculum - Fast ForWord

11,107.99

437,183 37

200,000.00

9,044.20

125,776 22

75,000.00

(50,776)

23,840.82

447,309 97

566,412.00

119,102

Student Printer Equipment

-

374,383 32

240,000.00

(134,383)

Student Printer Cartridge Supply

-

50,850 51

150,000.00

99,149

Student Headsets

-

50,000.00

50,000

Small Equipment
Summer School
Graduation Expenses

2,625.59

170,621 29

250,000.00

79,379

118,228.21

128,060.71

300,000.00

171,939

72,864.69

109,061 61

140,000.00

30,938

22,000.00

22,000

Scholarship Program

-

Relocation Expense

-

Vehicle Operating Expense
Other Expenses
Total Other School Expenses
Total Program Expenses Before Depreciation

-

50,089 38

50,000.00

(89)

12,363.06

118,701 06

90,000.00

(28,701)

455,114.55

4 502 61
3,334,258.40

3,400,912.00

(4 503)
66,654

9,795,880.83

74,485,196.23

70,801,414.00

(3,683,782)

Loss on Disposal of Assets

211,420.10

211,420.10

Depreciation Expense

259,001.30

3,235,748.41

2,651,000.00

(584,748)

10,266,302.23

77,932,364.74

73,452,414.00

(4,479,951)

Total Program Expenses Including Depreciation

-

(211,420)

Net Increase (Decrease)

(7,318,498.33)

Beginning fund balance

29,660,519.62

21,536,187.45

805,833.83

Ending fund balance

22,342,021.29

22,342,021.28

2,820.00

803,014

COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
BALANCE SHEET- Preliminary Unaudited
June 30, 2014
ASSETS:
PNC--Community Outreach
Petty Cash
PNC Checking
PNC Money Market
PNC Money Market-Federal Funds
Orrstown Bank - Checking
Orrstown Bank - Money Market
Orrstown Bank - Community Involvement
Orrstown Bank - Capital Projects
Total Cash

83,308.31
100.00
859,032.51
14,029,604.96
126,762.50
1,000.03
1,000.00
2,000,350.68
17,101,158.99

Receivables
Enrollment Based Receivables
Enrollment Based Receivable
Reserve
Net Receivables

11,728,825.79
(73,000.00)
11,655,825.79

Grants Receivable
Title I-013
Title II-A
IDEA
Total Grants Receivable

354,601.60
(16,215.24)
338,386.36

Other Receivables
PSERS Reimbursements
Other Receivable
Total Other Receivables

668,100.76
65,613.75
733,714.51

Prepaid & Deposits
PPD Health Insurance
Utilities and Deposits
Prepaid Rent
Total Prepaid & Deposit

(1,130.85)
94,343.36
140,249.55
233,462.06

Fixed Assets
Building
Furniture & Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation
Net Fixed Assets

2,961,702.84
11,068,015.32
(5,814,059.08)
8,215,659.08

TOTAL ASSETS

38,278,206.79
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LIABILITIES:
Due to CA
May LiveSpeech
May Fast ForWord
May Invoice
June Blended Center
June LiveSpeech
June Fast ForWord
June Invoice
Total due to CA

4,160.00
31,590.87
3,521,869.45
128,000.00
4,000.00
22,067.02
3,821,486.76
7,533,174.10

Other Liabilities
Accrued Payroll
Accrued Expenses
Summer School Accrual
Other Payroll Liabilities
Employee PSERs - Current month (Due Next Month)
Employer PSERs - Apr-Jun (Due in Sept)
Long Term Asset Financing
Total Other Liabilities

3,342,768.16
300,774.08
101,359.87
11,208.74
155,583.22
1,047,560.91
2,500,740.21
7,459,995.19

TOTAL LIABILITIES

14,993,169.29

FUND BALANCE

23,285,037.50

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE

38,278,206.79

14

Commonwealth Connections Academy
Revenue and Expense Statement - Preliminary Unaudited
Period Ended June 30, 2014
June

YTD

Annual

Actual

Actual

Budget

8,154

8,000

Forecasted Average Enrollment
Revenue
District Funding for Regular Ed Students

1,628,256.47

60,752,781.22

59,280,233.00

District Funding for Special Ed Students

829,575.40

29,460,367.05

27,092,086.00

2,457,831.87

90,213,148.27

86,372,319.00

Subtotal
Revenue Reserve

-

Prior Year Revenue

-

Other
Title I - Improving Basic Programs

-

11,439.83

144,421.19

-

562,803.60

1,581,153.28

1,581,000.00

30,277.69

92,000.00

-

Title V - Innovative Education

-

Title I - School Improvement Project - 042

2,094.29

E-Rate

-

IDEA

-

PSERS Reimbursements
Subtotal
Total Revenue

(172,745.00)

(164,190.48)

Title II - Improving Teacher Quality

Interest Income

-

40,403.00

4,600.00
56,000.00

17,640.52

16,800.00

85,442.13

224,682.00

1,292,743.00

1,305,000.00

183,277.59

1,941,141.25

1,341,742.00

759,615.31
3,217,447.18

4,969,031.58
95,182,179.85

4,449,079.00
90,821,398.00

Compensation Expense
Salaries - CA Administration*
Salaries - CCA Administration**
Benefits - CA Administration*

173,022.12

604,495.95

425,735.00

1,053,524.26

6,163,547.14

5,808,593.00

32,199.42

163,213.91

114,948.00

348,036.79

2,417,179.92

2,435,543.00

1,606,782.59

9,348,436.92

8,784,819.00

Salaries - Regular Teachers**

2,797,364.00

14,668,306.85

14,577,663.00

Salaries - Special Education**

468,084.77

2,329,207.49

2,436,584.00

Benefits - Regular Teachers**

1,223,517.73

6,433,814.81

6,096,502.00

Benefits - Special Education**

189,597.48

999,323.58

1,021,660.00

4,678,563.98

24,430,652.73

24,132,409.00

Benefits - CCA Administration**
Subtotal Administration

Subtotal Instructional Staff
* ADM Salary/Benefit Expense Paid by CA
** Salary/Benefit Expense Paid by CCA
Total Compensation Expense

205,221.54

767,709.86

540,683.00

6,080,125.03
6,285,346.57

33,011,379.79
33,779,089.65

32,376,545.00
32,917,228.00

Enrollment/Unit Based Fees
Tangible and Intangible Instructional Materials

64,480.00

11,888,533.00

11,470,144.00

Connexus Annual License

403,362.00

4,892,550.00

4,800,000.00

Student Technology Assistance

303,712.22

3,610,646.60

2,308,811.00

84,475.50

329,520.00

333,594.00

38.25

102,580.38

ISP Processing Fee
Direct Course Instruction Support
Short Term Substitute Teaching Services
Curriculum Postage

28,677.00

365,541.00

352,275.00

Printer Cartridge Logistics Mgt.

4,345.00

55,385.00

53,375.00

Technical Support and Repairs

100,840.50

1,223,137.50

1,200,000.00

Educational Resource Center

84,706.02

1,027,435.50

1,008,000.00

403,362.00

4,892,550.00

4,800,000.00

School Curriculum Supplies

14,083.33

169,000.00

170,083.00

Hardware/Software - Employees

30,300.00

277,800.00

262,488.00

Accounting and Regulatory Reporting

33,613.50

407,712.50

400,000.00

Enrollment and Records Management

43,450.00

553,850.00

533,750.00

Human Resources Support

65,650.00

601,900.00

568,725.00

125,000.00
1,790,095.32

1,500,000.00
31,898,141.48

1,500,000.00
29,761,245.00

Treasury Services

104,266.60

1,133,722.77

1,089,655.00

Marketing Services

104,266.60

1,133,722.77

1,089,655.00

Special Education Oversight and Liability

217,222.08

2,361,816.99

2,270,115.00

868,888.33
1,294,643.61

9,447,268.00
14,076,530.53

9,080,460.00
13,529,885.00

Special Education Charge

Community Outreach
Total Enrollment/Unit Based Fees
Revenue Based Fees

School Administration
Total Revenue Based Fees
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Commonwealth Connections Academy
Revenue and Expense Statement - Preliminary Unaudited
Period Ended June 30, 2014
June

YTD

Annual

Actual

Actual

Budget

35,597.13

222,966.85

350,000.00

Pass-Through Expenses
Office Supplies
Office Supplies (Title)
Community Coordinators
Copiers/Reproduction
Office Postage
Student Testing & Assessment
Student Testing & Assessment (Title)
Staff Recruiting
Staff Training / Prof. Dvlpmt.

21,500.00

4,504.88

6,000.00

217,000.00

62,000.00

6,432.18

56,374.77

58,000.00

12,249.36

113,101.20

164,000.00

137,302.54

421,121.35

400,000.00

-

-

4,000.00

2,747.96

36,683.67

45,000.00

21,187.66

285,625.52

300,000.00

Staff Training / Prof. Dvlpmt. (Title)

3,618.80

22,620.16

40,000.00

Team Building

4,804.52

35,304.69

50,000.00

34,690.38

143,653.62

375,000.00

Travel and Conferences
Travel and Conferences (Title)

983.80

15,963.43

50,000.00

681,309.38

1,989,544.11

1,810,000.00

Maintenance & Repair

16,275.63

114,963.33

80,000.00

High Speed Internet

11,439.83

135,502.88

170,000.00

Phone

15,267.31

247,054.74

230,000.00

Rent - Harrisburg

34,786.92

401,757.48

417,474.00

Rent - Harrisburg Blended Learning Center

49,719.32

414,791.88

208,000.00

Rent - Lehighton

6,107.52

73,862.66

96,000.00

Rent - Pittsburgh

15,256.50

182,896.38

201,393.00

Rent - Scranton

2,303.99

31,730.15

33,000.00

Rent - Williamsport

3,309.38

39,928.48

43,573.00

13,824.54

167,284.29

160,000.00

128,000.00

1,286,000.00

1,286,500.00

ISP Payment Reimbursement

Rent - Philadelphia (Bryn Mawr)
Philadelphia Blended Learning Center/sublease
Harrisburg Blended Learning Center/sublease

-

-

M&T Credit Card Suspense

-

(0.00)

PNC Credit Card Suspense
Utilities
Contract School Staff
Total Pass-Through Expenses

(152,650.27)

-

350,000.00
-

7,177.72

52,719.71

55,000.00

1,113,242.10

2,750.00
6,715,706.23

13,000.00
7,057,940.00

Other School Expenses
Banking fees
Payroll Processing Fees
Bookkeeping & Audit
Dues

1,510.00

1,852.72

7,000.00

4,163.00

2,000.00

25,013.24

86,184.87

74,000.00

2,622.79

32,828.87

45,000.00

Workers Compensation Insurance

-

136,033.50

72,000.00

Property and Casualty Insurance

-

36,471.73

26,000.00

Directors and Officers Insurance

-

931.50

20,000.00

15,339.05

81,674.05

100,000.00

Board-Related Expenses

4,076.20

21,884.12

25,000.00

Community Involvement

3,074.21

71,349.37

230,000.00

(36,417.65)

634,631.49

460,000.00

Legal

Field Trips and Other School Events
Parent Outreach Activities

-

Title I Expenses - 013(SES)

-

11,707.02

School Improvement - 042

-

87,535.38

87,000.00

Co-Curricular Activities

-

27,280.89

110,000.00

School District Sponsored Activities
Targeted Outreach and New Programs Introduction
Curriculum - Other
Curriculum - Fast ForWord

-

-

-

40,000.00
140,000.00

1,000.00

28,867.07

475,909.87

590,000.00

(47,156.91)

159,513.42

200,000.00

22,067.02

395,265.45

525,000.00

Student Printer Equipment

-

282,094.00

282,000.00

Student Printer Cartridge Supply

-

203,493.48

102,919.00

Student Headsets

-

Small Equipment
Summer School
Graduation Expenses
Scholarship Program

-

60,000.00

8,508.04

69,182.61

200,000.00

101,359.87

344,868.86

400,000.00

96,386.55

136,926.13

170,000.00

-

-

26,000.00

Vehicle Operating Expense

11,200.54

97,442.47

150,000.00

Interest Expense

55,516.43

55,516.43

65,000.00

509.44
292,475.89

15,567.19
3,470,308.42

4,209,919.00

10,775,803.49

89,939,776.31

87,476,217.00

Depreciation Expense

289,820.55

3,719,327.26

3,713,000.00

Loss on Disposal of Assets

340,899.68

340,899.68

11,406,523.72

94,000,003.25

Other Expenses
Total Other School Expenses
Total Program Expenses Before Depreciation

Total Program Expenses Including Depreciation

91,189,217.00

Net Increase (Decrease)

(8,189,076.54)

1,182,176.60

Beginning fund balance

31,474,114.04

22,102,860.90

Ending fund balance

23,285,037.50

23,285,037.50

(367,819.00)
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COMMONWEALTH CONNECTIONS ACADEMY CHARTER SCHOOL
BALANCE SHEET - GENERAL FUND
June 30, 2015
General
Fund
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Prior year enrollment receivables
Current year enrollment receivables
Due from other governments - IDEA
Other receivables
Allowance for uncollectible receivables
Prepaid expenses
Total assets

Liabilities
Due to Connections Academy of PA
Accounts payable
Payroll payable
Accrued salaries and benefits
Employee PSERS
Employer PSERS
Flexible Spending Account Withholdings
Deferred revenues - Title I-013
Deferred revenues - Title II-020
Total liabilities
Fund Balances
Nonspendable
Committed
Assigned
Unassigned
Total fund balances
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of
resources and fund balances

$

$

$

$

$

15,008,496
24,846
12,536,924
346,141
275
(73,000)
239,555
28,083,237

6,249,604
716,227
(865)
4,935,198
165,177
1,397,180
(5,214)
(854,910)
(25,797)
12,576,598

$

239,555
5,000,000
10,267,083
15,506,639

$

28,083,237

CCA June 2015 Cash Schedule

CCA INVESTMENT SCHEDULE AS OF 6/30/2015

TYPE

BOOK VALUE

RATE OF
RETURN

$ 14,994,525.43
$
13,870.32
$
100.00

0.20%
0.40%
N/A

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION

GENERAL FUND - CASH
CASH EQUIVALENT INVESTMENTS
General Fund Operating Checking Account
Community Involvement Checking Account
Petty Cash
Subtotal - General Fund

Orrstown Bank
Orrstown Bank
N/A

$ 15,008,495.75

Notes:
- Tuition Receivable Due (Prior Year & Current Year)

TYPE

$ 12,561,769.71

BOOK VALUE

RATE OF
RETURN

FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION

Capital Projects Fund - Committed
CASH EQUIVALENT INVESTMENTS
-Capital Projects Fund Checking Account

$

355,892.99

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND SUBTOTAL

$

355,892.99

Treasurer's Grand Totals - Cash only

0.20% Orrstown Bank

$ 15,364,388.74
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List of Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA) Board Members
(Charter Term July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2016)
Jerald ("Jerry") Birmelin
Board Member: 7/30/2007 to present
Board Secretary: 7/30/2007 to 6/25/2014

Gail Hawkins-Bush
Board Member: 7/14/2003 to present

Michelle Ciora
Board Member: 3/26/2008 to present
Board Treasurer: 3/26/2008 to present

Ralph Dyer
Board Member: 6/29/2011 to present
Board President: 6/25/2014 to present

Paula Hearns
Board Member: 8/26/2009 to 2/23/2011

Cheryl Lozier
Board Member: 6/28/2006 to present

Marcie Mulligan
Board Member: 9/22/2010 to 6/26/2013
Board Member: 9/24/2014 to present resent

Kevin Shivers
Board Member: 9/26/2012 to present
Board Secretary: 6/25/2014 to present

The Honorable Jeffery Piccola (former Pennsylvania State Senator)
Board Member: 8/12/2015 to present
David Taylor
Board Member: 1/6/2003 to 6/17/2015
Board President: 1/6/2003 to 6/25/2014

Board Member Biography: Jerald M. Birmelin

Mr. Jerry Birmelin has proudly served on the CCA Board of Directors for
over eight (8), the first seven of which he served as Board Secretary. He
served with distinction in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives for
22 years (1984-2006), including service on over ten committees including
Education, and leadership roles on several committees and subcommittees.
His elected experience prepared him well for his service to the CCA
Board, giving him considerable insights and experience into the legislative
and fiscal processes.
During his service as a representative, he voted for and has long supported
the role of charter schools in providing choice for families. He is an
advocate for school choice and is passionate about improving the lives of
young people.
Prior to his election to the PA House, Mr. Birmelin taught in both public
and private schools during a 10-year period. He serves and has served on
the boards of a number of community and non-profit boards, including
several historical associations and preservation groups.
He earned his Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Scranton,
and has completed post-graduate work in Guidance Counseling at the same
university. He is married with 3 daughters and 9 grandchildren.

Board Treasurer Biography: Michelle Ciora

Michelle Ciora has been a member of the CCA board since 2008 and is currently the
Board Treasurer. A lifelong resident of western Pennsylvania, she has been married for
twenty-two years and has three children, all of whom have graduated from CCA or are
currently attending CCA.
Michelle’s background includes a Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial Engineering from the
University of Pittsburgh and working for nine years as an engineer in the manufacturing
and steel-making industries.
During the journey of investigating educational offerings for her children, which included
local public education, homeschooling, public cyber charter school education, and
college in high school courses, Michelle developed a passion and interest in education.
Over the years, she has served as a PTO president, as a stakeholder with the Department
of Education regarding gifted education, and as a representative in the alliance that
brokered the initial plan for the keystone exams. She also developed a school-wide
ability awareness program and has been trained and served as a special education
compliance monitor.
A passionate advocate of school choice and excellence in education, Michelle is proud to
have supported CCA as it developed into the innovative, world-class school it is today
and is honored to serve CCA as it continues to break ground in cyber education.

Board President Biography: Ralph Dyer

Ralph Dyer began his term as the President of CCA's Board of Directors in June 2014.
He has served on the CCA board since June 2011. Ralph brings over 43 years of
experience to the CCA Board of Directors. The first 22 years of experience was as an
officer in the United States Army. Subsequent experience has been with small to midsized companies as a management and operations consultant. For 3 years (2004 -2007),
he served as the Lebanon Campus Dean for Harrisburg Area Community College at the
personal request of the College President.
Ralph's education experience includes both K-12 and post-secondary experience in
operational management as well as the classroom. He served as a member of the
Susquenita School Board of Directors from 1997 to 2001. While as a school board
director, Ralph chaired the Delegate Budget and Finance Committee for the 22
sponsoring school districts of Harrisburg Area Community College. This committee
developed the operating budget for the college for subsequent approval by sponsoring
school districts. Ralph later served as a college trustee for Harrisburg Area Community
College from 2001-2003. Additionally, Ralph has spent over a thousand hours as a
periodic substitute teacher throughout many years as a way of “staying current” with the
K-12 educational climate.
Ralph is now semi-retired, but he continues to work as a consultant with particular
expertise in workforce development, school district partnerships, business partnerships,
native language job training, community relations and internal business development.
Ralph's interest in serving on the CCA Board is due to his continued commitment to seek
systemic improvement in public education. He is passionate about dramatically
improving education through competition recognizing that not one defined pedagogy is
right for all students.

Board Member Biography: Gail Hawkins-Bush

As one of the five founding members of the CCA Board of Directors, Ms. Bush brings to
the table extensive experience in education on many levels.
Gail has served in several capacities as Dean at Community College of Philadelphia and
Hartford Community College in Bel Air, MD; where as Dean of Student Services she
increased enrollment. She served as founder and CEO at two Philadelphia charter schools
and a community activist for systemic school reform. She presented a paper at the Center
for Educational Reform in Washington, DC.
Gail was one of six representatives of charter schools to meet with President G.W. Bush
before he signed the Charter School Bill. She believes in cyber education to educate
children at high levels, regardless of their environment; offering children individualized
attention, constant feedback, and personalized relationships with teachers.
Ms. Bush serves (and has served) on numerous boards, including Greater Urban Affairs
Children and Youth Committee, and a committee member of the Mayor's Children's
Summit. Ms. Bush was appointed by the Governor to the Board of Trustees of Cheyney
University. She is also a member of several organizations, such as The Coalition of 100
Black Women and the National Political Congress of Black Women and Blacks for
Educational Options. She is also a Board member of the Hope Charter School.
She has received numerous awards, including the Image Award from the Black Women
in Sports Foundation. Most recently, she was honored with the Pennsylvania Black
Legislators Image Award for her work in education.
Originally, from the Bronx, New York, she attended Central State University in Ohio and
Cheyney University in Pennsylvania where she earned a B. A. in Education. Later, she
received her M.Ed. in Counseling Psychology from Antioch University in Yellow
Springs, Ohio. She received a Fellowship to the Graduate School of Education at Harvard
University in Cambridge, Massachusetts where she was awarded a Certificate in
Educational Administration.

Board Member Biography: Cheryl Lozier

Cheryl Lozier has been a member of the CCA Board of Directors for nine years. She
graduated for William Paterson University with a BS in Education. She taught Physical
Education in several schools upon graduating college.
With the over-abundance of teachers during that time, she was employed at Edna Mahan
Correctional Institute in New Jersey. Her first job there was secretary to the Director of
Custody. From there, she advanced to Director of Recreation where she organized and
oversaw the activities of the inmates which included minimum to maximum security.
Dissatisfied with her local school district’s performance, she began traditional
homeschooling five of her school age children in 1996. When the two older children were
entering high school, she and her husband Paul were reluctant to send them to the local
bricks and mortar school. At that time there was only ONE choice of cyber school, PA
Cyber, from which both girls graduated and continued traditional homeschooling the
others. They were very unhappy with the direction PA Cyber was going and it was not a
good fit for their children .Needless to say three of their children were the first to enroll in
the new cyber school CCA. Bridget went from Kindergarten thru 12th grade as a CCA
student. One of only a few students who have done so.
She now has have four graduates from CCA and the youngest is in 11th grade and an
honor roll student. Three of her CCA graduates are college students. Being a CCA board
member gives her the opportunity to know what is going on in the school and to help
make it a better and better.
As a substitute teacher at our local schools she can see firsthand what goes on inside the
walls and is not at all pleased. She has been very happy with CCA to the extent that her
oldest daughter has enrolled her two children this year.
Serving on the Board allows Cheryl the opportunity to be one of the parents to see where
the academic excellence of CCA is headed and to be a voice for the other parents who
have children attending the school.

Board Member Biography: Marcie Mulligan

Marcie Mulligan was an original member of the Commonwealth Connections Academy
Board when it opened in Fall 2003, and has served on the Board as President and
Treasurer several years ago. Marcie’s personal educational background includes 13 years
of education at Whitehall High School, PA, and a Bachelor’s of the Arts in Political
Science and History from Cedar Crest College. Marcie is passionate about the value of
education and realizes the importance of having the option to educate at home through
quality instruction since her oldest was born with spina bifida. After a recommendation
from a local principal, she decided to pursue home education and then chose CCA when
it opened in Pennsylvania. She has four children, ages 10-23, who have been involved in
each type of education: homeschooling, Commonwealth Connections Academy, and
traditional bricks and mortar public school. Together, her children have a combined total
years of home education of 21 years, 11 years of cyber school, and 13 years of traditional
public school.
Marcie has been employed and served as a volunteer in each type of education since
1994. Marcie has been part-time employed through the Pleasant Valley School District as
a drama and musical co-director for twenty-one years, where she has also taught drama
camps in the summer. She has been involved with three different homeschool co-op
groups where she has served as a teacher and activity coordinator. She presently is a lead
teacher with C.H.A.S.E, where she teaches 4 monthly classes in speech and theatre. She
has also taught Master Classes in theatre for homeschool, cyber charter, and public
school groups. Marcie is also the Board Secretary for Friends of Liberty Theatre, a nonprofit organization which supports the theatre program in the Bethlehem Area School
District. Marcie has also served as a Sunday School teacher for the past 18 years at her
church, and as a volunteer coordinator for the past three years for the Liberty High
School Marching Band.
Marcie is passionate about serving on the CCA Board because of her commitment to
helping children to achieve success through the highest quality cyber charter school in
Pennsylvania. Because two of her children have special needs and have achieved
outstanding success in a 4 year college, she has learned through personal experience the
value of CCA in enhancing the education of its students through quality and personalized
education. She truly believes in having educational choices in Pennsylvania to allow each
student to be served in the most successful manner.

Board Member Biography: (Senator) Jeffrey Piccola

Jeffrey Piccola was born and raised in Susquehanna Township, Dauphin County,
Pennsylvania where he attended the public schools. He graduated in 1970 from
Gettysburg College with a BA and in 1973 from The George Washington University
School of Law with a JD. Thereafter he served shortly in the United States Air Force. He
began the practice of law in 1973 in Harrisburg Pennsylvania with the firm he is now Of
Counsel with, Boswell, Tintner & Piccola.
In 1976, Piccola was elected to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives where he
served until 1995. During his service in the House Piccola served on various committees
but focused during his 17 years on the Judiciary Committee on criminal justice issues,
tort reform and judicial reform. He led the effort to impeach and try former Justice Rolf
Larsen in 1993-94. He culminated his service as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee
during Governor Tom Ridges Special Session on Crime in 1995.
Piccola was elected to Pennsylvania Senate in a Special Election in November of 1995
where he served until his retirement in 2012. During his 17 years of service in the Senate
he was elected Republican Caucus Administrator and Majority Whip, and in 2008
became Chairman of the Senate Education Committee, serving in that capacity until his
retirement in 2012. During his 17 years on the Senate Education Committee he was a
leader on many education reform issues including the enactment of the Charter School
Law, the Cyber Charter School Law, the Education Empowerment Act and
improvements to the Education Improvement Tax Credit (EITC) Act.
A strong advocate of choice in education, Piccola advocated for legislation to provide
tuition vouchers, update the Charter School Law and laws to make teachers and
administrators more accountable. He was a member of Governor Ridge’s original
Academic Standards Commission and he led the effort with Governor Rendell to
implement graduation competency assessments (now known as the Keystone Exams).
Piccola has been the recipient of many awards, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guardian of Small Business, NFIB
Cyber Families Leadership Award, PA Families for Public Cyber Schools
Impact Award, Dauphin County Library System
Joseph Siegman Award, PA Association of School Retirees
2006 Catalyst Award, Harrisburg Regional Chamber of Commerce
Legislator of the Year, PA Orthopedic Society
Legislator of the Year, PA College of Internal Medicine
William J. Van Essen Award, PA Optometric Association
Champion of Good Government, PA Common Cause
Legislative Service Award, PA League of Cities

Piccola currently serves as Chairman of the Advisory Board of the Harrisburg Salvation
Army and as a board member of Keystone Human Services, Harrisburg University and
Commonwealth Connections Cyber Charter School. He is a member various Masonic
bodies and currently serves on the Board of Trustees of the Harrisburg Consistory.
Piccola is married to his wife Denise, and they have two grown children and 3
grandchildren.

Board Treasurer Biography: Kevin Shivers

As state director of NFIB Pennsylvania since 2001, Kevin Shivers has used his broad
public service experience and political acumen to strengthen NFIB's reputation as one of
Pennsylvania's most influential business organizations.
Kevin has 20 years of experience in the state's legislative and political process. He serves
as NFIB's chief Pennsylvania lobbyist and leads the organization's grassroots and
political activities. Shivers and his team have worked collaboratively with two governors
and the General Assembly to enact a host of new laws that have saved small employers
thousands of dollars annually and protected their ability to run and grow their businesses.
He is regularly quoted in Pennsylvania's major newspapers, business journals and trade
magazines, and is a frequent guest on a variety of statewide television and radio
programs.
Before joining NFIB, Shivers was deputy press secretary for Pennsylvania governors
Tom Ridge and Mark Schweiker. He previously served as press secretary in the
Pennsylvania Department of State and worked in the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives.
A longtime community volunteer, Shivers serves on a variety of government and
community boards in addition to the CCA Board, including the Foundation for Free
Enterprise Education; the governing board of the Pennsylvania Compensation Rating
Bureau; and the Harrisburg Trade Association Executives, where he serves as president.
He previously served on the Workers Compensation Advisory Council, the Pennsylvania
Food Employee Certification Board and the board of advisors for the Harrisburg Young
Professionals. Shivers also is a member of the Pennsylvania Association for Government
Relations.
Shivers holds a bachelor's degree from Allegheny College in Meadville, Crawford
County.
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Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA)
AGENDA FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Wednesday, June 17, 2015 at 8:30 a.m.
Held at the following location and via teleconference:
1426 N. 3rd Street Harrisburg, PA 17102

I.

Call to Order – R. Dyer

II.

Roll Call – R. Dyer

III.

Public Comment
The Board welcomes participation by the members of the public both in-person and
telephonically. To address an item on the agenda, before the scheduled start of the meeting,
an individual must write their name and a short description of the agenda item on which they
wish to comment on the card provided and submit this to the Chair, along with any materials
they want to have distributed to the Board. Individuals who wish to address the Board
telephonically must contact the School CEO by phone or by email at least twenty four (24)
hours before the scheduled start of the Board meeting. If the individual wants to provide any
written materials to the Board, these should be emailed to the School CEO at least twenty
four (24) hours before the scheduled start of the meeting.
The total time for any individual to present, either in person or via telephone, on an item on
the agenda shall not exceed three (3) minutes, unless the Board grants additional time.
Individuals desiring to make a formal presentation to the Board on an item not on the agenda
but desiring it be placed on the agenda must provide notice and written submissions detailing
the subject of the presentation to the CEO at least fourteen (14) days prior to the meeting.
Any such presentations shall not exceed fifteen (15) minutes in duration, unless otherwise
permitted by the Chair.
To view the Board Public Comment Policy, visit the school’s About Us”
page at www.connectionsacademy.com

IV.

Routine Business
a. Approval of Agenda – R. Dyer

V.

Board Reorganization – P. Murren
a. Approval of Directors
b. Approval of Officers



VI.

Board Member Appointment – R. Dyer
a. Approval of Jeffrey Piccola as Board Trustee

VII.

Executive Session
a. To consult with attorney regarding personnel matters and to consult with attorney in connection with
litigation or on issues on which identifiable complaints are expected to be filed (65 PA CSA §
708(a)(4)) - P. Murren

VIII.

Oral Reports
a. Board Counsel Report – P. Murren
b. CEO Report (MSR attached) – M. Flurie
i. Update on Graduations
ii. Legislative Update
c. COO Report – T. Longenecker
i. Update on Facilities (attached)
ii. Employee Handbook (to follow)
d. Financial Report (attached) – S. Handford

IX.

Consent Items
a. Approval of Minutes from the May 27, 2015 Meeting (attached)
b. Approval of Staffing Report (attached)
c. Approval of Connections Academy of Pennsylvania, LLC Invoice #132247 for May (attached)
d. Approval of CCA Cash Disbursement Transactions (attached)
e. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Case Management for May (to follow)
f. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Special Education Services for May (to follow)
g. Approval of Board President as Board Designee to Approve Summer Staffing Decisions for the
2015-2016 School Year
h. Approval of Board Meeting Schedule for the 2015-2016 School Year (attached)
i. Approval of Amendment to Facilities Use Agreement for 211 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA
(attached)

X.

Action Items

XI.

Information Items
a. Review of Old Business and Discussion of New Business – R. Dyer

XII.

Adjournment and Next Meeting Date August 12, 2015 at 12:00 p.m. in person and via teleconference



CONSENT ITEMS
The Chair will ask members what items, if any, they want removed from the consent agenda for
discussion. If any member asks that an item be moved, it will be moved to the Action Items. After
any items have been removed, the Chair will read out the remaining consent items and ask for their
adoption in one motion if there is no objection. The minutes will reflect the full text of any resolutions
that were adopted as part of the consent agenda.
a. Approval of Minutes from the May 27, 2015 Meeting
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Shannon Ulsh
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: The minutes from the meeting of the Board of Directors are being presented for approval.

b. Approval of Staffing Report
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: The staffing report as provided with the Board materials outlines the candidates that are
recommended for hire. The staffing report includes each candidate’s name, area for hire, compensation
rate, bonus potential and start date. The Staffing Report also provides information on departing employees,
the reasons for their departure, as well as any promotions, for Board review and approval.
c. Approval of Connections Academy of Pennsylvania, LLC Invoice
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Michelle Ciora
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the invoice as reviewed and recommend for
payment by the Board Treasurer, Ms. Ciora. Board review of the invoice as it relates to the financial
report and materials received for the meeting is sought. Board approval of the invoice and
authorization to make payment via wire based upon availability of funds is requested.

d. Approval of CCA Cash Disbursement Transactions
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Sharon Handford
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board material is a reconciliation of cash disbursements, Board review and
approval is requested.
e. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Case Management
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Ted Ochs
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is an invoice for Case Management derived from action
taken by the Board passed in an earlier meeting. Board approval for payment of the invoice is requested.

f. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Special Education Services
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Ted Ochs
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is an invoice for Special Education Services.
Board approval for payment of the invoice is requested.



g. Approval of Board President as Board Designee to Approve Summer Staffing Decisions for the
2015-2016 School Year
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Board approval is requested.
h. Approval of Board Meeting Schedule for the 2015-2016 School Year
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the proposed board meeting schedule for the 2015-2016
school year. Board approval thereof is requested.
i. Approval of Amendment to Facilities Use Agreement for 211 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the proposed amendment to the facilities use agreement for
211 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA. Board approval thereof is requested.

Motion:
Ayes:

Second:
Nays:



Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA)
AGENDA FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Wednesday, May 27, 2015 at 12:00 p.m.
Held at the following location and via teleconference:
1426 N. 3rd Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102

I.

Call to Order – R. Dyer

II.

Roll Call – R. Dyer

III.

Public Comment
The Board welcomes participation by the members of the public both in-person and telephonically. To
address an item on the agenda, before the scheduled start of the meeting, an individual must write their
name and a short description of the agenda item on which they wish to comment on the card provided
and submit this to the Chair, along with any materials they want to have distributed to the
Board. Individuals who wish to address the Board telephonically must contact the School CEO by
phone or by email at least twenty four (24) hours before the scheduled start of the Board meeting. If the
individual wants to provide any written materials to the Board, these should be emailed to the School
CEO at least twenty four (24) hours before the scheduled start of the meeting.
The total time for any individual to present, either in person or via telephone, on an item on the agenda
shall not exceed three (3) minutes, unless the Board grants additional time.
Individuals desiring to make a formal presentation to the Board on an item not on the agenda but
desiring it be placed on the agenda must provide notice and written submissions detailing the subject of
the presentation to the CEO at least fourteen (14) days prior to the meeting. Any such presentations
shall not exceed fifteen (15) minutes in duration, unless otherwise permitted by the Chair.
To view the Board Public Comment Policy, visit the school’s “About Us” page
at www.connectionsacademy.com

IV.

Routine Business
a. Approval of Agenda – R. Dyer

V.

Executive Session
a. To consult with attorney regarding personnel matters and to consult with attorney in connection with litigation
or on issues on which identifiable complaints are expected to be filed (65 PA CSA § 708(a)(4)) - P. Murren
b. CEO and COO Evaluations – Ralph Dyer



VI.

Oral Reports
a. Board Counsel Report – P. Murren
b. CEO Report (MSR attached) – M. Flurie
i. Long Range Plan
c. COO Report – T. Longenecker
i. Budget Review (attached)
d. Financial Report (attached) – S. Handford

VII.

Consent Items
a. Approval of Minutes from the April 22, 2015 Meeting (attached)
b. Approval of Staffing Report (attached)
c. Approval of Connections Academy of Pennsylvania, LLC Invoice #130199 for April (attached)
d. Approval of CCA Cash Disbursement Transactions (attached)
e. Approval of Connections Education Invoice #130086 for Case Management for April (attached)
f. Approval of Connections Education Invoice #130087 for Special Education Services for April (attached)
g. Approval of 2015-2016 School Year Medical Contracts: Doctor, Dentist and Nurse (attached)
h. Approval of 2014-2015 School Year Parent Involvement Policy (attached)
i. Approval of 2015-2016 School Year Parent Involvement Policy (attached)

VIII.

Action Items
a. Approval of 2015-2106 School Year Budget
b. Approval of CEO and COO Compensation for 2015-2016 School Year/Bonus for 2014-2015 School Year

IX.

Information Items
a. Legislative Update – M. Flurie
b. Review of Old Business and Discussion of New Business – R. Dyer

X.

Adjournment and Next Meeting Date June 17, 2015 at 8:30 a.m. via teleconference



CONSENT ITEMS
The Chair will ask members what items, if any, they want removed from the consent agenda for
discussion. If any member asks that an item be moved, it will be moved to the Action Items. After
any items have been removed, the Chair will read out the remaining consent items and ask for their
adoption in one motion if there is no objection. The minutes will reflect the full text of any resolutions
that were adopted as part of the consent agenda.
a. Approval of Minutes from the April 22, 2015 Meeting
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Shannon Ulsh
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: The minutes from the meeting of the Board of Directors are being presented for approval.

b. Approval of Staffing Report
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: The staffing report as provided with the Board materials outlines the candidates that are
recommended for hire. The staffing report includes each candidate’s name, area for hire, compensation
rate, bonus potential and start date. The Staffing Report also provides information on departing employees,
the reasons for their departure, as well as any promotions, for Board review and approval.
c. Approval of Connections Academy of Pennsylvania, LLC Invoice
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Michelle Ciora
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the invoice as reviewed and recommend for
payment by the Board Treasurer, Ms. Ciora. Board review of the invoice as it relates to the financial
report and materials received for the meeting is sought. Board approval of the invoice and
authorization to make payment via wire based upon availability of funds is requested.

d. Approval of CCA Cash Disbursement Transactions
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Sharon Handford
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board material is a reconciliation of cash disbursements, Board review and
approval is requested.
e. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Case Management
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Ted Ochs
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is an invoice for Case Management derived from action
taken by the Board passed in an earlier meeting. Board approval for payment of the invoice is requested.

f. Approval of Connections Education Invoice for Special Education Services
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Ted Ochs
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is an invoice for Special Education Services.
Board approval for payment of the invoice is requested.



g. Approval of 2015-2016 School Year Medical Contracts: Doctor, Dentist and Nurse
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is a proposed medical contracts for the 2014-2015 school year for
the school’s Doctor, Dentist and Nurse as required by statute. Board approval thereof is requested.
h. Approval of 2014-2015 School Year Parent Involvement Policy
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the proposed parent involvement policy for the 2014-2015
school year. Board approval thereof is requested.
i. Approval of 2015-2016 School Year Parent Involvement Policy
PRESENTER IF MOVED TO ACTION ITEMS: Maurice Flurie
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Included in the Board materials is the proposed parent involvement policy for the 2015-2016
school year. Board approval thereof is requested.

Motion:
Ayes:

Second:
Nays:

ACTION ITEMS

a. Approval of the 2015-2016 School Year Budget
PRESENTER: Thomas Longenecker
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Board approval is requested.
b. Approval of CEO and COO Compensation for 2015-2016 School Year/Bonus for 2014-2015 School Year
PRESENTER: Ralph Dyer
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Consideration for Approval
BACKGROUND: Board approval is requested.

Motion:
Ayes:

Second:
Nays:



Commonwealth Connections Academy
1426 N. 3rd Street, Fourth Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17102

Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA)
2014–2015 Meeting Schedule for Board of Directors
School Phone: (717) 651-7200
School Fax: (717) 651-0670
School Website: http://www.connectionsacademy.com/pennsylvania-cyber-school
All meetings are open to members of the public. For information about meetings or for members of the public
who require special accommodations to attend, contact the School CEO at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.
Dr. Maurice Flurie, School CEO
mflurie@connectionseducation.com
(717) 651-7200 ext. 218
DATE

TIME

LOCATION

Wednesday, August 27, 2014

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, September 24, 2014

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Wednesday, October 22, 2014

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, November 19, 2014

Planning Session
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Board Meeting
12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Monday, December 15, 2014

9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, January 28, 2015

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Philadelphia

Wednesday, February 25, 2015

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, March 25, 2015

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, April 22, 2015

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, May 27, 2015

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Annual Meeting
Wednesday, June 24, 2015

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

www.connectionsacademy.com

Commonwealth Connections Academy
1426 N. 3rd Street, Fourth Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17102

Commonwealth Connections Academy (CCA)
2015–2016 Meeting Schedule for Board of Directors
School Phone: (717) 651-7200
School Fax: (717) 236-2197
School Website: http://www.connectionsacademy.com
All meetings are open to members of the public. For information about meetings or for members of the public
who require special accommodations to attend, contact the School CEO at least 24 hours prior to the meeting.
Dr. Maurice Flurie, School CEO
mflurie@ccaeducate.me
(717) 651-7200 ext. 218
DATE

TIME

LOCATION

Wednesday, August 12, 2015

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Wednesday, September 16, 2015

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Wednesday, October 14, 2015

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, November 18, 2015

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Wednesday, January 13, 2016

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, February 17, 2016

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, March 16, 2016

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Wednesday, April 13, 2016

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference

Wednesday, May 18, 2016

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Harrisburg

Annual Meeting
Wednesday, June 15, 2016

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

Teleconference
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Attachment O
Evaluation of the External Management
Organization (EMO)
CCA Charter Renewal Application

